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No Restrictions No Nonsense 

"You have been brought up with so many 
Restrictions that have become a part of Your 
Unconscious Life. Would You like to WakeUp 

from what You are Not Seeing? Or do You 
want to Stay Lost like most people who are 

asleep here? You are in a Psychological 
Restricting Matrix that You do not fully 

Recognize! You 'Think' everything is fine as 
long as the 'official authorities' tell You that 

it is all Conspiracy Theory with what You 
may have heard that points to what the 

politicians, religions, presidents, kings and 
queens, spiritual paths, gods, masters and 

others have Sold You and Told You. Of 
course everything is fine, because 'they' say 

so. Or is it? You can decide whatever You 
want to and 'believe' anything too! Its fun 
isn't it, to 'pretend' everything is fine and 

stay in LA LA Land for at least another day 
or week, and maybe even a year, until all 
that everyone has created comes forward 

and Shows Up! You want to keep burning the 
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poisonous fuels with Your Cars, talking on 
Your Mind Kontrolling Microwave Cell 

Phones, sitting in Your House with Your WiFi 
and Smart Appliances and Smart Meters, 
getting Your Lethal Vaccines, taking Your 

Meds, breathing in the ChemTrails, drinking 
Your Fluoridated City Water and 'Thinking' 
Your Gods and Saviors will fix everything, 

because The Deceptors who market You are 
so good at what they do, You completely 

Agree with them, because You want to grow 
old and 'feel' good today. 

"What I am sharing is such a small part of 
what is really taking place all over this 

planet, as most people are not concerned at 
all about the ALLNatural Environment that 

supports them. You have come to 'like' Your 
Restrictions so much that You will defend 

being Restricted with all the Emotional 
Attachments You have to them! Is this really 
how LifeIS? Not even close! You are always 
the Decider of Your Life, and guess what? 

You do not have to live with any Restrictions 
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or the Nonsense that goes with them! No 
More Restrictions and No More Nonsense! 
Does this Sound Fun? What WE Share IS 
Very Real & Wonderful! WakeUp and See 
what we are presenting to this earth as 

WorldWide Educators. 

"YU, The RealU can Become a RealHero if 
YU have The RealCourage to do so! Or, do 
you want to stay on the earth with all the 

'implied' freedoms the political and religious 
speech makers give you lifetime after 

lifetime? YU are deciding Your Life every 
moment! The PoliticalReligions have taught 

you to Worship Pray to the Gods for Your 
Life, but when you eventually find out who 
and want these so-called gods are, you will 

be very surprised. You must create Your 
RealAdventure or stay TapLined and 

Trapped on the earth and into the Lower 
Astral Reptilian Realm. Being a RealHero is 
nothing like what is found on this earth, and 

only Very Few ever Become One. YU can 
WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on this planet! 
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"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined by 
Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 

Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
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and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 
Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

PLANET EARTH, FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT 
NU~U, STAY LOST YOUR CHOICE 

"You keep deciding to Stay Lost here with all 
that You have Agreed to. Yes You! This world 

does have its attractiveness, as this is a 
'Place in Space' to have experiences to 

eventually Become MoreAware and move 
out of Creation altogether. Until You Decide 

to See Beyond what You are seeing here, 
then You will Stay Lost with all the invented 

systems that 'look good' but they are 
nothing but Kreated Deception! There IS 

only one way out of The Designed Matrix of 
KEK, and that IS The NUWay with The NU~U 

and Real UNUversal Guides of The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 

"Hello and Welcome to a 'NUAdventure 
Now!' On this earth, you 'Think' you are a 
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physical body, which makes sense for this 
place, but there is so much more to YU, The 

RealU, than you can ever imagine. 
Fortunately, YU are not just a body growing 
old here once again, YU are a FreeBeing of 

RealLight brighter than the sun, but you 
must learn to Recognize Your RealAwareniss 

or Stay Lost on this planet until you do. 
While YU have been here YU have taken on 

many 'roles' to gain experiences to 
eventually Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS. On earth, you have many 
choices to be whatever you want, but these 

'ideas' are from politics and religion that 
have Kontrolled YU for untold lifetimes. YU 

are in Their Designed Matrix and part of 
Their HUman Farming for consumption. 

Beyond the Gods of Man and Creation exists 
LifeLevels of SoundLight ALLAliveniss, 
where YU are a FreeBeing of RealLight! 

Creation is a place to WakeUp from and then 
Free YourSelf from the Restrictions YU have 

known from the inventions of politics and 
religion, or Stay Lost with all the invented 
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ideas of worshiping, prayer, rituals, 
sacrifices and all the Religious labels such 
as Christians, Muslim, Buddhists and so on. 
These 'ideas' were invented to Kontrol YU 

and keep YU here for more lifetimes as Their 
Slave! YU are a FreeBeing of RealLight like 
the Sun Shining, but YU must take the time 

to learn how to Recognize Your 
RealAwareniss and THE ISNIS LIFEIS! It is 

always Your Choice to Stay Lost Here! Read 
My NUBooks and Free YourSelf Now… 

www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 
DUANE&EVA on Facebook 

"THE EARTH IS BIGGER than the creations 
of those living here. Everyone here has their 

rightful place without the interference of 
others. This is Your Planet too! If You decide 
to 'Work With' The Natural Environment that 
supports You, then You will experience The 

RealBenefits as do the animals and birds 
and everything that makes up what we term 

as Nature. If You decide not to work with 
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Nature, as most people have already 
decided this, then You will be with the 

unaware and experience the Karmic Effects, 
as this is why we are all on a Poisoned 

Prison Planet. With the created agendas of 
politics and religion, this world is only 
Getting Worse! Politics and religion are 
nothing more than deceptively devised 
issues and Lip Service to the unaware 

masses who keep Agreeing to be 
intimidated, assaulted, subservient and 

HUman Farmed to those who are destroying 
what really Supports ALL of US. With all the 

purposely devised nonsense of political 
campaigning, who has The RealCourage to 
Stand with The Earth as The Real Issue? 
The religious governments, which they all 
are, are HUman Farming those who do not 
have a Recognition of their RealAwareniss. 
You are in Their Designed Matrix, and if You 

do not WakeUp Now, then very soon, You 
will already be in your next unaware lifetime 
here when this world is even worse! There 

are so many who are in their own LA LA 
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Land here, and they most of all will be living 
the Karmic Effects of their unawareness. If 

You want to keep 'pretending' the 
government, god and the old saviors will fix 
what You and others have done, You have 
the right to 'Think' whatever You want, but 
THE EARTH & LIFE IS BIGGER! WakeUp or 

Stay Lost on this floating rock in black 
space... There is no life here, only in Your 

RealAwareniss! YU, The RealU IS a 
FreeBeing of RealLight, but to Fully 

Recognize this, YU must Learn to See 
Beyond everything You have ever known! Are 
You willing to Take The Risk to SEE, or are 
You too afraid with all the Fear the invented 
systems here have conditioned You with? 
This is Your Planet! Are You going to keep 
Agreeing that those who rule You will have 
their way with it? I am not advocating any 
rebellion or protest, but simply for You to 
Become MoreAware and Recognize Your 

RealAwareniss Now! 
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 www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 
DUANE&EVA on Facebook 

"Throughout Human History there have been 
prophets, oracles, psychics, soothsayers, 

witches, sorcerers and many who could See 
more than most people. These people have 
their place, but there is so much more that 

cannot be Seen by them and the best of 
them. From time to time The Real UNUversal 

Guides of THE ALLISNIS LifeIS, decide to 
bring forth someone who can SEEMORE than 

anyone else known to the people of this 
world. In 1965, Paul Twitchell was asked by 
The RealGuides to take on what was then 
termed, The Rod of Power. When Paul left 

this world there were two others who were 
given the opportunity to WakeUp to THE 

ALLISNIS LifeIS, but they never have, and so 
instead they went with The Deceptors of 
this world to Kontrol and TapLine others. 

The RealGuides gave me The Rod of Power 
in 2001, and in 2007, The Rod of Power 

became THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. 
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The days of masters and gurus are gone, as 
are the ideas of politics, religion and 

spiritual ideas and their meanings with old 
outdated traditions. These are merely 

'ghosts' that seem to be alive among those 
still here. Creation and what it entails has 
its place as a 'process' we each go thru in 
our own way, but to stay lost here is no life 
at all. LifeIS Bigger than Creation and the 

Gods of Man who govern those still unaware 
they are in a Designed Matrix that is 

Kontrolled by Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). THE ALLISNIS IS, The TruReality 

that is altogether unseen by most. IT IS The 
RealFreedom and RealTruth that YU, The 

RealU is looking for. YU must learn to 
Recognize IT, to be able to SEE IT. There is 

no other way. 'Thinking' will not work! 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU, The RealU, to Become MoreAware, 
so that YU can Learn to Free YourSelf from 

this Matrix Dimension and eventually 
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Creation all together. There are Real 
UNUverses of Endless Magnificence that are 

yours at any time, but YU Must Learn to 
Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, moreso 

than what you 'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs 
& The Real UNUversal Guides will assist YU 
on Your Own Journey to RealFreedom, but 
YU must Be The Real RiskTaker, and have 
the courage to do and go where YU never 

have before. If you decide to stay the same 
as you have always been, then you will only 

grow old once again and forget you were 
here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people struggling to survive this world. 

WE show YU how to WakeUp and have 
RealFreedom! 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
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RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 
any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 

claim so are misguiding others into the 
Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to specak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined by 
Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 

Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 
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"IN MY COUNTRY…" 

"IN MY COUNTRY... (some basic ideas such 
as) we have our traditions and religion and 

beliefs that have been passed from our 
ancestors." 

"Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, and 
what I am sharing here is the basic idea of 
what many people say as they speak with 

others. Most people 'drag' an Old Past with 
them from where they were born and go thru 

the same limiting routines their whole life 
until they are too old to remember where 

they are at here. This then becomes another 
wasted and dead life, because those who do 
not Pay Attention to What LifeIS Now, they 
will continue to unconsciously return here 
or somewhere in this physical realm until 
they WakeUp! All the created information 

and knowledge on this world will soon mean 
nothing once you pass over into the Astral 
Realm. Most people will be so Emotionally 

Attached to what they have experienced on 
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earth at this time, and what they continue to 
Agree with will bring them right back here 

unaware again! The businesses, 
corporations, family ideas, relationships, 
religion, politics, education and so much 

more are simply what each person Agrees 
to, that becomes their Restictions, when not 

Seen from Your RealAwareniss. There are 
Greater VUPoints to experience, far moreso 

than what can be found in any created 
institution. Tradition, as an example, is 
nothing more than something old. LifeIS 

Always NUNow and never old and outdated! 
YU, The RealU, is a FreeBeing of RealLight 
brighter than the Sun Shining, but YU must 
take the time to Recognize this with The 

NUSound, The NU~U, or Stay Lost on earth 
with everyone else here! 

"With all the creations of politics, religion, 
education, tradition, beliefs, ritualism and 
more, has come all the Discrimination and 
Destruction of people and The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US! We 
are ALL on the same earth, and it Makes 
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Sense to See Beyond what harms ourselves 
and what we have termed as Nature, but 

there are those who use Marketing Ploy to 
Deceive others into Agreeing with their 

Deceptive Destructive Policies. Each person 
has the right to do whatever they want to, 
and WE as WorldWide Educators (WE) are 

providing RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
to Become MoreAware and SelfSufficient, as 
WE are The NUWay to Escape The Designed 
Matrix of Creation, that has been Kunningly 
Kreated by the Kalaum God and the Ruling 

Authoritarians Traitors (RATS). You and your 
traditional friends can stay with these RATS 
for as many lifetimes as you like, or WakeUp 

Now and Free YourSelf! 
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THE EARTH IS BIGGER 

THE EARTH IS BIGGER than the creations of 
those living here. Everyone here has their 
rightful place without the interference of 

others. This is Your Planet too! If You decide 
to 'Work With' The Natural Environment that 
supports You, then You will experience The 

RealBenefits as do the animals and birds 
and everything that makes up what we term 

as Nature. If You decide not to work with 
Nature, as most people have already 

decided this, then You will be with the 
unaware and experience the Karmic Effects, 

as this is why we are all on a Poisoned 
Prison Planet. With the created agendas of 

politics and religion, this world is only 
Getting Worse! Politics and religion are 
nothing more than deceptively devised 
issues and Lip Service to the unaware 

masses who keep Agreeing to be 
intimidated, assaulted, subservient and 

HUman Farmed to those who are destroying 
what really Supports ALL of US. With all the 
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purposely devised nonsense of political 
campaigning, who has The RealCourage to 
Stand with The Earth as The Real Issue? 
The religious governments, which they all 
are, are HUman Farming those who do not 
have a Recognition of their RealAwareniss. 
You are in Their Designed Matrix, and if You 

do not WakeUp Now, then very soon, You 
will already be in your next unaware lifetime 
here when this world is even worse! There 

are so many who are in their own LA LA 
Land here, and they most of all will be living 
the Karmic Effects of their unawareness. If 

You want to keep 'pretending' the 
government, god and the old saviors will fix 
what You and others have done, You have 
the right to 'Think' whatever You want, but 
THE EARTH & LIFE IS BIGGER! WakeUp or 

Stay Lost on this floating rock in black 
space... There is no life here, only in Your 

RealAwareniss! YU, The RealU IS a 
FreeBeing of RealLight, but to Fully 

Recognize this, YU must Learn to See 
Beyond everything You have ever known! Are 
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You willing to Take The Risk to SEE, or are 
You too afraid with all the Fear the invented 
systems here have conditioned You with? 
This is Your Planet! Are You going to keep 
Agreeing that those who rule You will have 

their way with it?  
I am not advocating any rebellion or protest, 

but simply for You to  
Become MoreAware and Recognize Your 

RealAwareniss Now! 

RECOGNIZED FREEBEINGS  
with REBAZAR TARZS 

"Hello and Welcome to 'An Adventure Like 
No other!' WE are WorldWide Educators with 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 
Guides. WE are The NUPresentation and The 

NUWay for RealFreedom to The Real 
UNUverses beyond the Restrictions of 

Creation. LifeIS an ISNIS, far moreso than 
what you have come to know as Creation. 
The ISNIS LifeIS, IS Pure, Real and Perfect 
and IS Always Now. You have been brought 
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up thru lifetimes of Creation as a 'process' 
to eventually WakeUp to the TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLISNIS. The Whole of LIfeIS IS 
so much bigger than what can be 

understood and determined with your literal 
mind in Creation. Creation is a 'simulator' 

with Cause and Effect Karmic Restrictions 
as a 'reference' to eventually Recognize 

what is not real, to then Recognize What IS 
Real Now. YU, The RealU, will always be The 
Decider to explore more than what you have 
come to know in Creation, or Stay Lost for 

more lifetimes on this planet in the 
blackness of seemingly endless space. You 

will always be Deciding Your Fate and 
Destiny! 

"YU, The RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight 
from The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS, but 

YU must take the time to Recognize & 
PerSeeve this. YU can Stay Lost in Creation 
for as long as YU want, or YU can Take The 
Risk and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and 

have The RealConnection with Rebazar 
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Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides who 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 

for YU to Become MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient Now! 

"The Gods of Man and the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) who are 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have 

dominion over the planets in time and space 
and will not let YU out of their Designed 

Matrix of Reincarnation and Karma. You in 
the personal self can 'believe' whatever you 

want to, but you are still trapped here. 
Politics, religion, spiritual paths, masters 
and gurus are all trapped with their HU, 

AUM, OM, Amen words and others with the 
TapLining Reptilians. Sing the NU~U and 

Watch Your DreamVisions and 'Let Life Show 
YU What IS Real Now!' We are Recognized 

FreeBeings of RealLight with The Real 
UNUversal Guides and WE are here for YU, 
but YU must Take The Risk to See Beyond 

what you have come to know as Creation or 
Stay Lost! 
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THE ALLNIS LIFEIS 

"Hello, and Welcome to 'An Adventure Like 
No Other!' You, like so many others have 

been born into Creation for untold lifetimes. 
You 'Think' Creation is all there is and there 

are gods in the sky that watch over You. 
This 'story' and others like it are fun for our 
imagination to play with, but there is a lot 

more than You will ever imagine to The 
Whole of Life. The Gods of Man are real and 

I have met them, as anyone can, but they 
are only GovernorLords on the Astral and 
Mental Realms in Creation that do funny 

things with the people on earth and other 
planets. Beyond Creation is The Real 

UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. There are Endless LifeLevels beyond 
the Six Psychic Levels of Creation. The Real 

UNUverses IS ALLAliveniss and a 
PurRealniss moreso than anything in 

Creation and there is No Cause and Effect 
Karma and No Restrictions! This IS where 
YU, The RealU IS a FreeBeing of RealLight 
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with the Sound Light Reality with THE 
ALLISNIS LIFEIS. At first, what I am 

presenting seems to be more than Your 
Literal Mind can understand, and so this is 

where YU start to get your own 
RealExperiences with The NUSound, The 

NU~U, which IS The RealConnection as The 
NUWay out of The Designed Matrix of 
Creation and the KEK Systems on this 

planet. 

"Hello and Welcome to a 'NUAdventure 
Now!' On this earth, you 'Think' you are a 
physical body, which makes sense for this 

place, but there is so much more to YU, The 
RealU, than you can ever imagine. 

Fortunately, YU are not just a body growing 
old here once again, YU are a FreeBeing of 

RealLight brighter than the sun, but you 
must learn to Recognize Your RealAwareniss 

or Stay Lost on this planet until you do. 
While YU have been here YU have taken on 

many 'roles' to gain experiences to 
eventually Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, 
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THE ALLIS. On earth, you have many 
choices to be whatever you want, but these 

'ideas' are from politics and religion that 
have Kontrolled YU for untold lifetimes. YU 

are in Their Designed Matrix and part of 
Their HUman Farming for consumption. 

Beyond the Gods of Man and Creation exists 
LifeLevels of SoundLight ALLAliveniss, 
where YU are a FreeBeing of RealLight! 

Creation is a place to WakeUp from and then 
Free YourSelf from the Restrictions YU have 

known from the inventions of politics and 
religion, or Stay Lost with all the invented 

ideas of worshiping, prayer, rituals, 
sacrifices and all the Religious labels such 
as Christians, Muslim, Buddhists and so on. 
These 'ideas' were invented to Kontrol YU 

and keep YU here for more lifetimes as Their 
Slave! YU are a FreeBeing of RealLight like 
the Sun Shining, but YU must take the time 

to learn how to Recognize Your 
RealAwareniss and THE ISNIS LIFEIS! It is 

always Your Choice to Stay Lost Here! 
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Read My NUBooks and Free YourSelf Now... 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 

DUANE&EVA on Facebook 
"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 

"Throughout Human History there have been 
prophets, oracles, psychics, soothsayers, 

witches, sorcerers and many who could See 
more than most people. These people have 
their place, but there is so much more that 

cannot be Seen by them and the best of 
them. From time to time The Real UNUversal 

Guides of THE ALLISNIS LifeIS, decide to 
bring forth someone who can SEEMORE than 

anyone else known to the people of this 
world. In 1965, Paul Twitchell was asked by 
The RealGuides to take on what was then 
termed, The Rod of Power. When Paul left 

this world there were two others who were 
given the opportunity to WakeUp to THE 
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ALLISNIS LifeIS, but they never have, and so 
instead they went with The Deceptors of 
this world to Kontrol and TapLine others. 

The RealGuides gave me The Rod of Power 
in 2001, and in 2007, The Rod of Power 

became THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. 
The days of masters and gurus are gone, as 

are the ideas of politics, religion and 
spiritual ideas and their meanings with old 

outdated traditions. These are merely 
'ghosts' that seem to be alive among those 
still here. Creation and what it entails has 
its place as a 'process' we each go thru in 
our own way, but to stay lost here is no life 
at all. LifeIS Bigger than Creation and the 

Gods of Man who govern those still unaware 
they are in a Designed Matrix that is 

Kontrolled by Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). THE ALLISNIS IS, The TruReality 

that is altogether unseen by most. IT IS The 
RealFreedom and RealTruth that YU, The 

RealU is looking for. YU must learn to 
Recognize IT, to be able to SEE IT. There is 

no other way. 'Thinking' will not work! 
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"DUANEIS THE UNUVERSAL SEER NOW. 
Titles from masters and gurus, kings and 
queens, presidents and diplomats are in 

Creation and with the Gods of Man and The 
Deceptors of the RoundWorlds in time and 

space. Titles can be a 'reference' but if 
there is nothing backing those who have 

appointed themselves to their nobility 
except marketed and hypnotized unaware 
people, then their titles of position mean 
nothing. The Real UNUversal Guides are 

UNUversal Seers, because they alone can 
SEE THE ALLISNIS LIfeIS. The RealGuides 
know what is best for ALL. The Political 

Deceptors ploy people into Agreeing with 
their Distortions of Kontrol. Each person 

makes the choice to Stay Lost in Creation or 
Take The Risk to See Beyond what The 

Deceptors and the gods have Kreated as a 
HUman Farming Purposely Poisoned Prison 

Planet. WakeUp and Free YourSelf! 
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From The Beginning… 

"There is that Old Line... "In The 
Beginning..." And this is what the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) created for this 
HUman Farming Planet. The HUman Farmed 
People on this world have been marketed to 
'Think' there are Space Gods who created 

them and they must obey their Matrix Jailers 
on the earth who created Deceptive 

Documents that 'appear' to be from some 
divine source. LifeIS Bigger than the Gods of 
Man! YU, The RealU, have been thru millions 

of different embodiment's for lifetimes. Of 
course, You have not been taught this, 

because those who are now Kontrolling You 
want You to Stay Asleep and keep chasing 

your dreams here and into more future 
lifetimes of the same 9 to 5 drudgery. YU 
started off in the microscopic world of 

minute things and then worked your way 
into vegetable arena, then into the animals 
and birds and finally into a human form. YU 
created all these forms according to Your 
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RealAwareniss that You are still unaware of. 
You have been taught to 'Think' that the 

human part of You is all there is, but there is 
so much more that only YU can prove to 

YourSelf. YU have come thru the Process of 
Cause and Effect Creation, and Now, You 
have have a Real Opportunity to WakeUp 
from all YU have been thru and Discover 

RealFreedom. From The Beginning of Your 
Journey, YU have been thru every kind of 

scenario to where YU are ready to go 
beyond all YU have known into Real 

UNUverses of ALL Light & ALLAliveniss. YU 
already have Your Own Answers for 

Everything! The RealConnection to Life Now 
IS Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, and 
Learning to Watch Your DreamVisions for 

Your Answers! 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
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together. There are Real UNUverses of 
Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. WE show YU how to WakeUp and 
have RealFreedom! 

"You have been brought up with so many 
Restrictions that have become a part of Your 
Unconscious Life. Would You like to WakeUp 

from what You are Not Seeing? Or do You 
want to Stay Lost like most people who are 

asleep here? You are in a Psychological 
Restricting Matrix that You do not fully 
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Recognize! You 'Think' everything is fine as 
long as the 'official authorities' tell You that 

it is all Conspiracy Theory with what You 
may have heard that points to what the 

politicians, religions, presidents, kings and 
queens, spiritual paths, gods, masters and 

others have Sold You and Told You. Of 
course everything is fine, because 'they' say 

so. Or is it? You can decide whatever You 
want to and 'believe' anything too! Its fun 
isn't it, to 'pretend' everything is fine and 

stay in LA LA Land for at least another day 
or week, and maybe even a year, until all 
that everyone has created comes forward 

and Shows Up! You want to keep burning the 
poisonous fuels with Your Cars, talking on 

Your Mind Kontrolling Microwave Cell 
Phones, sitting in Your House with Your WiFi 

and Smart Appliances and Smart Meters, 
getting Your Lethal Vaccines, taking Your 

Meds, breathing in the ChemTrails, drinking 
Your Fluoridated City Water and 'Thinking' 
Your Gods and Saviors will fix everything, 

because The Deceptors who market You are 
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so good at what they do, You completely 
Agree with them, because You want to grow 

old and 'feel' good today. 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
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TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 
'sacred' words will be TapLined by 

Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 
Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

REALTRUTH & BEING WONDERFUL 

"Everyone has their Personal Truth, which is 
whatever they decide with this physical 

arena they are in. We can each do whatever 
we want to here, as all people do, but most 

are not aware enough to See and 
understand what they are deciding. Most 

people look to those who created the 
systems of religion, politics, education and 

other sources of information and knowledge, 
not fully realizing what is really taking place 
here and the motivations and intent of those 
creators. With a physical body, we are each 

in this part of Creation and going thru 
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experiences to WakeUp to our 
RealAwareniss. Personal Truth is something 
created with a person's mind and emotions, 

and RealTruth IS Already Real and to be 
Recognized. RealTruth IS like the Sun 

Shining. Personal Truth is okay, but LifeIS 
Bigger! We are in a Material Realm where 
things are solid and Personal Truth makes 
sense here, even when a person's truth is 

destroying The ALLNatural Environment that 
supports them. RealTruth IS Being 

Wonderful as The FreeBeing of RealLight, 
YU, The RealU, AlreadyIS. Anyone can 

proclaim any created personal truth they 
want, whereas, RealTruth IS Demonstrated 

and Seen from The RealSide LifeIS. The 
people of this earth have been HUman 
Farmed for eons and kept into a One-

Dimensional Matrix of Kontrol that most do 
not See. The masses are marketed with 
'implied freedoms and truth' and nothing 
that makes sense, as the unaware public 

'Thinks' they are getting what they need to 
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survive here. RealSurvival & RealTruth with 
RealFreedom Make Sense! 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. WE show YU how to WakeUp and 
have RealFreedom! 
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"Many people 'Think' in terms of a Hero 
being someone famous or rich or popular, 

and this can be so. Today the popular heroes 
are many times basketball or football 
players, as an example. They like to 

advertise fast foods or other products for 
the public to buy. The public is 'marketed' 

into 'Thinking' these people and others like 
them are some kind of hero. If you follow the 

advice of the public heroes you will just 
grow old! You always make the choice as to 

how you want Your Life. RealHeroes are 
seldom found on the earth, because they do 
not look to be popular as do movie stars and 

politicians, but they really are Here! A 
RealHero will share their Wonderful 

KnowLedge of RealFreedom! RealHeroes do 
not create Restrictions like the religions and 

political systems who HUman Farm the 
people on this planet. A RealLeader is one 

who Guides and Educates people to 
RealFreedom and Being SelfSufficient and 
Waking Up to not having to depend upon 
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Rules, Regulations and Political Policies that 
keep people bonded on the earth as slaves 

and prisoners for more lifetimes. 

"YU, The RealU can Become a RealHero if 
YU have The RealCourage to do so! Or, do 
you want to stay on the earth with all the 

'implied' freedoms the political and religious 
speech makers give you lifetime after 

lifetime? YU are deciding Your Life every 
moment! The PoliticalReligions have taught 

you to Worship Pray to the Gods for Your 
Life, but when you eventually find out who 
and want these so-called gods are, you will 

be very surprised. You must create Your 
RealAdventure or stay TapLined and 

Trapped on the earth and into the Lower 
Astral Reptilian Realm. Being a RealHero is 
nothing like what is found on this earth, and 

only Very Few ever Become One. YU can 
WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on this planet! 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
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UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined by 
Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 

Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 
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SPIRITUAL BABY TOYS 

"Each one of us have come thru our own 
way of being raised. We wore diapers and 

sucked our thumb and had a blanky to hold 
and toys to play with. Our parents told us 

what to do and what not to do, because we 
'were' baby brains (hahaha). As we grew 
older many of us still wanted the same 

routines, or at least close to what we had 
with our parents. The basic idea of this life 
is to keep the LA LA Land ideas going for as 
long as one can, and not really wanting to 

WakeUp to a Bigger and Better Way to See & 
BE, thus the lifestyle on the earth continues 

to decline. People like their 'feelings' the 
way they did when their mother held them. 

Feelings are part of the Emotional 
Sensations of the Astral Body most people 
have no idea they have, and just because I 
am describing what is already taking place 
with each of us, does not negate anything. 
With the Five Bodies altogether, and four of 
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them unseen to the physical senses, most 
people do not understand what they are 

dealing with in relation to the life they are 
living here. Standard Educations only 

provide a very limited One-Dimensional View 
on the earth. As many people grow older, 

they still look for some kind of 'comforting 
routine' to continue with instead of the 

challenges and adventure of Seeing Beyond 
what has already been created here. They 
like to go into invented and indoctrinated 
religions and spiritual paths that coddle 

them and make then 'feel good' as followers 
to priests and masters. These 'things' are a 

fine start, but far from The Whole of Life 
that Makes Sense. The pretty words of the 

clergy and gurus soothes people into a 
passiveness and reminds them of when they 

were cozy and warm with their mothers. 
They dream of some beautiful heaven, which 
is really somewhere in the Astral Worlds, to 
where they may go, and eventually return to 

the earth unaware once more as they are 
Now. 
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"The Sun Shining is a Real Example of 
something more than what most people will 
ever understand, because they always want 
to 'drag' their emotions with them. There is 

no emotion, belief, faith, hope, success, 
failure, gain or loose with the Sun Shining, 
as IT IS a Perfect Example of The Whole of 
Life, or what I term, THE ISNIS. When YU, 

The RealU, Wakes Up to Your 
RealAwareniss, YU will experience what 

your emotions never will, and that IS Being 
Wonderful Always! The Heavens of Man are 

'Places in Life' like the earth. The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, is able to Recognize & 

PerSeeve The Real UNUverses beyond 
limited Creation and the Restricting Gods of 
Man. The Old Masters and Gurus had their 
day with their Worshiping and Prayer and 
initiations, but these things and their little 
old words of wisdom are now like the Baby 

Toys we once had long ago. LifeIS AlwaysNU 
& Now, never old and outdated. There IS a 

Real & Bold Adventure waiting for those who 
have The RealCourage to Take The Risk 
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Now. The earth world people live with 
'implied freedoms' from The Deceptors who 

rule this Matrixed Prison Planet! 
RealFreedom Is The TruReality LifeIS 

without any Rules, Regulations or 
Restrictions! You are always the Decider of 
Your Life. Stay Lost on this earth with Your 
Baby Toys in LA LA Land for as long as it 

lasts, or WakeUp and Get Real Now! 

JUST GROWING OLD! 

"You, the person with a body here, You are 
Just Growing Old no matter what You do or 
accomplish, but YU, The RealU never grows 

old! You are out there running around the 
world and 'Thinking' You are really getting 
somewhere by chasing the created money 
and the lifestyle The Matrix Kontrollers are 

letting You have until they want You for their 
HUman Farming, as You are already in it! 

They watch everything You do and 
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manipulate Your Mind and Senses with their 
Mind Kontrolling Microwaves. They are 

TapLining You in Your Astral Body as You 
sleep each night and draining your energy 

until You are diseased and too ill to do 
anything. 

CHASING YOUR DESIRES 

"Chasing Desires is a way of life for many 
people. YU, The RealU has been doing this 
for untold lifetimes and you have ended up 
Here Again! I am sure you are still doing 

this, and you always have the right to do so, 
but guess what, you are actually getting 

nowhere, even though you 'Think' you are. 
Waking Up from this Passing Dream and 

Designed Matrix takes a lot, but it is 
possible. Most people do not want to 

WakeUp, because they 'Think' this is a 
RealLife they are living and they like the LA 
LA Land they have created. All this is fine, 

but you are still not aware that YU are 
TapLined and Trapped here for many more 
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lifetimes. This is as Real as the ChemTrails 
in the sky and the Mind Kontrol Microwaves 
that are all around us. You are on a Prison 
Planet with only one way out... Sing The 
NU~U, NUSound and Learn to Watch Your 
DreamVisions. you will learn to Get Your 

Own Answers and Free YourSelf from 
chasing anything, as YU will eventually 

Learn to Recognize Everything you will ever 
need in Your Life! 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
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before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. 

EARN YOUR WAY 

"Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer... It has 
taken me lifetimes to get to this very 

moment to present The NUNowniss of THE 
ALLIS. Miss Eva & I get many chats 

everyday from people who have been 
Singing The NU~U. There are always those 

who try The NU~U and 'Think' in their minds 
they should have certain experiences and 

wonder why they are not having them. To be 
Very Real here... You Must Earn Your Way 

into Recognizing what is basically 
impossible to Recognize. Most people are 
into the religious Gods of Man and their 

spiritual paths, which were invented by the 
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Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and are 
mainly 'sound-good' ideas in Creation and 

have nothing to do with The Real UNUverses 
of RealTruth and RealFreedom. Most people 
will Stay Lost and unaware for many more 

lifetimes on this earth in this Designed 
Matrix of the KEK Systems, because they 
keep 'Thinking' Creation is the ultimate, 
when it is not! How long does it take to 
become a doctor or like one of the mad 

scientists that are destroying this world? 
People have been fooled into 'Thinking' that 
all they have to do is 'believe' in something 

and 'hokus pokus' they should be 
enlightened by their fake gods. LIFE IS BIG... 
REALLY BIG! YU, The RealU, has been here 
for more lifetimes than you can imagine just 
to WakeUp to the little you know Now. You 
are So Lucky to know that 'I Took The Risk' 

to bring you The NUSound, The NU~U, 
because most of this world is still fooled 
into thinking that someone like the fake 

Pope, the deceptive politicians, Harry the 
fake HU master and his Reptilian wife 
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Joanny of EEKonkon, and other fake 
businesses like theirs, are doing something 
for people, when in fact all they are really 

doing is setting up the Reptilians to TapLine 
them in their Astral Bodies while they sleep. 
WAKEUP & GET REAL! Ask Rebazar Tarzs & 
The RealGuides Who IS THE NUMAN NOW! 

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU 

"WE are WorldWide Educators with The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 

of US. WE provide RealGuidance, 
RealEducation and for YU, The RealU, to 
Become MoreAware and SelfSufficient.  

ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

"WE SHOW YOU... how to Free YourSelf from 
the HUman Farming Matrix of the KEK 

Systems. Whether you know this or not, you 
are in The Designed Matrix of the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). WE are WorldWide 

Educators and WE are The NUWay Out of the 
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Restrictions the PsycRealms of Creation. 
Beyond Creation IS The Real UNUverses of 
The TruReality, The Pure & Perfect ALLIS. 

WE provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation so that YU, The RealU, can 

Become MoreAware and SelfSufficient. Read 
this NUBook and WakeUp Now!  

ART IS FUN 

"Art is one of the Many Mediums I LUV to 
use as a Real Expression for what I am 

presenting as a RealBenefit for ALL. There 
are many forms of Art, and I suggest 

something that has RealValue and inspires 
one to See More & Beyond this 'world of 

appearances' and all the Restrictions that 
have been purposely created to limit us and 

our Wonderful Imagination. 
Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 
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KEK (CANCERS) KANCERS 

"KEK TapLining (Cancers) Kancers are Very 
Real! The politicians, religions, queens, 

kings, masters and even many doctors are 
already 'bought off' from the Reptilian KEK 
Systems who are Purposely Poisoning ALL 

of US and Destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment. They 'appear' to be sincere 

with their Fake Benevolence, but they have 
Kreated all the Kontrol on this planet to 

'farm' the people into obedience. WakeUp 
Now! 

'The Liping Service KEK Masters' are those 
who give nothing, but 'Lip Service' to those 
they look down upon from their high stages 

and podiums. They use their Fake 
Benevolence and smile to their Dumbed 
Down Blind Adoring Audiences who have 
paid to see them, and then shower all the 

innocent people with 'pretty words' of 
premeditated fabricated wisdom to sedate 
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them into a psychological hypnosis of 
obedience, and usually to some strange 

form of Worshiping and PrayPaying to their 
Reptilian Alien Gods. This is the world today! 

It is masked and Kloaked in 'officialness' 
which has all been invented from nothing, 

but Agreement with the unaware. 

THE NUMAN IS NOW 

"THE NUMAN IS NOW... We have all come 
thru many lifetimes to The NUNowniss of 

The TruReality, THE ALLIS NOW. Most of the 
people on this planet will stay stuck with 
what the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
have created. Tradition has its place as a 

'reference' and nothing more. As an 
example, the RATS created the idea of 

Democracy to fool people into 'Thinking' 
they have a choice for their elected officials, 

which they are all the same with both 
parties that Kontrol the HUman Farming on 
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this planet. The same RATS created the 'god 
and devil' idea, along with all their invented 
doctrines, to keep people unaware and Lost 
in Creation with the Earthly Authoritarians 
and the Gods of Man. YU, The RealU, is a 
FreeBeing of RealLight, but YU must Take 
The Risk to discover this, or Stay Lost for 
more lifetimes with the RATS. It is always 

Your Choice! 

BEING SELFSUFFICIENT 

"WE as WorldWide Educators are providing 
what no one else is. WE Focus on 

RealGuidance, RealEducation and Being 
SelfSufficient in The TruSense. These Three 

TruRealities are not widely understood, 
because of how people have been taught. 
These Three TruRealities are moreso than 

what can be grasped by even the most 
brilliant people, because what WE Share in 

not all together in the Literal Sense, as most 
people will try and define Our RealPosition 
with Life. As WE are with The ALLNatural 
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Environment on earth. WE Focus on 
RealFood, RealWater & RealAir, as these are 
The Three Essentials for living here. We are 
the only ones who have combined The Three 
TruRealities and Three Essentials together! 
RealGuidance entails being with The Real 
UNUversal Guides who are direct with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. A 
RealEducation is Learning to See & BE 

Beyond this One-Dimensional Matrix in Your 
RealAwareniss. Being SelfSufficient IS a 
RealPosition that is always available to 

Everyone who wants to WakeUp and 
Decides to BE Free! 

"RealFood, RealWater and RealAir really do 
Make Sense for ALL of US, and there is 

plenty, but there are also those who are not 
Seeing The Bigger Picture on earth. The 

Deceptive PoliticalReligious Systems are not 
providing what Everyone has a right to have. 
They have forced most people on earth into 

'believing' in Rules, Regulations and 
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Restrictions and their Designed TapLining 
Matrix, instead of allowing Everyone to BE 
Free & Real. WE utilize The Six Honorable 
Realities, and most for ALL, The Seventh 
One, PurSincerity (Pure Sincerity). The 
TruReality LifeIS, is like the Sun Always 

Shining. The Sun is a Perfect Example of No 
Restrictions and Being Free! Beyond 

Creation is The Real UNUverses of PurSound 
& PurLight. WE are WorldWide Educators 
with The NUPresentation for ALL. None of 
The Seven Ways of Being SelfSufficient are 
directed to any political, religious, spiritual, 

god, savior or belief idea, as LifeIS 
AlwaysNU Now & Wonderful as YU, The 
RealU, WakeUp to Your RealAwareniss! 
"KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 

Humanitarian Programs really do 'Appear' to 
be a benevolent benefit, and so let's have 
fun Reporting The RealNews and See what 
is actually taking place. The idea and word 
'government' means Mind Kontrol. Anything 

that is devised, Kreated and then 
implemented to the masses from a 
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government is usually about Kontrol and 
Manipulation, no matter how 'good it 

sounds!' There will always be people who 
want to be 'thought' of as 'do-gooders' for 
others, when in fact when any government 
is involved it is all about Kontrolling others. 
One of the newest Humanitarian Housing 

Programs is Agenda 21, which is also going 
by other Deceptive titles. The idea is to build 
housing and provide jobs, so that people can 

be Cubic-ill-ized into being watched, 
manipulated, WiFi Microwaved and work at a 

really boring supporting MiliTerrorized job 
for the OWO (One World Order). I suggest to 
'LOOK' at the Bigger Picture, and not just 
the 'Sound-Good Idea' that is being sold. 

There are many wonderful people that are 
being 'used' by the Officialness to Kontrol 
others as their 'Puppets' and to do these 

Deceptive Government Programs. Money is 
never a hurdle with government, because 

they Kreate their Funny Munny out of 
nothing, which is fine, but for what 'hidden' 

purpose? May people want to 'Think' it is for 
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a 'good cause' because they want the 
Munny, and they really do not want to 'SEE' 

what will be the End Result of these so-
called Benevolent Govy Programs and the 

Overall Effect it will have on unaware 
people. There is a much Bigger Picture to 

See than just this one-dimensional life, and 
that is, people are being Manipulated and 

Kontrolled to once again return in deformed 
bodies as FuturSlaves for OWO. With 

Government Humanitarian Housing, the 
inmates will be fed GMO TechFood, have 

WiFi Mind Kontrolling Microwaves 
throughout their house, have 24 hour 

surveillance cameras on them, and the 
worst being Reptilian Alien TapLining (RATS) 
which most people on this planet are not at 

all aware of. This a very simplified 
explanation of what is taking place, along 

with the ChemTrails, Lethal Vaccines, 
Detrimental Pharmaceuticals, Subliminal 
Messages from TV and Cell Phones and 

other 'Smart Devices' and Smart Meters on 
each house. 
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"WE (WorldWide Educators) are Making 
Better Choices with The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US. WE 
are working with those countries who really 
do LUV Nature! We are building The Worlds 

Largest ALLSolar Research Vessels as 
UNUversal Universities for Everyone! WE 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
to show Everyone how to Become 

SelfSufficent and Learn to Get Your Own 
Answers! The KEK Governments will not do 
what WE are doing, because they will have 
no Kontrol over people's lives. They will try 
in every way to Konvince people what WE 
are doing will not work, but it really does! 

WE will show YU, The RealU how to 
Recognize RealFreedom Now, and moreso 

than anything you have to chase in this 
physical life. WE are not political, religious, 

spiritual or socially scientific... WE ARE 
REAL! There is so much more to what WE 

are presenting. Take the time to explore us! 
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ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / DUANE THE 
GREAT WRITER 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
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TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 
'sacred' words will be TapLined by 

Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 
Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

THE LIFELEVELS EXPLAINED 

THE LEVELS LIFEIS  
When we are born on this planet from other 
lifetimes we usually do not remember, so 
when we enter this life we have already 

forgotten there is more to Life than just the 
earth alone. The TruReality LifeIS, IS an 

ISNIS, and to Recognize The Totalniss LifeIS 
is a Huge Journey. So, it is best to start with 
baby steps and learn about the differences 
with all The Levels LifeIS. There really are 
no 'levels' as people may 'Think' because 

ALL of LifeIS an ISNIS. But while we are in 
Creation and what is termed as the 

PsycRealms, it is easier for us to work with 
the pieces that the mind likes to play with 
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until we can get a BetterVU of The Whole of 
Life. The Five Bodies, YU, The RealU 

occupies with Your RealAwareniss, has its 
place in so many ways to eventually help YU 
See and Compare what you are experiencing 
here. This is where it takes thousands and 

millions of bodily lifetimes to finally come to 
the point of meeting The RealGuides to 

where they introduce YU to The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. From all the struggling 

you have been thru, YU are Now finally 
ready to Recognize how LifeIS from all the 
distortion, deception and Kontrol that you 

have come here to know.  
It does seem funny, but all the distortion 
that takes place in Creation, whether it is 

from The Natural Environment in the 
PsycRealms or from our own creations, it is 

all a necessary part as a step-by-step 
process to always Better Recognize THE 
ALLIS. According to the Standard Social 
Systems, what I am referring to does not 

make any sense, because of what is 
considered on this world to 'supposedly' 
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make some kind of sense. Death and 
Destruction are very common here and are 

so Agreed to, which seems to make sense to 
a lot of people. We are here to WakeUp from 
The Passing Dream that we have taken part 
in while we are trying to figure out who we 
really are. THE ISNIS LifeIS IS Unique ALL 

ITS Own. IT, THE ALLIS, has designed 
Creation in a way that everything that we 
experience in whatever part of Life we are 

in Makes Perfect Sense when we have a 
TRUVU. The RealVU we are looking for is 
that of a FreeBeing of RealLight. On this 
world of Created Distortions, finding the 

best reference material to equal the journey 
we decide is not easy. There are so many 

different ways to  
See and interpret what we are supposedly 

after to accomplish and what we consider to 
be a freedom, and especially a RealFreedom.  

Level One... is the Physical Realm with the 
RoundWorlds, planets and stars, which are 

actually rocks in a black space. While 
standing on the earth and looking up to the 
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sky, which is really an atmosphere, most 
people do not realize or consider the simple 
fact they are floating in a seemingly endless 
blackness. While on earth, those who 'seem' 
to be smarter than others have decided they 
know more and what is best for others, so 
they have come up with a lot of interesting 

ideas, and over the centuries have 
persuaded, by force and even death, that 

what they have created should be Agreed to. 
And so the unaware and Kontrolled people 

on this planet have been seduced into 
'believing' in something that is a fallacy, 

such as the Space Gods up there beyond the 
clouds somewhere. The blue sky is a great 
beauty and the clouds that float by and are 

wonderful to watch, but above them is 
nothing but darkness. Hmm... where are the 

Gods? It all sounds fun what has been 
created here and every person can decide 
whatever they like. It does not matter what 

is being decided according to what has been 
decided, because almost everyone keeps 

Agreeing to the destruction of The 
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ALLNatural Environment, so what will be left 
when it is gone?  

It is not that hard to figure this Physical 
Level, because we have all been here so 
many times before. This is the world of 

'appearances' and what is seen will soon be 
gone. A lifetime here is but a 'wisp' in the 

wind. Those who hold their lifestyle here to 
be more precious than discovering Your 

RealAwareniss, will stay lost in their Passing 
Dream until they decide to See Beyond what 
has been created here that has nothing to 

do with The Whole of Life. The KEK Systems 
will always try and pull as many people back 
into a body here for their Support Systems 
of Suppression, and use every means they 
can to have YU, The RealU 'believe' that 

there is nothing more to Life than what they 
have created and decided on the earth for 
YU to stay TapLined with. This is why The 
RealGuides have chosen THE NUMAN to 

write The Best Reference, The 
SuperKnowledge of THE ALLIS, so that YU 
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can totally understand what you are going 
thru and finally Free YourSelf!  

Level Two... is the Astral Realm and worlds, 
the First Heaven of Man. This is the Happy 

Hunting Grounds and Paradise with many of 
the invented religions on the earth. It is here 

that each one of us already have an Astral 
Body like the Physical Body. This area of 
Life is more into the sensations that we 
experience on the material worlds. Most 
people have a lot of Karmic TapLining to 

this area, especially with the Lower Astral 
Realm and arena. It is here that a person 
mainly experiences their 'dreams' at night 
while the body is asleep. The RealU, The 
RealAwareniss simply transfers itself into 

another position, like getting out of one car 
and into another. The 'love' idea is mainly 
from this realm as a person is embraced 
with feelings and emotions. The Physical 
Realm and Astral Realm go rather hand in 

hand, and for the most part, the Utun keeps 
moving back and forth between these areas 
for thousands of lifetimes. The higher planes 
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and levels, which there are hundreds here, 
are like heavens with such great beauty and 

no pollution like on the earth. There is a 
GovernorGod here who many 'Think' is the 

ultimate. Just like on the earth with the 
Politicians and Religious Kontrollers, the 

Gods of Man like to fool people into 
'Thinking' they are who they are not. 

Because the human body and mind are so 
very limited with its ability to Recognize 
past itself, it is easier for people to Agree 

with the Marketing Ploy of 'belief' that was 
originally created and is always used to 
Kontrol people from the Belief Systems. 

Most people are actually easier TapLined to 
the lower parts of the Astral Worlds than to 

the higher parts. The Astral Realm is 
another 'Place in Life' and is not The Real 

UNUverses of THE ALLIS.  
Level Three... is what has been termed as 

the Causal Realm. This is where the pastlife 
Akashic Records are kept with the Memory 
Body we each have. The Real Records of all 
our lifetimes are in The UNUversal Files in 
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The Real UNUverses. This Third Level and 
the Astral Realm are the areas most 

Psychic's work from. They speak to the 
supposed 'dead' and provide a 

communication for the supposed 'living' on 
earth and other RoundWorlds. It is rather 

humorous that people 'Think' they can speak 
with the dead. This Level is another Heaven 
of the Gods, and there are many gods here 
according to the religion one belongs to. 

This region is a beautiful place to reside in.  
Level Four... This is the Mental Realm and 
Worlds where YU have a vehicle that YU 

relate to as Your Mind. The mind is nothing 
more than a computer that stores data 

known as Your Experiences from lifetime to 
lifetime. The RealU develops a new mind and 

body each lifetime as another episode of 
adventure as YU decide Your Journey with 
Life. As you develop yourself each lifetime, 

you must also deal with what others decide, 
and by doing so, you many times postpone 

Your Journey to moreso Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. For the most 
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part, each lifetime you have been educated 
and told that the Gods of Man created you, 

and that you are to worship and pray to 
them. You have been intimidated and even 

tortured for lifetimes so that you will bow to 
the will of the KEK Systems who supposedly 
have contact with these gods. In a way they 

do, but not really. The Authoritarians and 
Brutalitarians do have a direct contact with 
the Reptilian Aliens TapLiners that fasten 
themselves to people's Astral Bodies and 
suck on them until they are diseased or 
dead. The Gods of Man from the Astral 

Realm on up into this Mental Realm like to 
watch the little people on earth and other 
dark worlds being used as slaves, because 
the gods rule over the PsycRealms and all 
those who are in Creation. There are the 

'good times' on the earth and some people 
can get to the Mental Realm, which is the 
Second Heaven of Man. There are many 

heavens like the 'Many Mansions' that have 
been mentioned in Religious Scriptures. The 
Mental Worlds are a vast and beautiful realm 
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of so many regions that it would take untold 
lifetimes to realize and discover them. The 

Kalaum God Ruler here is the 'Superior God' 
of all politics, religions, spiritual paths and 
scientific discoveries. He is only interested 
in what best suites him. This is why in the 

Bible he refers to himself as a 'Jealous God' 
that the little people are to fear. Fear is the 

'god binding force' of the mind and 
emotions!  

On earth and so many of the RokWorlds in 
time and space, the 'god' idea is 

everywhere, because those in Kontrol use 
this idea to Kontrol others. The Deceptive 

Dictators bow and kneel to the Space Gods 
and want everyone else to do the same. 

Creation is an interesting place and process 
all of us go thru and some people make it 

out of this Mind Kontrol Matrix and most do 
not. It is a Choice you will make!  

Level Five... is the Etheric Realm and the 
intuitive body we each have as a storehouse 
with the subconscious. Throughout all the 

various PsycRealms there are different 
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sounds and light patterns that we can 
experience as a reflection from The Real 

UNUverses. This is a wondrous place and so 
different from the dark and dirty earth. 

When YU reach this Level with Your 
RealAwareniss, YU, The RealU finally drops 

all the Five Bodies and experiences YURSelf, 
A Free Being of RealLight. As you Sing The 

NU~U Sessions and learn to have a 
RealFocus with THE ALLIS, YU will Become 
MoreAware of this Level and all the other 

ones until YU are finally ready to enter The 
Seventh LifeLevel of THE IS. There are those 

who have learned the Powers of the Mind 
from this Level, and they have to deal with 
how they use their powers. There is a lot of 
deception on the earth from those who play 
around with this subconscious arena. Most 
people who are into the PsycSciences do 

not understand the workings of this Upper 
Mind.  

Level Six is The Deep Dark Border... This is a 
vast area that surrounds the PsycRealms 

and must first be experienced before 
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entering The LifeLevels of THE IS. To some, 
it 'appears' as the end of Life with Creation 
as we have known it, but this Level is the 

actual start of a NUAdventure that is greater 
than anything on the earth. From here we 

are ready to BE The Real RiskTaker and See 
Beyond all of Creation and finally step into 

The RealLight LifeIS from the dark.  
LifeLevel Seven The Real UNUverses... This 

IS a RealLife and a RealPosition with The 
TruReality, THE ALLIS, The TruHeaven that 
YU have always been searching for. It is not 

that we need to seek this Wondrous 
LifeLevel, but moreso Recognize this 

RealPosition. It is only here that YU have a 
Perfect Form as a Being of Light. Here is 

where The Real Fountain of Youth IS. With 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation YU will 

eventually Recognize The Seventh LifeLevel. 
In 'The AdventurIS Series' of NUBooks I have 

written, I go over this LifeLevel and the 
others in more detail. From here into the 

next LifeLevels of 8,9,10,11&12, are invisible 
ALLAliveniss RealPositions of PerSeeving. 
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There are no Real Descriptions of these 
RealPositions until YU experience these 
LifeLevels for YURSelf. In the Physical  

Sense, what most people experience as they 
leave their body or do something 

transcendental, they experience the Astral 
Light from the second level, which most 

people mistake for The RealLight of THE IS.  
The Old Masters and Gurus and their 

initiations... In the past, those who were 
with a religious or spiritual path received 
what is known as an 'initiation' for their 

dedication and service, which makes sense. 
The 'initiation' was to have more than just 
the meaning of a title for the one receiving 
it. The 'initiation' into something depends 

upon the teaching and path and the person 
giving the 'initiation' moreso than the 

'sound-good idea' of it. I personally received 
many initiations from Rebazar Tarzs and 

Paul Twitchell when they meant something. 
Today, those who 'were' with The 

RealGuides who claim to be masters, such 
as TapLining Harry Klump and his Reptilian 
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wife Kronee Joanny, give out their Komputer 
initiation slips that have no real value, 

because The RealGuides and Life ITSelf do 
not back them up. I always refer people to 
The RealSide LifeIS, and to Sing The NU~U 
and contact Rebazar & Paul, then ask them 
What IS Real Now. In Your DreamVisions, 

YU, The RealU will be shown that the days 
of masters and gurus are gone. I have laid 

out the first Six Levels in the Psychic 
Realms and The Seventh LifeLevel to the 

Twelfth LifeLevel. From The Seventh to The 
Twelfth, YU have a RealLife, and in the 

Psychic Realms YU have a 'simulated' life. 
Most of the initiations from masters and 
gurus are TapLining to the Lower Astral 

Realm and the Reptilians who own the earth. 
With The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS, those 

who Sincerely Sing The NU~U Sessions and 
Become Real RiskTakers, they will be shown 

in their DreamVisions what Level or 
LifeLevel they have earned with their 

Journey to RealFreedom. All of this takes 
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time and to have RealExperiences in Your 
DreamVisions.  

LifeIS AlwaysNU Now! This IS Real and will 
always be so, no matter what is created on 

the earth. The NUPresentation I have 
created is a 'reference and a hint' as to what 

is possible for Everyone. The Real Guides 
stand with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. The 

HU, OM, Amen and other such words have no 
RealValue, except as TapLining to the 

Reptilians who enslave people for lifetimes. 
You Decide Your Life!  

"There is so much more to this life and The 
Whole of Life, but YU, The RealU, Must BE 

The Real RiskTaker to find out! You can Stay 
Lost on this earth for more senseless 
lifetimes, or WakeUp Now and learn to 
Recognize RealFreedom Now! Have Fun 

Deciding! 
"Throughout Human History there have been 

prophets, oracles, psychics, soothsayers, 
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witches, sorcerers and many who could See 
more than most people. These people have 
their place, but there is so much more that 

cannot be Seen by them and the best of 
them. From time to time The Real UNUversal 

Guides of THE ALLISNIS LifeIS, decide to 
bring forth someone who can SEEMORE than 

anyone else known to the people of this 
world. In 1965, Paul Twitchell was asked by 
The RealGuides to take on what was then 
termed, The Rod of Power. When Paul left 

this world there were two others who were 
given the opportunity to WakeUp to THE 

ALLISNIS LifeIS, but they never have, and so 
instead they went with The Deceptors of 
this world to Kontrol and TapLine others. 

The RealGuides gave me The Rod of Power 
in 2001, and in 2007, The Rod of Power 

became THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. 
The days of masters and gurus are gone, as 

are the ideas of politics, religion and 
spiritual ideas and their meanings with old 

outdated traditions. These are merely 
'ghosts' that seem to be alive among those 
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still here. Creation and what it entails has 
its place as a 'process' we each go thru in 
our own way, but to stay lost here is no life 
at all. LifeIS Bigger than Creation and the 

Gods of Man who govern those still unaware 
they are in a Designed Matrix that is 

Kontrolled by Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). THE ALLISNIS IS, The TruReality 

that is altogether unseen by most. IT IS The 
RealFreedom and RealTruth that YU, The 

RealU is looking for. YU must learn to 
Recognize IT, to be able to SEE IT. There is 

no other way. 'Thinking' will not work! 

"DUANEIS THE UNUVERSAL SEER NOW. 
Titles from masters and gurus, kings and 
queens, presidents and diplomats are in 

Creation and with the Gods of Man and The 
Deceptors of the RoundWorlds in time and 

space. Titles can be a 'reference' but if 
there is nothing backing those who have 

appointed themselves to their nobility 
except marketed and hypnotized unaware 
people, then their titles of position mean 
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nothing. The Real UNUversal Guides are 
UNUversal Seers, because they alone can 
SEE THE ALLISNIS LIfeIS. The RealGuides 
know what is best for ALL. The Political 

Deceptors ploy people into Agreeing with 
their Distortions of Kontrol. Each person 

makes the choice to Stay Lost in Creation or 
Take The Risk to See Beyond what The 

Deceptors and the gods have Kreated as a 
HUman Farming Poisoned Prison Planet. 

"Creation is what is known to us, such as all 
that has been created and established. 

NaturIS Wonderful and Demonstrates what 
Makes Sense with living on the earth. But 
there are always those who 'Think' they 

know better, and it is 'their world' of 
Creation that most people Agree to live in. 
Those who have decided for others have 

created all the things that do not work with 
The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US. They have decided to make as 

many Restrictions as possible to Kontrol the 
masses. Agreeing to Restriction has become 

the 'standard' for those who are still 
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unaware or do not know how to WakeUp and 
free themselves. Creation is the 'known' 
worlds of people Restricting each other. 

Creation is ruled by Fear. Those who are The 
Real RiskTakers and See Their 

RealAwareniss, moreso than just the body, 
mind and senses, are not held by the False 

Fear of the KEK Systems. What has become 
Known to each person on earth is nothing 
more than Restrictions on a Prison Planet! 

"The Unknown IS The RealAdventure like no 
other! Beyond all of Creation and the Earthly 

Authoritarians and the Gods of Man, there 
IS, The Real UNUverses of The SoundLight 

Reality LifeIS. RealTruth & RealFreedom 
must be Recognized on The Seventh 

LifeLevel of The Real UNUverses, and then 
The RealJourney begins to PerSeeve THE 
ALLIS. There is No freedom on earth with 
any system or teaching here. The NUWay 

Out IS, with THE NUMAN & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. The Great Unknown 

Journey to RealFreedom is for those who 
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have The RealCourage to go beyond all the 
Restictions they have Agreed to. Most 

people will stay unaware with their Astral 
Emotional TapLining Attachments from past 
lives and those they have created with this 
life. Like the Sun Shining in the sky, there 

are No Restictions with the TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. WE are WorldWide 

Educators for Everyone. WE know 'What IS 
Real Now!’ 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU, The RealU, to Become MoreAware, 
so that YU can Learn to Free YourSelf from 

this Matrix Dimension and eventually 
Creation all together. There are Real 

UNUverses of Endless Magnificence that are 
yours at any time, but YU Must Learn to 
Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, moreso 

than what you 'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs 
& The Real UNUversal Guides will assist YU 
on Your Own Journey to RealFreedom, but 
YU must Be The Real RiskTaker, and have 
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the courage to do and go where YU never 
have before. If you decide to stay the same 
as you have always been, then you will only 

grow old once again and forget you were 
here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people struggling to survive this world. 

WE show YU how to WakeUp and have 
RealFreedom! 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 
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know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined by 
Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 

Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

THE NUMAN IS HERE 

"Human History is a 'reference' to what has 
taken place and much of it is known as 

Tradition. Traditional ideas and rituals are 
not The TruReality LifeIS. LifeIS Bigger than 
what we experience on the earth alone. THE 

NUWAVIS THE NUMAN is here to provide 
what no one else will, The NUWay to 

RealFreedom Now. You can WakeUp Now or 
stay lost here! 
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"YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, is in 
Time and Space Creation of Cause & Effect 

Karma, or what is known as The Five 
PsycRealms. You need to do your homework 

to discover what the Deceptive Systems 
here have not taught you. You are ruled by 
the Gods of Man and the Authoritarians of 

the earth. Until you decide to Take The Risk 
and explore beyond what you have known, 

you will continue to reincarnate here. 

"Beyond Creation there IS Real UNUverses 
that most people know nothing about. The 

people of the earth are Trapped in the 
HUman Farming Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). You can WakeUp Now or 
Stay Lost in Creation for more unconscious 
lifetimes. Take The Risk and discover what 

we are presenting as The NUWay Out of 
Cause and Effect Creation. Read this 

NUBook and Watch Your DreamVisions! 
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WakeUp to THE ALLIS 

"Hello, and Welcome to 'An Adventure Like 
No Other!' You, like so many others have 

been born into Creation for untold lifetimes. 
You 'Think' Creation is all there is and there 

are gods in the sky that watch over You. 
This 'story' and others like it are fun for our 
imagination to play with, but there is a lot 

more than You will ever imagine to The 
Whole of Life. The Gods of Man are real and 

I have met them, as anyone can, but they 
are only GovernorLords on the Astral and 
Mental Realms in Creation that do funny 

things with the people on earth and other 
planets. Beyond Creation is The Real 

UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. There are Endless LifeLevels beyond 
the Six Psychic Levels of Creation. The Real 

UNUverses IS ALLAliveniss and a 
PurRealniss moreso than anything in 

Creation and there is No Cause and Effect 
Karma and No Restrictions! This IS where 
YU, The RealU IS a FreeBeing of RealLight 
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with the Sound Light Reality with THE 
ALLISNIS LIFEIS. At first, what I am 

presenting seems to be more than Your 
Literal Mind can understand, and so this is 

where YU start to get your own 
RealExperiences with The NUSound, The 

NU~U, which IS The RealConnection as The 
NUWay out of The Designed Matrix of 
Creation and the KEK Systems on this 

planet. On this earth, you 'Think' you are a 
physical body, which makes sense for this 

place, but there is so much more to YU, The 
RealU, than you can ever imagine. 

Fortunately, YU are not just a body growing 
old here once again, YU are a FreeBeing of 

RealLight brighter than the sun, but you 
must learn to Recognize Your RealAwareniss 

or Stay Lost on this planet until you do. 
While YU have been here YU have taken on 

many 'roles' to gain experiences to 
eventually Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS. On earth, you have many 
choices to be whatever you want, but these 

'ideas' are from politics and religion that 
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have Kontrolled YU for untold lifetimes. YU 
are in Their Designed Matrix and part of 
Their HUman Farming for consumption. 

Beyond the Gods of Man and Creation exists 
LifeLevels of SoundLight ALLAliveniss, 
where YU are a FreeBeing of RealLight! 

Creation is a place to WakeUp from and then 
Free YourSelf from the Restrictions YU have 

known from the inventions of politics and 
religion, or Stay Lost with all the invented 

ideas of worshiping, prayer, rituals, 
sacrifices and all the Religious labels such 
as Christians, Muslim, Buddhists and so on. 
These 'ideas' were invented to Kontrol YU 

and keep YU here for more lifetimes as Their 
Slave! YU are a FreeBeing of Real Light like 
the Sun Shining, but YU must take the time 

to learn how to Recognize Your 
RealAwareniss and THE ISNIS LIFEIS! It is 

always Your Choice to Stay Lost Here! Read 
My NUBooks and Free YourSelf Now… 
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THE LITTLE DICTATORS 

"This world is filled with Little Dictators. 
Charlie Chaplin once made a movie called, 
'The Great Dictator' about Adolph Hitler. 

Hollywood, then Bollywood, Dollywood and 
many others have made their version of 

Human History into many interesting stories 
and documentaries. But when you discover 

what really took place then and what is 
really taking place Now, there is actually 

something so much better to know, 
especially if YU, The RealU, is Aware of The 

RealKnowledge of THE NUMAN NOW. For 
many lifetimes, YU have been dumbed Down 
with the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations). The Little Dictators are the 
old kings, queens, presidents, masters and 

gurus that are mainly Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). The masses have been 
radically hypnotized and brainwashed into 
'Thinking' that those who Kontrol them are 

someone special, when actually THEY 
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(TapLining HUman Eating YAliens) are the 
ones who are purposely destroying this 
planet and poisoning everyone. YU can 

decide to WakeUp Now, or Stay Asleep and 
Lost with the unaware masses! 

NU~U IS REALFREEDOM NOW 

NU~U IS The RealSound of THE ALLIS... IT 
IS The NUSound Now! The Old Noises of HU, 

OM, AUM, Amen and others are with the 
TapLining Reptilians and the Black 

Magicians of the Lower ASStral Realm. Only 
YOU can decide Your Fate or Free YourSelf 

from all the Kreated Restrictions of 
Kontrolling Earthly Korporations (KEK) You 

Decide... ASK EVA NOW ~ DUANE THE 
GREAT WRITER 

OLD COWS of KEK 

"Are you still with the Old Cows and 
Worshiping and Praying to their invented 
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gods? They are Purposely Poisoning this 
Planet and this is Your World Too! YU, The 
RealU is being Kontrolled and Manipulated! 
You are always The Decider of Your Life and 

the KEK Systems are using you for their 
support. YU can learn to make Better 

Choices with RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation. The NUPresentation IS ALL 

About RealFreedom Now! When YU Sing The 
NU~U, YU will be freeing yourself from all 

the TapLining of KEK. YU are a Free being of 
RealLight, but YU must Take The Time to 

Recognize this and then YU can Free 
YourSelf! Test The NU~U Sessions! 

STILL WITH THE OLD COWS?  

Most people are part of the Herd... This IS 
Real! Are you still with the KEK Systems and 
their Dictators, Rulers, Presidents, Queens, 
Kings and Masters? If you still are, then you 

are a follower or a member of something 
that is TapLining you. YU, The RealU has 

been here for so many lifetimes of the same 
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Old Cow Routines with the same Old 
Restrictions and Rules that have been 
created to keep you Dumbed Down and 

working for the Marketing Ploy KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). We can 
each learn to make Better Choices, but if 
you want to stay with the Old Cows and 

follow them into a future that goes nowhere, 
you have the right to do this. When you stop 

doing the Moooing and Huuuing and start 
NU~UUUING, then YU will get rid of your 
Alien Reptilian TapLines and the diseases 

they are causing your physical body. 
Moooing and Huuuing did have their day, but 

the Reptilians have taken over almost 
everything on the earth and the humans are 
infected with TapLining! The Old Cows love 

to play with the little Dumbed Down Humans 
and then devour them, so they will return 

unconscious in new bodies to start the same 
process all over again. This does sound like 

science fiction, but so do Cell Phones.  
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WAKEUP OR BE EATEN! This is very Real 
and it is Your Life Now! Sing The NU~U and 

Watch Your DreamVisions and 'Let Life Show 
You... YU Are The Answer!' What we have all 
been taught with the slanted Human History 
from our Militerrorized Schooling is not what 

this world is about, there really is a much 
bigger picture, but you have to Take The 
Time to investigate and Discover What IS 

Real Now. What your preachers, politicians 
and masters have been telling you is what 

they want you to hear so that you Stay 
Stupid and Kontrolled!  

Until YU, The RealU Wakes Up to The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, which is 

Beyond the Gods of Man, YU will always be 
the Cow for the KEK Systems and their 

Deceptive Dictators for more lifetimes to 
come. You can 'Think or Believe' whatever 
you want, but The Whole of Life IS Bigger 
than what has been created here to 'look 

good' as a 'front' and nothing more. There is 
a Huge Difference between Creation and 
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The RealConnection with The SoundLight 
Reality of THE ALLIS!  

EVA REPORTS 

"Eva Shari of DUVA always has Something 
Fun to Report! She is all around the world 
and always Looking for Something! Stay 

Tuned to Eva and you will See Her in Your 
DreamVisions. Eva knows The RealCure for 
ALL and she is Sharing this with Everyone. 

Watch for Eva near YOU!  

SEEN and UNSEEN 

"We are born into this Seen World of the 
body, mind and senses, but it from the 

Unseen Worlds and The Real UNUverses we 
come from. You have been here for lifetimes 
and so many other 'Places in Life' to finally 

get here. YU, The RealU has all the 
experiences from all the lifetimes YU have 

lived in other embodiments. As you are Now 
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on earth with a new body and mind, you 
have been told, instructed, conditioned and 
indoctrinated according to the KEK Systems 

of this planet. If at all YU do remember 
(which will be experienced in Your 

DreamVisions) YU may remember, YU did 
not have the same Restrictions on the other 

planets and dimensions prior to this life. 
Here, the basic idea is that the Space Gods 

(this idea was Kreated by the Reptilian 
Aliens to fool people) created you and you 
are in their image... Whatever! As YU, The 
RealAwareniss, investigates who YU really 
are with RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
(not just the Slanted and Distorted Stuffing 
you get here) by Singing The NUSound, The 

NU~U, YU will begin to have 
RealExperiences with The Real UNUversal 
Guides, and they will demonstrate to YU 
'What IS Real Now.' The Whole of LifeIS 

Unseen, Real, Invisible, Pure, Wonderful and 
Beyond what can ever be considered with 
Your Mind and Senses. What each of us is 
experiencing here on this little planet in 
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black space is the very smallest and minute 
parts of Creation (which is not The Whole of 
Life). YU have a one-dimensional view here, 
and to have a Better & BiggerVU, Sing The 

NU~U and Watch Your Dreams! 

REALFREEDOM WITH YOUR DREAMS 

RealFreedom IS Recognized with THE ALLIS. 
LifeIS not a 'belief' or an idea of the mind, IT 

IS The TruReality IT IS. Creation is a 
process of ideas and LifeIS more than 

Creation can ever be. Not everyone will SEE 
The TruReality LifeIS, because they can only 

see with their eyes and what they keep 
chasing with their personal ideas. LifeIS 
Bigger than you can imagine. Those who 

invented the KEK Systems of the earth are 
only interested to Kontrol Everyone. Only 
YU, The RealU can decide to WakeUp and 
BE Real for YourSelf, or stay here and keep 
Agreeing to more unaware and unconscious 
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lifetimes of the same 9 to 5 drudgery. It is a 
Lot More Fun to Become MoreAware than to 
stay Robotized and Kontrolled... YU Decide! 

REALFREEDOM NOW IN YOUR 
DREAMVISIONS  

The people of the earth are with the illusion 
there is some kind of freedom here, when 

actually there is none, nor can there ever be! 
The KEK Systems of Absolute Restriction 

and Obedience will not let this happen, 
EVER! You are in Their Matrix and Dream 

Worlds of time and space and they Kontrol 
You. They watch everything you do and what 

you think and even in Your Dreams. You 
'Think' you are a 'free thinker' but you are 

being Kontrolled as an unaware donkey for 
them to eventually feed you to their Alien 
Allies. The earth is a breeding ground for 

'cattle people' who 'Think' they know what 
they are doing.  
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You are being shown that 'You Are The 
Answer' in Your Dreams, but are YU, The 
RealU paying attention? Most people are 

not, even though they 'Think' they are 
aware. Unless YU are doing The NU~U 

Sessions and have The RealConnection to 
The SoundLight Reality LifeIS, then you are 

being Kontrolled and TapLined while you 
sleep. It is not about what you 'believe' as 

you have been taught to 'believe' in 
something, it is all about what is actually 

taking place Here and Now. The KEK 
Invented Systems have marketed you and 
fooled you into 'Thinking' they have the 

answer for you as they continue to destroy 
The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
You. If this makes sense to you, then keep 
Agreeing to what they are doing and telling 
you with their 'pretty speeches' and watch 
where you finally end up with what you are 
Agreeing to. Are the ChemTrails in the sky 
an illusion? Are they what you are being 

told, that they are good for the environment?  
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RealFreedom and a RealEducation cannot be 
easily found on the earth or any of the 

Kontrolled RoundWorlds, so as you read this 
NUBook you will come to understand how 

fortunate you are to have The TruKnowledge 
of The RealGuides & The TruReality, THE 

ALLIS. Very few people have the advantage 
you do Right Now, but if you do not Take The 

Risk to explore and discover What IS Real 
Now, then there is no guarantee that you 

ever will. You can pray and worship all you 
want to the Gods of Man, but they do not 

really care about you, because they are the 
ones who are holding you here as their 

slave!  
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THIS IS THE BIG TEST 

"Very few people are taught at any early age 
what The TruReality of LifeIS. This is 

because this world, for the most part, has no 
idea that IT even exists. What I am Now 

Presenting IS Revolutionary and Wonderful, 
but only for those who can SEE IT. In the 

meantime, each person must decide if they 
really do want to See The TruReality LifeIS, 

and then prepare them-selves to 'Go The 
Course.' Here is the Fun Part, and that is, 

YU, The RealU never knows what is coming 
next, as IT IS always a surprise. In a way, 

what I am presenting would be like a game 
of sorts, and from the view of the Personal 
Self it would 'seem' so. The Bigger Picture 
and The Bigger Tests are always unseen to 
where YU have to Take The Risk to find out, 

otherwise you will never know what you 
have missed. We live in a Total- Kontrolled 
Literalized Society where almost everyone 

already 'Thinks' they know something, 
which they do, but not what they really need 
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to have RealSurvival. YU, The RealU IS a 
Free Being of RealLight, but YU must first 

get through the PsycRealm Matrix to 
Recognize who YU really are. This IS The 

Big Test and not everyone is willing to have 
RealFreedom at this time, because they are 

unable to Recognize IT. The Literalized 
knowledge comes first as a 'hint' as to what 
is possible, then each person must learn to 
instinctively survive moreso than what they 
have come to know. It is more than obvious 
that everything here is very temporary, and 
that a lifetime is gone so fast, so I suggest 
to Take The Time to Focus on What Makes 
Sense, because it is Your Life Now and YU 

are The Decider! 

YOU ARE IN THE SIMULATOR OF CREATION  

It would 'seem' that when you look at all this 
world around you, you are seeing What 
LifeIS, but actually you are seeing What 
LifeIS not! You are in a Simulation LifeIS 

providing all of us to where we gain 
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experiences and then we eventually 
Recognize, What IS Real from what is not 

real. It sounds funny, because what we are 
seeing and experiencing here seems so real 

and authentic, when it is actually so 
temporary. For sure, what is taking place 
here is very important, because YU, The 
RealU needs to be here for whatever YU 

need to WakeUp and Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you are 
seeing with your eyes and experiencing with 

your senses here.  

Creation is not the ultimate like most people 
'Think' it is, Creation has its purpose as The 

Big Test, to where each one of us go thru 
millions of lifetimes in different 

embodiments until the very moment we are 
ready to meet The Real UNUversal Guides. 
The KEK Systems on the earth have 'fooled' 
people into 'Thinking' that only they know 

what Life is all about to keep people here for 
more lifetimes of the same 9 to 5 drudgery 

and routines. They need slaves and servants 
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and YOU are it Right Now! You can keep 
'Thinking' you know what is best for you, or 

you can 'Let Life Show You' You Are The 
Answer for everything you will ever need. 
The KEK Systems with all their Purposely 

Planned Restrictions are only getting worse, 
because they Love The Kontrol!  

YU, The RealU really does have a Choice, 
but YU must Be The Real RiskTaker and do 

what you have never done before, or you will 
stay asleep and be the Effects of everything 

here, just as you have in your past 
unconscious lives. Your DreamVisions are 

The Key to Secret Worlds and Real 
UNUverses. When you Sing The NU~U 

NUSound, YU will start to Free YourSelf from 
this physical consciousness and learn to 

See Beyond what this world is holding YU to. 
YU will have RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation like never before and most of 
it will take place on The RealSide while your 

physical body is asleep. This is The 
Effortless Way to RealFreedom Now. By 

Singing The NU~U Sessions, YU are earning 
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your way out of here and eventually beyond 
the senses and the Mental Worlds of 

captivity. YOU Decide!  

NO FREEDOM with RELIGION 

"There is Absolutely NO Freedom with any 
Religion. The Religions of this world are 

Purposely Planned Restrictions. The 
REPSystems (Religion, Education, Politics, 

SciFi / Socializm) are Kontrolled by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). They are 

the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) with the Kalaum Lord God, 
which is their invention of deities in outer 

space. Worshiping and PrayPaying to 
anything is a Satanic Kult. 

The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US, does not need any form of 

Governmental Politics, including Religious 
Misconceptions, as is more than obvious. 
RealPeople do not 'need' others to Kontrol 

them for the sake of manipulating the 
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environment a person lives with. For 
lifetimes you have been misled into 'Thing' 
you need THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians). WakeUp and Get Real! YU, The 
RealU is a FreeBeing of RealLight, and WE 

will show YU how to get all Your Own 
Answers! 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
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grow old once again and forget you were 
here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like 

most people who are here. 

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP WEporters 

"WE already know this world is not a perfect 
place to raise your children, and so WE are 
doing our best to WEport The RealNews, so 
that YOU, the viewing audience, can have a 
better chance to understand what is really 
taking place here and you can Have a Nice 

Day! Sure there are a few bad guys out there 
somewhere, WE already know this, but that 
is not what WE are looking for, WE like the 
adventure of WEporting what others won't! 

You can be one of the Fifty Millions 
WEporters on Our Staff of Over-Qualified 

WEporters if you are a Real RiskTaker. Come 
and join US and Risk Your Life with US! WE 
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LUV NUFriends and WE always Have Fun 
Together! 

WE WEport and YOU Wead... HA HA HA!  

We are 'Reporting The RealNews Now!' 
There is always something happening 

everywhere all the time in Life, and WE like 
to do our share of Sharing what is really 
taking place. The KEK Systems Rule the 

earth and they are a very necessary 
addition, because with what they do with all 
the examples they give of what not to do to 
succeed with RealFreedom, they do serve 
their purpose. WE are in the middle of a 
Huge WorldWide WakeUp that is taking 

place all around ALL of US! This world is 
asleep to The TruReality LifeIS, and this is 

where WE as The Real WEporters come into 
play! WE like to Share what has a 

RealBenefit, while the KEK Systems like to 
create their own brand of Deception for the 

unaware masses. Politics, Religion, 
Spiritualizm, Standardized Education, 
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Scientific Scary Stuff and so much more... 
its all the same Marketing Ploy to keep 

people as Subservient Slaves and Dumbed 
Down Droids. We do get a lot of hassles from 
the out- side world of unaware sleepy heads, 
but WE like the challenge and the adventure 

of doing what very few people have the 
courage to do!  

Our over-experienced NUGroup of WEporters 
is on the scene all the time in so many 

different dimensions and levels of Life. From 
this old and boring world of purposely 

planned pollution, to the Lower Astral Realm 
of TapLining GEEK masters and their 

Reptilian Mates, and also above and beyond 
in Your DreamVisions and to The Real 

UNUverses of ALLSound and RealLight. WE 
cover this globe and so much more!  

Aren't YU, The RealU tired of being just one-
dimensional all the time, along with being 
deceived, microwaved and worked into a 

stressful frenzy? Of course you are, and WE 
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are here to assist by Sharing Something 
Wonderful & Fun, and all you have to do is 

learn to Pay Attention to more than your TV 
set every night. We suggest you Take The 

Time to Read this NUBook and learn 
something you never have before. You will 

amaze yourself, and when you tell your 
friends you have Read this NUBook, just 

watch and see their reaction! WE know how 
to have the Best Fun and WE are willing to 
Share with you how WE do this. Are you a 
RiskTaker or a Couch Potato? You Decide!  

NU~U IS from REBAZAR & PAUL 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
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RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 
any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 

claim so are misguiding others into the 
Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 

Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 
keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 

modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined and held in 
the Lower Astral Realm by their unaware 
masters and gurus and the fallacy of the 

Gods of Man. 
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GeoEngineering Tree Watch 

"KhemTrails (ChemTrails) from the KEK 
Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 

of Kalaum. The Original Reptilian Aliens 
Kreated the Political and Religious Orders of 

this earth. They Worship and Pray to the 
Kalaum Lizard God, and over eons, they have 

trained the humans to do the same. They 
have written all the so-called 'divine 

doctrines' to Manipulate and Kontrol people 
for Human Farming. These same Kreatures 

are responsible for all the KhemTrails, 
HAARP Microwaves, GMO TechFood, Lethal 
Drugs and Vaccines and so much more. We 

are providing a WorldWide WakeUp for those 
who want to Become MoreAware and 

discover RealFreedom. You can continue to 
struggle on this planet with the Reptilian 
Deceptors or discover Real UNUverses of 

ALL Light and No More Kalaum God Karma!  
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HOLY BALONY 

"HOLY BALONY ROLLERS rule this planet. 
They are the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). THEY (TapLining HUman Eating 

YAliens) Kontrol the HUman Farming on this 
world. THEY are the REPSystems (Religious 
Educational, Political, SciFi Social). THEY 
invented the Gods of Man and the 'Devil' 
idea to Kontrol and Konfuse people into 
Worshiping and Pray-Paying. Its all HOLY 

BALONY and most people eat it up! YU, The 
RealU, Your RealAwareniss, is in this 

Designed Matrix to keep YU here as a slave 
and supporter for THEM (TapLining HUman 

Eating Martians). YU can 'believe' and 'think' 
whatever YU want to, but YU are purposely 
being poisoned to the point of elimination. 

WakeUp or stay asleep and lost! 

UNUVERSAL GUIDES with THE NUMAN, 
PAUL TWITCHELL and THE NUMAN NOW 
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"WE Are Here for You! WE Are The Real 
UNUversal Guides with The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS. In the past, WE did 'play' 
the roles of saviors and saints, masters and 
gurus that has led to Our RealPosition Now, 
and those days have passed into what WE 
Are Now, The NUNowniss LifeIS. For many, 

this is a bit of a 'shock' as LifeIS Bigger than 
ALL of US. LifeIS Deciding THE NUMAN 

NOW. Life Decides, even though the 
Emotionally TapLined HUmans of this earth 
'Think' they know more than Life ITSelf, as 

these are the people destroying The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US. Rebazar Tarzs, Paul Twitchell, Gopal 

Das, Yauble Sacabi, Lai Tsi and endless 
other FreeBeings of RealLight of THE ALLIS, 

Stand With THE NUMAN, Duane&Eva The 
Great Writers. WakeUp to 'What IS Real Now' 

and Sing The NU~U NUSound and Watch 
Your DreamVisions. 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
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for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 
can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 

Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. 
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DREAMING of PETER PAN 

"Dreaming IS a Wonderful Reality we all do. 
Not everyone pays attention to their 
Dreams. Dreams are a DoorWay into 

NUWorlds and NUAdventures. WE will show 
you how to Dream Better and Get Your Own 
Answers from Your Dreams. Test The NU~U 
Sessions and WakeUp Now! LifeIS Bigger 

than what you have come to know. Take The 
Risk and YU, The RealU will experience 

Wonderful Dreams with Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides! 

DREAMING WITH PETER&TINKERBELL  

When we are Young we have fantasies of 
doing Something Fantastic. Our parents read 

us stories and tell us fun adventures we 
want to be a part of. These ideas take up our 

worlds of imagination and we have fun 
dreaming whatever we want to. Children 

have Wonderful Dreams and they also have 
nightmares that bother them. As the child 
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leaves their body every night they go off into 
their own DreamLand. There are others in 

DreamLand that can protect the child if they 
get too far out of themselves. Most parents 
do not listen to the Dreams of their children, 

because they 'Think' it is all their 
imagination. All of us leave our bodies at 
night and go to other worlds, mainly the 

Astral Realm where we meet others. When 
you are in Your Dreams YU, The RealU can 
fly. Flying in Your Dreams is usually very 
easy for children, because they are very 

unrestricted, unlike adults with their 
attitudes.  

In the Astral Realm, which is the First 
Heaven of Man, the child can imagine 

whatever they want to, such as being Peter 
Pan. There are Wonderful Fairies in a child's 
Dreams, like TinkerBell in the movies. Your 

Dreams are Real Worlds, just like this 
physical world is to us here, but it is more 
fun, because YU, The RealU can make it 

whatever you want to. It is a very important 
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time for children when they are young to 
have their DreamTime. For the most part, 

adults have many attitudes that keep them 
from having the Dreams they want. Parents 
should listen to their children and they will 

learn a lot, but they are usually too busy 
with all their attention on this one-

dimensional world of physical phenomena. 
This world of 'appearances' is not at all 

what it seems. A closer look as to what is 
really taking place here reveals a huge 

curtain and concealment to where what is 
being implemented to the public is 

purposely hidden and distorted for an overall 
Kontrol by others. The time spent 

realistically with your children is always 
very important, because they grow up fast. 
Test The NU~U Sessions for your self and 
share them with your children, The NU~U 
Sessions will provide a Beneficial Opening 

into NUWorlds and Real UNUverses that are 
unknown by most people here. The 

'authorities' on earth are not at all what they 
'seem' to be. The Political and Religious 
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Systems Kontrol the masses and keep them 
unaware of What IS Real with Life.  

LOOK TO YOURSELF 

"YU, The RealU, IS Life. This may sound a bit 
funny according to what you have been 

taught on earth, but whatever YU, The RealU 
can imagine, it is already Yours! When YU 
decide Something Wonderful, then YU will 

BE Wonderful, but when you decide 
something strange, then you will be living 

it... so BE Cool and Real! Learn to Recognize 
how The ALLNatural Environment Supports 
YU and Everyone, so be careful with what 

Nature has provided for YU. YU are a 
FreeBeing of RealLight, but YU must take 
the time to Recognize this, so YU can Get 
Beyond Creation and the Gods of Man and 

the Authoritarians who rule this earth, 
otherwise you will be back here in another 

body and forgotten you were ever here. Sing 
The NU~U, NUSound and Learn to Watch 
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Your DreamVisions, and YU will Get Your 
Own Answers with Life. Everything YU ever 

need is with YU Now! 

WE are Opening Your RealHeart 

 "The RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight, 
moreso than just a HUman Shell on a 
Poisoned Planet that is Kontrolled by 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). YU, The 
RealU IS brighter than the Sun in the Sky 

above, but YU must take the time to 
Recognize this, or once again you will 

become lost in this Designed Matrix. It is 
always Your Choice as to Your Journey with 
Life. WE (Worldwide UNUversal Educators) 

are Here for YU to Succeed like never before 
with Your RealJourney to RealFreedom Now. 
Simply Sing The NU~U, NUSound and Learn 

to Watch Your DreamVisions. YU will 
Become MoreAware and Free! WE Are The 

RealAdventure LifeIS! 
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LIFE IS DECIDING… 

"LIFE IS DECIDING ITSELF... even though it 
would 'seem' that the people on this planet 

know what they are supposedly doing, when 
actually they do not. It really is time to 
WakeUp from all the Purposely Planned 

Deception from those who are too afraid to 
be equal to everyone else. Everything a 
person does IS SEEN by LIFE ITSelf. The 

funny part IS, Life is not concerned, as IT IS 
Real Unto ITSelf, like the Sun Shining. YU, 

The RealU must be concerned to Recognize 
Life ITSelf to eventually have Real Freedom, 

or struggle through eternity in the 
PsycRealms with an imaginary life here. The 

little thinking minds on the earth have 
decided they know more than Life ITSelf, 
which is more than evident by how The 

ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US is being destroyed very rapidly! 

"LIFE IS DECIDING ITSELF... and LIFE has 
decided that there is to be THE NUMAN 
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NOW to provide a RealEducation for ALL. 
Those who stay with the Kontrol they have 
known over others as HUman Farming will 

Meet Themselves and what they have 
Kreated. THE NUMAN is here to provide 

RealGuidance and RealEducation with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Everyone can 
Learn to 'Get Their Own Answers' with Life 
in Your Dream Visions. LifeIS Bigger than 
You! WakeUp and Free YourSelf from your 
little self you have created that is holding 

you to this one-dimensional matrix. You are 
in LA LA Land and 'Thinking' the earth is a 
safe place, but it is not! Stay Asleep here 
and you will continue what Human History 
has already been. WakeUp to RealFreedom 

Now! Take The Risk! 

YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL 

"Almost everyone is looking for The Fountain 
of Youth. In the physical sense, because of 
the created consciousness of the individual 

it can become so, or not, but this is not 
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important, as the physical body is very 
temporary. Using the earth as an example, 

those here for the most part cannot 
accomplish what they want with their life in 
a TruSense, because they keep looking to 

the old ideas that have been placed in 
Human History, whether, political, religious 

or spiritual, they will not work with The 
Whole of Life, or The RealU in The 

NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. The physical mind 
is in Creation, and YU, The RealU, IS in The 
Real UNUverses, where YU are a FreeBeing 

of RealLight. it is here that YU have The 
RealYouth, YU have always wanted. It is not 

a matter of 'going' there, as it is to 
'Recognize' The Real UNUverses, YU already 

stand in Here & Now. This earthly life is a 
process we all go thru, and is far from any 
end result that can be ever accomplished 

here. Actually, there is no end for any of US. 
To start Your Journey to RealYouth, simply 

Sing The NU~U and Learn to Watch Your 
DreamVisions. WE, The Real UNUversal 
Guides, will provide Real Guidance and a 
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RealEducation just for YU. Have Fun & BE 
Wonderful! 

THE NUWAVIS THE  
WORLDWIDE WAKEUP CALL 

THE NUWAVIS THE WORLDWIDE WAKEUP 
CALL FOR EVERYONE... Those who LUV The 

Natural Environment ALL of US are 
supported by. We respect the creations of 

others, but We are Very Focused on What IS 
Real Now with The Whole of Life. The 

NUPresentation we are providing IS a Real 
Update from what this world has come to 

know from all the Invented Systems of 
Religion, Education, Politics, Socialism, 
Spiritual and Science. Duane The Great 
Writer has written a Wonderful Series of 

NUBooks that we can send YU. YU will also 
find a lot of Fun Information on this 

Facebook Site and the many other NUSites 
we have such as Ask Eva / 
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THE NUWAVIS NOW DUANE&EVA  
NOWIS THE NUNOWNISS OF THE ALLIS. 
This IS The TruReality LifeIS. Everything 
that has been created and looked to as 
something authentic is actually Old & 

Outdated, no matter what people 'Think' 
about what has and is being created in 

Creation. This is the difference between 
Creation and what I have defined as The 

Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. 1965, IS The 
Official Starting Point for THE NUWAVIS 
NOW DUANE&EVA. This is the earth year 
Rebazar Tarzs brought Paul Twitchell into 
'The Rod of Power.' What Paul created at 

that time was a vehicle to provide a 
RealAwakening for those who were chosen 
to have The Real Opportunity to Recognize 
THE ALLIS Now. What Paul created was the 

first steps to an Endless Succession of 
NUSteps that were to be implemented and 

brought forth by Darwin Gross and then 
Harold Klemp. This was the procedure 

Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides had setup, 
until I was come in with THE NUWAVIS THE 
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NUMAN. The RealGuides have an OverALL 
Plan for the PsycRealms all the way down to 
the RoundWorlds, and it would have been to 
the advantage of Darwin and Harold to pay 
closer attention to The Bigger Picture that 
had already been decided long before the 
first Reptilian Aliens set their claws on the 
planet earth. What I am providing here does 

seem like science fiction, and this is 
because of how people have been led into a 
Fallacy of Distortion to what this world is 

today.  

Whether YU, The RealU, will accept what I 
am 'Presenting' or not does not at all matter 

to The Whole of Life. Just like the Sun 
Shining, LifeIS not concerned with the 

choices people make, but it will assist those 
who are Pure&Sincere to Recognize What IT 
IS. Rebazar Tarzs and The Real UNUversal 

Guides have always been Here&Now. This IS 
Real Now. Life can only BE Now! Creation is 
a Decision and that is really the extent of it, 

yet it 'Appears' to go on and on, but it 
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actually does not. Each one of us IS The 
TruReality LifeIS, but we must have The 

TruKnowledge and RealGuidance to start 
our 'Journey To Real Freedom' before we 

can Recognize THE ALLIS LifeIS. There is a 
type of formula to this Recognition, but once 

YU learn to See IT for What IT IS, then YU 
will See Beyond all the Temporary Positions 
that YU and others have created in Time & 
Space Creation. Creation has its place and 
plays an important role for YU to WakeUp & 

Recognize, first off The RealU, and 
eventually The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 

This becomes a Huge Challenge for YU to 
See&Recognize What IS Real Now, but 

because YU have been so Artificially Taught 
by the Kontrolling Earthly Kults (KEK) there 
is a great resistance in YU, that YU must get 

thru before YU can Recognize THE ALLIS. 
Each one of us has our own challenge to BE 

The Being of Light we already are.  
Most of the people on this planet look to the 

Authoritarians, those who have 'Authored' 
the Holey Scriptures for people to Worship 
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and Pray to, which are supposedly from the 
Gods of Man. All of what is taking place 

here is a lot of Professional Marketing Ploy, 
and what Paul created as a TruWay to 
eventually Recognize THE ALLIS, has 

become an infected Reptilian TapLining. 
This is understandable with those who still 
'Follow' the ideas of Politics, Religion and 

Spiritualizm. People are 'Bred' to be 
Followers, Worshipers and Pray to the Space 
Gods for all their needs. For anyone to See 

Beyond all that is taking place Now IS Huge. 
Only those who Become Real RiskTakers 
will See What IS Real Now, because The 

Whole of Life does not wait for anyone. Most 
of the existing population will be swept 

away once more with the passage of their 
life here and end up in another section of 

this Matrix Dream. Many 'Believe' otherwise, 
but when they crossover to the Astral 

Realm, they will See where they are really 
at. The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS & THE 

NUWAVIS DUANE&EVA, IS Real Now. The 
Old Days of Masters and Gurus is gone, and 
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those who want to WakeUp and BE Real 
Now have this opportunity to do so. All 

confirmation comes from The NU-U Sessions 
and Your Dream Visions and Rebazar Tarzs 
& The RealGuides. The Rod of Power has 
Become THE NUWAVIS NOW. This is not 

decided like the Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations (KEK), THE ALLIS Decides ALL. 

YU can stay with what YU have always 
known or Take The Risk and Experience & 
See What IS Real Now. Duane&Eva do not 
have 'Followers, Members or Temples, and 
having nothing to do with the Gods of Men. 

Duane&Eva are 'With The RealGuides' 
Sharing Something Wonderful!  
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REBAZAR & DUANEIS THE NUMAN  

Before 'The Beginning' of Creation, there IS 
Always THE ISNIS LifeIS. THE ISNIS 

produced what we have all come to know as 
Creation. Of course this is only a 'term' I am 

using here, but it does 'refer' to The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. IT knows 

ITSelf. Creation refers to the Gods of Man 
and all the doctrines that contain all the 

Restrictions we have all come to know from 
many lifetimes of living here and on other 

RoundWorlds in this Physical Realm. Most of 
what is found on this earth that pertains to 
politics, religion and spiritual formulations 
and doctrines are offshoots of what The 

Real UNUversal Guides have provided 
throughout the history of this planet and 
others. What they have come to be in this 

present moment has no relation at all to The 
TruReality, THE ALLIS, but just the opposite. 

It would 'appear' that so much of what is 
'marketed' to the Dumbed Down Public 

'seems' to have some value, but when YU, 
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The RealU Test The NU~U Sessions and 
Watch Your DreamVisions on The RealSide 
LifeIS, Life will show YU What IS Real Now! 

Here is where YU will have 
RealExperiences!  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides have The 
RealConnection to The SoundLight Reality of 

THE ALLIS, The TruReality LifeIS, beyond 
the Kontrolling Gods of Man and the 

Authoritarians of this earth. You and almost 
everyone have Agreed to Restrictions that 
keep YU here for more lifetimes of an even 
worse drama every time YU return here. I 
was chosen by Rebazar, Paul Twitchell & 
The RealGuides to be THE NUMAN. When 

Paul was here he was The Living Master, but 
when Darwin and Harold took on Paul's Title, 

they both ruined what he had created as a 
Benefit for ALL. Sing NU~U, and YU will be 
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shown in Your Dreams. DuaneIS THE NUMAN 
NOW. THE NUWAVIS REAL and The Only 

RealConnection with THE ALLIS. Duane & 
The Real UNUversal Guides are The 

LivingGuides and all other 'masters' are 
false and fake, because Life & The 

RealGuides do not back them. They are part 
of The Deceptors who are purposely 

destroying The ALLNatural Environment. You 
can stay with what you have always known, 
and if you do you will never know, What IS 
Real Now. The RealSecrets of Life are with 

The LivingGuides & THE NUMAN of THE 
ALLIS. LifeIS So Much Bigger than any 

system here, Take The Risk!  

WE ARE THE REALNEWS NOW  

“ALLIS THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 
SUPPORTS US ALL” We Are Real and this is 
what We Are Presenting. We Are Not with 

any 'movement, protesting, rebellions, 
takeovers, agendas, authorities or religion, 

politics or spiritual masters or business 
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gurus. We Are Real & Wonderful as We 
Provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation, 

as Our RealFocus is on The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US. We 

Are Exceptional with The TruReality LifeIS. 
We have our sources on the earth and thru 

ALL The LifeLevels. We Are The Direct 
Representatives with ALLIS The Natural 

Environment. We are with the Birds and the 
Bees, the Oceans and the Trees, the Plants 
and the Ants and whatever else NaturIS. We 
Are The WorldWide WakeUp for those still 

asleep who keep destroying what supports 
us all, The Wonderful Natural Environment. 

Are you happy with how this world has 
turned out so far with all the pollution and 

poisoning from those who most of us 
support to manage this place? We are very 
'up front' because we know there is very 

little time until everything is gone.  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Most people like to 'pretend' that what is 
taking place with The Natural Environment 
will clean itself up and go away, but not so! 
If YU, The RealU does not WakeUp Now, YU 
will be going into more lifetimes of the same 

unconscious routines you are doing Now, 
and the earth will be a lot worse. YU can 
Take The Risk Now to Do Something that 
you have never done before or continue to 
stay Dumbed Down Dah like everyone else. 
We See like no one else with what is taking 

place with all the Deception of the KEK 
Systems and their TapLining of innocent 

people who are not awake and aware. We 
Are Multi-Dimensional like no one else and 
We Are Having Fun with Everything We Do! 

Do you like being Deceived or would YU, The 
RealU like to know what is really happening 
here and in Your Worlds of RealAwareniss? 
The Marketing Ploy of the KEK Systems is 
excellent and they have most of the people 
on this world Fooled. Do you like being the 
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Fool of your masters? You decide what your 
level of courage will be. You can stay 'Patri-
idiotic and Kontrolled' until you are too old 
to do anything about Your Life, or Test The 
NU~U Sessions Now and Learn The NUWay 
and Watch Your DreamVisions and Let Life 

Show YU... What IS Real  

YOU ARE TAPLINED AND KONTROLLED  

Those who are in Kontrol of this earth world 
and so much of the PsycRealms always 

'Ploy' their little subjects with the 
Kontrolling ideas of 'Retribution!' This is 

also the same as 'Karma' according to the 
so- called Enlightened SpiritAum Systems 
with their Kontrolling Masters & Gurus. 

Karma is in Kalaum Kreation, and is actually 
Cause & Effect, and a very good learning 

tool to eventually 'Recognize' The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. What we have come to 
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experience as Retribution, Karma, and all 
the guilty bad feelings with it, are a 

Purposely Planned Distortion to keep people 
as puppets to those who place themselves 
above others. The ReligAum Regimes have 

done this since their very beginning. YU 
have been here as a slave and servant for 

far longer than YU can remember, and all the 
Invented Systems have Purposely Kreated 
all the Restrictions YU are experiencing 

Now. YU can stay with what YU have known 
or Take The Risk and make Better Choices. 

Because YU have 'Agreed' to all the 
Deception YU have been 'Marketed' with, YU 
are made to feel very 'guilty' when YU do not 
continue to 'Agree.' In other words, as long 
as YU are unconsciously fed Deception and 

YU like what YU are being fed, then the 
Kontrolling Systems YU have always 

supported like YU. They 'seem' so nice and 
friendly, like the Presidents and the Queens 

when they speak to their subjects so 
romantically and heart warming. But when 

YU start to WakeUp and See what they have 
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been doing to YU and others, then they now 
start singing a different tune, which is 

usually very off-key.  
People 'Buy' the Kommercial Kon and not 
the 'Reality' of what is really taking place. 
The Old Kon Story of 'Jesus died for your 
Sins' is a very good example of Excellent 

Marketing Ploy by the OneWorld Order 
Kontrollers. Does this make any bit of 

Sense? Of course not, yet people gladly 
accept it as a Reality in Creation, and has 
nothing to do with The Whole of Life that 

does make Perfect Sense, just like the Sun 
Shining in the sky. The TruReality LifeIS 

actually 'Formulated' Creation to be what it 
is, and then each and every unaware soul 

can do whatever they want to in the 
Simulation of Creation. At any time YU can 
transform from being the unaware soul into 
Becoming NU & Real with What LifeIS Now. 
Your past is a good 'Reference' but it can 
never be a Reality for YU. If YU decide to 
hang on to all YU have experienced and 

known, then YU run the risk of being held by 
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Your TapLining Agreements, which is always 
Your Choice. When YU have the time and 

RealCourage to Read this NUintrobook, YU 
will also understand so much better what I 
am 'Presenting Now,' but then again it is all 
Your Choice as to what YU Decide Your Life 

to be. I am Sharing a lot here and YU can 
Have Fun discovering what has always been 

right in front of YU and always with YU. 
Here is one of many emails I receive daily 
from those who Sing The NU-U, and those 

who meet with Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides in Your DreamVisions. This 

young man is one of the many Wonderful 
African's, Eva & I have met with our Skype 
Meetings and from Facebook, as we talk to 

people all over this world. These are his 
words as he wrote them to me...  

Young African Man... “Rebazar Tarz took me 
to down a valley close to a stream were 
there was a long building inform of hall 

(ecktemple) and it was on a water way, I 
was now wondering if erosion will not fall 
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this building he now say this is why I want 
you to see, then behind the building was a 

giant being tied down and was struggling on 
the floor (tapline master) then as we left this 
valley come another scene. Were I saw huge 
aliens as tall as ten story building drinking 
something coming from the sky then look 
down on there feet the ground was muddy 

water from overflow of what they were 
drinking then inside the water was devices 
with cords and i ask RT what the devices 
with cords for? He says they all represent 

each member for taplinig he now ask me to 
pick up my own and I ranaway into a car and 

drove off.”  

Everyone IS Looking for 'The RealAdventure 
LifeIS' and they are Now Waking Up and 

realizing it is not with any Kontrolling 
Korporation Kult that Worships and Prays to 
the Invented Space Gods that ReligAum has 

intimidated the masses with. We have all 
come through the Big BabySitters of these 
Creations on Earth, and they do have their 
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place, but life on earth as it is Now has 
become very Kalaum Korrupt and far too 

much. But then again, there will always be 
those who like to be Kontrolled by others. It 
IS Your Choice to BE Free & Wonderful Now!  

IN PLAIN SIGHT 

"Everything YU, The RealU, will ever need is 
IN PLAIN SIGHT, and so much moreso than 

just what Your Eyes can see. When YU Learn 
to See Beyond what you are seeing here, 
then YU will know what I am referring to. 
You must do your own research or stay 

unaware and Kontrolled by the KEK 
Systems. You are almost totally Kontrolled 

on a subconscious level! 

DUANE&EVA THE GREAT WRITERS 

"Duane&Eva The Great Writers are here to 
provide a RealService with RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation. Life ITSelf has decided 
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the reality of THE NUMAN. Duane&Eva are 
making sense with this world that is 

resisting to make Better Choices. WE as 
WorldWide Educators have The 

RealConnection with The TruSource LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. Simply start Your Own Journey 

to RealFreedom by Reading this NUBook and 
Singing The ALLNatural NUSound, The 

NU~U. You will be amazed as Your Dream 
Visions begin to open up and You Get Your 

Own Answers with Life ITSelf. 

LIFE KNOWS ALL 

"The Real UNUversal Guides stand with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS (THE ISNIS 

LIFE ALWAYS IS). This has always been so. 
The RealGuides decide The Chosen Ones for 
different periods to come to this earth and 
other planets. In the past the idea was a 

master, but the days of masters and gurus is 
gone. What makes a Real Master? The 

Support and Backing of The Real UNUversal 
Guides & Life ITSelf, THE ALLIS. Since the 
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year 2001, the days of masters and gurus 
are gone! Those who 'portray' to be masters 

and gurus do not have the support or 
backing of The Real UNUversal Guides. 

Some have the Angels from the Astral and 
Mental Realms, but most have the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) and their  
KEK Systems Armies (Kontrolling Earthly 

Korporations) as backing. 
What has always made a master is The 

RealAwareniss the individual has, not the 
titles, notoriety or popularity a person has. 
Presidents, Queens, Kings, Governors and 

so on have titles, but they have no 
RealAwareniss nor Real Backing from Life 

ITSelf, they have driven and Kontrolled 
support from their Dumbed Down Devotes. 

THE NUMAN has The RealAwareniss to 
Recognize & PerSeeve THE ALLIS. THE 

NUMAN IS backed by The Real UNUversal 
Guides & THE ALLIS. THE NUMAN IS Now 

The Real Connection with The Whole of Life. 
The KEK masters and their Reptilian mates 
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have TapLined followers and hypnotized 
members as their support. 

"The old term, 'The Rod of Power' was given 
to DUANEIS THE NUMAN from Rebazar Tarzs 

& Paul Twitchell in 2001. In 2001, the old 
term IS Now, THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. 
There is no more Rod of Power, accept in 
the minds of those fake masters and their 
followers who proclaim it. They have No 

Backing from Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides... None! Paul taught people how 

to 'look to the inner' which is Your 
DreamVisions, The RealSide LifeIS, for ALL 
Your Answers. Paul 'hinted' at THE ISNIS, 

but the fake master could never See, 
Recognize or PerSeeve IT. Just like the 

complexity of life on earth, Your Dreams are 
very complex and it does take a lot of 

investigating to get a 'Clear Picture' of What 
IS Real Now. Duane & The Real UNUversal 
Guides have The RealConnection with The 
Sound Light Reality of THE ALLIS Now. No 

one else does! IT IS, The NU~U. 
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THE ISNIS LIFEIS, decided what we doing 
here and what we have come to know as 

Creation. Creation is a Process we each go 
thru to eventually WakeUp and Recognize 
THE ALLIS. Since Creation began, there 
have been a lot of changes with all the 

RoundWorlds in time and space. When the 
earth was ready, the Reptilians came here 
and created the HUmanoids as slaves, and 
also created the 'ideas' for the Gods of Man 

to be worshiped, so the RepTilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) could Kontrol their slaves 
with obedience. They Kreated the 'illusions' 
of gods to be worshiped and prayed to. The 
Gods of Man do exist on the Astral, Causal 

and Mental Realms, but they are merely 
GovernorLords who oversee their realms. 

The Kalaum God, Lord of the KEK Systems, 
works with the Authoritarians of this earth 

to keep souls trapped here forever. The 
earth worlds is for HUman Farming, and the 
political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scifi tech systems are all part of the KEK & 
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REPSystems that Kontrol people here as 
Bred Kattle. 

Do YU, The RealU, have the courage to 
WakeUp Now and Become Free of this 'Place 
in Life' or do YU want to keep reincarnating 

with the Reptilians? 

THE PROCESS OF CREATION 

"As we have all been on this earth for many 
lifetimes, we have also been subject to so 

many Huge Distortions from those who have 
Kontrolled this planet for eons. The 

Educated Terrestrials (ETs) who first came 
to this world invented the Distorted Systems 
of politics, religion and education, to start 

with as a means of Kontrolling and Kreating 
HUman Farming. What they have Kreated 
has very little to do with The Process of 
Creation that all of us must first go thru, 

except as a 'comparison' to eventually See 
what has no value, and then to eventually 
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See, What IS Real Now and has RealValue. 
There are seemingly endless steps to 

gaining a Real Insight as to how to move 
thru Creation to the point of Recognizing 

there is more to The Whole of Life than just 
Creation. You have been taught with every 

means possible that Creation is the ultimate 
experience, and that there are gods in the 
sky who Kontrol Your Destiny. Those who 

have not been thru the thousands of 
lifetimes it takes to WakeUp from this 

Passing Dream, will easily be swayed by the 
KEK Deceptors and bow and kneel to the 
ideas of Worshiping and PrayPaying. The 
Reptilian God, Kalaum, is he who sent the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) to this 
planet to Kreate the HUmanoids as slaves 

and also Kattle for breeding. Kreated 
Kontrolling Korporations (KKK) have 

established themselves everywhere along 
with their Kreated Diseases of ChemTrails, 

Lethal Vaccines, GMO TechFood, Mind 
Kontrol Microwaves, Smart Meters, 

Pharmaceuticals, Viruses and so much 
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more. Most people are still asleep to what is 
really taking place. 

For lifetimes, YU, The RealU, has been 
searching for a way out of this Designed 

Matrix. You have been building Your Strength 
to get to the point to where YU are ready to 
meet The Real UNUversal Guides. You have 

been taught and educated to 'Think' that 
what has been Kreated here by the 

Authoritarians and sanctioned by the 
Reptilian Gods of Man is all there is. 

Creation is a Cause and Effect Matrix. 
Creation is subject to the Laws of Karma 
and the Lords of Karma. From the Kalaum 

Lord God, Ruler and Absolute Dictator on the 
Mental Realm, and then all the way down to 
the Physical Realm, you have been swindled 
into Agreeing with all the Deception that is 

taking place here and the rest of the 
PsycRealms. Of course you have not been 
told this, because if you really knew what 

was taking place here, you would be one of 
the many bothersome people who is Sharing 
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Something Wonderful as I do. You are more 
than likely Too Afraid to See Beyond the 

'appearances' of what is always in front of 
you. As long as you hold to all Your 

Emotional Agreements to this 'Place in 
Space' you will be subject to the Causes and 

Effects of this Old Earth. 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
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grow old once again and forget you were 
here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. WE show YU how to WakeUp and 
have RealFreedom! 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
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ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 
and others are with the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 
'sacred' words will be TapLined by 

Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 
Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 
TAPLINING RELIGIONS OUT OF KONTROL 

This world is full of Restrictions & Kontrol, 
and it is always Your Choice to Explore & 
Discover a Better & NUWay to Be Free & 

Wonderful for YourSelf. Being Free from ALL 
Restrictions is possible for Everyone, but YU 

must Take The Risk and Become a Real 
RiskTaker, and then YU will See & 

Experience what few people ever will. Test 
The NU~U Sessions and Let Life Show YU 
'What IS Real Now!' Have Fun Deciding... 

Duane&Eva on the RealSide LifeIS. DUANE 
THE GREAT WRITER 
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REBAZAR TARZS & REALFREEDOM 

"REBAZAR TARZS IS The RealGuide with 
Paul Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides 
of THE ALLIS. REBAZAR TARZS Stands with 
THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, a RealPosition 

with The Whole of Life, moreso than just the 
limitations of the Astral, Causal and Mental 
Realms of lower Creation and the Gods of 

Man, that the unaware HUman Farmed 
People look to. Deception rules this planet 
and most of the RoundWorlds in time and 

space. There are seemingly unlimited 
dimensions that are tied to any part of this 

material realm, as it is all the Designed 
Matrix of the Reptilians and other Kreatures 
who Kontrol the unaware embodiments at 
this level of Life. The Kalaum God of the 

Mental Realm is the GovernorLord that most 
HUmans Worship and PrayPay to, as they 

have been Deceived by the KEK Systems to 
beg for their survival here. REBAZAR TARZS 

has always stood in THE ISNIS LIFEIS, as 
the terminology has changed according to 
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The RealAwareniss of The Chosen One, and 
who REBAZAR TARZS decides will be THE 
NUMAN. All the old terms and ideas from 

Paul Twitchell are no longer valid, such as 
'The Rod of Power' idea that so many are 

using, as they have No RealConnection with 
the TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. The days 
of masters and gurus are gone, as we are 

each a FreeBeing of RealLight that can earn 
our way with REBAZAR TARZS & THE ALLIS. 
The First RealStep with The RealConnection 
is The NU~U Sessions & Your DreamVisions. 
The literal part of hearing words and reading 

is preliminary to What IS Real Now. Those 
who Become The Real RiskTakers and Go 
Beyond their mind and senses, even past 

their own intuition, can eventually 
Recognize & PerSeeve The Real UNUverses 

of THE ALLIS, where There IS Pure 
RealFreedom Now. The Whole of Life cannot 

be 'literally' explained as we experience 
what we do here. The old 'spirit' idea is from 

the Astral Realm and sometimes up to the 
Mental Realm, but usually no further for 
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those using the words of HU, OM, AUM, 
Amen and so on. For the most part, these 
terms are with the KEK Systems off the 

Lower Astral with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). 

PAUL TWITCHELL WRITER, THE BEATLES 
SINGERS, ELVIS PRESLEY SINGER, FRANK 

SINATRA SINGER, WHITNEY HOUSTON, NAT 
KING COLE SINGER 

"I have met many people on The RealSide 
(inner worlds beyond this one) while they 
are still here or after they passed over. 

Anyone can do this when they WakeUp to 
their RealAwareniss. You can meet the Gods 
of Man, who are actually GovernorLords on 

the Astral and Mental Realms. The 'god' idea 
is Deceptive Marketing Ploy by the 

Kontrollers of this planet, the KEK Systems. 
Everyone is somewhere in Creation or in The 
Real UNUverses. Most people have not been 

taught that Creation is not The Whole of 
Life, but a very small part of our experience 
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until we WakeUp to The Real UNUverses and 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Creation 
is a 'process' we go thru until we are ready 
to stand in The Real UNUverses. From this 
life, most people first pass into the Astral 
Realm and 'Think' it is the ultimate reality, 

because there are so many there who Agree 
with the GovernorLord who tells everyone 
he is the ultimate god. There is no part of 

Life that is a 'belief' as so many have come 
to believe. LifeIS ALL About Becoming 

MoreAware with whatever experiences YU, 
The RealU have. YU can meet The Beetles 
and others in Your Dream Visions. Most of 

the personalities, politicians and others like 
them are somewhere in the Astral Realm 

and will return in new bodies. 

YOGA TODAY 

"Traditional Yoga seeks to provide plausible 
answers to such questions as “Who am I?”, 
“Where do I come?”, “Where do I go?,” and 
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“What must I do?” These are the questions 
that sooner or later we each ask ourselves. 

So, we might as well ponder these questions 
while we are in good shape Yoga doesn’t 
champion dark moods and is definitely in 

favor of awareness in all its forms, including 
self-awareness. If we know the stuff we are 
made of we can function a lot better in the 
world. Our self-knowledge will give us the 
opportunity to make conscious and better 

choices. Yoga has many forms and one 
being Meditation. Meditation has its place 

like so many other ideas and practices, but 
it is not the 'ultimate' as so many 'believe.' 

The religions 'believe' in their gods and their 
earthly written material, and the same is 
with Yoga and other paths or teachings. 
Meditation is actually a broader field of 

experience than conventional religion, which 
is mostly 'hokus- pokus' voodoo from ancient 
demonic sacrifices, that is still taking place 
today behind the scenes to where most of 
the public cannot See what is really taking 

place. 
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"Yoga Meditation is a physical/astral state to 
where a person can relax and begin to 

experience some of the harmony that does 
exist with Creation. It does extend into the 
Causal and Mental Realms at times, but few 

people have the awareness to See this. 
Meditation and using the basic words of OM, 

AUM, can provide a start with Becoming 
MoreAware, but is limited to the Five Levels 
of Creation. Today, the AUM, OM, HU, Amen 

and other words and phrases are mainly 
with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) on 

the Lower Astral Realm. The unaware 
masses who mainly follow the Blind 

Teachings of the invented systems cannot 
See what is really taking place with all the 
TapLining in their Astral Bodies and in their 
Dreams. TapLining leads to illness, diseases 

and eventually cancers, as it effects the 
physical body to where most doctors cannot 

See the causes of this. 
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Many people know about Yoga, but very few 
know of Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, who are Far Beyond 
Creation itself. YU, The RealU, can have 

RealExperiences with The Real UNUversal 
Guides in Your DreamVisions and Life will 
show YU 'What IS Real Now!' Most people 

have been taught that Creation is the 
ultimate, but it is not. There are seemingly 
Endless Dimensions within Creation. The 
Real UNUverses of The TruReality, THE 

ALLIS, surpasses what you will ever 
imagine. LifeIS Bigger than what Your Mind 

will ever See, know or understand. YU 
decide Your Adventure and to Learn to 

SeeMore Now! 

YOU CANNOT HIDE 

"Whatever You do, YOU CANNOT HIDE! 
Others already intuitively know what You 

are doing, as they can See You on The 
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RealSide LifeIS, which is Your DreamVisions. 
The Angels, Fairies, the Gods of Man can 

See You, and most of all... Life ITSelf. 
Whatever You do, You will be living it! This 
world of Appearances is full of Deceptors. 
Those who Deceive others and whatever 

they commit with their Deceptions will find 
themselves living what they have decided 

and Kreated. This is what is know as Cause 
and Effect Karma. It is Very Real, because 

Life ITSelf decided Creation as the First 
Step to Waking Up to ITSelf. When YU, The 

RealU are ready, YU will explore beyond 
what YU have known here and discover The 

Real UNUverses of The TruReality, THE 
ALLIS. Until then, you will be stuck in this 

House of Mirrors Matrix. The Deceptors first 
Kreate the Pretty Front and then sell it to 
the unaware. It may take lifetimes for the 
Effects to show up, as a lifetime is really 

very minute compared to The Forever ISINIS 
LifeIS. So, in their 'little minds' the 

Deceptors 'Think' they are getting away with 
something, when in fact as soon as they 
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commit their act, they are already caught in 
their own Web of Karma. As Duane The 
Great Writer, I am here to let this world 

know that no one has to continue to stay 
unaware and the Effect of Creation 

anymore. Those who are Deceiving others 
no longer have to do this, as there is a much 

Better Way to have RealFreedom than to 
Kontrol others. Everyone is looking for 

RealTruth and RealFreedom and we provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation for this. 

Simply Read this NUBook and Test The 
NU~U Sessions and Watch Your 

DreamVisions. 

TRAPPED TAPLINERS 

"Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have 
Trapped themselves here in a One-

Dimensional Matrix that is Physical and 
Astral. They 'think' they have Kontrol of 
others, but they have actually Trapped 
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themselves on this planet and the Lower 
Astral Realm with all they have done and are 

doing. These are the World Elites, the One 
World Order, the Cabal, the Illuminate, the 

Masons and whatever names they use, 
including all the Government Agencies they 
Kreate and Kontrol. There is only One Way 
Out for them and others, and that is THE 

NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. The NUPresentation 
is here for everyone, and by the very fact 
that I have let this world know what I am 

sharing, those who have stepped up to read 
The NUBooks will have placed themselves in 

an 'aware position' to decide. What this 
means is, once you See what is really taking 
place here and with The Whole of Life, it is 
Your RealAwareniss that now knows. When 
you turn away from what Your Heart knows 

is Real and True, you put yourself in 
jeopardy, because YU, The RealU has this 
Wonderful Opportunity to WakeUp Now! 

When you don't not Take The Risk and study 
The NUBooks and practice Singing The 

NU~U, then you will have Trapped YourSelf 
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for many more lifetimes on this Poisoned 
Prison Planet. 

"KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
have Kreated all the systems the unaware 

masses look to, from politics to religion and 
even the so-called spiritual paths, which are 
now influenced by the Kalaum Lord God. He 

is the Master Reptilian who Kontrols the 
Astral and Mental Realms. Most people are 
Trapped here with their One-Dimensional 
View of Life, which has mainly come from 

the invented systems of Deception. 

KARMA LORDS 

The KEK Systems are the One World 
Kontrollers (OWK). Kind of like ouch, but 
OWK! We are FreeBeings of RealLight and 
we are providing a Real Service for ALL of 

Mankind, but it would seem that only a 
certain number of people want to Become 
MoreAware and SelfSufficient and Survive 
what is really taking place all around each 
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of us. Those who are creating the Biggest 
Karmic Debts are the ones who will be 

paying the most with The Lords of Karma 
where there is no plea bargaining and each 
person must face themselves and what they 
have done. This is the process that each of 

us must go through for untold lifetimes, until 
we are ready to give up the personal ego 

and start Your Journey to RealFreedom. For 
those who are destroying The ALLNatural 

Environment and others, this is a Real 
Warning! You will be returning in deformed 

bodies and will have forgotten you were ever 
here and you will be living the Effects of 

your present Causes and once again be at 
the mercy of Your Invented Gods and the 

KEK Systems you have created for the 
Kontrol and demise of others. I already 
know YOU are not Stupid, but YOU are 

acting the part YOU will be living with all the 
Stupidity YOU are Demonstrating and Doing. 
Have Fun Being Stupid! DUANE THE GREAT 

WRITER Reporting The RealNews Now! 
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THE LORDS OF KARMA KNOW EVERYONE  

Most people are not aware that LifeIS Bigger 
than they are. Everyone is being watched by 
the Lords of Karma, especially those people 
who do the most damage to themselves and 

others. The Business World of today is 
totally oblivious to what they are really 

doing and how all the Effects of the Causes 
will eventually play out in their lives. The 

masses have been purposely Dumbed Down 
to self-destruct, because this is how they 

are Kontrolled and Manipulated by the KEK 
Systems who have imprisoned everyone 

here in a physical and psychological matrix. 
The Business World is based upon 

Agreement, and as long as people keep 
Agreeing to their own demise and that of 

The ALLNatural Environment that supports 
them, then they will keep returning here in 
newly deformed bodies until they WakeUp. 

The Lords of Karma know everything people 
do and those who 'Think' in their minds they 

are getting away with something are only 
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fooling themselves. Everyone has to pay 
their own way, and those who are doing the 
worst damage to this planet and others will 
pay many times over. The KEK Systems have 
their gods and demons they look to, to save 
them from their decided fate, but this is all 
an illusion. People on this LifeLevel here do 
not See past themselves and how they are 

planning their future.  

The illusion of Maya is huge on earth and 
with the Astral, Causal and Mental Realms, 

and it would seem that those in Kontrol 
know what they are doing, but the opposite 

is true. The World Kontrollers are at the 
mercy of their own Educated Stupidity and 

the gods they worship and pray to. They are 
the Skull and Bones of the Reptilian Aliens 

they work with to Kontrol and herd the 
humans like cattle for the slaughter. Most 
people want to hear 'sweet stories' about 

their political, religious and spiritual 
presidents, teachers and masters, but as 

one looks to The RealSide LifeIS and to Your 
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DreamVisions, each one of us can be shown 
the real intent of those who Kontrol others 

on the earth. On The RealSide a person 
cannot hide what they can here, and after a 
while all deception shows up and becomes 
self-evident. By Singing The NU~U Sessions 

you will learn to Recognize RealFreedom and 
no longer be subject to the fallacy of those 

who Kontrol and Deceive You!  

EVA&DUANE in YOUR DREAMS, HAPPENING 
NOW with DUANE&EVA 

"WE Are Worldwide Educators, and WE will 
Show YU, The RealU, how YU can Become 

MoreAware and WakeUp from this Designed 
Matrix that has been Kreated for HUman 
Farming and to capture Your Body on this 

earth by the KEK Systems (Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations). When THEY 

(TapLining HUman Eating YAliens) want You 
for dinner, THEY will take You! Sound 

Strange? THEY have been doing this for 
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eons, and You are just Waking Up to this 
after many lifetimes of being Kontrolled on 
this planet. You can go to the Heavens of 

Man, which THEY Kontrol, or YU can decide 
to have RealGuidance and a RealEducation 

and Learn to Recognize The Real UNUverses 
where there is no Cause and Effect Karma, 
as there is in the PsycRealms of the Kalaum 

Lord God. WE will teach YU what others 
cannot, as all the systems are Kontrolled by 

KEK. 

"WE are What's HAPPENING NOW! WE Are 
Real & Wonderful! We are The WorldWide 

WakeUp Everyone is looking for! Duane&Eva 
are Here for YU, The RealU, that wants to 

WakeUp and have RealFreedom Now! WE are 
all over this world and into every dimension 

and the various Levels of Life. See US on 
The RealSide LifeIS. Share with US and 

WakeUp Now! 
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HOUSE OF MIRRORS 

"YU, The RealU are in a 'House of Mirrors' 
called Creation. YU are originally from The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. This IS THE 

ISNIS LIFEIS. To the Literal Mind and Senses 
that YU have created for yourself here, what 
I am sharing seems so far out and strange, 
but The RealU, Your RealAwareniss knows 
what I am referring to. Everything 'reflects' 

itself here, because we are in Time and 
Space Creation, which is made of Cause and 

Effect. The 'authorities' and the Diabolical 
Scientific Community have not figured out 

Creation as it really is. They 'Think' they can 
outdo Life ITSelf with their little minds and 

machines. Creation is Not Life, but a 
'reflection' as a starting point for each of us 
to Become MoreAware of The Whole of Life. 

The Gods of Man are in Life, but Life IS 
Bigger. YU also have four other unseen 

bodies YU operate that YU are probably not 
aware of. If YU want to keep being the 

'Effect' of everything here and continue to 
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reincarnate into more bodies, then stay as 
you are and you will soon be old and totally 
Dumbed Down like almost everyone else! 
OR... YU can Take The Risk and Read My 

NUBook and WakeUp to The RealAdventure 
LifeIS Now! Tradition and the Old Belief 

Systems are Karmic Baggage! If YU want to 
'hang on' to them YU can, or Free YourSelf 

with RealGuidance! 

WAKEUP or STAY ASLEEP 

"There are Many Stages (and lifetimes) to 
the process of Waking Up! After YU, The 

RealU has come from The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, YU are set into what we have 
come to know as Creation. YU have been 

here a long, long time and YU have forgotten 
where YU have come from. YU are a 

FreeBeing of RealLight with Unlimited 
Awareniss. YU, The RealU has a Real 

Opportunity Right Now like never before to 
WakeUp ALL The Way into Recognizing Your 
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RealAwareniss. The Stages of Waking Up 
are basically: YU have to go through millions 
of lifetimes and many different embodiments 
to first experience 'What is Not Real.' While 
YU are in many different dimensions and on 

various RoundWorlds, YU are gaining the 
experiences YU need to eventually 

Recognize 'What IS Real Now!' While YU are 
in Your Process, YU must first learn where 

YU are and what is really taking place as YU 
are Here & Now. The Whole of Life does 
Make Sense, and it is up to YU to Make 

Sense of Your Life. ALL LifeIS an ISNIS. YU 
are in Creation Right Now and The 

RealChallenge for YU is to See Beyond the 
'Appearance' of this world and the embodied 

life YU have here. The KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) have 

invented all the Belief and Political Systems 
and the so-called 'Divine Doctrines' to keep 
YU here as a slave and supporter for THEM 
(TapLining Human Eating Martians). When 
YU learn what is really taking place with 

ALL the KEK Systems, YU are ready to take 
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The Next Step (if YU have The RealCourage 
to do so) and Test The NU~U NUSound and 
Watch Your DreamVisions. YU have been 

looking for RealFreedom for untold lifetimes, 
and what YU have received is Political and 
Religious Lip Service and 'implied freedom' 

and more bondage to this world. YU Do have 
a Choice to WakeUp Now or Stay Asleep 
with Your Agreements to the Reptilian 

Kontrollers who rule this Polluted Planet. 

SINCE THE BEGINNING 

"The Real UNUversal Guides stand with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS (THE ISNIS 

LIFE ALWAYS IS). This has always been so. 
The RealGuides decide The Chosen Ones for 
different periods to come to this earth and 
other planets. In the past the idea was a 

master, but the days of masters and gurus is 
gone. What makes a Real Master? The 
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Support and Backing of The Real UNUversal 
Guides & Life ITSelf, THE ALLIS. Since the 
year 2001, the days of masters and gurus 

are gone! Those who 'portray' to be masters 
and gurus do not have the support or 

backing of The Real UNUversal Guides. 
Some have the Angels from the Astral and 

Mental Realms, but most have the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) and their  

KEK Systems Armies (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) as backing. 

What has always made a master is The 
RealAwareniss the individual has, not the 
titles, notoriety or popularity a person has. 
Presidents, Queens, Kings, Governors and 

so on have titles, but they have no 
RealAwareniss nor Real Backing from Life 

ITSelf, they have driven and Kontrolled 
support from their Dumbed Down Devotes. 

THE NUMAN has The RealAwareniss to 
Recognize & PerSeeve THE ALLIS. THE 

NUMAN IS backed by The Real UNUversal 
Guides & THE ALLIS. THE NUMAN IS Now 

The Real Connection with The Whole of Life. 
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The KEK masters and their Reptilian mates 
have TapLined followers and hypnotized 

members as their support. 

"The old term, 'The Rod of Power' was given 
to DUANEIS THE NUMAN from Rebazar Tarzs 

& Paul Twitchell in 2001. In 2001, the old 
term IS Now, THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. 
There is no more Rod of Power, accept in 
the minds of those fake masters and their 
followers who proclaim it. They have No 

Backing from Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides... None! Paul taught people how 

to 'look to the inner' which is Your 
DreamVisions, The RealSide LifeIS, for ALL 
Your Answers. Paul 'hinted' at THE ISNIS, 

but the fake master could never See, 
Recognize or PerSeeve IT. Just like the 

complexity of life on earth, Your Dreams are 
very complex and it does take a lot of 

investigating to get a 'Clear Picture' of What 
IS Real Now. Duane & The Real UNUversal 
Guides have The RealConnection with The 
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Sound Light Reality of THE ALLIS Now. No 
one else does! IT IS, The NU~U. 

THE ISNIS LIFEIS, decided what we doing 
here and what we have come to know as 

Creation. Creation is a Process we each go 
thru to eventually WakeUp and Recognize 
THE ALLIS. Since Creation began, there 
have been a lot of changes with all the 

RoundWorlds in time and space. When the 
earth was ready, the Reptilians came here 
and created the HUmanoids as slaves, and 
also created the 'ideas' for the Gods of Man 

to be worshiped, so the RepTilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) could Kontrol their slaves 
with obedience. They Kreated the 'illusions' 
of gods to be worshiped and prayed to. The 
Gods of Man do exist on the Astral, Causal 

and Mental Realms, but they are merely 
GovernorLords who oversee their realms. 

The Kalaum God, Lord of the KEK Systems, 
works with the Authoritarians of this earth 

to keep souls trapped here forever. The 
earth worlds is for HUman Farming, and the 
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political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scifi tech systems are all part of the KEK & 

REPSystems that Kontrol people here as 
Bred Kattle. 

Do YU, The RealU, have the courage to 
WakeUp Now and Become Free of this 'Place 
in Life' or do YU want to keep reincarnating 

with the Reptilians? 

ASK YOUR MOTHER, ASK THE POPE, ASK 
TOWART MANAGI, ASK RAMI NURI, ASK 

PAUL TWITCHELL, ASK FUBBI QUANTZ, ASK 
GOPAL DAS, ASK REBAZAR TARZS, ASK 

NIRGUNA AKAM, ASK MAULANA RUMI, ASK 
INDA UNTER, ASK SHARIS, ASK KATA DAKI, 

ASK URSHA LU, ASK PYTHAGORUS, ASK 
YAUBLE SACABI, ASK SHAMIS TABRIS 

"ASK YOUR MOTHER about THE NUMAN. 
THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN IS The 

NUNowniss of The TruReality, THE ALLIS. 
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This IS Real Now! Everything that has been 
created here for any type of advancement 
has had its purpose, but has become 'Old 

News' as this can been Seen by those who 
have Become MoreAware & Real. The 

REPSystems (Religious, Political, 
Educational, SciFi Social) along with 

spiritual masters and gurus with their 'pretty 
words' are a thing of the past with all their 

'traditional' and Emotional TapLining 
Attachments. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides have educated a lot of 
people for centuries. In 1965 Rebazar Tarzs 

gave Paul Twitchell, The Rod of Power. 
Darwin and Harold were given the 

'opportunity' to advance what Paul created, 
but never did, as their 'self-interest' came 

first. They never could See & PerSeeve THE 
ALLIS. They have Kontrolled others with 

their Kalaum God ideas, as Reptilian Joanny 
is in Kontrol. Ask Rebazar Tarzs in Your 

DreamVisions and he will show you What IS 
Real Now. The KEK (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) Systems have all Kreated 
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their 'fronts and temples' for the onlooking 
unaware public, but The Whole of Life and 
The Real UNUversal Guides do not back 

THEM (TapLining Human Eating Martians). 
This earth is a Prison Planet for the purpose 
of Human Farming for the Reptilian Aliens. 

Those who 'Agree' with the KEK 
Establishment with all their Marketing Ploys 
will be TapLined in their Astral Bodies while 
they sleep and be returning here for many 

more unconscious lifetimes. This is a Choice 
each person makes. The 'old spiritual' ideas 

of salvation are nothing more than 
Deception from the Reptilian Kontrollers. 

The masses are Agreeing to their own 
demise as they continue to destroy The 

ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US. WakeUp and ASK YOUR MOTHER in 
YOUR DREAMVISIONS about DUANEIS THE 

NUMAN and The NUPresentation 
NUNowniss.  

Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 
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GROUP CONSCIOUSNESS 

"Most of the people on this planet are 
asleep to what is really taking place. Most 
people 'Think' the so-called 'life' here is all 
there is, and that there are gods in outer 

space protecting this planet. People 'Think' 
their governments, religions, spiritual paths 

and scientific technology is what it is all 
marketed to be, but it is not! Of course this 
may sound strange, because we all live on 

this planet and whatever we decide 'seems' 
to be working. It would 'seem' the air we are 

breathing is clean and clear, but it is not, 
even though it 'looks' like it is. It would 

'seem' that driving your car on poisonous 
fuels, ChemTrails in the sky, Mind Kontrol 

Microwave Towers everywhere, Lethal 
Vaccines, Contaminated Pharmaceuticals, 
Smart Meters, Politically and Religiously 

HUman Farming and so much more, really 
does make sense, but it doers not! WakeUp! 

You are Agreeing to the created 'GROUP 
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CONSCIOUSNESS' of these Purposely 
Kontrol Social Systems that are keeping YU, 

The RealU, hooked to the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Most people are too 

Dumbed Down and unaware to 'See' this. 
Two hundred years ago The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US was so 
much better, and today it is being poisoned 
and polluted at a rapid rate of extinction. 

This is being 'purposely' done by those who 
are right in front of you! If you do not 

WakeUp, then you will continue into future 
distorted embodiment's. You have been 
Agreeing to a Group Consciousness that 

'look' good, but are infested with the RATS. 

"The 'love' idea this world has come to know 
is mainly based with your Astral Body. Much 

of this is a form of 'apathy' that has huge 
Agreement. RealLUV IS Purity in The 
TruSense, and very few people ever 

Recognize and See this, because they only 
know about Creation and not The Real 

UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
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ALLIS. LifeIS far Too Real to be first 
understood and then Recognized for What IT 

IS, and What IS Real Now. So, it is best to 
first take the time to read one of The 

NUBooks and Test Singing The NUSound, 
The NU~U. Give yourself a while to WakeUp 
and Become MoreAware with RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation. 

NO DISTORTION NEEDED 

"Distortion Rules This World! The Earth is a 
Prison Planet, this is Real! Life here is not 

about the 'ideas' people want, like love, 
happiness and a secure future, as examples. 
Of course, these things and so much more 
do exist here, but does it make sense to 

keep 'hoping' life here will get better when 
you know you are in a Designed Matrix no 

matter where you go? Does it make sense to 
keep chasing what is being created here 
that limits and hinders you, or to discover 
what is really keeping YU, The RealU from 
superseding all the Restrictions that have 
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kept YU here for untold lifetimes? With The 
NUPresentation of RealGuidance and a Real 
Education, Duane The Great Writer is with 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
to provide what no one else can, 

RealFreedom during this lifetime! WE, 
Worldwide Educators, show you how to get 
Your Own Answers from Your DreamVisions. 
Life will Show YU, The RealU, that there is 
so much more to this life and The Whole of 
Life, than just a temporary embodiment on 
earth. When YU are ready to Be The Real 

RiskTaker, WE will be here for YU. Take The 
Risk and Free YourSelf! 

TAPLINING Human Farming on The 
Plantation 

"WakeUp and Recognize... YOU are part of 
the Kattle Herd! The first part is to WakeUp 
and Recognize what is taking place as You 

live on this earth and what others are doing, 
then realize You will continue to be Stuck 

here if You do not WakeUp and WiseUp Too! 
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There is absolutely no freedom on the earth 
no matter what you have or who you are. 

Until YU, The RealU Wakes Up and 
Recognizes your fallacy of Agreement to 

what Restricts YU, then you are Trapped and 
TapLined like everyone else. Take The Risk 

and Read this NUBook and Watch this 
Video... http://youtu.be/8JUxGE8yrK4  

It IS Okay to WakeUp and SeeMore and 
Become MoreAware Right Now! 

Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

THE INFLUENCE 

"THE INFLUENCE... There is a Deadly Eerie 
Alien Deception (DEAD) that moves its way 
thru the PsycRealms that is mostly unseen. 

The DEAD has been Kreated from the 
Designed Konsciousness of the Earthly 
Kontrollers (EK). It is part of The Three 

Headed Reptilian Kalaum God (Lord God of 
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Unaware HUmans) and is known as 'The 
Influence!' To most, this is a fantasy or a 

myth that cannot possibly exist, and by the 
very fact that most people are unaware of 

The Influence, becomes even moreso that it 
does exist and mainly Kontrols their life 

without them being aware of this. Just like 
the KEK Systems that have Kreated HUman 
Farming, which would 'seem' to be absurd to 
most Dumbed Down HUmans, The Influence 
is already more alive than anything on this 

earth. Most people 'love' The Influence 
without really Recognizing what they are 

Agreeing to. The purpose of The Influence is 
to keep people occupied with things that 

have no meaning and only 'appear' to Kreate 
some kind of benefit. The Religious, 
Political, Spiritualizm, Scientific and 
Educationalized Systems, as some 

examples, are part of The Influence that has 
been Kreated to Distort and Deceive people 

everywhere! 
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THE BODY WORLDS 

"YU, The RealU, is in The Body Worlds of 
Creation. Of course you have not been 

taught this, because you are to stay on this 
Prison Planet for many more lifetimes 
serving the KEK Systems of HUman 

Farming. You 'Think' you are in LA LA Land 
on earth and that to make a home here is 

the ultimate experience! But Wait! There is 
so much more to YU, The RealU, than you 

can imagine! First off, YU are occupying Five 
Bodies, not just the one you see with your 

physical eyes. The Five Bodies, YU operate 
are for YU to gain RealExperiences and 

WakeUp from this Passing Dream you are 
now in abd to Recognize Your RealSelf, and 

then to See The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS! Do you like being the Effect of 

everything here? Do you like struggling to 
survive on this planet in dark space? If you 

do, then you can stay here for as long as you 
want with the KEK Systems of politically 
'implied freedoms' and boring 9 to 5 dead-
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end jobs. Or, YU can WakeUp and decide to 
Take The Risk and See Beyond this 'Place in 

Life' 

YOUR NUJOURNEY 

"Your Journey with Life is always up to YU, 
The RealU, every moment. On this earth, YU 

are using your physical senses, mind and 
emotions, for the most part. According to 

how you have been raised and taught here, 
you are mainly living in a Planned Deceptive 

Distortion, a Designed Matrix of Kontrol, 
even though you 'Think' everything you are 
experiencing is basically how it is all to be. 
Agreeably, as you decide whatever you will 

here, this is how things will come out in your 
life, that is until YU, The RealU decides 
differently. For the longest time you may 

wonder how to decide differently for your life 
to come out another way, and so here is 
where YU decide to 'test yourself' so to 

speak and actually do something different 
and learn to SeeMore. This then becomes 
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Your NUJourney into a Brighter Reality as 
you learn to Recognize that there is More 

than here. 

WE WAKEUP ~ HA HA HA 

"We are ALL, Kids at Heart! Actually, we are 
Free Beings of RealLight. Waking Up means 
to Recognize Your RealAwareniss aside from 
Your Personal Self and life on earth. There is 

so much more to YU, The RealU when you 
WakeUp and See beyond everything you 
have been subject to during this life and 

other lifetimes that are Effecting you Right 
Now. You always decide Your Life and you 
can WakeUp with US, or stay asleep with 
most of the herded Dumbed Down Masses 

for more unaware and unconscious lifetimes 
with the KEK Systems... It is Your Choice! 
We provide RealGuidance, a RealEducation 

& RealFreedom Now. Simply Read this 
NUBook and Test The NU~U Sessions and 
learn to Watch Your DreamVisions and 'Let 
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Life Show You, You Are The Answer' for 
everything in Your Life! 

KIDS AT HEART SAY... “WE WAKEUP HA HA 
HA”  

Life is ALL About Waking Up! This could be 
your lifetime to finally WakeUp with what is 
really taking place on the earth and in Your 
Unseen Worlds. You are always the Decider 
with what Your Life will be. Waking Up is a 
lot more than just getting out of bed each 
day and going to your 9 to 5 job. There is 

also a lot more to you than just the body you 
are in. Of course you have always 'Thought' 
you were the body and that life on earth is 
all there is, but as you read this NUBook, 

YU, The RealU will discover a Whole 
NUAdventure for YourSelf. You can always 

stay as you have always been and then 
continue to deal with all the changes and 
circumstances that will be taking place 

here.  
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You may have noticed something taking 
place on earth or you may not have and that 

is, The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US is being ruin at a very 

rapid rate every moment. According to your 
lifestyle and how you 'see' your life and this 
earth world, you make the decisions you do. 

Now that I have told you this, you will be 
deciding to investigate this event or not, 

plus what I am also Sharing in this NUBook. 
We are all Children at Heart, but to 

Recognize this is a huge process, and that is 
why we are in Creation, which by the way is 
not The Whole of Life, but a 'simulator' that 

exists in Life. Am I going to fast for you? 
Whether you know this or not, YU, The 

RealU has been here for many lifetimes on 
this planet and other planets and in other 
dimensions. YU have a record of all your 

lifetimes within yourself and you can learn 
to WakeUp Now to this if you decide to, or 
you can stay unaware and continue to be 

the Effect of everything around you.  
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YU have been carrying a lot of Old Baggage 
and TapLining with you for lifetimes and you 

are still the Effect of it without really 
knowing it. YU are the sum total of all your 
experiences from all your lifetimes here and 

other places in Creation. You have been 
Dumbed Down and educated according to 
the Kontrolling Systems on this planet that 
you 'Think' are 'good' for you, but there is a 

much bigger picture to 'See' once you 
decide to Explore and Discover, What IS Real 

Now. You can have 'An Adventure Like No 
Other' with your life or stay the same!  

SEE THEIR SHADOWS 

Learn to 'SEE THEIR SHADOWS' if you want 
to See what THEY (TapLining HUman Eating 
YAliens) are really doing to Deceive You! You 

know, people (and Reptilians) like the 
politicians, religious and royalty snoots and 
the self-proclaimed spiritual masters. When 

YU, The RealU, Sings The NU~U~U 
NUSound, YU will SEE THEIR SHADOWS in 
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Your DreamVisions. THEY cannot hide from 
anyone and THEY are more Afraid of YU 
than YU are of THEM (TapLining HUman 

Eating Martians). When YU Sing The NU~U, 
YU are making The RealConnection to The 

SoundLight Reality LifeIS and YU are 
Protected by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides. Live Your Adventure and 
Go Beyond what you have always known. 

You no longer have to Fear anything! As YU, 
The RealU Becomes MoreAware, YU will 

want to SEE FOR YOURSELF who has been 
Astral Body TapLining YU for lifetimes. The 

KEK Systems of this planet use Mind Kontrol 
Microwaves to keep you Dumbed Down and 

Obedient. You do not have to rebel or 
protest, simply Sing The NU~U and Become 

MoreAware as a FreeBeing of Light! 

DREAMS IN THE BIBLE 

"Dreams are UNUversal. Your DreamVisions 
have always existed, but for the most part 
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have been suppressed, because Your 
Dreams can Expose all the Deception that is 
taking place here. The KEK Systems of the 
political, religious, spiritual, education and 
scientific institutions want absolute Kontrol 

over everyone. I am amazed that Dream 
References are still in the Bible, because 

the Ratican in Rome Kontrols this world with 
and iron fist. They have planned and Kreated 
all the World Wars and whatever other Take-
overs that have and will occur. They put on 
the 'appearance' of being benevolent, but 

the very opposite is true. Most people want 
to 'pretend' they are 'Holy Rollers' but they 

are not. They are a devouring Business  
and nothing more. They have the position 
they do, because they have strong-armed 

their way to where they are, and they have 
Huge Karma from all they have done. 

Dreams of the past are a reference, but no 
longer a reality like many want to 'Think' 
they are. Watch Your Dreams and Learn! 
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DREAMS IN THE OLD OLD BIBLE  

There are many old and ancient writings and 
most of the unaware public is not aware of 
where these testaments have come from. 

Some 'Think' it is actually from a god in the 
sky, which someone wrote about and told 

everyone that it was their god that wrote the 
so-called 'holy works.' These are 'nice 

stories' but there is so much more that is 
not being told than has been told. You are 

not going to find RealTruth in any school or 
book, no matter who wrote it. LifeIS so 

much bigger than what we experience on 
the earth. I am Sharing Something So 

Wonderful & Real, so much so that it is 
rather hard for most people to grasp. I know 
this already, and this is why I am doing so 

many different NUBooks and Groups all over 
the Internet, because I can See what the 
people on this planet are going thru, and 

especially Now, with all the Purposely 
Planned Poisoning of Everyone. The KEK 

Systems, who basically own the planet earth 
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want most of the people here destroyed, 
because they are using up The Natural 

Resources.  
Dreams in the Bible and other Old Scriptures 

are experiences of those for those times. 
People have been taught to 'Think' that 

whatever happened in the past means more 
than What LifeIS Now. I am not referring to 
this 'physical life' but moreso The Whole of 
Life that most people have no idea exists at 

all. Creation and all the ideas in Creation 
have been the main focus for most people 

for untold lifetimes to this very moment. But, 
there is a whole lot more to Life that 

Creation cannot contain, and this is where 
THE NUWAVIS NOW.  

Dreams provide The RealAnswer for The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE IS, to expose ITSelf to 
those who want RealTruth & RealFreedom. 
Truth as we have come to know it on the 

earth is really a 'personal truth' and nothing 
more. The supposed 'truth' that is referred 

to here is limited to Creation and has 
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nothing to do with The Real UNUverses 
where YU, The RealU IS a Free Being of 

RealLight. Your DreamVisions are the first 
step into the other worlds, until YU are 

ready to enter The Real UNUverses of The 
SoundLight Reality, The ALLAliveniss of THE 

IS. ALLIS The Natural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US, and it is best to 

WakeUp to Everything. Test The NU~U, 
Watch Your Dreams!  

WE LUV ALL 

"WE LUV ALL... is a Very Real, Sincere and 
Honorable Statement from US who Stand 

with The Real UNUversal Guides. We do not 
have any Hidden Agendas, as do the KEK 

TapLining Systems and The Deceptors who 
rule over them, such as the presidents, 

queens, kings, masters and gurus of this 
planet. RealLUV is Our Focus, moreso that 

the Emotional Attachments that most people 
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'Think' of as Love. We do not negate 
anything, as we See Everything as 

necessary, and at the same time we Make 
Sense of what is taking place Right Now on 
the earth. The KEK System Deceptors, who 
are the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) are 

fooling most of the Dumbed Down Public 
into 'Thinking' they know what is best for all 

the unaware people. We are merely 
Reporting The RealNews and providing a 
Real Understanding and Definition as a 

Warning. What each person decides for their 
life is their right to do so, as we are here as 

Real Rescuers for those who want to Be 
Free of their TapLining Karma with their Old 

Personality Attachments and Recognize 
there is No Freedom with the 'Official 

Restrictions' of the RATS. 

Emotional Love and Attachment, 
Sentimentality and Sensationalism does 

have its place, which are part of the 
PhysicalAstral Experience most people live 

with. But there is Nothing Like RealLUV, 
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RealTruth, RealSurvival, Real Freedom with 
Your RealAwareniss. YU, The RealU is 

occupying Five Psychic Bodies in Creation, 
and until YU WakeUp to Your RealAwareniss, 

then YU will continue to be the Effects of 
everything in Kontrolled Kreation. 

WE LUV ALL... This IS US! If you want to 
stay with the Deceptors as you are now, you 
can do so for as long as you want, but if you 

have The Real 
Courage to Stand with those who are 

Sincere & Honorable & Real, then We Are 
Here For YU. We Can SEE YU, but can you 
really See US? All the Deception the KEK 

Systems have Kreated will show up, as We 
can already See what they are doing on The 

RealSide LifeIS. This is Your Warning! 
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DREAMSCAPE MOVIE, MARY POPPINS 
MOVIE, CONSPIRACY THEORY MOVE 

"There are so many Movies that show what 
is really taking place on this planet today, 

and Dreamscape 1984 Movie is one of many 
that will provide so many essential views for 

a better understanding. But for the most 
part, the general public has been set into a 
'conditioning' to 'Think' that what is being 
shown is merely what has been termed as 
'Entertainment' when actually it is part of 

the HUman Farming Matrix that everyone is 
in. Those who Agree with the Marketing Ploy 

of so many of the Movie Makers are also 
Agreeing to returning here unconsciously in 
new bodies, which become more deformed 

with each life from all the poisons and 
pollution that are purposely dumped on 

everyone. All of this and so much more is a 
Real WakeUp Call for those who are Seeing 
what is taking place and Listening to The 

RealGuidance and RealEducation, that only 
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WE provide. Movies are a lot of fun! I See 
them for adventure and as Documentaries, 
that provide a lot of insight with the Social 

Systems of today. Very few people have The 
RealCourage to See Beyond the Designed 
Matrix that is already Agreed to by most 
unaware people. It is true that people are 
awake and aware here and know how to 
handle their personal life to a degree, but 
this is a One-Dimensional Matrix and what 

most people know is very insignificant 
compared to The TruReality LifeIS. Everyone 

has the right to play in the big 'sandbox' 
here for as long as they want. 

EVOLVE or DISSOLVE 

"We are all on a planet that is being 
mutilated and destroyed for no reason at all 
except for a Certain Few to Kontrol others. 
Does this really Make Sense? You do have a 
Choice, but You Must Decide for YourSelf or 

others will decide for You, and You will 
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return here unaware that You were ever 
here before, and the worst part is, future 
lifetimes will not be as the one You are in 
Right Now. You can WakeUp Now or stay 

asleep for Lifetimes! 
It IS Okay to WakeUp and SeeMore and 

Become MoreAware Right Now! 
Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

WAKEUP NOW OR STAY ASLEEP  

As you see this world today and what is 
really taking place, you do not have to be a 
Prophet to See where everything is going. 

People are herded into self-limiting positions 
where they have very little or no choice at 

all about their life. This is all purposely 
planned and done to look a certain way to 
where many 'Think' what is proposed to 

them is a benefit, but usually the opposite is 
so. People want to 'believe' in those who 
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Kontrol them, but there are 'hidden' agendas 
that are very hard to accept as to why 

people would actually be so devilishly cruel 
to others. But to some this is a way of life 

that has been going on for untold centuries. 
The False Appearances of those who are 

Politically and Religiously Kontrolling 
Everyone is made to 'seem' as though what 
is being presented is authentic in some way, 

but really not at all.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

The people on this planet are at the point 
where they must decide to WakeUp and 

Evolve with What LifeIS Now, or once again 
Dissolve when their bodies have worn out 
and go into the dust. Most people do not 

want to consider the reality of this earthly 
life, but moreso play the part of a person 
that will keep living here no matter what 

happens, as is more than evident as to how 
people usually react when something life-
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threatening does occur. It would Make 
Sense to 'Be Prepared' as do those who have 

a RealAwareniss about them. For the most 
part, this will not happen overall with how 
Konditioned and Mind Kontrolled people 
have Agreed to be and also subjected to 

what Does Not have a RealBenefit to them. 
The general public is more interested in 

being slaves to the KEK Systems than with 
being SelfSufficient and Free.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

The first stage of Waking Up here is to See 
what is really taking place moreso than just 
living a a so-called 'normal life' that really 
goes basically nowhere. What people have 
accomplished here has always been taken 
over by those who wait for people to create 
something and then they step in and take it 

away in some legal crafty way. The KEK 
Systems invented the Legal Systems as a 
means to eventually own everything. You 
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can keep Agreeing to this and as you always 
have, or WakeUp and Test what we are 
presenting and thus surpassing all the 

Restrictions of those who are lost to their 
personal wants and needs.  

911 TAPLINING 

"This world knows what really took place 
with 911. More and More People are Waking 
Up to what is happening on this earth. But, 
there is still a lot more to know that is not 
seen here. The Bigger Picture IS with Your 

Dream Visions and what Life IS Showing YU, 
The RealU every night. YU can stay 

TapLined and Trapped here for unconscious 
lifetimes or Sing The NU~U NUSound and 
Watch what takes place as YU have Your 
RealAdventures with The Real UNUversal 

Guides in Other Worlds and Real UNUverses. 
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LISTEN TO NATURE 

"ALL The Sounds of Life are Here&Now with 
The ALLNatural Environment. We have the 
Outer Reflection of Visions and Sounds in 
the first Five Levels of Life and THE ISNIS 
REALITY, that IS THE REALL CONNECTION 

with The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. 
RealSurvival IS more than ancient wisdom. 

We have all come thru lifetimes of 
disciplines with teachers, masters, 
scriptures and babysitters to The 

NUNowniss of The TruReality, THE ALLIS. 
LifeIS AlwaysNU Now and Never in the past. 

What was created yesterday is old and 
outdated, as Life ITSelf Decides ITSelf.  
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FEAR or REAL FREEDOM 

"FEAR is the #1 Kontroller on this planet! It 
is understandable that all of us have some 
type or form of Fear with us, but the overall 

and most obvious Fear is that of Mind 
Kontrol and Manipulation Purposely Kreated 

by those who rule this planet, the KEK 
Systems of the Kalaum God Until YU, The 
RealU, Wakes Up and decides to Save Your 
Own Life, then YU will be the slave to more 
lifetimes of what YU are having to go thru 
Right Now! Most people do not 'See' the 

Bigger Picture, and that is even though the 
earth is very Poisoned and Polluted Now, 
everything will continue to get worse, as 
You will return in a new body with a new 

mind and You will have forgotten You were 
ever here. Only YU can Decide Your Life! 

Fear is Purposely Used against You all the 
time, but You are probably not Seeing what 
The Reptilian Deceptors are doing to YOU! 

WakeUp Now or Stay Asleep! 
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REALL FREEDOM IS Recognized and Not 
found on this earth anywhere! 

WITHOUT FEAR 

"A life Without Fear is a RealLife. The 
REPSystems (Religious, Educational, 

Political, Social Spiritual SciFi) are all based 
upon Fear. Fear is the driving force and 

power that the Earthly Kontrollers (EK) use 
to herd people like cattle. Fear is hidden in 
all the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations). Fear is with the Emotional 

Attachments that have been created by the 
masses to cover up Fear. There is a RealLife 

Without Fear, but YU, The RealU, must 
WakeUp and Take The Risk to See Beyond 
Your Fears. When you look at the Sun, do 

you see any Fear? Not at all! 

LifeIS Always Like The Sun Shining... There 
is No Fear! You have purposely been taught 
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to Fear everything, so that you are always 
Kontrolled for more lifetimes of the same 9 
to 5 drudgery you are living Now. WakeUp 
and Take The Risk to Be Wonderful with 

RealFreedom! 

RAMI NURI The Real UNUversal Guides, 
NIRGUNA AKAM The Real UNUversal 

Guides, PYTHAGORAS The Real UNUversal 
Guides, MAULANA RUMI The Real UNUversal 

Guides, INDA UNTER The Real UNUversal 
Guides, SHARIS The Real UNUversal Guides, 
LAI TSI The Real UNUversal Guides, GOPAL 
DAS The Real UNUversal Guides, KATA DAKI 
The Real UNUversal Guides, URSHA LU The 
Real UNUversal Guides, REBAZAR TARZS 

The Real UNUversal Guides, PAUL 
TWITCHELL The Real UNUversal Guides, 

PYTHAGORUS The Real UNUversal Guides, 
YAUBLE SACABI The Real UNUversal 
Guides, TOWART MANAGI The Real 

UNUversal Guides, SHAMIS TABRIS The Real 
UNUversal Guides 
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"Rami Nuri & Rebazar Tarzs stand with THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, Duane&Eva. Those 

who 'Think' Paul & Rebazar & The 
RealGuides are with TapLining master Harry 

Klump and his Reptilian Wife should Test 
The NU~U Sessions and meet with Paul & 
Rebazar on The RealSide, and they will be 
shown What IS Real Now. Deception Rules 
this earth and the KEK Systems have most 
people fooled into 'Thinking' that Marketing 

Ploy is the answer to their lives. The 
Deceptive Dictators own the earth and 
almost everyone on it as Kattle. We are 
providing a WorldWide WakeUp for those 

who want to See Beyond their Agreed upon 
Restrictions that they 'Think' are part of 
Becoming MoreAware with RealFreedom. 
There is no freedom here, only politically 
'implied' freedoms set forth with Rules & 

Regulations.  
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THE REAL UNUVERSAL GUIDES  

Duane&Eva IS The RealGuidance & 
RealEducation on the earth Now. THE 

NUWAVIS IS THE NUMAN. For those who 
have The Real Courage to Test & Sing The 
NU~U Sessions and to See Beyond all the 

Restrictions they have Agreed to, only they 
will meet with The Real UNUversal Guides 

on The RealSide LifeIS. In 1965 Paul 
Twitchell was given The Rod of Power from 
Rebazar Tarzs. Most of this world does not 

know what this means. There were two 
'masters' who were given a position of 

management by The RealGuides until THE 
NUMAN was to present The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS. The two masters, Darwin 
and Harry, did not have The RealAwareniss 

to Recognize and PerSeeve and provide what 
THE NUMAN IS Now.  

To this day, Paul Twitchell set the pace for 
The NUPresentation and the opportunity for 
everyone to Recognize THE ALLIS. The two 

masters who followed Paul were to maintain 
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the Organization he established with 
Rebazar Tarzs, but instead they were both 

more interested in their Personal StarDumb, 
and so they each took on Paul's original 
title, so they could 'look good' to their 

audiences. This was not to be the idea The 
RealGuides wanted, and these two were told 

'not' to take on Paul's Title, but they did 
anyhow. And so today, what Paul created 

has become infested with Reptilian Jownzee 
and HER Alien Deceptors, who are TapLining 

the unaware member- shrimps in their 
dreams at night. Darwin was seduced by The 
Influence that I write about in My NUBooks, 
and Harry Klump was seduced by Reptilian 
Joanny, as SHE has completely taken over 

the Krone Korporation and has made Harry's 
followers bow and kneel, Worship and Pray 
to HER Kalaum God. There was no 'Clergy, 
Prayer or Worship' during Paul's time here, 
but it suddenly seems necessary, just like 

the rest of this world that looks to the Gods 
of Man, and is on their knees groveling to 
the Space Gods and being poisoned at the 
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same time. Paul, Rebazar, Gopal Das, Yauble 
Sacabi, Lai Tsi, Towart Managi, Rami Nuri, 

Kata Daki, Fubbi Quantz, Shamis Tabriz and 
the other Real UNUversal Guides have 
nothing to do with Harry Klump and his 
Reptilian Wife Jownzee. Test The NU~U 

Sessions and YU, The RealU will be shown in 
Your DreamVisions, What IS Real Now!  

RISKTAKER UNUVERSAL COMMUNITY 

"Hello, welcome to our WorldWide WakeUp. 
If you have found this Facebook Group, YU, 
The RealU may have been led here to have 
an opportunity very few have during this 

lifetime. This world is full of invented 
corporations and systems that have mainly 
been created from the original invaders of 

this planet. They created what you now see 
on the surface of this world. If you belong to 
one of the many political, religious, spiritual, 

educational or scientific institutions with 
their popes, presidents, masters, gurus, 
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professors and geniuses, you are 
undoubtedly being Kontrolled by the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). If this 
sounds just too 'farout' for you at this time, 

then I suggest you keep looking for whatever 
you are. We do not look to gods, worshiping 

and praying, or masters with their pretty 
words of wisdom. We are FreeBeings of 
Realight with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. We stand with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Right Now, you 
are part of The Human Farming on this 

Prison Planet. Whether you are human or 
Reptilian, you are trapped in this Designed 

Matrix until YU, The RealU has 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation to get 

past the Gods of Man and the Five 
PsycRealm Levels. Because you have been 
basically hypnotized and militerrorized by 
the Authoritarians, you 'Think' you know 

what you are doing with your life here, but 
you really do not! If you do not decide to do 
something with your life Now and WakeUp, 
then you will stay lost here for many more 
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unconscious lifetimes with all the other lost 
souls and Reptilian Kontrollers. If YU, The 
RealU, has The RealCourage to Learn & 

Listen to what you will never find with the 
invented systems of this world, then Read 

This NUBook and Sing The NU~U~U~U 
NUSound and Watch Your DreamVisions. 

Here is where you will surprise yourself, as 
you can now get all your own answers 

directly from Life ITSelf. 

EATING YOUR CREATIONS 

"The old saying is, "Your Are what You Eat!" 
It is more than evident that the main body of 

people on this planet Do Not Understand 
what I term 'The Whole of Life.' Everyone is 
making their own creations all the time, but 

not Consciously Seeing what they are 
creating. Just like what a person eats as 

their diet, the same is true with what each 
of us creates with our mind, imagination and 

emotions. All these things apply to where 
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You, with your individual creations and 
choices. become what you will and what You 
Create. A very good example is with what is 
'really' taking place Right Now on this earth, 

and that is with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLining (RATS). Many of the Kontrolling 

Governments and politicians, religious 
fanatics, kings, queens, masters and gurus, 
have aligned themselves with the RATS who 
are influencing and Kontrolling the HUman 
Farming. Those who Agree to the RATS will 
become a RAT themselves, and the proof is 

as the Reptilians have progressed ever 
downward on the evolutionary scale. The 

RATS are struggling to get back to 
something rather normal with their own 

wretched embodiments, and how they are 
going about it will Definitely Not Work! The 
lip-service politicians, religious Kontrollers 
and all others with the KEK Systems, will 
literally be Eating what they have created 
and it will always show up as Cause and 

Effect Karma, and they will become it 
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DECEPTION DOESN'T WORK… 

"Deception Does Not Work... Duane The 
Great Writer 'Reporting The RealNews Now!' 
The Whole of Life does Make Sense, and all 

the 'funny stuff' that is happening in the 
Simulator of Creation, Does Not Work! Those 

who are creating all the Deception are so 
afraid that others will get what they have 
stolen, so they create Deception that only 
puts them into more unconscious future 
lifetimes of even worse situations. Those 

who keep Agreeing to the World Kontrollers 
and their Deceptions will be joining THEM 
(TapLining HUman Eating Martians) in the 

Lower Astral Realm. No one has to be 
Deceptive! Being Real makes Sense! WE are 

showing people The NUWay Out of this 
Designed Matrix. Most people are so 

Dumbed Down they will never get out of here 
at this time. This world is a Huge Challenge, 

and to SeeThru what The Deceptors are 
doing and have planned for the unaware 
HUmans is very difficult for the educated 
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little literal minds on this earth to consider. 
WE are here to assist YU, The RealU into 
Becoming MoreAware and Free from all 

Restrictions! 

THE DECEPTORS ARE EVERYWHERE  

The Whole of LifeIS an 'Adventure Like No 
Other!' And then there is what we have come 

to know as Creation, especially with our 
Physical and Emotional Senses. From the 

personal view of the body, mind and 
emotions we deal with here, it would 'seem' 
that our experience of this world is all there 
is. Until YU, The RealU is ready to WakeUp, 

then YU will continue on with more lifetimes 
until YU do decide to WakeUp. So, in the 

meantime there is a RealAdventure 
happening here that will assist YU into 

Waking Up to Your RealAwareniss. ALL that 
YU will ever need is with YU Now, but YU 
must learn to SEE IT. While YU are still 

trying to figure out Your Life or not, I will 
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share some of My Real Adventures with YU. 
Be patient and YU will definitely learn a lot...  

THE KEK DECEPTORS  

The Human History that is known to the 
masses has been altered and slanted to 

Kontrol the minds of everyone. For the most 
part, those who have been educated with 

the KEK Systems do not 'See' this. As time 
and events take place, there are many more 
people Waking Up to the first stages of their 
RealAwareniss. Waking Up to any degree of 
The RealU is a huge process with what is 

taking on this Prison Planet. The 
RealAdventure here is to Recognize, first of 
all, where YU are at here and what is 'really' 
taking place from all the Marketing Ploy of 

YU being 'told' what this life is and how Your 
Mind and Senses tend to Agree with all the 

Purposely Planned Distortion and Deception. 
During this lifetime, I have been brought up 
thru certain experiences and this is what I 
am Sharing at this time. I know that it will 
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take some people longer than others to 
properly understand The NUPresentation. 
This is merely a 'label' I have decided and 

does not fit the 'categories' of what is 
commonly found that has been created and 
invented here. YU will have to have a Real 
Intent to want to know more than YU do 

Now, or You (the personal self) will continue 
to be the unconscious Cause and Effect of 
everything in time and space. There is so 
much going on here, especially today with 

all the radical technology that has been 
invented, which is not the benefit it 

'appears' to be. There can be a Beneficial 
Technology, but it is being purposely 

suppressed by the KEK Systems. All of us 
have a wide range of experiences from what 
we have determined to be 'love, happiness 

and prosperity' along with so much more. As 
I am providing my own RealExperiences, I 

will be Sharing from many points of view and 
not just the personal self that most people 

reside with, which mainly entails the 
Physical and Astral Realms. Everything in 
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Life IS Okay. It is all a matter of What You 
Want in Your Life. Nothing is negated, as I 

am making many references to whatever is 
taking place as I am Reporting The Real 

News. I am not looking for Agreement, as it 
is up to each person to do their own 

investigations aside from what they may 
'Think' with their minds what I am 

Reporting. I suggest to Have Fun with what I 
Share.  

What I am about to Report is Very Real, but 
not everyone will have the awareness to SEE 
IT. You have been taught to be 'Literal' and 
not MoreAware with Your RealAwareniss, 

there is a big difference. And if YU become 
one of The Lucky Ones who can See Beyond 
this world with Your Heart & Being and not 

Your Mind, then what I am providing has 
been worthwhile. The basic idea of this 
world is not what the so- called Human 
History was written about or told. The 

Reptilians were here first and they created 
the Humanoids as slaves. Sounds funny 
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doesn't it? Now we will move into the 
present and what is taking place Now. In 

this present moment, you are experiencing 
ChemTrails in the skies that are purposely 
poisoning everyone for depopulation. Also, 

Mind Kontrol Microwaves, such as WiFi, 
Smart Meters. HAARP and many other lethal 
devices. Toxic Chemical Vaccines to create 
all forms of autism, unconsciousness and 

even death. Pharmaceuticals and GMO 
TechFood, Fluoridated Water, Subliminal 

Entertainment and paper work from 
government agencies that keep you legally 
trapped and Kontrolled. There is a lot more, 

as this is just a few. You are basically a 
Kattle Kow as a 9 to 5 worker for the KEK 
Systems. This is what is known as Human 

Farming. Most people are still unaware they 
are in a Prison Yard on this planet. All the 

RoundWorlds in time and space creation are 
basically the same. You can be happy here 

and take in all the thrills you want, that is as 
long as the KEK Kontrollers let you. Take a 
good look at what has become 'tradition' in 
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many countries, these are KEK Kreations of 
the Lord Kalaum God. Religion and Politics, 

along with the Militerrorized Educational 
System are the main inventions of KEK 

(Kontrolling Earthly Kontrollers). They do 
have their 'good' side, which is the 

Marketing Ploy to Trap and Kontrol people 
into Agreeing with THEM (TapLining Human 

Eating Martians).  

I would like to introduce a few of the main 
attractions that have been Kleverly Kreated 
for You as the Viewing Audience. First and 

foremost is the Top Reptilian Alien 
Kontroller of this planet, the Poop of Ratican 

City in Rome. You may know him by other 
deceptive names, but this is what he is 

known as among the Reptilian Regimes. He 
is not the 'boss' so to speak, the Poop is 

actually a 'puppet' for the hidden and more 
deceptive Black Poop. They Kreated all the 
original religions on this planet and over the 
centuries Kreated many offshoots that seem 

to 'appear' different, but they are all 
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basically the same, as the Ratican 
Kontrollers play all sides to deceive the 

Kattle Kows. They Kontrol the Monetary and 
Legal Systems to eventually steal and 

takeover everything everyone has worked 
for. They have anointed the fake kings and 

queens throughout history that appear to be 
'royal' who are really Reptilian Deceptors. 
They have Konvinced the Kattle Kows to 

'believe' in their fake Space Gods, to 
worship and praypay to THEM. It is more 
than obvious most unaware people do not 

understand Creation or where they are 
really with this 'Place in Life.' Pay Close 
Attention and YU will learn a lot here, or 

Stay Lost with the unaware.  
Next is the Kreation of The United States. 

This country was setup by the Old European 
Bankers as a 'front' for all their takeovers 

and Deception. The Democracy idea is 
nothing more than a fallacy with their 

'implied' freedoms. There is No Freedom 
Here... None! Those that have been the 

PresiDahs, have been the 'puppets' of the 
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OWO (One World Order). Today, there is 
PresiDah ABombOnTheNation, who goes by 
other deceptive names you may know. He 
stands at his podium and looks down upon 
all the Dumbed Down Dah Unaware People 

who voted for him and spits out his 
premeditated 'pretty words' which hypnotize 

the crowd into an Emotional Attachment 
that allows the Reptilian Aliens in their 

Astral Bodies to TapLine everyone. This man 
(Reptilian Alien) continues what all the other 

PresiDahs have done, and that is always 
having a war going on somewhere as a 
takeover for the Ratican Reptilians. The 

'patriotic psychotic' idea that is drilled in the 
Militerrorized Kows is nothing more than 

Psychopathic Kontrol over the unaware. The 
Feds Kreated their Monetary System in 

1913, and took Kontrol of everything with 
their Funny Munny. They are the most Lethal 
Reptilian Aliens doing all the destruction to 
what has supported ALL of US, The Natural 

Environment. They are now destroying 
everything and making this planet 'acidic' 
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because this is the nature of their 
environment. If YU do not decide to WakeUp 

Now, then YU will be returning in a very 
distorted body form in the future. It does not 
matter who becomes the PresiDah, they are 

all the same.  

Finally for now, we have TapLining master 
Harry and Joanny Klump of the Kontrolling 

Krone Korporation (KKK). in Minnesota. 
Harry was given a RealOpportunity to Do 

Something Wonderful, but instead he 
decided to 'sleep with the enemy' so to 

speak. He sidestepped his original wife for 
HER, a Reptilian Witch from the Kalaum God. 

SHE goes by many names such as Krone, 
Joanny, JownZee and others. SHE and HER 
'dog on a leash' master, Kontrol the Dumbed 
Down Dah MemberShrimps that Worship and 

PrayPay to HER. They built their Reptilian 
Temple as their 'front' for the public to 'Not 
See' what they were really doing, which is 
TapLining everyone in their Dreams. They 

use the Ratican 'spiritual' idea to rake in the 
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money and deceive their followers. They are 
part of the OWO/KEK and the Lower Astral 

Regime of Reptilian Aliens. ALL of the above 
that I have mentioned here have no backing 

with The Real UNUversal Guides of THE 
ALLIS. If Life ITSelf or The RealGuides do 
not back something in Creation with The 

Real SoundLight Reality, then it is as though 
it were dead, even though it 'looks' to be 

alive. There are many paths and teachings 
that 'claim' the light and sound, but they are 
usually tied to the Astral Light and nothing 

more. YU must learn to do your own 
investigating, moreso that what you 'see' 
here. YU already have ALL The Answers 

with YU. Simply Sing NU~U before going to 
bed each night for 15 minutes or so, and 

then learn to Pay Attention to Your 
DreamVisions. This is how Life ITSelf is 

'Speaking' to YU, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss. Your DreamVisions have 

always been around, but most people have 
been so Dumbed Down with 'phenomena' 
that they have forgotten who they are. YU 
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have a very good chance to WakeUp Now, 
but YU must Focus on the TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, and See Beyond the Fake Gods 

of Man. YU Always Decide!  

What I have written so far is a slight 
background as to what is really taking place 
on the earth at this time. The Deceptors are 
never going to stop doing what they like to 
do best, Kontrol, Manipulate, Takeover and 
Destroy. You are probably one who keeps 

Agreeing to what they are doing by the very 
fact of what you have decided your life to be 
here. If you decide not to WakeUp and keep 

'going along' with the KEK Systems of 
Demise, then you will be with them in many 

future lifetimes as this planet becomes more 
toxic and unlivable. No matter what Belief 
System you belong to or 'believe' in, it is all 

Kontrolled by THEM. The Space Gods of Man 
are their 'business partners' as the earth is 

a place of business. The RealAdventure is to 
WakeUp and learn to See what is taking 

place here and then 'earn your way' out of 
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here. I suggest to forget the 6 O'Crock News 
that you may like to watch, because they 
Kontrol the Media to Dumb You Down, and 

start to go on the Internet and do your 
research and Watch Your Dream Visions. 

Eventually you will begin to put the pieces 
together like a big puzzle. Creation plays a 

very important role in Your Experiences 
here, but it is by no means all there is. I 

suggest to Read this NUBook and the other 
ones I have written to learn about The Real 
UNUverses beyond Creation and time and 
space. The Deceptors are always going to 
be very Klever as to how they 'market' you 

into Agreeing with THEM. They always make 
the things they Kreate sound so good, but 

what they have Kreated so far is showing up 
as Toxic Waste and very harmful. You are 
always deciding Your Fate and Destiny, 

which is Your Karmic Road to wherever you 
decide, or YU can WakeUp during this life 

and Become MoreAware and have 
RealFreedom Now. There are so many 

different Deceptors on this world and more 
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showing up everyday, but remember, YU 
always have all the answers by looking to 
The RealSide LifeIS, Your DreamVisions. I 
can provide The Best Knowledge for Your 
RealFreedom, but this knowledge alone is 

never enough, YU must Take The Risk to See 
for YourSelf... 'What IS Real!'  

TAPLINING TRAPPING  

What is being demonstrated in front of 
everyone is what is actually taking place, 
but the public is still mostly unaware of 

what is really taking place right in front of 
them. Even when people can See what is 
going on and how they are being used and 

deceived, they simply go about their life, as 
usual as though nothing has happened with 
all the deterioration that continues every 
moment. The Kontrolling Kults and those 
who operate them use certain forms of 

Architecture to dominate the landscape of 
the planet earth and other RoundWorlds for 
people to admire and also Worship. One of 
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the most known creations is the Pyramids, 
which have a specific shape and are more 

than just a Tomb as some people have been 
taught. I suggest for you to investigate the 
secrets of the Pyramids and what their real 

purpose is. On the back of the Federal 
Reserve Note is a picture of a Pyramid with 

'The One Eye.' This is one of the many 
symbols of the One World Order (OWO) that 

is a Kontrolling Korporation Kult, and is right 
in front of everyone.  

When I belonged to the corporation Paul 
Twitchell started in 1965, he was teaching 

people how to leave their body and 
experience other LifeLevels. The purpose 

was to Become Free from the Restrictions of 
the body and mind and to have a Freer Life 

and Become MoreAware without the 
Restrictions of others. Then Darwin took 

over after Paul left, and when he was asked 
to step aside, Harold was next. Then SHE 
came in and took over Harold. SHE is the 
Reptilian Agent sent by the Three Headed 
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Kalaum God. Paul wrote about the Two 
Headed God, and it was to be My Adventure 
to write about the Three Headed Reptilian 

God of 'The Talons of Time.' SHE is The 
Influence, the Third Unseen Head that most 
people have no idea exists, but SHE does! 

SHE decided that Harold move the 
Korporation to where it is and SHE decided 

the design! Of course SHE made Harold 
'Think' it was him, but SHE goes into his 

dreams and the dreams of the 
MemberShrimps and TapLines them to Obey 
HER. Look at the Pyramids and look at the 
GEEK Temple Design on the roof! There is 

no coincidence, they are both Reptilian Alien 
Design and they are both Tombs! Paul never  
had any temples, nor was there Worship and 

Prayer with anything he did. SHE induced 
this into Harold, so that the MemberShrimps 
would Bow and Pray to HER, and also give 
their money to HER. SHE is part of the One 
World Order and the Reptilian Regime! By 
Singing The NU~U Sessions, you will be 

shown in Your DreamVisions what is taking 
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place in Your Astral Body, and how you and 
everyone else is being TapLined by 

Kontrolling Earthly Korporations (KEK). SHE 
is one of so many who Kontrol others as 

SHE puts on HER Sweet Front.  

The Reptilian Headquarters is Ratican City 
in Rome, and you will notice the Reptilian 

Design of the Mother Church (Mother Ship of 
the Reptilians) which is just like the Capital 
Building in Washington (Drug Capital) DC, 

and is also known as the District of 
Columbia (where it just so happens most 
drugs come from Columbia). There is also 

the Washington Monument, which is known 
as an Obelisk, and the Ratican has one too! 
This is a symbol of their Reptilian God they 
Worship and Pray to. The Religions started 

from the Old Kults of Sacrifice. In Paul's 
book 'The Tiger's Fang,' there is a chapter 
called 'The Worship of Moloch.' SHE has 

Kreatively TapLined everyone to Obey HER 
and to Worship the Kalaum God! Almost all 
the Fake Presidents of the US have been 
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Illuminate Masons and with the Skull and 
Bones Membership. The world is Kontrolled 
from Ratican City, and the White House is 
also Kontrolled by them. This is just a hint 

as to what is really taking place and how the 
masses are the 'Subjects' of the Queen 

Reptilian, who is also the Queen of England, 
where all laws are created and enforced and 
then allocated to the various regions around 

the world to Kontrol all HER Subjects. OH 
YES, you are one of HER Subjects and YOU 

keep Agreeing to be one of them.  

SO, YOU really 'Think' your Sweet Spiritual 
Reptilian Religious Path is what it 'Appears' 
to be, and Your GEEK Master with his 'Pretty 

Words' is your friend, but is HE? Test The 
NU~U Sessions and Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 

Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides will 
show YOU how YOU are being TapLined 

every night in Your Dreams from HER. I can 
only give YOU this 'Hint' but YOU must Take 
The Risk to find out! Have Fun Deciding Your 

Fate! The Reptilian Invaders move into a 
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person's Auric Field and do what the Psychic 
Channelers do, they allow someone to come 

into their Aura and Kontrol them. Many 
times at first this seems to be fine and the 
person who is being Kontrolled is told that 
what they will receive is truth and that is it 
from some saint or a god, when many times 
it is an Entity from the Lower Astral World 
wanting to Kontrol others. The Reptilians 
have been doing the same Channeling and 
have Kontrol of the earth with almost all 

Government Officials. This is the purpose of 
Politics and Religion, and that is to Kontrol 

the masses and have them as Slaves, 
Servants and even eat them at times. 

Because of the Internet more people are 
informed, but the best way is Your 

DreamVisions at night. You can learn to Free 
YourSelf from ALL Restrictions when You 

have the courage to do so. Fear Kontrols the 
earth people, and as long as people 'Fear' 
their gods and their Kontrollers, they will 
stay subordinate to them for many more 
lifetimes. The Reptilians have built their 
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Palaces, Temples and Government Buildings 
according to their Worshiped Kontrolling 

Gods.  
Millions of people all over this world are 
Waking UP to The NU~U, and Seeing how 

The NUSound IS with The ALLNatural 
Environment. The Kontrolling Earthly 

Korporations want more Followers and 
Members to be Dumbed Down Drones and to 
'Believe' in their Regime Restrictions from 

the unseen Reptilians that Kontrol their 
ASStral Bodies in their Dreams. I suggest to 
watch the 1984 movie 'DREAMSCAPE' and 
learn about what is taking place in Your 

DreamVisions Now. You can have 
RealGuidance and a RealProtection from the 
Reptilians when you do The NU~U Sessions 

and focus on The TruReality, THE ALLIS.  
I also suggest to go on the Internet and 

YouTube and watch movies on ChemTrails, 
GMO, David Ike, David Wilcox, HAARP and so 

much more you will discover on your own. 
You can WakeUp Now, or stay asleep for 

more lifetimes, just like this one you came 
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into unaware. I have been thru so much to 
finally bring this RealKnowledge to YOU and 

ALL The World. Simply Test what I am 
presenting and give Your Mind a rest from 

'Thinking This or That!' Try The NU~U 
Sessions for 3 days for fifteen minutes and 
YOU will See there will be a difference in 

Your Life Now. BE Sincere & Real with 
YourSelf & Have Fun Singing!  

THE REALADVENTURE CONTINUES...  
Life on earth is a process we all go thru until 
we decide to WakeUp and BE Real Now. ALL 

the Systems of The Earth are Kontrolling 
Kults that have procured themselves into 

what they are today, but most people like to 
'Think' they are really something else all 

together. No matter how 'good' something 
looks or sounds, it has nothing to do with 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. This IS 

Real Now! I am constantly asked... “What is 
the Origin of The NU or The NUSound?”  

The NUSound IS Originated from The 
TruSource, The TruReality of Life, THE 
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ALLIS. The NUSound & THE ALLIS go 
together. To most, what I am presenting 

seems so new, yet it is not, but then again IT 
Really IS! The NUSound IS the Original 

Sound of ALLife, because ALLife IS an ISNIS. 
I already know that most people will not 

understand what I am referring to, and this 
in itself is understandable, because LifeIS 

so much bigger and MoreReal that what the 
inhabitants on this planet have been told 

and taught. There is no 'definition' that will 
satisfy the mind of those asking this 

question, because they must first develop 
and qualify themselves to Recognize & 

PerSeeve more than they have 'defined' their 
life and this life to be. Words and Phrases 

and the Educated Literalized Mind cannot at 
all grasp The TruReality LifeIS, So, each 

person must in some way wholeheartedly 
decide to take on 'An Adventure Like No 

Other' to discover what their personal mind 
will never know. YU, The RealU, must 

become The Exceptional Explorer and Do & 
Discover what YU have never done before. 
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Will YU do this? Or will YU just keep lining 
the life YU have always know and end up the 

same as YU have from previous lifetimes, 
old and worn out and forgetting once again 

where YU cams from and where YU are 
going. It is all Your Choice and Life!  

The NU IS The Original Sound of THE ALLIS, 
because ALLife IS an ISNIS. In Creation 

there is a beginning and an ending, but not 
with THE ALLIS, IT never ends or did IT ever 
begin. Here is the part that the mind of man 

will never conceive, because it cannot be 
proven and can only be Experienced and 

Recognized one person at a time for 
themselves. All other words and sounds are 

ancient history, no matter what has been 
written or said, because THE ALLIS IS 

NUNow, and IT decides What IS Real Now! I 
am not interested in providing any 'proof' to 

anything when it comes to what each 
person must do for themselves. The people 
of this earth are mainly 'dragging' their old 
past with them into the same future they 
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came from where nothing will be different, 
except the body types will be getting worse 

and worse, and also not realizing and 
Recognizing their future will become more 
Restrictive and hazardous. What has come 
to be known as 'tradition' is nothing more 
than Old Restrictions and doing what we 

have already done and going thru the same 
limitations as we have in past lifetimes. In 
the past, many of us went thru lifetimes of 
searching and meditating to get to this very 
moment, Now. Today, there are still millions 
and billions doing the same 'old stuff' that 

keeps them unaware of their RealAwareniss. 
This is all a choice to where the average 
person does not understand that they are 

merely following and living a lifestyle set by 
those who Kontrol them. The RealGuides of 
THE ALLIS have been thru Human History 

and worked with those who have 
realistically come forward to Take The Risk 

with What LifeIS Now and Being Real!  
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The NUPresentation IS The Direct & 
RealConnection with The Sound Light 

Reality everyone is looking for, but because 
of all the lifetimes of being subjected to 

what is not real, each person must take the 
time to Test The NU~U Sessions and begin 
to pay attention to what is really happening 
on the earth Right Now, and to once again 

work with The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US. For those who are 

unaware and drawn to the Planned 
Seductions and Restrictions of the 

Kontrolling Kults and Korporations that have 
created everywhere, they will return in 

deformed embodiments in future lifetimes, 
because of all the poisons and pollutants 
that are more than evident in everything. 
When a person does The NU~U Sessions, 

they will begin to free themselves from the 
their old dreary past, and even though it may 

seem so interesting at times, it all soon 
become a Restricting Burden that has 

nothing to do with how Wonderful they can 
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BE Now. YOU Decide Your RealAdventure! It 
is Your Life and YOU will be living it!  

REPTILIAN TAPLINING TAKEOVER SHE AND 
THE MASTER DECEPTOR  

Here is 'An Adventure Like No Other' as 
Human History itself has demonstrated, but 

very few people know the actual facts of 
what has taken place, as those who have 
been the pawns, servants, subjects and 
slaves, they very well do know, because 

they have been living it for untold 
unconscious lifetimes. And all of what 

history has recorded has been about those 
who took part, and those very same people 
(YOU) are back again and still not paying 
attention to what those in Kontrol of this 
world are doing 'behind the scenes' from 

your everyday 'LA LA LAND LIFE!' YOU can 
stay asleep and 'pretend' things here will 
get better, which they will not, because 

those in Kontrol are interested in only one 
thing, YOU being eliminated! No movie can 
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match the science fiction YOU are living 
Right Now. YOU have been so Dumbed Down 

and Psychologically Persuaded to be 
Emotionally Passive and Submissive to a 
Kontrolled Konditioning and Death Fear.  

This Episode of a RealAdventure I am 
Sharing here is just a small glimpse into 

what has taken place right in front of YOU, 
but YOU have not noticed yet, and there is a 
part of YOU that does not want to See what 

is really taking place here, because YOU 
have given yourself to the Kontrolling Fear 

of the Religious Reptilian Regimes for 
lifetimes. The Religious Regime Kontrols the 
earth from Ratican City in Rome, and there 
is so much more to their history than they 

will ever tell. They have records of the earth 
prior to Atlantis, but YOU will never See 

them, unless YOU have the courage to do so. 
I am setting the stage here, so to speak, for 

the part I have played in all of this Real 
Adventure. I will not be writing the entire 

NUBook here, that will take place sometime 
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in the future, if there is one here. YOU 
always have the choice as to what your life 

will be, so YOU can keep reading or run 
away like most people do and try and hide 
somewhere. And just like when we were 

kids and played 'hide and go seek' they will 
have fun finding YOU and eating YOU! YOU 

can Read what I am presenting and Do 
Something Real with Your Life Now, or YOU 

can stay Dumbed  
Down and just keep going thru your dreary 

daily routines and end up old and stupid like 
all those lifetimes YOU have did the same 
routine as Now. I have taught what I am 
presenting since 1970, because I have 

RealExperiences from my physical life and 
The RealSide LifeIS and My DreamVisions 

with Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides of The 
TruReality, THE ALLIS. YOU can Now Take 

The Risk and come along!  
KLASH IN THE KORPORATION!  

From The Real UNUverses beyond time and 
space, it had already been decided to make 

1965 the date when Paul Twitchell would 
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take on The Rod of Power with Rebazar 
Tarzs & The RealGuides of THE ALLIS. It 

was on The Seventh LifeLevel that Paul and I 
were shown what would take place over the 

course of many years in the lifetime we 
would be once again coming to the earth. In 

The Real UNUverses there is no time, so 
whenever a situation is to be created in the 
PsycRealms it can Become So at any given 

moment from The RealU that creates a body. 
The TimeFrames that are witnessed in the 

lower realms is not what is taking place 
with the TruReality, so it takes a lot of 

RealExperience to Recognize the difference. 
Paul and I were on The Seventh LifeLevel, 

and Darwin and Harold were still in the Psyc- 
Realms finishing up what they needed to do 
to play their part in the overall creation of a 
WorldWide WakeUp for those who had been 

slaves of the Kalaum God for many lifetimes. 
The RoundWorlds in time and space had 

gone far too low in any kind of awareness, 
so it was decided to establish something 

that would give all the lost souls a chance to 
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use their Free Will and save themselves. The 
Kontrolling Belief Systems had done so 

much damage to people's awareness that it 
was almost doubtful that many would 

survive and be free before the end of this 
final Yuga. Paul and I had been prepared for 

untold lifetimes and we LUVed the adventure 
and always taking the risk.  

We could already See that what Paul would 
create would become Very Korrupt in a 

short time, as this was part of the plan, but 
then again Free Will always played a part. If 
Darwin and Harold did happen to succeed, 
that would be great, but if they didn't, then 

the  
next step would come into play. Darwin and 
Harold would only be able to take those who 
were aware enough to a certain position and 

that would be it, because this is just how 
they are. Paul would take The Rod of Power 

first and then me. When Paul finally 
established the EK idea, it was Seen that it 
would only go so far, but it had to 'look' like 
the real thing for the time it was being used. 
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Paul was The Real Guide with The Rod of 
Power. He was taught by Rebazar Tarzs & 

The RealGuides, and many 'thought' he 
made all of what he created up. In a way he 
did, because he had to create something for 
people to relate to. The outer EK Front is the 

House of Cards, as all things are here and 
can only be a form of reference and not a 
TruReality. The Literal Mind cannot grasp 
beyond itself, so it cannot See or have any 
relationship with The TruReality LifeIS, but 

can only 'assume' this or that. The 
RealGuides have no concern for 

authenticating anything as a valid identity to 
THE ALLIS. They merely create something 
that will attract people and see if they are 

willing to be guided and taught The 
TruNature of The ALLNatural Environment. 
Paul used the EK idea, because we already 
knew that it would only last so long until I 
came along with THE NUWAVIS. Paul had 
'hinted' at THE ISNESS, but most of his 

followers did not get the hint, and it is this 
way today with those who are possessed by 
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Reptilian Joanny & TapLining Harry.  
The RealGuides had brought in Darwin after 
Paul left this physical realm. Darwin was to 

run the affairs of the operation Paul had 
started even though he did not have the 

heart or intent as Paul did, he was the one 
decided to do the job. Darwin agreed, as he 

could See something in it for him, so he 
stepped forward. Darwin took on Paul's title, 

which he was told not to, but he did it 
anyways, because he wanted to be 

recognized as the absolute master. The 
RealGuides warned him, but he didn't listen. 

He did give the task of teaching the 
membership a try, but he was soon caught 

up with 'The Influence' and began to misuse 
his position in so many ways. The 

RealGuides were not too concerned, 
because they were working with a good 

portion of those members that were aware 
enough and willing to SeeMore. As Harold 
was being readied, Darwin was told by The 
RealGuides that he would soon be stepping 
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aside to let Harold in. Darwin did not like 
this  

idea and wanted to stay for as long as he 
could, but The RealGuides had their own 

RealPurpose and they were not at all 
interested in what Darwin wanted for 

himself. Harold knew it would soon be his 
time, and so he waited as patiently as he 
could, but he was getting antsy too. The 

RealGuides decided to let the two of them 
creatively work out the situation, as they 

knew it would be a good lesson for the both 
of them. At some point, Harold and Darwin 
met to discuss the trans- action between 
them. Darwin did not at all want to listen. 
And why should he? He was the beloved 

master and he had everything he wanted. To 
Darwin, Harold was a little twerp. Harold 

and his wife discussed what was supposed 
to happen for them for the longest time and 
they could not come up with any solution to 

get Darwin out.  
Then one night Harold had a very vivid 
dream experience. There was a very 
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Seductive Blond Lady who had been coming 
to Harold in his dreams, but he never really 

recognized HER. But this time it was 
different. SHE was very forward and friendly 

and knew what was going on between 
Darwin and him. SHE offered HER 

assistance, but at first Harold did not know 
what to think of this. Why would this woman 

want to help him be the EK Master? He 
discussed this with his wife, but she did not 
know what to think of what he was telling 

her, so Harold was left to make the decision 
on his own. He kept having dream 

experiences with HER for months and SHE 
kept seducing him more and more. So, he 
finally gave in and said, “Okay!” This then 
gave HER the right to walk right into his 

Aura and TapLine him without him knowing 
it. At first it was a small and unnoticeable 
TapLine, but as Harold kept letting HER in, 
there were more TapLines on him. SHE was 
now Kontrolling Harold from his Astral Body 

TapLining. SHE had already did some 
TapLining on Darwin, but he was harder to 
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deal with, so SHE was more than happy to 
help Harold get him out of the way, because 
SHE knew SHE could totally Kontrol Harold. 

The trap was set and it would only be a 
matter of time before Darwin would leave, 
because there was so much more to this 

Blond Lady than Harold or Darwin could See. 
One night, SHE came to Harold in his 

dreams and told him that Darwin would 
announce him at the next seminar. Harold 
was a bit shocked to hear this from HER, 

and so he would wait and  
see what SHE was telling him, or was it just 

a dream he was having. The Anaheim 
Seminar did come, and Darwin very 

reluctantly, did announce Harold as the new 
EK Master. Harold was still shocked as to 
what was taking place, but he went along 
with it, just like SHE told him to do. Harold 
continued to meet HER in his dreams and 
always wondered who SHE was. Then one 
day not too long after, Harold had another 

dream with HER, and this time he was Really 
Shocked...  
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“Hello Harold, you have done very well with 
what I helped you to do. We really do make a 

good team together,” SHE said to him.  
Harold was wondering what SHE meant by a 
'good team together' as he asked HER what 
the meaning of what had SHE said meant.  

“Why Harold, you know exactly what I mean. 
Nothing Is free, you already know this. You 

are the Spiritual Master now because of me. 
You are already experiencing what I have 
done for you, and so now we are going to 

move into the next step of our relationship 
and partnership,” SHE said as he seemed 

very surprised with HER.  
“Next step? What do you mean?” He asked 

like a little child.  
“For our relationship to work like I want it 
to, Harold, you must divorce your wife as 

soon as possible,” SHE said to him 
adamantly.  

Harold was Shocked! He didn't know what to 
say right away. They were both in a small 
room together, and from what SHE said, 

Harold got up and walked around the little 
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room. He realized he didn't want anymore to 
do with HER, and so he looked for the door, 
but there wasn't one. He continued to go 

around the little room and even felt the walls 
for a crack or some kind of opening, but 

there was none. Harold also looked to the 
ceiling and saw that it was solid. Now he 

was beginning to worry. He looked back at 
HER as SHE was smiling with a big grin on 

HER face. He didn't like HER grin, he wanted 
to get away from HER, but he couldn't. 

Finally, he was so exhausted and sat down 
on the one chair in the little room, which 

was very shaky.  
“That's a good boy, Harold. See, you can 

make a good decision when you try. You see 
Harold, you cannot get out of here, in other 

words, you cannot get away from ME, 
because you have already Agreed to what I 
did for you. As long as you are the master 

you are Agreeing to be with me and do what 
I want, because it is ME that is keeping you 

in your position as the master. Do you 
understand this Harold?” SHE asked, as 
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Harold was now very beside himself as he 
was with HER.  

Harold sat on the chair looking straight at 
the wall and did not say anything. He felt 

rather dazed and almost lifeless. He looked 
at all the options to what he had gotten 

himself into and could see no way out for 
himself. From what Harold was getting, SHE 
was Kontrolling him and there was nothing 
he could do, but then again Harold could do 

whatever he wanted to if he had the 
courage! From The Seventh LifeLevel, we 
were watching Harold as he was trying to 

make up his little mind. Here was a big 
turning point for him, and it was more than 
obvious what he would do. The RealGuides 

are Very Aware of what a person will usually 
do and what decisions they will make. 

Harold did not like what was taking place 
with HER, but he could see no daylight with 
any of this. But what was really taking place 
within him was how he could see Himself as 
the Beloved Master with all His Worshipers.  
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“You do not have a choice, Harold. You will 
do exactly as I tell you or you will soon be a 
vegetable! I am very impatient with my work 

and what I do, so I will show you what I 
mean Right Now!” As SHE then waved HER 

arm and the wall he was looking at 
disappeared, as he saw an army of Reptilian 
Soldiers, thousands of them, looking directly 
at him with frightening weapons aiming right 
at him. Harold was frozen in the dream and 
wanted to return to his body, but he could 

not!  
“What do you want? I do not want any of 

this... What are you doing to me and why are 
you doing this?” He asked alarmingly 

frightened.  
“Ha ha, you are such a fool, Harold! You have 

known all along what I want. You are a big 
boy now, Harold. Remember Harold, YOU are 
the Master now, and YOU want to be loved 

by everyone! You will do  
exactly what I tell you to do and YOU will 

love it, because this is what YOU have 
always wanted! You are to get rid of your 
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little dweeby wife, because I already have 
someone who will be your new wife and you 
will love HER even more. You will love HER, 

because SHE is very cute and seductive, 
where your present wife is dull and boring. 
Besides, SHE is my pet and SHE works for 
me, and this is why I want you to divorce 

your silly wife immediately,” SHE said very 
directly.  

“I cannot do this, I cannot divorce my wife. 
We have been together for a long time and 
we have a daughter. We are in EK together 
and this is how we want our life. This is all 
so crazy! Why don't you let me alone? What 
do you get from all of this?” He asked very 

passionately.  
“Oh, how sweet little Harold, you love your 

wife and daughter, how nice. I really do 
understand, as I have a lot of experience in 
these areas. Of course this is important to 
you. And you wonder what I want? I want 

the Power and Kontrol that I AM! This is how 
I AM, and I cannot be anything else. I have 

always been with you, but you never noticed 
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me until now, because of what you are now 
going to be doing. Let me paint a little 

picture for you, Harold. You are not aware of 
how the earth world and all the other worlds 
in time and space work, because your focus 
is on this 'spiritual' idea that was created by 

those who I first sent to the earth. The 
spiritual idea does has its place, but I 

Kontrol it, just like you have agreed to be 
Kontrolled by ME. You want the Power I AM 
too, Harold! I can See it in you. You never 

noticed it before, but you have wanted 
something bigger than yourself and to have 
it for yourself, so now you shall have it! I did 
this for YOU, and now YOU will do all for ME! 
There is no escaping ME, because YOU have 
already Agreed to ME! And so, you shall have 
what you want, and l will show you what you 
will have if you do not do exactly as I say,” 

SHE said, waving HER arm and a scene 
appeared on the wall.  

Harold watched as the scene opened up and 
he could see himself and his family. He 

could also see what would take place if he 
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did not continue being the master, and that 
the other Ekists would look at him funny and 

become stand-offish. But there was more! 
He was also shown what SHE would be 

doing to him and all those he knew in their  
dreams at night by always TapLining them 
until their life became so miserable. Harold 
had already given himself to the DarkSide, 
and he could escape, but SHE was trying to 
keep him with HER, by putting up images to 
scare him. Here was a real test for Harold, 

as he was now standing on The Razors 
Edge, and what would he do? SHE kept 

dowsing him with more and more images of 
pain and bewilderment, death and self-

destruction until he had enough. He was 
exhausted, and SHE could See this, so SHE 

changed the scene to show him that he 
would be the most popular master of all, 

even moreso than Darwin.  
Harold sat back for a moment as he watched 
what SHE was showing him. He was trying 
to get through all the powerful subliminal 
images SHE had bombarded him with. For 
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the longest time, Harold sat and passively 
watched as he saw himself on stage with all 

the people in the audience and how they 
came to adore him. As he watched the 

images, he looked within himself and saw 
that this is what he wanted for himself and 
not all the tragedies of not accepting what 
SHE was telling him. SHE told him that if he 
did what SHE said that his life would come 
out better, as this was proven by the fact 
that Darwin did step aside and let him in. 

Then it suddenly hit Harold... Why did 
Darwin step aside? What made him do it 

when in fact he really did not want to? As 
Harold wondered about this, SHE began to 

laugh...  
“Ha Ha Ha, I can read your little mind, little 
master! So, you want to know why Darwin, 

the great master in his own mind, finally did 
announce you? Well okay, I will show you,” 

SHE said waving again.  
The scene changed and showed Darwin 

running in a darkness. He was the hunted 
man in this scene and he was trying to hide 
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some- where, but he couldn't because 
everyone knew what he had done. Rebazar & 
The RealGuides had stepped back from him, 
and he knew he had nothing left. SHE was 
showing him what would happen if he did 

not announce Harold, and that his life would 
be an even bigger hell. SHE wanted to use 

Darwin too, but he had been caught with his 
hand in the cookie jar, so there wasn't any 
real future with him and the takeover SHE 
wanted with the Korporation. Harold was 

HER best choice at this time, but SHE also 
needed HER Puppet by his side to  
completely take him down and the 

Korporation over. Of course, Harold could 
not See the Bigger Picture from all of this, 
he was more interested in what 'HE' would 

be getting. Harold had always been the 
homely type, along with his wife, and now 
this was his chance to really be somebody, 
plus he would now have a new hot mama 

beside him with all the little worshipers at 
his feet... Life really did look good from what 
SHE was deciding for him. This was a very 
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hard choice for Harold to make, but 
eventually, and it did really happen, Harold 

got rid of his wife and totally agreed to 
having The Influence take him over along 

with the Korporation. And so it all came to 
be so, just as SHE had decided and Reptilian 

Joanny became the adored master's wife.  
Today in the Kronee Kult Korporation, it is 
'business as usual' and the little subdued 
membershrimps are all so happy, because 

they have TapLines in them from Harold and 
Joanny who Kontrol their lives from their 

ASStral Bodies. Joanny had taught the 
membershrimps to Pray and Worship to HER 

Kalaum God. From The Seventh LifeLevel, 
Paul, Rebazar and I could See everything 
that was taking place. Whatever a person 

decides, those who have The RealAwareniss 
to See Beyond with THE ALLIS, can do 

Something Wonderful no matter what takes 
place in the PsycRealms. With what Harold 
decided, ALL of US were fine as we created 
Our Own RealAdventure with what has come 
to be, THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN with The 
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ALLNatural Environment. When it came my 
time for Harold to announce me, and as I 

saw when Rebazar & Paul brought me into 
The Rod of Power, The Influence was with 

Joanny and Harold, as they all went off 
together, because The RealLight of THE 
ALLIS was far too Real for them. Prior to 

this, The RealGuides had approached 
Harold, this is where in my experience with 

him his ears were 'blown back' and they 
asked him to announce me like he had been 
announced by Darwin. He was very reluctant 
and pouty and fidgeted a lot in front of them. 

His body language was very obvious. They 
already knew what his response would be, 
but they wanted to give him the chance of 

redeeming himself before he became totally 
ruined by Reptilian Joanny. Harold nodded 

his head in agreement, because he knew he 
was totally SEEN for what he had been 

doing, so he played the part of a naughty 
little boy being caught.  

Within himself, Harold was not interested in 
giving up all that had been given to him, 
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because now he figured it was all his. What 
he truly wanted for himself helped to justify 

what SHE had told him before I was to be 
announced, as SHE already knew what 

would take place...  
One night after a major seminar, Harold was 
very tired and went into a deep sleep. SHE 
took total advantage of his situation and 

came to him in a very seductive outfit that 
SHE knew he could not resist. Little Harold 
was now very content with Joanny, as SHE 

had done HER job very well for The 
Influence, and so everyone was happy. SHE 
pulled Harold from his body and took him 

very deep into the earth where the fire and 
hell in a person's imagination can run wild. 

SHE knew just what to do to make sure 
Harold would obey HER every whim...  

“Wake up Harold!” She screamed, as he 
suddenly opened his eyes and saw where he 
was at, and then became totally frightened.  
“Where am I? Why did you bring me here, I 
have done everything you have asked!! Are 
you going to destroy me Now?” Said Harold, 
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as he kept asking questions, while looking 
at all the hell he was now in.  

“Relax little master boy, I thought it might 
be fun that we both go out together 

someplace a little bit different and have 
ourselves a nice talk,” SHE said, as SHE 

laughed and laughed how he was reacting.  
“Couldn't you have picked a nice restaurant 

instead?” He asked.  
“Don't worry little errand boy, you will be 

back snuggled up in your bed soon enough. 
Live a little! Take a Risk! You are always so 
homely! That passive role you play for your 

audience is so boring, don't you ever want to 
get up and shout about what I have given 
you?” She said, as SHE looked at him very 

closely and watched his movements.  
“Okay, why are we here?” He asked, and 
really did not want to know. “Oh, I am so 

glad you asked! Well, here is what is coming 
up in your life next. Your old friends will be 

coming to you and wanting you to announce 
their New Man, and I just want to make sure 
you are up for the test. He is someone you 
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already know. His name is Duane, and he 
lives where you used to live in California. 

This will be very simple for you, Harold. You 
simply play along with what your old buddies 

want you to do and then you do nothing. 
SEE! Isn't that simple? I will take care of you 
and you do not have to do a thing,” SHE said 

smiling.  
“Duane, really? Yes I know Duane, but I 

stopped him from having anymore 
initiations, so why would they chose him?” 

Harold wondered.  
“You mean all those Fake Initiations the 

Korporation prints out for the Dumbed Down 
MemeberShrimps, as Duane would put it?” 

She said.  
“I never knew he said anything like that!” 

said Harold.  
“Ha ha, he hasn't yet, but he will! I will let 
you be surprised at what will take place in 
your future with him,” SHE said laughing 

very loudly.  
Harold was a bit beside himself, because he 

has always 'thought' so highly of himself 
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since he did the 'takeover' with the 
Korporation. All the Legal Klashes that took 
place was mostly Harold's doing, because 
he was to takeover the Korporation for the 
sake of his own little life, and he did just 

that, as Darwin was shown from the 
Reptilian Forces what would happen to him 
if he did not give in. He was frightened off, 
but he still tried to get things for himself 

legally. Harold and Darwin made their 'Deal' 
for the MemberShrimps and who would have 
them. Actually, the Reptilian TapLiners and 
Joanny now have them! The RealGuides let 
Harold go through the motions with Darwin 

to see what he would do, which they already 
knew from all the TapLining SHE had done 

to him, as he 'thought' of himself as so 
special and everyone else should cater to 
him. Darwin and Harold were merely given 
the opportunity to expand upon what Paul 

had created, but they never did. They 
actually brought down the consciousness 

from any Real & True Awareniss that could 
have taken place. They have been the outer 
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'Show' and basically nothing more. Darwin 
was the Kharismatic  

Konniving Embezzler and Harold had 
become the TapLining Master with Reptilian 
Joanny. They never had The Rod of Power, 
because Rebazar & The RealGuides did not 

give it to them. The Outer Fronts of this 
world are very strong with the sensitive 

human mind of most people. The masses are 
herded by their emotional sensations and 
easily swayed in any direction and they 

never See where they are going. Watch Your 
DreamVisions and YU will be shown What IS 

Real.  
Paul started off with the 'god' idea and then 
began to replace it with the 'sugmad' idea. 

At the time these words did have a 'starting' 
reference to THE ALLIS, but there was more 
to come, as Darwin was asked to step in and 

then Harold, but with The Influence first 
coming to Darwin and finally taking him 

down, and then to Harold, all the reference 
'words' that Paul implied are now with the 
DarkSide and being used to TapLine people 
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into a Kontrolling and unconscious state. 
This IS 'An Adventure Like No Other' and 

very few people will ever See of know this. 
Most of this world will stay asleep and 

continue to 'Think' in the terms of a god or 
savior or TapLining Master to come to their 
rescue, but it will never happen, because 
LifeIS Far Too Real from all the nonsense 
people have created with their minds and 

emotions. As Duane The Great Writer, I am 
merely 'Reporting The RealNews' of what 

has and IS taking place. For those who 
really do want RealFreedom Now, they must 
learn to See Beyond the False Securities and 
Restrictions of this world and Take The Risk 

to Explore and Discover how to Become 
MoreAware to See what I am presenting as 

a WorldWide WakeUp Call for Your 
RealAwareniss. The Personal Side that we 

have created always takes for granted what 
is taking place in Creation. Because of the 
distorted fashion all of us have been taught 

here by the Invented Systems, we must each 
struggle in our own way to Recognize what 
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is really taking place on the earth and how 
the Planned Deception is holding each and 
every person to a Subliminal Servitude of 

Cause and Effect. When YU, The RealU, take 
the time to Test and Sing The NU~U 

Sessions, YU will be amazed at what can 
take place in a very short time if YU are 
truly sincere. YU have the opportunity to 

End ALL Your Karma Now, but YU must learn 
to Qualify YourSelf. This world will always 

be the same... Have Fun!  

From the Desk of Duane The Great Writer...  
SHE, Reptilian Joanny has been Kontrolling 

the Kronee Korporation for more than 30 
years. SHE has turned everyone into HER 
slave by TapLining them. I have had many 
experiences where I tried to show Harold 

what was taking place with all the TapLining 
SHE was doing, but he was not interested to 

See it or do anything. Harold is like a 
passive fortune hunter. He knows how very 
cleaver SHE is and let's HER do whatever 
SHE wants to, because there is nothing he 
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can do about it. He actually could do 
something, but that would take a lot of 

courage on his part and he will not do it. 
Harold is held to the Lower ASStral Realm 
by all the TapLining SHE has done and he 

must agree. For ALL of US, there is always 
The Challenge to See THE IS. This IS What 
LifeIS. Until one can individually surpass, 

understand and then accomplish what really 
does seem so insurmountable, then they will 

continue to roam the PsycRealms in a 
restless fashion and never be satisfied with 

themselves or what they are doing with their 
life. There will always be times when they 

may be content, but there is always a 
guaranteed Change here, then the same 

process starts all over again.  
What is taking place with the Kronee 
Korporation, is what has taken place 
throughout Human History and is very 
evident today, and almost everyone is 

Agreeing to it. It is always My Adventure to 
Share, but what others do is their life. It is 

Realistic to say that Life demands an 
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involvement, just like our parents supported 
us and they expect us to do something with 
our life. Those who 'dilly dally' and continue 

to play in the PsycRealms chasing their 
thrills will always be the Effect of 

themselves and wonder why. I LUV what I 
do, and for the most part very few people 

appreciate what I am Sharing. Some of the 
silly things people 'Think' up is to where 
they ask me if I have read 'this author or 

that author' about the supposed subject they 
'Think' I am presenting. Then they will also 
send me videos of those they like to listen 

to, which are mainly Literal Concepts people 
have picked up and are now selling to the 

public and misleading them into more dreary 
lifetimes. There IS Only One TruReality, THE 

ALLIS, and no matter what a person 
discovers or creates, it has nothing to do 

with IT.  

YU ARE THE NUSOUND LIFEIS  
YU are The NUSound LifeIS. YU, The RealU, 
IS Your RealAwareniss that has created the 
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Personal You (YU know, the funny person YU 
'Think' YU are). LifeIS Sound & Light with 
Various LifeLevels that we each Become 

MoreAware of. YU always decide where YU 
want to BE with Life. LifeIS Always NU & 

Now! This is the Best NU'S (News) YU have 
ever heard, because with The NUSound, The 
NU~U, YU can finally Recognize how to Free 
YourSelf from the Restricted Matrix of the 
PsycRealms of Cause and Effect. What has 

taken place in Human History up to this very 
moment has been a lot of experience for all 
of us. We have all went through a lot to get 
to this very moment that I refer to as The 
NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. All of us have 

been very creative for many lifetimes to get 
Here & Now and learned a lot from our 

creations. We have went through various 
lifestyles and what the Invented Systems 
have marketed us with and have become 
lost in all the phenomena this earthly life 

has to offer. NOW IS the best moment ever 
for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp & Become 

MoreAware and finally have RealFreedom for 
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YourSelf, and so YU must pay close 
attention to The RealGuidance that IS HERE 

& NOW available for YU.  

Sing The NUSound “NU~U~U~U”  

As YU Sing The NU~U before going to sleep, 
YU will Become The Experience and Your 
DreamVisions will open up and YU will be 

shown What IS Real Now. We are ALL in the 
same Life, and what Life has Now decided IS 

The NU~U NUSound for ALL of US. The 
NUSound will enable YU to have 

RealFreedom in The Real UNUverses beyond 
the Kontrolling & Restricting Gods of Man 
and their Kontrolling Earthly Korporations 
(KEK). As YU Read The NUBooks, YU will 

begin to Recognize there is so much more to 
YourSelf and to Becoming More Aware than 

YU ever have before. It does not matter what 
Restricting Religion or Kontrolling Reptilian 

Spiritualized Path that YU were in or 
associated with, YU will Now experience a 
NULife that IS Better than ever! NO MORE 
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KARMA for YU!! The RealGuides are Here for 
YU!  

NO KARMA AS A FREE BEING OF 
REALLIGHT  

There is NO KARMA when YU Recognize YU 
are a Free Being of RealLight with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Rebazar Tarzs 
& The Real UNUversal Guides take away the 
Karmic Kurses of Masters and Gurus from 

those who Sincerely Sing The NU~U 
NUSound. The Kontrolling Kult Korporations 

of Politics, Religions and Spiritualized 
Teachings and Paths have used the 'idea' of 

Karma as a Kurse for Kontrol. With 
Presidents, Kings, Queens, Masters and all 

those who create Titles of Kontrol, they 
refer to those who pay and 'support' them 

as... MemberShrimps, Subjects, Chelas, 
Followers, Servants, Slaves, Captives, 

Owned! Over the centuries, the Authoritarian 
Kontrollers of the Earth have Hypnotized 

and BrainWashed people, lifetime after life- 
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time into 'Thinking' Karma is a Kurse, when 
actually it only exists in Creation and does 

not exist in The Real UNUverses of THE 
ALLIS. All the 'Thinking Silliness' that exists 

is from people not Seeing who they really 
are, a 'Free Being of Light!' YU can decide 

anything YU want to.  
Those who Follow and are a part of the 

Kontrolling Political, Religious and 
Spiritualized Systems have Huge Karmic 
Debts. The Dumbed Down Followers & 

Subjects of these Kontrolling Kults who 
Worship and Pray to the Gods of Man are 

TapLined, and are always held in a Karmic 
Bondage they many times cannot See. Their 
ASStral Bodies are held as Prisoners in the 

ASStral Prisons of Cause & Effect in the 
Lower ASStral Realm. It is Very Simple for 

anyone to See the Effects of their TapLining 
in their Dreams. Do The NU~U Sessions and 

ask Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides to 
show YU your TapLines from Kontrolling 
Kults and their Masters who say 'Pretty 

Words' to their Followers & Subjects. We are 
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ALL Free Beings of RealLight and we do not 
need a membership, master, rules, 

regulations and restrictions, because these 
things and so many other 'Silly Stuff' does 

not exist in The Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom with THE ALLIS. YU are the 

one who is always deciding Your Life! Learn 
to Explore & Discover what 'Life IS Showing 
YU' in Your DreamVisions. YU can Make Your 
Life Fun & Real Now, or YU can stay with the 

Kontrolling Kults in time and space and be 
burdened with their curses and all their 

restrictions.  

      
YOUR 'MIND THINKS' IT KNOWS BEST  

YU, The RealU, A Free Being of Light, 
created You, the PersonalSelf. Your Personal 
Creation is the person your parents named 
You. You have been told and Konditioned to 

'Think' that a 'god' created You, and that this 
'god' Kontrols You and everything in Your 

Life, but this is not so... not even close! But! 
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If You want to 'Believe' and 'Agree' to this 
Konditioned idea that also Kontrols most of 
this world and is doing all the destruction to 
The Natural Environment, You have the right 
to do so. But! Keep in mind that when You do 

'Agree' with the 'god & belief' idea and the 
Restricting Konditioning You have been 

Kontrolled by, You will be coming back into 
more lifetimes unconsciously, just as You 

have this lifetime. You are always deciding 
what Your Life will be wherever You are at in 
Life. You will always exist somewhere in Life 
and wherever You do exist, that will be Your 

Life and Your LifeStyle.  
What each of us is experiencing here is 

Creation, not The TruReality LifeIS. There IS 
a Real Difference between What IS Real and 
what is Not The TruReality LifeIS, but You 

must take the time to learn and understand 
what this difference IS, or stay asleep for 
more lifetimes. The Invented Kontrolling 

Systems do not want You to WakeUp... they 
want You to Stay Asleep and to keep 

'Agreeing' to what they are creating for You 
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to Agree to, so they can Kontrol You as their 
servant and slave. Space Age Science 

Fiction? Yes! And Very Real Now! I do not 
have to make anything up or even 

exaggerate what is taking place with Your 
Life and this world Right Now. You 'Think' 
You have Free Will here and You can do 
whatever You want to, and You can, but 
actually You cannot, because You will 

always be meeting what You are creating, 
like Dr. Frankenstein and his creation. If You 
want to be persistent and create whatever 
You want to, then You will have to deal with 

all the Causes and Effects and eventually 
end up where You do not want to be once 
again, just like where You are Now. You do 
not See ALL the Possibilities, because You 
must go through The Course of a RealLife 
and Take The Risk to See Beyond all You 

have come to know. But, only You can 
decide this and it is always Your Fate to do 
so. We are ALL in the Same Life and LifeIS 

the same for ALL of US.  
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The only difference between each of us, 
besides the bodies we have created, IS Your 

RealAwareniss. Not everyone IS Aware of 
who they really are, they only 'Think' they 

know who they are, because of the Invented 
Systems that have been on the earth for the 

longest time and taught and 'told' people 
what Life is all about, but have actually 

created 'Systems of Deception' to Kontrol 
the masses. I am 'Simply Reporting The 

RealNews' with the experiences I have, and I 
am not providing a teaching or a philosophy, 

and I am not creating what is known as a 
Conspiracy Theory. Anyone can Explore & 
Discover what I have if they will take the 
time to do so, but then again most people 

will not, because they want to stay in their 
LA LA LAND Thinking, the same 'Thinking' 
they have come to know from those who 

Kontrol them. There is No Mistake as to all 
the pollution, poisoning, weather Kontrol, 
government takeovers and so many other 
odd events and situations that are always 
showing up. As I have mentioned here, You 
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have created YourSelf and You are taking 
part in all the demise of this planet every 

moment. There is a much Better Way to See 
what is really taking place with The Natural 
Environment that supports ALL of US, that is 

if You are willing to Get Real and Be Real 
with YourSelf or stay asleep and continually 

Be the Effects of Your Little Created Self.  
The Whole of Life, the TruReality LifeIS, has 

nothing to do with gods, politics, religion, 
spiritual paths, kings, queens, presidents, 
masters, gurus and whatever else can be 
decided by Your Mind and what You Think. 
When You are Really Ready to Be Real with 
YourSelf, then Life will Show You 'What IS 
Real Now! You have always decided what 
LifeIS, and again, this is why this world is 
like it is, diseased, distorted, confused, 

stressed, addicted and so much more. Do 
You See the animals, birds, Dolphins and all 

those who 'Live With The ALLNatural 
Environment on the earth, do just like people 

do with all their created situations and 
drama? Are You Really Paying Attention to 
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where You Live Now? Is the environment 
getting better from the choices that are 

being made every moment? Do You really 
want to Stay Asleep for even a moment 
longer, or finally WakeUp and See the 

Wonderful Being of Light You really are? 
Test The NU~U Sessions and Watch Your 
DreamVisions at night & You will See the 

difference Right Now!  

TAPLINING REPTILIAN TEMPLES  

Reptilian TapLining is Worshiping and 
Praying to gods and old saviors that are in 
the sky somewhere. The Ancient Doctrines 
are nothing more than Kontrived Writings of 
the Reptilian WarLords who have built their 

TapLining Temples on many of the 
RoundWorlds in the Physical and Astral 
Realms. TapLining Temple Building is an 

Ancient Disease that many have copied here 
'Thinking' that building TapLining Temples 
really does mean something, when actually 

it means that those who are Dumbed 
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Downed and being Kontrolled are taught to 
Worship and Pay (or Pray) to unseen gods, 
and give their money and life too. This is 

why there is so much discrimination on this 
world, it is all because of the TapLining 

Temple Builders and their Godly Doctrines, 
which were originally sacrifices to their 

gods. TapLining Sacrifices are still going on 
to this day, but they are very well hidden. 

Most TapLining is done in a person's Astral 
Body while they are asleep and unaware.  

The RealExplorers like Rebazar Tarzs & The 
Real UNUversal Guides have nothing to do 
with TapLining Temple Builders, because 

they are the lowest of Black Magicians who 
Kontrol others. The various 'star' symbols, 

such as the Five Pointed Star and Six 
Pointed Star, among others, correspond to 

the various TapLining PsycRealms. The 
earth and other planets is 'rock bottom' as a 

'Place in Life' to experience. The Astral, 
Causal, Mental, Etheric and Deep Dark 

Border are the other Five LifeLevels in the 
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PsycRealms. When the TapLining Temple 
Kontrollers are using their 'star' ideas they 

are corresponding to these different 
LifeLevels. The Five Pointed Star is the 

Subconscious Level and the Six Pointed Star 
is the Deep Dark Border of the DarkSide. It 

depicts the end of life for those who Worship 
and Pray to the Ghostly Gods of Man. What 

most people are experiencing on the earth is 
nothing more than Kontrolling Kult 

Marketing Ploy. But they 'Think' in their 
minds that what they are being taught is 

something authentic and so-called 'divinely' 
enacted, which is defined as a 'Belief' in 

some way. This and so much more is 
TapLining Reptilian Kontrol of the masses 
who are bred like cattle and become the 

victims of countless lifetimes.  

"TAPLINING TEMPLES are all over the earth 
from Reptilian Invaders. The TapLining 

ASStral Reptilians own most of the 
Kontrolling Earthly Korporations (KEK) on 
the earth. They are Political, Religious and 
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Spiritual, which are mostly TapLining 
Reptilians. Some people 'Think' in their 

minds otherwise, but anyone who Worships 
and Prays (and Pays) to the ideas of Ghostly 

Gods, the Space Gods, the DarkLords of 
Ancient Devised Doctrines, is TapLined in 
their Astral Body at night. The Reptilian 

TapLiners have taken Kontrol of almost all 
the Korporations of this earth, and their 

Marketing Ploy is so good that most people 
cannot See thru it, not even the GEEK 

Masters and Gurus who claim their divine 
consciousness, which is nothing more than 

Kontrolling their membershrimps and 
keeping them TapLined and Dumbed Down. 

Test The NU~U Sessions with Rebazar Tarzs 
& THE NUMAN, and YU, The RealU, can 
break away from the Reptilian TapLining 

Kontrollers. Singing The NU~U will open up 
Your DreamVisions, and YU will be shown 

what is holding YU to TapLining. 
RealFreedom is with Your RealAwareniss, 

and cannot be found with Living GEEK 
Masters, Gurus, Ancient Doctrines and the 
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Worshiping and Praying to the 'God Idea' in 
any form. This is DUANE THE GREAT 

EDUCATOR 'Reporting The RealNews Now!' 
Have Fun Deciding!" 

REBAZAR TARZS & THE REALGUIDES  
PROTECT YU FROM ALIEN TAPLINING  

This world has become a Very Strange 
Place, because of what each person has 
chosen and decided. Alien TapLining has 

been going on for centuries, but never really 
brought to the surface for the public to See 

or Recognize. Many people are having all 
kinds of situations and ailments that are 

happening to them and they cannot 
understand what is really taking place. A lot 

of what is Effecting people is from their 
UnseenSide, that of the other Four Bodies 
they have with them, which most people 
have no idea they have. People are most 

Effected by their Astral Body, which is their 
Emotional / Sensation Body they relate to. 

This is the position of the Secondary Love I 
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have written about, which many people 
'Think' is RealLUV. All of us are to 

Experience Everything in Life and Everything 
is Always Okay. We each decide our position 

and what we want our life to be. But what 
most people do not Realize is, they have 

been Deceived by the Invented Systems that 
are now Kontrolling almost everyone on this 

planet. Each one of us decides what we 
want to Agree to, and we have the right to 
do so, but what is not Seen by most, is that 
they are Agreeing to their own demise and 
being TapLined in their Astral Body in their 

DreamVisions.  
If a person wants to be TapLined and held to 

the Restrictions of those doing the 
TapLining, they have the right to do so. By 
Agreeing to be TapLined, one is held to the 
Lower ASStral Realm for untold lifetimes of 
more personal situations that many times 

become Scary Drama and even can be a lot 
worse. For centuries, the Reptilian Aliens 

have possessed many people and are doing 
the TapLining, along with Political, Religious 
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and even Spiritual Korporations. The 
Presidents, Queens, Kings, Masters, Gurus 
and so many more are TapLining people in 
their Astral Bodies to keep them prisoners 

for more lifetimes as a Support System. 
Anyone can create a 'Pretty Front' and say 

'Pretty Words' but it is the intentions of 
those in Kontrol that will show up in Your 
DreamVisions. So Now, YU can get The 

RealAnswers to what YU want to know, and 
it all comes from...'Your RealAwareniss!'  

MultiDimensional Beings 

"From a human view, MultiDimensional 
Beings seem to be the ultimate. In a way 

they are, but there is a lot more... A LOT! In 
a way, we have been seduced to 'Think' that 
the invented systems and institutions of this 

world are in some way bigger than Life 
ITSelf. We have also been marketed into the 

ideas that Beings from other worlds are 
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better and smarted than us. In a way this is 
so, but there is more. It has even gotten to 
the point to where people have become so 

desperate, that they will take any Alien they 
can, as in the movie 'Independence Day' 
when some people went to the top of a 
building roof to try and greet the Alien 

Mothership, but OOOPS! Beyond the Good 
Aliens, the Astral Angels, the Saviors and 
Saints, the Gods of Man, beyond what you 

can imagine... IS The Real UNUversal 
Guides! PurBeings of RealLight who stand 
with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. The 
RealGuides are MultiDimensional Beings, 

moreso than what Human History has 
recorded. They make their appearance from 

time to time to assist mankind into 
Becoming MoreAware of THE ALLIS. The 

KEK Systems are the DarkSide Kontrollers 
of the political, religious, spiritual 

indoctrinations of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). The presidents, kings, 
queens, political diplomats, masters and 

gurus have played their roles and using the 
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masses as HUman Farming. YU, The RealU 
can WakeUp with US! The time IS NOW for 

THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like 
most people who are here. 
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TV WATCHERS 

"Most people really do like their Subliminal 
TV. Some may 'Think' I mean Satellite TV, 
but No, I really do mean Subliminal TV is 

Kontrolling YOU! YU, The RealU can Learn to 
WakeUp and Become MoreAware or keep 

doing what you always have been with your 
TV and Cell Phone, and watch the years go 

by very fast until you are too old to 
remember anything. Or YU can WakeUp Now 

and start 'Your Journey to RealFreedom' 
with ALL of US! 

It IS Okay to WakeUp and SeeMore and 
Become MoreAware Right Now! 

Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

SUBLIMINAL TV FUN  

Like so many people, I was raised with the 
TV. It really is a 'Magic Box' that does a lot. 

It was the 50's and I liked Superman and 
The Lone Ranger, plus other fun shows like 
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Howdy Doody. As I grew a little older I liked 
Soupy Sales and Disney. Then, Leave It To 
Beaver and The Twilight Zone and so many 
more. The TV was actually invented to 'spy' 
on others, but just like Walt Disney who was 

a Mason and Illuminate, the idea was to 
'entertain' people into Stupidizm. All the 

Disney Movies, and almost all movies have 
Subliminal Messages in them, and especially 

with the Mind Kontrolling Kommercials on 
TV. Most people watch TV more than they 
use the Internet, as TV has all the Sports 

Events the public is Dumbed Down with. The 
beer drinkers and the potato chip eaters love 

their sports and they live for THEM. What 
they are Not Seeing is how people are lured 
into doing whatever is worthless, opposed to 
Learning RealSurvival. Most people are not 
aware of who they are, so they are subject 

to the Effect of everything!  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Most people 'Think' they know what they are 
doing, and this is the Literal Educated Mind 
from the Militerrorized Educational Systems, 
as they have been setup to run people thru a 
Purposely Planned Process of either being a 

Kontrolling Drone like the Mad Scientists 
who are destroying this world, or to be a 
Dumbed Down Drone and work Blindly for 

their Kontrollers. There is No Life Here, only 
a 'Simulated Life' that appears to be real, 
but is Not! Everything on this planet has 

been Purposely Poisoned and it is becoming 
worse everyday. People who work for the 
KEK Systems are Not Aware that they are 

helping to Destroy The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports All of US. YOU, 
yes You, are being Kontrolled to support 

those who are rapidly ruining Your Life right 
in front of You! You only have so much time 
before you will once again forget that You 

were ever here. It is not a matter of rebelling 
against what is here, but moreso Waking Up 
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and Becoming MoreAware and Real with 
what is taking place. There are much better 
places to have a RealLife and We will show 
you, but YU, The RealU must Learn to Pay 
Attention to Your DreamVisions. Life will 

show YU, What IS Real Now. Test The NU~U 
NUSound and YU will have Real Guidance 
and a RealEducation beyond what you will 

ever know here!  

WE STAND & SHARE 

"WE are WorldWide Educators and WE Stand 
with each other and Share Our 

RealExperiences that WE have with The Real 
UNUversal Guides & The TruReality LifeIS, 
that WE Recognize from this life and Our 

Dream Visions. WE provide a RealEducation 
and RealGuidance like no one else and 'A 

RealAdventure Like No Other!' Our Focus IS 
Being SelfSufficient! Most of this world is 

Agreeing to the Restrictions that have been 
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Kreated for the masses, which most people 
Do Not SEE. The KEK Systems have Kreated 
the HUman Farming on this planet and many 
others, and WE are here to 'Show & Share' 
what else is possible from the Restictions 
that so many Agree to. YU, The RealU, IS a 
FreeBeing of RealLight, but YU must Learn 
to Recognize this and Stand with The Real 
UNUversal Guides beyond what You have 
come to know as Creation. Creation is all 

about reincarnation and karma. Do YU want 
to Stay Lost here, or do YU want to have 

RealFreedom Now? There is no KEK System 
of politics, religion, spiritual masters and 

gurus, kings and queens or scientific ideas, 
that will set You free from the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) and their Designed 
Mind Kontrolling Matrix on this earth. 
Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, will 

provide The RealConnection to The Real 
UNUverses of The TruReality, THE ALLIS, 

where There IS The SoundLight 
ALLAliveniss Purity, and No Restrictions, 
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only Endless Real UNUverses beyond your 
imagination! 

WE SHOW YOU… 

"WE SHOW YOU... how to Free YourSelf from 
the HUman Farming Matrix of the KEK 

Systems. Whether you know this or not, you 
are in The Designed Matrix of the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). WE are WorldWide 

Educators and WE are The NUWay Out of the 
Restrictions the PsycRealms of Creation. 

Beyond Creation IS The Real UNUverses of 
The TruReality, The Pure & Perfect ALLIS. 

WE provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation so that YU, The RealU, can 

Become MoreAware and SelfSufficient. Read 
this NUBook and WakeUp Now!  

PEACE ON EARTH for THEM 

PEACE ON EARTH... sounds good doesn't it? 
If Human History and the present KEK 

Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
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are any indication of what is really taking 
place here, then Peace on Earth is nothing 
more than Marketing Ploy from THEM. But, 
what if I told you there is an even Better 

Way than Peace on Earth and all the other 
'ideas' from THEM, you have been chasing 

for lifetimes? Well, There IS! We are for 
Peace on Earth, of course, but at the same 

time We are Very Real with what is  
taking place on Planet Earth. Test The NU~U 

Sessions and Discover  
Real Happiness beyond what you can ever 

attain here with 'ideas' alone. 

The PIECES of the Earth for THEM  

Peace on Earth and Goodwill Towards Man, 
was the original idea set forth, which has 
always sounded good, but has very little 

meaning in this world that is totally 
Kontrolled by THEM (TapLining Human 

Eating Martians). There are still many who 
'believe' in their fellow man, which does 

make sense, but guess what... not everyone 
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here is what they seem! Oh I know, there are 
a lot of stories going around about the 

politicians belonging to Skull and Bones and 
doing human sacrifices and kidnappings, 

and the Catholic Priests raping young 
children, and the Queen of England eating 
people, and so and so forth. But these are 

just rumors or stories people started, right? 
All thru history the people on this earth have 
been wanting Peace on Earth. It is the right 
of every person to have what they want, but 

it will not happen on this planet, because 
those who Kontrol the KEK Systems are not 

at all interested in any type of peace or 
happiness for the Kattle and Slaves on their 
planet. This is the world of 'appearances' to 
where things appear to be something that 

they are not. The masses are 'sold' the idea 
that their governments are set up for them, 
when in fact, they are created for the single 
purpose to rule over others in an effective 

way.  
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Chasing Peace on Earth is an illusion setup 
by those who create all the illusions of this 
world. They (THEM) promote the 'ideas' of 
Peace with their capitalistic organizations 
like the UN, and so many other Deceptive 

Agencies, when in fact it is THEM who 
creates all the wars, Red Flags, such as the 

ones taking place all over the world, 
especially the United States to take the 

guns away from people, so that only THEM 
have the guns. The US Government, which 

has nothing to do with The United States, as 
it is a separate corporation in Washington 
DC, uses The HAARP Machine for Weather 

Kontrol, Earthquakes, Floods and Hurricanes 
and mostly Mind Kontrol. Microwaves are 

Mind Kontrol, as anyone can plainly see the 
people walking around Robotized to their 
Cell Phones. The 'G' network is going to 

continually get more powerful and so will 
the brainwashing of the masses. You can 

learn to Escape all of this nonsense of 
earthly demise by Singing The NU~U 
Sessions and learning to Watch Your 
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DreamVisions. The Real UNUversal Guides 
will handle your karma, so You Can Be Free!  

GREED AND POWER NEWS 

"We are in the 'GREED AND POWER AGE' 
where the reality of Cause and Effect is 
multiplied many times by those who are 

Deceiving others and Destroying The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US. The Deceptors, those who own the 

KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) are Kreating huge amounts of 

Big Karma for themselves. They 'Think' in 
their Little Minds they can do whatever they 

want to, and they actually can, but they 
must 'meet themselves' at some point, 

whether in this life or in the many lifetimes 
they will be returning here unconscious 

again. The ruling presidents, queens, kings, 
masters and gurus, who look down on 
others as part of their HUman Farming 

willing be at the mercy of what they have 
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decided. They can pray all they want to their 
Kalaum Reptilian God, but he is also bound 
by the actions of Cause and Effect with The 
Lords of Karma. The Belief Systems were 
Kreated by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) to Kontrol the masses and market 
them into Worshiping and PrayPaying to 

their invented gods. Religion and Politics is 
VoooDooo. The Birds, Bees and other 

animals do not look to any gods and do not 
Destroy their own environment as HUmads 
do. WE (WorldWide Educators) Report The 
Real News for Everyone. WakeUp and Join 

US.  
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER 

USA CHEMTRAIL DROUGHT TAPLINING 

"CALIFORNIA DROUGHT TAPLINING is Very 
Real Now! WakeUp or Stay Dumbed Down 

Dah (DDD) with all the unaware people who 
will be swept away into more unconscious 
lifetimes of an even Worse Environment of 
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the this Purposely Poisoned Planet we are 
already on! If You take the time to Learn 

how to Really WakeUp, You will not have to 
return here. The drought in California has 

been Purposely Planned and Engineered to 
Depopulate this world. This is merely one of 
the many ways people are being slowly or 
quickly destroyed! I am NOT proposing a 
rebellion of any kind, but merely Sharing 
how to Become MoreAware to where YU, 
The RealU learns to Save Your Own Life. 
Very Few will listen and follow thru with 
what I am Sharing. I suggest to Read this 
NUBook here and then the others I have 

written and You can contact Duane & Eva on 
Facebook. WakeUp Now! 

KEK MEMBERSHIPS 

"The KEK Systems of Political, Religious and 
Spiritual Kontrol have Kreated their 

Membership Support System with their 
presidents, kings and queens, masters and 
gurus. These public figures are the Puppet 
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People who like to say the 'pretty words' 
that entice the unaware souls into Agreeing 
with being Kontrolled and Human Farming. 
The TapLining Astral Reptilians are behind 

all the Kontrol on this Prison Planet. For 
sure, the earth was once a pristine and 

beautiful environment, but today the entire 
planet is Polluted and Poisoned by the OWO 

(One World Order). If you are one of the 
many MemberShrimps with the KEK 

Systems, then YU, The RealU are being 
TapLined in Your Dreams and held to this 
Mind Kontrol Alien Matrix. You can 'Think' 

whatever you want, but as you learn to 
Watch Your Dream Visions, you will be 

shown you are being Kontrolled for HUman 
Farming. 

Let Life Show You YOU ARE THE ANSWER 

Life IS Bigger than ALL of US and IT will 
show YU, The RealU, What IS Real Now, that 

is if YU will Pay Attention to Your 
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DreamVisions. It is more than obvious that 
even the so-called 'experts' do not know 
how to manage their lives and especially 

The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US. In the last two hundred years the 

planet earth with all the poisons and 
pollution has become far worse than ever 
before. Some people in their minds 'think' 

life on earth is getting better, but the 
opposite is true. This world is not Waking Up 

yet, and if not Now, then when? 

The NUPresentation Foundation is providing 
The ALLSolar Research Vessel Project as a 
major step forward as an ALLHumanitarian 
Community Involvement for Everyone. We 
are working with those who can See More 

than just the needs of their personal life, but 
moreso into all the possibilities of Doing 

Something Wonderful as a Real Benefits for 
ALL. The Children are The Future Now, and 
they will be living in all the demise of those 

who are destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment right now. YU do have a Choice!  
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ALLISNIS UNUversal Communities of 
LivingGuides 

"UNUversal Communities really do Make 
Sense, but with this world where people are 

more interested in destroying The ALL 
Natural Environment than working with IT, 

what I am presenting does not seem to 
make sense. The Real UNUversal Guides 

'work with' The TruReality NaturIS, which is 
really from The TruSource, THE ALLIS, on 

ALL The LifeLevels. This little world of Mind 
Kontrolled People are One-Dimensional 

Subjects that are being led to the slaughter 
by the Reptilian Regimes of the political, 
religious and other systems. UNUversal 

Communities Make Sense... the Kontrolling 
Systems of KEK do not make sense, but this 

is purposely done for 'Their' own selfish 
reasons, otherwise they would not have the 
Kontrol over everyone as they do. The OWO 
(One World Order) is a Centralized Kontrol 
for the Certain Few and not for Everyone. 
This is how this world of Big Business is!  
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ALLISNIS LivingGuides  

Something So Wonderful IS Always So 
UnSeen. The people on this planet have 

been exposed to so many different ideas and 
creations, but nothing compares to The 

RealAdventures and RealExperiences of The 
Real UNUversal Guides and The RealPosition 

they Stand in with THE ALLISNIS LifeIS. In 
1965, Rebazar Tarzs passed The Rod of 

Power to Paul Twitchell. From then there 
has been a long wait, as the 'Two Imposters' 

who followed Paul had their chance, but 
they only 'played' the role using Paul's 

identity. THE NUWAVIS The NUNowniss of 
THE ALLISNIS. Life ITSelf, The TruSilent 
Ones & The LivingGuides ALL Back THE 

NUMAN with The RealRod of Purity. Anyone 
on this earth can write and say whatever 
they want to, but only from The RealSide 

LifeIS will each person experience, What IS 
Real Now. What was Paul's unique creation 
has fallen prey to the Reptilian Lords of the 

Lower Astral Realm, where TapLining 
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master Harry Klump and his beloved 
Reptilian Jownzee, trap their Worshiping and 

PrayPaying MemberShrimps in HER 
TapLining Web. SHE is the master and he is 
the Fool, as SHE fooled him into 'Thinking' 

he is a master of the Dahs.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Here is a RealAdventure like no other and 
very few will See IT. SHE has ployed HER 

Paying MemberShrimps to look to the 
MahantDah, which is nothing more than an 
idea floating in space of Harry Klump. The 
Real UNUversal Guides do Not Recognize 
Harry as anything, but someone they gave 

an opportunity to, and instead of having the 
courage to Do Something Real & Wonderful, 

Harry decided to 'Sell Out' to the Alien 
Reptilian One World Order who rules this 
earth and is destroying The ALLNatural 

Environment, We ALL live with. What I am 
providing defines The TruReality LifeIS, and 

that We are Not just one- dimensional 
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creatures to be told what to do, because 
those who Rule say so. Anyone can Become 
MoreAware by Singing The NU~U~U~U and 
WakeUp in Your DreamVisions and Life will 

Show YU, The RealU, What IS Real Now. But, 
Reptilian Jownzee has Dumbed Down the 

membershrimps to Worshiping and Praying 
to Harry's Picture, so they are not interested 
in The RealAdventure LifeIS, but a physical 
photo of a TapLined self-appointed master 

of persuasion. Is it so hard to Sing The 
NU~U & Contact Rebazar & Paul? Its Your 

Life & You will Live it!  

POLITICAL PROMISES of KEK 

"Life really does Make Sense. Not this 
physical life with what has been created 

here with all the restrictions, but a RealLife 
where YU, The RealU Recognize Your 

RealAwareniss and eventually The Whole of 
Life. YU are always The Decider of Your 

Adventure and We provide RealGuidance and 
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a RealEducation so YU have ALL The Fun 
with What IS Real Now. Take The Risk and 
Test The NU~U Sessions and Watch Your 
DreamVisions and Let Life Show YU! You 
can keep deciding what you always have 

and watch as this world ends up with all the 
choices that are made, or YU can Become a 
Real RiskTaker and be shown by The Real 

UNUversal Guides how to have RealFreedom 
Now... Your Choice as always... Have Fun 

Deciding! 

POLITICALLY PLANNED PROMISES  

It is more than obvious that the Political 
Systems throughout history have originated 
from the dinosaurs, because they all seem 
to be very scary. When the first caveman 

walked the earth, you have to wonder if they 
were considering a System to Kontrol others 
by and how would they do it. This is a funny 

notion, but not as funny as the ridiculous 
creation of what all of us have to deal with 
Now known as politics. To some with their 
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immature Agreement to the KEK System 
Rulers, the idea and implementation of 

politics means something, but to those who 
are The RealAware and can SeeThru the 
fallacy of their abusive Kontrol, they are 
gaining RealFreedom from the 'implied 

freedom' of Religious and Political Kontrol, 
which is all the same. Everything has its 
place and politics does fit somewhere. 
Politicians, which includes religious, 

spiritual and educational commentators, like 
to proclaim 'this and that' with their 'pretty 
orchestrated premeditated words' to their 

more than obvious unaware audience. 
Anyone with a RealAwareniss would not 

waste their time listening to these people 
with their hidden agendas, unless they were 

forced to be on some kind of assignment 
from their editor, or on Meds. From all the 

many years of Politically Planned Promises, 
innuendos, assumptions, hallelujah hopes 

and whatever other little magic acts 
politicians can dream up, during what 
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lifetime are the masses going to WakeUp? 
LifeIS Bigger and Better!  

A RealLife is what I am really referring to, 
moreso than just a physical experience and 
existence here. Does what is taking place 
today with the Kontrolling System make a 
bit of sense as they continue to ruin The 

ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US? To those who have established their 
support from others, of course it does, but 
from those who labor to support the 'hot air 
blowers' there becomes an entirely different 
view. You really do matter and this is Your 

World Too! I am providing a WorldWide 
WakeUp for Everyone to Become More 

Aware and actually Have More Fun! The best 
part of The Bigger View is that YOU are 

equally included! The NUPresentation is a 
wonderful combination of Very Aware 

Individuals who are contributing a Real 
Benefit, moreso than just 'good sounding 

ideas' that keep people subdued and 
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obedient to what is actually ruining their 
lives. WakeUp!  

EVA IS The Great Artis 

EVA IS The Great Artis & Dreamer for ALL to 
SEE! EVA IS a Wonderful Being of RealLight 
and EVA IS Sharing Something Wonderful for 

Everyone who has The Heart to SEE. This 
world Loves its Restrictions and and to be 
Kontrolled. WE LUV RealFreedom from ALL 
Restrictions. LifeIS AlwaysNU Now! There 
will always be those who emotionally feel 

they must have their personal life instead of 
allowing Life to show them What IS Real 
Now. EVA IS Sharing The RealAdventure 

LifeIS! YOU really can WakeUp Now or stay 
with Your Restrictions & the KEK Systems 

you Love. 
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EVA IS THE GREAT ARTIS  

I first met Eva on The RealSide many years 
ago before we met in the physical realm. 

Eva has The Golden Heart of a Child and it is 
my Honor and Privilege to know Her. I asked 

Eva to be with me in THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN in 2014, which replaced The Rod of 
Power in 2007. The RealGuides are no longer 

'masters' who once 'played' those roles. 
They are The NUExplorers of THE ALLIS. We 

have Skype Groups and Blog Talk Radio 
Shows everyday of the week. There are Now 

hundreds and even thousands who are 
contacting Eva about Singing The NU~U 
Sessions, and many people are having 

RealSide Experiences with Eva and I, along 
with Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides. EvaIS 

The Great Artis in Her Golden Heart & 
NUBeing.  

The Whole of LifeIS so Simple, just like The 
SUN Shining. We have all come thru a lot of 
processing to get to The NUNowniss of THE 

ALLIS, and what we have come thru has 
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been fine, but it is old and outdated. The 
political, religious, spiritual and educational 
teachings are so very one-dimensionalized 

and are being updated with The 
NUPresentation and Duane The Great Writer 
& Eva The Great Artis. As you decide to Test 
The NU~U Sessions, you will begin to have 
RealExperiences in Your DreamVisions with 
Duane&Eva on The RealSide LifeIS. LifeIS 

AlwaysNU and never old and outdated. 
Tradition as you have come to know it has 
its place a s 'reference' but it is truly Old 
News compared to The RealNews we are 
Reporting Now. We are not a teaching or a 

path and we have nothing to do with politics, 
religion or anything spiritual or the Gods of 

Man, we are simply 'Reporting The 
RealNews' with what LifeIS Now. As you 

Sing The NU~U Sessions, YU, The RealU will 
have RealExperiences in Your DreamVisions.  
Eva The Great Artis, is providing Wonderful 
Pictures on Facebook for Everyone to See 

what is possible and how to have 
RealExperiences with Rebazar Tarzs & The 
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Real UNUversal Guides, who show you how 
to Recognize RealFreedom with what Duane 

has written and Eva is creating. 'You Are 
The Answer' for Everything in Your Life and 
We show you how to BE Wonderful & Free! 

YU are a Being of RealLight!  

VIDEO GAME SOLDIER 

"Are You a Video Game Soldier? You might 
ask... "What is a Video Game Soldier, Sir?" A 

Video Game Soldier is a person that sits 
somewhere back at the barracks and plays 

Video Games while the rest of The Real 
Soldiers are out on the Front Lines taking 

care of business! This world is full of Video 
Game Male and Female Soldiers. There are 
military soldiers out there who obey their 
government commands, but what are they 

really saluting to? Defending all the 
Deception their government is creating? Is 

that a soldiers job? How many military 
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soldiers have The RealCourage to SeeThru 
all the Planned Deception their government 

is doing and has done? The Video Game 
Soldier is the person chasing the created 

money and 'Thinking' they will have a future 
here. It is the person who watches The 6 
O'Crock News and 'Thinks' it is real. The 

VGS, is a person that looks forward to the 
football game every week and a bar-b-que 

with GMO burgers and a load of brew. 
Having some fun is one thing, but as this 

planet is Purposely Being Destroyed with all 
that is taking place with The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US, does 
it really make sense to lounge around and 
'pretend' that your government will take 

care of everything, when in fact it is 'they' 
who are creating the Demise? Are you 
'Thinking' Conspiracy Theory, as your 

political commanders have told you? Can 
You at all See what is really taking place 

right in front of You? The Children are The 
Future, and they will not have a future here, 
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except a Purposely Poisoned Planet full of 
Political and Religious Deception! 

SEX IN DREAMS 

LifeIS Bigger than ALL of US, but while we 
are here on earth there are a lot of Fun 

Activities for US, and Sex in Your Dreams is 
one of them. You are probably already 

having Sex in Your Dreams, and by Singing 
The NU~U Sessions, Your DreamVisions will 
get even better! I cannot say that your Sex 
Life will be better, but you know that best. 

HAVING SEX IN YOUR DREAMS?  

The basic idea of life on earth is 'Boy meets 
Girl!' For sure, there is a lot more to life 

here, but while we are here, having 
relationships is part of the 'Adventure of 
Learning' about ourselves. The physical 
body of a man and woman are set up a 

particular way to have the experiences we 
need to Become MoreAware and having Sex. 
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Like all the other functions we have such as 
eating, exercise and bowling, these and 

other things are part of what each of us do 
and possibly a balanced breakfast. The idea 

has come to pass to where some people 
'Think' Sex is Love. We can each decide 

whatever we want to about Sex, and having 
Sex is a choice and a right each person has. 
The Political and Religious Kontrollers are 

always trying to own peoples lives by telling 
them such things as... “You are not 

supposed to have Sex unless you are 
married!” The Religious Restrictors have 

decided for themselves that others should 
obey their old invented rules, and then if the 
marriage doesn't work out, you are to go to 
their courts and pay them more money for a 
separation. Do the Birds and Bees go thru a 
process like people do? It is not really that 

hard to See the Marketing Ploy that has 
been around far too long with those who 

Kontrol others.  
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Sex is a 'sensation' with the Astral Body you 
have that is unseen and functions with the 
physical body. The sensations of the Astral 

Body are also the 'Love' idea that most 
people are attached to. You also have a 

Memory Body, Mental Body and 
Subconscious Body' YU, The RealU operates 

these Five Bodies. At night when you put 
your physical body to sleep, YU are roaming 

around the Astral Worlds and doing 
whatever you do. Many people have 

relationships in the Other Worlds and also 
Sex in the Astral Worlds. Some people are 
conscious of this and most people are not. 
You can learn to better understand yourself 
and the relationships you have by Singing 
The NU~U Sessions before going to sleep 
and YU will start to have more conscious 

dreams. The Astral Realm is as real as the 
earth and the people you meet will many 

times be those you know here. Each 
person's experiences differ, and it is always 
Your Choice as to how you want Your life to 
be. Waking Up to Your DreamVisions gives 
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you an opportunity to See more than this 
limited physical life... Have Fun!  

SUN SHINE Sense with ASK DUANE&EVA 

"The SUN Shining Always Demonstrates The 
TruReality LifeIS, with ALLIS The Natural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US. 
RealFreedom IS Recognized and cannot be 
found with any KEK System of Marketing 
Ploy. You are always The Decider of Your 

Life & Adventure and you do not need 
Restrictions from KONiving Kontrollers with 
'pretty words' of Old Wisdom that TapLine 

you to this earth and in Your Dreams. YU are 
a Free Being of RealLight and We provide 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation for you 
to Become MoreAware. We Are Fun & YU 
Can Prove it to YourSelf! Test The NU~U 
Sessions & Watch Your DreamVisions. 

Millions of people are Waking Up all over the 
world and if you Pay Attention... YOU Can 

Too!  
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THE SUN IS ALWAYS SHINING  

YU, The RealU IS a Free Being of RealLight 
with ALL Life, but you do not Recognize this 
yet. We are here to show YU, The RealU how 
to have RealFreedom and Recognize who YU 

really are. This does sound fun doesn't it! 
Just like The SUN Shining, what you are 

seeing is really YU, The RealAwarenIS, YU 
Already IS. The SUN Shining is the Best 
Reference to YU as a Being of Light, and 

guess what... YU are actually a Lot Brighter 
than you can even imagine. You have been 

taught a little bit about Creation, and this is 
where YU start to Become MoreAware. This 
is also where YU learn to start Your Journey 
to Real Freedom, and Now comes the Best 
Part and the Biggest. When YU have The 

RealCourage to do so, We will provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation for YU to 
go beyond all the Restrictions that exist in 

the Matrix of Creation into The Real 
UNUverses of PurSound & RealLight.  
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ALLIS The Natural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US. What this means IS... 

There are so many more LifeLevels than just 
this Physical Realm of existence. To 

discover The Whole of Life beyond what you 
have come to know as Creation, YU must BE 

The Real RiskTaker! I am Sharing My 
RealExperiences in 'The AdvenurIS Series' 
that I have written for Everyone to Become 

MoreAware & SelfSufficient. To me, The 
SUN Shining Demonstrates the Purity, 

Sincerity and Honor that LifeIS. There is also 
Humility, Gratitude and the Privilege of 

Risking My Life in providing The 
NUPresentation, and is not political, 

religious, spiritual, rebellious or with any of 
the Kontrolling Earthly Korporations (KEK) 
that manipulate, dumb down and sedate the 

unaware masses.  

YU, The RealU IS Always The SUN Shining. 
You do not need Dreary Defined Doctrines of 

Restrictions with presidents, queens, 
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masters, kings or any type of ruler to have 
The Full & Wonderful Experience of Life 

ITSelf. You are The Answer for everything in 
Your Life and We will show You how to 'BE 
Wonderful' with RealGuidance and a Real 

Education. Test The ALLNatural NU~U 
Sessions and learn to Watch Your 

DreamVisions and Life will show You Right 
Now, 'You Are The Answer!' We Are Real & 

We Are Fun! Join our WorldWide WakeUp for 
Everyone and Become MoreAware & Free! 

You really can do this!  

The Heart of EVA 

"The Heart of EVA... IS Real Now! EVA is 
with THE NUMAN of THE ALLIS. WE are 

Here for ALL. Not everyone will 'See; this, 
because most people are looking at their 
mental and emotional creations. LifeIS 

Bigger than what any of us can imagine, but 
YU, The RealU must start somewhere. To 
SEE 'What IS Real Now' with The Whole of 

Life, YU must be willing to step into the 
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unknown and let the old past be where it is. 
EVA has Bravely stepped into The Real 

UNUverses with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. The days of masters and 
gurus are gone, along with The Deceptors of 

this earth. They 'look' alive, but they are 
lost! THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. WE 

Are Real & Wonderful and Sincere & 
Honorable like the Sun Shining. Sing The 

NU~U and See US on The RealSide in Your 
DreamVisions. WE See YU, Now Learn to 

See US! 

"This really is THE PASSING DREAM! YU, 
The RealU is asleep to why YU are really 
here. You have been told a lot of 'funny 
stories' from your parents, teaches and 
especially The Deceptors who rule the 

governments, politics, religion and spiritual 
paths, along with their presidents, queens, 

masters and gurus. You have been 
conditioned to 'Think' this is a real life you 
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are living here, but it is the Simulator of 
Creation. Cause and Effect Karma is the 
condition you are in while YU are here in 

Creation. The So-Called Holy Scriptures on 
this world were invented by the same 

devious people that created the 'god' idea 
for you to kneel and bow to. You have always 
made all your own decisions and have had to 

live them. There is no one Kontrolling YU, 
unless you Agree to this, which you 

unconsciously have for lifetimes! YU are 
Asleep and in this Passing Dream! Do YU 

want to really WakeUp, or keep pretending 
YU know more than Life ITSelf? 

THE WORLD TODAY by DUANE 

"THE WORLD TODAY is as it is. Many 'Think' 
it is 'this or that' but it really is what it is. In 
other words... WakeUp and See this world as 
it really is. Yes, we each do love what we do, 

we laugh and have fun, but there are Real 
Events happening that are Very Beneficial 

and there are many that are not. An example 
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is... ChemTrails are in the sky overhead and 
dropping Lethal Poisons on Everyone, yet 

many people 'Think' this is not so. The same 
is with the Fluoridation in the drinking water 

and the GMO TechFood, Smart Meters, 
HAARP and so on from Reptilian Kontrollers 
who Human Farm this planet. YES, it is all 
really happening Now, even though many 
want to 'Think' it is not so, because it will 

interfere with their LA LA Land Life they are 
creating here. If YOU are one of the many 

who are Still Asleep, then YOU are Agreeing 
to the Demise of this planet by not Waking 
Up and taking part in The RealAdventure 
that is available Now. DUANE THE GREAT 
WRITER IS Providing What No On Else IS... 

The RealConnection to RealFreedom. 

THE GREAT CHALLENGE NOW 

"THE GREAT CHALLENGE NOW IS... Waking 
Up to What IS Real Now! To many, they are 
'Thinking' they know what this means, and 
so I will give a brief explanation to which 
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there is so much more than I can share here 
for those who are The Real RiskTakers to 

See Beyond all they have known… 

"Once Upon Beyond Time & Space (This is a 
Fun Way to Start)... There IS What Always 
IS. This IS THE ISNIS LifeIS, which Cannot 
be explained in any Literal Sense, because 
IT IS Too Real. From THE ISNIS, THE ALLIS, 
came what we know as Creation. Creation is 
a 'Secondary Simulation' of a RealLife in The 
Real Endless UNUverses of THE ALLIS. YU, 

The RealU, is in Creation and YU are 
operating Five Bodies. You (The 

PersonalSelf YU created) 'Thinks' that Your 
Body here is the only reality there is, and 

this physical life is all there is. This is 
understandable, but unless You Take The 
Risk to Discover More... then You won't 
know! As Creation formed and became 

suitable for those who were ready to have 
many experiences in the Creation Simulator, 

they were guided and shown how to make 
various bodies that would fit the 
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environment they would be in. (This is a 
simplified explanation, as there is so much 
more for You to Discover). As the little body 
types roamed the RoundWorlds from lifetime 
to lifetime, The Real UNUversal Guides were 
always around from The RealSide LifeIS to 
assist those who were ready to Become 

MoreAware and WakeUp from The Passing 
Dream of The Five Levels of Creation. From 
time to time, The RealGuides would appoint 
someone in Creation in their body form to BE 
The RealFocus for what they had termed as, 

'The Rod of Power.' What this means is... 
The Rod of Power was the Prime Focal Point 

for The SoundLight ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS from The Real UNUverses. and 

coming down into all The Five Levels of 
Creation to a single individual that had The 

RealAwareniss to Stand With & See The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. The Rod of 
Power is far beyond what humans have 

come to know as religious, spiritual, divine 
and other Astral ideas from the PsycRealms 
of Creation. Thru the centuries there have 
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been certain individuals who have Stood in 
The Rod of Power, until they stepped aside 

to let the next Chosen One step in. I will now 
come into present time to where Rebazar 

Tarzs has The Rod of Power! 

"In 1965, Rebazar Tarzs brought Paul 
Twitchell into The Rod of Power, and then 
Paul created his presentation and called 

himself The Mahanta, The Living Eck Master. 
Paul had been given 14 Real Initiations from 

Rebazar Tarzs and The Real UNUversal 
Guides. Paul's Title referred to His 14 

Initiations with the RealGuides and THE 
ALLIS. Paul used the 'eck master' idea and 

the 'god' as a temporary fronts for what was 
to soon become, 'THE NUWAVIS THE 

NUMAN.' This is what I have was shown by 
Rebazar & The RealGuides. After Paul left 

this earth, The RealGuides provided an 
'opportunity' for Darwin Gross and Harold 

Klemp to earn their way into a RealPosition 
with The Rod of Power. But, Darwin decided 
to love himself more than The Whole of Life, 
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and became TapLined and Trapped by The 
Influence that Kontrols the PsycRealms of 
Creation with the Kalaum Lord God. Darwin 
never came close to Paul's RealAwareniss, 

but he did steal Paul's Title, so that it 
'looked' like he was the so-called master at 
the time. He was the little captain who put 
on the General's Jacket. Then Harold was 

given the same opportunity, but he was soon 
TapLined and Taken Over by HER! SHE is 
Reptilian Joanee, and SHE now owns for 

HERSELF, the EEKonkon Korporation and the 
TapLined MemberShrimps. This is Not what 

Paul Twitchell originally created for 
Everyone on this planet as a RealBenefit. 
SHE Seduced HarOld (master Harry) into 

being HER Puppet master for the audience. 
SHE writes what Harry is to say, as SHE has 
brought the Worship and PrayPaying to the 

members with Kalaum Reptilian God. SHE is 
The TapLining Witch! 

"This planet and many others like it are 
'infected' with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
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(RATS). The KEK Systems of religion, 
politics, spiritual, social and scientific are 
all Kontrolled by Reptilian TapLiners. They 
are so very good at putting on their 'show' 

for the public, but behind the scenes, in the 
Lower Astral Realm, they are TapLining 

people with HUman Farming to where they 
drain all their energies until people become 

ill and diseased and eventually die of 
cancer. Then these same people reincarnate 

and start all over again as unaware slaves 
for the same KEK Systems for many more 

lifetimes! Does this sound fun for You? 
WakeUp! WE are Here for YU with the 

RealConnection to RealFreedom Now! You 
can Stay Lost on this planet with all Your 

Emotional Attachments to presidents, 
queens and kings, gods and saviors, masters 

and gurus, or Get Real with YourSelf and 
Take the Risk and Sing The NUSound, The 
NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions for 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
other! 
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UNLIMITED SURFERS US 

"THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN... this is The 
RealAdventure Now! For most of this world, 
they will not understand this, but for the few 
that do... Lucky You! The Whole of LifeIS So 
Much Bigger than You can ever imagine, and 
WE (Worldwide Educators) are here to Share 

Something Wonderful with YU, The RealU 
that can Become MoreAware. LifeIS an 

ISNIS, moreso than what Creation is. And to 
truly understand this, YU have to BE The 

Real RiskTaker, and very few people will do 
this, as they will mainly stay passive and 

Kontrolled with the KEK Systems. From this 
one-dimensional world into NUWorlds and 
Real UNUverses beyond this one, YU will 

discover ALL The Wonder LifeIS. This 
RealAdventure is only for The Brave & The 
Bold. Those who cling to this earth will still 

Stay Lost! 
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ALLNATURAL SURFERS 

"WE (WorldWide Educators) are ALLNatural 
Surfers. As Duane The Great Writer, I am a 

Surfer in Huntington Beach, Surf City, 
California. But, I am a RealSurfer in The Real 

UNUverses beyond the Restrictions of 
Creation. I have RealExperiences beyond 

this solid world of 'appearances' and Cause 
and Effect Karma. Surfing is fun here, but 
Fantastically Free in The Real UNUverses. 

WakeUp... 'YOUR OCEANS' are being 
Purposely Poisoned! 

"The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US, does not need any form of 

Governmental Politics, including Religious 
Misconceptions, as is more than obvious. 
RealPeople do not 'need' others to Kontrol 

them for the sake of manipulating the 
environment a person lives with. For 

lifetimes you have been misled into 'Thing' 
you need THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians). WakeUp and Get Real! YU, The 
RealU is a FreeBeing of RealLight, and WE 
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will show YU how to get all Your Own 
Answers! 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like 
most people who are here. 
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ARROGANCE & ATTACHMENT 

"Arrogance and Emotional Attachments are 
the attitudes many people live by. The 

masses have been 'bred' with certain ideas 
and ideals to look to by their HUman 

Farmers. People have become Emotionally 
Attached to 'things' that supposedly make 

them 'feel safe and good' but are many times 
a detriment to themselves. The KEK 

Systems who have Kreated and Kontrol the 
educational institutions are only interested 

in absolute obedience, as they use their 
'subjects' (as the queen would say) for the 

purpose of HUman Farming. Without a 
RealEducation, most people are at the 

mercy of the Kontrolling Systems who rule 
this planet, and this is where Arrogance and 

Emotional Attachment reign. People are 
taught to 'react' and defend what their 

Kontrollers have administered to them in the 
form of being 'defiant' against anything that 
is not in Agreement with what their masters 
want. This is seen all over this planet as an 
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unconscious Agreement into a planned 
demise. Most people are not aware enough 

to 'See' this, and by not Seeing, most people 
will continue to return here. 

BEING NOW 

"Being Now IS The TruReality LifeIS. With 
The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS, YU, The 
RealU can SEE ALL. This is in no way an 

'idea' or what can be considered emotionally 
or mentally. Across Creation are seemingly 
endless creations, considerations, beliefs, 

gods, saviors, rituals and so much more that 
have nothing to do with The TruReality 

LifeIS, The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. 
Beyond time and space and the five known 
psychic realms there is a Deep Dark Border 

that separates Creation from The 
SoundLight ALLAliveniss LifeIS. Because 
people have their bodies and minds in this 
'physical sense' they cannot See Beyond 

what they have determined is the ultimate 
experience, that of Creation. Creation is a 
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'Place in Life' and not Life ITSelf. ALL LifeIS 
Now! In The NUNowniss LifeIS, IS ALL The 

RealSecrets of Life ITSelf. The 
RealConnection Now IS The NUSound, The 

NU~U. What we have all gone thru in history 
is a reference for us, but no longer a reality 

or lifestyle. Those who 'drag' their 
traditional history with them will be 

burdened with the ideas and emotional 
attachments of something already gone in 
Creation. This world is full of morbid ideas 
that have no value that 'appear to look' like 

something, but are nothing more than 
ghosts of days gone by. Everyone can decide 
whatever they want, and that is to Stay Lost 

in Creation, or WakeUp and Discover Your 
RealAwareniss and RealFreedom with THE 

ALLIS. 
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WE ARE THE NUKIDS 

"Hello, and Welcome to NUWorlds & Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom! WE are here to 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 

like no on else.  
WE Are Real with What LifeIS Now! WE are 
Sharing Our RealExperiences with Rebazar 
Tarzs & The RealGuides of THE ALLIS. WE 

do not follow Old Restrictions from Old Ideas 
and Old Masters and their 'pretty words' of 

Old Outdated Wisdumb. The Old Stuff is 
nothing more than Marketing Ploy and 

TapLining. WE do not Worship and PrayPay 
to the Space Gods up in the clouds 

somewhere. WE do not have a Reptilian 
Alien Temple with a funny ZigZag Roof to 
stand under either! WE live in The Endless 

SKIES and Shine Like The SUN! WE ARE THE 
NUKIDS & WE ARE FUN! 
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WE ARE REAL!  

WE ARE REAL ~ WE ARE WONDERFUL ~ WE 
ARE HERE FOR YU! We are always looking 
for NUFriends who want to WakeUp and BE 
Free with US from all the Restrictions the 

KEK Systems have Kreated for Everyone on 
this little planet earth. Some people really 

do like their Restrictions, but WE do not! WE 
are with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides and WE stand with The 
TruReality LifeIS (which is far beyond the 
Gods of Man) in The Real UNUverses with 

THE ALLIS. WE ARE THE SUN SHINING 
 ~ WE ARE FREE BEINGS!  

WE LIKE THE NU~U NUSOUND, because it 
sets US Free! WE are earning our way on Our 

NUJourney with Duane&Eva & The Real 
Guides. WE See what is taking place on the 
earth with all the poisons and pollution and 
WE are here to Warn Everyone and to Share 
with those who are Paying Attention to What 
IS Real Now. Rebazar Tarzs Says, “Even one 
Rule. Law, Guideline, initiation or whatever 
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can be Kreated to Kontrol or hinder a person 
is a Restriction and TapLining! We do not 
Restrict Anyone! We set YU, The RealU 

Free!” (This was a DreamVision from one of 
our NUFriends on Skype). WE suggest that 

Everyone Reads this NUBook and 
investigate what is happening with The 

ALLNatural Environment that Supports US. 
WE LUV the Bees, Animals and 'YOUR 

OCEANS' where all the fish that are still left 
reside. WE Like Clean Air, Clean Water and 

RealFood. WE Care About Everything! We are 
building The Worlds Largest ALLSolar 

Research Vessel for The Children of this 
world, because they are The Future Now. If 

you 'Think' any part of this world is safe, 
then 'Think' again, because it is not. There 

is Huge Deception all around and also in 
Your Dreams. YU, The RealU in Your Astral 
Body are probably being TapLined in Your 

Dreams, especially if you follow a master or 
have a membership with one of the KEK 

Systems who also reside with the OWO (One 
World Order). You may 'Think' you are okay, 
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but it never hurts to check, and WE suggest 
to Sing The NU~U and let Rebazar & Paul 

show YU who is TapLining YU. You can 'stay 
stuck' where you are or YU can Join US and 

BE a FreeBeing of RealLight!  

RISKTAKERS ONLY 

"RISKTAKERS ONLY... The earth is a 'Place 
in Life' and YU, The RealU is here to Learn 
to Become MoreAware, but if you are going 
to waste another lifetime as part of the KEK 

Systems and their Kontrol over you, then 
there is nothing that can be shown to you 
that will make a difference. This world of 
'appearances' has a strong pull with Your 

RealAwareniss, The RealU that is operating 
the Five Psychic Cause and Effects Bodies 
that YU must use to eventually Recognize 

The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. THE 
ALLIS, IS The Unknown that cannot 

understood with the mind and senses. THE 
ALLIS, IS The Endless Adventure LifeIS. YU 
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Must BE a RiskTaker to Realize, Recognize, 
See & PerSeeve THE ALLIS. Intuition is the 

Etheric Body that is closet to the 
impressions of The RealU. Those who have 
this sense can more easily See THE ALLIS, 
if they have the Heart, Intent and Focus to 
do so. This Journey to RealFreedom is not 
for the light hearted and those who fear 

their surroundings here. You must first See 
where you are at here, but if you stay lost in 

Your LA LA Land Life here, then YU will 
reincarnate many more times, until YU find 

The Real UNUversal Guides once more. 
RealGuidance and a Real Education with The 

RealConnection to The SoundLight Reality 
are The Keys to The Real UNUverses beyond 
the time and space PsycRealms, also known 
as Creation. WE, WorldWide Educators, can 

only can only work with The Real 
RiskTakers, as everyone else will stay 

unaware and worshiping and praying with 
the Gods of Man.  
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AGITATION AWARENESS 

"I find it very understandable why some 
people are Agitated by what I am presenting 
and how Very Forward I am. I purposely do 
what I do for one basic overall reason, and 
that is to provide a Real WakeUp for those 
who are still TapLined and Trapped in this 

Designed Matrix. I am Living My 
RealAdventure to Become MoreAware. I am 

sure your mother shook you up at times 
when you did not want to get up and go to 

boring school. I was there too! We are all in 
Creation together, nut there is a Way Out 
that you may not know about, and it is not 
with the Deceptive KEK Systems that have 

been Kreated on this planet. To Free 
YourSelf, YU, The RealU must WakeUp and 

Pay Attention to RealGuidance. Life will 
Show YU how to 'Get ALL Your Own 

Answers,' but YU Must Listen with Your 
RealAwareniss. You have been raised by 

your family, had friends and relationships, 
had jobs or not, and Now you are where you 
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are. No matter how nice of a person you are 
and even popular or rich, YU are still 

TapLined and Trapped here for many more 
unconscious lifetimes of an even worse 
environment! Oh, it can be so, you 'being 

good' will gey YU to the Astral Realm after 
this life, and YU can meet the Astral God, 

but he is part of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who holds you here. The 
Kalaum Lizard God in the Mental Realm is 
the god of all religions, and he is also your 

jailer. Do YU want to WakeUp and Free 
YourSelf, or Stay Dah with everyone here? 
I am Agitating Your Awareniss to See The 

Real Opportunity I am providing! 

WHAT MAKES A MASTER 

"The Real UNUversal Guides stand with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS (THE ISNIS 

LIFE ALWAYS IS). This has always been so. 
The RealGuides decide The Chosen Ones for 
different periods to come to this earth and 
other planets. In the past the idea was a 
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master, but the days of masters and gurus is 
gone. What makes a Real Master? The 

Support and Backing of The Real UNUversal 
Guides & Life ITSelf, THE ALLIS. Since the 
year 2001, the days of masters and gurus 

are gone! Those who 'portray' to be masters 
and gurus do not have the support or 

backing of The Real UNUversal Guides. 
Some have the Angels from the Astral and 

Mental Realms, but most have the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) and their  

KEK Systems Armies (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) as backing. 

What has always made a master is The 
RealAwareniss the individual has, not the 
titles, notoriety or popularity a person has. 
Presidents, Queens, Kings, Governors and 

so on have titles, but they have no 
RealAwareniss nor Real Backing from Life 

ITSelf, they have driven and Kontrolled 
support from their Dumbed Down Devotes. 

THE NUMAN has The RealAwareniss to 
Recognize & PerSeeve THE ALLIS. THE 

NUMAN IS backed by The Real UNUversal 
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Guides & THE ALLIS. THE NUMAN IS Now 
The Real Connection with The Whole of Life. 
The KEK masters and their Reptilian mates 

have TapLined followers and hypnotized 
members as their support. 

SPIES WELCOME 

"ALL of US are on A Great Adventure, but 
only a very few will WakeUp in time to 

Recognize RealFreedom! YU, The RealU 
must pay close attention to what is being 
presented here. We welcome Everyone, 

including those who Spy on US and 
Everyone. If you 'Think' you are cleaver by 
being a Spy for the KEK Systems, you will 

soon find you have placed yourself in a 
strange dimensional matrix, because 

everything here is Cause and Effect and you 
will experience what you are deciding no 

matter who you are or how you justify what 
you are doing. We are here to show YU how 

to Free YourSelf from all the Fear Based 
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Systems of KEK, but if you persist, then you 
will be with THEM and living in the same 

Strange Alien Matrix they are. 
The KEK Deceptors are really afraid of their 

Shadows, as they project Fear to others. 
They 'Think' they have some form of Kontrol 

and Power over others, but each of THEM 
will stand alone with The Lords of Karma. 

Life on earth is hard enough without all the 
nonsense Self-Important Adults do. We can 
show YU, The RealU how to Get ALL Your 

Own Answers and BE Free! 

BIG KARMA NEWS 

"We are in the 'BIG KARMA AGE' where the 
reality of Cause and Effect is multiplied 
many times by those who are Deceiving 
others and Destroying The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US. The 
Deceptors, those who own the KEK Systems 

(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) are 
Kreating huge amounts of Big Karma for 

themselves. They 'Think' in their Little Minds 
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they can do whatever they want to, and they 
actually can, but they must 'meet 

themselves' at some point, whether in this 
life or in the many lifetimes they will be 
returning here unconscious again. The 

ruling presidents, queens, kings, masters 
and gurus, who look down on others as part 

of their HUman Farming willing be at the 
mercy of what they have decided. They can 
pray all they want to their Kalaum Reptilian 
God, but he is also bound by the actions of 
Cause and Effect with The Lords of Karma. 

The Belief Systems were Kreated by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) to Kontrol 

the masses and market them into 
Worshiping and PrayPaying to their invented 
gods. Religion and Politics is VoooDooo. The 
Birds, Bees and other animals do not look to 

any gods and do not Destroy their own 
environment as HUmads do. WE (WorldWide 

Educators) Report The Real News for 
Everyone. 
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REBAZAR THE NUSOUND THE NU~U 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined and held in 
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the Lower Astral Realm by their unaware 
masters and gurus and the fallacy of the 

Gods of Man. 

LISTEN  

"LISTEN, SEE, RECOGNIZE and then 
PERSEEVE... These are The NUSteps with 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. It is true that 

anyone can achieve what we are presenting, 
but they must decide to Be The Real 

RiskTaker and See Beyond what they have 
always known here. 

LISTEN... is to hear the Silence LifeIS, and 
then to SEE more than YU, The RealU have 

with just Your Mind. Then YU learn to 
RECOGNIZE Your RealAwareniss and what is 
taking place with The RealU, aside from all 
that YU have come to know and collect with 

Your Mind and Senses. Eventually, as YU 
explore The UNSeen & UNKnown LifeIS, YU 
will begin to PERSEEVE The ALLAliveniss 

LifeIS. This becomes The Real Journey with 
RealTruth & RealFreedom. We are The 
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RealConnection with The SoundLight 
TruReality. We Provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation like no one else. LISTEN and 

YU will be shown in Your DreamVisions. 

SECRET AGENTS of KEK 

"Hello Secret Agents, Spies, Government 
Officials, Diplomats, Royalty and so on... You 
are only Fooling Yourself when it comes to 
what You are doing everyday on this planet 

with Your Life. Because You have been 
taught to be 'Literal,' You 'Think' that 

everything revolves around You, because 
You have become educated and 'smart' 

according to the invented system You are in. 
But guess what? You are being 'used' by the 
people who hired You and they will soon get 
rid of You, because You know who they are! 
Even if they do not get rid of You, which they 
eventually get rid of everyone, You are still 

Collecting Karma from all Your Actions! 
Everyone, no matter who they are, Must 

Face Themselves in The TruSense. This is 
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how Cause and Effect works in Creation. 
Those who are with any of the KEK 

(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) and the 
Reptilian Regimes, have Huge Cause & 

Effect Karma, and will be returning here in 
deformed bodies. You have been poisoning 
this world and intimidating and destroying 

others, and You will face the same for 
lifetimes to come! 

SERIOUSLY... Do You really want to come 
back here unconscious in a deformed body 

with the same Reptilian Rulers that are 
paying You their Fake Money? The only thing 
You are getting here is More Karma! Really! 
If You do not heed this warning, then Your 

Karma will come faster. With RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation, You can start to work 

off the Old Karma in this lifetime and 
Become Free of all Cause and Effect, or Stay 
Lost and Unaware with the Educated Know-

it-Alls. Your Choice! 
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THE NUSOUND LIFEIS NU~U 

"THE NU~U, IS THE NUSOUND LIFEIS. Life 
ITSelf decides what 'IT' will present to those 

in the Five Levels of Creation. The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, is not the Gods 
of Man, which are 'fabrications' of the KEK 

Systems. On the earth there is the 'personal 
will' which 'seems' to dominate, but this is a 
fallacy only seen with the eyes and senses, 
as the 'appearance' of what exists here only 

lasts so long, and then it is known as 
history, but moreso 'Emotional Attachments' 
to something that was once created. People 
are more into 'day dreaming' than they are 
Being Real with what is really taking place 
here. The masses have been indoctrinated, 
hypnotized and TapLined into Agreeing with 
a one dimensional world that 'appears' to be 
three dimensional. The Dumbed Down look 

to the educated authorities who know 
nothing about The Whole of Life, as they 
keep Agreeing to their own demise. The 

TruReality LifeIS, cannot be Literally 
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understood, but must be Recognized and 
PerSeeved for What IT IS, and not for what 
IT IS not. There is no logic or reason with 

The TruReality LifeIS, only with the Gods of 
Man that Kontrol everyone. Logic and reason 

entail Restrictions, and THE ALLIS has 
None! The NUSound, THE NU~U, IS The 

Direct & Real Connection with The 
SoundLight Reality THE ALLIS, IS. People 
can 'believe' whatever they want, but the 
idea of 'belief' is a Kontrol, Kreated by the 

Belief System Businesses. Each person has 
ALL Their Own Answers, and with The 

NUSound NU~U, YU, The RealU will WakeUp 
and Recognize what is taking place in Your 

DreamVisions with RealGuidance Now. 

UNICORNS 

"Once upon a time in the lands of the never-
ending spring, a king sat in his golden throne 
and ruled his kingdom in perfect harmony. A 
person can feel nothing but exuberance at 

the sight of the magnificent castle in which 
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the king and his daughter lived, the majestic 
atmosphere of the woods spread all around 
the castle. It was Heaven-on-Earth; there 

was nothing that could even possibly attain 
the perfection of this place. The beauty of 
the forest made it amazing. In those woods 
lived creatures unknown and one of them 

was the unicorn. One day a rumor started... 
Someone saw a white creature with the 

looks of a horse, yet having a beautiful horn. 
From this the king's daughter had an 

adventurous spirit and that day she decided 
to take a walk in the surrounding forests. 
Pushed by the desire to pick some fresh 
flowers, she left the castle and headed 

towards the woods. 

With all beauty of the trees and flowers and 
the crystal cleanness of the mineral springs 
she lost track of time and wandered around 
for hours and hours and suddenly, she was 

very deep into the woods. She started 
realizing that the woods were getting darker 

and darker and the trees were losing their 
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beauty, the grass was dead and there were 
no animals around. She started getting 

scared and remembered a story heard long 
ago from her nanny, a story about the Dark 

Forest, deep inside the beautiful surrounding 
woods. Everyone believed it was just a 

legend, that it wasn’t a real place, but right 
at that moment she was thinking it over. The 

horse was stepping lightly onto the grass, 
slowly moving between the trees, heading 

towards the little glade where she was lying 
unconsciously. As approaching, it saw the 
purity of the girl in front of him and slowly 

began to trust that innocent maid. When the 
unicorn got to her, he bent his neck down 
and looked at her. Then the white horse 

stood up and let her get on its back and they 
both headed towards the castle. The 
princess was charmed by the horses 

innocence and nobility, by its graceful 
movements between the trees and its gentle 
steps on the grass. When they reached the 
castle and went inside the stone walls a lot 

of people surrounded them. The princess 
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got down from the Unicorn and telling the 
men that the horse saved her life. When the 

king came, she explained everything. He 
hugged his precious daughter and looked at 
the Unicorn. During the feast that night, it 

was pronounced that the Unicorn is a 
sacred horse and it was forbidden hunting it. 

After saving the princess, the Unicorn left 
and never came back. No one ever saw it 
again, but now all people knew the truth 
about the Unicorn. The princess surly did 

meet the unicorn again! 

This is a Short Story By Mihaela 
Karaivanova & Zhanina Uzunova 

Duane... "There are many Wonderful Stories 
that inspire the imagine to Take The Risk to 

See Beyond this Frozen Passing Dream 
Matrix of a world. WE are Real RiskTakers 
and WE are Presenting Something Real & 

Wonderful, but YU, the RealU, must Learn to 
See IT! 
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Sensational Submission or REALSURVIVAL 

"All of us experience the Sensations of our 
Emotional Senses, as this is from Your 

Astral Body. You have a Physical Body and 
four other Unseen Bodies, and the one You 
probably like the best is Your Feelings and 
Emotional Sensations. Because of how this 

planet is really Kontrolled, many of Your 
Emotional Sensations are Subliminally 

Kontrolled without You knowing this. You 
can Stay Lost and Unaware for as long as 
You want here, as You have Free Will to do 
whatever. From Your Personal Feelings to 

the 'Love' idea You experience here, You are 
being kept against Your Will in this One-

Dimensional Matrix. The earth is a Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet and You have been 
part of the Human Farming GeoEngineering 
of the KEK Systems for more lifetimes than 
You can remember. Even the love idea You 
have always held near and dear is being 
used against You and others as a Huge 

Marketing Ploy Kontrols almost everyone 
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here. Your Feelings and Sensations are part 
of Your Experience here, but there is a lot 

more to YU, The RealU, than what Your 
Senses can understand. YU can stay in 
Cause and Effect Creation for as many 

lifetimes as YU want, or YU can Learn to 
Become MoreAware and WakeUp to 
RealSurvival. As YU decide to have 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation, YU will 
be shown in Your DreamVisions what lies 
beyond this 'Place in Life' and into a much 

Bigger Picture that is a Lot More Fun! 

THE SECRETS OF CREATION 

"We have all been taught that Creation is the 
ultimate, because those who live on this 

planet do not really know what The Whole of 
LifeIS. Most people 'Think' that what they 

see with their eyes is what LifeIS, but there 
is a much Bigger Picture for those who Take 

The Risk to discover The TruReality Life, 
THE ALLIS. For the first time ever, YU, The 
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RealU can learn to Recognize RealFreedom. 
There is no freedom on the earth, only 
'implied freedom' with the KEK System 
Dictators. The RealSecret of Creation is 

what Duane The Great Writer is presenting 
as he is Sharing His RealExperiences for 
Everyone. Creation involves Cause and 

Effect, Reincarnation and Karma. DuaneIS 
THE NUMAN of THE ALLIS, a PurReality that 
IS Like the SUN Always Shining. You decide 

Your Adventure and if you want to stay 
Stuck and TapLined with Old Karma with the 

KEK System and their presidents, queens, 
rulers, masters and other Kontrollers. Read 
this NUBook and WakeUp & BE Free Now! 

THE SECRETS OF CREATION  

Most of the people on this planet do not 
know the Real History of what has taken 

place here. The masses have been 
'marketed' to 'Think' a certain way, so they 
can easily be Kontrolled by the Deceptive 
Dictators who keep people Dumbed Down 
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and Unaware. There is a Great Secret with 
ALL Creation that very few ever Recognize. 
First off, Creation 'is not' The Whole of Life 
as each of us has been taught. For the most 
part, people have been taught according to 
what the Political and Religious RuleMaking 
Regimes have decided for their servants to 
'believe' in. You are probably one of these 
people and you carry a lot of 'ideas' the 

invented insane institutions have 'devised' 
for you to believe. It is always Your Choice 

as to what Your Life will be.  
I suggest to take a close look at what is 
always taking place around you with The 

ALLNatural Environment, and also the 
animals, birds, bees, butterflies and the fish 

in the oceans, and especially the SUN 
Shining in the sky. Do you see or know of 
any 'belief, hope or faith' that relates to 

what I have just mentioned? Does Nature 
demonstrate it knows what it is doing, along 

with all the creatures that live here? Yes 
they do! And do the so-called 'intelligent' 

people on this planet really know what they 
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are doing by constantly destroying The 
Natural Environment that Supports ALL of 

US? No they do not! Being stupid is a way of 
life for many people as they keep destroying 

what supports them, and as they also 
worship and pray and believe in ghostly 

gods.  
Humans can have their 'beliefs and rituals' 

from doctrines invented by those who 
Kontrol them. The RealSecret to Creation is 

from all the experiences a person 
accumulates as they go thru the 'process' of 
Creation, until they are ready to WakeUp and 

Recognize that The Whole of Life, The 
TruReality LifeIS, is so much more and so 

much better than Creation. Thru the process 
in Creation with all that we have 

experienced for lifetimes, we are eventually 
ready to have Real Guidance and a 

RealEducation to stand in RealFreedom. You, 
as you are reading this NUBook have an 
opportunity like never before to WakeUp 

Now and Test The NU~U Sessions and learn 
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to Watch Your DreamVisions. YU, The RealU 
will be shown, 'What IS Real Now!'  

DATE LIGHT BEINGS ~ DATING SITE 

Hello & Welcome to our 'Light Being Dating 
Site' for ALL Beings of Light. We are Fun and 

We are Real! We will show YU, The RealU 
how to contact others who are also looking 

for a Real Relationship. There is so much 
more to YourSelf and The Whole of Life than 

what is seen on the surface of this world. 
YU are actually meeting New Beings in Your 
DreamVisions at night and some of them are 

on the earth somewhere. This then 
'Becomes An Adventure Like No Other' for 

YU to find someone who can understand you 
and you them. We all have our challenges 
and you will decide how you will handle 

yours. We suggest to Test The NU~H 
Sessions before going to sleep and YU will 
start to make contact with someone who is 

compatible with YU. Have Fun with The 
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NU~U Sessions and Be Patient and 
Honorable with those YU meet here and on 

The RealSide. 

YOU CAN DATE REAL LIGHT BEINGS  

LifeIS so much Bigger than you can imagine 
and we are here to Share Something 
Wonderful with YU, The RealU, Your 

RealAwareniss. YU are having 
RealExperiences in Your DreamVisions at 

night and YU are meeting New Beings all the 
time, but you are not always aware of this or 
Recognizing what it taking place in what you 
have been told and considered dreams. You 
are missing a lot by 'not knowing' what is 

taking place in Your DreamVisions, but with 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation, YU will 
be on your way to meeting Real Beings of 
Light who are also interested in meeting 

you. At first YU, The RealU will meet them in 
Your DreamVisions, and at some point you 
can meet them in Your Personal Life here. 

YU can also meet with those YU know from 
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when they were on the earth and have 
passed into the other worlds. As you read 
what we are presenting you will gain the 

RealKnowledge needed to have 
RealExperiences for YourSelf and Become 
MoreAware of unlimited possibilities like 

never before.  

YU, The RealU is so much more than just a 
body and mind, YU are a Free Being of 

RealLight and so is everyone else, it is that 
they have not Recognized this yet. As you 

take the time to read this NUBook, you will 
gain a huge insight that is not found in any 
of the educational systems of this world. 

There is so much more to Life than the so- 
called knowledge you have been educated 
with. As you practice The NU~U Sessions, 

Your RealAwareniss will open up and YU will 
begin to Recognize NUWorlds and Real 

UNUverses that you never knew existed. 
This is not rocket science and you do not 

even need a high school diploma to become 
successful. Your NUDream Date is waiting 
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for YU right now and for you to discover 
them as they will become aware of YU. Take 

The Risk and Have Fun with Your 
NUAdventure!  

The NU~U Sessions are very easy and here 
is what YU do to meet Your NUDream Date... 
As you are getting ready to go to bed each 

night, get yourself comfortable and begin to 
Sing... “NU~U for about 10 to 15 minutes like 
this... “NU~U~U~U... NU~U~U~U... and so on 

and gently extend The NUSound and 
imagine Your Dream Date. The NU~U is a 

Natural Sound with The ALLNatural 
Environment. Test The NU~U for at least a 
week and Watch Your DreamVisions... Have 

Fun!  

The NU~U Session... Before going to sleep, 
relax on your bed and Sing The NU~U for 

about 10 to 15 minutes like this... 
"NU~U~U~U... NU~U~U~U... NU~U~U~U... 

NU~U~U~U... and so on" As you go to sleep 
imagine where YU want to be and who YU 
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want to be with. This may take some time 
for results, so Have Fun and let us know how 

YU are doing! 

ALL DECEPTION SHOWS UP 

"It is so unfortunate that this world has 
come to what it has with all the Deception 

from those who are entrusted with the 
responsibility of others. But, this is the 

Earth and this is how the Earth is. Those 
who are in Kontrol on this planet are 

unaware of the reality of Cause & Effect, or 
what is known as Karma. In Creation, Cause 
& Effect are Very Real, and whatever anyone 
does they will soon meet their creations, as 
nothing can be hidden, because we are all in 
the same Life. ALL DECEPTION SHOWS UP… 

LOOK BEHIND THE CURTAIN 

"The Dumbed Down and Unaware cannot 
always SeeThru the Marketing Ploy of The 
Deceptors, the KEK Systems, those who 
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Kontrol this planet with an iron fist. The 
masses like to be the audience and listen to 
the 'pretty words' of their pope, presidents 

and masters, who are TapLining their 
followers in their dreams. These are the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) that live off 
the embodiments of others from BEHIND 

THEIR CURTAIN. Those who do not WakeUp 
this lifetime will be drawn to the Lower 

Astral Realm after this life and The Phantom 
Zone with their TapLiners. For those that 

have the courage to SeeTru the Deception of 
the Alien REPSystems (Religious, 

Educational, Political, SciFi Social) they can 
learn to Free Them-Selves Now, or Stay Lost 

in this Kreated Matrix of HUman Alien 
Farming. 

SEEING THE FUTURE 

"The idea has always been to keep thinking 
about the future and Seeing yourself there. 
For the most part, You and so many like You 
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are usually placing YourSelf in a position of 
Demise, but of course You do not See this. 

Wanting a nice future is a nice idea, but 
there are billions of people on this planet 

with their own ideas and what You want will 
usually conflict with theirs and You will 

many times end up where You do not want 
to be. There is a way to See what You want 

and also have it without the conflicts or 
other interruptions, and then end up in a 

RealPosition of RealFreedom. 

"You have been taught an 'implied' freedom 
that You 'Think' is all there is, so in the 

meantime You keep chasing a future that 
You "Think' will be better. Does this sound 

familiar? Of course it does, because You are 
in The Designed Matrix. You may not Agree 
to this, but You are still in it! If You are like 
so many others, then what You are Seeing 

as Your Future will become a ghost. Oh, You 
might have seen your parents become what 
society deems as 'successful' as they made 

their way to their retirement. And also so 
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many others like them, but You do not See is 
where they are really going after this life. 
You may 'Think' they are going to some 

heaven You have heard about from those 
who invented all the systems upon this 
earth. And it can be so, because most 

people will go into another area or 
dimension, which is usually the Astral Realm 
and is The First Heaven of Man. All of this is 

fine, as You have been there many times 
yourself, but what You do not See is that 

they will be returning unconsciously again 
to start all over as an unaware embodiment. 

Seeing The Future is a fun idea, but 
Becoming MoreAware and Waking Up to 
what is really taking place here and with 

The Whole of Life, is a lot better! It is always 
Your Choice to See Beyond this world and 

Your Future here, or to stay stuck here with 
all the Cause and Effect Karma that You 
create. There is More than what is Here. 
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SAUCER BURGER 

"Are you seeing 'Strange Things' after you 
have eaten your Drive-Thru Burger? Do you 
have any idea what is in what you have just 

eaten? Do you even want to know? Most 
people really do not, they just want the thing 
to 'taste good' and that is all. You are always 
deciding Your Fate and Destiny in Creation, 
and there is a lot more going on with this 
planet, moreso than what Your Physical 

Eyes can see. WE are WorldWide Educators 
with The ALLNatural Environment that 

Supports ALL of US. WE provide what no one 
can, The NUSound LifeIS, The NU~U~U~U, 
that will show YU, The RealU. how to get 

ALL Your Own Answers from YourSelf. Sound 
Fun? Yes it is, and YU can Have Fun doing 
this always. The KEK Systems (Kontrolling 

Earthly Korporations) have binded 
themselves with the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) to keep you in their Human 
Farming Prison on earth. WE will show YU, 

how to escape and BE Free Forever! 
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DREAMING and PSYCHIATRY 

"Some of us need more help than others, but 
there is a much better way to understand 
YourSelf than the KEK System Methods 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). We 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
that YU, The RealU will WakeUp to and 

Become MoreAware and learn how to Free 
YourSelf from all Your Restrictions, so that 
YU are Wonderful! Simply Test The NU~U 

Sessions and Watch Your DreamVisions. We 
are Here for YU! 

ASK YOUR ANALYST ABOUT DREAMING  

The KEK Systems cover almost every area 
of human endeavor, as they want Kontrol 
over everyone and everything they do. We 

are all living in the Age of Absolute Kontrol 
and Submission, but most people cannot See 

this. The masses have been seduced and 
indoctrinated to Agree to Restrictions as a 
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way of life. Like an enlisted man going thru 
basic training, it makes sense to be familiar 

with the disciplines that one needs to 
prepare themselves for the outside world. 

But at a certain point, the disciplines begin 
to work as Restrictions and actually block a 

person from Seeing Beyond what has 
already been created in Creation for the sole 
purpose to expand upon what is necessary 

to eventually See The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. The Stress Factor in society has been 

purposely heightened to keep people off 
guard and off balance with their lives to the 

point they 'Think' they sometimes need 
Psychological and Psychiatric Care. The 

KEK Systems want You and everyone else at 
their mercy and You under Absolute Kontrol.  

When we take a look at how the Native 
American Indians lived and how they worked 
with The ALLNatural Environment, there is a 

huge difference from then and to what is 
taking place Right Now. Very few people 

really See what is taking place right in front 
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of them and how the masses are being led 
and herded into a single purpose by those 

who Kontrol all the Deception on this planet. 
You can go to the doctor and your Shrink, 
but they are already bought off with the 
'appearance' to help you, and to moreso 

keep you Konfused and vulnerable. I am here 
to provide what no one else will, 

RealGuidance and a Real Education that 
cannot be found anywhere else. You can 

listen to the politicians, the religious clergy 
and the spiritual masters and gurus, but 

they are all Alien TapLined and tied to the 
Astral Realm and the Gods of Man. I am 

presenting a Way to RealFreedom from all 
the lifetimes you have been here and going 
thru this same nonsense. But here is The 
Key, YU, The RealU have to WakeUp and 
Decide to Take The Risk and start Your 

Journey to RealFreedom, or YU will once 
again forget you were ever here. There is no 

guarantee that YU will find what is being 
presented Now in a future lifetime, unless 
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someone like me is here to do it. Test The 
NU~U Sessions and Watch Your Dreams!  

WATER CARS 

"We are providing a WorldWide WakeUp for 
Everyone. We can See there can be so many 
ways to make Better Choices for ALL of US. 
Creation is its own reality and we are each 

doing what we can as this world is not 
getting better, but more polluted. With a 
good imagination, anyone can learn to 

contribute Something Beneficial. The old 
piston engine has seen its day and The 

ALLNatural Environment has suffered long 
enough from it. We like to work with people 

who can SeeMore than what has already 
taken place on this planet. This is why we 

have created The ALLSolar Research Vessel 
Project as a WorldWide Wakeup for 

Everyone. Stand with us and Join 'The 
Porpoisee Club' by giving up your 

Agreements with what is harming Earth. 
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See US on YouTube... 'ALLSOLAR RESEARCH 
VESSEL' 

Our Website... www.TheNUPresentation.org 
German WATER CAR ... https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=RX16IdF7xoA 

EVA IS President of The NUPresentation 
Foundation 

Miss Eva Shari Schoen is President of The 
NUPresentation Foundation, an 

ALLHumanitarian Educational Community 
Service for ALL. Here is something she is 

Sharing for Everyone... 

THE BEST YEARS OF MY LIFE 

Hello, I am Eva Shari Schoen from Germany. 
I was raised in a wonderful family with a 
brother and sister and my parents were 

almost perfect, as they never argued and 
always loved me. I did not like school too 
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much, but I did liked to read and have 
fantasies about my own adventures. I began 
to work at a young age and then eventually 

started my own business with my Yoga 
School. Over the years I became part of 

various spiritual paths and teachings and 
finally came to what has become known as 

'The Korporation.' I was with The 
Korporation for 32 years and I did learn a lot 

and from everything else that I have been 
through this lifetime. 

BUT... from all that I have been through and 
learned, nothing can compare to what I have 

Become MoreAware of since the end of 
2013 to this very moment NOW, and that is... 
when I met Duane The Great Writer and he 

introduced me to Rebazar Tarzs, Paul 
Twitchell and The Real UNUversal Guides! 
Duane shared The NU~U Sessions with me 

and explained that the HU, AUM and all 
other Old words go directly to the Reptilian 
TapLiners in the Lower Astral Realm. As I 

did The NU~U my life bgan to change for the 
better, much better! When I was with The 
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Kontrolling TapLining Korporation of master 
Harry and Krone, I had a lot of pain from 

TapLining and I was taking medications. As 
Duane and I began to know each other 

better and talk on Skype everyday, I was 
learning so much from him and My 

DreamVisions were getting better and I was 
having NUExperiences with Rebazar & The 

RealGuides. 
Today, we have Skype Groups five days a 

week and two Blog Talk Radio Shows with 
Wonderful Aware Beings all over the world 

who are Singing The NU~U and Sharing 
Wonderful RealExperiences with Rebazar & 
The RealGuides. I am no longer Restricted 

by Korporation Rules and Regulations, Fake 
Initiations, Astral TapLining masters and 
their Reptilian wives. I have learned that 

KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) rule 
this planet and I am fine with this, and that 

what they are 'selling' to the public is no 
different than what Oscar Meyer makes and 

sells, its all Baloney! 
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With Duane & The RealGuides has been 'The 
Best Year of My Life' and it keeps getting 

better every moment! Test The NU~U 
Sessions and yopu will be shown the Astral 

TapLines that are making you ill and 
Restricted. Watch Your DreamVisions and 

Rebazar and Paul will show YU!  
EVA SHARI SCHOEN 

DISTORTED EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENTS 

"Distorted Emotional Attachments and 
Agreements are a way of life on this planet, 

because they are mainly bases upon 
Kontrol. The KEK Systems who rule this 

world want people to be Emotionally 
Distorted, so they can be Kontrolled and 
Manipulated. With Distortion there is no 
Kontrol, so each person will decide their 

position in Creation, or have a RealPosition 
with The Whole of Life, THE ALLIS. There is 
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a Big Difference. When a person can See & 
Recognize their RealAwareniss, then they 
cannot be fooled and misled into Agreeing 

with The Influencial Distortion of presidents, 
queens, kings, politicians religious fanatics, 
masters and gurus. The masses have been 

taught to 'not See' what is really taking 
place on the earth as to all that has been 
created here. People are taught to 'blindly 

Think' everything is okay according to those 
who are Deciding the lives of others. This is 

how the KEK Systems work, and very 
purposely so. Fortunately, LifeIS So Much 

Bigger and Better, but very have the Heart, 
Intent and Focus to eventually Recognize & 
PerSeeve this TruReality LifeIS. Each one of 
each us learns to Recognize whatever it is 

we need to survive here, but there is a much 
Bigger Picture, a Bigger and More Real 

Reality that cannot be Seen with the eyes or 
understood with the mind and senses, and it 
is not about the Deceptive Gods of Man, that 

the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
invented. The KEK System invented the 
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VoooDooo Religions of Worship and 
PrayPaying to unseen entities, which are 

really the Reptilian Lords and Kontrollers in 
outer space. This is why people are taught 

to look to the sky, which is just an 
atmosphere around this planet, and then 
what is beyond this is black space. The 

masses do not know what they are really 
Praying to, that is actually a Power Position 
of Agreement for the Reptilian TapLiners to 
Kontrol their HUman Farming on this planet. 

You Always Decide Your Fate, as You will 
constantly be living it while You are here! 

Beyond Online Dating 

"IS there Dating Beyond this World? Of 
course There IS! Many people wonder... "Can 

I have Sex after I am Dead? Can I still eat 
What I Want without a body? Will I be with 

My Loved Ones who are also Dead? This and 
so many other questions arise as people 

come closer to leaving this planet and going 
Beyond This Life. But guess what... Most of 
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You out there will be back here very soon! 
YU, The RealU has been here many times 

before, but You (The Personal You created) 
does not remember this, because the Little 
You, that YU, The RealU is operating is in a 

new body and a new mind Now. The RealU is 
Your RealAwareniss that is collecting 

experiences in Life to Become MoreAware. 
YU have Five Bodies, YU are operating at 

the same time, but the Little You is usually 
only familiar with one, the physical body and 
the Five Senses. Sounds funny, because this 
is what You have Not been taught from The 
One-Dimensional Mind Kontrolling Systems 
on the earth. The basic idea on earth is... 
Boy Meets Girl! As we each go thru many 

lifetimes on this planet and others, we 
collect a lot of Baggage (Old Karma) that we 

drag with us into future lifetimes. Until we 
are able to WakeUp and See Beyond this 

world known as The Passing Dream and The 
House of Mirrors, we stay here until we do 

WakeUp and Get Real with the Whole of Life. 
The systems that have been created on the 
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earth such as, politics, religion, spiritual, 
education, scientific, are all part of this One-
Dimensional PhysicalAstral Experience most 

people are living in. The Astral Body, the 
Second Body of HUman Farming is the 

Emotional Body and corresponds to Your 
Feelings and Sensations. You many times 
confuse these 'feelings' with the idea of 
love, which is okay and Your Choice, but 
there is So Much More that You are Not 

Seeing! Would You like to have a Wonderful 
and RealAdventure of Romance Beyond Your 
Wildest Dreams? You can, that is if You are 
willing to Take The Risk to Have IT! WakeUp 

and Pay Attention Here! 

KEK MICROWAVE MADNESS 

The Reptilian Regime of KEK has been 
Microwaving this planet for decades. 

Microwaves are Mind Kontrol for Human 
Farming. With all that  
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is taking place right in front of Everyone, 
most people are still so Dumbed Down Dah 
as to what is really taking place here. NO 

ON IS EXEMPT from the Causes and Effects 
of what is purposely being created. In Time 
and Space Creation, which is this Physical 
Realm, Astral, Causal and Mental Realms, 
this is always Cause and Effect Karma for 
the unaware to deal with. No matter who a 
person 'Thinks' they are, they have to 'Face 
Them-selves' for whatever they have done 

here. It may take many more lifetimes, even 
hundreds, but all the Causes and Effects 

must be faced. The Whole of Life IS Bigger 
than the Little Minds that Kontrol this 

planet. Even the invented Gods of Man, who 
are GovernorLords with the various realms 
must face themselves someday. The KEK 
Systems have Kreated all the 'fallacies' of 
gods and saviors to keep people asleep for 

their mealtime. Just like the Lethal 
Microwave Machines people buy to heat up 

their Karcinogenic Dinners with, what is 
happening on this planet is the very same. 
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Fukishima, Japan, is one of the many 
examples of what The Reptilian Regimes are 

doing to make this planet 'More Acidic' for 
their environment. WakeUp and take a Real 

Look at what is taking place here! 

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP PRESS 

"We are 'The Professional Journalis Group' 
for this world and the Worlds Beyond that 

are Not Seen by everyone. This earth world 
of events and experiences is one-

dimensional in a 3 dimensional place. We 
are Multi-Dimensional Journalis, because 
what is taking place on this planet is also 

from many other dimensions that are 
Effecting ALL of US. We Report The 

RealNews from this limited world and also 
from the Astral Worlds and those beyond. We 

are providing a WorldWide WakeUp like no 
one else can. We are always willing to 'work 

with' those who have The RealCourage to 
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come forward and Share Something 
Wonderful & Real. We suggest to Sing The 

NU~U NUSound and to BE with The 
ALLNatural Environment & BE Free! 

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP PRESS 'THE 
ENVIRONMENT' / REALNEWS SERVICE  

We are The Number #1 RealNews Service 
with Your Planet Daily. We are Here for You! 
We have The RealNews just about no one 

else does. It is true that We get our 
RealNews from many sources that others 
get theirs from, but We go one giant step 

further, We also have RealGuidance and We 
get our Best and Latest for Your Planet Daily 

from The TruSource LifeIS, 'Your 
DreamVisions Now' (Trademark).  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

We are here for The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports ALL of US, and this is Your 
Planet too! The ALLNatural Environment 
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starts with this Solid World and Level or 
Dimension, then moves into The RealSide 
LifeIS starting with the Astral Level and 
Worlds, which is the Second Level, then 

from there into many more Levels. So, on a 
Daily bases, We Cover Your Planet! And 

better than this, YU, The RealU can meet 
US, The NUCrew & NUKids, on The RealSide 
LifeIS in Your DreamVisions. We are not here 

to 'change' anything, as people have Free 
Will to do whatever they want to. We are 

Simply Reporting The RealNews and 
Providing a RealEducation for Everyone to 

Become MoreAware. As each person 
Becomes MoreAware, they can Learn to 

Make Better Choices with their life that will 
effect The Environment Realistically, instead 

of continually destroying it just to Kontrol 
others.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

We SeeThru what is taking place here as the 
KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
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Systems Dictate and Rule this planet for 
their own gain and misuse what is here for 
ALL of US. We See the overall plan behind 

what is taking place, which most people do 
not, because they are Konditioned to 'Think' 
a certain way and see things a certain way. 

LifeIS ALL About Becoming MoreAware, Real 
& Free. This Material Level is the hardest 

place to deal with survival, but it is part of 
an overall Recognition and Understanding 

that penetrates beyond this world of 
solidness. Once YU, The RealU, Wakes Up 

and begins to SeeMore than just the limited 
activities that are being performed here, YU 
will then start to See Beyond this world of 

'appearances' and soon into The Real 
UNUverse LifeIS. Sing The NU~U for The 

Environment.  
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UNCONDITIONAL LOVE 

"Unconditional Love and Personal Emotional 
Love is what we have all come to know. 

These 'ideas' from Creation do have their 
place, just like logic and reason, morals and 
ethics, but there is a lot more that is UnSeen 

by most people. We each go thru many 
lifetimes until we are ready to See the 

Bigger Picture LifeIS, but until then, we are 
left to figure out what could possibly 
OverSee the so-called divine idea of 

Unconditional Love. Well, there really is so 
much more, but YU, The RealU have to be 

The Real RiskTaker to find out, or YU never 
will. YU can stay in the Matrix of Creation 

for as long as YU want with Your Five 
Psychic Bodies that are always being 
attacked, especially today with all the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) on this 
earth, who actually Kontrol the planet. OR... 
Learn to WakeUp and Get Real with YourSelf 
to eventually Recognize Real Freedom, aside 

from the 'implied' freedoms of the KEK 
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Systems. You always have the Choice, as 
You always have. You can be Kontrolled by 
the Authoritarians and their invented gods, 
or YU, The RealU can learn to get Your Own 

Answers from YourSelf Now. We Are Real 
and Fun! 

IT IS TIME TO GO! 

"YU, The RealU (aside from the PersonalSelf, 
YU created for this life) have been here for 
more lifetimes than You can imagine. Of 

course, You have not been taught this, and 
there is a very specific reason why, which 

You can learn about if You have the courage 
to BE a Real RiskTaker and See Beyond 
what You have known and Agreed to. It 

Really IS Your Time to Go, but are You ready 
to Decide to Do So? LifeIS So Much Bigger 

than what You have come to know on earth. 
The answers You have been looking for 

cannot be found in outer space among the 
Ghostly Gods of Men, but YU, The RealU, 
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can WakeUp and Discover that YU, have ALL 
The Answers YU will ever need with YU 

Right Now! Do You want to Stay Lost on this 
old planet and return for more of the same 

drudgery and slavery as You are in Now? Or 
WakeUp and Discover RealFreedom with 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation, as You 
Watch Your DreamVisions! 

CHRISTIANS WAKING UP 

"Millions of Christians are Waking Up to the 
fallacies of the church and what they have 
been doing throughout history. Christians 

are Watching Their Dreams and getting their 
own answers for everything in their life. 

Dreams have been in their Bible for 
centuries and most people have not paid 

attention to this. The so-called 'prophecies' 
were written by the Reptilians to fool people 
into 'Thinking' that just because the events 
have come to pass that the Reptilians Gods 
are real. This has all been premeditated to 

fool the unaware into Human Farming. 
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Christians are Becoming MoreAware and 
they are tired of being used by the church 

and the Reptilian Authoritarians. 

THE NUWAVIS THE REAL WORLDWIDE 
WAKEUP 

We Are The Real WorldWide WakeUp Now! 
We Are The NUNowniss with The TruReality 
LifeIS, ALLIS The Natural Environment that 

Supports ALL of US. We provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation to 'Show 
You how to Get Your Own Answers!' Do You 
like being dependent on others and the KEK 
Systems that are destroying The ALLNatural 

Environment? This IS Your World Too! Are 
You Waking Up to what is really taking place 

here? It is Your Choice with what You 
Decide Your Life to BE! We Are Real & We 

Are Wonderful! We Are Not... Political, 
Religious, Spiritual, Dumbed Down Standard 
Education or Scientific Mad Scientists. We 

Are Here to provide a RealBenefit and 
RealValue with what is taking place on the 
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planet earth. 
YU,The Real has a Great Opportunity Right 
Now to WakeUp and Do Something Real & 
Wonderful with Your Life, moreso than just 

'going along' with what others create that is 
adding to the demise of The Natural 

Environment. It only makes sense to protect 
what provides for ALL of US. The Birds, 

Bees, Butterflies and ALL the animals and 
creatures of 'YOUR OCEANS' are calling out 
to Everyone to WakeUp and See what people 
are doing to Nature and themselves. Are YU 

Listening? Sing The NU~U and learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions at night and 'Life 
Will Show You,' YU have ALL The Answers 

YU need for YourSelf to Make Better 
Choices! 
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UFO WATCHERS 

"UFO Watching can be Fun! Just ask some of 
these who have been abducted. It is 

understandable that we are all interested in 
the Unknown, especially those things that 

Scare US! It does seem fun to be scared and 
have to run for your life into the dark forest 

or across the Freeway at rush hour, or better 
yet, up a steep hill or mountainside to where 
you are hanging from a cliff and hanging on 
for your life! Indiana Jones was good at this, 
but he is older and wiser now. Some people 
'Think' the UFO Aliens are friendly, like in 
the movies, 'Independence Day and Mars 

Attacks.' Okay, if you find a Friendly Alien, 
please let us know, we would like to 

interview them. Just Kidding! Please keep 
them at your house! There are many UFOs 
all over this planet, and some people can 

See them and many cannot. There 'might' be 
some friendly Aliens out there, but for the 

most part they are The Reptilians who 
Kontrol this planet and are Not Nice at all! 
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We at UNUversal Communities suggest to 
Test the NU~U Sessions and Become 

MoreAware, then YU, The RealU will have 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation into 

whatever YU need to know with Your Life! 
We are here for YU! Sing The NU~U and then 

Watch Your DreamVisions at night. 

Promoting HUman Farming 

"Most people do not realize they are 
Promoting HUman Farming that is keeping 

them in the Unconscious Designed Matrix of 
Creation. There is a lot to explain about this, 
as most people have come from traditional 

ideas they have been marketed with that are 
nothing more than HUman Farming 

Promotions. Each person has to decide if 
they are going to WakeUp or Stay Lost on 

this earth for more lifetimes of the same old 
poisoned drudgery. I suggest to Do Your 

Homework about HUman Farming, because 
it is Your Life Here and this is also Your 
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Planet the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
are poisoning everyday. Have Fun Deciding! 

KEK HUMANITARIAN PROGRAMS 

"KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
Humanitarian Programs really do 'Appear' to 

be a benevolent benefit, and so let's have 
fun Reporting The RealNews and See what 
is actually taking place. The idea and word 
'government' means Mind Kontrol. Anything 

that is devised, Kreated and then 
implemented to the masses from a 

government is usually about Kontrol and 
Manipulation, no matter how 'good it 

sounds!' There will always be people who 
want to be 'thought' of as 'do-gooders' for 
others, when in fact when any government 
is involved it is all about Kontrolling others. 
One of the newest Humanitarian Housing 

Programs is Agenda 21, which is also going 
by other Deceptive titles. The idea is to build 
housing and provide jobs, so that people can 

be Cubic-ill-ized into being watched, 
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manipulated, WiFi Microwaved and work at a 
really boring supporting MiliTerrorized job 

for the OWO (One World Order). I suggest to 
'LOOK' at the Bigger Picture, and not just 
the 'Sound-Good Idea' that is being sold. 

There are many wonderful people that are 
being 'used' by the Officialness to Kontrol 
others as their 'Puppets' and to do these 

Deceptive Government Programs. Money is 
never a hurdle with government, because 

they Kreate their Funny Munny out of 
nothing, which is fine, but for what 'hidden' 

purpose? May people want to 'Think' it is for 
a 'good cause' because they want the 

Munny, and they really do not want to 'SEE' 
what will be the End Result of these so-

called Benevolent Govy Programs and the 
Overall Effect it will have on unaware 

people. There is a much Bigger Picture to 
See than just this one-dimensional life, and 
that is, people are being Manipulated and 

Kontrolled to once again return in deformed 
bodies as FuturSlaves for OWO. With 

Government Humanitarian Housing, the 
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inmates will be fed GMO TechFood, have 
WiFi Mind Kontrolling Microwaves 

throughout their house, have 24 hour 
surveillance cameras on them, and the 

worst being Reptilian Alien TapLining (RATS) 
which most people on this planet are not at 

all aware of. This a very simplified 
explanation of what is taking place, along 

with the ChemTrails, Lethal Vaccines, 
Detrimental Pharmaceuticals, Subliminal 
Messages from TV and Cell Phones and 

other 'Smart Devices' and Smart Meters on 
each house. 

I Watch EVA TV 

"Just like millions of Aware People all over 
this world and from other dimensions and 
UNUverses, I Watch EVA TV. Those who 

Watch EVA TV See how Wonderful what EVA 
is doing, as She provides RealGuidance and 
a RealEducation for RealFreedom. There is 
No Freedom on this Prison Poisoned Planet 
that is Kontrolled by Reptilian TapLiners. 
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EVA is bravely doing what very few have the 
courage to do, show this world who The 

Real UNUversal Guides are and what they 
are doing Now. The Old BabySitters like the 
presidents, popes, kings, queens, masters 
and gurus are keeping people Asleep and 

TapLined with the KEK Systems. Those who 
Worship and PrayPay and look to the 

invented Space Gods of Man are Kontrolled 
by the Reptilian Regimes that Microwave 

this planet. Everyone who is not Awake and 
Aware with The Real UNUversal Guides of 
THE ALLIS, will be 'What's for Dinner' when 

their number comes up. No one is ever 
exempt! WakeUp, or Stay Asleep and You be 
'What's for Dinner!' You can 'Think' whatever 

You want, but what is happening on this 
planet IS HAPPENING! 

DUANEIS REPORTING THE REALNEWS 

"There IS Always something happening on 
planet earth and I am here to Share my part. 

I am on 'An Adventure Like No Other' that 
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most people cannot See, because they are 
too asleep at this time, but as I make my 

way along there are millions who are Waking 
Up to What IS Real Now! You can keep 

pretending that your life is okay, but as you 
take the time to Read My NUBooks, YU, The 

RealU will Become MoreAware and 
Wonderful! 

Marriage Love Happiness 

"Marriage, Love & Happiness is a way of life 
here, but there is a lot more to all of it. Take 
The Risk and discover where it really goes 

and what comes from it. LifeIS Always 
Bigger & Better and You Decide Your 

Adventure! 

THE BIG THREE... Marriage, Love, Happiness  

The basic idea on earth is... Boy meets Girl, 
and usually from this moment comes... 

Marriage, Love and Happiness. If it were 
only this simple, and as most of us have 
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experienced, it is not. Then again, it really 
can be rather simple once a person has the 
awareness to See it so, but most of us go 
the longer way around of making sense of 

our life while we are here. I like to Have Fun 
with what I write, and so let's have another 

adventure together. Marriage is an 
interesting idea, and the basic idea is that 
two people are officially together. As I see 
the birds in Nature and what they do and 

how they live, I also notice there is no 
'officialness' with what they do. They simply 
get together and live the way they want to, 
but with the people of this earth, for some 

reason they have decided that they need an 
'official marriage' to be together. This is a 
Choice each person makes. Here again we 

can easily See the Kreations the KEK 
Systems have set up to 'look good' to the 

viewing audience and to get others to Agree 
with what they have decided everyone else 

should do for THEM. Marriage is a very 
happy time for those involved as the happy 

couple gets to go to the courthouse and pay 
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for the Marriage License and usually take a 
blood test and whatever else the 

Authoritarians have 'dreamt up' to charge.  
But not all marriages last, and so it is back 
to the courthouse, and now the once happy 
couple have to go thru the 'obstacle course' 
that has been purposely setup for those who 
want to separate and get a divorce. Those 
who are of a certain 'faith and belief,' it is 
forbidden by the KEK Systems to separate, 

even if a person's partner is a killer and 
whatever else they do. The Belief Systems 

have set it up to where those who have 
become married according to the Kreated 
Rules & Regulations of THEM, they must in 

turn obey what the KEK System has 
authorized. It would seem that what the 

birds in Nature do is a lot simpler and better. 
I have never seen a bird or birds in a 

courtroom divorce. When and if the now 
unhappy couple finally does make it through 

their Divorce Proceedings, their life will 
definitely be different, financially for sure, 

because the lawyers and the court will take 
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as much as possible from all that the two 
people have worked for. The idea of 

Marriage was originially genuine, but over 
time, the Business  

World took over. When the Church came into 
the picture and to pronounce the 

'officialness' of wedding ceremonies, they 
also Kreated the Legal System to handle the 
affairs of the separation, so they could get 
their share. Of course they told everyone 
what they Kreated was for the good of the 

people, when in fact it is more than 
demonstrated it is for THEM (TapLining 

Human Eating Martians). The original idea of 
any marriage is of course Love. But, 

Emotional Love is very hard to handle for 
any of us, so the KEK Systems invented 

Psychiatry, so that they can also Kontrol the 
minds and emotions of others. Again, what 

they Kreated 'looks really good' but has also 
become very frightening! How could this be? 
Hmmm... Could it be that the KEK Systems 

that 'look so professional' really do not know 
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what they are doing? I have a lot more to 
tell. Love on this earth is a Funny Thing all 
together. It would 'seem' that some people 
really do have it figured out, but then again, 
I would say that a lot of people are moreso 

tolerant than others.  

Emotional Love and Emotional Happiness is 
something that each of us decide for 

ourselves. From our Limited Embodiment for 
the short time we are on earth, it would 

'seem' that what we are experiencing with 
the 'love and happiness' ideas is the 

ultimate with this life and there really 
cannot be too much more. There is of 

course the Business World, and going to war 
and doing battle, just as most of Human 

History has done. What I am Sharing here is 
a 'hint' as to what is really taking place on 
the earth with all the Restriction that have 
been Kreated, and there will be a lot more 

and this world will get a lot worse. I am 
providing a Real Warning and a WorldWide 

WakeUp for those who Pay Attention to what 
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I am presenting. This world is not at all what 
it 'seems' and the KEK Systems are not 
going to stop destroying The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US.  

YU, The RealU can always decide to make 
Better Choices when YU want to. I suggest 
to Read this NUBook and Test The NU~U 

Sessions, because what is contained here is 
so much more than you will ever realize. 
LifeIS always speaking to YU in ITS own 

way, and one of the more obvious ways is in 
Your DreamVisions while your body sleeps. 
Pay Attention and Life will work with YU... 

YU decide!  

THERE IS NO JUSTICE only CHOICE 

"The idea of Justice in only in Creation and 
not in The Real UNUverses where each one 
of us is a Free Being of RealLight. I suggest 

to take the time to learn the difference, 
because it is Your Future Now! 
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NO JUSTICE, JUST CHOICE  

LifeIS an ISNIS. THE ISNIS LifeIS implies 
Choice and has nothing to do with what 

people consider Justice to be. When 
something begins to happens in Creation 
most people want Justice, which makes 

sense with the mind and emotions we have 
to deal with from the Five Bodies we occupy. 

At times with what we each experience 
here, it would 'seem' there is no Justice with 
how we See things. Something may happen 
in a certain time frame, but the Effects of 

the Original Cause may not show up for 
lifetimes. So, when an event happens during 

the present life and no results are seen, 
then it would 'seem' as though there is no 
Justice in Life. Because there are so many 
people who look to their invented gods for 
their answers, they feel there should be 

some form of Justice if something against 
the rules and regulations set down by 

society takes place. This is understandable 
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and every- one has the free will to do 
whatever they want to. If Justice does not 
show up according to what and how people 
'Think' it should, then they will take matters 

into their own hands. Some people are 
patient while others are impatient and want 
immediate results, and so the Legal System 
was created. With what people have created 

as their way to enact Justice, there are 
always those times when there is no 

Justice.  
As we each go from lifetime to lifetime and 
enter new embodiments, we forget what we 
were involved with from past lives, and so 
when something shows up in our life we do 
not Recognize, we many times 'Think' it is 
another injustice taking place. Because 

LifeIS an ISNIS, most people have no 
concept or idea what I am referring to. The 
Whole of Life has nothing to do with Justice 

as we have come to know and have been 
taught on earth. What is taking place here 
with all the Cause and Effects we have to 
deal with is more of a ritualistic routine of 
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'Thinking' that in some way Justice will be 
served, when in fact nothing we do has 

anything to do with any kind of Justice, but 
moreso Choice. When we have achieved the 
Recognition of, and learn to PerSeeve The 

TruReality, THE ALLIS, then we can See that 
our life is really all about the Choices we 
make as we live wholeheartedly in THE 

ISNIS LifeIS. Until this moment of a 
TruRecognition takes place, people will 

continue to struggle with the 
misunderstanding of Justice.  

WEST COAST CHEMTRAIL DROUGHT 
TAPLINING 

"CALIFORNIA DROUGHT TAPLINING is Very 
Real Now! WakeUp or Stay Dumbed Down 

Dah (DDD) with all the unaware people who 
will be swept away into more unconscious 
lifetimes of an even Worse Environment of 
the this Purposely Poisoned Planet we are 
already on! If You take the time to Learn 
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how to Really WakeUp, You will not have to 
return here. The drought in California has 

been Purposely Planned and Engineered to 
Depopulate this world. This is merely one of 
the many ways people are being slowly or 
quickly destroyed! I am NOT proposing a 
rebellion of any kind, but merely Sharing 
how to Become MoreAware to where YU, 
The RealU learns to Save Your Own Life. 
Very Few will listen and follow thru with 
what I am Sharing. I suggest to Read this 
NUBook here and then the others I have 

written and You can contact Duane & Eva on 
Facebook. WakeUp Now! 

KEK KINGDOMS 

"Since the beginning of whenever, there 
have been those who have decided they will 

set up their KEK (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporation) System, not according to what 
will work for Everyone, but what will work 

for THEM (TapLining Human Eating 
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Martians). And so we come into the present 
moment of today and there are still those 
who keep 'Agreeing' to those who have 

setup their KEK Kingdoms from all they have 
basically stolen from others. The kings, 

queens, presidents, masters and gurus have 
anointed themselves with 'special privileges' 
that of being seen as 'moreso' than the so-
called average person. The masses rebel at 
this and at the same time keep Agreeing to 

hold others more important than 
themselves, and so the constant shift of the 
many goes to the Certain Few who decide 
they will have it Are these people really so 
special? How did the imperialists get what 
they have? By stealing it from others! Did 
the queen have a 9 to 5 job to where she 

saved her money and invested it? Thru the 
centuries the accumulation of what we term 
as wealth has led to a huge demise for The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US, yet the masses keep Worshiping and 
PrayPaying to their lords and masters and 
the Space Gods they originally invented. It 
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all seems so silly why people keep rebelling 
against what they have decided and are still 
Agreeing to! Its Okay to WakeUp and Make 

Sense of what You are doing here, as this is 
Your World too! 

BIG BABYSITTERS 

"The Big BabySitters are the REPSystems 
(Religious, Educational, Political and SciFi 

Social). Reptilian based, these KEK Systems 
basically Kontrol the earth and Human Farm 

the residents. In the 50's, many of us saw 
SciFi Movies about what we are living in 

Now, but never really imagined it would all 
come to pass. This is because, those who 

did those movies are part of what is 
happening Now! Are YU, The RealU ready to 
WakeUp yet, or just stay Dumbed Down and 
Asleep? The REPSystems are the Big Baby 

Sitters. They have taught You for untold 
lifetimes to be in Fear of THEM (TapLining 
Human Eating Martians). And because You 
have Agreed to their Fear Tactics, YU are 
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still here and working your 9 to 5 Boring Job 
that they have Kreated for You until 'You' are 
what's for dinner! Does this sound Fun? Take 

a Good Look around You... where are You 
really going? This planet is totally polluted 
and poisoned and You are getting older and 
older, until You are way too old for anything, 

but nothing! Would YU like 'An Adventure 
Like No Other' that IS Real and Totally 
Beneficial? ALL The RealAnswers and 

Adventure YU want is with YU Right Now! 

LEARN TO EARN… 

LEARN TO EARN... Your Way out of here to 
where YU, The RealU can Stand with The 

Real UNUversal Guides and have 
RealFreedom Now. We have all come thru 
the disciplines of old masters and ancient 

wisdom, as the guru babysitters of the past 
no longer work with The NUNowniss of The 
TruReality, THE ALLIS. Most people cannot 
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fathom THE ALLIS, as it takes a Specific 
Recognition, moreso than just looking to a 
personality with a title and their TapLining 

relationship with the Reptilian Kalaum 
HUGod. Life ITSelf decides who will provide 
The NUPresentation, not the so-called old 

masters with their pretty words. Life & The 
RealGuides no longer provide any backing or 
assistance for the GEEK master Deceptors. 
There can be no hiding from The RealSide 

LifeIS, as everything is exposed. All the 
curtains are drawn back and the Shadowers 
are Seen for who they are. Not everyone will 
SEE The RealTruth THE ALLIS IS, most will 
only see what they want to see from their 

personal life. Emotional TapLining 
Attachment is used to keep people as 

submissive servants, and so most people 
will stay Trapped and Taplinined with the 

Worshiping and Pray-Paying Marketing Ploy 
of the KEK Systems. Learn to Earn your way 
out of the Psychic Realms of Creation and 

Be Free of Karma and Reincarnation. 
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RELIGION is an IDEA 

"Religion is an 'Idea' and nothing more. 
Religion has been created with Agreement 
and with the 'ideas' there needs to be some 

form of Worship and Praying to invented 
gods. The Gods of Man do exist, as they are 
GovernorLords in Creation, but even they do 
not demand any form of Worship. The ideas 
of Worshiping and PrayPaying have come 

from Reptilian Satanic Rituals and they have 
invented the 'devil' idea, as they have 
invented the Religious Ideas. The KEK 
Systems of this world are the Reptilian 

Aliens who rule this earth with their 
Monetary System of Kontrol.  

There is Absolutely NO Freedom with any 
Religion. The Religions of this world are 

Purposely Planned Restrictions. The 
REPSystems (Religion, Education, Politics, 

SciFi / Socializm) are Kontrolled by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). They are 

the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
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Korporations) with the Kalaum Lord God, 
which is their invention of deities in outer 

space. Worshiping and PrayPaying to 
anything is a Satanic Kult. 

The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US, does not need any form of 

Governmental Politics, including Religious 
Misconceptions, as is more than obvious. 
RealPeople do not 'need' others to Kontrol 

them for the sake of manipulating the 
environment a person lives with. For 

lifetimes you have been misled into 'Thing' 
you need THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians). WakeUp and Get Real! YU, The 
RealU is a FreeBeing of RealLight, and WE 

will show YU how to get all Your Own 
Answers! 

THE PRIVILEGED VIEW 

"WE are a Real Privileged Position for ALL. 
WE are Here for Everyone! WE are 

WorldWide Educators providing what others 
cannot, until they decide to WakeUp and 
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Become MoreAware with The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US. WE 
show YU, The RealU how to have a RealVU 

of Your Life, and especially ALL Life, moreso 
than just this temporary physical life. For 

those who do Recognize what WE are 
presenting, they become The Privileged 

Ones. WE show YU how to Become 
SelfSufficient to where YU will BE 

Wonderfully Real. WE are The RealFountain 
of Youth and The RealCure for ALL, but YU 

must Learn to See this for YourSelf. The 
RealVU is with Your RealAwareniss and not 
in any 'physical sense' that you have come 

to know. You will still maintain your personal 
life while YU, The RealU Becomes 

MoreAware and then YU are eventually free 
from all Restrictions. WE show YU how to 

have a Real Privileged Position of your own, 
as YU learn to work with The Whole of Life. 
The creations of this world have their place, 

but what has been created here has very 
little to do with The TruReality LifeIS, THE 

ALLIS. Creation is nothing more than a 
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'process' you are going thru, and YU decide 
how long it will take for YU to get through 

this process of Creation. 

WHAT WE DO… 

"What WE Do IS Always For YOU! WE Are 
Sincere, Honorable & Real! See Us on The 

RealSide and WE will be with Rebazar Tarzs 
& The Real UNUversal Guides, as WE will 
show YU, The RealU, 'What IS Real Now!’ 

WE have No Hidden Agendas, like the KEK 
Systems of this world who Purposely 

Deceive others. WE are with The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports YOU & US. What 
WE Do IS Always Wonderful, as WE provide a 

WakeUp to RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation for YU, The RealU to Become 

MoreAware and have RealFreedom Now!" 
Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and take the 
time to Learn to Watch Your DreamVisions!" 
(THE NUMAN ~ Duane&Eva ~ Rebazar & The 

Real UNUversal Guides) 
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"What THEY Do (TapLining HUman Eating 
YAliens) is always for THEM (TapLining 
HUman Eating Martians). All Deception 

Shows Up! What Harry and Reptilian Joanny 
are really doing with their EEKonkon 'front' 

is Seen so easily on The RealSide LifeIS. 
Most people do not See this, as they do not 

want to See it. The KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) rule this 
planet and their main business is Human 
Farming. THEY have Kreated the Kults of 

religion, politics and now the spiritual ideas. 
PsychoPaths, ReligiousPaths, PoliticalPaths, 

SpiritualPaths, CalfPaths and many more, 
dominate and Kontrol this earth with an iron 

fist. These are the Know-it-alls. 

The kings, queens, presidents, dictators, 
masters and gurus are aware of what is 

going on, as they 'portray' a false 
benevolence to their adoring audiences. 

These people (Reptilians) and others have 
established their Authoritarian Rulership 

over the Dumbed Down and unaware. This is 
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the only way THEY can Kontrol YOU. When 
YU Sing The NU~U, YU will start to WakeUp 

and See THEM for what THEY really are! 
THEY are not 'bad or good' THEY are merely 

part of My Adventure in time and space 
Creation! 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 
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here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. 
READ THIS NUBOOK NOW and BYPASS ALL 

YOUR OLD KARMA! 
Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

FINDING LA LA LAND 

"HA HA HA! Are YOU really looking for LA LA 
Land here? HA HA HA! WakeUp... there is no 

such thing! It is so that you 'see' the so-
called rich and wealthy people of this world, 

along with the kings and queens with the 
fortunes they originally stole from YU, The 

RealU when YU were in other bodies in past 
lives. The presidents and their governments, 

the kings, queens, dictators, masters and 
gurus in the Business World are Your Slave 

Masters! There is a Bigger Awareniss to YU, 
The RealU, but YU must WakeUp or Stay 

Lost here always seeking your so-called LA 
LA Land, which you will never have. Those 
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who have all the riches they stole from 
others are more lost than YOU! You can 
keep chasing Your Lost Dream, or take 

advantage of what WE are Sharing with YU 
Right Now! 

"This really is THE PASSING DREAM! YU, 
The RealU is asleep to why YU are really 
here. You have been told a lot of 'funny 
stories' from your parents, teaches and 
especially The Deceptors who rule the 

governments, politics, religion and spiritual 
paths, along with their presidents, queens, 

masters and gurus. You have been 
conditioned to 'Think' this is a real life you 

are living here, but it is the Simulator of 
Creation. Cause and Effect Karma is the 
condition you are in while YU are here in 

Creation. The So-Called Holy Scriptures on 
this world were invented by the same 

devious people that created the 'god' idea 
for you to kneel and bow to. You have always 
made all your own decisions and have had to 

live them. There is no one Kontrolling YU, 
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unless you Agree to this, which you 
unconsciously have for lifetimes! YU are 
Asleep and in this Passing Dream! Do YU 

want to really WakeUp, or keep pretending 
YU know more than Life ITSelf? 

This is THE PASSING DREAM 

"This really is THE PASSING DREAM! YU, 
The RealU is asleep to why YU are really 
here. You have been told a lot of 'funny 
stories' from your parents, teaches and 
especially The Deceptors who rule the 

governments, politics, religion and spiritual 
paths, along with their presidents, queens, 

masters and gurus. You have been 
conditioned to 'Think' this is a real life you 

are living here, but it is the Simulator of 
Creation. Cause and Effect Karma is the 
condition you are in while YU are here in 

Creation. The So-Called Holy Scriptures on 
this world were invented by the same 

devious people that created the 'god' idea 
for you to kneel and bow to. You have always 
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made all your own decisions and have had to 
live them. There is no one Kontrolling YU, 

unless you Agree to this, which you 
unconsciously have for lifetimes! YU are 
Asleep and in this Passing Dream! Do YU 

want to really WakeUp, or keep pretending 
YU know more than Life ITSelf? 

SPIRITUAL WARRIORS 

"The old term 'Spiritual Warriors' has had its 
day, and like so many things that have been 

considered, this idea has also become 
something it is not. WE are FreeBeings of 
RealLight! The days of masters and gurus 

are gone and the spiritual warriors are 
battling the nonsense on the earth and the 

lower Astral Realm with deceptive 
politicians and religious regimes. Today it is 
the Korporation with the Gods of Man (the 

Kalaum Lizard God) that has taken over. The 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have 

infected the religious and spiritual orders 
from their political takeovers. In his day on 
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earth, Paul Twitchell was The RealGuides 
for US, as he was given The Rod of Power 

from Rebazar Tarzs and The Real UNUversal 
Guides. The two that followed Paul stole his 
Title and 'claimed' they are something they 
are not! Paul reached The 14th LifeLevel, 
and Darwin and HarOld (possessed by The 

Influence & Reptilian Joanny) did not. These 
two like so may others are part of The 

Deceptors of the KEK Systems. They are 
backed by TapLining Reptilians and claim 
their order with the Gods of Man. The Old 

Gods were created by the Original Reptilian 
invaders on this planet. The 'spiritual' idea is 
that of the Astral light and basically nothing 
more. The word 'spiritual' implies Kontrol, as 

it has become a tool for the TapLining 
Reptilians. Those who can See Beyond this 
world with a TruVision can See behind the 
Kurtains of the Kalaum God and his earthly 
agents who deceive the people of earth into 

becoming part of HUman Farming. 
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"Rebazar Tarzs, Paul Twitchell & The Real 
UNUversal Guides back THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN, Duane&Eva. Beyond what is known 
as Creation, IS The Real UNUverses of The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Creation is 
Cause and Effect Karma, and The Real 

UNUverses are The Endless PurReality of 
RealFreedom. There is no freedom on earth 
and there can never be. Only when YU, The 

RealU, discover and Recognize Your 
RealAwareniss will YU see & Recognize 

'What IS Real Now!’ 

ROAR OF THE CROWD 

"I like the Movies, as they are good objective 
views of what many of us experience. An 

example is the movie, 'Days of Thunder' with 
Tom Cruise. This movie demonstrates what 

many people do while they are on this 
planet, and that is... What are they really 

doing here? It would 'seem' to be cool with 
hanging around race tracks and drinking 

beer and sodas and watching the race with 
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pretty girls, while realistically this world is 
in the Biggest Demise it has ever been in! 

LifeIS all about Survival! As the ChemTrails 
are flying overhead and the Mind Kontrol 

Microwaves are going into everyone, along 
with the GMO FastFood, toxic sodas and 
whatever else people are consuming, the 
'Crowd' (Kontrolled Kattle) are supposedly 
having the time of their life at this event. 

There is a lot of Astral Sensational Emotion 
taking place, which the unseen Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) really suck up from 
each person and consume the energy of 

HUmans, as they are in their HUman 
Farming Mode. Of course, most people are 
unaware of what is really taking place, as 

the race track and the event is all a 'Set Up' 
to TapLining the HUmans for their energy. 
There are so many events taking place all 

over this world that keep adding to the 
Demise of the planet with nothing beneficial, 
but a little 'thrill' for the moment. In the long 
run, all those participating will have to live 

with the 'Effects' from what they have 
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decided. This is not a matter of 'good or bad' 
but merely choices each person has made 
as their lifestyle. People like to 'Think' they 

know what they are doing, but they are 
being Kontrolled! 

DREAMING BEYOND THIS WORLD 

"Dreaming is a way of life for ALL of US. We 
have our Personal Dreams and we also 
Dream when our body is sleeping. Most 

people 'Think' they are the body, but they 
are not. To Dream The Bigger Dream, IS to 
Dream of RealFreedom and then to have IT! 
But, RealFreedom IS not what most people 
'Think' it is, not even close. Test The NU~U 

Sessions and begin to have RealSide 
Experiences and soon YU, The RealU will 
know what RealFreedom IS. Watch Your 
DreamVisions and Your RealGuidance! 
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DREAMING YOUR REALFREEDOM  

While we are here, all of us have our 
Personal Dreams. We want to have things 

with our lives as we continue to desire 
whatever it is we want. When we want or 

desire something it first starts off with our 
Personal Life. Each person is different, but 

the basic ideas are family, friends, 
relationships, careers, money, possessions 
and even to the point as we see this world 
today, Personal Power over others. These 
and so many more are in what we have 

come to know as Creation. It is always a 
real challenge for each of us to get what we 
want from this world, but with persistence, 
we usually do. The Whole of LifeIS an ISNIS, 
and from this Recognition we can each have 
whatever we want. THE ISNIS LifeIS, IS The 

TruReality IT IS. This will be a little 
confusing for many at first, because most 

people have been taught that there are gods 
in the sky and they created and control 

everything.  
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It is true, there are many gods and they do 
exist as GovernorLords of the Astral and 

Mental Realms, but they are not THE ISNIS 
LifeIS. THE ALLIS, decided the Five 

PsycRealms and what we have come to 
know as Creation. Most people 'Think' in 

some physical term and this makes sense 
here, because this is how we have been 

taught, but there is a much Bigger Picture 
and Adventure that is unseen and even More 
Real than what entails our life here. ALL Life 

come from an invisible source, and having 
The RealConnection to The TruSource IS 

Exceptional, because with all that has been 
created and invented on the earth, there is 
nothing that relates to The Whole of Life as 
does THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. Your 
DreamVisions IS The NU DoorWay, YU, The 

RealU is looking for. On the earth there is no 
Real Freedom, only 'implied' freedoms that 

have very little or no value.  
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The NU~U Sessions and Your DreamVisions 
provide what nothing else can, The 

RealConnection with The SoundLight Reality 
of THE IS. Most people do not pay attention 
to their Dreams, and because they do not, 

they are missing what LifeIS trying to share 
with them. Just like Noah that was 

contacted in his Dreams to build the Arc, 
everyone is having RealSide Experiences all 

the time and still not Recognizing them. 
Take The Time to WakeUp and See Beyond 

this world. YU can!  

YOUR VISION QUEST 

"Your Vision Quest is the first step to Seeing 
Beyond this world of Creation. Those who 
are happy here will continue to stay here, 

and those who Take The Risk to See Beyond 
this world of Created Phenomena will have a 

Real Opportunity to do so. With 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation, YU, The 
RealU will WakeUp and SEE what others will 

not. Simply Test The NU~U Sessions and 
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Learn to Watch Your DreamVisions... YU Are 
The Answer!  

A REALPURPOSE  

As we each come into this world and 
awaken to where we are at here, we then 
decide what we want to do in this life. We 

decide a purpose or what is also termed as 
a career. This gets our life doing in some 
way for the Personal Self and the lifestyle 

we have on earth. Then possibly during this 
life, we also begin to understand and 

SeeMore than just this physical life, and so 
we begin to seek something else. We may 
investigate different ideas of religion or 

spiritual paths to try and find the so-called 
answers we are looking for. Each person is 
on their own journey with Life. This idea is 
also called a Vision Quest, and there are 
many ways to interpret this. The Natural 

Environment, which IS Life on this planet, or 
what is known as The Natural Life, and with 
ALL The LifeLevels LifeIS. YU, The RealU is 
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looking for YU! YU are always Here & Now, 
and there is nowhere YU need to go. It is 
nice to take a trip to the mountains or the 
forest or wherever, but YU can have what 

YU want right where YU are, because what 
YU are really looking for is to Become 

MoreAware & Free. RealFreedom is not at all 
what people 'Think' it is. From having 'just' a 

purpose with your life, YU can decide to 
have a RealPurpose with the Whole of Life.  

A RealPurpose IS to Take The Time to 
Recognize & PerSeeve The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. In the Literal Sense, what I am 

presenting and referring to does not make a 
lot of sense to most intellectualized people, 

because most people are very unaware, 
except for the creations they know of and 

have been brought up with. In Creation, 
which is the Five PsycRealms, Reason, 

Logic, Literalizm, Intellectualizm, Dahizm, 
Stupidizm and so much more 'seem' to make 
sense to those who have not figured out who 
they are. The Personal Self, the person you 
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'Think' you are is not YU, but merely a 
fabrication as is the body you are in that has 
been created from another body. It is more 

than evident that most people do not have or 
know what a RealPurpose IS, because 

otherwise they would not be destroying The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US. No one can 'figure out' life with their 
mind and senses, because a RealLife is not 

found in Creation. To discover a 
RealPurpose, YU must Sing The NU~U~U~U 
and Learn to Watch Your DreamVisions. This 

IS Your WakeUp Call!  

LEGENDARY PAUL TWITCHELL, LEGENDARY 
REBAZAR TARZS 

"THE REAL PAUL TWITCHELL LEGEND by 
Rebazar Tarzs & Duane The Great Writer. 
Even for those who knew Paul Twitchell 

while he was here, they really did not know 
him and why he was here. Most saw the 
'spiritual path' he created only. They saw 
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him as the master who brought a new day. 
But, what they did not See was The 

TruReality he represented with Rebazar 
Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides. As 
Rebazar told us when Paul and I were 

together being taught by him... "YU, The 
RealU, needs to know where IT IS!" Rebazar 
would constantly emphasize this and also 
Being Now. Rebazar was referring to THE 

ISNIS LIFEIS.... THE ALLIS! This would have 
been far too much in the beginning with 

what Paul first created. Paul hinted at this in 
his books as The ISNESS. I was first with 

Paul, then Darwin and HarOld until, August 
3, 2001, when Rebazar & Paul gave me The 
Real Rod of Power. At the time, HarOld did 
not have the courage to announce me. So, I 
became like Moses going out into the desert 
and eventually starting The TruCompletion 
of The NUPresentation that Paul started. 

Paul's references to the 'god' idea were to 
baby people along until they could decide to 

do something for themselves, which most 
never have. The Gods of Man, the Reptilian 
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Kalaum God, is merely the GovernorLord on 
the Mental Realm. The original Reptilian 

invaders on this planet started all the 'god' 
nonsense to do their HUman Farming 

Slavery. Worshiping and Praying to anything 
is stupid. Have you ever seen a bird do this? 

Have you ever seen a bird destroy The 
Natural Environment? People do not See 
ThemSelves, and for sure, those who are 
still with Paul's old creation are lost with 
fake master HarOld and Reptilian Joanny. 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 

YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & 
SELFSUFFICIENT! 

"ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 
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UNUVERSAL COMMUNITIES The NU~U 
NUSound 

"UNUVERSAL COMMUNITIES are for those 
who want to Become MoreAware of The 

ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US. The NU~U NUSound IS The 

RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS 
and ALL The LifeLevels. ALLIS The Natural 
Environment We LUV for Our RealSurvival. 

We are The NUPresentation Foundation and 
We provide RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation like no one else. Test  
The NU~U Sessions and Life will show you 

that you can get Your Own Answers for 
everything in Your Life. We are Always Here 
for You!  Your DreamVisions IS a NUDoorWay 

for YU, The RealU to WakeUp!"  

UNUVERSAL COMMUNITY OF THE NU~U  
It is Now Time for The UNUversal 

Communities with The WorldWide WakeUp 
and The ALLSolar Research Vessel Project. 

What makes The 'UC More with US' 
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Communities beneficial is The NU~U Sound 
and what it provides for Everyone. With The 
NUSound, YU, The RealU will start to have 
RealExperiences with Rebazar Tarzs & The 

Real UNUversal Guides in Your 
DreamVisions. From The RealSide LifeIS, YU 

will be able to get your own answers for 
everything in Your Life. You will still have a 
Personal Life, but YU, The RealAwareniss 
will be able to See Beyond all the Kontrol 

and Manipulation that is taking place on this 
earth with the KEK Systems that have kept 
YU unaware of what 'they' are really doing 

for untold lifetimes. People are Waking Up to 
all the Deception the political, religious, 

spiritual and other institutions are doing to 
everyone. Singing The NU~U Sessions 

provides YU, The RealConnection with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE IS.  

The UNUversal Communities are based upon 
Real People who are Sincere and Honorable 
and who want to support and work with The 

ALLNatural Environment that we each 
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survive with. Those who do bravely step 
forward and Share something beneficial will 

be shown what really exists beyond this 
temporary life here and eventually into The 
Seventh LifeLevel of The Real UNUverses of 

The NUSound & RealLight, where there is 
RealTruth & RealFreedom. It is more than 
evident that to live on the earth is a great 

struggle, but those who Sing The NU~U will 
find they will be able to Recognize and See 
Beyond what has held them to this world of 

appearances for untold lifetimes.  

There is a huge revolution taking place on 
the earth at this time, and people are Seeing 
what the KEK Systems have been doing to 

them as slaves for their systems. Look up in 
the skies and you will see the ChemTrails of 

Toxic Poisons 'they' are dumping on all of 
us. They are the Reptilian Aliens who rule 

this planet from Ratican City Rome, they are 
the Political and Religious Deceptors who 

profess to be your friend, when in fact they 
steal from everyone until they are destroyed. 
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You can keep 'believing' in what they are 
doing and return here again and again or YU 

can WakeUp and be part of a UNUversal 
Community.  

FREE BEINGS LIKE TO SHARE 

"When YU, The RealU Wakes Up and 
Recognizes YU are a Free Being of 

RealLight, YU will want to Share The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. YU are so 

much more than just another body on this 
earth, which is just very temporary, YU are a 
Wonderful Being Brighter than the Sun in the 
sky. YU have been told you are just a person 

here and this 'Place in Life' is all there is, 
from the KEK Systems that Kontrol you, and 
you will stay here for many more lifetimes if 

YU decode to keep Agreeing with THEM 
(TapLining Human Eating Martians). YU 
always have a Choice to Decide Better! 
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REBAZAR TARZS & THE NUMAN 

"Rebazar Tarzs, Paul Twitchell, The Real 
UNUversal Guides & THE NUMAN, are The 

LivingGuides Now. The Old Days of masters 
and gurus  

are gone! We have all come through the 
'babysitters' with the political, religious and 
spiritual paths and teaching. The TruReality 
LifeIS, IS AlwaysNU & Now! YU, The RealU 
IS Now Bigger and can Become MoreAware, 

but Not by hanging on to 'Old Emotional 
Attachments' and 'personalities' that are 
marketed to the Dumbed Down Masses. 

Space Gods, worship, praypay, Restrictions 
and TapLining, are all from the KEK Systems 

that are Konnected to the Lower Astral 
Realm and the Reptilian TapLiners. The 

Kalaum God rules the Five PsycRealms of 
this Alien Matrix. RealFreedom is for The 

Real RiskTaker, those who See Beyond this 
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world and who are able to Recognize & 
PerSeeve The TruReality! 

SOUL MATES 

"The idea of 'Soul Mates' is ancient and fun 
for many people. This is a Boy meets Girl 
World, and so the fun idea of Soul Mates 
seems to fit. With all that is taking place 
today, it has become a bit harder to find a 
Soul Mate, because the Reptilians have 

Astrally TapLined just about everyone, and 
so the person you might be interested in 

dating may be from Mars. But not to worry, 
there are a lot of nice Martians on this 

planet and from other worlds. I suggest to 
Watch Your DreamVisions and have 

RealGuidance, and possibly stick with those 
souls, YU, The RealU, knew in past lifetimes. 

But, if you are the adventurous type and 
want to take a few risks, you may get lucky 

and find a friendly Reptilian that will not 
completely TapLine you while you are 

sleeping. I am sure you came to earth with 
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the idea that just because everyone 'looks' 
Human that they are. Surprise! Sorry its the 
Earth! You need a real sense of humor here 
or you may not survive. I am sure you will 
eventually find your 'perfect date' and live 

happily ever after, but of course from all the 
thousands of lifetimes you have already 

been here, you have not so far, but you can 
decide to keep trying. OR... YU, The RealU, 
can decide to WakeUp and See Beyond this 
'world of appearances' and learn about The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom beyond the 

limited borders of Creation and the 
Restrictions from the Gods of Man and the 
KEK Systems on this earth. YU are always 

the Decider of Your Fate & Destiny! 

FREE BEINGS 

"We Are The NUWay Now... We Are FREE 
BEINGS! Creation is about Agreement and 

Restrictions. While We are here We are 
providing a Real Service for ALL. LifeIS the 
Sun Shining without Restrictions. When YU, 
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The RealU Frees YourSelf from ALL 
Restrictions, YU will See the Whole of Life, 

moreso than just the little pieces in 
Creation. We provide Real Guidance and a 
RealEducation like no one else. YU always 
decide Your Adventure, or stay with the Old 
Restrictive Routines that are in Creation. We 
live in The Real UNUverse beyond the Gods 

of Man people Worship. 

WE ARE FREEBEINGS OF REALIGHT  
WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

We are DUANE THE GREAT WRITER & ASK 
DUANE&EVA & ASK EVA NOW on Facebook, 
plus hundreds of NUGroups for ALL. We are 
often asked such questions as... “What do 

you Believe? What do you Worship? Where is 
your Temple? Who is your Master? What is 
your Religion? Do you have a Membership? 
What are your Restrictions? Where is your 

Heaven? Who is Duane? Are you people 
Spiritual? Okay, so I have covered the Basic 

Questions we are always asked by those 
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who first find US. And The TruReality of US 
IS... We are FREE BEINGS! This is so simple 
for US, but to the rest of this world that has 
been indoctrinated, intimidated, deceived, 

dumbed down and TapLined with all kinds of 
Restrictions, it takes most people some time 
to understand US and to Read The NUBooks 
and Test The NU~U Sessions and to Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions. We suggest to 
Read & Study as you did when you went to 
school, and to also gain RealExperiences 

from Your DreamVisions. With 
RealExperience, YU, The RealU will know 

what we are presenting. From The RealSide 
LifeIS, Life Shows YU, YU are The Answer 

for Everything in Your Life.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

We are NOT a Category... We Are Free 
Beings of RealLight with The Real 

UNUversal Guides of The TruReality, THE 
ALLIS. LifeIS an ISNIS. YU are in Creation 
and YU are 'Thinking' with Your Computer 
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Mind and trying to figure out what LifeIS, but 
YU cannot. Creation is something we come 
through until we are ready to Recognize and 

PerSeeve THE ALLIS. While we are in 
Creation, we have the mind and emotions to 

deal with and most people are already 
'programmed' from this life, and so we 

understand it may take some time to adjust 
to a Better Understanding, moreso than 

what Creation and this world has to offer. All 
of us have been brought up through some 

form of Restrictions, and so it really 'seems' 
to make sense to look for more Restrictions 

to add to what YU already have, but the 
opposite IS True! We LUV to show Everyone 
how to BE Real without Restrictions, and to 
have RealExperiences and Recognize The 

RealLUV, YU have been searching for all the 
lifetimes YU have been here and unaware. 
Test The NU-U-U-U NUSound & Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now!  
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THE NUMAN of THE ALLIS 

"THE NUMAN of THE ALLIS, is The 
RealGuide on The RealSide LifeIS. THE 

NUMAN Stands with The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, that which is not considered to 
exist in any Literal Sense and is beyond the 
Gods of Man. Rebazar Tarzs, Paul Twitchell 
& The Real UNUversal Guides Stand with 
THE NUMAN and have nothing to do with 

Fake TapLining Astral master Temple 
Builders and their Reptilian Mates of this 

earth. Duane The Great Writer and Journalis, 
is the Direct Representative for THE ALLIS & 
The Real UNUversal Guides on the earth and 

thru all the Five PsycRealms up into The 
Real UNUverse of THE ALLIS. What Paul 
Twitchell Honorably created has become 

Alien TapLined and infected and is washing 
away and will soon be gone as all things 

here turn to dust. There are many who claim 
The Rod of Power, but these people cannot 

See The RealSide LifeIS, because there is no 
more Power Rod, THE NUWAVIS THE 
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NUMAN IS The TruRepresentative for THE 
ALLIS Now. All others are blindly following 
the Gods of Man, the Kalaum God of the 

Mental Realm. Respectively, there is a place 
for everyone in Life, and very few are ready 
for RealTruth & RealFreedom at this time. 

The NUPresentation can only 'present' what 
is possible, moreso than what exists on the 
earth as some form of Marketing Ploy Front 

for people to Worship and Pray with. The 
Gods of Man have their place and their 

duties, but they have nothing to do with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Each person 

Decides their own Fate, and no one can have 
more than they have earned, and they will 

experience what they have decided no 
matter if they aware of this or not. LifeIS 
Real, Wonderful and Shines like The Sun, 
and there are NO Restrictions! The KEK 

Systems that have been Deceptively Kreated 
on the earth have Konvinced people that 

Restrictions are a way of life here. Test The 
NU~U & Watch Your Dreams! 
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WAKEUP & RECOGNIZE 

"WakingUp to what is really taking place on 
this planet is the first step, and there are 

those who 'Think' it is a final step also, but 
there is so much more! This is a created 

'surface world' of appearances and there is 
a lot of information and knowledge 

available, but LifeIS a lot bigger than 
Creation. YU, The RealU has been here and 
many other worlds and dimensions, as YU 

carry Five Bodies with YU on Your Journey. 
You (the created You) is still here to WakeUp 
to 'What IS Real Now' if You are ready to See 
IT! The knowledge of what has been created 
here to where You finally See what is really 

taking place is merely the first step to a 
much Bigger Realization & Recognition. You 

must decide that You want to Go Beyond 
what You have come to know here with all 

Your Agreements, and explore what very few 
really will. I am not referring to religious or 

spiritual ideas that have been created or 
invented by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
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(RATS) who Kontrol this planet. I am 
referring to what I have experienced that is 
altogether beyond Creation, which I term, 

The Real UNUverses of The TruReality, THE 
ALLIS. The first step for anyone is to 

realistically See what is Taking place here 
with their physical life, and then proceed to 

Explore and Discover, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss, which can take lifetimes or 
come very quickly depending on the person 
and where they place their Attention and 
Attitude. From The RealKnowledge of THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, comes The Real 
Opportunity to Recognize, What IS Real 

Now! At some point YU begin to See, 
Recognize and most of all, PerSeeve The 

ALLAliveniss LifeIS from The Real 
UNUverses beyond all of Creation. 

"There is so much more to The Whole of Life 
than this 'Place in Life' known as earth. 

There are many 'teachings' that refer to the 
'light' which is actually the 'reflective light' 
from the Second Level, the Astral Realm. 

This is a start, but far from The TruReality 
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LifeIS. Most people do not know what lies 
beyond Creation. As You take a step at a 
time, YU will eventually WakeUp to The 

RealU. Singing The NUSound, The NU~U,  
will open up Your DreamVisions for 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation! 

THERE IS A EVALUTION NOW 

"There IS a Real EVAlution taking place 
Right Now, but not everyone will SEE IT. This 

is not a revolution or a rebellion or even a 
protest of any kind, but a Real WakeUp for 

those who have The RealCourage to 
SeeMore than just their LA LA Land Life on 
earth. Most people are in love with all the 

Emotional Restrictions they have been 
embedded with from the KEK Systems. We 

are all in a 'World of Appearances' and 
anything can happen. 
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Sigmund Freud 

"Sigmund Freud, Jung, the Bible Creators, 
and many others have referred to Dreams. 
What these people have contributed is a 
very small start to something so much 

bigger than they ever knew or could even 
See. LifeIS Always Here & Now and never in 

the past. Like old newspapers, so is what 
has already taken place. The idea of 

'tradition' does not make something so, but 
The TruReality LifeIS Now Does! Do YU, The 

RealU want to Stay Asleep with the Old 
Routines? Or, Do YU Want to BE NU Now and 

Free? 

Your DreamVisions are The Key to Secret 
Worlds and Real UNUverses of ALL Light and 

RealFreedom, but YU Must Pay Attention 
and Learn to See what is really taking place 

with YourSelf. YU already have ALL The 
Answers YU will ever need. YU are a 
FreeBeing of RealLight, but YU must 
WakeUp to this and Recognize Your 
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TruPotential, or Stay Asleep with the 
unaware for more lifetimes. The 'authorities' 

and 'know-it-alls' are not what they seem, 
but YU are always The Decider of Your 

Adventure. 

SPIRITUALLY LOST 

"At one time the 'spiritual' idea did work, as 
many of us were brought up thru different 
teachings and paths with the masters and 
gurus and the Big BabySitters, but those 
times are past and over with. The days of 

masters and gurus are gone. They are being 
exposed like the politicians and Religious 

Kontrollers of this world, as most are 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) that have 
disguised themselves as Fake Benevolent 

LipServers, those who stand on stage or at 
their podiums and spew out the 'pretty 

words' that entice and hypnotize people into 
being Dumbed Down followers and 

membershrimps that Worship and PrayPay to 
the invented Reptilian Gods. Where is it in 
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Nature that the Animals, Birds and Bees 
have ever worshiped anything? The Reptilian 

HUGOD people are the ones who are 
destroying this planet! YU, The RealU has to 
decide to have RealCourage to WakeUp and 
Discover 'What IS Real Now!' LifeIS Bigger 

than Creation! 

REBAZAR & THE REALGUIDES 

"The lost people on this planet who keep 
Agreeing to their HUman Farming 

Imprisonment will never get anywhere until 
they WakeUp and stop deciding to Agree 
with what the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) have created as the Gods of Man 

with their Satanic Worshiping and Praying. 
Those who want to stay Emotionally 

Attached to the Doctrines and Dictatorship 
of governments, kings, queens, presidents, 
nobility and all the restrictions they have 

created, will continue to reincarnate here in 
deformed body types. In Creation there are 
Six Basic Levels... Physical, Astral, Causal, 
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Mental, Etheric and the Deep Dark Border. 
Most people are nothing more than Physical/
Astral Reactions. This is a place to start, but 
if you wait too long to WakeUp, you will just 
be old, diseased and feeble once again. Are 
you still chasing the 'thrills and sensations' 

of your imprisonment here? You are a 
Prisoner in Their Designed Matrix! You can 

'Think' whatever you want, but you are Their 
Prisoner! Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides are Exceptions Beings 
from beyond the Restrictions of Creation 
and the Ruling Gods of Man. Fear is what 
keeps you here, as you have been taught 

that Fear is a way of life on earth. You must 
Break Free or Stay Lost! I am Duane The 

Great Writer, THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. I 
was asked by The Real UNUversal Guides to 

create The NUPresentation as The 
RealConnection to The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS. The old days of masters, gurus 
and their babysitting ideas are gone. People 

who want to Stay Lost will stay with the 
KEK Systems of political, religious and 
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spiritual deception. Old wisdom is old and 
outdated! Political speeches that mean 

nothing are the same. You are being HUman 
Farmed and you keep Agreeing... Your 

Choice! 

WORTHLESS WISDOM 

"We have all been thru so much Literal 
Wisdom of the ages. It would 'seem' that 

what has been created here is based upon 
Literal Old Wisdom alone, and that this is 

what makes all the buildings keep standing. 
The Old Wisdom is merely words and 

nothing more. At what point is Old Wisdom 
sacred? What we have all been thru has its 
place with what we have come to know as 
Traditional History, but none of what we 
have experienced with any of this is The 

TruReality LifeIS. LifeIS Alive and Real and 
more than Creation. YU, The RealU, Your 

RealAwareniss, not the body YU occupy, IS 
Alive and Real. YU are already a FreeBeing 
of RealLight in Magnificent Real UNUverses 
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of Sound & light, but to See this, YU must 
take the time to Recognize who YU really 

are from what YU have created as a 
personal person that has a body here. This 
is Your Big Challenge, or you stay lost with 
the unaware masses of embodiment's that 

move from lifetime to lifetime in utter 
drudgery. The Old Wisdom can be something 

fun to know, but you will never have 
RealFreedom with it. It is a 'reference' and 
nothing more. It is true that societies are 

based upon so much of the Old Wisdom, and 
as human history has already proven, 
everything here goes down hill into a 

definite demise. Presidents, royalty, masters 
and gurus give out their so-called wisdom 

daily, and this world becomes more 
diseased and poisoned everyday! Along with 

the HUman Farming Love idea, is any of it 
really working? Its Your life and this is Your 

Planet! You are deciding Your Life and 
Destiny, and no one else is! 
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NATIONS UNITED 

"NATIONS UNITED IS already a Reality for 
those who Recognize this. There is a NU 
UNUversal Understanding (NU~U) that is 

available for Everyone who has The 
RealCourage to See Beyond the KEK 
Systems that have persecuted people 

throughout known history. WE are Worldwide 
UNUversal Educators (WE). WE show YU, 

The RealU how to get all Your Own Answers 
with Your DreamVisions. LifeIS always 

speaking to YU, but have YU been Paying 
Attention? You have always been taught to 
be one-dimensional in this Designed Matrix, 
and WE will show YU how to WakeUp and 

experience ALL The LifeLevels beyond your 
imagination, to where YU have RealFreedom 
Now! Those who want to continue to keep 

Deceiving others and destroy The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US, they will have to Face Themselves 
realistically for all their Cause & Effect 

Karma. This is not a religious curse as some 
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may 'believe' with their minds, but an 
actuality in time and space Creation. Every 
Utun (YU~Tune) (old term soul) has the right 
to have their life, as they respect the lives of 
others. Those who interfere with others will 
automatically face them-selves. WE are here 
to Share Our RealExperiences and provide 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation, the likes 
of which this planet has never seen before! 

When you are tired of being misled, 
distorted, deceived, intimidated, 

brainwashed and poisoned on this HUman 
Farming Planet... Let US Know... WE Are 

Here For YU! YU are a FreeBeing of 
RealLight! WE will show YU how to 

Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 
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SLEEPING WORLD 

"This is a Sleeping World! Also known as 
The Passing Dream. While You are Asleep 
here, others are taking advantage of YU, 

The RealU, that You are probably not aware 
of yet. There has always been 'something' 

within You that You want to know about, but 
up until Now, You have not been able to 

Really See what this IS. Hello, I am Duane 
The Great Writer, and I will be sharing what 
most people know nothing about, and it will 
ALL BE a RealBenefit for YU, once You take 

the time to Learn how to WakeUp for 
YourSelf. This Sleeping World is in a Huge 
Demise, and people just like You are not 

paying attention to why this is happening. I 
am here to do my part with The 

RealAdventure LifeIS! WE, as WorldWide 
Educators, are going to show YU, The RealU, 
how to Become Multi-Dimensional and Free 
YourSelf from this Passing Dream Matrix! On 

this RealJourney, YU will meet Rebazar 
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Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides. I am 
guessing that You like the Movies, and with 
what You are going to learn with US and My 

NUFriends, will Be An Adventure Like No 
Other! I suggest You read one of The 

NUBooks first and also Sing The NUSound, 
The NU~U. By doing so, YU will start to 

Become MoreAware and See what is really 
taking place here, and best of all, with Your 
RealAwareniss. There is so much more to 

YU than You will ever imagine, as there are 
Endless Worlds, Dimensions and Real 

UNUverses to be explore and be discovered 
by YU! WE are Here for You! 

GMO LABELING NOW 

"RealFood, RealWater and Clean Fresh Air 
are the main ingredients for ALL of US. 

WakeUp with US and what we are doing with 
our WorldWide Projects for The ALLNatural 
Environment. You can See US on YouTube: 

'ALLSOLAR RESEARCH VESSEL' We are Here 
for You! We are ALL on the same Earth and it 
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makes sense to 'Agree' with what IS 
Beneficial for ALL of US, instead of what is 
Not! The Children are The Future and what 
they are eating really does matter, as it will 
show up later. Take the time to Test what 
we are presenting and You will Be Amazed 

how Real We Are! 

REALFOOD – NO GMO  

There is a Huge and Real Difference 
between RealFood and GMO TechFood, that 
has been Kreated by the Mad Scientists that 
have also Kreated the Atomic Bomb, Nuclear 

Power, ChemTrails, HAARP, Smart Meters, 
Lethal Vaccines, Mind Kontrol Microwaves, 

Entertainment and Subliminal Messages that 
ruin your day, Fracking, Oil Spills and what- 

ever else destroys The ALLNatural 
Environment and US on it! Just to Label 

GMOs is one thing, but this will never solve 
the issue of what is really taking place with 

all the damage GMOs have done and will 
continue to do. GMO Labeling is a start to 
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something, but it is only a band aid and 
nothing more. We are providing a WorldWide 
WakeUp for Everyone, and the main idea is 
'Agreement.' It is not so much a matter of 
rebelling and causing disruption to where 
innocent people are arrested and put into 
the FEMA Camps and tortured, as it is a 
matter of WakingUp and giving up Your 

Agreement with how You are contributing to 
what 'they' are doing. For US to have this 
world the ALLNatural Way we want it, we 
must each compensate with what we are 

doing and with what we have, to have 
something so much better!  

As one example, there are so many YouTube 
Videos showing what I have mentioned here 

and a lot more, and deciding to do 
something like converting your car to run on 

water instead of polluting and poisoning 
Fossil Fuels. The time has come to Do 
Something Real & Wonderful Now! Real 

Survival is the Number One concern while 
we are on earth, and RealFood, RealWater 
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and Clean Fresh Air are the Three Main 
Essentials that we give ourselves to live 
here. It will take Each One of US to Do 

Something Now, as with each day this planet 
becomes more and more poisoned and you 
and your family and friends become more 

Dumbed Down, Diseased and then Dead. You 
can 'Think' that the authorities are going to 

hear your protests, but they are the ones 
who are Kreating all the havoc and 

poisoning of this planet on purpose. They 
already have a lot more dastardly plans that 
are waiting in the future, moreso than what 
you can imagine that are being Kreated all 

the time. You can 'believe' whatever you 
want, but 'they' are not stopping! WakeUp 

Now with US, or maybe you will not wake up 
at all one day. Your Life is Your Choice.. 

Have Fun Deciding!  
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GRATITUDE IS A WONDERFUL ATTITUDE 

"We each have a RealAwareniss that we can 
be Grateful for. By doing so we Become 

MoreAware and SelfSufficient, because life 
on this planet is all about Survival. Most 

people will not pay attention to their 
RealAwareniss and continue to go into an 
unknown future, which always shows up. 

Life on earth is not getting better, but 
worse, and for those that do Pay Attention, 

they will succeed with a RealLife far beyond 
what they have come to know here. You are 
The Answer for Everything in Your Life and 

we show You how to Recognize Your 
RealAwareniss and Have Fun doing it! 

BEING GRATEFUL IS REAL  

It is so easy to take what we have for 
granted. I am not referring to what has been 

created on earth and what people want in 
their lives, I am referring to what we are 
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Aware of. It is more than obvious that most 
people do not pay attention to The 

ALLNatural Environment around them. It is 
so that they like to see the animals, birds 

and trees, but how many people really 
consider what they are doing to them- 

selves and others everyday? For the most 
part they do not! It has become a daily 

practice to poison almost everything around 
us. Take a look at the products you are 
using and everyone else. What is Now 

happening everywhere is becoming worse 
and into future generations. In the last 150 
years, the masses have taken for granted 
what has supported all of us. Poisoning 
everything in sight has become such a 

'standard' that when a person refers to the 
ChemTrails in the sky, or the Microwaves 
that cause cancer, or the Lethal Vaccines 

that are destroying people, or 'YOUR 
OCEANS' that are radiated from Fukushima, 

or the Fluoridated Water from your cities 
water system and so on, they are looked 

upon as odd or strange, because they do not 
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Agree and are Aware of what is really taking 
place on this earth.  

What we are all experiencing with being 
Purposely Poisoned is all a plan set forth by 
those who are not interested in Your Life or 

Future. As You keep Agreeing to the 
Kontrolling Systems, they will keep 

poisoning You and Your Family. You 'Think' in 
Your Mind 'they' are your friends, because 

they tell you so with their political and 
religious speeches of 'pretty words.' You 

really can WakeUp and Be Grateful for 
where you are, but You must do Something 

Real before it is too late. I already know 
what I am presenting will mainly reach deaf 
ears, as most people are more interested in 

their 'LA LA LAND LIFE' here.  

The NUPresentation Foundation I have 
created is a WorldWide Wake Up for 

Everyone. I am starting with The ALLNatural 
Environment and providing RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation to where each person 
will be able to discover their own answers 
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for themselves and Become SelfSufficient. I 
suggest to Read one of My NUBooks and 

then Test The NU~U Sessions and YU, The 
RealU will discover NUWorlds Now!  

HEAVENS OF MAN 

"There have been so many stories and tales 
with Human History about the Heavens of 

Man, and the best way for you to know What 
IS Real Now, is to find out for yourself. By 

Singing The NU~U and Watching Your Dream 
Visions at night, you can have RealGuidance 
and visit the heaven of your choice. Try The 
NU~U and Have Fun with a NUAdventure like 

no other! 

THE DESIGNATED HEAVENS OF KEK  

The old marketing idea that the earth is the 
'foot stool' of god is an interesting tale told 
by many. The KEK Systems have made the 
earth a 'passive place' in Life for people to 
stay stuck on. You have already been here 
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for more lifetimes than you want to know 
and you are going to keep coming back here 
until you WakeUp from this Passing Dream. 

Most people are into some strange 
PoliticalReligious System that was originally 
created by KEK. KEK created the so-called 

'holy' doctrines from nothing but ink and 
paper and has intimidated people over time 

to 'believe' in their Marketing Ploy. They 
have also designated their heavens, which 
are specified as the 'many mansions' which 
their savior Jesus supposedly talked about. 
The Heavens of Man are real and also the 
Gods of Man are real, but they are not The 

TruReality LifeIS that people are looking for, 
but merely 'places' in the Psychic Realms 

along with their GovernorGods. All of this is 
fine and provides a place for the unaware to 

stay until they Totally WakeUp to The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. In the 
meantime, you are being used as an 

unaware slave and servant with the existing 
Support Systems on the earth. It is always 
Your Choice if you want to be abused here!  
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The First Heaven of Man is the Astral Realm 
and Worlds. It is a wonderful place to visit 

and you have already been there before, but 
you may not remember. It is one of the many 

places you can learn a lot about The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US, but to get lost in its beauty means 
that you will be returning to the earth for 
more unconscious lifetimes of an even 

worse environment here in the future. There 
are so many different levels to the Astral 
Realm and it is best to have a RealGuide 

when taking any journeys in Your Dreams at 
night. Above this plane is the Mental Realm 

and Worlds that are even greater and 
moreso magnificent. Here again there are 

seemingly endless levels and areas to 
experience and for many to reside in. All of 
what I am describing and so much more is 
available to you Now. It is written that you 

must 'die' to get to these Designated 
Heavens, but this is not so. As you read this 
NUBook and others I have written, you will 
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be shown how to gain RealFreedom from all 
your Old Restrictions during this lifetime. 

Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions!  

YOUR OCEANS NOW 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE!” 

"The public is being kept in the dark about 
what is really taking place with 'YOUR 
OCEANS!' The Nuclear Power Plant at 

Fukushima, Japan (which was created by 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) has 

been spewing out highly toxic radiation in 
'YOUR OCEANS' since 2011. This is not 

reported on the Daily News, because it is 
part of the Elimination Plan of the RATS to 
get rid of most of earth's population, as the 
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RATS are also doing with ChemTrails, GMO 
TechFood, Lethal Vaccines, Smart Meters, 

Microwave Mind Kontrol Waves and so much 
more. This is YOUR PLANET TOO! WakeUp 

and Become MoreAware or stay lost for 
more lifetimes! 

"GO TO...https://
dougmichaeltruth.wordpress.com/

2015/03/30/fukushima-the-extinction-level-
event-that-no-one-is-talking-about/ 

ASTRAL REALM NEWS 

"Most people watch 'The 6'OCrock News' to 
get their 'slanted and distorted' information 
from their KEK System Rulers. I, Duane The 

Great Writer, would like to contribute 
Something Fun & Wonderful from where 

everyone is experiencing a 'hidden 
connection' to, which is 'The Astral Realm 

News!' Behind the scenes there is a lot more 
happening than what is 'created' in front of 
all of us with our physical eyes. If you are 
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one of those who does not Pay Attention to 
Your DreamVisions at night, you are going to 

learn a lot more here and Have Fun at the 
same time! When you Test The NU~U 

Sessions, you will be able to See what I am 
reporting for yourself. As LifeIS happening, 
there is nothing in Life that is a 'belief' as 

most people have been taught and Dumbed 
Down with. So, what I am Reporting as The 

RealNews is not about the Silly Slanted 
Systems on the earth and what they 

'profess' to know, but a much Bigger Picture. 
You can Take The Risk and Explore and 

Share with me on this NUAdventure, or stay 
home and watch your Subliminally 

Programmed TV for more Artificial Thrills 
until your body is too polluted to function. 
Yes! It really is so, everyone you see here 
and is old and diseased is what is waiting 

for you to be as they are, until YU cross over 
to the Astral Realm and wonder where you 

are. YU must have The RealCourage to 
WakeUp Now! 
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NEWS FROM THE ASTRAL REALM  

Most of the unaware public gets their 
information from The 6 O'Crock News. The 

unaware public are the Dumbed Down 
Donkeys who are bred for what is being 

planned for them and what is coming up in 
their future. I am simply 'Reporting The 

RealNews' that has been taking place for the 
longest time. What most One-Dimensional 
Robotized HUmanoids are not aware of... 
there is also The Astral Realm News! The 

Astral Realm is the First Heaven of Man and 
has hundreds of different levels within it. 
After the so-called 'death' of the physical 
body, most people go to some part of the 
Astral Worlds. They may 'believe or think' 
something funny according to what they 
have come to know on earth, but this is 

where Life gets more Real. The Silly 
Deceptive KEK Systems that have been 

created here are mainly Marketing Ploy, and 
this is where The Astral Realm News comes 
in... We report what others won't or cannot. 
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In Your DreamVisions, YU, The RealU is 
being shown a lot more than you realize 

from your personal life on earth. When you 
really learn to Pay Attention and investigate 
what I call 'The RealSide LifeIS' you will See 

a much Bigger Picture to your life than 
before. You are in 'other worlds and 

dimensions' you know very little about and 
they are effecting you Now.  

As I, Duane The Great Writer & Journalis, 
Report The RealNews, I will show you how 
to Recognize and make Better Choices for 

YourSelf. But... You Must Learn to Pay 
Attention and Do Your HomeWork, just like 
your teacher would tell you in school. If you 
want to stay as a Dumbed Down Donkey and 

Unaware, then continue to do what you 
always have and you will soon be old and 
feeble and still wondering what Life is all 

about. YU, The RealU has a Wonderful 
Opportunity like never before to WakeUp and 

See what is happening on this world and 
into many other worlds and Real UNUverses. 
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YU have been here many lifetimes going thru 
the same routines of being Poisoned and 
Kontrolled by the KEK Systems who rule 

this world. The future here is going to be a 
lot worse and will be something like in the 
movie 'The Lord of The Rings!' It is Your 

Choice as to what Your Life will be, and you 
only have a very short time to WakeUp 

before the Big Change!  

 CANCERS 

"Cancer is a WakeUp Call! This may sound a 
bit funny, so I will explain. From a personal 

view, Cancer is an emotional heartbreak, but 
guess what? There are RealCures for 

Everything! And better yet, WE as WorldWide 
Educators provide so much more than just 

The RealCure, WE show YU, The RealU how 
to Recognize RealFreedom Now! Everything 
that you are experiencing on this planet is a 

WakeUp Call! But, if you have been over-
conditioned with the KEK Systems, then it 
will be harder for you to WakeUp and See 
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Beyond what you have already decided is 
Your Fate! When you Agree to the Deceptive 

Systems that are Kontrolling you, you are 
giving THEM the power to do whatever they 

want, and this is what they have always 
done, and for many more lifetimes than you 
can imagine! When you have tragedies in 

your life, you many times took a second look 
at Your Life. Most people will hang onto the 
physical part with the senses, but there are 
those who suddenly have a new awareness 

with what has taken place and suddenly 
SeeMore. This life for YU is a WakeUp Call, 

but are YU really Paying Attention and 
Seeing this as so? 

FRIENDLY ALIENS 

"Are you looking for Friendly Aliens? Well, 
you are not alone! It really does 'seem' to be 
a fun idea to 'Think' that Aliens from another 
planet will come and rescue you from what 

you have decided here. Like the 'idea' of 
Jesus and his god returning to 'fix 
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everything' you have decided to be a part of. 
Let's say there are some good Aliens out 
there that could help this planet... are you 
willing to work with them to clean up The 

ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US, or are you still going to be too busy 
driving your SUV around and polluting the 
air, as you go shopping for your next BBQ 

Party to watch the Football Game? Let's Get 
Real! You really do like Your LA LA Land Life 
here, which will only last so long until it is 

over. You have been taught to 'hope and 
pray' for a better world that you want 

someone else to fix. Guess What... I have a 
Fun Way for YU, The RealU to get Everything 
YU Ever Wanted, but YU must learn to Pay 

Attention! There are no catches or 
gimmicks, as there are with the KEK 

Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
that are owned by Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). Even if the 'good' Aliens did help you 
on this planet, you would still be stuck in a 

PhysicalAstral Matrix they Kontrol. 
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PRETTY TAPLINING WORDS 

"PRETTY TAPLINING WORDS (PTW). You 
have heard these TapLining words all your 

life, but you may not know, YU, The RealU is 
being Effected from Your Unconscious 

Worlds and TapLined in Your Astral Body. 
Most people are one-dimensional and do not 

know they have four other unseen bodies 
they carry that Effects the physical body. 
When you Agree to the pretty words of the 

presidents, popes, queens and kings, 
masters and gurus, YU are being Astrally 

TapLined by Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). TapLining leads to illness, diseases 

and cancers. As the HUman Race has 
evolved, that which has taken place in the 
past had its day, but no more. The days of 

masters and gurus are gone! Today, you are 
are hearing the pretty words of The 
Deceptors and most people are still 

Agreeing to all the Deception they are 
creating. Agreement to 'pretty words' from 

people who have a Dark Agenda equals 
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Reptilian TapLining! Pretty speeches and 
words do not make a person, their Real 

Intent does! Unseen with each of us is Our 
Intent. When YU, The RealU learns to See 
Beyond this world and Behind the Curtains 

of those deceiving others, what will be Seen 
is the Deceptions that are taking place while 

the Speech Makers Hypnotize their 
audiences into a Subconscious Submission. 

NUSOUND NU~U 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 
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keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined and held in 
the Lower Astral Realm by their unaware 
masters and gurus and the fallacy of the 

Gods of Man. 

Air Food Water for ALL 

"AIR... FOOD... WATER... are the main 
ingredients to Survive on this planet. So, it 

really does Make Sense to know what is 
really taking place Now with all of these Big 
Three. Are You taking the time to investigate 
what is really happening with Your Air, Food 
and Water? If not, You will be the Effect of 

what has been mixed into them. Do I have to 
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explain, or are You aware enough to educate 
YourSelf? Have Fun Deciding Your Fate… 

MY LIFE WITH REBAZAR TARZS 

"MY LIFE WITH REBAZAR TARZS... I have 
written 'The AdventurIS Series' for The 

NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. Most of this world 
will not Recognize what I am presenting 
Now, but this is how things are and each 

person must decide what their life will be. 
Paul Twitchell created his presentation with 

The Reality of The Rod of Power in 1965, 
and the two fake masters who came after 

him were given the opportunity to Recognize 
THE ALLIS, but they have not. I have no 

respect for them, as they have taught me a 
lot, but they have decided to be with the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) Deceptors 
and part of the KEK Systems of the earth. 

They have followed the dictates of Reptilian 
Joanny with HER worshiping and praying to 
HER Kalaum God. Most of the Dumbed Down 

MemberShrimps do not look to Rebazar 
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Tarzs, as they do like to look at Harry's 
picture. This is Joanny's Marketing Ploy to 
keep them Kontrolled. Rebazar Tarzs is my 

dad and Paul is the mom. Together with The 
Real UNUversal Guides, they are My Support 
for THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. THE ALLIS, 

The TruSilent Ones, The Real UNUversal and 
Life ITSelf, all back DUANEIS THE NUMAN 

NOW. There is no other system, path, 
teaching, political, religious, spiritual, 

master or guru that The Real UNUversal 
Guides support, as they do work with those 
who have the Courage and TruHeart to See 

The TruReality, THE ALLIS. The 
NUPresentation IS Now, and what has taken 
place in the past, no matter how tradition or 
sacred it is labeled, is nothing more than a 

reference and mainly a bunch of ghostly 
ideas. 

"I am The RealAdventure Now. Those who 
Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, which there 

are millions throughout Creation and so 
many more, they Live Now with THE ALLIS 
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in The Real UNUverses. Most people in 
Creation live in the past even thought they 
'Think' they are living in the present. What 
has been created here is mainly Marketing 

Ploy as HUman Farming, as this is a 
Poisoned Prison Planet. Rebazar Tarzs IS 

Real Now with Duane&Eva. The Real 
UNUversal can do whatever they want to in 
Creation, but they do not interfere with the 
process each Utun (soul) is going thru here. 
YU, the RealU, must Decide to explore The 

Real UNUverse or Stay Lost in Creation with 
the Gods of Man. 

MISSING PERSONS 

"There are thousands of Children and Adults 
as Missing Persons everyday. To the public 

these Missing Persons may look like 
innocent occurrences, but most of them are 

not. These people have been Purposely 
Kidnapped and held as Hostages, Slaves, 

Tortured and even Killed. This is Very Real 
and has been taking place since the KEK 
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Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
have been created. Human History is not 

what the Reptilian Regime Kontrollers have 
written about with their Militerrorized 

Educational Systems. You are on a Prison 
Planet and in their Mind Kontrol Matrix. This 
may sound far out, but take a close look at 
what is going on here. WakeUp and Become 
MoreAware or Stay Asleep and become their 

dinner. What we provide is Very 
Exceptional... RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation for YU, The RealU to 

Recognize RealFreedom Now. This is No 
Freedom any where whatsoever on this 

planet. You can 'Think' whatever you like, 
but you are in their Reptilian Matrix until 

WakeUp in Your RealAwareniss. 

SMOKING 

"Does it Make Sense to Keep Polluting the 
earth? Smoking Effects Everyone! It is not 

about 'good or bad, right or wrong' it is 
about what is taking place with Nature. 
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There are about Two Billion Smokers on the 
planet who continue to infect everyone. With 

some effort, people can WakeUp and 
Contribute Something Beneficial. Smokers 

know what they are doing, so I am not going 
to lecture. The ALLNatural Environment is 

being Effected everyday with so many 
Harmful Poisons, so the efforts of each 

person in any way Makes Sense. Simply Do 
Your Part for ALL of US! 

"WE as WorldWide Educators are providing 
what no one else is. WE Focus on 

RealGuidance, RealEducation and Being 
SelfSufficient in The TruSense. These Three 

TruRealities are not widely understood, 
because of how people have been taught. 
These Three TruRealities are moreso than 

what can be grasped by even the most 
brilliant people, because what WE Share in 

not all together in the Literal Sense, as most 
people will try and define Our RealPosition 
with Life. As WE are with The ALLNatural 

Environment on earth. WE Focus on 
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RealFood, RealWater & RealAir, as these are 
The Three Essentials for living here. We are 
the only ones who have combined The Three 
TruRealities and Three Essentials together! 
RealGuidance entails being with The Real 
UNUversal Guides who are direct with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. A 
RealEducation is Learning to See & BE 

Beyond this One-Dimensional Matrix in Your 
RealAwareniss. Being SelfSufficient IS a 
RealPosition that is always available to 

Everyone who wants to WakeUp and 
Decides to BE Free! 

RealFood, RealWater and RealAir really do 
Make Sense for ALL of US, and there is 

plenty, but there are also those who are not 
Seeing The Bigger Picture on earth. The 

Deceptive PoliticalReligious Systems are not 
providing what Everyone has a right to have. 
They have forced most people on earth into 

'believing' in Rules, Regulations and 
Restrictions and their Designed TapLining 
Matrix, instead of allowing Everyone to BE 
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Free & Real. WE utilize The Six Honorable 
Realities, and most for ALL, The Seventh 
One, PurSincerity (Pure Sincerity). The 
TruReality LifeIS, is like the Sun Always 

Shining. The Sun is a Perfect Example of No 
Restrictions and Being Free! Beyond 

Creation is The Real UNUverses of PurSound 
& PurLight. WE are WorldWide Educators 
with The NUPresentation for ALL. None of 
The Seven Ways of Being SelfSufficient are 
directed to any political, religious, spiritual, 

god, savior or belief idea, as LifeIS 
AlwaysNU Now & Wonderful as YU, The 
RealU, WakeUp to Your RealAwareniss! 
"A life Without Fear is a RealLife. The 
REPSystems (Religious, Educational, 

Political, Social Spiritual SciFi) are all based 
upon Fear. Fear is the driving force and 

power that the Earthly Kontrollers (EK) use 
to herd people like cattle. Fear is hidden in 
all the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations). Fear is with the Emotional 

Attachments that have been created by the 
masses to cover up Fear. There is a RealLife 
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Without Fear, but YU, The RealU, must 
WakeUp and Take The Risk to See Beyond 
Your Fears. When you look at the Sun, do 

you see any Fear? Not at all! 

LifeIS Always Like The Sun Shining... There 
is No Fear! You have purposely been taught 
to Fear everything, so that you are always 
Kontrolled for more lifetimes of the same 9 
to 5 drudgery you are living Now. WakeUp 
and Take The Risk to Be Wonderful with 

RealFreedom! 

PROCESS OF ELIMINATION 

"There is a PROCESS OF ELIMINATION that 
has been taking place for decades and most 

people do not See this! The earth is 
purposely being poisoned and ruined by 

those in Kontrol, that of the KEK Systems. 
You are being eliminated, just like the 

Robotization that is taking over. These are 
some of the ways people are being used up 

and discarded. The KEK Systems 
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(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) have 
setup their 'official' governing agencies all 
over this world. Those who work for these 
agencies and 'Think' they have good jobs 
will be the first to be eliminated, because 

they know the secret agendas of those 
Kontrolling the earth and the HUman 

Farming of people. The average Dumbed 
Down Person (DDP) will still be walking 

around with their Cell Phones and dreaming 
of their LA LA Land, until they are picked for 
a Reptilian Dinner. The military, police, FBI, 
CIA, and others governing agencies will be 
the first to be eliminated and removed from 
their physical bodies and put into the Astral 
Realm as slaves for future lifetimes. Some 

will also go into 'suspended animation' until 
they are needed. A lot of these people will 

be forgotten, so it may be thousands of 
years and lifetimes before they WakeUp 

again. This is the 'real world' YOU are living 
in Now! Those who 'take orders' from the 

governing agencies will meet the fate they 
were ordered to do, along with those giving 
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the orders. This is how 'Cause & Effect 
Karma' works, and there is no way around it! 
WE are 'The NUWay Out' of Cause & Effect 

Creation! WAKEUP! 

HUMAN FARMING DEFINED 

"Cattle Herding is very common and well 
known. People have raised cattle and then 
at some point have them slaughtered for 

profit. HUman Farming is the same, but most 
people are so dumbed down they do not See 

what is really taking place on this planet. 
The HUman Farmed Masses have been 

marketed with all forms of phenomena to 
keep them distracted, which they 'Think' is 
some form of lifestyle while they live their 
temporary little lives in their own Personal 
LA LA Land. I am referring to YOU! This is 
not a criticism, but actually a WakeUp Call 

for You! You have the opportunity to WakeUp 
like never before! It is so that many people 
are beginning to 'see thru' the ploys of the 

political, religious and spiritual systems, but 
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there is still a long ways to go to Totally 
WakeUp! You are in The Designed Matrix of 

Creation of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). With your physical eyes you 

probably do not See this, and so it may take 
you some investigation before you do. The 
earth is a Purposely Poisoned Planet and 
you are in the Prison Yard no matter how 

well to do you are. WE are The NUWay Out 
of Cause and Effect Creation! 

"Beyond Creation there IS Real UNUverses 
that most people know nothing about. The 

people of the earth are Trapped in the 
HUman Farming Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). You can WakeUp Now or 
Stay Lost in Creation for more unconscious 
lifetimes. Take The Risk and discover what 

we are presenting as The NUWay Out of 
Cause and Effect Creation. Read this 

NUBook and Watch Your DreamVisions! 
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PAUL TWITCHELL and DUANE NOW 

"Paul Twitchell, Rebazar Tarzs, Gopal Das, 
Fubbi Quantz and ALL The Real UNUversal 

Guides stand with THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN NOW! Duane The Great Writer has 
taken over where Paul Twitchell left off, as 
there is no one else who can provide The 

NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. WE are WorldWide 
Educators and WE are The NUWay Out of 
The Matrix of Cause and Effect Creation. 
WakeUp and Take The Risk to SeeMore! 

SURVIVAL SENSE 

"We are all in the same Life (moreso than 
just the earth) and ALL LifeIS Survival. 

Survival on this earth is a huge struggle, as 
this 'Place in Life' is part of the process we 
each go thru. To Survive so much better, YU, 

The RealU must WakeUp to Yourself as a 
FreeBeing of RealLight and Learn to 

'Recognize' that this already exists for YU, in 
Your RealAwareniss. You (the personal self) 
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can stay here and continue to struggle with 
this world of Creation, or Sing The NUSound 

NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions for 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation with Life 
ITSelf. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 

Guides will assist YU on The RealSide 
LifeIS, and YU can end all Your Karma this 

lifetime. Look for Duane&Eva all over 
Facebook and Duane The Great Writer all 
over the internet. This world is ruled by 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) that have 
you in this HUman Farm of theirs. YU, The 

RealU, can escape from this One-
Dimensional Matrix Earth Prison and WE 

(Worldwide Educators) will show YU how! 

WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS 

"WE are WorldWide Educators (WE). WE are 
The NUPresentation for Everyone. WE make 
sense on a world that does not at this time. 

The ALLNatural Environment is being 
destroyed at a rapid rate, while a lot of 
unaware people are 'Thinking' that this 
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world is just fine. Far from it! It is time to 
WakeUp Now, or deal with more pollution as 
each person creates their life here. WE have 

The RealCure for ALL. WE provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
one else. Test what WE have to offer Now! 

ALLISNIS UNUversal Communities of 
LivingGuides 

"UNUversal Communities really do Make 
Sense, but with this world where people are 

more interested in destroying The ALL 
Natural Environment than working with IT, 

what I am presenting does not seem to 
make sense. The Real UNUversal Guides 

'work with' The TruReality NaturIS, which is 
really from The TruSource, THE ALLIS, on 

ALL The LifeLevels. This little world of Mind 
Kontrolled People are One-Dimensional 

Subjects that are being led to the slaughter 
by the Reptilian Regimes of the political, 
religious and other systems. UNUversal 
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Communities Make Sense... the Kontrolling 
Systems of KEK do not make sense, but this 

is purposely done for 'Their' own selfish 
reasons, otherwise they would not have the 
Kontrol over everyone as they do. The OWO 
(One World Order) is a Centralized Kontrol 
for the Certain Few and not for Everyone. 
This is how this world of Big Business is!  

MILITARY MIND 

"The Sane People of The Earth are asking 
the Militerrorized Minds who are ordered to 

Destroy The ALLNatural Environment to 
WakeUp and to See what they are really 

doing! The people who support the systems 
are not an enemy, the ones who are Giving 
The Orders are the enemy to what sustains 

ALL of US! What is taking place with this 
world is The Biggest Krime of ALL! The KEK 
Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
have the Agreement of the Militerrorized 

Minds to destroy everything! KEK does not 
care who it destroys, just so they can have 
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whatever they want. The Presidents, Kings, 
Queens, masters and others are sacrificing 
everyone for What? For their 'Mind Power' 

ideas of themselves! Look at this World!!! It 
is being poisoned beyond control every 

moment! Look at all the Children that are 
being ruined and poisoned and killed. Do you 

really want to destroy Everything? Watch 
Your DreamVisions... YOU and Everyone 

involved has lifetimes of Heavy Karma and 
you will once again return here in Deformed 
Bodies... Very Real, and YU, The RealU will 

be shown. YU can avoid all this this by 
Waking UP and having The RealCourage to 
Give Up Your Agreements with those who 

are Ordering You to Destroy US! 

MILITERRORIZED MINDS  

With all due respect... those of you who have 
been or are with the military or with the 
police, FBI, CIA, Secret Service, Security 

Guards or whatever, you have basically been 
hired to protect those who are destroying 
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The ALLNatural Environment. This is Your 
Earth Too! You are being USED by the 

Deceptive Dictators to destroy what you 
have worked for and all those you know. You 
are told the ChemTrails in the sky are for the 

protection of the planet, you are told the 
wars are for the protection of your country, 
and you are told to protect those who are 

Destroying Everything! The Military is 
ordered to use the HAARP Mad Scientist 

Machine to Kontrol the Weather and destroy 
people everywhere. HAARP has Kreated the 

Killer Earthquakes around the world, 
including Fukushima and is Kreating the 

drought in California and Chemical Snow in 
the East. These are all the people who have 
been Dumbed Down by the KEK Systems and 
now they are being destroyed and YOU will 
be too! You can obey Your Ego, the part of 

you that 'Thinks' what you are doing is 
justified, but you will eventually 'hit the wall' 
as all people do who destroy What IS Real & 

So Precious.  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

The OWO (One World Order) Cabal, whoever, 
keep telling you they will protect you. I 

suggest to do your own investigation to see 
how many have gone down before you and 

were sacrificed just like you will be. Look at 
the harsh brutality all over this world. You 

are told the people who support everything 
are the terrorists, because they can finally 
See how they have been USED as you are 

Right Now. Are you really making this world 
a better place, or realistically doing your 
part to destroy it? WakeUp! The Natural 

Environment is a Fragile Realty all of us are 
supported by. Without it we are nothing! I 

suggest to go on YouTube and look at all the 
Brave Soldiers who are sick and tired of 

killing innocent people, because they have 
been ordered to! Many of the so-called 

'terrorist' people are from the governments 
to do their 'takeovers' and Kreate the 

illusion that there are terrorists to destroy, 
when it is all a 'takeover plan' by the OWO to 
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Kontrol Everyone. You are not exempt! 
Everyone is dying and the planet is dying 

from all the poisons they are dumping on all 
of us and everything. WakeUp Now! You and 

others will end up with more lifetimes of 
unnecessary Karma!  

SPIRITUAL PROTECTION NOW 

"RealProtection IS Real, and the Old ideas of 
'spiritual protection' according to the 

political, religious and spiritual paths and 
teaching do not work anymore as they did 

with their Old words of HU, OM, AUM, Amen 
and so on. This earth and most people here 

are influenced by the Old ideas that have 
withered away and become Astral Reptilian 
TapLining. LifeIS never Old and Outdated... 

IT IS AlwaysNU Now. WakeUp and Pay 
Attention! 

WHAT IS SPIRITUAL PROTECTION?  
Since whenever, people have always looked 

to something for some kind of protection 
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with what we each have to live with here. As 
we have progressed over lifetimes, the idea 

of 'spiritual protection' has become what 
many people want to feel secure with, 

because of how this world has become. In 
the Dark Ages of Superstition, people were 
more afraid, because of the savageness of 

that time. Today, and after lifetimes of 
indoctrination with so many different 

doctrines and ideas, many people are fine 
just to belong to something, such as religion 

and one of the many spiritual paths and 
teachings that have been around for a while 

and provide the supposed and necessary 
disciplines. The Reality of Spiritual 

Protection is for those who are to be 
guarded on the inner worlds from mainly 

Astral Attacks. Over time, these paths and 
teachings have become saturated with the 

Social Consciousness and the Business 
World, and because of how people are today, 
most 'Think' that what took place in history 

must be the same as it is Now.  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Maybe some teachings are better, but most 
are even worse than they have ever been, 
because they have been taken over by the 
KEK Systems, those who rule this world 

with an iron fist. The so-called religious and 
spiritual paths are very well disguised to 

'look' like they have some value as they did, 
but not so! All you have to do is Sing The 
NU~U,NUSound, which has replaced all 
other Old words such as HU, OM, AUM, 
Amen and others. The Old words are a 
Konnection to the Reptilian Aliens that 

Kontrol the earth. The Reptilians TapLine 
their worshiping and praypaying members in 
their Astral Bodies while they sleep in their 
dreams and there is No Protection with the 
Old masters and gurus, and especially with 
any religion or belief. If you are looking for 
RealProtection, then you want to Sing The 

NU~U with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. At one time long ago, 
The RealGuides were with other spiritual 
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paths, but they no longer recognize the 
'spiritual' ideas' of the Business World. They 

are with THE NUMAN of THE ALLIS. Paul 
Twitchell was The Living Master when he 
was here, but Now he is a LivingGuide in 

Your DreamVisions on The RealSide LifeIS. 
Test The NU~U and have your own RealSide 
Adventures and be shown how to get Your 

Own Answers & BE Free!  

YOUR UNCONSCIOUS AGREEMENTS 

"Everything YU, The RealU, will ever need is 
IN PLAIN SIGHT, and so much moreso than 

just what Your Eyes can see. When YU Learn 
to See Beyond what you are seeing here, 
then YU will know what I am referring to. 
You must do your own research or stay 

unaware and Kontrolled by the KEK 
Systems. You are almost totally Kontrolled 

on a subconscious level! 
YU are being Kontrolled to Agree to what 

you are unconsciously taking in all the time. 
By the very fact that you do not know this 
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and what you are experiencing, you are 
unconsciously Agreeing to all of it, and at 

the same time being manipulated as a slave 
to this world and the KEK Systems. WE are 
Worldwide Educators. WE have The Way Out 

of The Designed Matrix! 

CREATION CONSCIOUSNESS 

"Creation is a 'Place in Life' and 'Not' The 
Whole of Life. A person can 'Think' whatever 

they want, but it does not make it so with 
What IS Real Now! As we each come thru 

our own experiences in Creation, we 
eventually reach a point where we are ready 

to Exit Creation all together, but you must 
be The Real RiskTaker to do this. In the 
created world of today, you are mainly 

taught to be Literal Minded and not 
Intuitively Aware. There is a big difference 

between the two, and the intuition is not the 
final step either, but it is moreso than the 
mind and emotions most people live from. 

The KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
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Korporations) want you to be one-
dimensional and Kontrolled, and this is why 
the Militerorrized Education of today is as it 
is, to keep you unaware and a slave to their 
systems. You have been here many times 
before, but you do not remember, as they 

have kept you in the dark and Kontrolled. Of 
course, because of your present 

'brainwashed' state, you will not readily go 
for this, because it sounds too far out, but 

YOU are living it Now! 

"All the so-called 'holy doctrines' that have 
been created from nothing that supposedly 
support the idea' of Creation, were created 

from the first invaders to this planet, the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). They did 
not 'forget' to tell you this in school, they 
purposely did not tell you! You are their 

Robotized Unaware Nothing Twit (RUNT). 
They Astrally TapLine you in your Astral 

body while you sleep. They have been doing 
this to you for lifetimes and you carry all the 
psychological symptoms with you wherever 
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you go! You are Trapped & TapLined in their 
Designed Matrix! WE provide The NUWay Out 
of Cause & Effect Creation! To Free YourSelf, 
YU, The RealU, must Be The Real RiskTaker 
and do what you have never done before! As 

your Read My NUBooks, you will better 
understand what to do. It is always Your 

Choice to Stay Lost here or have 
RealFreedom! 

RELIGION is a BUSINESS 

"Religion is a Business and nothing more. 
Religion has been created with Agreement 
and with the 'ideas' there needs to be some 

form of Worship and Praying to invented 
gods. The Gods of Man do exist, as they are 
GovernorLords in Creation, but even they do 
not demand any form of Worship. The ideas 
of Worshiping and PrayPaying have come 

from Reptilian Satanic Rituals and they have 
invented the 'devil' idea, as they have 
invented the Religious Ideas. The KEK 
Systems of this world are the Reptilian 
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Aliens who rule this earth with their 
Monetary System of Kontrol.  

There is Absolutely NO Freedom with any 
Religion. The Religions of this world are 

Purposely Planned Restrictions. The 
REPSystems (Religion, Education, Politics, 

SciFi / Socializm) are Kontrolled by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). They are 

the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) with the Kalaum Lord God, 
which is their invention of deities in outer 

space. Worshiping and PrayPaying to 
anything is a Satanic Kult. 

The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US, does not need any form of 

Governmental Politics, including Religious 
Misconceptions, as is more than obvious. 
RealPeople do not 'need' others to Kontrol 

them for the sake of manipulating the 
environment a person lives with. For 

lifetimes you have been misled into 'Thing' 
you need THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians). WakeUp and Get Real! YU, The 
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RealU is a FreeBeing of RealLight, and WE 
will show YU how to get all Your Own 

Answers! 
WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like 
most people who are here. 
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EKK REPTILIAN RELIGIONS 

"EKK (Earthly Kontrolling Korporations) 
REPTILIAN RELIGIONS. Most of this world is 

Agreeing to their own HUman Farming 
TapLining and Entrapment. The unaware 

public has been Marketed into Agreeing with 
politics, religion, spiritual masters, 

militerrorized education, mad science 
inventions, entertainment, GMO TechFood, 

sports fans and so much more. The 
Marketing Ploy of The EKK Systems is to 

keep people self-absorbed into their 
Designed Matrix Phenomena of Creation. 

"The Whole of LifeIS all about RealSurvival! 
What is taking place on the earth is a 

Purposely Planned Demise of Kontrol. While 
people are self-absorbed from all the 

Deceptive Marketing Ploy, the EKK Systems 
are destroying The ALLNatural Environment 
around all of us. WakeUp! This is Your Planet 

they are Destroying! The EKK Reptilians 
created the Gods of Man to pray and 
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worship to as Deceptors. The Kalaum God is 
the Reptilian Governor in the Mental Realm, 
the heaven of many religions. He is a Fake 

God and a Deceptor with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) on the earth and in the 

Astral Realm. You are being Astrally 
TapLined while you are asleep at night and 
your life energies are being sucked out of 

you! You will become diseased, ill and have 
cancers, unless YU, The RealU, Wakes Up 
and SEES what is really taking place Now! 
Your faith, your believing, your worshiping 
and praying, your chanting HU, OM, Amen 

and other words in Creation are all TapLined 
to the Reptilians! You have been part of their 
HUman Farming for lifetimes, and if you do 
not WakeUp Now, then you will be back in 
future lifetimes as the earth keeps getting 
worse. If you 'Think' you have a life here... 

Think Again! Because you really do not! The 
RATS want to keep you in your own little LA 
LA Land and dumbed down as their slave! 
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Writers WorldWide WakeUp 

"DUANE THE GREAT WRITER Presents... 
Writers of the World expressing the reality 

of what is taking place with The ALLNatural 
Environment that supports us. This world is 
being destroyed on purpose and the time is 
coming when everything will be gone. All 

that will be left are the boring Government 
Buildings that Kontrol people. BE BRAVE & 
WAKEUP NOW! Most people are pretending 

that everything will be okay. This is a fallacy 
in people's mind. SHARE YOUR BRAVERY 
with US (UNUversal SuperBeings). WE are 
from The Real UNUverses beyond Creation 

and WE are here to Share Something 
Wonderful! WakeUp with US! 

THE MATRIX: Six Layers Thick 

"THE MATRIX IS SIX LEVELS THICK... The 
Six PsycRealms of Creation are not 

understood by most people. The unaware 
masses have been taught that this 
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Purposely Poisoned Planet is all their is, and 
that their invented gods created people. THE 

REALNEWS NOW... YU, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss, has taken on another 

Physical Body here, because you did not 
WakeUp in your other lifetimes. THE 

NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, Duane The Great 
Writer, is providing The SuperKnowledge of 

The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. No on else 
has this The RealConnection with THE 

ALLIS. You are in the Designed Matrix of the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule 

this planet and many others. YU, The RealU, 
takes on Five PsycBodies, so as to 

correspond to the Five Basic Levels in 
Creation, and to gain experience to 

eventually Recognize The TruReality, THE 
ALLIS. You have been taught and told that 
this physical world is all there is, you have 
been 'Literalized & Hypnotized' to Agree 

with the Designed Matrix of the RATS. They 
were the original invaders and created all 
the fake doctrines, along with their fake 

gods and worshiping. They go from planet to 
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planet and destroy whatever they want to. 
They are destroying this earth, and you will 
be their prisoner again if you do not WakeUp 
Now! They have made you 'Think' you are a 

body and nothing else, and that they are 
more 'special' than you as they disguise 

themselves as presidents, diplomats, royalty 
and other such nonsense. 

"The Second Layer or Level is the Astral 
Realm, where YU have your Emotional Body. 
It is from this invisible level that you have all 
your Emotional Attachments and TapLines 
from the RATS. This is the First Heaven of 

Man they created for you, so they can 
Kontrol you. They TapLine you in Your 

Dreams while you sleep. They have been 
doing this to you for lifetimes and this is why 

you keep returning here unconscious. You 
relate to your Astral Body as the 'love body' 
but it is really more about sensations than 

RealLUV. You have past life karma here and 
it relates to your life as you live it here. 
There is a GovernorLord here who will 
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proclaim himself to be 'your god' if you 
Agree. WakeUp or Stay Lost! 

"The Third Level is known as the Causal 
Realm by The Real UNUversal Guides. This 

is your Memory Body, and where the Akashic 
Records are stored, but not all your past 
lives are here, as they are also on higher 

levels and into The UNUversal Files. There 
are many GovernorLords on this level who 

are looked to as 'gods' from the one-
dimensional HUman Consciousness. If you 
Agree with them, then you are once again 

Trapped and TapLined and sent back to the 
RoundWorlds, such as earth or other 

polluted planets for more experience until 
YU, WakeUp! 

"The Forth Level is the Mental Realm, where 
resides The Lord God of all religions 

invented by the RATS. He is the 
GovernorLord on this level and known as the 

Kalaum God. He is Reptilian, as are his 
Authoritarians on the earth. He will 'play the 
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role' of a benevolent god to get you to Agree 
with all his Deception, and once he has Your 
Agreement, you are Trapped and TapLined 

for more unaware lifetimes as his slave. 
Kalaum Kontrols the Designed Matrix in the 
PsycRealms. His RATS created the fake holy 

doctrines, the governments, the royalty 
ideas and all the agencies and laws that 
Restrict you to the earth and your 9 to 5 
drudgery. He has created the LA LA Land 

idea that if you work hard you will get 
ahead, but this is all an 'illusion of time' he 

has created to keep you Trapped and 
TapLined forever. Worship and Prayer are 

Satanic VoooDooo! 

"The Fifth Level is the Etheric Realm, which 
corresponds to your Intuitive Body. Parts of 
this area are also your Subconscious Mind. 
This is the top level of all Cause & Effect 

Karma in Creation. It is on this level that you 
prepare yourself to go further and drop the 

five bodies when you are ready, but only 
with The Real UNUversal Guides. YU, The 
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RealU, cannot go further, until YU have 
earned your way out of The Matrix with Your 
RealAwareniss and The RealConnection, The 

NUSound, The NU~U. 

"The Sixth Level is The Deep Dark Border. 
This unknown area by most is the gigantic 

border between Creation and The Real 
UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. As YU, The RealU passes thru this 
dark area with The Radiant Light of The 

Real UNUversal Guides, YU will soon enter 
The Seventh LifeLevel of THE ALLIS. There 
is no darkness, karma or fake gods here, 

there is only the most Pure, Sincere & 
Sublime Reality of SoundLight that YU 

cannot even imagine. Read this NUBook and 
you will learn a lot more as you Sing The 

NU~U and start to have your own 
RealExperiences with The Real UNUversal 

Guides. Take The Risk and See for YourSelf! 
The Whole of Life is better than anything 

here! 
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HUman Farming Entertainers 

"You are on a Purposely Poisoned Planet of 
HUman Farming. You decided to come here 
to gain experiences to eventually Recognize 
the TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. But, while 
you are here, you are being marketed and 
Deceived by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who Kontrol the earth. You actually 
saw this before you entered your new body, 
but like most people you figured you could 

handle it and WakeUp, but have you? For the 
most part... NO! Then again, it is all Your 

Choice if you really want to WakeUp here or 
stay lost and go into more lifetimes of being 

lost and Kontrolled. Most people do not 
realize they are promoting HUman Farming 

for the RATS who are destroying The 
ALLNatural Environment that supports all of 
us. Emotional Relationships that are clingy 
and continue on to a person departure from 
here are many times contributing to what 

the RATS do best, Astral TapLining while you 
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sleep. The Entertainment Industry is a big 
contributor to HUman Farming and so is the 

political, religious and spiritual systems. 
Most people do not 'See' this, as they are 
one-dimensional and hypnotized to this 

Literalized Robotic World of Microwave Mind 
Kontrol. There is so much more to this and I 

suggest you Do Your Homework, because 
the earth is not the 'LA LA Land' the RATS 

have marketed it to be! WakeUp Now or Stay 
Lost! 

FREE ENERGY FOR ALL 

"There is always Free Energy for Everyone, 
but YU, The RealU must Learn to See this for 
YourSelf. But, here is the Challenge, as you 

are living on a planet Kontrolled by Reptilian 
Aliens who do not want you to have anything 

except what 'they' want you to have. Well, 
We have The Answer for YU! 

It IS Okay to WakeUp and SeeMore and 
Become MoreAware Right Now! 
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FREE ENERGY for EVERYONE  
WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

There is no secret or mystery about Free 
Energy, only that it has all been kept a 
secret from the public to Kontrol the 
masses. Whatever any of us wants is 

available, we simply have to learn how to 
have it for ourselves. The Kontrolling World 

Governments, for the most part, have 
technology far advanced from what is seen 
in the public. They do not want people to 

have what they have, because it would be a 
'threat' to THEM. The OWO (One World 

Order) is so afraid of the masses that they 
'Think' they have to Kreate all kinds of 
Deception to keep people Stuplified. 

Throughout history there have been so many 
who have discovered beneficial sources of 

Free Energy for mankind, but those who 
sneak around and Deceive others make sure 

that they get the secrets and the masses 
never do. Today, we have the Space Shuttle, 
as an example, which is for the public to see 

and 'Think' that this flying 'bomb' is 
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something far advanced, when actually it is 
not, as the OWO already have UFO 

Technology and bases on the dark side of 
the Moon. There are many courageous 

people today bringing out their discoveries, 
and many of them so bravely put them on 

YouTube.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

In our time frame, Nikola Tesla was the 
genius that discovered so much for 

everyone, but he was suppressed and most 
of what he did has been hidden and stolen 
by the government. The OWO sets up their 

Patent Offices and then steals from 
everyone. Government Agencies are one of 
the many 'disguises' of terrorizm that have 

been Kreated to 'fool' the public. They 
'market' a friendly message, but they all 
have their secret agendas to steal and 
Kontrol those who support them. The 

Certain Few who Kontrol this earth have 
educated them- selves to 'Think' they are 
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better than everyone else, as they are 
motivated to out do others and to figure out 

how to steal what others have after they 
have created something. This has always 

been their method of operation. JP Morgan 
financed Tesla, but when he got what he 

wanted, he pushed Tesla aside and 
destroyed what he had built. JP Morgan was 
part of the original 'gangsters' that started 
the Federal Reserve, which has been the 

Kontrolling Effects the economy has 
experienced for the last 100 years, which 

could have been better!  

THE REAL SECRET OF DEATH 

"Death actually is No Secret, it is just that 
the KEK Systems of Demise have kept The 

Real Secret from YOU! Duane The Great 
Writer always Reports The RealNews. You 

have been brought up in a world that likes to 
hide things from you. You want to trust 
everyone, but you are finding that you 

cannot, so who do you turn to? YourSelf of 
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Course! YU, The RealU are Your Own 
Answer, and We show YU how to get all Your 

Own Answers Direct! We Are Real, 
Honorable and Sincere. I suggest to Read 

this NUBook and do your homework when it 
comes to studying, and soon YU will Learn 

to Get ALL Your Own Answers. We make this 
Fun just for YU!  

DEATH AS YOU DO NOT KNOW IT  

Everyone has their idea of what we term as 
Death. When we see something die, we are 
sometimes shocked and unhappy, and there 

are those times when we are glad to see 
something die, like a bug in our house. For 

the most part, when we are young and 
'feel'n good' we do not See what is around 
the corner, as we usually have the attitude 
we will live forever in our body. Those were 
the fun times for me like anyone, and I have 

come a long ways with a lot more 
RealExperience than just 'opinions' of what 
people 'Think' is Death. There are very few 
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on earth that will explore what most people 
see as strange, out of this world and 
altogether weird. Actually, if there is 

anything strange or weird on this earth it is 
a society that purposely poisons itself 

everyday and 'Thinks' that it is okay. This is 
Definitely Dah! The Socially Bred Person 
lives off their Literal Mind and Emotional 

Responses and not their RealAwareniss or 
even Common Sense. So how is it that these 

educationally indoctrinated militerrorized 
people can have any concept or 

understanding of something such as Death, 
when they still do not realize every time 

they start their car they are killing 
themselves and everyone else with carbon 
monoxide poisoning from their automobile?  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Death is not at all what it 'seems' to be. 
Every time you go to sleep you are actually 
going thru the process of Death. As long as 
the body can function, just like your car, you 
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will be able to go in and out of it until the 
day comes when you leave it permanently. 

You are here on this world to gain many 
experiences for a Bigger Journey. Eventually 
you will learn to prepare yourself to surpass 
this place all together and with the help of 
The Real UNUversal Guides. What you have 

been taught by your parents, the school 
systems and religious and spiritual 

teachings has been the 'prelude' to The 
RealAdventure LifeIS. Like many, I am sure 
you 'Think' that what has been created here 
and held so dear as 'traditional' teachings 

and doctrine is the ultimate, but not so. Even 
the Gods of Man are not what they seem. If 
YU have The RealHeart for an adventure like 
no other, then We Are Here for YU! Once YU, 
The RealU learns to gain RealExperiences 

from the worlds and UNUverses beyond this 
one, then YU will SeeMore, and also See 

that there is no such thing as Death, only a 
RealLife beyond this one!  
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CELEBRATING NEW YEARS 

"Celebrating another New Year is not the 
same, as each year keeps getting worse and 
worse with all the fireworks, alcohol, drugs, 

raunchy music and more GMO TechFood. 
Fireworks are lethal bombs that pollute the 
breathable air, harm animals and also the 
Dumbed Down people that use them. The 

masses do not 'See' that they are promoting 
their own HUman Farming Demise by 

constantly destroying their own 
environment. The One World Order wants 

people to stay stupid and keep doing 
themselves in, as this is an easy way to 

Kontrol the unaware. You have been here for 
lifetimes as slaves to the establishment, and 
you will continue to become more diseased 
and infected as you keep Agreeing to your 

own personal self-indulgence. You can 
decide better or Stay Lost! 
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STEPS to REALFREEDOM NOW 

"There is no freedom on this planet and 
there never will be! Everyone here is in a 

One-Dimensional Designed Matrix. You can 
collect all the information and knowledge 

you want, worship and pray to the invented 
Reptilian Gods, wait for saviors that will not 

be coming, but it will not get you out of 
Cause & Effect Karmic Creation. Do YU, The 

RealU, really want to WakeUp Now? Then 
you have to Be a Real RiskTaker! As long as 
you keep Agreeing to your LA LA Land Life 

here, then you will once again return 
unconscious as you have many times before. 

I will lay out 'The Steps to RealFreedom 
Now' for those who have the courage to 

move forward with their lives and take an 
active part in Freeing Themselves... 

"FIRST STEP... You may 'Think' in your mind 
that you are looking for what you consider to 
be 'truth' or salvation or what ever 'idea' you 
have that you usually have been taught from 
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this world. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides decide who they will 

guide out of The Matrix of Creation. When a 
person comes into the present awareness of 

THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW, this 
means they have been given the opportunity 
to SeeMore than they ever have before. It is 

not that a person is good or bad, but that 
they will develop their RealCourage to Be 

Real Now! LifeIS not about religion or 
politics, being spiritual or any other so-

called 'truth' ideas people have. LifeIS Real 
& Wonderful like the Sun Shining without 

any Restrictions! You, as the so-called 'truth 
seeker' have been drown in Restrictions and 

you keep Agreeing to them! How will you 
ever free yourself by staying dumbed down 
and fearful? Are you ready to See YourSelf 

and get past all the self-absorbed 
aberrations you have decided, or do you 

want to Stay Lost on earth like most people? 
So, now you have found Duane The Great 

Writer... Will you take the time to Read The 
NUBooks and do your homework, so you can 
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start Your Journey to RealFreedom Now? If 
you cannot do this First Step, then you will 
just grow old and diseased again! You have 
the privilege of being chosen! Do you have 

the courage to continue? Read The 
NUBooks and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U 
and Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to 

get your own RealSide Experiences with 
THE NUMAN & The Real UNUversal Guides. 

This Very Real and it will work for You! 

“SECOND STEP... Let's assume you are 
reading some of what I have written, and it 

makes sense that what I am presenting 
seems a bit different compared to what you 

have known. But, are you Seeing that is 
starts to Make Sense with what your life has 
been and what is taking place on this planet 
today? You have been taught to be a Literal 
Robot for the EKK Systems. Of course, you 
don't See this, as you are very special to 

yourself! You might be one of those unique 
GMO Eaters that can eat anything. And so, 

you are the truth seeker, and are you taking 
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the time to really study what I am 
presenting, or is your personal life, TV, 

dating, and chewing bubble more important? 
Its Your Life... You Decide! You must Sing 
The NU~U until you start to get your own 

RealExperiences to See there is more to Life 
than this Passing Dream you are lost in! You 
can have DreamVisions or DailyVisions, as 

each person is different. There is no set way 
to do this. I have created The 

NUPresentation as 'The NUWay Out of 
Cause & Effect Creation. You must also 

discover Your Real Purpose in this life, as 
this may take a while, but it is all up to you 
how you apply yourself. YU are a FreeBeing 

of RealLight to Become MoreAware! 

“STEP THREE... Okay, let's say you have 
been doing The NU~U Sessions and reading 

The NUBooks and also having RealSide 
Experiences. What you have accomplished 

so far is 'gaining the knowledge' you need to 
go further, because Your Journey to 

RealFreedom and The Real UNUverses of 
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the TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, IS HUGE! 
In your little personal mind you always 

'Thought' you knew what LifeIS, but you 
really have no idea! Not at all! Here is where 
you may decide to keep this knowledge to 
yourself, because it is too far out for your 
friends and family to know about, so you 

want to keep a low profile. Are you sure? If 
you do nothing with what has been shared 

with you, then you will not be going 
anywhere! I have taught people since 1970, 

and I have seen most of them take the 
knowledge and go, because they 'Think' in 

their minds that all they need is the 
knowledge. Again, you have been Literalized 

by the EKK Systems and you are not fully 
aware of this. The knowledge can only be a 
'reference' and not the TruReality LifeIS. You 
are being tested by The RealGuides to see if 
you have The RealCourage to step forward 
and Share what you have discovered, or go 
hide away like most fearful and cowardly 

people that pretend they have something. It 
takes Huge Courage to Free YourSelf from 
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The Matrix of Creation. Does a soldier get 
their training and then run from the 

confrontation of what they have been 
trained for? I will show you how to Be 

Wonderful, but you must Pay Attention to 
The RealGuidance and RealEducation that is 

provided! If you cannot 'Step Up' and Be 
Real with what you have learned, then how 

can you enter The Real UNUverse of 
RealFreedom? You must surpass all your 

Decided Restrictions or Stay Lost with the 
weak and feeble 'believers' of this world 
who worship and pray to their invented 

Space Gods. 

“STEP FOUR... Let's say you start to have 
some courage to tell others about Singing 
The NU~U and The Real UNUvesal Guides, 

as this is a very important part of Your 
NUJourney. Without RealCourage there is no 
journey for you! If you ever get to the point 

to where 'Your Whole Heart and Real Intent' 
is with what you are presenting for The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, then you will 
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Stand with Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides, 
and best of all, they will Stand with YU! This 

will bring YU to The Real UNUverses to 
where YU will not have to return here ever 

again! 

REBAZAR TARZS & REALFREEDOM 

"REBAZAR TARZS IS The RealGuide with 
Paul Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides 
of THE ALLIS. REBAZAR TARZS Stands with 
THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, a RealPosition 

with The Whole of Life, moreso than just the 
limitations of the Astral, Causal and Mental 
Realms of lower Creation and the Gods of 

Man, that the unaware HUman Farmed 
People look to. Deception rules this planet 
and most of the RoundWorlds in time and 

space. There are seemingly unlimited 
dimensions that are tied to any part of this 

material realm, as it is all the Designed 
Matrix of the Reptilians and other Kreatures 
who Kontrol the unaware embodiments at 
this level of Life. The Kalaum God of the 
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Mental Realm is the GovernorLord that most 
HUmans Worship and PrayPay to, as they 

have been Deceived by the KEK Systems to 
beg for their survival here. REBAZAR TARZS 

has always stood in THE ISNIS LIFEIS, as 
the terminology has changed according to 

The RealAwareniss of The Chosen One, and 
who REBAZAR TARZS decides will be THE 
NUMAN. All the old terms and ideas from 

Paul Twitchell are no longer valid, such as 
'The Rod of Power' idea that so many are 

using, as they have No RealConnection with 
the TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. The days 
of masters and gurus are gone, as we are 

each a FreeBeing of RealLight that can earn 
our way with REBAZAR TARZS & THE ALLIS. 
The First RealStep with The RealConnection 
is The NU~U Sessions & Your DreamVisions. 
The literal part of hearing words and reading 

is preliminary to What IS Real Now. Those 
who Become The Real RiskTakers and Go 
Beyond their mind and senses, even past 

their own intuition, can eventually 
Recognize & PerSeeve The Real UNUverses 
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of THE ALLIS, where There IS Pure 
RealFreedom Now. The Whole of Life cannot 

be 'literally' explained as we experience 
what we do here. The old 'spirit' idea is from 

the Astral Realm and sometimes up to the 
Mental Realm, but usually no further for 
those using the words of HU, OM, AUM, 

Amen and so on. For the most part, these 
terms are with the KEK Systems off the 

Lower Astral with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). 

REBAZAR TARZS & THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN provides RealGudance and a 
RealEducation for those who have the 

RealCourage to Stand with The ALLNatural 
Environment on ALL The LifeLevels LifeIS. 
Sing the NU~U~U~U, NUSound and Decide 

Something Wonderful for Everyone! 

HUMAN FARMING TAPLINING 

"WakeUp and Recognize... YOU are part of 
the Kattle Herd! The first part is to WakeUp 
and Recognize what is taking place as You 
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live on this earth and what others are doing, 
then realize You will continue to be Stuck 

here if You do not WakeUp and WiseUp Too! 
There is absolutely no freedom on the earth 

no matter what you have or who you are. 
Until YU, The RealU Wakes Up and 

Recognizes your fallacy of Agreement to 
what Restricts YU, then you are Trapped and 
TapLined like everyone else. Take The Risk 

and Read this NUBook and Watch this 
Video... http://youtu.be/8JUxGE8yrK4  

It IS Okay to WakeUp and SeeMore and 
Become MoreAware Right Now! 

Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

KEK HUMAN FARMING TAPLINING  
KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) has 
Kreated so many systems over the ages to 
Kontrol and Deceive people into 'Thinking' 

they are the Kattle of the Deceptive 
Manipulators. These are the Reptilian Aliens 
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who have seized Kontrol of this planet long 
before the known and Slanted History we 

have read about when we were in the forced 
labor camps we knew as school. This does 
sound funny, because of how we have been 
raised. When You finally WakeUp to what is 

really taking place here and See all the 
Deception and Marketing Ploy, You will begin 

to have a better understanding of YourSelf 
as to why You are here. You have been 'Bred 
to Think' that Politics and Religion are the 

main factors in a society and that the Kings, 
Queens, Presidents, masters & gurus are to 

be looked upon as special and to be 
supported by those who do not seem to 

know better and have to be told how to live 
their lives according to the Self-Appointed 

Hierarchy of Nobility.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

You do have a Choice, but You must WakeUp 
and Recognize what to really do with Your 

Life, or continue as You have and give 
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yourself to those who want to keep you 
imprisoned here. You have been taught that 

Creation is the 'ultimate' and the only 
reality, but this is not so. It would 'seem' so, 
but there is so much more to The Whole of 
Life than the 'simulation' of Creation. The 

REPSystems TapLine those who are 
unaware to what they are doing. This is 

done while you are asleep and TapLining is 
placed in the back of the Astral Body, thus 

Effecting the physical body with Mind 
Kontrol, such as obsessive behavior and 

then illnesses, diseases, cancers and finally 
a not so nice death into the Lower Astral 
Realm where the Reptilian Aliens reside. 

There are so many people who are trapped 
in the Lower Astral Worlds and cannot find a 

way out. Those who use drugs, alcohol, 
obsessive sex, radial demonic music and 

other such things are TapLined and setting 
themselves up to be trapped for untold 

lifetimes in the Lower Astral Realm. You can 
learn to break the old cycles of demise by 
Singing The NU~U Sessions and Watching 
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Your DreamVisions. Everyone can get their 
own answers, as we are all in the same Life 

and Life is with ALL of US Now. The old 
ideas of tradition and patriotism are Kontrol 

Factors of the KEK Systems. YOU can 
Become MoreAware Now!  

EVA SHARI Professional Artist 

"EVA IS THE ARTIST... Have Fun with 
everything Eva is sharing. Eva is Wonderful 
& Real with her Eva Art. Eva does Custom 
Art and she can make anything, as she is 

very creative. 

"Hello, I am Eva Shari, and Welcome to My 
Wonderful Worlds of RealExperiences. My 
RealArt is from My RealSide Experiences 
where I am a FreeBeing of RealLight with 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 
Guides. WE are WorldWide Educators with 
The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US. Duane The Great Writer IS THE 

NUMAN, and together WE are here to Share 
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Something Wonderful for You! WE are 
UNUversal Seers and WE can SEE The Real 
UNUverses of The TruReality, THE ALLIS. 
WE are The NUWay Out of The Designed 

Matrix of Creation, karma and reincarnation. 
Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Free 

YourSelf from all the Kontrolling TapLining 
Restictions of others. 

"My prices start at: $150.00 USD. I can do 
anything you want... Have Fun! 
ASK EVA&DUANE on Facebook 
www.WorldWideEducators.info 

www.ALLSolarResearchVessel.info 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

MIND KONTROL WHISTLEBLOWERS 
GOVERNMENT WHISTLEBLOWERS  

Government Whistleblowers are nothing 
new, especially with what is taking place 

today. There will always be a small number 
of people who have the courage to step 

forward and tell what is really taking place 
on the earth that effects all of us. It seems 
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to make sense to some unaware people that 
poisoning and brainwashing everyone else 

and 'Thinking' they are exempt will work for 
them. Everyone will meet their Cause and 

Effect Karma no matter who they are. There 
is so much that is happening today in every 

area of life on earth with all the Hidden 
Agendas the World Governments have 

Kreated. It is more than ridiculous with what 
people do to each other for Kontrol, power, 
money and whatever else will soon vanish 
from their life. I always suggest to do your 
own investigations in your life with what is 
taking place around you, because if you do 

not you will still be the Effect of it.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

There have always been spies with all the 
various industries no what what the 

business, and all the governments on this 
planet have their own spy systems, because 

they are always doing so many dastardly 
things and trying to keep their dishonest 
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deeds a secret from those who support 
them. Those who are only interested in 
themselves and do not See the Bigger 

Picture of everyone that is also included, 
they will eventually face what they have 
created for themselves. Today more than 
ever, the governments of this world are 

more dishonest and lethal. Does it really 
make sense to spray the world with poisons 
and radiation? Only if you want to have what 
others have already worked for, but the end 
result is a Dead Planet. The knowledge of 
what is really taking place here is the first 

step to Waking Up Your Awareniss. Knowing 
that this world is being poisoned and then 

deciding to take action in some way is up to 
each person. Protesting will not bring about 
the desired results, because those who rule 
this planet can handle the masses by putting 

everyone in prison to work for the KEK 
Systems. The Whole of Life is about 

Becoming MoreAware and also Recognizing 
what you are Agreeing to. Giving up your 

Agreement with what is causing the demise 
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and then deciding to Do Something 
Beneficial with Your RealAwareniss will 

work overall with Your Life.  

HU TEST with FUBBI QUANTZ 

"HU TEST with FUBBI QUANTZ... (A RealSide 
Experience with The Real UNUversal 

Guides) "Hello Eva & Duane, Thank YU for 
everything YU are doing... Today I sang The 
NU-U -U-U, then I saw a man with a beard 
that looked like Fubbi Quantz. As I stood 

there he looked at a Gray Wall and he wrote 
on the wall 'HU' And so I Sang The NU-U-U-
U, and then he said that this was an 'Exam!' 
He said if YU use the HU word YU will get 

yourself into bad situations like Voodoo. As I 
Sang The NU-U-U-U, I felt myself in a Golden 
Air and the gray color of the wall changed to 
a Golden Color. With The NU-U, I was flying 

in the air and I could smell wonderful 
flowers all around me, Thank YU, LUV YU, 

your NUFriend from Asia. 
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"The HU word is with the Kalaum Reptilian 
God of EEKonkon. Reptilian Joanny married 
HarOld Klump, puppet master of the Krone 

Korporation. The ancient religions were 
created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who have used the OM and AUM and 
Amen to keep people hypnotized with their 
HUman Farming Kontrol. Today, the Kalaum 
God Religions rule the earth and seductively 

infect and TapLine everyone on the earth 
who is unaware of The RealGuides and The 
Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. The masses 

have been taught to 'believe' in created 
doctrines and to fear their Kontrolling 

Authoritarians and Space Gods. People beg 
for freedom and Agree to Restriction at the 
same time. Very few have The RealCourage 
to See Beyond their personal little life into 

Real UNUverses of ALL Light! 

GMO LOVE SAUCE 

"DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... We have all 
been raised by our parents and relatives and 
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experienced the 'feelings of love' (or what 
we 'Think' is love) from them. We have been 
mainly raised with 'feelings' moreso than a 

Real Understanding of what is mostly 
Agreed to as a one-dimensional love. There 
are many 'levels' to love, but most people 

stick with the physical/Astral Arena of what 
they have determined love to be for them, 

and this is fine, except it all becomes 
diseased, and this is now what is Seen by 
most. Yes, it is fun to love others with the 
feelings we have, and so many times the 
feelings turn into drama, because most 

people do not understand themselves, even 
though they 'Think' they do. There is such a 

wide range of 'feelings and sensations' 
attached to the 'love idea' and this is why so 

much of this world id like it is. At first you 
may think... "OH! That is Silly!" When you 

take the time to better understand yourself 
and others, you will actually have a Freer 

Life. In the meantime, you can always Stay 
Restricted with Your Emotional Attachments 
for as long as you want... It is Your Right to 
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do so! The 'emotional love idea' is used in 
marketing all the time to Kontrol the 

masses, both consciously and 
unconsciously. Most people will never See 

this! As people continue to do the same 
emotional routines with their 'love ideas' 

over the years, it actually becomes a GMO 
Infectious Disease that is not Seen on the 
surface. The basic idea is to continually 
spread words and feelings with the 'love 

ideas' and then others do the same for you, 
thus everyone creates an Emotional 

Consciousness that becomes self-limiting 
and inflicts itself, because it merely relates 

to the physical/Astral Realms and mostly 
nothing else. This in turn keeps all the 

people involved unconscious for more boring 
worthless lifetimes on this Purposely 

Poisoned Planet. You have been here many 
times doing this same routine and the 

results are only getting worse. Add to this 
the 'love god' ideas, which were invented by 

the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and 
suddenly you have a planet that is 
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Microwaved Kontrolled for HUman Farming!' 
It is all Marketing Ploy and YOU are THE 

CATTLE being used! 
"A little 'sauce' is fine, but when everything 
becomes sauce, then everyone gets re-flux 
acid! You can stay emotional and you will 

just grow old again with all your aches and 
pains, or YU, The RealU, can WakeUp with 
US (UNUversal SuperBeings) and Become 

MoreAware & SelfSufficient! When you look 
at the Sun, is there any emotion there? It is 

Simply Pure & Real! 

BEING to BEING 

"We are all FreeBeings of RealLight. This is 
from The Real UNUverses beyond Creation. 
There are Beings of Light in Creation, but 
they are not with the same awareness, as 

they are from the Astral and Mental Realms. 
We have all come thru lifetimes to this very 
moment of The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. 

The Real UNUversal Guides are here to 
provide The NUWay Out of Creation and 
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Cause and Effect Karma. This is a very rare 
opportunity that most will miss. You have 
come from lifetimes of relationships that 
you 'Think' are real, but they are simply 
embodiment's for you to experience to 

finally WakeUp to The Whole of Life. You will 
always decide when you want to WakeUp or 
stay asleep here for more incarnations. On 
the earth we have decided that the people 

we know are labeled as our mothers, 
fathers, sons, daughters and so on. This is 
how life on earth is. Because of what you 
have experienced here, you 'Think' all of 
what you have decided is all there is and 

that the so-called heaven you will be going 
to will also be the same, as this is one way 

to put this. 

"YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, is a 
FreeBeing of RealLight, but you must decide 

to WakeUp and Recognize this, or it will 
always stay hidden from you. You must 

decide to See Beyond the Restrictions of 
Creation and all that you have come to know 
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here, or be pulled back into more 
embodiment's in the future. Personal 
Emotional Love will not provide The 

RealFreedom you are looking for, only 
RealCourage to explore what you have never 
knowD will. In The Real UNUverses of The 

SoundLight Reality of THE ALLIS, The 
TruReality of ourselves IS Being to Being. 

We are each ourselves in the same Ocean of 
Life, but at the same time we are not the 
'relationship' ideas that we have come to 
know on earth. Relations here are mainly 

Emotional Attachments that keep you here 
unaware and into the cycles of rebirth. You 
have the Free Will to stay here as long as 

you want, or Take The Risk and explore The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom. You are 

always the Decider of Your Life! 

DREAM FREE 

"DREAM FREE and Live Your Adventure! 
Moreso than what can be created here is 

The RealAdventure of Your RealAwareniss in 
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Real UNUverses beyond the Matrix and 
Kontrol of Creation and the Authoritarians 
who rule the Five PsycRealms. The Real 
UNUverses are Pure & Real without any 
Restrictions or Kontrol. To Become Free, 
Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Watch 

Your DreamVisions and you will have 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like 

never before. Of course you have not been 
taught this n school, because those in 

Kontrol on this planet have cleverly 
marketed you everyday into 'Thinking' the 
earth is all there is to your life. The KEK 

Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
and The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
rule the earth as one of the many planets 

they own for their HUman Farming. WakeUp 
with US and BE Free Now, or Stay Lost on 
this planet with them for more lifetimes! 
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HAARP TAPLINING MICROWAVES 

"People are Becoming MoreAware of HAARP 
Microwaving and how it is heating up this 
planet for the Reptilian Kontrollers who 

Farm Humans. Microwaves are purposely 
placed all over this planet along with WiFi 

and Smart Meters and other Mind 
Kontrolling Spy Devices. Those who are 
Kreating all these Deadly Devices will be 
facing what they have Kreated. The KEK 

Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 
of the Kalaum God and the Authoritarians on 
the earth will become the Effect of all their 
own Causes. Microwaves are a Mind Kontrol 

Hazard that has been purposely 
implemented into the Social Systems for 

Kattle Kontrol. The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports ALL of US is being destroyed 
by those who Kontrol and Rule this planet. 

They have Kreated the 9 to 5 jobs for people 
to work on this Prison Planet. And those 
who do not obey, they are sent to earthly 

prisons to work for the Korporations. There 
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is only one way out of here and that is to 
Become MoreAware with Your 

RealAwareniss. YU, The RealU have been 
here for untold lifetimes doing the Same Old 

Routines as you are doing now. The 
Reptilians invented the Skull and Bones 

Religions to fool you, which they have for the 
longest time, and all your Worshiping and 

Praying has gotten you right back here with 
THEM (TapLining Human Eating Martians). 
They have the Designated Heaven in the 
Lower Astral Realm for you to go to after 

this life, then you will once again return here 
unconscious as you have this lifetime. Tired 

of the Old Routine yet? We will show YU, 
The RealU how to ByPass all Your Karma 
and have Real Freedom Now. You must Be 

The Real RiskTaker, or Stay Stuck and 
Asleep here with the Reptilians for many 

more lifetimes, Your Choice! 
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We Stand with THE NUMAN 

"Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The Real 
UNUversal Guides, Stand with THE NUMAN! 
The RealGuides of THE ALLIS, do not back 

anyone else, no masters or gurus or spiritual 
anything! When Paul Twitchell was given 
The Rod of Power from Rebazar Tarzs, he 

created his New Corporation for Everyone, 
and the two 'Fake masters' that came after 
him Korrupted it! Paul's Corporation was 

The Ancient Science of Soul Travel, which is 
now, EEKonkon, Ancient Science of Soul 

Trapping, or Astral TapLining light and sound 
of the Kalaum HU God. The Krone 

Korporation is owned and Kontrolled by 
Reptilian Joanny, and master Harry. Harry is 
the 'stage master' just like the president and 
the pope, who spew out their 'pretty words' 
to the unaware, Dumbed Down and TapLined 
audiences and their membershrimps. These 

Reptilian Deceptors and many more like 
THEM on the earth, have someone in the 

Shadows who oversees and Kontrols 
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everything that is taking place with the 
'Fake Fronts' THEY have Kreated to fool the 

unaware masses. The RealGuides, Stand 
with DUANEIS THE NUMAN. What has taken 
place in the past is Old news, just like Harry 
and JownZ. Paul NEVER had anything to do 

with Worshiping and PrayPaying. 

NU~U SESSIONS NOW 

"The NU~U Sessions are AlwaysNU. The 
NU~U Sessions are The NUNow. LifeIS Now. 

Simply Test The NU~U Sessions and 
WakeUp  

for YourSelf Now. Instead of 'Thinking' this 
is not supposedly a 'normal' thing to do like 
drinking coffee and eating pizza, have some 

fun learning  
to See Beyond this world into Your Real 

Worlds, so YU, The RealU can Free YourSelf 
from all the Restrictions that have been 

Kreated to bind YU to this world of 
'appearances' with the Dictating Deceptive 

KEK Systems! 
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YU  WakeUp 

"WE as WorldWide Educators are providing 
what no one else is. WE Focus on 

RealGuidance, RealEducation and Being 
SelfSufficient in The TruSense. These Three 

TruRealities are not widely understood, 
because of how people have been taught. 
These Three TruRealities are moreso than 

what can be grasped by even the most 
brilliant people, because what WE Share in 

not all together in the Literal Sense, as most 
people will try and define Our RealPosition 
with Life. As WE are with The ALLNatural 

Environment on earth. WE Focus on 
RealFood, RealWater & RealAir, as these are 
The Three Essentials for living here. We are 
the only ones who have combined The Three 
TruRealities and Three Essentials together! 
RealGuidance entails being with The Real 
UNUversal Guides who are direct with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. A 
RealEducation is Learning to See & BE 

Beyond this One-Dimensional Matrix in Your 
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RealAwareniss. Being SelfSufficient IS a 
RealPosition that is always available to 

Everyone who wants to WakeUp and 
Decides to BE Free! 

"RealFood, RealWater and RealAir really do 
Make Sense for ALL of US, and there is 

plenty, but there are also those who are not 
Seeing The Bigger Picture on earth. The 

Deceptive PoliticalReligious Systems are not 
providing what Everyone has a right to have. 
They have forced most people on earth into 

'believing' in Rules, Regulations and 
Restrictions and their Designed TapLining 
Matrix, instead of allowing Everyone to BE 
Free & Real. WE utilize The Six Honorable 
Realities, and most for ALL, The Seventh 
One, PurSincerity (Pure Sincerity). The 
TruReality LifeIS, is like the Sun Always 

Shining. The Sun is a Perfect Example of No 
Restrictions and Being Free! Beyond 

Creation is The Real UNUverses of PurSound 
& PurLight. WE are WorldWide Educators 
with The NUPresentation for ALL. None of 
The Seven Ways of Being SelfSufficient are 
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directed to any political, religious, spiritual, 
god, savior or belief idea, as LifeIS 

AlwaysNU Now & Wonderful as YU, The 
RealU, WakeUp to Your RealAwareniss! 
"KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 

Humanitarian Programs really do 'Appear' to 
be a benevolent benefit, and so let's have 
fun Reporting The RealNews and See what 
is actually taking place. The idea and word 
'government' means Mind Kontrol. Anything 

that is devised, Kreated and then 
implemented to the masses from a 

government is usually about Kontrol and 
Manipulation, no matter how 'good it 

sounds!' There will always be people who 
want to be 'thought' of as 'do-gooders' for 
others, when in fact when any government 
is involved it is all about Kontrolling others. 
One of the newest Humanitarian Housing 

Programs is Agenda 21, which is also going 
by other Deceptive titles. The idea is to build 
housing and provide jobs, so that people can 

be Cubic-ill-ized into being watched, 
manipulated, WiFi Microwaved and work at a 
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really boring supporting MiliTerrorized job 
for the OWO (One World Order). I suggest to 
'LOOK' at the Bigger Picture, and not just 
the 'Sound-Good Idea' that is being sold. 

There are many wonderful people that are 
being 'used' by the Officialness to Kontrol 
others as their 'Puppets' and to do these 

Deceptive Government Programs. Money is 
never a hurdle with government, because 

they Kreate their Funny Munny out of 
nothing, which is fine, but for what 'hidden' 

purpose? May people want to 'Think' it is for 
a 'good cause' because they want the 

Munny, and they really do not want to 'SEE' 
what will be the End Result of these so-

called Benevolent Govy Programs and the 
Overall Effect it will have on unaware 

people. There is a much Bigger Picture to 
See than just this one-dimensional life, and 
that is, people are being Manipulated and 

Kontrolled to once again return in deformed 
bodies as FuturSlaves for OWO. With 

Government Humanitarian Housing, the 
inmates will be fed GMO TechFood, have 
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WiFi Mind Kontrolling Microwaves 
throughout their house, have 24 hour 

surveillance cameras on them, and the 
worst being Reptilian Alien TapLining (RATS) 
which most people on this planet are not at 

all aware of. This a very simplified 
explanation of what is taking place, along 

with the ChemTrails, Lethal Vaccines, 
Detrimental Pharmaceuticals, Subliminal 
Messages from TV and Cell Phones and 

other 'Smart Devices' and Smart Meters on 
each house. 

"WE (WorldWide Educators) are Making 
Better Choices with The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US. WE 
are working with those countries who really 
do LUV Nature! We are building The Worlds 

Largest ALLSolar Research Vessels as 
UNUversal Universities for Everyone! WE 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
to show Everyone how to Become 

SelfSufficent and Learn to Get Your Own 
Answers! The KEK Governments will not do 
what WE are doing, because they will have 
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no Kontrol over people's lives. They will try 
in every way to Konvince people what WE 
are doing will not work, but it really does! 

WE will show YU, The RealU how to 
Recognize RealFreedom Now, and moreso 

than anything you have to chase in this 
physical life. WE are not political, religious, 

spiritual or socially scientific... WE ARE 
REAL! There is so much more to what WE 

are presenting. Take the time to explore us! 
ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / DUANE THE 

GREAT WRITER 
"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 

NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 
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keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined by 
Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 

Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 
READ THIS NUBOOK NOW and BYPASS ALL 

YOUR OLD KARMA! 
Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 

DUANE&EVA on Facebook Now! DUANE THE 
GREAT WRITER is with 'WORLDIWIDE 

WAKEUP PRESS' 
WATCH THESE VIDEOS: http://youtu.be/

8JUxGE8yrK4 
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http://youtu.be/1s-8HGJwUf0 / https://
youtu.be/HRh2q-SFYF0 https:/ 

/youtu.be/x8ivTKrT7Y4 

WHATS UP, WHATS NU 

"WHATS UP & WHATS HAPPENING! WE Are 
WorldWide Educators (WE) and WE are Here 

For You! WE are not political, religious, 
spiritual or educationally boring, WE Are 
Wonderful & Real! WE have Something 

Wonderful to Share with this World. Are you 
satisfied with all the phony marketed 

'implied' freedoms you have come to know, 
or would you like to Realize & Recognize 

RealFreedom? WE ARE WHATS NU NOW! As 
you take the time to understand what WE 

are presenting as The NUWay to 
RealFreedom, YU, The RealU will soon have 
your own RealExperiences with life. From all 
that you are living here for, you are looking 

for a RealFreedom for YourSelf, which 
cannot be found here on this earth. 
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WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like 
most people who are here. 

YOU are THE JAILER 

"YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, is in 
Time and Space Creation of Cause & Effect 
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Karma, or what is known as The Five 
PsycRealms. You need to do your homework 

to discover what the Deceptive Systems 
here have not taught you. You are ruled by 
the Gods of Man and the Authoritarians of 

the earth. Until you decide to Take The Risk 
and explore beyond what you have known, 

you will continue to reincarnate here. 

"Beyond Creation there IS Real UNUverses 
that most people know nothing about. The 

people of the earth are Trapped in the 
HUman Farming Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). You can WakeUp Now or 
Stay Lost in Creation for more unconscious 
lifetimes. Take The Risk and discover what 

we are presenting as The NUWay Out of 
Cause and Effect Creation. Read this 

NUBook and Watch Your DreamVisions! 
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TAPLINING LOVE CONTROL 

"Another thrill packed episode in "The 
Amazing Adventures of THE NUMAN!" Only 
those who can 'See' on The RealSide LifeIS 
will know what is really taking place in this 
one-dimensional Designed TapLining Matrix 
that has been Kreated by the KEK Systems, 
also know as the One World Order. Everyone 

else will be struggling to find their 
RealAwareniss and something that 'seems' 

to make sense here. The 'love idea' has been 
spread far and wide on this rock in black 

space, and mainly used to fuel the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). Most of the 

Purposely Poisoned and Dumbed Down 
Masses have no idea what is really taking 

place right in front of them. The 
REPSystems (Reptilian Religions, Eugenics 
Education, Polluted Politics, Scary SciFi & 

Sacrificial Societies) have used the 
Emotional Attachment 'love idea' as a 

Marketing Ploy to consciously, and most of 
all Subconsciously, hold the unaware public 
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to an Astral TapLining Level. The 'love idea' 
is in almost everything, and this is one of 

the many reasons The ALLNatural 
Environment is being so heavily effected and 
out of control. ChemTrails, GMO TechFoods, 
Mind Kontrol Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, 
Poisonous Pharmaceuticals and so much 

more are rampage on this planet and 
causing a huge demise. No one will ever 
have RealFreedom as long as they keep 

Agreeing to their Astral Emotional Behavior 
and their Astral Attachments to those who 

Kontrol this world. 

"There is the Pope, the Black Pope, 
presidents, kings, queens, diplomats, and of 
course masters and gurus who are 'out of 

Kontrol' with everything on this planet! 
These people and so many like them 

are ;chasing the Kreated money' for their 
own little kingdoms, and not Seeing the 
Bigger Picture LifeIS. They will all 'meet 

themselves' and 'Eat What They Kreated' as 
they leave this world and are taken to their 
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rest homes by The Lords of Karma in the 
Lower Astral Purgatories. They Kreated the 

'Hell' idea and that is where they have 
already placed themselves, as even they do 

not See this yet. This is a world of 
'appearances' and a Wild WakeUp for those 

who Pay Attention! Two Kharismatic 
Kharacters of the Kalaum Lizard God who 

preach the wrath and brimstone of spiritual 
lip-service are Reptilian Joanny and 

TapLining master Harry of EEKonkon in the 
USA. They use TLC on their membershrimps 

all the time and get away with whatever 
Joanny wants for HERSELF. SHE runs the 

'Joanny & Harry Show' for all the TapLined 
MemberShrimps to see. Joanny provides the 

Fake Komputer Initiations and their Lost 
Followers line up and Worship and PrayPay 
HER. It is more than obvious what is really 
taking place, especially as it is all Seen on 

The RealSide LifeIS. SHE has them so 
hypnotized as SHE brings out the TapLining 

Love Control Emotional Attachments for 
their 'Picture Frame master Harry!' When the 
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EEKonkon Seminars are taking place, there 
are Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) with 
every single person who brings their TLC 

Emotional Attachments with them. The EEK 
Seminars flourish with Astral TapLining 

Love, just like the Pope does standing on his 
balcony and giving TapLining Blessings, so 
does Harry on stage, as Joanny pulls the 

strings from behind the curtain. 

NUWAVIS REAL NOW 

"We are in Creation with our bodies and 
minds. Those who WakeUp to The RealU, 

Your RealAwareniss, can See THE NUWAVIS. 
It would 'seem' as though THE NUWAVIS, is 
from Creation as IT makes ITS appearance 
here, but IT IS Not. IT IS here with Creation 
for those who want to Become MoreAware 
and Recognize RealFreedom Now. There is 
No Freedom in the Psychic Realms of time 

and space, only Kontrolled Konditioned 
Konfinement. The KEK (Kontrolling Earthly 

Korporations) Systems want You to 'Believe' 
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in their Systems of Demise, and as You do, 
You decide Your Karmic Fate and Destiny, or 

YU, The RealU can Take The Time to 
educate YourSelf with What Makes Sense 

and What IS Real Now.  

This planet is totally polluted and poisoned 
and You are getting older and older, until 

You are way too old for anything, but 
nothing! Would YU like 'An Adventure Like 

No Other' that IS Real and Totally 
Beneficial? ALL The RealAnswers and 

Adventure YU want is with YU Right Now! 
Read this NUBook and Take The Risk of Your 

Life and Do Something Real Now! 
YU have to Be The Real RiskTaker, or be 

taken away with all the Sheeple!  

WHAT ARE YOU WILL ING TO DO? 

"Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer... It has 
taken me lifetimes to get to this very 

moment to present The NUNowniss of THE 
ALLIS. Miss Eva & I get many chats 
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everyday from people who have been 
Singing The NU~U. There are always those 

who try The NU~U and 'Think' in their minds 
they should have certain experiences and 

wonder why they are not having them. To be 
Very Real here... You Must Earn Your Way 

into Recognizing what is basically 
impossible to Recognize. Most people are 
into the religious Gods of Man and their 

spiritual paths, which were invented by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and are 
mainly 'sound-good' ideas in Creation and 

have nothing to do with The Real UNUverses 
of RealTruth and RealFreedom. Most people 
will Stay Lost and unaware for many more 

lifetimes on this earth in this Designed 
Matrix of the KEK Systems, because they 
keep 'Thinking' Creation is the ultimate, 
when it is not! How long does it take to 
become a doctor or like one of the mad 

scientists that are destroying this world? 
People have been fooled into 'Thinking' that 
all they have to do is 'believe' in something 

and 'hokus pokus' they should be 
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enlightened by their fake gods. What are you 
doing to Earn Your Way? 

"LIFE IS BIG... REALLY BIG! YU, The RealU, 
has been here for more lifetimes than you 

can imagine just to WakeUp to the little you 
know Now. You are So Lucky to know that 'I 
Took The Risk' to bring you The NUSound, 
The NU~U, because most of this world is 
still fooled into thinking that someone like 
the fake Pope, the deceptive politicians, 

Harry the fake HU master and his Reptilian 
wife Joanny of EEKonkon, and other fake 

businesses like theirs, are doing something 
for people, when in fact all they are really 

doing is setting up the Reptilians to TapLine 
them in their Astral Bodies while they sleep. 
WAKEUP & GET REAL! Ask Rebazar Tarzs & 
The RealGuides Who IS THE NUMAN NOW! 

ASK EVA&DUANE on Facebook / 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info... Have Fun 

Deciding! 
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SHARING THE NU~U, SHARE THE NU~U 

"You are in 'THE PASSING DREAM' on this 
Purposely Poisoned Planet. You have been 
told and taught that this life is all there is, 

but it is not so. You can decide to stay 
asleep here and Stay Lost like everyone 

else, or Take The Risk with (US) UNUversal 
SuperBeings of THE ALLIS, and Free 

Yourself Completely from the lifetimes you 
have been here. THE NU~U~IS The 

ALLNatural Sound and The RealConnection 
to The Real UNUverses beyond the 

Authoritarians and the Gods of Man of 
Creation. Singing The NU~U brings you into 

contact with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides, and they will show you 
The NUWay Out of The Matrix of Cause & 
Effect Karma Creation. The EKK Systems 

(Earthly Kontrolling Korporations) want you 
as their slave for more lifetimes. They also 

like to play with you and torture you as their 
fun... like letting you 'Think' you are LA LA 

Land and you can do anything want, such as 
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having your own business and car and 
raising a family and eating good food. Then 
from time to time, THEY (TapLining HUman 
Eating YAliens)like to change the economy 
and the rules THEY make and even steal 

what you have worked for. They do this all 
the time, but THEY make it look like it is an 
accident, or the really good Kon is the 'act 

of god' idea THEY invented. 

"SING & SHARE THE NU~U! Singing The 
NU~U provides The RealConnection beyond 
all the deception that is here. You must Earn 
Your Way Out of Creation, or you are stuck 
here for more lifetimes of an even worse 

environment with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). You always have the 
choice to Free YourSelf, as you are a 

FreeBeing of RealLight! 
"There is no freedom on this planet and 
there never will be! Everyone here is in a 

One-Dimensional Designed Matrix. You can 
collect all the information and knowledge 

you want, worship and pray to the invented 
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Reptilian Gods, wait for saviors that will not 
be coming, but it will not get you out of 

Cause & Effect Karmic Creation. Do YU, The 
RealU, really want to WakeUp Now? Then 
you have to Be a Real RiskTaker with The 
NUNowniss of THE ALLIS! As long as you 

keep Agreeing to your LA LA Land Life here, 
then you will once again return unconscious 
as you have many times before. I will give a 

basic idea of 'The Steps to RealFreedom 
Now' for those who have The Real Courage 
to move forward with their lives and take an 

active part in Freeing Themselves. Many 
'Think' they can gain their 'salvation' with 
some Belief System, but this is all a hoax. 

Pay Attention & Learn… 

"FIRST STEP... You may 'Think' in your mind 
that you are looking for what you consider to 
be 'truth' or salvation or what ever 'idea' you 
have that you usually have been taught from 

this world. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides decide who they will 

guide out of The Matrix of Creation. When a 
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person comes into the present awareness of 
THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW, this 

means they have been given the opportunity 
to SeeMore than they ever have before. It is 

not that a person is good or bad, but that 
they will develop their RealCourage to Be 

Real Now! LifeIS not about religion or 
politics, being spiritual or any other so-

called 'truth' ideas people have. LifeIS Real 
& Wonderful like the Sun Shining without 

any Restrictions! You, as the so-called 'truth 
seeker' have been drown in Restrictions and 

you keep Agreeing to them! How will you 
ever free yourself by staying dumbed down 
and fearful? Are you ready to See YourSelf 

and get past all the self-absorbed 
aberrations you have decided, or do you 

want to Stay Lost on earth like most people? 
So, now you have found Duane The Great 

Writer... Will you take the time to Read The 
NUBooks and do your homework, so you can 
start Your Journey to RealFreedom Now? If 
you cannot do this First Step, then you will 
just grow old and diseased again! You have 
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the privilege of being chosen! Do you have 
the courage to continue? Read The 

NUBooks and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U 
and Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to 

get your own RealSide Experiences with 
THE NUMAN & The Real UNUversal Guides. 

This Very Real and it will work for You! 

“SECOND STEP... Let's assume you are 
reading some of what I have written, and it 

makes sense that what I am presenting 
seems a bit different compared to what you 

have known. But, are you Seeing that is 
starts to Make Sense with what your life has 
been and what is taking place on this planet 
today? You have been taught to be a Literal 
Robot for the EKK Systems. Of course, you 
don't See this, as you are very special to 

yourself! You might be one of those unique 
GMO Eaters that can eat anything. And so, 

you are the truth seeker, and are you taking 
the time to really study what I am 

presenting, or is your personal life, TV, 
dating, and chewing bubble more important? 
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Its Your Life... You Decide! You must Sing 
The NU~U until you start to get your own 

RealExperiences to See there is more to Life 
than this Passing Dream you are lost in! You 
can have DreamVisions or DailyVisions, as 

each person is different. There is no set way 
to do this. I have created The 

NUPresentation as 'The NUWay Out of 
Cause & Effect Creation. You must also 

discover Your Real Purpose in this life, as 
this may take a while, but it is all up to you 
how you apply yourself. YU are a FreeBeing 

of RealLight to Become MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient! 

“STEP THREE... Okay, let's say you have 
been doing The NU~U Sessions and reading 

The NUBooks and also having RealSide 
Experiences. What you have accomplished 

so far is 'gaining the knowledge' you need to 
go further, because Your Journey to 

RealFreedom and The Real UNUverses of 
the TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, IS HUGE! 

In your little personal mind you always 
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'Thought' you knew what LifeIS, but you 
really have no idea! Not at all! Here is where 
you may decide to keep this knowledge to 
yourself, because it is too far out for your 
friends and family to know about, so you 

want to keep a low profile. Are you sure? If 
you do nothing with what has been shared 

with you, then you will not be going 
anywhere! I have taught people since 1970, 

and I have seen most of them take the 
knowledge and go, because they 'Think' in 

their minds that all they need is the 
knowledge. Again, you have been Literalized 

by the EKK Systems and you are not fully 
aware of this. The knowledge can only be a 
'reference' and not the TruReality LifeIS. You 
are being tested by The RealGuides to see if 
you have The RealCourage to step forward 
and Share what you have discovered, or go 
hide away like most fearful and cowardly 

people that pretend they have something. It 
takes Huge Courage to Free YourSelf from 
The Matrix of Creation. Does a soldier get 

their training and then run from the 
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confrontation of what they have been 
trained for? I will show you how to Be 

Wonderful, but you must Pay Attention to 
The RealGuidance and RealEducation that is 

provided! If you cannot 'Step Up' and Be 
Real with what you have learned, then how 

can you enter The Real UNUverse of 
RealFreedom? You must surpass all your 

Decided Restrictions or Stay Lost with the 
weak and feeble 'believers' of this world 
who worship and pray to their invented 

Space Gods. 

“STEP FOUR... Let's say you start to have 
some courage to tell others about Singing 
The NU~U and The Real UNUvesal Guides, 

as this is a very important part of Your 
NUJourney. Without RealCourage there is no 
journey for you! If you ever get to the point 

to where 'Your Whole Heart and Real Intent' 
is with what you are presenting for The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, then you will 
Stand with Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides, 
and best of all, they will Stand with YU! This 
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will bring YU to The Real UNUverses to 
where YU will not have to return here ever 
again! What I am presenting here is more 
than just The RealKnowledge alone. You 

need The NUNowniss Knowledge to take the 
first steps with Your Literal Mind, but at 

some point, you want to 'read between the 
lines' and intuitively go further. From your 
intuition, which is related to your Etheric 

Body, YU, The RealU, then proceeds into and 
past The Sixth Level, which is The Deep 
Dark Border, and then into The Seventh 

LifeLevel of THE ALLIS. This IS 'An 
Adventure Like No Other' and very few will 
SEE THE ALLIS. If You have The RealHeart 
to do what others definitely will not, then 

You will have The Real Opportunity to Free 
YourSelf Now from Cause & Effect Creation! 

FUKUSHIMA ALERT 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
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REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 
LIKE NO ONE ELSE!" 

"The public is being kept in the dark about 
what is really taking place with 'YOUR 
OCEANS!' The Nuclear Power Plant at 

Fukushima, Japan (which was created by 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) has 

been spewing out highly toxic radiation in 
'YOUR OCEANS' since 2011. This is not 

reported on the Daily News, because it is 
part of the Elimination Plan of the RATS to 
get rid of most of earth's population, as the 
RATS are also doing with ChemTrails, GMO 
TechFood, Lethal Vaccines, Smart Meters, 

Microwave Mind Kontrol Waves and so much 
more. This is YOUR PLANET TOO! WakeUp 

and Become MoreAware or stay lost for 
more lifetimes! 

https://dougmichaeltruth.wordpress.com/
2015/03/30/fukushima-the-extinction-level-

event-that-no-one-is-talking-about/ 
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STUPID DOES AS STUPID DOES 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 

"I, as Duane The Great Writer... I do not ask 
silly questions like so many unaware people 
who want to stay emotionally attached to 

the earth for more lifetimes with their 
figmentations of LA LA Land, such as... "Why 

is this happening and why is that 
happening? Why doesn't the government do 
something... and so on. Asking the questions 

means nothing... Waking Up and Seeing 
what is really taking place here with the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who are 

the HUman Farmers and Becoming 
MoreAware is the first step to The 

RealFreedom everyone is looking for. BUT... 
You must be The Real RiskTaker, moreso 

than looking for your next thrill on the earth. 
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LifeIS ALL about Survival! You have been 
taught to Agree with the Kontrolling KEK 

Systems as manageable cattle and delight in 
all the phenomena they create. You keep 

looking to the Gods of Man that the 
Reptilians created to keep you a prisoner, 
along with the satanic ideas of worshiping 

and prayer. They created the fake holy 
doctrines to fool you into 'believing' in their 

marketing ploy. You have Agreed for 
lifetimes to be DAH! The days of masters, 

gurus, and political dictators are gone! 

"WE ARE REAL AND WE ARE VERY AWARE 
ON ALL THE LIFELEVELS! 

THE REAL ISSUES 

"DUANE THE GREAT WRITER Reporting The 
RealNews Now... "The KEK System political 
arena is a purposely created 'mish-mash' of 
contrived nonsense. The Deceptive Term is 
'the issues of the day.' Yes it is so, there are 
things happening on this world, but most of 
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what is taking place is Deceptively Created 
to keep people confused and distorted so 

everyone can be Kontrolled & Manipulated. 
The News Media is bought off by the KEK 

Systems and so are many Korporations that 
are on the take. This is how this world is and 

it is getting more Deceptive & Poisoned 
everyday! 

"THE REAL ISSUES... RealSurvival with The 
ALLNatural Environment that supports all of 

us, along with learning to Become 
MoreAware & SelfSufficient are THE REAL 
ISSUES. WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS 

WITH THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 
LIKE NO ONE ELSE! Government Ploy & 

Deception are not issues to be addressed, 
as is supporting The ALLNatural 

Environment that has supported us! The 
unaware masses keep Agreeing to their own 

demise of HUman Farming Captivity. They 
look to their Captors for an answer and 
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there never is one. The so-called 'issues of 
the day' that are Deceptively Marketed by 

the media will only make you old! 

CHILDRENS WiFi Toys 

"Children Are Very Precious! Many Parents 
are unaware of the Lethal Dangers of WiFi 

Toys for their Children. Microwaves are 
Mind-Kontrolling Destroyers! The public has 

been Seductively  
Seduced and Hypnotized to 'Think' 

microwaves are okay. You are in the 
Microwave Mind-Kontrol Matrix, and whether 
you 'believe' this or not does not matter from 

Your Literal Mind! You are on the HUman 
Farming Prisoner Planet and You keep 

Agreeing to whatever is marketed to You 
with TV Commercials. Your 'idea' may be to 

make sure Your Child gets ahead of 
everyone else, so You buy them all kinds of 
Detrimental WiFi Devices that You 'Think' 

will speed things up for them and make You 
Proud! In 1984, I was the proud father of a 
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new born girl. Because of how Aware I am, I 
Listened to her when she would share her 

RealSide Dream Experiences with The Real 
UNUversal Guides. I did not do the 'normal 

routine' of trying to condition and brainwash 
her according to social standards, as they 

have become. I relater to Her 
RealAwareniss, and she shared with me how 
Wonderful She IS. Almost everything that is 
marketed for all of us here is Marketing Ploy 

to Stay Lost on earth for more lifetimes! I 
suggest to investigate the Real Effects of 

WiFi Toys, Smart Meters, Microwave Ovens 
and so much more. Many schools are taking 

out their WiFi Networks, because the 
children are very aware and very effected 

from the Lethal Mind-Kontrolling 
Microwaves! 
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KEK ARE YOU INSPIRED BY KEK 

KONTROLLING EARTHLY KORPORATIONS 

My guess is that almost all of us have heard 
political, religious, educational, spiritual and 
scientific speeches and 'pretty words' on TV 
and in the public since we were very young. 
And we have many times become 'inspired' 
by them, which makes sense, because each 

one of us likes to relate to our emotions. 
Being inspired by those who have Kontrol of 
this world is a very common event for many 
of us, that is until we begin to WakeUp and 

See what is really taking place. The 
unaware masses and those who belong to 

various political, religious and spiritual 
Kontrolling Earthly Korporations are being 
fed emotionally charged 'pretty words' and 
ideas that 'seem' to be something, when in 
fact what is really taking place is Emotional 

Kontrol (EK). When people are inspired 
emotionally, it really depends upon what is 
behind the emotional charge and what is 
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really being said, and most of all the 
'intentions' of those making the pretty 

speeches.  Anyone can learn to 'See Behind 
The Scenes' if they have The RealCourage 

to do so, but most people have been Dumbed 
Down to the lowest manipulated point of an 
Emotional Belief. Worship, Prayer and Belief 
all fit together nicely for the KEK Systems of 
this world. When the President and the Pope 
are making their Pretty Planned Speeches, 

which really equal nothing more than 
Emotional Reactions (ER – most know what 
this means) from their unaware audiences 

as to what they are really doing, as is 
'demonstrated' by the very fact of what is 

taking place with The ALLNatural 
Environment and everyone on it. While the 

President, Pope, Queen, Governors, Masters, 
Gurus, Bankers and so many others are 

making their self-proclaiming Pretty 
Speeches about their implied freedom and 

their implied human equality, the Lethal 
ChemTrail Jets are flying above your head, 

the Military is using HAARP to destroy 
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another country, KEK Governments are 
vaccinating people with Lethal Drugs and 
dowsing them with Harmful Microwaves, 
GMO and more that is not seen. Does this 

really make sense? So, the next time you are 
'so inspired' about what these people and 

others are saying with their Purposely 
Planned Marketing Ploy, I would suggest to 
do some investigating as to what they are 

really doing on this earth and also Test The 
NU~U Sessions and See what they are really 

doing on The RealSide and in Your 
DreamVisions, as they are Astrally 

TapLining You with their Reptilian Alien 
Comrades with Your Emotions! You are 

being Kontrolled and You Keep Agreeing to 
everything that is taking place as They 

Destroy The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US!. Let Life Show You, You 

Are The Answer! 
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TAPLINING KEK MASTERS PAST AND 
PRESENT 

YU, RealU are about to 'WAKEUP' like never 
before! This IS Real Now! Simply Read this 
NUBook and Test The NU~U Sessions, you 

will be shown in Your DreamVisions What IS 
Real Now. If you really have The 

RealCourage to want to BE Real & 
Wonderful, then Take The Risk and Test The 

NU~U Sessions and Free YourSelf from 
Emotional TapLining (ET). Have Fun 

Deciding! DUANE THE GREAT WRITER 

KEK MASTERS WHO LOVE TO RULE  

This world is Ruled by KEK (Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations) that TapLine everyone 

who is willing to bow to their Fake 
Personalities and Worship and Pray to their 

Ghostly Space Gods. The ALLNatural 
Environment has been and is being 

destroyed by these Dictators of KEK. When 
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will people WakeUp and Become MoreAware 
and realize they do not have to obey all the 

tyranny that has been created from nothing? 
The time has come for, 'THE NUWAVIS THE 

NUMAN!' ~~~~~~~  

This world has been seduced into 
Emotionally Thinking (ET) that the 'Love' 

idea they have come to know is all there is 
with themselves. When they react to what 
they have known from their 'Love' idea they 
have figured they are at the top of Life, but 
this is not so, and that they are to give their 

emotional responses to the Ruling 
Authoritarians and the Gods of Man. From 
Presidents to Masters and the Black Pope, 
these people and many more are with KEK. 
They use this Emotional Love for Emotional 
Kontrol (EK) and TapLining over others to 

keep them unaware and asleep, so that they 
can be Kontrolled and manipulated. The 

Physical and Astral Realms are very close to 
each other and the KEK Reptilian TapLiners 
work 24/7 in so many people's dreams and 
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TapLine them. Especially those who have 
the strongest 'Faith, Belief, Hope' and other 

Emotional Konnections (EK) to the KEK 
Society of Dictators. YU, The RealU have 

been here and other RoundWorlds for untold 
lifetimes and have been subject to the same 

Kontrolling Dictators, because YU have 
never had The TruKnowledge of THE ALLIS, 
but Now you do! As you give your Emotional 
Love to the Old System of Belief and other 
KEK Societies, you are being TapLined in 

Your Dreams. By Singing The NU~U 
Sessions, YU will Break Free of the 

TapLining Kontrol and have RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation to never have to return 
to this earth again! The Real UNUverses of 

RealLUV, The SoundLight Reality LifeIS, also 
known as The Seventh LifeLevel and then 
onward to The TruReality THE ALLIS, is 

where The RealU will have the RealFreedom 
YU have always been searching for. The 

Gods of Man and their heavens are in 
Creation and YU have been there many 

times and 'Thought' they were all there is. 
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Read The NUBooks and YU will 'Recognize' 
RealFreedom Now! 

DEMOCRACY 

"DEMOCRACY is a Fallacy! RealFreedom IS 
Real! Democracy, among other 'ideas' have 

been Kreated by the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) to keep 
people Dumbed Down and Unaware. The 

Political and Religious Systems are nothing 
more than Reptilian Regimes that Kontrol 
this planet and all the HUmans on it. YU, 

The RealU, can keep chasing the 'fake ideas' 
from the KEK Systems, or Learn to WakeUp 

and Get Real Now! YU already have 'ALL 
Your Own Answers' in Your Dream Visions 
Now, and The NU~U, NUSound, IS The Key 

to Secret Worlds! 

"We are all in the same Life (moreso than 
just the earth) and ALL LifeIS Survival. 

Survival on this earth is a huge struggle, as 
this 'Place in Life' is part of the process we 
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each go thru. To Survive so much better, YU, 
The RealU must WakeUp to Yourself as a 

FreeBeing of RealLight and Learn to 
'Recognize' that this already exists for YU, in 
Your RealAwareniss. You (the personal self) 
can stay here and continue to struggle with 
this world of Creation, or Sing The NUSound 

NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions for 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation with Life 
ITSelf. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 

Guides will assist YU on The RealSide 
LifeIS, and YU can end all Your Karma this 

lifetime. Look for Duane&Eva all over 
Facebook and Duane The Great Writer all 
over the internet. This world is ruled by 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) that have 
you in this HUman Farm of theirs. YU, The 

RealU, can escape from this One-
Dimensional Matrix Earth Prison and WE 

(Worldwide Educators) will show YU how! 
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DING BATS OF AMERICA CLUB 

"Hello, We are here to Have Fun and 
Entertain You, and also Provide a 

RealEducation and RealGuidance... You 
Decide what You want to have for YourSelf. 

This world is a Funny Place, and at the same 
time it is Very Dangerous! We like to Have 
Fun as We Report The RealNews. not the 
'slanted' 6 O'Crock News You see on Your 

TV. We LUV to BE Real! 
Have Fun with Us as You browse thru our 

Strange Collections of what We have 
collected from the Internet. From Politics 

and Religion to the Humorous Spiritual Paths 
and their TapLining Kontrolling Techniques 
in Your DreamVisions, We like to Have Fun 

and Make Sense of the UnSensible that most 
of this world Agrees with... It is Always Your 

Choice! 
Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 
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EXCOMMUNICATED 

"Hello, are You a person that is Seeing More 
with Your Life and does not Agree with all 
the Rules, Regulations and Restrictions of 

Your Belief System, and they decided to toss 
You out, get rid of You, black ball You, 

Excommunicate You? You are one of The 
Lucky One's, because all of the religions are 
really Politically Kontrolled and always have 
been, and are nothing more than Marketing 
Ploy to collect followers as slaves. This is a 
Prison Planet ruled by the Reptilian Aliens 

and they created religion and the Worshiping 
and PrayPaying to their invented Space 

Gods. They give you the fallacies of 'belief, 
faith and hope' as your so-called freedom, 

which there is none here. We show You how 
to have RealFreedom for YourSelf! 

REAL EXPERIENCE or Belief 

"The Belief Systems, the KEK Systems, the 
REPSystems, are all the same. I have 
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written about these and others for decades. 
Most people are still asleep as to what is 

really taking place on this planet, as many 
are still 'Thinking' this is a good place to live 

and call home. The old idea of 'Peace on 
Earth' still stands, but it is a fallacy that is 
promoted by those who Kontrol this world. 

The idea of 'Belief, Faith and Hope' are 
Marketing Ploys to get people to adhere to 

the idea that they need someone else to 
decide their life, such as religion, gods, 
governments, masters and gurus and 

whatever those who want to Kontrol others 
can 'Think' of. Each person has the right to 
decide to have as many lifetimes as they 

want being Kontrolled, Restricted and 
Intimidated with the Invented Systems on 
this planet and others. You have been here 
far longer than you can imagine, and if not 
here, you have been on other worlds and in 

other dimensions that are just as 
Kontrolling. This is why YU, The RealU is 

still here and searching. You might belong to 
a system, institution or teaching right now, 
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but until YU have Real Experiences with The 
Real UNUversal Guides, YU will leave this 
life and basically go into the Astral Worlds 
and then someday return here unconscious 

again, just like YU have! YU can WakeUp 
Now! 

Do YU really want to WakeUp and See 
Beyond all the Demise that is taking place 
on this earth, or just keep 'pretending' that 

everything will be okay, because you may be 
one of those who has a good paying job and 

a nice home and family? There is a Huge 
Difference as YU consciously learn to have 

Real Experiences and that of the 
superstitious ideas of belief, faith and hope. 

I am sure like many, you have want or 
wished for something and it came true, and 
you were 'Thinking' something like... “God 

did this for me, or Jesus, or your master. Of 
course these things happen, but do you want 

to keep looking to something else or 
YourSelf? The Gods of Man do exist, but 

LifeIS Bigger than the gods! The fact is, YU 
are still here and still wondering what Life is 
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all about, because YU really do not have 
Real Experiences, and if YU do, there is still 
a lot more to know and a lot more to Go! YU 

already have ALL The Answers with YU. 
Here is The Real Adventure YU have been 

looking for! Test The NU~U Sessions and WE 
will See YU in Your DreamVisions! We Are 

The NUWay without all the  

OUTCASTS WELCOME 

"Hello, are You a person who is Seeing More 
than most people You know, or perhaps an 
organization You have belonged to? Well, 
You are not alone! There are many more 
people Waking Up today that are Seeing 

what is really taking place with this world, 
themselves, and those around them. Many 

people Do See what is happening that is not 
Agreeable, but they are afraid to be 

'different' or 'thought' of as different, so they 
pretend everything is okay with their life and 
they stay quiet. WE Are The Real RiskTakers 

and WE Like Being so-called Different, 
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because WE ARE REAL! When You see 
ChemTrails in the sky, do You want to 

'pretend' that it is the exhaust from the 
plane, or do you really want to know they 

are trying to poison You? When You realize 
the political and religious system or belief 
You have known is a hoax, do You want to 

keep spending Your time and money with it? 
If Your friends, family and neighbors want to 
stay asleep to everything that is destroying 
The ALL Natural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US, do You want to keep 'Thinking' 

like they do? Well, You are not alone! There 
are Millions like YOU who are Now Waking 

Up and Seeing what is taking place here and 
with themselves. Life is all about Taking The 
Risk and Becoming MoreAware. YOU are one 
of The Lucky Ones who has come thru some 
of the process on this polluted and poisoned 
planet to finally find US! We welcome You for 

having The RealCourage to Step Up! 
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Your RealAwareniss IS RealLUV 

"Your RealAwareniss IS The RealU. Because 
You (the personal You), has been raised and 
educated according to this world as it has 

been and is Now, You are probably not 
Aware of who YU, The RealU IS. This may 
seem to be a bit funny to understand, but 

there is so much more to You than You can 
even imagine. As Big as LifeIS, and I mean 
moreso than just what is taking place on 

earth, YU, The RealU IS Life. WE are ALL in 
the Same Life, and with The Whole of Life 
there are Endless RealPositions for ALL of 

US to stand in and occupy, and then to 
Recognize. This is a simple way to explain 
our relationship as WE are in Life. WE can 
decide whatever WE want to, and what the 

invented systems of this world have created 
and imply is something that anyone can 

Agree to, but this does not make them Real 
in The TruSense with The Whole of Life, 

because Life will Always Be Bigger. When 
Life ITSelf Supports what WE do here, then 
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it become a RealBenefit, but if IT does not, 
then it will wither and die, as it can still be 
seen with the physical eyes, does not mean 

it has any RealLIfe in it. LifeIS an 
ALLAliveniss, moreso than any created 

'thing' here or 'idea' about what is here or 
with The Whole of Life. Your Life is all about 

the Choices that You make for YourSelf. 
There is no 'right or wrong' there is only 

Choice, as this is neither 'good or bad' but 
WE learn from our Choices to eventually do 
better. Wherever You are, You have decided 

to be, whether this is with Your Physical 
Body, Your Emotions or Your Mind and the 
thoughts and ideas You Create. This is not 

The Real BeingISniss LifeIS, but only a 
reflection in Time and Space Creation. YU 

are a FreeBeing of RealLight! 
So, this comes to what is 'Love' and 

RealLUV. For the most part, the 'Love' that is 
experienced here is from an Emotional 

Level, that of the Astral Realm, which is 
fine, as nothing in Life is negated. But there 
is so much more than is Not Seen, and this 
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is where YU, The RealU can decide to 
Become MoreAware and Recognize Your 

RealAwareniss. This True & Real 
Recognition takes place on The Seventh 
LifeLevel of The Real UNUverses of THE 

ALLIS. With Your RealAwareniss, YU learn to 
Recognize RealLUV & RealSurvival, moreso 
than just Emotional Attachments and the 

Sensations of the Personal Self. Again, 
nothing is negated, but You will always 

determine what comes first in Your Life, as 
it is Your Choice with your physical 

presence only, that will only last a few more 
moments, or Learn to Recognize The RealU 

and Become More Aware and have 
RealFreedom in The Real UNUverses with 

The ALLAliveniss of The SoundLight Reality 
of THE ALLIS. YU Decide! 

Fake Freedom or REALFREEDOM 

"The people on this planet, or many who are 
known as Sheeple, are always chasing the 

'idea' of Freedom and never catching it. That 
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is because, there is NO Freedom Here! None! 
Ziltch! The unaware masses, those who look 
to the KEK Reptilian Deceptions of Religion, 
Politics, Education & Scientific Social and 

Spiritual Systems, are LOST in all these 
Kreated Kon Games of Mind Kontrol of the 
Kalaum God, Lord of all Reptilian Religions 
on the earth. Religious Reptilian Ritualizm 
Rules this planet. Worshiping and Praying 
was invented by the first Reptilians that 

Kreated the Humanoids as slaves after the 
Dinosaurs ate all the cavemen. 

REALFREEDOM IS NOW, and IS Recognized 
with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 

Politically Fake Freedom or REALFREEDOM 
NOW We have all come thru lifetimes of 

'implied political freedom' that is nothing 
more than 'hot air' from the little minds and 
mouths of those who Kontrol others. Why 
would anyone listen to politicians and the 
'fake holiness' of religious fanatics that 

enslave others, unless they are very 
unaware of what is really taking place here? 
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The kings, queens, emperors, presidents, 
tycoons and even many of the masters and 

gurus, have all used Marketing Ploy, 
Deception, Tyranny, Extortion, Bribery, 

Intimidation, Threats, and even Murder and 
Assassinations to accumulate the fortunes 
they flaunt to this world and others. We are 
ALL in the same Life and LifeIS for ALL, but 
some people 'Over-Think' their life and also 
'Think' just because they have figured out 

some of the mechanics of the invented 
business world, which was created shortly 

after the days of the caveman and 
dinosaurs, they are 'special' to themselves 

and have decided they are to Rule Over 
Others. You can decide to 'do as they do' 

and then you will go into even worse 
embodiments into many future lifetimes, as 

this world becomes more poisoned and 
polluted, or YU, The RealU can WakeUp Now 

and See the difference between Fake 
Freedom from the Deceptive Politicians, or 

have RealFreedom with The Real UNUversal 
Guides & THE ALLIS.  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW... Test The 
NU~U~U~U  

Political Speeches, Sermons, Rituals, 
Religious Ceremonies, Prayer, Worship, 
Funerals, Baptisms, Sacrifices, Rules, 

Regulations, Laws, Patriotism, and all other 
'sound-good' Restrictions that have been 

Kreated for the purpose of enslaving others, 
are nothing more than Distorted Kreations 

that align themselves with the 
Authoritarians and their invented Space 

Gods. Those who rule this earth are always 
devising ways to get others to Agree with 
their Deceptive Policies that are said and 

written in a way as to Hypnotize and 
Psychologically put a person and the 
masses as a whole, into a position of 

Acceptance and Willingness to take part in 
the overall of their Deceptions. From many 

lifetimes of being indoctrinated with 
Political Deception, most people carry all 

their old delusions with them unconsciously. 
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YU can WakeUp Now, or face Your Deceptive 
Agreements in Future Lifetimes.  

THE OTHER EARTH 

"There is a so much more to Life that what 
is seen and experienced on this earth. YU, 
The RealU must Be The Real RiskTaker to 

See Beyond this world of 'Appearances' and 
into The TruReality LifeIS. It starts with YU 
and what YU PerSeeve and then Recognize 
moreso than what you have learned here 

with Your Literal Mind and Senses. YU 
decide Your Fate!  

THERE IS MORE THAN YOU SEE ON EARTH  
WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Here is another Dimensional Adventure that 
is only for those who can SeeMore than 
what they can see here on this earth...  

It was late one night and Natalie was driving 
her car rather fast as usual, while drinking 
her soda and talking on her cell phone. It 

was about 2AM, as she ran thru a red light 
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and threw her empty container out of her 
car and onto the street. Then suddenly she 
saw red lights in her rear view mirror. Her 
heart went panic as she reluctantly pulled 

over and stopped. Natalie sat while the 
policeman came out of his car and casually 
walked over to her. He first looked over the 
car and then came up to her side and said, 

“Hello young lady, can I see your registration 
and license, please.” Natalie grabber her 

purse firmly and pulled out her license, then 
looked through her glove compartment for 

the registration, but couldn't find it. “I don't 
know where my reg' is, but this is my car,” 
she said. The policeman stepped back and 

said, “Step out of the car, please.” So, 
Natalie stepped out of the car and as soon 

as she was standing beside the policeman, a 
huge bright light from the sky appeared, as 

they both immediately looked up...  
“What is that?” She asked. “I am sure it is 

the Police Helicopter,” said the officer. And 
in an instant, they were both standing in a 

different place. They looked around and had 
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no idea where they were. As they tried to 
figure out what was going on they heard a 

voice...  
“Hello and Welcome to a NUExperience for 
YourSelves. I will be with you Right Now, as 
a Wonderful Man entered the area Natalie 
and the policeman were standing in. As he 

came closer, the surroundings began to 
change and the appearance of a large room 
appeared. The policeman and Natalie looked 

at where they were, as Natalie asked in a 
fast voice, “Where are we?” The Man smiled 
and said, “I know this is rather strange for 
you, but you are fine and you will be shown 
why you are here,” as the Man then waved 
his right hand slightly and the surrounding 
walls became windows all around. “We are 
in Outer Space!” Said Natalie very loud, as 

the policeman's eyes widened up.  
They were both very stunned as they looked 
out the windows. “Come and see where we 
are,” said the Man, as he motioned for them 
to come right up to the windows with him. 
Natalie and the policeman slowly moved 
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over to the windows and looked out. They 
were both taken back a bit as they saw the 
earth becoming smaller and smaller. “Where 
are we going,” said Natalie, as she began to 

cry a little. “You willbefine. 
Iknowthisisabitofashock,butthetwoofyouhav
ea lot to learn and this is why you are here,” 
he said. “I already went to high school and I 

have learned enough!” She said still 
whimpering. “I know what you have learned, 

actually I know all about the both of you 
from the day you were born,” said the Man. 

“How do you know us?” Asked the 
policeman. You will come to know a lot with 
your visit to the planet I am on, Daniel,” said 

the Man. “What planet?” Asked Natalie.  
“The Other Earth, Miss Natalie,” he said, as 
the giant saucer moved quickly around the 
sun and to the other side to reveal a huge 
planet that looked like the earth. “WOW!” 
said Daniel, “NASA never said anything 

about this planet!” “That is because those 
who you 'Think' are your friends and helping 

you are not!” Said the Man. Daniel looked 
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puzzled as he looked at the Man and Natalie. 
“Be patient and everything you need to know 

will be revealed. The two of you are very 
fortunate we picked you for this trip, 

because most of the people on earth will 
stay Dumbed Down and Kontrolled by the 

Political Rulers who are part of the 
TapLining Psychic Deceptors. What you have 
experienced on the earth is not at all what 

you 'Think' it is. You will learn far more than 
you can imagine with this visit to The Other 

Earth!”  
Natalie and Daniel watched closely as the 
saucer landed in a lush and wonderfully 
green area with many trees and animals 
running free. It was a perfectly clear day 
with the bluest of skies and a soft breeze 
blowing as they began to walk thru the 

opening of the Saucer and out into the open 
air... “The air is so wonderful! I can tell the 

difference from where I live, it is all polluted 
and always has a smell to it,” said Natalie, 

as she walked along the ramp and then onto 
the huge beautiful lawn that was spread out 
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for miles. “You don't have a landing strip 
here?” Asked Daniel. “You mean toxic 

concrete or some-  
thing like hazardous asphalt? No, we do not 
need anything that disrupts or destroys The 
Natural Environment like you have done on 
earth,” said the Man, as he led them to an 
area where there were others and what 

seemed to be some sort of casual facility. “I 
don't understand, it looks like people are 

working at their jobs, but this is all outside. 
How can you do this?” Asked Daniel. We live 

with The Natural Environment here, and 
when we need shelter from the what 

sometimes occurs with what NaturIS, we 
have what you would think of as a type of 

Hologram Projection that covers us from any 
condition that arises here, such as heavy 

rain and winds,” said the Man. “Wow, 
really?” said Daniel. “Yes. And as you can 
see, the animals are free to go wherever 

they want to, and if there ever is any danger, 
which there seldom is, we each have our 
own invisible shields to protect us that 
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automatically reacts, because of Our 
Awareniss. As I said, you will learn a lot 

here and once you have finished Our Course, 
then we will return you to your planet,” said 
the Man. “What course? How long will this 
course take?” Asked Natalie very surprise 
and disturbed. “It will all depend upon you 

and when you have learned the lessons you 
need to go back. Come and sit down and I 
will get you something to drink and eat if 

you like,” said the Man, as all of them found 
a place.  

As they sat and were waited on, the Man 
began to explain... “The two of you are very 
'typical' of the people on earth, so it really 
didn't matter who we picked, as you two 

happened to be where we were at that time. 
I am going to be Very Real and Upfront with 
you two... Your planet is dying at a rapid rate 

everyday, because you two, like billions of 
others are in your own 'LA LA Land' and you 
are not paying any attention to The Natural 
Environment that Supports You. Most of the 

people on your planet are killing off 
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everything, including themselves. The 
governments of your world are actually 

Kontrolled by Reptilian Influences that you 
are not aware of and they use the earth for a 

breeding ground and you are their dinner. 
Sounds far out doesn't it, but look at what 
has taken place in the last 200 years. The 
earth is totally polluted and poisoned and 
you and others keep Agreeing to this. You 

'Think' it is all 'business as usual' but there 
is a much Bigger Plan by THEM, and you are 

the slaves and also the hunted. They are  
making your planet Acidic as their Breeding 

Ground for more Alien Types to enter and 
takeover. While you Daniel, are chasing 

people for petty so-called crimes, because 
you 'Think' you are upholding the law the 

Reptilians have created, you are also adding 
to the Deception and Harassment those who 

Kontrol you want you to do. You are not 
Seeing what is really taking place, but living 
off your personal ego to satisfy and justify 

your life as to what you 'Think' it is. You 
Natalie, as you have been raised have little 
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or no respect for almost nothing. You like to 
be seen in your car to let others know you 
are special, and for the most part they are 
not. There is a lot more to all of this with 

both of you, but you will have to figure it out 
for yourself. The simple reason you are here, 
and there are others like you here until they 

WakeUp is, because the people on your 
planet are doing what they are doing, they 

are Effecting other planets and dimensions. 
We do not have police or governments here, 

because those who reside here have a 
RealAwareniss and have surpassed the 

blindness you are still in. You are going to 
learn a lot more than you can imagine while 
you are here. Everyone that has been here 

has woken up,” said the Man.  
“This all 'sounds' nice, but what if I do not 

want to 'wakeup' as you say,” asked Natalie. 
“I will let you find out for yourself, Miss 

Natalie. You are always the one who decides 
Your Life, and what you decide will come to 

pass. Here, you can learn so much very 
quickly and on earth it will take you 
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lifetimes and even eons to progress past 
your flesh and bones body. As you see what 

is taking place here I am sure in a short 
time you will See things differently. But, if 
you strongly persist to hold to what you 

have always known, that of blindly 
destroying everything around you, including 
yourself, then you will be put back on your 

planet to go thru endless lifetimes in a place 
that will eventually dissolve. For Now, I 

would suggest to actually enjoy the 
moments you have here, because once you 
are back on your earth, your heart will be 

Sad. I will leave you now and see the two of 
you from time to time,” said the Man as he 
stood up. “Wait!” Said both of them at the 
same time, as Natalie spoke first... “What 
are we to do here? Where do we live and 
eat?” She asked rather nervous. The Man 
smiled and said, “Everything you will ever 

need is already here.  
Take your time and look around and learn 

from what is taking place and what you see. 
You are a big girl now, and you are a big boy 
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now, Daniel. You will See that this planet is 
not like your planet,” he said as he walked 

off into the distance, then seemed to 
disappear into the air.  

Natalie and Daniel stood and looked around 
for the longest time, then sat down again 

and looked at each other wondering what to 
do. “This place is pretty amazing,” said 

Daniel. “We are stuck here if you ask me,” 
said Natalie. “Unless we can figure out how 
to fly that Saucer, we are stuck here,” said 
Daniel, as they stood up again and decided 
to walk around and see the sights. Days, 
then weeks, then months had passed... 

“How long have we been here now?” Asked 
Natalie, as she was eating the most 

delightful meal of her life. “I lost count of 
the days from being here. This place is 

really fantastic!” Said Daniel, as he was also 
eating his meal. “I really feel so good all the 
time and I am never tired. I am Seeing this 
more and more here,” said Natalie as she 

was chewing. “Yes, I feel the same. I used to 
be so wore out after a day of chasing people 
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and ticketing them, now I am always fine 
every moment. The Man was right on with 
what he told us, but the ideas about the 
Reptilians are a bit far out,” said Daniel. 
“You mean like being on another earth, 

Dude?” Said Natalie eating away and as they 
both laughed. As they were both sitting and 
eating their meals, the Man from somewhere 

appeared right next to them and sat 
down...“Hello Natalie and Daniel, how is your 
trip so far?” He asked. They were both very 

surprised and began to ask all kinds of 
questions all at once. “Hold on, I already 

know what you want to know. It is time for 
you to know more, because I can See that 
you are getting used to being here. Both of 
you have been on earth for many lifetimes 

doing basically the same routines, the 
difference being the clothes you wear and 
the surroundings. You are Now in the most 

desperate age when the Kontrol of your 
planet is reaching its peak, as it is being 

purposely destroyed to a point where people 
cannot function and have their own lives. 
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This is a very typical cycle that has been 
repeated many times and from this you have 
a Choice to make. You can keep Agreeing to 

what others decide for you, or you can 
WakeUp and Do Something Wonderful as we 
have here. You cannot decide for others, but 

you can decide for yourselves. You both 
have had time to see the sights and now it is 

time for you to become involved,” said the 
Man, as he motioned for them to follow him. 
There was a small transport waiting and all 
three of them got on, as the Man motioned 
with his hand and they quickly flew off. In a 
matter of moments they were many miles 
away and in a new location. What Natalie 

and Daniel were seeing was a gigantic 
farming area that spread as far as the eye 
could see. They were both very impressed! 
“Wow, look at all the wonderful crops that 
you are growing here! I have never seen so 

many,” said Daniel.  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

“We have millions of what you term 'acres' 
all over this planet where we grow the most 
pristine food. The farmlands are all like this 

and we grow whatever we need. You will 
discover many new species of plants that 

you are going to experience with many 
different tastes. The both of you will be 

working here for a while and learning what 
you need to get to the next step of your 
adventure with us,” said the Man,' as he 

turned and walked away before Natalie and 
Daniel could say anything. The both of them 
watched the people in the fields for a while 
as they also saw a wide variety of animals 
all around and eating some of the crops. 

Then several of the people in the field 
motioned for them to come and participate. 
Daniel and Natalie were soon very involved 
and they really liked what they were doing 

and the people they were with. Time passed 
and it became months later and late one 

afternoon they took a break and sat 
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together... “This has been a great 
experience for me and I have just about 

forgot the earth all together,” said Daniel, as 
he smiled to Natalie. “In a way I feel the 
same,” said Natalie, “But you must miss 

something, don't you?” “One thing I Do Not 
miss is the Police Department! It is run like 

the military and I would always have to meet 
my quota of tickets everyday. I was also 

seeing a different side of it than when I first 
went in. After ten years I saw a lot of things 
that I really did not like with all the control 
and abuse that was taking place. The Man 

here is very right about all the control on the 
earth. I have learned a lot about what goes 

on behind the scenes of the government 
agencies that most people would be very 

shocked and appalled with. The public is fed 
a lot of deception on purpose. So many 
times I did not like my job, but with my 

family  
and all my obligations I had locked myself 

into a lot, just like so many people do,” said 
Daniel. “You have a family? You didn't tell 
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me this, Daniel!” Said Natalie. “Yes, just like 
you I have a family. A police- man's life is not 

easy with a family. Actually my wife and I 
were married while I was in the Police 

Academy. It has not been easy for her and 
now that I have been gone for months, I am 
sure she is very uneasy,” he said. “I would 

say so! We are both missing persons on 
another planet, who far out is that?” Said 

Natalie, as she rested.  
Several more months passed and one day 

the Man appeared again while they were in 
the fields laughing with each other... “I See 

that the two of you are doing better. There is 
a Wonderful Reality here, isn't there?” He 
asked them. “Yes!” Said Daniel, as Natalie 
smiled and nodded. “We really do love it 

here. I know that I miss my family, but at the 
same time I like being with others who are 
Real and doing this. Is this just me or is it 

because of how this planet is?” Asked 
Daniel. “You are experiencing more than 

being trapped as you were on earth where 
you have Lethal Microwaves, HAARP and 
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other Frequencies moving around the planet 
and Mind Kontrolling you in many ways. 

Here, you have nothing to interfere with Your 
RealAwareniss, and so the Five Bodies you 
carry feel so much better,” said the Man. 

“What did you just say about Five Bodies?” 
Asked Natalie very surprised. The Man 
laughed and said, “On earth with your 

upbringing you have been One-Dimensionally 
Educated and you were never taught about 

the other Unseen Bodies that pertain to Your 
Faculties. I can See in Your Auras that it is 
time for you to move on to the next step in 

your process here. “What is the Aura?” 
Asked Daniel. “Ha Ha, you will know all this 

and so much more as we give you a 
RealEducation,” as the Man smiled and 

motioned for them to follow him to a 
transport and off they went to another area 

many miles away. They flew above the 
ground riding the open transport and 

breathing Real Air, as all of them passed 
many farmlands until they came to another 
beautiful area with a huge open area where 
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many people were seated. The Man let them 
off as they waved to him, and they then 

went over and looked around as there were 
many instructors giving classes. Another 
Man came up and directed them where to 

sit. Natalie and Daniel nodded and went with 
him and then sat and listened as a Wonderful 

Woman  
was giving The RealKnowledge of The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. As time went 
on, it became years later when the Man 

returned...  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Natalie and Daniel were sitting and have 
something to drink with the perfectly 
beautiful day when they saw the Man 

approaching them... “Hello Natalie and 
Daniel,” said the Man. Natalie immediately 
stood up and put her arms around the Man 

and began to cry, as Daniel sat and watched 
them. “I am so Grateful you brought us here! 
I am truly Amazed at what I have learned,” 
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said Natalie as she stood back and Daniel 
went to shake the Man's hand. “I am also 

Very Grateful, Sir, but without the tears,” he 
said as they all laughed. Natalie wiped her 
eyes and hugged the Man again, as they 
were both so very happy to have learned 
what they have. “I can See by Your Auras 
the two of you have succeeded very well. 
We have visitors from many worlds and 

systems that we bring here to 'Lighten Them 
Up' so they See a Bigger Picture than 

destroying their worlds and themselves. We 
are ALL in the same Life and LifeIS the same 

for ALL of US, as we each Learn to 
Recognize What IS Real and what is not. You 

have learned all you need to for now, and 
possibly in the future you may return here 
again, and so I will take you to the Saucer 
and you will return to your earth planet,” 

said the Man. “Sir,” asked Daniel, we learned 
so much. One of the things we do not 

understand very well, as Natalie and I have 
discussed a lot is, THE NUMAN. Can you tell 
us about this?” Asked Daniel. “THE NUMAN 
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IS The LivingGuide with The Real UNUversal 
Guides of THE ALLIS. THE NUMAN IS on this 

planet and all planets and Must Be 
Recognized to have The RealConnection 

with Real Freedom Now. As you both learned 
about Singing The NU~U and Watching Your 
DreamVisions, this is The Primary Focus to 
gain Your Own RealExperiences with The 
Whole of Life. When you return to earth I 
suggest you search for THE NUMAN. The 
Saucer will let you both off exactly where 

you were when we picked you up. Even 
though it seems like it has been years since 
you were gone, ALL Life IS Here & Now and 
you will be in the very moment you left, so 

no one will know that you have left,” said the 
Man. They said goodbye as the Saucer 

landed, then Daniel and Natalie got on and 
flew off. Instantly they were back. They 
stood and looked up, “We are Sad to be 

back!”  
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DOCTORS and LAWYERS 

"Doctors and Lawyers are part of the Social 
Structures that many have Agreed to. On 

this earth there is something for Everyone. 
Social people have been taught that they 
need these professionals and others like 
them, as they are basically known as The 

Rule Lovers. They create the Rules, 
Regulations, Laws and Restrictions for the 

masses to look to and obey. The Birds, 
Butterflies and Bees do not See & Do as the 
Educated People see and do, as they Make 
Sense of their life every moment. The BBBs 

do Not ruin The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports ALL of US, as Do the Dumbed 
Down Dahs that keep 'Agreeing' to become 
extinct on earth! There Really IS More to 
Life, and to have a RealLife, than what is 

here! 
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RULE LOVERS OF SOCIETY  

Society has created itself to be a mass of 
ScatterBrained Rules and Regulations that 
equal Emotional and Mental Restrictions for 

those who Kontrol Almost Everyone. We 
have all been raised a certain way and from 
this we have our basic life, as we have been 

raised with the ideas of Restrictions and 
how Restriction is supposedly a benefit. In a 
way this is true to a certain point, then the 
Disciplines of Restriction become obstacles 
and then eventual downfalls. We each create 

our position and become what we do each 
lifetime as we continue our own journey 
with Life. The Original Indigenous people 

with their Cultured Communities were 
focused on The ALLNatural Environment. 

Today, people are focused moreso on 
Technology and what it can do for them. As 
long as there is a power source here, then 

Technology works, but moreso against us. It 
'appears' to be a benefit, but in the long run 

it is also part of the destruction of what 
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NaturIS Now. These are the Rules Lovers 
and their professions such as doctors, 

lawyers, law makers, politicians, religious 
priests, spiritual masters and others.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Each of these professions and the people 
involved do have their place as part of an 

overall process, but what they are doing is 
based upon Unconscious Restrictions and 
the Rules and Regulations that have been 
Kreated for the Certain Few, as they are 
Purposely Planned Restrictions to have a 

Support System. On this earth, there really 
is very little equality and this is purposely 
so, because Real Equality implies a lack of 
being able to Kontrol those who are to be 

'used' with what is Patriotically Marketed as 
the 'common good' which really means, 

what the Dumbed Down and unaware people 
will do for those who Rule over them. 

Because the 'professionals' are so very good 
at 'smooth talking' people into a comatose 
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state, no matter what they do to the masses 
and how hard they are on them, people keep 

coming back for more of the same abuse 
lifetime after lifetime. Most people really like 
the 'pretty words' and will take the abuse to 

hear more. The political, religious and 
spiritual rulers and masters are very good at 
this and they prove it all the time by the very 
fact of what they are doing, even though it 
all 'looks good' to their viewing audience. 

You really can Learn to Decide Your Life, as 
it takes RealCourage to do so.  

SURFERS for YOUR OCEANS 

"Attention all Surfers and those who Love 
Your Oceans! We are being Purposely 
Poisoned with ChemTrails that have 

contaminated Everything! 
The California Drought is from ChemTrails 

and HAARP Microwaves. This is Your Planet 
Too! The Forests are dying at a rapid rate all 
over the planet along with the forests being 

destroyed for Big Business. I suggest  
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to do your own investigating and WakeUp, 
because it is already Too Late! 

PORPOISEE CLUB for YOUR OCEANS  
I started Surfing in 1963, in high school. It 

was the Era of Gidget and the blond hair and 
the Surfer Look. I fit right in and became like 
a Professional Surfer who did not get paid, 

as I was a Hot Surfer after a couple of years 
and surfered with the Gordie Surfboard 

Team and the Wind 'N Sea Surfboard Team. 
Eventually I knew I had to work, as I just 

missed going to Vietnam, so I started 
pounding nails as a framer and carpenter at 
19. After a few years I met my wife, then we 
soon bought a house and I worked my way 
into being a General Contractor. As time 
went on I also became an Educator and 

teaching what most people are not aware of. 
During this time I became interested in 

Health and whatever is beneficial. Over the 
years I have seen the changes in the 

weather and Your Oceans. After many years 
I have relocated and still in Surf City, 
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Huntington Beach. It is Now 2015 and I live 
in a place close to the beach, because I love 
the beach and waves in Huntington. I have 
worked my way into being a Professional 

Writer, 'Duane The Great Writer' and a 
Humanitarian Developer and Educator. I 
have spent decades studying what most 

people consider to be Conspiracy Theories, 
which what those who are really doing all 
the Deception on this planet have labeled 
certain people and their ideas they have 
discovered. Those who are doing all the 

Planned Deception and Purposely 
Destroying, The ALLNatural Environment, 

want to make those who are 'Awake & 
Aware' look as though they do not know 
what they are doing. All the Deception is 

right in front of US.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

The most Obvious is the ChemTrails that are 
seen in our skies almost everyday. Right 

Now with HAARP Mind Kontrol Microwaves, 
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Chem- Trails have created the Drought we 
are in. Look on YouTube and do your 
research! The Drought has all been 

Purposely Planned to Eliminate YOU and 
Everyone! This is the 'tip of the iceberg' as 

there is so much more! Your Oceans are 
Totally Polluted and Radiated from 

Fukushima over four years ago and the 
Radiation keeps pouring from Japan all over 

the planet. Look on the Internet at all the 
fish and mammals that have been washed 

ashore dead. The NUPresentation 
Foundation is a WorldWide WakeUp for 
Everyone. This is Your Planet! YouTube: 

'ALLSolar Research Vessel' / 
www.TheNUPresentation.org  

ALIEN INVASION 

"The Planet Earth is a Setup as a Breeding 
Ground and YOU are what's for Dinner! 
There is an old episode of 'The Twilight 

Zone' where the Aliens came down with a 
message... 'To Serve Man.' At the end of the 
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episode only a few Recognized what this 
meant, and that is 'To Serve Mankind' on a 

Platter! Just like it says on the side of Police 
Cars, 'To Serve and Protect' the Reptilian 

Aliens from the Public. WakeUp and Take a 
Good Look Around YOU! They are Destroying 

The Natural Environment and making this 
planet Acidic for Their Environment! Their 

next 'trick' is to block out the Sun! The 
Reptilians want this planet under their 

Komplete Kaotic Kontrol! 

ALIEN BREEDING GROUNDS  

The Reptilian Aliens have always been here 
and mostly unseen by the masses, as is 
more than evident, because most people 

'blindly' Agree with the KEK Systems they 
have setup over the ages. The planet earth 

is Not At All what people 'Think' it is. This is 
Seduction Planet and the Reptilians and 

other Alien Breeds have 'farmed' the earth 
for eons. The REPSystems of Religion, 

Education, Politics, Spiritual and Scientific 
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Institutions, have marketed people into their 
ideas and ideals of Komplete Kontrol. It 

would 'seem' that what they are providing is 
a benefit for the public, but the opposite is 

true! It is Really a Benefit for THEM 
(TapLining Human Eating Martians). There is 
a Huge History behind all of this and some 
people have touched upon it, but not like I 
am with The Real UNUversal Guides. Most 
people look to the Gods of Man, who are 

also part of the Reptilian Aliens, as to when 
they first came to this planet and Kreated 
the Humanoids for slaves. They have bred 
the humans ever since. While they were in 
process of doing what they have, they have 

also trapped themselves here, and today 
there are far too many humans who have 

bred like mice. So, they are doing the 
ChemTrails, Lethal Vaccines, HAARP Mind 

Kontrol, Smart Meters, GMO TechFood, 
Cloning, RadiationBrain Microwaves, 

Government Agencies, United Nations, 
Council on Foreign Affairs and thousands of 
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other Detrimental Deceptive Disguises that 
are Blinding.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

They Kreated the Federal Reserve System in 
1913, to start what they have planned for 

eons, and that is to make this planet earth a 
Total Breeding Ground like in the movie 

'Aliens.' They 'print' the money from nothing 
and fund their One World Order Takeovers, 
and the Stupid Military obeys THEM! They 
are destroying the atmosphere and Killing 

The ALLNatural Environment right in front of 
all the Dumbed Down Dahs (Dopy anal 

human subjects) who are still Not Aware 
and have Not Woken Up! For those who do 
not WakeUp, they will be back in Deformed 
Bodies like in the movie 'Lord of The Rings' 
and working once again for the 'One Eye' 

that watches everyone! Those who Sing The 
NU~U NUSound will start their Journey to 

RealFreedom Now! It is always Your Choice 
to Agree with what is here, or to Take The 
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Risk and SeeMore than what is Here! We Are 
Here For YU, The RealU!  

Esoteric Hidden Knowledge 

"Real Esoteric Knowledge, not just any 
knowledge or what has been created and 
passed around, is essential to eventually 
discover and then finally Recognize, The 

TruReality LifeIS. This does sound simple, 
but it takes lifetimes of preparation and a 
RealFocus to Stand in a RealPosition with 
The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS. 

Most people will not Recognize what is 
being presented here, because they have 

been brought up with 'traditional' knowledge 
that mainly aligns itself with the Social 

Agreements of what has been supposedly 
created in the past as something authentic 
according to those who profess it to be so. 
Anyone can have a Real Confirmation for 

themselves by Singing The NU~U. Life will 
Show You... What IS Real Now. 'Thinking' is 

not RealKnowledge... BeingReal IS! 
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Esoteric Hidden Knowledge  
Esoteric Hidden Knowledge is from what we 

know as Creation. It is the Knowledge 
beyond what is commonly known. To most 

people this Knowledge is very special, and it 
is in its own way so, but there is a lot more 

than what Esoteric Knowledge can do for us. 
As we have each come into this world and 
experienced what we have, at some point 
we start to look for something more than 

what is here. I am guessing that You as the 
Reader would like to 'jump' into the so-called 
Secrets of Life and have them instantly. How 
long would You imagine it would take You to 
become a Brain Surgeon? Just to learn The 
Real Esoteric Knowledge, which is a very 

small step, can take lifetimes. All of us have 
been around for untold lifetimes and we are 
back here again to do what we are here to 
do, WakeUp to, What IS Real Now. This is 

very simply put, and to understand, What IS 
Real Now, is a Huge Journey. Just like when 

You were in school, You have to take the 
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time to study. Today, You have the Internet, 
but better than that You have YU, The RealU. 
You will study a lot while you are here, but 

the best part is with what YU will be 
experiencing from The RealSide LifeIS.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Your DreamVisions is The Key to Secret 
Worlds and Real UNUverses You are not 

aware of. There is a lot of Esoteric 
Knowledge on the earth, but The Real 

Esoteric Knowledge is not found on this 
planet or even in this Physical Realm. YU 

must have The RealConnection to The 
SoundLight Reality of THE ALLIS, then YU 
can surpass all the unnecessary obstacles 

that keep YU from Seeing Beyond this world 
into The TruReality LifeIS. Any Knowledge 

obtained anywhere is merely the first steps 
to what is not common or even known, that 

of THE ALLIS. The Gods of Man and the 
ideas people have of their gods is what most 

seek to know. The mysteries of the gods 
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mankind has 'thought' to know are not the 
actuality of the gods themselves so much as 

'ideas' people have assumed around their 
Decided Gods. It is the choice of each 

person to create their own journey with Life, 
but what is decided is not always what 

exists except in the person's mind, and this 
is so with so much of the Knowledge that is 
passed around today. The Real UNUversal 

Guides are Direct Representatives with THE 
ALLIS. Knowledge is not The TruReality 

LifeIS, but a Reflection.  

WE REPORT THE REALNEWS 

"We LUV The RealAdventure We are creating 
for Everyone! The Real News is happening 
ALL The Time and We are here to Share 

what very few people are aware of... ALLIS 
The Natural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US. Do YU, The RealU like staying asleep 
and missing ALL The Fun, or do YU want to 
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BE Awake & Aware like US? This world is in 
Desperate Need of those who can WakeUp 

and Do Something Wonderful with what 
NaturIS! 

WE ARE THE REALNEWS NOW  

“ALLIS THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 
SUPPORTS US ALL” We Are Real and this is 
what We Are Presenting. We Are Not with 

any 'movement, protesting, rebellions, 
takeovers, agendas, authorities or religion, 

politics or spiritual masters or business 
gurus. We Are Real & Wonderful as We 

Provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation, 
as Our RealFocus is on The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US. We 
Are Exceptional with The TruReality LifeIS. 
We have our sources on the earth and thru 

ALL The LifeLevels. We Are The Direct 
Representatives with ALLIS The Natural 

Environment. We are with the Birds and the 
Bees, the Oceans and the Trees, the Plants 
and the Ants and whatever else NaturIS. We 
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Are The WorldWide WakeUp for those still 
asleep who keep destroying what supports 
us all, The Wonderful Natural Environment. 

Are you happy with how this world has 
turned out so far with all the pollution and 

poisoning from those who most of us 
support to manage this place? We are very 
'up front' because we know there is very 

little time until everything is gone.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Most people like to 'pretend' that what is 
taking place with The Natural Environment 
will clean itself up and go away, but not so! 
If YU, The RealU does not WakeUp Now, YU 
will be going into more lifetimes of the same 

unconscious routines you are doing Now, 
and the earth will be a lot worse. YU can 
Take The Risk Now to Do Something that 
you have never done before or continue to 
stay Dumbed Down Dah like everyone else. 
We See like no one else with what is taking 

place with all the Deception of the KEK 
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Systems and their TapLining of innocent 
people who are not awake and aware. We 
Are Multi-Dimensional like no one else and 
We Are Having Fun with Everything We Do! 

Do you like being Deceived or would YU, The 
RealU like to know what is really happening 
here and in Your Worlds of RealAwareniss? 
The Marketing Ploy of the KEK Systems is 
excellent and they have most of the people 
on this world Fooled. Do you like being the 

Fool of your masters? You decide what your 
level of courage will be. You can stay 'Patri-
idiotic and Kontrolled' until you are too old 
to do anything about Your Life, or Test The 
NU~U Sessions Now and Learn The NUWay 
and Watch Your DreamVisions and Let Life 

Show YU... What IS Real!  

SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES 

"This world is a Subliminal Matrix Grid, a 
Giant Bubble of Kontrol by the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). It is not 
easy to WakeUp here, but it is possible. The 
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KEK Systems are Very Seductive to where 
they get You to Agree with all their Planned 

Deception. They are the Smooth Talking 
Politicians, religious fanatics, spiritual, 

scientific and even educational transformed 
people who are Agreeing to the demise of 
The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US! Look around You... is the earth 
getting better or worse? WakeUp! This is 

Your World Too! 

YOU ARE BEING KONTROLLED  

You are in the Deceptive Matrix of the KEK 
Systems. This is the real Science Fiction 
you never wanted to know about. Most of 

your life you have seen SciFi Movies for the 
entertainment, but Now you are living a 

SciFi Nightmare of ChemTrails, Mind Kontrol 
Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, GMO 

FrankenFood, HAARP Weather Kontrol and 
most of all, Subliminal Messages in almost 

all movies, TV and the Internet. Your 
Conscious Mind, the person you 'Think' you 
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are does not See what is taking place at a 
particular range of interpretation for it to 
See what is happening at a Subconscious 
Level. There is so much more to YU, The 
RealU than what you learned in school or 
what science even knows exists. The Mad 

Scientists who have Kleverly Kreated all the 
technology we use today are also using it to 

spy on you and Mind Kontrol you. You are 
marketed into 'Thinking' that what you have 
as a convenience is really a 'Kon' from The 

KEK Systems.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  
There is a way to have what we want here 

and at the same time not interfere with 
others or harm ourselves, but the Powers 

That Be do not want this for anyone, 
because then they cannot Kontrol you for 

their own purposes. It is very easy to 
manipulate and Kontrol others today with all 

the Fascinating TechToys everyone can 
have. Technology has its place and can be 

very useful, but what we have is Microwave 
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Mind Kontrol Devices that could better serve 
all of us with the technology Nikola Tesla 

was sharing. Thomas Edison worked for the 
Bankers and tried to ruin Tesla, and so he 
now has huge karma as he will return into 

future lifetimes to deal with all the mishaps 
he was part of Kreating here. Tesla is 

working with Rebazar Tarzs and The Real 
UNUversal Guides from The RealSide and 

also with My NUProjects.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

For a much Better Understanding of this 
world you are with and The RealU, Test The 

NU~U Sessions before going to sleep and 
then Watch Your DreamVisions. Life will 

begin to Show YU what is really taking place 
here and how the Deceptive Dictators are 

using you and will eventually have their way 
with you and everyone who has not Become 
MoreAware. We are here to Show YU how to 
Escape from this Prison Planet, but YU must 

'Pay Attention' to The RealGuidance!  
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PETROLEUM PRODUCT PROPAGANDA 

"PETROLEUM POISONING PRODUCTS are 
Everywhere with our lives here! We have 

taken for granted that these products from 
'gasoline to beauty products' are in some 
way beneficial, when actually they are all 

meant to destroy The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US and 
almost Everyone on it! Petroleum Products 

were Kreated by the KEK Systems to 
Kontrol the masses and use them as Kattle 
being fed for their dinner and pleasure. This 
will 'sound funny' to a lot of people, but have 

you ever taken your Burger to the Lab and 
discovered what is really in it? Of course 
you have not, because YOU are one of the 

many Dumbed Down who watch TV and buy 
what you see on TV..."HA HA HA..." Your 

Choice! 
You can decide to continually be Petroleum 

Poisoned or WakeUp and Make Better 
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Choices before you are really old and 
deformed like everyone else will be. Sing 

The NU~U and Learn to Watch Your 
DreamVisions, as You are The Answer for 
Everything in Your Life, and Life will show 

you this! 

PETROLEUM PRODUCT PROPAGANDA  

As we each look out onto this world and see 
what has taken place with all the Petroleum 
Products that have been used for hundreds 

of years, very few of us notice how 
'standardized' and fossilized we have 

become about 'Thinking' that Petroleum 
Products are one of the better choices we 
have with what we want here. Actually, the 

opposite is true. The choice to use 
Petroleum Products instead of choosing 

Natural Resources has become a Nightmare 
altogether. In the beginning, whenever that 

was, where it was decided to use Petroleum 
Products instead of so many other 

Environmentally Safe Ways, there was a real 
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purpose and plan behind what has now 
become Petroleum Products, which are used 
in almost everything. This is where The Real 
Nightmare is Now. People have become so 
Dumbed Down Dah, that their main concern 

so much of the time is the price of Toxic 
Gasoline.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

The Petroleum Industry did not happen by 
chance, but by design. It is understandable 
that most people are very 'unaware' of what 

this world really consists of and who is 
Kontrolling it. Most people will stay the 

Effect of everything here, as they continue 
into more unconscious life- times of an even 
worse environment. It was THEM (TapLining 
Human Eating Martians) better known as the 

Reptilian Aliens. who were the original 
creators of Petroleum Products. The idea 
here overall is the Dumbing Down Effect, 
which things like Sodium Fluoride in our 

water supply is to keep people docile and 
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Kontrollable. Petroleum is in everything we 
use everyday and we are all being Purposely 

Poisoned with it. It 'seems' like a 'good 
thing' when actually it is Totally Toxic. It is 
in the air with emissions from all the cars 

and anything motor driven. It is the 
ChemTrails in the skies, clothing, beauty 

products, drugs and anything else you can 
see around you, Petroleum has infected this 
entire planet! On top of this we have what 

the Mad Scientists have invented as 
Radiation, which has been sold in the form 
of Nuclear Power Plants, and the Atomic 

Waste that is probably in Your Backyard and 
you do not know. Everything is poisoned 

from THEM, and they are not stopping until 
they get this planet Totally Acidic for THEM. 
It is not a matter of 'belief' as it is happening 
everyday right in front of you! We will show 
The RealU how to WakeUp Now by Singing 

The NU~U!  
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AIR WE BREATHE 

"Its ALL So Simple, AIR, WATER, FOOD... So 
why keep polluting what is The Most 

Important Realities we have that are So 
Wonderful? Does it Make Sense to Breathe 

ChemTrail, Vehicle Exhaust, Pesticide, 
Radiation, Power Plant Smoke AIR? How 
many people are Having Fun out there 

Breathing these Poisons everyday? Let US 
know will you! Is the WATER you are 

drinking okay with the Hazardous and Life 
Threatening Chemicals of Toxic Fluoride, 

Barium, Mercury, Chlorine and all the fallout 
waste from everything else that is all around 

us? Are you really having Fun with this? 

We all like to Eat and have what we eat 
Taste Good, as this seems to matter the 

most, but is it RealFOOD? The 'Taste' thing 
has been duplicated (not really) in the 

Laboratory by the same Mad Scientists that 
that have Kreated GMO TechFood, Mind 

Kontrol Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, Smart 
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Meters and the Atomic Bomb. They always 
seem to be very busy doing something 

(which is usually scary, but they will do their 
best to KONvince you otherwise). Does 
REAL CLEAN AIR, WATER & FOOD Make 

Sense to YOU? If it does, then WakeUp and 
Do Something before everything is over-
poisoned, because Everything IS Already 

Poisoned!!! I suggest to start with 
ChemTrails on YouTube and work your way 
around from there. We are So Fortunate to 
have the information we do and so easy to 

get to it! 

BREATHING FRESH AIR  

Breathing Fresh Air is a True Reality on 
earth, but for some reason, and it is very 

obvious, most people are not at all 
concerned about the Air they are Breathing. 
Every moment of each day the Precious Air 

we are Breathing is becoming more and 
more polluted and poisoned. IS Everyone 
Asleep? Of course they are and purposely 
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so! We are being bombarded with Lethal 
Toxic Emissions from all the mechanical 

vehicles and devices that have been 
invented that are making the Air, the Rain 
and the Atmosphere Acidic. Everything is 
Purposely Polluted and Poisoned by the 

Skull and Bones Reptilian Alien KEK 
Systems.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

This IS Your Planet Too! Do YOU like 
Breathing Toxic Air? Do you want to see your 
children sick, ill and diseased” They cannot 

survive in a Toxic Environment. You are 
probably already feeding them GMO 

TechFood and Artificial Sugars, which will 
give them Diabetes and whatever else is 

taking place today. You probably have WiFi, 
which is Lethal Mind Kontrol Microwaves, as 

they have taken a lot of the WiFi out of 
schools, because of all the Negative Effects 
on children. Do your kids enjoy Disney and 
others movies? Well guess what, they are 
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filled with Subliminal Messages so as to 
Hypnotize and Kontrol Your Children! Do you 
ever look up in the sky at all the ChemTrails 
that are all over this planet? You might be 

one of those who is not interested or maybe 
'pretending' you do not know what is really 
taking place with the Air You Breathe, but it 
is still happening! Everything is Poisoned!  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

Air, Water and Food are the Essentials for 
our lives on this earth, and to have what we 

need here has nothing to do with the 
Kontrolling Governments who are the ones 

destroying our Resources. They are 
purposely making this world Acidic for their 
Reptilian Alien Buddies, who TapLine and 

suck the life out of the herded Kattle, which 
are ALL of US! You can 'believe' whatever 

you want to, but it is still happening! All over 
this planet the Forests are being eliminated 

that produces Air! We are The WorldWide 
WakeUp Press, and We are Here for You! All 
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YU, The RealU have to do is WakeUp and 
Become MoreAware and then Learn to See 
Beyond what is marketed to you everyday 
that is keeping YU Asleep! Test The NU~U 

and Watch Your DreamVisions!  

Babysitting Masters 

"We have all been brought thru untold 
lifetimes to finally arrive into The 

NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. We are all in the 
'process' of Creation and Waking Up to what 
has and IS taking place Here & Now. Most 

people will stay with their LA LA Land 'idea' 
of this 'Place in Space' world, until the 

moment comes to where they SEE what is 
really taking place Here! LifeIS ALL About 
RealSurvival, not just having fun on earth 

and watching The ALLNatural Environment 
being destroyed everyday. The old 

'babysitting masters' of this world, the KEK 
& REPSystems, are keeping people passive 

as Dumbed Down Dahs. They parade 
themselves as the 'elite' and over-educated 
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from their invented Militerrorized Schooling 
Systems, and then get others to do the same 

and have the Dahs working their 9 to 5 
boring jobs for the KEK Systems who are 
really the Reptilian Alien TapLiners. Sing 

The NU~U and Learn to Watch Your 
DreamVisions and YU, The RealU will have 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation with The 
Real UNUversal Guides! The TruReality 

LifeIS, is Beyond the Gods of Man and ALL 
Restrictions! 

Babybrain Master Babysitters  

This world is full of babybrain people who 
have declared themselves to be presidents, 
queens, kings, masters and gurus. These 
people are nothing more than Kontrolling 

KEK Kontrollers who are babysitting people 
to keep them Dumbed Down Dahs. The 

REPSystems consist of Religion, Education, 
Politics and the Social, Scientific and 
Spiritual. These are the Systems or 

institutions (like that of the insane) who are 
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Kontrolling this world of babysat people. 
The idea here is to keep people just stupid 
enough to where they do not Pay Attention 

to The RealSide LifeIS and Your 
DreamVisions. The masses have been bred 
to look to the Gods of Man and to Worship 
and Waste their lives Pray- Paying to their 
Priests and Holy People who are really the 
Reptilian TapLiners, Kidnappers & Murders 

of this world. The KEK Systems are the 
Biggest Deceptors on the planet. They 

destroy everything they do and then give 
their Pity Political Speeches as to what took 
place as an excuse for what they have done 

and the Deception they are planning. 
  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

There IS a Real Revolution taking place 
Now... THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN & The 

Real UNUversal Guides. THE NUMAN is not a 
spirit person as some 'Think' he is. THE 

NUMAN was chosen by The Real Guides who 
are direct with The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
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ALLIS. The idea of anything 'spiritual' is with 
the PhysicalAstral Realm 'spirit' idea and 

nothing more. These Fake masters, 
presidents, queens and kings are what they 

have always been in history, a bunch of 
Baloney, even though the Oscar Meyer 

Company had not invented Baloney until the 
20th Century. Baloney runs throughout 

Human History and it is time to WakeUp to 
all this nonsense and Deceptive Kontrol that 
is destroying The ALLNatural Environment 
we all live from. There will always be those 
who want a 'babysitter' to tell them what to 
do and hand them Restrictions to live their 

life by, but what the little Dahs are not 
seeing is, they are being Kontrolled, and at 
the same time they are assisting the KEK 

Systems to Destroy our Wonderful 
Atmosphere and turn it Acidic for the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners. WakeUp and Take 
The Time to SEE what is really taking place 

Here! Your 'LA LA Land' will only last so 
long, then it is gone! We Are Here For YU, 
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The RealU, a Free Being of RealLight! Sing 
The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions!  

SUN & SKY Wonderfulness 

"The Sun and The Sky IS Always right in 
front of us. Th Sun & Sky IS Bigger than 
anything we are doing here, yet what is 
taking place on earth 'seems' to be so 
important, like ruining The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US. The 
Sun & Sky do Make Sense, but what is 

taking place on the earth does not! If YU, 
The RealU really wants to Make Sense of 
Your Life, then Sing The NU~U with The 

Whole of Life and BE Free Now! 

THE SUN AND SKY ARE WONDERFUL  

With all that is going on all over this earth, it 
is always a Great Wonder that we have The 
SUN & SKY to SEE. We need something in 

our Physical Sense to relate to. This Makes 
Sense with the way this world is Now. For 
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me, it is the Sun and Sky and the awesome 
wonder that is constantly displayed by the 
dynamics of the very presence the Sun and 
Sky IS. We all tend to take for granted what 

is right in front of us, and this is what is 
happening with The ALLNatural Environment 

that Supports ALL of US. What we have 
come to know and rely upon, which is the 

Basics of Water, Air and Food, is being 
destroyed at a rapid rate, and this is 

happening everywhere. This silly senseless 
destruction is being done by various 

governments who are Kontrolled by Hidden 
Agendas that want most of the people on 

this earth done away with. Most people are 
still in the dark and do not know it is the 
people who they have supported are the 

ones who are doing all the damage to what 
NaturIS. I have skillfully created The 

NUPresentation Foundation and UNUversal 
Communities for those wanting to Learn to 

See Beyond the purposely imposed 
Restrictions of the KEK Systems.  
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I already know that most people will not pay 
any attention to what I am presenting, but 

they will take the time from their boring 
little LA LA Land lives to listen to all the 

Deception that is cleverly marketed to them 
from the political, religious, spiritual and 

educational institutions that are destroying 
this planet. Most people are Dah, they are 
the Dumbed Down Dahs of this so-called 
modern era. With ChemTrails overhead 

almost everywhere on this planet, Lethal 
Microwaves going thru all of us 24 hours a 

day, GMO TechFood that is already diseased 
and sold to 'look good' for the public, and 

certain governments using HAARP to 
Kontrol the Weather and destroy people and 
property for the Reptilian Takeover that has 

been going on for decades, how many 
people actually See This! What I am 

describing here is so minute compared to 
what has taken place and is taking place, 

and especially with what will be taking 
place. The Sun and Sky are examples of THE 

ISNIS LifeIS, which most people will not 
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Recognize. Simply Take The Time to Sing 
The NU~U and Learn to Watch Your 

DreamVisions Now!  

GEOENGINEERING WHISTLEBLOWERS 

"WakeUp & Watch this YouTube Video: 
https://youtu.be/_XjLzPivKp8 

GEOENGINEERING IS REAL! ChemTrails / 
KEK KhemTrails / WakeUp! 

www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 
DUANE&EVA on Facebook Now! 

GOVERNMENT WHISTLEBLOWERS  
Government Whistleblowers are nothing 
new, especially with what is taking place 

today. There will always be a small number 
of people who have the courage to step 

forward and tell what is really taking place 
on the earth that effects all of us. It seems 

to make sense to some unaware people that 
poisoning and brainwashing everyone else 

and 'Thinking' they are exempt will work for 
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them. Everyone will meet their Cause and 
Effect Karma no matter who they are. There 
is so much that is happening today in every 

area of life on earth with all the Hidden 
Agendas the World Governments have 

Kreated. It is more than ridiculous with what 
people do to each other for Kontrol, power, 
money and whatever else will soon vanish 
from their life. I always suggest to do your 
own investigations in your life with what is 
taking place around you, because if you do 

not you will still be the Effect of it.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

There have always been spies with all the 
various industries no what what the 

business, and all the governments on this 
planet have their own spy systems, because 

they are always doing so many dastardly 
things and trying to keep their dishonest 
deeds a secret from those who support 
them. Those who are only interested in 
themselves and do not See the Bigger 
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Picture of everyone that is also included, 
they will eventually face what they have 
created for themselves. Today more than 
ever, the governments of this world are 

more dishonest and lethal. Does it really 
make sense to spray the world with poisons 
and radiation? Only if you want to have what 
others have already worked for, but the end 
result is a Dead Planet. The knowledge of 
what is really taking place here is the first 

step to Waking Up Your Awareniss. Knowing 
that this world is being poisoned and then 

deciding to take action in some way is up to 
each person. Protesting will not bring about 
the desired results, because those who rule 
this planet can handle the masses by putting 

everyone in prison to work for the KEK 
Systems. The Whole of Life is about 

Becoming MoreAware and also Recognizing 
what you are Agreeing to. Giving up your 

Agreement with what is causing the demise 
and then deciding to Do Something 

Beneficial with Your RealAwareniss will 
work overall with Your Life.  
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TOXIC RAIN IS KILLING OUR FOREST 

"Watch the Video on YouTube: TOXIC RAIN 
IS KILLING OUR FOREST https://youtu.be/

R5d7sCRgIyc 

THE EARTH IS DYING 

The Earth is Dying... This is Very Real Now! 
The Blatant idiots that 

Kontrol the governments of this world, the 
KEK Systems, have sold 

out to the Reptilian TapLining Aliens to 
make this planet Acidic for 

THEM (TapLining Human Eating Martians). 
Science Fiction you say! 

Conspiracy Theory you are Thinking! NO... 
This is Very Real and it is 

happening right in front of all of us! Take a 
Good look at this planet in 

the last 200 years and do you See a 
difference? If you do not, then 

you really are DAH! YES YOU, the Dumbed 
Down person walking 
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around with your Cell Phone glued to your 
head and doing all the 

worthless blabbing, even if it is one of your 
Big Business Deals, which 

is undoubtedly helping to destroy The 
Natural Environment. You can 

WakeUp and Do Something Real with Your 
Life, or you can keep 

doing what you and almost everyone else is 
doing while this planet is 

Dying. I am providing what no one else is, a 
Real WakeUp for YU, 

The RealU and Everyone. This is Your Planet 
too! Are you going to 

just stand by and watch this place being 
destroyed with ChemTrails 

and all the other Toxic Pollutants that are 
being dumped on all of us? 

YU already have The Answer with YU... This 
IS Real! This is not 

about the Gods of Man or Saviors or Belief, it 
is about YU, The RealU, 

Your RealAwareniss. THEM, The KEK 
Systems of Religion, Politics, 
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Militerrorized Education, Mad Scientists and 
Social Kontrol, want you 

to keep Agreeing with their insane Kreations 
as they 'market' you into 

'Thinking' that everything they are doing for 
you is for your benefit, and 

it really is not! YU can prove everything YU 
need to YourSelf. It is so 

simple and anyone can do this. Simply Sing 
NU~U~U~U before YU 

go to sleep for about 10 minutes, and then 
let Life show YU what YU 

want to know and YU will be shown. The 
NU~U will be new for you, 

and so We, Eva & I are here for You. Duane 
The Great Writer is all 

over the Internet and We are both on 
Facebook... ASK DUANE&EVA. 

Test The NU~U Sessions and learn to Watch 
Your DreamVisions. YU will have 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation in Your 
Dreams every night with RealGuides. Read 

this NUBook with an Open Mind and 
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simply Test what I am presenting, because 
it is for YU and Everyone! 

THE REALCURE FOR ALL 

"The RealCure for ALL is not a medical cure 
as many may 'Think' it is. The RealCure for 

ALL IS 'What IS Real Now' with The Whole of 
Life. To most of this world that is driven into 
demise and fast asleep at the wheel, so to 
speak, they cannot See The RealCure for 

ALL, but only artificial creations that 'seem' 
to be real. I cannot 'prove' The RealCure for 
ALL, as IT IS a Real Recognition with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. LifeIS What IT 
IS, and we each must learn to Pay Attention 
with The RealGuidance IT Always provides. 

It is understandable that there are many 
who want their physical part healed, and 

this is the first step of The RealCure for ALL, 
but there is a much Bigger Picture that has 
to be Seen, otherwise any personal healing 

will only be temporary and soon become 
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unimportant. I am providing what no one 
else will, because they cannot See IT. 

YU, THE REALU IS THE REALCURE  
The old idea of who YU really are is 'soul.' 

The soul 'idea' has been around a long time 
and has been used to Kontrol people by the 
Belief Systems of the Space Gods. People 

have been taught to Fear almost everything 
in their life, and the KEK Systems has 

Kreated Propaganda to keep the Fear in 
place for eons of lifetimes for all of us. The 

'god' idea is Astral Alien TapLining. The 
unaware masses have been induced to 
receive diseases Kreated by the KEK 

Systems as some kind of gift in disguise. 
They Kreate the viruses and make 

themselves look like the heroes to bring the 
Kattle Masses the supposed Kure, when in 
reality the Lethal Vaccines are as bad if not 
worse than the disease. In their 'Thinking' 

they have decided there are too many 
people on this planet using up 'their' 

resources. With all the protesting taking 
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place today, people are actually 'seduced' 
into the idea that protesting will get them 

what the want, but this is exactly what the 
KEK Governments wants, as it gives them 
an excuse to lock people up to where most 
people will be sent to the FEMA Kamps for 

good.  

YU are The RealCure for YourSelf. This IS 
Real! You have been taught to look to 

others, which makes sense to a degree, but 
Now you have The RealKnowledge you have 
been looking for. We are here for YU. We are 

ALL on a Great Adventure to Always 
Discover More and to Become MoreAware 
with The Whole of Life. The Gods of Man 

have their place, but LifeIS Bigger! Beyond 
the Gods of Man are The Real UNUverses of 
The ALL Light and ALLAliveniss. Beyond the 
PsycRealms and into The Seventh LifeLevel 
of The TruReality, THE ALLIS, is The First 

Real UNUverse of SoundLight Purity. 
Creation has its place, but Creation is a 

'simulator' to provide the experiences we 
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need to Recognize THE ALLIS and 
RealFreedom Now. YU are The RealCure for 
everything in Your Life, once you understand 
how to Recognize YourSelf as a FreeBeing of 

RealLight. The Real Fountain of Youth IS 
with Your RealAwareniss. The body you have 

is a creation from YourSelf, but you have 
forgotten this. The KEK Systems told you 

their gods Kreated you, that is because they 
want to Kontrol YU with all their invented 
Restrictions. You can stay Kontrolled or 
escape with The NU~U NUSound with 

RealGuidance in Your DreamVisions Now!  

THE UNIQUE INDIVIDUAL 

"The RealU IS 'THE UNIQUE INDIVIDUAL' 
with ALL of Life. You decide when YU want 

to WakeUp and Free YourSelf from this 
HUman Matrix. 

THE UNIQUE INDIVIDUAL IS REALLIGHT  
YU, The RealU IS a FreeBeing of RealLight. 

People are 'seen' to be different and with the 
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attitudes they have about their lives, but 
hidden with ThemSelves IS Their 

RealAwareniss that is always wanting to 
expose ITSelf. Like the wind that is barely 

noticed, the same is with Your 
RealAwareniss. YU have to learn to See with 

Your Being and Sense with Your Heart to 
Recognize what IS So Real with YourSelf. 
This then becomes The Endless Journey 

into The Always Unknown LifeIS. Because 
YU have Five Bodies YU occupy, the 

thoughts and feelings of these vehicles 
interrupts what YU would Naturally Know to 
BE YU. We each must go thru the Process of 

Creation to be able to Recognize when to 
begin The Journey to RealFreedom. Prior to 
being able to Recognize The Real UNUversal 
Guides of THE ALLIS, YU spend lifetimes in 

the various systems that have been invented 
in Creation. For untold lifetimes you have 
'thought' you knew where you were going 
and what you became involved with. You 

'believed' in the Gods of Man and when you 
left the earth and went into the Astral 
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Realm, you soon discovered that what you 
had learned on the earth from the Political 

and Religious Systems were simply 
Marketing Ploy.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

NOW IS Your Real Opportunity to succeed 
where you did not in the past. Most people 

have their 'preconceived notions' about what 
Life should be, and this is understandable, 
but just like in school, if you want to learn 
you have to Listen. Each of us goes thru a 

lot before we come to the moment we 
Recognize the difference between what is 

created here to Deceive us and what is 
created to assist us. Creation is the first 
step in the Learning Process, but not the 

end result as many have been told and 
'thought to believe.' Belief is a Distortion 
and a Marketing Ploy that has hindered 

people for eons, even though it 'seems' to 
work. You must first learn to sort out what 

is not a benefit and then Learn to Recognize 
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what is a RealBenefit, moreso than just 
looking for the next thrill to be satisfied 
with. LifeIS RealSurvival, moreso than 

chasing things created in Creation. YU are 
The Unique Individual that IS Exceptional 
with ALL That IS. This IS THE ISNIS LifeIS. 
Thoughts and Sensations are in Creation 
and Your RealBeing IS with The ALLniss 
LifeIS. YU are so much more than just a 

human!  
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 WAKEUP and CONTRIBUTE 

"This world is being Poisoned and Polluted 
at a rapid rate, so it only Makes Sense to 

WakeUp and Contribute something that is a 
RealBenefit for ALL. 

DO SOMETHING WONDERFUL  

It makes Sense to WakeUp and Contribute 
Something Wonderful to this world that is in 
dire need of people Becoming MoreAware 

and to Stop Destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment. When people just 'go along' 

with what has been created here and 
continue as they always have, then the 

situations we all have to manage and deal 
with keep getting worse. If there is not a 

Constant Awakening to what Makes Sense 
here, then people are Agreeing to 'staying 
the same' and letting all the Korruption, 

Pollution and Poisoning of this planet take 
place.  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

You have a Real Opportunity to WakeUp with 
what we are Sharing as a RealBenefit for 
Everyone. There is a lot more for YU, The 

RealU to being on the earth right now than 
your personal mind can understand. As you 
read thru this NUBook, you will get a lot of 

information that YU can Test in Your 
DreamVisions at night. YU will have 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation to See 
Beyond the Marketing Ploys of this world. If 
you decide to stay as you are with what you 

know, then you will be the Effect of 
everything here and into future unconscious 

lifetimes. Your life here has been from a 
continuation of other lifetimes that you do 
not remember. YU can experience some of 

them in Your Dreams.  
This world of being Purposely Poisoned has 

only so much time left, as those who are 
doing all the Korruption are not stopping, 
but actually polluting more than ever. The 
Politicians and Religious Systems tell the 
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public they are helping, but they want to get 
rid of at least Five Billion People Right Now! 
Is Your Number among them... Of course it 
is! I suggest to do your homework like you 

did in school and start with ChemTrails, 
GMO, Letha Vaccines and HAARP. There is a 
lot more, including, The Real History of The 

Federal Reserve. If some of this 'bothers' 
you, this is good! Because if you do not 

WakeUp Now, then you will definitely be the 
Effect from all of it unwillingly, and then it 
will be too late once again as you grow old 

and forget that you have this knowledge 
Now. Test The NU~U Sessions and Watch 

Your Dream Visions. This is Your ALLNatural 
Connection with Life that anyone can have. 

There is so much more to YU, The RealU 
than this life alone. Take The Risk and Start 

Your RealAdventure to WakeUp Now!  
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THE NUWAVIS NOW 

"THE NUWAVIS NOW... Replaces the Old idea 
of The Rod of Power. Miss Eva & I are many 
times asked, 'What is THE NUWAVIS?" This 
first took place August 3, 2001, as HarOld 
Klemp was the man who stole Paul's Title 

and never accomplished his awareness. He 
Did Not have The RealCourage to Announce 
Duane with The Rod of Power from Rebazar 

Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. At that time, Duane 

presented THE IS to this world, as he was 
shown by The RealGuides. On August 3, 

2007, Duane was shown to change the Old 
idea of The Rod of Power to, THE NUWAVIS, 

The NUNowniss of The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS.  

The 'Rod of Power' idea has become 
corrupted from HarOld and Reptilian Joanny. 
This is why the HU word attracts Reptilian 
TapLining in a person's dreams and to their 
Astral Body. The NU~U has replaced all Old 
words and sounds as The RealConnection 
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with The SoundLight Reality LifeIS. Test The 
NU~U for YourSelf. The Membershrimps of 
the EEKonkon Korporation have become so 
Dumbed Down Dah, that they do not look to 
Their Dream Visions and What IS Real Now. 

They are trapped with Joanny and HER 
Worshiping and PrayPaying to HER Kalaum 

God and HER TapLining. 

ENLIGHTENMENT 

"ENLIGHTENMENT is an idea that has been 
around for centuries. Like most ideas and 
creations from the past, what it refers to 

has little value today, even though there are 
many people who still look to this old idea. 

LifeIS Bigger than Creation, but this is not at 
all what is taught with the educational, 

religious and spiritual institutions. Why you 
may ask? Because most people do not know 

there is more to Life than Creation! 
But most people like Creation, they like 

staying stuck here lifetime after Lifetime 
with the Reptilian Aliens that have TapLined 
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almost everyone to the Lower Astral Realm. 
The 'idea' of God Consciousness is with the 
Kalaum God on Level 4 of the Mental Realm. 

There are 5 Levels in Creation and most 
people only make it to Level 2, which is the 
Astral Level. This is the First Heaven of Man 

and where most 'Enlightenment' occurs. 
Real Enlightenment starts to take place on 

The Seventh LifeLevel in The Real 
UNUverses of THE ALLIS. There is no 

RealFreedom in Creation, only 'implied' 
freedoms with the Gods of Man. RealTruth IS 

with The TruReality LifeIS and The Real 
UNUversal Guides. Test The NU~U Sessions 
and Learn to Watch Your DreamVisions for 

RealGuidance! 

REAL ENLIGHTENMENT  

It has become harder and harder to find 
Something Real in this world, especially 
with RealFood, RealWater, RealAir and 

RealSensibility. I for one like all of these and 
a lot more, but there are people here that do 
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not care about the overall Effects that are 
taking place. What most people are Not 

Seeing is how they are Destroy The 
ALLNatural Environment that provides 

everything we need to survive here. Does it 
really make sense to keep poisoning the 
planet for the Printed Money most people 

chase? I have created The ALLSolar 
Research Vessel Project to do my part with 
The Natural Environment on ALL The Levels 

of Life Everywhere. This IS The Age of 
Enlightenment, so it only makes sense that 
Everyone WakeUp and do their part, as this 
will not happen if people keep Agreeing to 
the KEK Systems and the so-called good 
jobs they have that usually have a direct 
connection to those who are purposely 

destroying this planet. Here is something...  

>The True Definition of Enlightenment is 
simple, yet extremely difficult for the mind 

to comprehend. This is because 
Enlightenment itself is beyond mind. 

Enlightenment is a state of perception 
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attained once your ego has been 
transcended. This state has been achieved 
by all of the greatest enlightened spiritual 
masters, mystics, yogis, and avatars of all 

time. The state is beyond duality and is 
experienced as Oneness and Allness 

Enlightenment is available to all regardless 
of culture or religious background. It is the 
realization of the Kingdom of Heaven within 
you and is pure bliss, joy, peace, and love. In 
Buddhism, Enlightenment is also known as: 

Nirvana, Bodhi, and Buddha Nature. In 
Christianity, it is known as: Salvation, State 

of Grace, Christ-Consciousness, Divinity, and 
Transcendence. In Hinduism, it is known as: 

Moksha, Krishna-Consciousness, Reality, 
and Allness. Enlightened Masters from all 
religious and spiritual traditions have also 

described the state as: Truth, Totality, Pure 
Consciousness, Awareness, Oneness, Self-

Realization, Awake, I Am, I, Non-Duality, 
Unity, Corrected Perception, and many 

more. Regardless of the name the state is 
the same. It is a state of perceiving the 
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world in true reality, as your True Self 
beyond ego. This state is our final 

destination of spiritual evolution. Science 
has proven that the physical world is indeed 
an illusion. We are all eternal souls, and we 

are all on the path of evolution. 
Enlightenment and Salvation must be 

sought. Seek and you will find. Look within. 
Do not believe in anything simply because 

you have heard it. Do not believe in anything 
simply because it is spoken and rumored by 
many. Do not believe in anything because it 
is found written in your religious books. Do 

not believe in anything merely on the 
authority of your teachers and elders. Do not 
believe in traditions because they have been 

handed down for many generations. But 
after observation and analysis, when you 

find anything that agrees with reason and is 
conducive to the good and benefit of one 
and all, then accept it and live up to it. 

(Siddhartha Gautama) (The Buddha) 563-483 
B.C.<  
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My searching and researching of many 
websites to find a good and meaningful 
definition of 'Enlightenment' that covers 

what I wanted, this is what I came up with. I 
am sure there were many others besides the 

Buddha that would concur along the same 
basic ideas as these presented here. So 

with this said, it would seem that this world 
has the knowledge it needs to understand 

how to somewhat WakeUp and Do 
Something about what is really taking place 
with those who are not Seeing what is right 

in front of them. A small example is, 
everyday you start your car, you are 

poisoning yourself and everyone else, but 
you along with others have decided to 'take 

for granted' the idea that it really doesn't 
matter, because everyone does it. What you 

are doing is a very small example of how 
everyone is Agreeing to the demise of this 

world. You can go on YouTube and see 
videos of cars that run completely on water! 

Will you 'Take The Time' to do this Right 
Now?  
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There are a lot of people who want to 
become Enlightened, but how many of them 

will go thru what it takes to have Real 
Enlightenment? There IS a Real Difference 
between the old idea of Enlightenment and 
The NUNowniss of The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS. Tradition, old pretty words and 
sayings, along with sacred writings, do not 

work as they did. THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN NOW. LifeIS AlwaysNU & Now, never 

old and outdated! Only in The NUNowniss 
will The RealU See... What IS Real Now! Test 

The NU~U and Watch Your Dreams!  

UNITED STATES 

"This world is not at all what it 'appears' to 
be. I strongly suggest to study Real Human 

History and SeeThru the Slanted History 
that we have all been conditioned with. I am 

not saying here that what is happening 
around this world is 'bad' so to speak, I am 

saying it is a lot worse than the 'idea' of bad. 
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I know that most people are Very 
Emotionally Attached to the country they 

were born in, their parents, their friends and 
all the 'ideas' they have come to know, and 
the ideas they have created for themselves 

about their own personal situations. 
Everyone has the right to decide whatever 
they want  to with their life, but it does not 
mean they will always get what they want 
and have things their way, especially when 

you have to deal with others. 
People want The United States to be a 

'certain way' but this 'idea' is very 
unrealistic, because the United States is 
really an 'idea of Agreement' and nothing 

more. As long as people Agree, just like the 
so-called value of the American Dollar, then 
things will be as to the Agreements made, 

but when there is no more Agreement, then 
this becomes the change with it. 
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THE UNITED STATES OF WHAT?  

For those of us who have grown up in The 
United States, we have all been seduced and 

brainwashed by the Elite Kontrollers who 
are not stationed in this country, but operate 
their OWO (One World Order) outside of the 

US. Before The United States was 
established, there was a plan by the Ratican 
Reptilians in Rome to use the new country 

as a point to work from, so it would look like 
what is taking place and being implemented 
to the rest world and all the Takeovers they 
have planned would come from the so-called 
strongest country on earth. It is more than 
obvious what is taking place, but there are 

still several billion people who have not 
woken up to this fact. To most Americans, 

they are proud and arrogant to be what they 
define as Americans, but what they do not 

See is they have been Deceived all their life 
here.  

I already know there are many people who 
do not like what I am presenting, because 
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they want their LA LA Land to be the way 
they want it, but the KEK Systems do not 

care for the people who support them, even 
though they 'imply' they do. They see the 

public as Stupid Kattle and 'Think' of 
Themselves as Superior. Nothing ever 

changes on this planet, it only 'appears' as it 
does. Human History more than reveals 
what the Certain Few are all about, and 
these are the Queens, Kings, Presidents, 

Emperors, masters, gurus and many others. 
They all want to be seen as something 

special and supported by the unaware who 
will do the work they will not do. There 

really is no United States, only an 'idea' that 
keeps being passed around by The United 
States Korporation in Washington DC (Drug 
Capital). Since the day George Washington 

stepped into his so-called official office, the 
US has been Kontrolled by the DarkBrats 
who are poisoning this earth to get rid of 
most of the population, and the ones who 

survive will be in Slave FEMA Camps, 
making what they are told to. How much 
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does it take for people to WakeUp Now? 
What I am presenting IS Wonderful and Real, 
but YU, The RealU must in some way act for 

YourSelf to Become MoreAware. There 
really is no life here and sooner or later You 
Will See This! Test The NU~U NUSound and 

Learn to Save Your Life Now! YU will be 
shown in Your DreamVisions a Bigger 

Picture, so YU can Learn to Recognize what 
RealSurvival IS.  

ALZHEIMERS 

"Alzheimer and many other so-called 
'diseases' are very prevalent in society 

today, because of what has been created 
here and 'distorted' from The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US. We 

have Lethal Chemicals in the water we 
drink, the food we eat and the air we 

breathe. The oceans are poisoned, polluted 
and radiated and very few people are paying 

attention to what is taking place on their 
planet. There is a RealCure for Everything, 
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but You must Pay Attention and BE Now, or 
be taken away with all the Deceptive 

Marketing Ploy the KEK Systems Kreate 
here. YU, The RealU can WakeUp from this 
Passing Dream and Learn to Make Better 
Choices. We provide RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation like no one else. 
Test Singing The NU~U Sessions and Watch 
Your DreamVisions, and YU will Recognize 

how to get Your Own Answers from YourSelf! 
We Are Fun! 

THE REALU NEVER FORGETS  
The age of the physical body comes very 

fast even though at first it seems to take its 
time aging. Just ask an older person, they 

know! Youth is fleeting and old age seems to 
last a lot longer. After a while the body 

starts to break down from the environment 
we are in and what we have eaten during our 

life and all the situations we have put 
ourselves thru. YU, The RealU that operates 

Your Body here, also operates four other 
unseen bodies. Most people are always 
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looking to the future they want to create and 
holding on to the experiences they once had 

that have become memories. The Reality 
LifeIS, IS Always Now. It takes a lot of 

Paying Attention ro BE Now and to 
Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 

This is the best aid for a person with any 
malfunction in the physical body and 

especially with memory loss that is termed 
Alzheimer's. The Medical Authorities only try 

and treat what is obvious to them, as they 
do not know how to get to the source of the 

individual, The RealU. There is no perfect 
situation for us here, including the body 

itself. The Kontrived and Kontrolled Medi- 
Systems of today 'Think' they have the 

answer for everything, and if they don't they 
give you Lethal Drugs or their instant cure of 

Chemo.  

I suggest to Sing The NU~U Sessions and 
Learn to WakeUp from this Passing Dream 

you are in and Pay Attention to Your 
DreamVisions while you sleep and The 
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RealU is out exploring NUWorlds and being 
taught The TruReality LifeIS from The 
RealSide LifeIS. RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation that cannot be found 

anywhere on this earth is awaiting YU, once 
YU decide to Take The Risk and explore 
beyond this little world of phenomena. 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
provide RealProtection from all the intruders 

and Deceptors that exist here and in the 
Lower Astral Realm that constantly want to 
TapLine you into their Webs of Agreement. I 

suggest to study the KEK (Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations) Systems and the 

demise they are causing The ALLNatural 
Environment on this planet. The best place 
to start for YourSelf is to Learn to BE Now. 

Of course you are going to forget some 
things and also bump into walls once in a 

while, but YU Now know there is more to YU 
than just this silly little body. Let Life Show 

YU, YU are The Answer for Everything in 
Your Life Now!  
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FINALLY FINE by DR. Duane 

"Everyone is looking for The RealCure, and 
We Have IT! Dr, Duane with Dr. Eva are 

providing RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
like no one else. 

WE are prescribing for YU, The RealU to 
Read this NUBook 6 and Sing The NU~U 
Sessions and Have Fun Watching Your 

DreamVisions, as Life shows YU, What IS 
Real Now. The RealCure for ALL is to Live 

Now and BE Now. By doing so just like 
millions of others, YU will Finally BE Fine! 

Once YU let go of Your Restricting 
Agreements, then YU will BE Finally Fine. 
Or, you can hang on to all the old stuff YU 
have been carrying for lifetimes and stay 

drudged with drama and keep getting older 
and older, Your Choice. What We prescribe 

always works, but YU must BE The 
RiskTaker and Learn to See Beyond this 
world of Appearances! Do you 'Think' YU 

can do this? 
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FINALLY FINE, YU with THE NU~U  

I have taught publicly and privately for more 
than forty years. With all my years of 

experience I have met thousands of people 
who have gone thru every type of situation 

possible to Finally come to the point of 
Recognizing The NU~U. We have all gone 

thru untold lifetimes of Deception and 
Marketing Ploy by the Kontrolling Systems 
on this earth, being told and 'Thinking' that 

they know what is best for us, when 
everything around us is getting worse and 
being destroyed every moment. For those 

who do not Pay Attention, they will be back 
in future lifetimes in Distorted Bodies and 

having to deal with whatever the 
environment here will be. For those very few 
that have listened and are now Singing The 
NU~U, they are Finally Fine with their lives 
and they are having RealSide Experiences 

with Rebazar Tarzs and The Real UNUversal 
Guides of The TruReality, THE ALLIS. 
Anyone can so this, but very few will, 
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because most people keep 'Thinking' that 
this earth and their idea of Creation is all 

there is to Life. Not So!  

Does it make sense that what is 'portrayed' 
with so much of the Social System 

Kontrollers, and especially with all the 
exposed Deception that is now happening, 
that still being Agreeable to the demise of 
The ALLNatural Environment that is taking 

place with everything makes sense? No one 
can have The RealCure for themselves until 
they WakeUp and give up their Agreements 

with what is the Cause of what is taking 
place with their life. It takes more than just 
a 'glazing over' to See what really is taking 
place here. Emotional Attachment to old 

patriotic and traditional ideas will not 
remedy anything, but letting go of the 

'illusion' of them will. Children do not have 
the same built-up Konditioning adults do, but 
they are at the mercy of what their parents 
demonstrate to them. If the parent is not 

Paying Attention to this world realistically, 
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then chances are the child will not care 
either, so the same Old Cycle continues into 

many more lifetimes of a lot of grief and 
drama that is senseless. The RealCure for 

ALL IS, The NU~U Sessions and to 
Forensically Learn to Watch Your 

DreamVisions, because it is with YourSelf 
that LifeIS demonstrating to YU, The RealU 
that YU are more than a body and YU can 
handle your life and then WakeUp and See 
Beyond this limited arena of Creation for 

what it is.  

HYPNOTIZED WORSHIPING 

"When you look out at the world it all 
'seems' fine, doesn't it? And you can 'Think' 
that it is, it is Your Choice. Do you want to 
know what's really taking place, or do YU, 
The RealU still want to stay asleep longer 
and 'pretend' everything here will be fine 
and you will be okay? For sure, this is a 
scary world with all the SciFi Spy Stuff 
going on, not to mention the ChemTrails 
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overhead that want to poison us, 
Microwaves that are giving everyone 

cancers, GMO Frankenstein FakeFood in all 
stores and Drive-Thru's, Lethal Vaccines 
containing Mercury, Lithium, Barium and 
other Poisons to Dumb Down the masses 

and give us Autism or even death. These are 
just a few examples, and there are so many 

more of what we are all going thru here 
everyday, as this world becomes more 

diseased. You can try and hide, but there is 
nowhere to. I suggest to Test the NU~U 

Sessions and WakeUp! 

WORSHIPING IS HYPNOTIZM  

Even after lifetimes of being here and other 
planets and worlds, most people are still 

asleep and hypnotized with the Gods of Man 
or some form of personality worship, such 
as Presidents, Queens, masters and gurus. 

Just because most people pollute and 
poison this planet, most people 'Think' that 

worshiping something makes sense, 
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because a lot of people do it. The whole 
idea of worshiping anything is a Kult idea 
that has been around since the beginning 
when the Reptilian Aliens landed on this 

planet and created the Humanoids as slaves 
for them.  

And still today, Worshiping is more prevalent 
than ever, because most people are still 

working off their previous lifetimes and the 
impressions they carry from times past. We 

each develop and carry what we call our 
personalities and individualized nature that 

we have developed as we go from lifetime to 
lifetime and collect various experiences. We 

can each decide whatever we want to at 
anytime and change our direction and our 
identity and Agreement with what we have 

come to know and what we are putting 
ourselves thru Now. No one needs to 

Worship anything. There is no worship with 
the birds and animals in The ALLNatural 

Environment that supports all of us. 
Worshiping is a Kontrol Factor used by the 

Reptilian Aliens to keep people Dumbed 
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Down and subservient for continuous 
lifetimes into a future that goes nowhere. 

Most of this world is Hypnotized with 
something, a the marketing Ploy is huge 

here. The Reptilian Kontrollers, which are 
the KEK Systems, they want Absolute 

Kontrol over everyone and for the most part 
they have it. Mind and Emotional Kontrol are 
becoming a greater and more obvious threat 

all the time, but most people are so 
Hypnotized they cannot See this. People are 
basically taught to chase things they do not 
need in their life that soon cause issues and 
drama. GMO TechFood, Microwaves, Lethal 

Vaccines, Radical Entertainment and so 
much more are damaging people daily. 

There is no stopping what the OWO (One 
World Order) is doing to all of us with bodies 
here. I suggest to Sing The NU~U snd learn 
to contact Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides 

in Your DreamVisions. This world is NOT 
getting better, but a whole lot worse and 
there is nowhere to run and hide. YU, The 
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RealU has ALL The Answers... Let Life Show 
You!  

UFO TAPLINING 

"When people see a UFO they sometimes 
get excited, but they wouldn't be so excited 

if they knew what is really going on here 
with all the Reptilian Alien influence on this 
planet. I suggest to WakeUp and get past all 

the 'cute' ideas about UFOs and Aliens, 
because it is many times like in the movies, 
they are not friendly and they may want to 

eat you... Very Real! 

UFOs ARE REAL  
WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

All of us have seen movies about UFOs or 
Unidentified Flying Objects and some people 

'Think' it is all silly stuff. This world is so 
Dumbed Down to where some people 'Think' 

that driving your car around and going to 
work is all there is to Life, this life that is. 
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We have all been here on this planet or 
somewhere else in this Dark Realm for 

untold lifetimes and searching for a way out 
of here. There is a way out, and so Pay 

Attention! At some point in the evolution of 
the little minds that are constantly ruining 

this planet, they, the so-called great 
'Thinkers' invented science and now we are 
really in trouble! It does seem strange how 

people Agree to what the so-called 'officials' 
say but very seldom Pay Attention to The 
ALLNatural Environment Supporting US.  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

UFOs are Very Real, and they have been 
around even before there was ever 

Television. With the invention of the TV, 
people have become Really Lost! TV has its 
benefits and I always loved watching it, but 
too much is too much. The 6O'Crock News 

has become like the Holy Grail to many 
people along with whatever else they watch. 
We have mainly learned about UFOs with TV, 
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and not from our Deceptive Dictating 
Governments that are only interested in 

themselves. They have done a pretty good 
job of covering things up about UFOs, but 
there will always be people who like 'The 

Adventure of Investigating.'  

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

There are a lot of people who would like to 
meet the Aliens that are on this planet, and 

guess what, You Can! The Reptilian Mind 
Kontrollers Love Volunteers into their 

service. They will welcome you with Open 
Claws! You do not have to go to strange 

lands to meet them, you can meet them from 
the comforts of your home. Before going to 
sleep at night become comfy and chant the 

Reptilian Word HU. Chant it like you would at 
your church meeting for a few minutes and 
then think about meeting the Reptilians in 
Your Dreams. For sure, you will meet them, 
because they would love to TapLine you in 
Your Astral Body and drag you down to the 
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Lower Astral Realm and rape you! Instead of 
the HU Nonsense, I suggest to Sing The 
NU~U and forget the Aliens and Learn to 

Free YourSelf from this world altogether. BE 
Free Now!  

www.TAPLINING.info 

 "TapLining is what the KEK Systems like to 
do to Everyone. TapLining is an unseen 

connection by the Reptilian Aliens to the 
back of the Astral Body that drains the 
energy of both the Astral and Physical 

Bodies until both are sick and diseased and 
the the Physical body dies. But before this 

comes, there is suffering and pain and 
cancers until death, then the person is 

TapLined Trapped to the Lower Astral Realm 
with their Presidents, Kings, Queens, 

masters and gurus and all their unaware 
family and friends! We are all living in an age 

where TapLining is Marketing Ploy and 
Psychological Submission to the 

KEK(Kontrolling Earthly 
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Korporations)Systems. YU, The RealU are 
being TapLined in Your Dreams! Test The 
NU~U Sessions and YU will be shown by 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
Now! 

UFO ALIEN TAPLINING  

There has always been an interest in the 
unknown and especially the idea of UFOs, 
known as Unidentified Flying Objects. The 
humorous part is, because people are So 
Unaware, they do not understand what is 

really taking place in this Material Physical 
Realm. And by the way, this is not a Real 

UNUverse... Real UNUverses are ALL Light & 
Pure.  

Even after all the evidence, hidden and 
uncovered, movies and many documentaries 

and personal experiences from those who 
have UFO encounters, abductions and more, 

people are still asking the question, “Is 
there life on other Planets?” People are 

Funny, is the name of an old TV Show, but 
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people really are funny. Most people are too 
preoccupied with their daily life to See 

UFOs, because they are all around us. Not 
all of them exist in the physical sense, but 
moreso from different parts of the Astral 
Realm. Some are friendly and a lot of UFO 
Aliens are very destructive. On this planet 
we have the Reptilian Alien Influence, as 

they are using the body forms of most of the 
Government Officials, Movie Stars and other 

people who are a part of the OWO (One 
World Order). Some people 'Think' what I am 
referring to is a Conspiracy Theory, but it is 
still happening whether you or your friends 
know this or not. There is a lot of Planned 

Deception taking place right in front of you, 
but you cannot See it, because you have a 
'glazed over view' with all the Marketing 

Ploy of the KEK Systems who like to Kontrol 
you here and Your Astral Body while you are 

sleeping.  

Most people do not pay any attention to 
their Dreams, and so they are the Effect of 
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everything with their life, and they really do 
not notice this fact either. Astral TapLining 

is nothing new, it is older than the Pyramids, 
but is a very well kept secret, because it is 
the Number One Kontrol Device used by so 

many here. Hidden devices are placed at the 
back of a person's Astral Body while they 
are unaware in their Dreams. The Secret 

Governments use Astral Projection, Remote 
Viewing, Soul Traveling and other means to 
enter a person's Dreams and then TapLine 

them to obey certain unconscious 
commands. This is some of what we are 
seeing in the news with all the shootings 

and other destruction, then the person doing 
this usually kills themselves,  

or is taken away and never heard from 
again. This is all Planned Deception on the 
part of those who are Herding People like 

Kattle into the FEMA Camps as the end 
result, as Hitler did with the Jews into the 
gas chambers. Yes Everyone, this is really 
happening, moreso than what Hitler ever 

did! You can stay asleep like all the masses 
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still are, or YU, The RealU can learn to 
WakeUp and eventually Free YourSelf from 
all the lifetimes you have been here doing 

the same old routines and self-destructing, 
as you did with the other bodies you were in. 
Many of Your DreamVisions are about Your 
PastLives, because you carry everything 

with YU, The RealU. YU are operating Five 
Bodies, not just Your Physical Body. YU have 

a lot to learn if YU want to Wake ALL the 
Way UP. UFOs can 'seem' very interesting, 

but I suggest you put your attention on 
Becoming MoreAware Right Now!  

UFOs are all over this planet and they have 
been here for centuries upon centuries. The 

Governments of this planet have been 
dealing with them a long time and making 
deals with them for your life and others. 

People are used as barter and experimented 
on with the over- all consent of those you 
have voted for. Most politicians, religious 

and spiritual Sooth Sayers and others, have 
subjected themselves to be taken over by 
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the Reptilians and many different forms of 
Demonic Entities from the Lower Astral 

Realm. They have made these Agreements 
with the Reptilian Aliens, so that they can 
have what they want on the earth, mainly 

money, sex, drugs and of course power. All 
this and so much more is taking place all 
over this world and in everything. Most 

movies and TV have Subliminal Messages 
that are Kontrolling the masses. We have 

ChemTrails in the sky, Microwaves 
Everywhere, Pharmaceuticals, Lethal 

Vaccines, HAARP, smart meters and so 
much more that is destroying The 

ALLNatural Environment.  
You can stay asleep and 'pretend' this is not 

happening, but it still is! All of us were 
brought up the idea that the earth is all 

there is, but this is not so. LifeIS So Much 
Bigger than you can ever imagine, and WE 
will show YU how to Free YourSelf from all 
of this, but YU must learn to Pay Attention. 

Test The NU~U Sessions and Learn to Watch 
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Your DreamVisions. WE will See YU on The 
RealSide LifeIS... Have Fun!  

VIBRATION HEALTH 

"Vibrations Are Everything We Experience. 
From the ground we walk on to the thoughts 
we Think. The ALLNatural Environment that 

Supports ALL of US has Wonderful 
Vibrations with The Reality IT IS. Physical 

Health has its own Vibrations, as does Music 
and the Sound of The Wind. As we come into 
this world it all seems so simple... we have a 
body we wear and we do something with it. 

Most people do not 'Think' this way, because 
they do not Recognize why they are here 
and who they really are. So, for the most 

part, they get involved with the lower 
Vibrations of what everyone else does until 

they are too old to remember when they first 
came here this lifetime. RealHealth is is not 
about being Physically Healthy, which is a 

Choice, RealHealth is about Your Vibrations 
and doing what very few people will do. 
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HEALTH AND YOUR VIBRATIONS  

It is more than understandable that most 
people want to be what we can consider to 

be Healthy. Maybe a hundred years ago or so 
the 'Health' idea rang true, but today with 
ChemTrails, Microwaves, GMO TechFood, 

Lethal Vaccines, Subliminal Entertainment, 
Reptilian Alien TapLining, Smart Meters, 

WiFi, Frequency Stress and so much more, 
some people are Healthy, but how long can 
they live in a Chemically Poisoned Polluted 

Atmosphere? The KEK Systems who Dictate 
the Monetary Systems, Politics, Religions, 
Spiritual Kults, Education and Science are 
not interested in people being Healthy, and 

especially the FDA (Federal Death 
Administrators). It would 'seem' like I am 

joking, and I really wish I were. Most people 
want to 'hide' and stay in their Sleeping 'LA 

LA LAND' Life and pretend that what is 
really happening is not! I live in The Orange 

County Bubble World and the lifestyle here is 
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very good, but it is being poisoned everyday 
and most people are not 'aware' enough to 

'See' this. There is no place on earth to hide, 
because with all the Spy Technology all 

around US, they are watching!  
The United States is probably the Most 

Dumbed Down Country on this planet, even 
though the 'Arrogance Rating' is very high 
here. People have no idea what is Totally 
Taking Place on this earth. But Lucky YU, 

The RealU, because I am here doing what no 
one else will do or is able to SEE. There are 

Real UNUversal Guides that this world 
knows little about. Most people 'Think' of 

Angels, Saviors and Gods as their salvation, 
but there is more, a lot more! The Psychics 
of this world, the Honorable that is, who I 

admire, cannot SEE THE ALLIS. Anyone can 
be Healthy, but can they BE Aware of The 

TruReality LifeIS? The Gods of Man are real, 
but LifeIS Bigger, a Lot Bigger! Health is 

fine, but Your Vibrations with The 
RealConnection LifeIS has so much more 
RealValue. As YU learn to Sing The NU~U 
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Sessions, Your Vibrations will become in 
tune with THE ALLIS. By doing so, YU and 

the bodies YU have will be less Effected by 
what exists in the Five PsycRealms. 

Eventually if YU have The TruHeart and The 
RealCourage to Succeed with Rebazar Tarzs 
& The RealGuides, YU will be one of the few 
very Fortunate Ones. As long as you hold to 

this world, Your Heath will only last for a few 
more moments and then you will once again 

be old.  

KARMA IS CAUSE & EFFECT 

"Karma is Cause & Effect. Karma is not a 
curse nor is it good or bad, it is simply the 
Reality of what each of us do and then we 
experience the results. So, those people 

who Kontrol this planet and are destroying 
The ALLNatural Environment, along with 
others, even though they 'Think' in their 

little minds they can do whatever they want 
to with Diplomatic Immunity, they will pay 
for many lifetimes in their distorted bodies 
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in the future. No one here can outdo The 
Lords of Karma and the Judgement that 
takes place in the Astral Realm for those 

who are Kruel Destroyers. 

THE OLD LAW OF KARMA  
The Law of Karma has always been a 

Reality in Creation. In many of the world 
scriptures Karma is referred to in many 
ways. Karma is not a 'belief' like some 

people 'Think.' Belief is nothing more than 
Superstition, Kreated by the Reptilian Gods 
and their PhysiKalAstral Agents. The KEK 
Systems Kreated the 'belief' idea to make 
people 'Think' that the idea of belief really 

does mean something. The Social 
Structures know little about The Law of 
Karma, actually most of the people in 

society do not want to know about Karma, 
because they are like arrogant immature 

body types that want to do things their way, 
like destroying The ALLNatural Environment 

and 'Thinking' they can get away with 
whatever they want to. Karma is better 
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understood as Cause and Effect. The action 
of Cause and Effect is Naturally in place in 
Creation, whether people 'believe' this or 
not. The Gods of Man are at the mercy of 

Karma also, because they are not the 
'ultimate' like so many 'think' they are. The 

Gods are Managers on their respective 
Levels. The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, 
produced Creation as a 'Simulation' for 

Utuns to gain experience and eventually 
return to IT.  

The KEK Systems know about Karma, but in 
their little Neanderthal Minds they 'Think' 

they can supersede whatever they want to. 
They worship the Kalaum God of the Mental 
Realm, but in a Satanic Sense unlike that of 

the Benevolent 'front' the Belief Systems 
portray to the public. When YU, The RealU 

are able to experience The RealSide of Life, 
which is the many Levels and Real 

UNUverses, YU will See the Bigger Picture 
LifeIS. While YU are here in a Fleshy Body, 
Your RealVU is distorted by the process YU 
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are going thru to WakeUp to Your 
RealAwareniss. Even if a person is not 
convicted here, they will be once they 

'cross-over' to the Astral Worlds where the 
Angel of Death awaits them. When YU Sing 

The NU~U NUSound and have 
RealExperiences in Your DreamVisions, YU 

will begin to WakeUp and SeeMore with Your 
Life. Eventually, YU will have RealFreedom 
from this 'Place in Life' and enter The Real 

UNUverse of ALL Light on The Seventh 
LifeLevel of The Real UNUverses. Rebazar 
Tarzs & The RealGuides & Duane&Eva will 
be in Your Dreams and teach YU what YU 

need to know to survive this world and then 
YU will be Free at last!  

STUDY YOUR DREAMS 

"Dreams are known through all the 
Scriptures of this world as were the Ancient 

Prophets and Saviors. Dreams are what 
balances the actions of this physical world 

for everyone. Not everyone Dreams, because 
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they do not remember what is taking place 
in their other worlds They are still having 

RealSide Experiences, but the physical mind 
is not Recognizing them. When YU, The 

RealU Sings The NU~U Sessions, YU will 
begin to remember Your DreamVisions and 
be able to Consciously visit other  worlds 

and even The Real UNUverses and 
eventually have RealFreedom. Until YU 

WakeUp from this Passing Dream, YU will be 
TapLined and held here for more 

unconscious lifetimes of the same old 
routines. You Decide! 

STUDY YOUR DREAMS  

We are all living in Creation, and what is not 
Seen by most is that everything here has 

been created from the dirt! Creation is part 
of our Life Journey, but only a very small 

part. The societies that have been created 
from the dirt 'seem' like such a big deal, but 

they are nothing compared to The Real 
UNUverses, YU, The RealU can WakeUp to 
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and Live! YU have come here to experience 
what YU need to WakeUp to The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS, but in the meantime you 

have been marketed into 'believing' that it is 
the invented KEK Systems and their gods 

that are the ultimate with The Whole of Life. 
Creation and everything that it entails is a 

'Place in Life' and you have been misled into 
'Thinking' that this physical life and your 
personal senses are all there is to Life as 
you have come to know it. YU are having 
Dreams at night that you probably know 

little about, but they are actually a 
NUDoorWay into worlds and UNUverses of 
Real Freedom, but YU must learn to Pay 

Attention, or you will lose this 
RealConnection to Your Dreams again as you 

have in your past lives.  

Whatever you decide to do in this life, you 
are merely growing older and that is really 

all you are doing. You can have every kind of 
experience and thrill, but the end result here 

will be the same, you will soon be old and 
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wondering how did your life pass by so 
quickly. Time is an illusion, and you are 

'Thinking' you have plenty of time with your 
life as it is Now, but look around you, 

millions of years have passed and they are 
all gone. You will only be here for a brief 
moment and anything can happen at any 

time, and it will! YU, The RealU will be fine, 
as you will go to the Astral Realm, like most 

people and be herded somewhere, some 
place you will still be lost in, and then soon 

return here to this earth or some other 
world for more unconscious lifetimes of the 

same 9 to 5 drudgery on this or other 
Polluted Planets.  

There is a much Better Way, and that is to 
Sing The NU~U Sessions and Study Your 

DreamVisions and YU will have 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation with The 

TruReality Life, moreso than anything you 
can find on this planet with the KEK 
Systems. We are Here for YU! See 
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Duane&Eva on Facebook and We will See YU 
in Your Dreams!  

REVOLUTION SOLUTION NOW 

"We are The NURevolution NUSolution Now. 
We 'do not' rebel, We 'do not' protest, We 
Provide Something So Wonderful, that the 
rest of this sleeping world cannot SEE IT 

yet! We are The NUKids and we show 
Everyone how to Become MoreAware & 

Free! The Dumbed Down and Unaware look 
to their Deceptive Dictators, their 

Presidents, Popes, Queens, masters and 
gurus to load them with Restrictions. The 
Herded Kattle are very 'patriotic' about all 
their Kreated Restrictions from their lords 
and masters. They look to their TapLining 
initiations from Skull and Bones and their 
VoooDooo Religions to save them, when in 

fact, the more Fake initiations they take, the 
more TapLined they are to the Reptilians 

that rule this planet. I have always pointed 
people to The RealSide LifeIS and Rebazar 
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Tarzs and The Real UNUversal Guides, but 
most people want to stay 'one-dimensional' 
and just listen to the 'Pretty Words' of their 

Reptilian OverLords. 'ALL DECEPTION 
SHOWS UP!' Duane The Great Writer. 

EVALUTION SOLUTION NOW  

Evolution Solution IS the Big Question that 
has always been asked and I am here to 

Answer the Big Question. There are many 
'theories' about the 'idea' of Evolution. A lot 

of 'funny 'ideas' such as the Big Bang 
Theory, then there is the one where you 

evolved from the Apes. Then there is the one 
your parents told you, that the Stork brought 
you (This is a good one!). Another one is you 

were dropped from the sky out of a 
Spaceship, and of course the old time 

favorite, that the God of Man created you in 
HIS own image. Not all of you have a long 
white beard, so does the last one really 

make sense? And for the first one, the Big 
Bango Baloney, from none other than those 
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who brought you Atomic Warfare, the Mad 
Scientists of this world! So we have the 

Stork scenario and the Spaceship one left. 
“Ha Ha Ha...We WakeUp!”  

It is more than understandable, from an 
Embodiment View, that what the people on 
earth have been 'guessing' at since what is 

known as the 'supposed beginning' took 
place, is really something to have fun with 
as you tell your children a BedTime Story. 
There is no way that the Little Brains and 

the Educated Literalized Minds on this 
planet can at all comprehend THE ISNIS 

LIFEIS. I am Reporting The RealNews and 
not writing a commentary here. I am sure 
you are wondering... How does he know 

this? Actually YU, The RealU can know this 
too! Would YU like to 'Have An Adventure 

Like No Other' with Your Life? YU can, 
Simply Test The NU~U Sessions that are in 
this NUBook, and YU will begin to have NU 
RealSide Experiences in other worlds and 

dimensions, the likes of which you will never 
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have here. And the best part IS, YU will 
learn to completely Free YourSelf from all 

the TapLines the KEK Systems have already 
put in Your Astral Body, which you did not 
know about. I am providing a 'WorldWide 

WakeUp' and you can take part with Our NU 
EVAlution of RealFreedom. ASK 

DUANE&EVA on Facebook, and we will 
gladly provide RealGuidance and a Real 

Education and The RealConnection with The 
SoundLight Reality with The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. ALLIS The Natural 

Environment on this planet and ALL The 
LifeLevels that are unseen with your human 
eyes. YU will be taken to Wonderful Levels 

Beyond Your Imagination by The Real 
UNUversal Guides. This Does Sound Fun... 

Doesn't IT!  

THERE IS A REVOLUTION NOW  

The 'old idea' of a Revolution is a battle of 
some sort to where there are 'opposing' 
sides. This has been the history of this 
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planet and those who are always Kontrolling 
others. At a certain point, those who are 

being Kontrolled have had enough and they 
Revolt and create a Revolution. This is what 
is being seen all over the planet today. Both 
sides, the OWO (One World Order) and the 

Purposely Dumbed Down Public are at each 
other like never before, because of so many 
factors taking place Right Now. People have 

Become MoreAware of what the KEK 
Systems have been deceptively doing to 

them and the masses are striking back. The 
KEK Deceptors will continue their Marketing 

Ploys and the Kontinued poisoning of the 
planet no matter what, and the rebellious 
masses will do what they will do. The end 
result of all of this confrontation will be 

more unaware and unconscious lifetimes for 
all those involved. The OWO likes the 

protesting and demonstrating, because then 
they have a justification to arrest people and 
put them in the FEMA Camps as Permanent 
Prisoners. People 'Think' in their minds that 
life on this planet has become better, when 
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in fact it has become a lot worse. 
Deceptions Rules this world as people 

Agree.  

The Real Revolution IS THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN. We are The RealAware and We See 
what is taking place on this earth. We are 

not here to battle anyone or change 
anything, our RealPosition is that of 

Becoming MoreAware and taking part in The 
RealAdventure LifeIS. Because most people 
have been taught 'right and wrong, good and 
bad' which has all been a conditioning to be 

Militerrorized for the KEK Systems, they 
cannot for the most part 'Recognize' what 

THE NUMAN is providing as The 
NUPresentation. Most people, even those 
'High Thinking' ones on their Deceptive 

Spiritual Paths with their TapLining masters, 
will be swept away with the Herded Kattle 
of KEK. Why you might ask? Because they 
are 'not' Paying Attention to The RealSide 

LifeIS and Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides Now. ALL LifeIS Now, not 
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something that 'sounds good' from the 
ancient past. The Pope, the President, the 
Queen, Harry and Reptilian Jownzee and 

numerous others are part of the KEK 
Systems. LOOK to What IS Real Now and 

Test The NU~U~U~U, then Watch Your 
DreamVisions!  

EVOLUTION SOLUTION with 
EVAlution&Duane 

"We have the Solution for Your Evolution. 
What is written in the history books and 
what people 'believe' is the right of each 

person, but there is  
a Better Way to get The Real Answers, and 

that is from YourSelf. We  
will show YU, The RealU how to get Your 

Own Answers Direct, so YU  
can know for YourSelf What IS Real Now 

with The Whole of Life You  
can stay as you are or you can Take The 

Risk and discover what very  
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few people have the courage to do, and that 
is Look into Yourself for 

ALL The Answers to Your Life. Simply Sing 
The NU~U and ask your question before 

going to sleep and in the morning when you 
awake,  

you will have your answer. You need to Be 
Patient with learning what  

Your DreamVisions mean, but YU will 
eventually have ALL The Answers YU will 

ever need. We provide The RealConnection 
for what YU want! 

WORLD WARS Presidents  
Queens Masters Gurus 

"Everyone has the Free will and Choice to 
decide whatever they want to. 

The earth is a 'Place of Business' and 
almost everyone is marketing something. 

The Politicians market their supporter's for 
the Takeovers they want to accomplish. The 

Religions market their Followers to get 
every last penny from them. The Masters 
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and Gurus market their Pretty Words to keep 
their Members unaware and 'Thinking' they 

are getting their freedom in some Astral 
Heaven. The Queen, well SHE just wants 

dinner served to HER from those who do not 
know any better. And from all of this the 

Patri-idiotic Soldiers stand ready to defend 
these people with their lives. Are YU, The 
RealU sure YU want to keep coming back 

here and doing  
the same routines YU already have for 

untold lifetimes? YU do have The 
RealCourage to SeeThru all of this and so 

much more that is taking place that is 
adding to the demise of this planet! Step 

Forward as a RealBeing! 

WORLD WARS of The Rich and Famous  
Imagine you are in your LA LA LAND life and 
it is the very moment before the Attack at 

Pearl Harbor. There is suddenly a News 
Flash on the radio... “The United States has 
just been attacked by Japan!” You suddenly 
see your whole life on earth very different. 
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When I saw 911 on TV as I was leaving for 
work in 2001, it was like one of those crazy 
Disaster Movies such as 'Towering Inferno.' I 

was beside myself for a while. I already 
knew there was more to this scene on TV 

than what was being reported. Most people 
are not aware that FDR, President of The 
United States at that time, knew all about 
the Pearl Harbor Attack and allowed it to 

happen. There is so much that the people of 
this earth do not know about the KEK 

Systems they look to and support. The guard 
on Pearl Harbor at that time was called off 
as though everyone was to go on vacation. 
The idea is, 'A good soldier doesn't think, a 
good soldier follows orders!' This is how the 

Politicians have trained the military, and 
that is to be Dumbed Down Robotized 

Monkeys for whatever Takeovers for THEM 
they want next.  

Wars is Big Business, which usually entails 
stealing someone else's land and 

possessions, but there must always be a 
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'Cause' so that the unaware 'dah' military 
will risk their life for the Certain Few who 

are in Kontrol of everything. The Patriotism 
idea has been marketed to such an evil 

degree, and still most of the ignorant people 
that support the system do not See what is 
really taking place. This is Huge Karma for 

all involved. There are always many 
innocent people that are taken from this life, 

because the President decides to follow 
orders from the DarkBrats that rule this 

planet. ChemTrails overhead, Mind Kontrol 
Microwaves everywhere, Lethal Vaccines 

marketed as beneficial, but more than toxic 
and dangerous, Restrictions, Laws, Police 
Brutality and so much more that is taking 

place Right Now. The Reptilian Alien 
TapLining has spread to the Religious and 

Spiritual institutions and has infected 
billions of people worldwide. The Sleeping 

Public is too busy looking at their Cell 
Phones to notice or even care that they are 
step-by-step being led into the Fema Camps, 

just like the Jews with Hitler into the Gas 
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Chambers. I am Reporting The RealNews. 
Read this NUBook and WakeUp from this 

Passing Dream... You can do it!  

EMPIRES in LIFE 

"There are Empires all over the earth. 
Temples, Government Buildings, Pyramids, 

Statues, Monuments and so much more. 
Those who have conquered others have built 
their fortunes and Empires on the bodies of 

others. For the most part on this Warring 
Planet, this is so. People tie  

their egos to what they have accumulated 
and acquired here and also 

'Thinking' it is their right to do so, which it 
really is. But, there is a much Bigger Picture 
with The Whole of Life than what is seen on 

the surface  
of this little planet of unaware people in 

dark outer space. I am Sharing what most 
people are 'Too Afraid' to share. Most people 

want to 'belong'  
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to the Kreated KEK Systems on this earth to 
fit into their little lives, and  

then come to a point where they wonder 
what are they really doing here. 

For those who Take The Time to first Read, 
and then Understand what I  

am presenting, they are The Lucky Ones, 
who will possibly Recognize  

The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Test The 
NU~U Sessions and Watch Your 

DreamVisions for RealGuidance from The 
Real UNUversal Guides! 

EMPIRES on ALL THE LIFELEVELS  

We have all come into our life on earth here, 
and for the most part, forgotten that we 

were here before, along with what we did in 
previous lifetimes. This is a 'process' we 

each must go thru to WakeUp and to 
eventually Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS, moreso than what has been 
invented here like that of the Gods of Man. 
While I am here I will be Sharing What IS 
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Wonderful & Real Now. Those who have 
decided to occupy this planet have also 
created their Empires on this desolate 

planet in outer space. The masses have 
been taught to Pray to Strange Gods in the 

sky and Worship and Pay to the earthly 
'ideas' of them, such as the Kalaum Temples 

that have been built all over this world. 
Stupidness rules this earth and people 

continue to Agree to something that does 
not exist, yet they are more than willing to 
give their life for it. The KEK Systems have 

Militerrorized this world into Agreeing to the 
ideas of War and Demise as a way of life for 

all.  

I am Very Proud to do my part and Take on 
The RealChallenge of The NUPresentation of 

THE IS. Very few people are able to 
Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, as most 

people will firmly stay stuck with their 
Emotional Attachments to what they have 

been indoctrinated with. I am Proud to know 
those who have Stepped Forward to Share 
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their RealSide Experiences with myself and 
others. This IS The Reality LifeIS, to Share 

Something Wonderful and to Live The 
RealAdventure & Challenge Living IS. Most 
people demonstrate how 'bored' they are by 

what they are doing and how they keep 
Agreeing to all the Kreated Phenomena they 
keep chasing. Everyone here is looking for 

The TruReality LifeIS, but they need a lot of 
assistance to WakeUp and to See What IS 

Real Now, so those who do Step Forward are 
the most courageous and will Recognize 
what others will not. Each person must 
decide to 'get past' their fears of this 

outside world and what others 'Think' about 
them, or they will stay suck with their Fears 
and continue to return here for more of the 
same boring lifetimes of being Kontrolled as 

a slave to the KEK Systems. I have come 
thru a lot during this lifetime to meet 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
once again. I have the privilege of being THE 

NUMAN, and to take on the task of Doing 
Something Wonderful. For those of YU, The  
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RealU who reading this, YU are The Most 
Fortunate, moreso than YU can ever 

imagine. Here is one of the many RealSide 
Experiences from My NUFriends on the 

Skype Groups who I am gifted to know...  

The Truth Empire  

I was on the RealSide together with Sepide. 
All at once we entered into some wonderful 
worlds and from there we went through a 
totally dark tunnel which was rather long, 
and then from there again we entered a 

brighter world. A little forward, there was a 
great light shining. The RealGuides became 

aware of our entering to the Real UNUverses 
and dozens of them gathered at the city 

gates to welcome us, among which 
presence of some ancient Guides like 

Yauble Sacabi, Gopal Das, Towart Managi, 
Kata Daki, Fubbi Quantz and also Duane and 

many more was eye catching. As I was 
looking to that wondrous world, it looked 

like totally alive like its magnificent glitter 
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inspired this impression: ”Here is the Truth 
Empire!” I was so amazed and all over in 
wonder, staring to the immensity of the 

golden glint of that place, as Yauble Sacabi 
came forward together with Kata Daki. 

Yauble began his words smiling at us this 
way: ”Welcome to the Truth Empire My 

children! Here, no impurity would be found 
and it’s all pure Reality flowing, the 

constructive particles of which is Purity and 
RealLight shining, and the invisible columns 

of which is afoot relying on the splendid 
potency of the IS. Purity is running forever 
throughout here.” It was interesting that 

Yauble Sacabi named it “The Truth Empire” 
as well, so it confirmed my true recognition 

of that impression this world had already 
sent to me. After Yauble finished his words, 

together with Kata Daki we went to visit 
that imperial city, wow ..... it was all 

mysterious and topping. Everything had the 
purity of a RealLight and was made of the 
TrueReality LifeIS, even buildings, ground, 

sky and whatsoever in it. Kata Daki began to 
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speak : “My Children, one who has a 
RealConnection is present in the Real 

UNUverses every moment and they are 
observing everything from the Real 

UNUverses. Their body is a resident of 
dualistic worlds, while their heart is always 
open to the TrueReality and the RealGuides. 

They are concordant with the ALLIS, and 
while seeming silent, they  

are flowing like a roaring river toward the 
Truth Ocean.” Her worlds ended with a 

pleasant smile and as we answered her with 
our smile, again she continued: “Rebazar 

Tarzs is providing a huge performance, and 
people are in such a motion here because of 

that. They are providing necessary 
supplies.” After a lengthy sightseeing in 

each and every corner of that vast city, Kata 
Daki looked at us and said: “Let’s go, it’s 

time for the show,” We passed some streets 
and arrived to a very large square. People of 

that city were coming in groups and 
positioning in the square. There was a huge 
stage there in the middle of the square and 
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Rebazar and Duane were standing there on 
it. They were actually waiting for the people 
to gather in that place. We were standing by 
the stage in front of Rebazar and Duane and 
were telepathically greeting with them. As I 
looked closely to the stage, I wondered that, 

there were not any screens or other 
instruments to perform the show. As though 
Rebazar touched my waves, he laughed out 

and began to say: “I appreciate all of YU 
who came here,” and pointed to the stage 
with his hand and said: “This is the show 

that I have provided for YU,” and surprisingly 
the inanimate scene began to become alive. 
The adventure was occurring lively and in a 
huge and Real scale on the stage, so that 
anybody anywhere, was able to watch it. 
Sepideh and I, amazedly were waiting for 

the rest, as all of a sudden, a strange 
instrument appeared on the stage, the 
height of which was rather more than a 

human’s height and its width was about 1 
meter, and had a complicated look. Rebazar 

said: “This is an instrument in little 
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dimensions in order to show how negative 
force and its servants act, in order to 

prevent each Utun from conquering its little 
self.” Rebazar divided residents of the earth 

into three groups: 1- Those who solely 
attend in their lower self. 2- Those who are 

aware of the Reality, but make less attempts 
and just circulate between their lower and 

Real Selves. 3- Those who according to their 
choices and attempts have reached a level, 

in which they always reside in their Real 
self. Rebazar remained silent for a long time 

while staring directly into my eyes. 
Rebazar’s eyes are the most penetrating 

eyes I have ever seen. He telepathically said 
to me: “My son, are YU ready to pass a test 
about the function of this instrument?“ as I 
was shocked by his offer , I said :” Yes for 

sure,“ and I found myself immediately on the 
stage. Rebazar said: “And now, beginning of 

the show... “Everything on the stage 
changed on spot, and I was in my little self, 

standing by Rebazar and Duane as a 
viewpoint, while in the meantime there was 
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a spectacular show of my little self, taking 
place on the stage! I was watching the 
scene both from the inner and the outer 

angle, which was a totally new experience 
for me. I was both the observer and the one 
passing the test. Everything was looking like 
ideal until something strange happened. The 
machine started to work and it was like, my 

little self wasn’t able to see it. It was 
somehow that the person was under control 
by it. The main part of the machine invisibly 
placed itself above the head of my personal 

self and started to send tremendous 
amounts of destructive and negative waves 
and vibrations to it in a large volume. As the 

player of that show, I bended under those 
devastating waves each time, but the 

system was descending automatically above 
my head so that to stick to my head and to 
put a double pressure on me all the time. 
Finally my head reached to floor and that 

machine squished my head under pressure 
like a sledgehammer. It was a weird 

experience.... The stage seemed empty for a 
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while until as though the next show began. 
This time I was playing the role of a person 

who makes contact with the Reality and 
enjoys the RealGuidance, but again spends 
lots of times in its lower self. Second scene 
started immediately. I was totally dizzy and 

intoxicated like one who gets aware of 
himself only from time to time. The machine 

started to work and while I was dizzy it 
pushed me downward, however while I was 

aware, the Boys helped me to stand and 
hold my head up. I had to choose whether to 

remain dizzy and looking for sort of a so 
called “help”, or to establish my whole 

awareness in my Real-Self and just stand up. 
The play continued this way for a while and I 
just kept on bewildered. It seemed that my 

lower self wasn’t able to remain in the 
RealAwarenISS and was suffering all the 
time under that pressure... After a while, 

finally the stage disembogued. Rebazar said: 
“Now we perform the third part of the 

show....” I appeared on the stage with my 
RealAwarenISS and entered the machine. 
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Then it began to send formidable waves of 
negative forces which were so much more 

than the previous times! But this time it 
couldn’t enforce anything. Pressure elevated 

so much  
that the system couldn’t bear itself and 
actually self-destroyed with a fearsome 

explosion. When this show finished, Rebazar 
said: “As YU saw in the show, negative force 

is about to turn dualistic worlds to a 
gigantic controlling machine for all residents 

of it. Each Utun plays one of these three 
performance roles in the lower worlds, and 
negative force makes its best attempt to 

prevent him from entering the 
RealUNUverses. Its whole purpose is 

building an impermeable dam against the 
Reality, neglecting that the ALLIS and the 
RealGuides break this dam every moment 

and so always keep the way opened for the 
RealSeekers of the Realtruth. As YU saw, by 

residing in the RealAwarenISS, negative 
power cannot enforce anything but self- 
destruction. But this constant residency, 
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requests a moment by moment choosing 
practice which not everybody does so. This 
is an all-around wake-up in relation to the 
Real-self and the higher awareness, which 
needs an insistent decision-taking process. 
This choosing continuity opens a channel, 
through which is provided the hip-and-thigh 
support of the RealGuids and it breaks the 
ignorance dam ... “ When Rebazar finished 
speaking, he took a glimpse of us and said: 
”This was a RealTruth which I just depicted 

for YU and for all  
ofourfriends...“ MrK&MissS/May2015  

I am so Grateful to Mr K & Miss S, for all 
they have Shared in The Skype Groups. They 
are a constant inspiration to me and others. 

I feel so Privileged to know them and all 
those who have bravely Stepped Forward to 
Share their Wonderful Beings and RealSide 
Experiences. This world has no idea what 
has taken place in the last year or so with 

The NUFriends & NUFamily. This Experience 
from The RealSide is one of many from Mr. K 
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& Miss S. I did not edit what Mr. K wrote, as 
it has been translated from another 

language. Those who read this should take a 
good look at their own Being and decide if 
they really do want RealFreedom Now, or 

drag themselves into more lifetimes on this 
Purposely Poisoned Planet. Simply Test The 

NU~U Sessions and Rebazar & The 
RealGuides will provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation that cannot be found on this 
earth. YU are always The Decider of Your 
Destiny and there are no 'ghostly gods' in 

the sky above us that are doing this. This is 
how 'Real' LifeIS Now!  

Some nights ago right before I go to sleep, I 
saw myself within a huge cave. It was like 
an ancient strange cave with carvings and 
paintings on its walls which were likely to 

follow a certain path. The cave seemed 
really long and its ceiling and all walls were 
full of those strange paintings. After some 

minutes of surfing and watching those 
mysterious engravings, I went to the cave 
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entrance and suddenly a promontory 
appeared. The cave was situated in a very 

high place among mountains with particular 
shapes. It was interesting that the ocean 
and its tremendous waves were able to be 

watched in the far distance. For some 
moments I stood there and gazed at the 
horizon. The sound of high waves was 
dragging my heart toward the ocean’s 

miracle. In the meantime a wonderful breeze 
began to blow and while I was released from 
myself and have surrendered my awareness 

to the hands of magnificent music of the 
waves, it took me to an unknown place! 

Deep within a sense of leisure, and along 
with the orbiting movements of the breeze, I 
was enjoying that suspended and hovering 
situation in the air, ignoring that the ocean 

breeze is running directly to the great 
waves! Suddenly I found myself very close 
to the water surface, so that I could feel 
freshness of the waves. Water particles 

were spattering around and each time they 
landed on my body, a deep feeling of life 
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freshness penetrated to my very existence. 
It was like water particles pass through my 
subtle body when I approached the water 

surface! And it created a wonderful 
indescribable feeling in me. A totally strange 

and fresh feeling proceeding to my very 
being.... Gradually it was like I am part of 
those waves landing on the surface and 

integrating with the heart of the sea, and 
then rising from another point, thundering 

again and again, and then calming down and 
tasting the pleasure of getting unified with 

the ocean, as though, they had an insatiable 
enthusiasm for playing and enjoying within a 

world of waters which brought a deep 
feeling of sole freshness, purity and 
childhood for me .... For a second I 

remembered the cave and  
those strange paintings on it. Within a blink 
of an eye, I was again standing at the cave 
entrance in that high place, and watching 

the ocean from the distance. I knew there is 
something to explore in that cave that I 

should figure it out. As soon as I turned my 
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head, there was a not so dark corridor on 
the left hand side, to which I hadn’t paid 

attention last time. As I was still watching 
the strange carvings on the walls, I made 

my way toward that corridor. Surprisingly I 
saw a group of men and women there sitting 

on the ground in a strange manner, and 
performing sort of a praying or adoration 

ceremony. They had rather robust Physiques 
and sullen depressed faces, and I didn’t 

know whether it’s better to follow what they 
do from that point or moreseo get closer and 

place myself among them. It was really 
amazing for me that a not so small group of 
people attended there in that altitude. As I 
was busy watching their behavior, again I 

noticed the cave entrance. A strange 
fluttering butterfly was entering that rather 
dark space in the cave, a butterfly with so 
beautiful, transparent, shiny wings, that I 
was interested to fondle it. With its first 
flutter in the cave space, the butterfly 

broadcasted many tiny refulgent particles 
like little lanterns in that mysterious space, 
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which were proceeding to the end of the 
cave. With each flutter, more and more of 
those shiny particles were spread around 

and illuminated there further. Now that 
rather dark corridor with the group of people 

also had become brighter too and was 
inducing a pleasurable sensation in me 

while watching the bright particles dancing 
in the air with a strange harmony. Again, I 
noticed the crowd in the corridor, and this 

time it was brighter in there, and I could see 
better. I got shocked for a moment, because 

those people had strange physiques! 
Something like narrow rods had covered 
their whole bodies, such that there were 
dozens of locks contrived right on their 

heads. The rods were precisely, elaborately 
and delicately formed and built according to 

their own bodies, such that they actually 
seemed part of their bodies. It was like they 
were trapped within a cage just a little bit 
bigger that their bodies, exactly similar to 

their body shapes together with those 
various locks on the head. It was really 
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strange and fearsome. How could they 
continue their life within those rods?! What 
were they doing in that semi-dark place? I 

thought this cave could be kind of a prison. I 
didn’t know where this place was, and why I 

was watching those scenes. Without any 
single word, part of my very heart was 
seeking Rebazar so that I may find an 

answer for my being there. Suddenly I came 
to myself with a strange voice. The wind 

was somehow blowing in the mountains that 
while crashing on consecutive mounts, its 

reflections were creating a loud and 
terrifying sound so that I was constantly 

remained alert to what was occurring there. 
I could see a giant odd bulk proceeding 

toward the cave while riding on wind. It was 
coming closer and closer, until finally a 

gigantic eagle appeared. The eagle came 
directly to the cave entrance and entered. It 
gathered its huge wings as soon as sitting 

there, and screamed so much loudly that the 
whole cave and its walls trembled. All of a 

sudden all the buzz from the crowd quieted. 
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The eagle screamed again three times more 
with a formidable sound shaking down 
whole particles of the space, and then 

turned his head and gazed at me. Its eyes 
were as deep as the eternity, black, 

mysterious and wondrous. After some 
moments again it turned toward the cave 
entrance and stood there. As I was stood 
still there, frozen by its tremendous awe, I 

slowly came to myself and proceeded to the 
cave entrance. When I reached one to step 
aside from the eagle, it suddenly dropped 

itself with a strong spring into the open air 
outside the cave, spread its great wings and 

began to fly... after a turn again rose from 
somewhere beneath the cave. I was 

observing its wonderful flight and each 
moment became more absorbed in its 

movements and strange flying style, when 
suddenly something grabbed my attention. 
As that great eagle was moving, it was like 

ripping the air in a specific manner and 
creating an invisible and strange path in the 

sky, a path that I could trace it right from 
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beneath the cave to where the eagle was 
flying. It was all like an invisible road having 

a different vibration from the environment 
and encompassing a mysterious golden-

white shiny illumination in itself! A 
magnificent path which the eagle was 

creating. As I was mesmerized by the scene, 
it was like something in my very being was 

interested to experience being in that 
invisible way and following the eagle. With 
no single thought, I jumped down from the 
cave entrance toward the mysterious road. 
What I was already seeing from above was 
Real. I descended in an invisible aura of a 

wonderful path, which was vitalizing a 
feeling like falling on a huge invisible 

inflatable slide in me, a feeling of being in an 
invisible path between the ground and sky, 

sliding on a wonderful road and following the 
eagle, it was a so much pleasurable 

experience... sometimes I wanted to break 
the sky silence with a laughter from my 
heart... when the eagle was soaring and 
rising, with a fast movement it created a 
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gravity in that invisible path which uplifted 
me as well... it was going directly upward to 
the sun... and the environment was shining 
more and more each moment... a so much 

subtle, lovely and delicate glitter which was 
filling me by a feeling of prodigious pleasure 

and delight... suddenly that invisible road 
reached to a strange territory, and there 
was like the rainbow land in the skies !!! 

Subtle magical lights with different colors, 
extended parallel and one after the other to 
eternity... the eagle was turning there and 

as I liked to enjoy the golden gentle 
glittering of those beautiful colors in the sky 
more and more, I was getting opulent from 
delight.... On top of that deep enthusiasm, a 
feeling of Real dance became alive within 

me and I was interested to stay there among 
rainbow lands forever and touch the colors 
of that rainbow one after the other... as the 
eagle was going on and I was following it 
with the highest delightful and childhood 

feelings, I noticed down for a moment, and I 
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saw something very shiny glittering there on 
the ocean, and I curiously  

looked closer so that I may recognize its 
identity, however what was all visible from 

above view, was a strange wobbly and shiny 
bulk on the blue water surface of the 

immense ocean. As that longing flame for 
descending and seeing that strange thing 

glowed in my heart, the eagle returned down 
with a fast motion! It was like we are 

landing with a staggering speed and an 
indescribable thrill, and I was fully focused 
on that shiny thing .... Now I could see the 

water surface better, and the glittering 
caused by many transparent butterflies 

which were creating so much pretty plans 
on the walls of a huge vessel with their 

wings, was so much beautiful and sweet. 
Those butterflies were playing and each 
time sketching a plan of a strange shape 
that I didn’t know the meanings and I was 

only absorbed in their beauty, discipline and 
perfect movement harmony.  
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I was totally focused on their short sweet 
flights around that strange beautiful vessel, 
neglecting that the eagle had got close to 
the sandy beach and all of a sudden I saw 
myself on soft sands of the beach. While I 

was still enchanted by all wonder and 
luminosity of those butterflies and the 

vessel, as the eagle’s fluttering grabbed my 
attention to itself... some of those people I 
saw in the cave were coming toward the 

ocean in the distance!!! The cave was 
distant from the beach and it was really 

strange that those people with those 
strange cages around them, could have 
passed this distance and reach here... I 

stood there and started to watch how funny 
they were moving and coming forward to the 
beach. Now and again they showed strange 
motions like coming some steps forward and 

then turning around themselves and going 
backward and forward again. Each one had 

an exclusive movement without any 
discipline or coordination. Really with that 
slow velocity and walking style, someone 
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should have helped them to reach there or 
they might have passed part of the way 

riding on wind!  
Anyway, everything was strange and 

mysterious about those people. As they 
were coming, at some points they stopped 
and sit down on the ground. They seemed 

very tired. All of a sudden something Really 
strange happened! A band of eagles 

appeared in the sky, who were directly going 
toward those people. The people were 

gazing to the sky and the eagles flying in 
awe. The eagles were constantly coming 

forward and with a fast motion proceeding 
to those people. Each of those eagles came 

toward one of those people and unlocked 
the lock on top of their head! As the locks 
were opened, it was like the cages around 

their bodies also started to break and 
collapse. When each of those people stood 
up, just with a gentle motion could remove 
the cage from themselves. After a while, all 
those people got rid of those strange cages 
and the eagles were still flying in the sky. I 
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was watching the beautiful flight and 
strange turns of those tremendous birds, as 

I came to myself with a voice.... Those 
people were laughing as loud as possible 

with the highest rejoice as though they have 
recently gotten released from prisons! It 
was a beautiful scene, watching happy 
people who were experiencing sort of a 

freedom. I turned my head to see whether 
the giant eagle is still sitting there close to 
me at the beach or not, and all surprisingly I 
saw Rebazar and Duane standing there! ... 

They both laughed loudly and told me:  
” look to the other side...”  

I immediately turned my head toward the 
people and I saw something else in the 

distance... endless groups of people with 
their own strange cages and funny motions, 

were coming to the beach from different 
points of the mountains! The eagles still 
were going toward them and broke their 

cages and then again next group began to 
appear... a bit later a large group of people 
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who were happily laughing running at the 
beach filled the area. Rebazar said:  

“When YU were in that cave, YU saw the 
eagle entering and whistling. These are the 
same people who came to themselves after 

hearing eagle’s scream, and gradually 
abandoned the cave... still there are many 
people living in the caves of that strange 
mountain and when they also give a silent 

answer to the sound of eagle, they will leave 
that place... what Duane IS presenting is a 

subtle, beautiful and exclusive method 
which brings a huge wake up for this world. 
Those who answer to the eagle’s sound and 
become silent for a moment, will wake up 
and attain the RealFreedom, something 
impossible through any way other than 

AwarenIS, “As Rebazar was talking about 
Duane, Duane was still looking at the vessel 
and the butterflies moving around it, and as I 
took a closer look, it was not only butterflies 

shining there, but again a small group of 
people attending there in their glittering 
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bodies, among which I could recognize the 
affectionate face of Eva. Duane said:  

“Let’s go to the vessel, “And I was thinking 
with myself, that the vessel is exactly in the 

middle of the ocean while we were at the 
beach at a long distance from it, and so I 
was ready to swim this path. Rebazar and 

Duane were going ahead and I was following 
them. As soon as they entered the water a 
huge beautiful shiny pier began to appear 
and proceed! With each step of us it was 

just appearing more and more and it finally 
extended to the vessel! I remembered that 
invisible road again that the eagle used to 
create... while he was laughing Rebazar 

said:” it is not necessary for everybody to 
use this pier, and that’s what justifies its 

invisibility,” and they were laughing loudly 
and then I woke up with the sound of their 

laughter ...  
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MAN and WOMAN 

"Women and Men are the Body Types we 
have on this earth, among other Beings such 

as birds, animals, fish, and we must not 
forget the Reptilian Aliens who are trying to 
hide from us and are Kontrolling people with 
their TapLines in people's dreams. Actually 
there are many difference Species on and 
under the ground with this planet. But, the 
main focus is with Men and Women on the 

surface and all the fun things they like to do 
together. Men love Women and Women love 

men, this is the basic idea, and together 
they like to grow old and be with each other 

until their passing day. This does 'sound 
romantic' but is it really? When we are 

young in our bodies we have a particular 
'view' of this life, but when we get old, then 

really old, then our view is different. The 
idea of 'Being Here' is to WakeUp to The 

Whole of Life and Become MoreAware. Life 
Really Does Make Sense, but we each need 
The RealKnowledge of The TruReality LifeIS 
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to understand and remember why we are 
Here. Because we each have Free Will, we 
also have the right to 'not' WakeUp and Pay 
Attention to what Life ITSelf IS constantly 
Demonstrating in Your DreamVisions. THE 

NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW... This IS Real... 
Test The NU~U & Watch Your Dreams! 

WOMAN and MAN  

It is more than obvious there is a difference 
between Women and Men and how they are 

with their lives. Women like the way they 
see things and men like what they see and 

do. It is amazing that anyone ever gets 
along, but for some strange reason we seem 

to, for a while anyhow. Everything that 
everyone is doing is fine, because everyone 
has the Free Will to do whatever they want 
to. The Government Kontrollers have the 

right to Kreate Restrictions and Laws that 
make people suffer with their 9 to 5 Taxing 

Boring jobs. They also have the right to 
Kreate wars and send innocent people into 
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battle and get them wounded, deformed and 
killed in the name of some nameless 

uncaring Korporation that is paying for the 
war. The supporting Public also has the free 

right and Free Will to Agree with all the 
Deception they are having to deal with on a 

daily basis from their Elected Officials, 
along with being poisoned with ChemTrails 
and Radiated with harmful microwaves. On 

this world of Men and Women each person is 
making a Choice for themselves, and for the 

most part, not at all Seeing the Bigger 
Picture LifeIS. The Officials 'Think' they 
know what they are doing, but it is more 

than obvious they do not, but can anyone tell 
them this? No, and if you do, you may not be 

around long.  Some people like to 'Think' 
that the earth is a 'happy place' to make a 

home, which is what has been 'marketed' to 
all of us for the longest time, but is the earth 
what it 'appears' to be? Anyone has the right 

to 'Think' it is, but does that make it so? 
Does it make sense that the earth is so over-
polluted like never before and getting worse 
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everyday, not better? What does it take for 
people to WakeUp Now? Men and Women do 

have their differences, and I would safely 
say it is not about who is right or wrong, but 
moreso who has The RealAwareniss to See 

what Makes Sense Now! I See Everyone as a 
Free Being of RealLight, but it is always up 
to each person to See this for them- selves, 
or stay with their Personal Creation of their 
Personal Self and what it wants. Women and 

Men have been indoctrinated with every 
form of Restriction, and the worst part is, 
there is a lot more to come, as the KEK 

Systems will not stop with their Free Will 
and what they want for themselves. Test 
The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions!  

WATER FOR ALL 

"WATER WATER WATER! Water is actually 
everywhere, but people have been made to 
'Think' that only those who Kontrol them 

know this. Water is Everyone's Right! This is 
Your Planet too! The KEK Systems market 
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the public into 'Thinking' a particular way so 
that people do not really See what is taking 
pace right in front of them. There is plenty 

of Water for everyone for those who can See 
it. Agreement is very strong with those who 

keep Agreeing to what is creating their 
demise. WakeUp and investigate what is 

really going on with Your Planet before it is 
too late! Go on the Internet and start with 
ChemTrails, GMO, Lethal Vaccines, HAARP, 

Pharmaceuticals, 
The Federal Reserve Act of 1913, and you 
will be led to more information and Hidden 
Agendas that are in plain sight right in front 

of you everyday!  

WATER FOR EVERYONE  

Water is the most precious resource on the 
planet. There is more than enough for 

everyone, but there are those who want to 
manipulate and Kontrol others, so they have 

created the 'appearance' of a water 
shortage. Under the earth there is more 
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Fresh Water than there is in all the oceans 
combined. But of course those who want to 

profit off of others won't be telling the 
public this. We live on a world where the 

Kontrolling Governments are manipulated by 
those who have made The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US into a 
Business World where profit is more 

important than the people who support the 
systems. I live in California and I am Very 

Aware of what is taking place here with all 
the Weather Manipulation with ChemTrails. 
Anyone can go on the Internet and see the 
Jet Stream and how it has been Kontrolled 
to where we get a drought here and heavy 

rain and snow on the East Coast. Most of the 
general public has no idea what is going on, 
because they have been Dumbed Down with 

Microwaves, GMO TechFood, Fluoridated 
Water, Lethal Vaccines and so much more. 
The HAARP Machine is being used all over 

this planet to create earthquakes, typhoons, 
tornado’s, Mind Kontrol and so much more 
that is of a destructive nature. The people 
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that rule this planet are out of Kontrol,.and 
it is time people WakeUp and Stop Agreeing.  

Water is the right of every person, because 
this is Your Planet! The KEK Systems 

(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) are all 
part of the OWO (One World Order) to 

eliminate a large portion of the population. 
As long as You and others Agree to the 

Kontrolling Systems, they will keep doing 
what they always have until nothing is left. 
The earth will become like the Moon. The 

Natural Environment is being destroyed at a 
very alarming rate and most people are so 

asleep, as you can see so many preoccupied 
with their Cell Phones all the time. Society 

has become Purposely Robotized and 
Kontrolled. There have been so many Sci-Fi 

movies about what we are experiencing 
Now. We are all in a Really Bad Movie, and 

the sooner you WakeUp and are able to 
Become MoreAware, the better off you will 
be. I suggest you read this NUBook I have 
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written, because it will actually Save Your 
Life Now!  

MUSIC IS FUN 

"Everyone Likes Music! Music IS Life! 
Sound&Light are ALL of US and ALL Around 
US. We are Having Fun with the Music we 

like. There are so many different varieties of 
Music, so I recommend a study of how 

different types of Music has an Effect on 
each of us. Music can be Romantically 

Wonderful and Healing, and it can also be 
very detrimental and harmful. 

Music has its own vibrations, because The 
Center of Life is where ALL Music comes 
from, as IT IS ITS own Reality of Original 

Sound&Light. 

MUSIC IS LIFE  

“Music IS Life' This phrase is a little 
misleading, but Very Real... I will explain. 
When I write or say, “Music IS life” most 
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people will 'Think' in their terms and what 
they have experienced here on earth, but 
there is a much Bigger Picture. ALL of US 
like some form of music, from the Natural 
Sounds of the ocean, rain, waterfalls, the 

wind, the birds and so on. Then there is the 
Created Sounds that we have all come to 

know and experience. These are secondary 
to The Natural Sounds, and they do have 

their place. I was raised with my mom and 
she liked mellow music from Frank Sinatra, 

Tony Bennett and other singers from her era. 
At a young age I liked the fifties, sixties, 

seventies Rock N' Roll and what is known as 
the Oldies. As I came into what Paul 

Twitchell created and presented and what 
he was sharing, I began to WakeUp to the 
Finer Music in this life, such as Beethoven 
and then Richard Wagner. I began my own 
study of the Finer Music for many years. I 

came to understand what Paul was referring 
to when he wrote about Life and Music. 
RealMusic IS The Sound LifeIS. There IS 

Endless Sounds from What IS The Heart of 
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Life, ALLIS The Natural Environment. Since 
the first person was on this planet amongst 
all the creatures that had their own sounds, 

people have been banging away at 
something. Today, there is a lot of what is 
referred to as music, when some of it is 
nothing more than banging away. Each 

person will discover what is right for them 
and most people will not know how they are 
effecting themselves with the type of music 

they play or listen to. It is not about how 
'popular' a person is with what they are 

playing, it's about what they are playing and 
the Real Effects.  

Music can uplift a person and even heal 
them in so many ways, and it can also 

depress them and destroy the cells in their 
body. This has been proven, as even Plants 
respond to various types of music. What I 

recommend is Testing The NU~U NUSound 
and 'tuning' into The RealSounds LifeIS, 

moreso than what is so popular amongst the 
unaware who are always creating their own 
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demise with The Natural Environment that 
supports them. Music IS Life, but only for 

those who have The RealAwareniss to See & 
Recognize What IS Real Now. There IS so 

much more to a RealLife than what is on this 
earth to see.  

UNUVERSAL COMMUNITY in The Real 
UNUverses, UNUVERSAL COMMUNITY of 

The Real UNUversal Guides 

"From the Physical Realm there are many 
Levels beyond this State of Consciousness, 
which has been created in Creation. From 
this Round World, we then move into the 

Astral, Causal, Mental and Etheric Realms 
that are part of time and space. Then there 

is the Sixth Level, The Deep Dark Border 
that surrounds the PsycRealms and the Five 
Bodies each person maintains while in the 
Creation Levels. The Seventh LifeLevel IS 
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The First Real UNUverse of The TruReality, 
beyond the Gods of Man, of THE ALLIS. The 
Seventh LifeLevel IS Pure Form and where 

YU, The RealU IS a Free Being of RealLight. 
From here YU enter The Invisible UNUverses 
and eventually to THE ALLIS. This is a Real 

Journey very few know exists. Test The 
NU~U Sessions and YU will have Real  

Guidance and a RealEducation with The 
Whole of Life from The Real UNUversal 

Guides. Watch Your DreamVisions and Have 
Fun! 

'Let Life Show You... You Are The Answer... 
YU really do have it!’ 

"WE are The UNUversal Community of The 
Real UNUversal Guides," says Rebazar 
Tarzs.. "We are Here for YU! You always 

have the Choice to stay with the KEK 
Systems and what they dictate for you, or 
you can learn to Become MoreAware with 

US and Free YourSelf in Your RealAwareniss. 
Each and Everyone can decide to WakeUp 

and Share their experiences with others that 
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provide a RealBenefit and to create their 
own UNUversal Communities. WE are The 

RealExample of what is possible for 
Everyone. 

WE simply Share with each other and there 
are no Restrictions like those with the KEK 
Systems and their Dictating Deceptors. WE 
are not rebelling against anything, WE are 

deciding our lives according to The 
ALLNatural Environment on ALL The 

LifeLevels. YU, The RealU can WakeUp, so 
UC More With US. Test The NU~U Sessions 

and See US on The RealSide. 

Sing The NU~U before sleeping, YU will 
emerge in Your DreamVisions. WE are not 

with any political, religious, spiritual or KEK 
Systems, nor do we support any TapLining 
masters and their Reptilian mates. WE Are 

Real!” 
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UNUVERSAL COMMUNITY OF THE ALLIS  

Little is known about what I refer to as The 
Real UNUverses. I am sure that most people 

'Think' of this as something far out into 
outer space like the Ghostly Gods of Man. 
The people on earth have all these 'funny 

ideas' they have been trained with for 
lifetimes by the KEK Systems that really do 
not make any sense, yet most people Agree 
to them. The Real UNUverses are Real and 
they do exist, but not in outer space. The 

Real UNUverses exist in THE ISNIS Life IS, 
and they must be 'Recognized' moreso than 
traveling to a 'Place in Life' as we do on the 
earth. This is the same with RealFreedom, 
as it is something that a person does not 

have to chase, but moreso learns to 
Recognize as they Become MoreAware with 
The NU~U Sessions. The TruReality LifeIS 
can only be 'hinted' at, because The Whole 
of Life cannot be defined in a Literal Sense 
like the masses have been taught on earth. 

The KEK Systems have Literalized the 
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masses into Agreeing to their own demise. 
From The Seventh LifeLevel of THE ALLIS, 
YU, The RealU can live and experience The 
ALLAliveniss LifeIS, moreso that the Astral 

Light most people see in their dreams or 
before they depart from this world. Simply 
Test The NU~U. Life ITSelf decides what IT 

will do, whereas on earth, the Educated 
Humans have decide they know more than 

LifeIS, so they go around on their merry way 
and continue to destroy The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports Everything. They, 
the humans, look so official as they start 

their millions of cars, boats, airplanes, gas 
mowers and whatever else can pollute and 

poison the air, along with all the 
manufactured chemicals. In their Educated 
Minds they 'seem' to know what they are 

doing, but do they? It is more than obvious 
people like to be Kontrolled, but guess 

what...YU do not have to be or be afraid!  
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UNUVERSAL COMMUNITY OF THE ALLIS  

Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides are an 
Excellent Demonstration and example of 
what is possible for Everyone. The overall 

idea and RealFocus of the UNUversal 
Communities is that people can Free 

Themselves from the Old Drudgery of being 
Kontrolled by those who want to Kontrol 

what people decide with their lives. This is 
the RealPurpose of The ALLSolar Research 
Vessel Project, to work on the earth with 

The ALLNatural Environment and to have a 
variety of ways for each person to support 

themselves. The existing KEK Systems that 
dictate to the public have been set up for 
themselves to make the unaware masses 
work at their boring jobs and also destroy 

The Natural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US. The presidents, kings, queens, 

masters and authorities have deemed it so 
that others are to support them according to 
what they are deciding for themselves and 
not the general welfare of Everyone. They 
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politically tell people what 'they' are doing is 
for 'your own good' when in fact it is all 
about 'them' and what is best for them, 

while Everyone else bears the labor and the 
burden of their own survival. They use 

'pretty words' to convince people to 'see 
things their way' and to not be concerned 
with anything, that they will take care of 

everything according to them.  

The Dictating Deceptors have become more 
aggressive with what they are doing, 

because they want to eliminate most of the 
population. With The NUVessel Project, we 

are creating NUJobs that work with The 
Natural Environment, and at the same time 

providing Real Guidance and a 
RealEducation that Makes Sense with what 

is taking place on the earth. They, the 
Reptilian Aliens are destroying The 

ALLNatural Environment, because they want 
it to be Acidic for Them. They are 

Kontrolling people with their Marketing 
Ploys, Pretty Political Speeches and 
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Subliminal Messages on TV and the Internet. 
Their main sources are... Mind Kontrolling 

Microwaves, Pharmaceuticals, Lethal 
Vaccines, GMO TechFood, Fluoridated Water, 

Subliminal Messages in movies, even 
children's movies and cartoons. We are 

providing a WorldWide WakeUp for Everyone 
who wants to Become SelfSufficient. 
Everyone is welcome to Join US, or to 

create their own UNUversal Community that 
works with WorldWide Communities here.  

UNUVERSAL COMMUNITIES ~ UC More with 
US 

"Becoming MoreAware IS the Most Fun you 
will ever have with Your Life! With Becoming 
MoreAware, YU, The RealU will Recognize 

RealFreedom! The KEK Systems have 
conditioned and indoctrinated you into 

'Thinking and Believing' in something like 
'implied freedom, hope, faith' and whatever 
else 'they' can market you with to keep you 
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a Dumbed Down Dummy. Are you drinking 
Tap Water? You Really Do Need to WakeUp! 

We have The Best WorldWide WakeUp 
Community with The ALLSolar Research 
Vessel Project. You can Join Us and also 

start your own UNUversal Community where 
Everyone IS SelfSufficient. We are 

UNUversal Community Educators (UCE) and 
We really do SeeMore and are MoreAware! 

UC More with US  

UNUversal Communities IS Now. The OWO 
has Agenda 21, which is their way to Over-

Kontrol people with more Restrictions, 
Spying and whatever they can do to 

Manipulate people into 'Thinking' only their 
way. The masses are Becoming MoreAware 

of all the Subliminal Kontrol and Restrictions 
that the 'One World Order' has created for 
untold centuries. The KEK Systems with 
their political, religious, spiritual, social 

education, legal and scientific institutions, 
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like to create all their 'good-looking stuff' 
that pleases the physical eyes of people and 

keeps them Distracted from what the 
Certain Few, the DarkBrats are doing to 

everyone while destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment at the same time. We are 

Wonderful&Fun! This is who We are. With 
US, you will learn to SeeMore & BE 

MoreAware. We are educating people with 
Our WorldWide WakeUp, and with 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation and 
showing everyone how to create their own 

self- governing UNUversal Community 
without the Standard Restrictions.  

We Are Fun&Wonderful! You can learn to 
easily compare what we are doing with what 

'they' are doing, and if you still like all the 
little Restrictions that you have Agreed to 

before with them, then you can always stay 
with 'them.' We are Free Beings of RealLight, 
they are Kontrollers who are destroying The 
Natural Environment that Supports You! This 
is Your Planet too! Do you like what they are 
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doing to Your Planet with all the poisons and 
radiation on everything, or are you just 

pretending that it is not happening at all? 
You can decide whatever you want to, but 

what is 'really happening' is still happening! 
We are Not Rebelling against anything, nor 
Protesting, We are Simply Real with what is 
taking place on the earth Now and creating 

NUPositions for ourselves and Making Better 
Choices to Survive Better. We are UNUversal 

Community Educators (UCE). You will 
always SeeMore with US, because We Are 
MoreAware! The KEK Systems with their 

political, religious spiritual, social and 
scientific Kontrolling institutions, want 
everyone to 'obey' them as they poison, 
radiate, spy, intimidate with their Fear 

Tactics. You can continue to do what you 
have always been doing with 'them' and you 

will soon end up right where you have 
Agreed to, or YU, The RealU can WakeUp 

and get RealCourage Now!  
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Everyone IS Wonderful 

"Each one of us always has the Choice to 
Make Better Choices. A person can stay as 

they are or WakeUp and Become MoreAware 
& Wonderful with The Whole of Life. The 

ALLNatural Environment is Effected by ALL 
of US, and we can each decide to have a 

RealPurpose and take part in working with 
what Supports ALL of US. As YU, The RealU, 
Wakes Up and Become MoreAware, YU will 
want to take on the challenge of doing what 

most people will not... It really IS Fun and 
the rewards are Very Real! 

ALLIS FOR EVERYONE  

ALL LifeIS for Everyone. We are ALL Free 
Beings of RealLight. With The ALLNatural 
Environment there is always enough for 

Everyone. It takes a RealFocus to SeeThru 
the propaganda of KEK and how they are 

constantly Dumbing Down the masses to get 
their Agreement. I am so Fortunate and 
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Grateful to know so many Wonderful Beings 
that have decided to show up and Share 
their RealExperiences with The Skype 

Groups we have daily. This world is missing 
what we are Sharing and what they have 

been looking for. I am always writing 
everyday and I have already provided 

hundreds of My NUBooks for Everyone ALL 
Over this World. I LUV what I do and have 

fun doing it! Here are two RealSide 
Experiences from one of our Skype Groups...  

“A couple of days ago I was watching from a 
window in my room... actually the view of 

the window is how I can see the city and the 
mountain. I was thinking about the things 
that happened in last year... many many 

wonderful happenings that I thought would 
never happen. Anyhow, I sat on a seat and 
was looking to the window and listening to 

calm music... then something very wonderful 
happened... a very shining brilliant light 

started to shine from the upper corner of the 
wall. The golden shining lights came more 
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and more in the room with a wonderful 
harmony that made a Real Dance for me... 
actually that was not a physical dance but 
my heart was purely dancing in harmony 

with them. You have no idea how wonderful 
was those feelings. I felt the lights were 

passing me and make a wonderful music and 
feelings... then i closed my eyes and enjoyed 

all that amazement... but as I opened my 
eyes I saw myself in a very calm and 

peaceful place with a mysterious silence. As 
I watched around I saw that Kian is there 
too, but he was speaking with somebody 

and when I went closer I saw he is speaking 
with Rebazar... this makes me so very happy 
to see them both there... I hug them and for 

some minutes we were all silent... then I 
told this is a very pretty place, let discover 
this place together... but Rebazar said he 
has to do something and he told we will 

meet in the ocean again. Actually, he told 
there is the ocean near there and we would 
find it ourselves... then he disappeared and 
we started to walk and explore around. With 
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each step the things became more clear and 
obvious... little by little a very clear shining 
forest appeared... all the things such as the 

trees, flowers, birds and even the ground 
and grasses were so very clear and made by 
very shining colorful lights... it was like that 
place is really alive and make a fine feeling. 

All the plants were kind of the forgotten 
original generation that could walk and 

move... they move when we were walking 
and so none of them were hurt with our 

steps... all the things were full of beauty and 
continuity. Gradually the sound of ocean 

was heard, but it was heard from all sides 
and we could not find out the way of going 

toward the ocean from listening to the 
sound, so we stayed there to look around 
more carefully, maybe we could find some 

other signs and continue our way. I was 
staring to the wonderful clear sky and the 
sun that was shining there... I felt I was 

really so very light and I'm hovering in the 
sky... I was trolling in the sky...I felt I'm 
vacant from all the things and a pure 
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RealLuv to something that I don’t know. 
There was a sincere deep feelings made a 
unique Real Dance from the purity of the 
nature in the sky for me... something that 

makes a very high vibration that only a Real 
place could stand. As I was enjoying that 
fine feelings I heard a voice that was a 
conversation between Kian and a giant 

butterfly... actually in the time I was flying 
and dancing in the sky, Kian was discovering 
things around to find the way and met that 

butterfly... it was telling that, from this place 
the only way of finding the way to the ocean 
is to follow the smell of the flowers! It told in 

each area special flowers are growing and 
to the ocean, you have to follow in order, the 

smell of the Roz, orchids, narcissus and 
cops... this was a wonderful way to address 
what made a laugh for us. Anyway, we went 

and we were following the smell of the 
flowers... you know until now I never did 
something like this to find a place. As we 
were laughing and flying over the lands, 

little by little the ocean appeared from afar... 
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the wonderful sound of the waves were 
heavily attracted me... my heart was going 
to the mysteries of the ocean and waves as 

we went closer we could see 3 shining 
bodies in the sky over the ocean... Kian said 
wow, that is Rebazar, Duane and Eva there! 
We hug them and descend to the shore... a 

very big crab was sitting there on the sands 
and Rebazar told he is one of the oldest 

crabs and he was saying something about 
their fictions and history that moved from a 
generation to next one... he told it would be 
fun for you two to listen to him but for now 

I'm going to show you something else... then 
all of us were walking in that shining beach. 
The sands were moving with our steps and 

this made an infantile feeling for me to 
running and playing there... I luved to run in 

that beach and laugh and in this way 
express my happiness to being there. 
Anyhow, we arrived to a very amazing 

place... in that place many many beams of 
light were coming from the sky to the 

ground and a person was doing something 
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wonderful there... he was filling some 
shining pens with that beams of light, 

actually he was using the light instead of ink 
for that pens and he told they are colorful 

shining unique pens of Duane and laughed. 
When I looked around I saw there was a 

place like a library, but not a usual library... 
actually the place was full of colorful 

shining books all by Duane... I wondered and 
told wow, so here is the source place and 

maybe he is writing his amazing books 
here... all the time I was telling with myself 

how creative is he with choosing the 
wonderful titles and writing the books... then 
Rebazar told there are some Real Pens that 
we are filling them with the RealLight and 

only a Real Pure person can write with 
them... and you know that Duane is writing 

wonderfully with them... actually all the 
books and the titles were shining so brightly 
there. I could call that place as a wonderful 

bright big library Duane has made and is 
developing everyday... then Rebazar told this 
writing are shaking the earth and suddenly 
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Duane started to laugh and all of us did 
too... I actually luv to visit that wonderful 
place again and read Duane's book there 
instead of here... as Rebazar told they are 
Really Pure amazing writing like no other 

and he is doing Really Really wonderfully... 
We had some other conversations there too, 
but because it will become so long maybe I 
will share them later... Actually, of course it 

was much more but I could not explain in 
English. Miss S on earth.  

Last night in The Real UNUverses I had a 
meeting with Gopal Das, which was really 

amazing and wonderful. Gopal Das 
welcomed me in The Real UNUverses with 

the greatest intimacy ever and hugged me. I 
was so absorbed in his presence and his 

penetrating look which  
pierced deep into My Being and touched all 

my illuminated particles. Then without 
opening his lips he started to talk to me 

telepathically like this... “My son, the most 
important principle toward reaching 
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RealTruth is the awakening of The RealTruth 
Recognition, so that YU can Recognize what 

is Real from what is not Real, and this is 
possible only when YU are aware of THE IS 
ALL THE TIME as YU live in THE IS. My son, 

although ME and DU, which is Duane's 
RealName with THE ALLIS, we are similar to 
each other physically and YU can Recognize 
US from each other on The RealSide, and YU 

know why? And I was looking at him in 
wonder he continued...“Because at that 

moment YU are being present in The RealU 
who never makes a mistake. The RealGuides 
are about to educate YU and all the people 

who want to open their hearts to The 
TruReality and how to eternally position 

themselves in The RealSelf. Achieving this 
position requires your efforts and all the 

efforts of those who will step up, so that YU 
can position YourSelf in The RealU and rein 

ver your literal self and be present as a 
RealTruth. Build your house in The NOW and 
accommodate YourSelf in it. My son, do YU 
remember that fun experience of yours with 
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Rebazar Tarzs?” I knew which experience he 
was referring to, as I was there with 

Rebazar and he took me to a place where 
there was a huge clock and he told me to 

look closely to the second-hand which was a 
couple of meters long and I was focused on 
it all the time. Rebazar told me, ”YU should 
smile to the Reality each and every moment 
and open your heart to it,” actually he was 
referring to BE PRESENT in THE MOMENT 
NOW. I took a glance to that Grand Being 

and said:” Yes I totally remember that 
experience”, as he continued:” The lower 

self is an imitation of The RealSelf, and the 
lower worlds are imitations of The Real 

UNUverses. The Gods and Kontrollers of the 
PsycRealms have setup a show of non-
Reality instead of a TruReality, so that 

everybody peers into the screen of their 
drama and keeps themselves out of The 
RealTruth. All of this is depended on the 
choice of each Utun, and whether it is 
deceived by this the created fronts and 
illusions and closes their eyes to The 
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TruReality or looks to the TruReality LifeIS.” 
And his words were more than this, but I can 
only remember so much. Then he took me to 
a wonderful place in The Real UNUverses in 
order to show me what he meant. It was a 

wondrous real place and some of The 
RealGuides were there. At the front line was 

Duane, and he was standing with Rebazar 
Tarzs, Fubbi Quantz and other Shiny Beings 
in the form of PurLight. Gopal Das began to 

say, “My son, Duane with his plentiful efforts 
has chosen to stand at the front line of The 

Real UNUverses for The NUWorldwide 
Awakening. He is the chooser, as well as 
The Chosen One by The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS. This is why The RealGuides and 
The indescribable Real Beings, The Silent 

Ones, back him Totally. I was in awe at 
listening to what Gopal Das was saying and 
from time to time took a glimpse at Duane 
and again watched him and I was telling 

myself, ”WOW.... What a magnificent 
resemblance!!!” The scene changed with 

Gopal Das and had made a delicate shift and 
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as soon as I opened my eyes again I found 
myself in a wonderful place near a brilliant 

ocean. A couple of meters ahead Paul 
Twitchell was standing in front of the ocean 
with the SUN Shining and was he staring at 
somebody in the ocean. “WOOOOOOOOW, I 
thought... then my attention was grabbed to 

The Real OCEAN... WOW..... I could See 
Duane surfing on the waves of The Real 

Ocean... Everything was golden, the ocean, 
the sun, DU, and even his surfing board ... 
this was one of my many journeys in The 

Real UNUverses with Rebazar, Gopal, Paul 
and Duane. Mr. K on earth.  

Both of these RealSide Experiences were 
edited translations from people who are 

learning English. The first one from Miss S, 
was not as edited, because I like the way 

she speaks and writes. The young innocence 
of these people is so precious! It is always 
my privilege to know these people who are 
Singing The NU~U and Sharing their own 

experienced for others to learn from. There 
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will be more and more people stepping 
forward and Sharing with US what they are 

learning from Rebazar Tarzs and The 
RealGuides. What we are presenting is 

eventually for Everyone. Most of this world 
is not ready at this time with what we 

presenting, and at the same time they are 
missing a lot, because there is only so much 
time left to understand and learn what we 

are doing for this world. To most, we are just 
another 'new idea' in the business world. 

Those who Sincerely Test The NU~U 
Sessions See Beyond what this world has 

created for itself. You can do this!  

SEEING IS not Believing 

"Seeing with Your Eyes is one way to learn 
something here, but SEEING with Your 

RealAwareniss is to SEE Beyond how this 
Passing Dream 'appears' to be. You are The 
Decider and The Experiencer while you are 
here, and there is so much more to this life 
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than you can imagine, but YU, The RealU 
must Take The Risk to find out. You will 

never know until YU Test The NU~U 
Sessions and Watch Your DreamVisions... 

Have Fun! 

Seeing is not what it Seems  
There is an Old Saying... “Seeing is 

Believing” This is a rumor that was started 
by the KEK Systems Deceptors to get 

people to 'believe' in something according to 
Them. The 'idea' of any belief is nothing 
more than a superstition, because ALL 

LifeIS an ISNIS. When we 'see' something 
with our Physical Eyes, we are seeing 

'something' in Creation. We have all been 
taught that Creation is the 'ultimate' and 

that what we are experiencing on the earth 
is what Life is and all there is. This is 

understandable, because of the limitations 
of the Physical Senses. I was raised with the 

ideas of 'belief' and other such things, but 
thru my process of deciding to explore and 

discover more, I have!  
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When we 'see' something with our Physical 
Eyes, we are seeing the animation of the 
creation the body, mind and sense are in. 

Science, that 'invented idea' to discover the 
real cause of Life, is always trying to 

discover what it really cannot. Certain 
people are having fun trying to figure out 

this Created Life in Creation with what they 
are using in this arena that is self-limiting, 
that of the mind and senses. Everything on 
the earth has been created from the dirt we 

walk on, and then it is formed into 
'something' to make it 'look' a certain way. 
Do you take any time from your daily life to 

scratch through the ground to try and figure 
out your life here? It would seem funny to do 
so, but this is what the Scientific Community 

and others are always doing. They are 
'Thinking' that thru some 'process' they will 
discover the Secret of Life. If they cannot 

find the answers they want in the dirt, they 
look to the bottom of the seas or into outer 
space to chase more rocks, and all of what 
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they are doing 'looks' so official. The earth 
is in the radical demise it is, because the 

'answer' to Life is not found anywhere here.  
This world is Kompletely Kontrolled by the 

Kalaum God and his many Earthly 
Kontrollers (EK). They are not interested in 
letting people know about The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS. The Masses are to Blindly 
Worship and Pray to the Space Gods and be 
subservient to those who rule this planet. 
YU, The RealU have been here for many 

thousands of lifetimes and slaving to your 9 
to 5 job for the KEK Systems. Test The 

NU~U Sessions & Free YourSelf from this 
place!  

NO TAPLINING PLEASE (NTP) 

'On the outer, which is your physical life, 
things are not as they appear. When people 
are prayed for and given 'blessings' many 

times these are actually TapLines into your 
Astral Body and in Your Dreams. The person 

on stage can look good in their suit and 
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robe, but I suggest to 'look' behind the 
curtain to See who is pulling the strings. 
Test The NU~U Sessions and Watch Your 
DreamVisions and Life will Show YU, The 

RealU What IS Real Now with RealGuidance. 
Take The Risk and Do Something NU for YU! 

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO PRAY FOR ME  
We have all been brought up in some way as 

to have prayer or blessings as part of our 
life. These 'ideas' do work to a certain point, 

but LifeIS Bigger. With the KEK Systems, 
these ideas are mainly Kontrol factors that 
'seem' to be necessary, but have actually 

become TapLining in their way. Prayer, 
worshiping, blessings and such ideas and 

things are mainly Emotional Attachments to 
the 'ideas' and are used as Marketing Ploy. 

When you see the Pope on his balcony giving 
'blessings' to the crowd, he is actually 

TapLining them, because he is a Reptilian 
Agent of the Kalaum God. It would 'seem' 
that what he is doing is for the good of all, 
but it is really for the good of himself and 
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what he can get from everyone. The Ratican 
Kontrols this planet and they use the United 

States and other countries to Kontrol and 
deceive everyone. This world is not at all 
what it seems and those in Kontrol use 

every means they can to get people to Agree 
to what they want from everyone. The 

Biggest Deceptive Dictating Deceivers are 
the politician poopheads, religious rascals 

and the spiritual schmucks.  

The 'idea' is always to give a blessing to 
someone or pray for them, which does make 

sense, but then there are those so-called 
blessings and prayers that are actually 
TapLines. One such KEK organization is 

EkonKon with master Harry as stage master 
and his Faithful wife, Kronee Joanny the 

Reptilian. Harry likes to give his 
unsuspecting and TapLining 'may the 

blessings be' routine to his Dumbed Down 
Audience, who becomes very willing to 

continually pay for his 'pretty words.' When 
his membershrimps give out the same MTBB 
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idea, they are psychic channels for Reptilian 
Joanny, so SHE can TapLine them and 

others in their dreams. This is been going on 
for more than thirty years, but most of the 

hypnotized members have not caught on yet, 
but they do have ailments and cancers from 
all the TapLining, thinking that their 'fake' 

initiations will be some kind of cure, when in 
fact the Komputerized pink slips have 

become a Kurse. These people do not look 
to the RealSide and their DreamVisions and 

Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell. I have 
created something fun, and that is the NTP 
idea which means, 'NO TAPLINING PLEASE' 

when they give their Reptilian Alien 
Blessings. Have fun 'following' your 

TapLining masters.  

TAPLINING WITH THE LIVING GEEK 
MASTER 

"THE NUWAY IS... THIS IS REAL NOW! The 
Old Cow Paths are with tradition, 

restrictions, rules and regulations, 
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ceremonies, rituals, worshiping and praying 
and so much more. What a world... What a 
mess! When you Become MoreAware and 
WakeUp, you will be able to Free YourSelf 

from the Kontrol of the KEK Systems, unless 
you want to stay here and deal with more 
lifetimes of an even worse environment in 

the future. YU, The RealU can learn to 
Recognize THE ISNIS LifeIS and have 

RealFreedom Now! 
Watch Your DreamVisions for the Old GEEK 
master and his Reptilian wife, they like to 

TapLine the unaware in their ASStral Bodies 
as they sleep! 

LifeLevels and RealGuidance 

"There is so much more to the life we have 
while we are here, but YU, The RealU must 

BE The Real RiskTaker to discover what 
most people will not. The Deceptive 

Dictators of the KEK Systems have already 
decided that you are their slave and support 
for more unconscious lifetimes on this earth. 
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We are providing a WorldWide WakeUp for 
Everyone, and this is Your Real Opportunity 

to Become MoreAware and have 
RealFreedom Now! Read this NUBook and 

Test The NU~U Sessions. You will have 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like 
never before. Take The Risk and Free 

YourSelf! 

THE LEVELS LIFEIS 
When we are born on this planet from other 

lifetimes we usually do 
not remember, so when we enter this life we 

have already forgotten 
there is more to Life than just the earth 

alone. The TruReality LifeIS, 
IS an ISNIS, and to Recognize The Totalniss 

LifeIS is a Huge Journey. 
So, it is best to start with baby steps and 

learn about the differences 
with all The Levels LifeIS. There really are 

no 'levels' as people may 
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'Think' because ALL of LifeIS an ISNIS. But 
while we are in Creation 

and what is termed as the PsycRealms, it is 
easier for us to work with 

the pieces that the mind likes to play with 
until we can get a BetterVU 

of The Whole of Life. The Five Bodies, YU, 
The RealU occupies with 

Your RealAwareniss, has its place in so 
many ways to eventually help 

YU See and Compare what you are 
experiencing here. This is where 

it takes thousands and millions of bodily 
lifetimes to finally come to the 

point of meeting The RealGuides to where 
they introduce YU to The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. From all the 
struggling you have been 

thru, YU are Now finally ready to Recognize 
how LifeIS from all the 

distortion, deception and Kontrol that you 
have come here to know. 

It does seem funny, but all the distortion 
that takes place in Creation, 
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whether it is from The Natural Environment 
in the PsycRealms or from 

our own creations, it is all a necessary part 
as a step-by-step process 

to always Better Recognize THE ALLIS. 
According to the Standard 

Social Systems, what I am referring to does 
not make any sense, 

because of what is considered on this world 
to 'supposedly' make 

some kind of sense. Death and Destruction 
are very common here 

and are so Agreed to, which seems to make 
sense to a lot of people. 

We are here to WakeUp from The Passing 
Dream that we have taken 

part in while we are trying to figure out who 
we really are. THE ISNIS 

LifeIS IS Unique ALL ITS Own. IT, THE ALLIS, 
has designed Creation 

in a way that everything that we experience 
in whatever part of Life we 

are in Makes Perfect Sense when we have a 
TRUVU. The RealVU 
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we are looking for is that of a FreeBeing of 
RealLight. On this world of 

Created Distortions, finding the best 
reference material to equal the 

journey we decide is not easy. There are so 
many different ways to 

See and interpret what we are supposedly 
after to accomplish and 

what we consider to be a freedom, and 
especially a RealFreedom. 

Level One... is the Physical Realm with the 
RoundWorlds, planets 

and stars, which are actually rocks in a 
black space. While standing 

on the earth and looking up to the sky, 
which is really an atmosphere, 

most people do not realize or consider the 
simple fact they are floating 

in a seemingly endless blackness. While on 
earth, those who 'seem' 

to be smarter than others have decided they 
know more and what is 

best for others, so they have come up with a 
lot of interesting ideas, 
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and over the centuries have persuaded, by 
force and even death, that 

what they have created should be Agreed to. 
And so the unaware and 

Kontrolled people on this planet have been 
seduced into 'believing' in 

something that is a fallacy, such as the 
Space Gods up there beyond 

the clouds somewhere. The blue sky is a 
great beauty and the clouds 

that float by and are wonderful to watch, but 
above them is nothing but 

darkness. Hmm... where are the Gods? It all 
sounds fun what has 

been created here and every person can 
decide whatever they like. It 

does not matter what is being decided 
according to what has been 

decided, because almost everyone keeps 
Agreeing to the destruction 

of The ALLNatural Environment, so what will 
be left when it is gone? 

It is not that hard to figure this Physical 
Level, because we have all 
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been here so many times before. This is the 
world of 'appearances' 

and what is seen will soon be gone. A 
lifetime here is but a 'wisp' in 

the wind. Those who hold their lifestyle here 
to be more precious than 

discovering Your RealAwareniss, will stay 
lost in their Passing Dream 

until they decide to See Beyond what has 
been created here that has 

nothing to do with The Whole of Life. The 
KEK Systems will always 

try and pull as many people back into a body 
here for their Support 

Systems of Suppression, and use every 
means they can to have YU, 

The RealU 'believe' that there is nothing 
more to Life than what they 

have created and decided on the earth for 
YU to stay TapLined with. 

This is why The RealGuides have chosen 
THE NUMAN to write The 

Best Reference, The SuperKnowledge of 
THE ALLIS, so that YU can 
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totally understand what you are going thru 
and finally Free YourSelf! 

Level Two... is the Astral Realm and worlds, 
the First Heaven of Man. 

This is the Happy Hunting Grounds and 
Paradise with many of the 

invented religions on the earth. It is here 
that each one of us already 

have an Astral Body like the Physical Body. 
This area of Life is more 

into the sensations that we experience on 
the material worlds. Most 

people have a lot of Karmic TapLining to 
this area, especially with the 

Lower Astral Realm and arena. It is here 
that a person mainly 

experiences their 'dreams' at night while the 
body is asleep. The 

RealU, The RealAwareniss simply transfers 
itself into another position, 

like getting out of one car and into another. 
The 'love' idea is mainly 

from this realm as a person is embraced 
with feelings and emotions. 
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The Physical Realm and Astral Realm go 
rather hand in hand, and for 

the most part, the Utun keeps moving back 
and forth between these 

areas for thousands of lifetimes. The higher 
planes and levels, which 

there are hundreds here, are like heavens 
with such great beauty and 

no pollution like on the earth. There is a 
GovernorGod here who 

many 'Think' is the ultimate. Just like on the 
earth with the Politicians 

and Religious Kontrollers, the Gods of Man 
like to fool people into 

'Thinking' they are who they are not. 
Because the human body and 

mind are so very limited with its ability to 
Recognize past itself, it is 

easier for people to Agree with the 
Marketing Ploy of 'belief' that was 

originally created and is always used to 
Kontrol people from the Belief 

Systems. Most people are actually easier 
TapLined to the lower parts 
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of the Astral Worlds than to the higher parts. 
The Astral Realm is 

another 'Place in Life' and is not The Real 
UNUverses of THE ALLIS. 

Level Three... is what has been termed as 
the Causal Realm. This is 

where the pastlife Akashic Records are kept 
with the Memory Body 

we each have. The Real Records of all our 
lifetimes are in The 

UNUversal Files in The Real UNUverses. 
This Third Level and the 

Astral Realm are the areas most Psychic's 
work from. They speak to 

the supposed 'dead' and provide a 
communication for the supposed 

'living' on earth and other RoundWorlds. It is 
rather humorous that 

people 'Think' they can speak with the dead. 
This Level is another 

Heaven of the Gods, and there are many 
gods here according to the 

religion one belongs to. This region is a 
beautiful place to reside in. 
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Level Four... This is the Mental Realm and 
Worlds where YU have a 

vehicle that YU relate to as Your Mind. The 
mind is nothing more than 

a computer that stores data known as Your 
Experiences from lifetime 

to lifetime. The RealU develops a new mind 
and body each lifetime 

as another episode of adventure as YU 
decide Your Journey with Life. 

As you develop yourself each lifetime, you 
must also deal with what 

others decide, and by doing so, you many 
times postpone Your 

Journey to moreso Recognize The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. For 

the most part, each lifetime you have been 
educated and told that the 

Gods of Man created you, and that you are 
to worship and pray to 

them. You have been intimidated and even 
tortured for lifetimes so 

that you will bow to the will of the KEK 
Systems who supposedly have 
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contact with these gods. In a way they do, 
but not really. The 

Authoritarians and Brutalitarians do have a 
direct contact with the 

Reptilian Aliens TapLiners that fasten 
themselves to people's Astral 

Bodies and suck on them until they are 
diseased or dead. The Gods 

of Man from the Astral Realm on up into this 
Mental Realm like to 

watch the little people on earth and other 
dark worlds being used as 

slaves, because the gods rule over the 
PsycRealms and all those who 

are in Creation. There are the 'good times' 
on the earth and some 

people can get to the Mental Realm, which 
is the Second Heaven of 

Man. There are many heavens like the 'Many 
Mansions' that have 

been mentioned in Religious Scriptures. The 
Mental Worlds are a 

vast and beautiful realm of so many regions 
that it would take untold 
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lifetimes to realize and discover them. The 
Kalaum God Ruler here is 

the 'Superior God' of all politics, religions, 
spiritual paths and scientific 

discoveries. He is only interested in what 
best suites him. This is why 

in the Bible he refers to himself as a 
'Jealous God' that the little people 

are to fear. Fear is the 'god binding force' of 
the mind and emotions! 

On earth and so many of the RokWorlds in 
time and space, the 'god' 

idea is everywhere, because those in 
Kontrol use this idea to Kontrol 

others. The Deceptive Dictators bow and 
kneel to the Space Gods 

and want everyone else to do the same. 
Creation is an interesting 

place and process all of us go thru and some 
people make it out of 

this Mind Kontrol Matrix and most do not. It 
is a Choice you will make! 

Level Five... is the Etheric Realm and the 
intuitive body we each have 
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as a storehouse with the subconscious. 
Throughout all the various 

PsycRealms there are different sounds and 
light patterns that we can 

experience as a reflection from The Real 
UNUverses. This is a 

wondrous place and so different from the 
dark and dirty earth. When 

YU reach this Level with Your 
RealAwareniss, YU, The RealU finally 

drops all the Five Bodies and experiences 
YURSelf, A Free Being of 

RealLight. As you Sing The NU~U Sessions 
and learn to have a 

RealFocus with THE ALLIS, YU will Become 
MoreAware of this Level 

and all the other ones until YU are finally 
ready to enter The Seventh 

LifeLevel of THE IS. There are those who 
have learned the Powers of 

the Mind from this Level, and they have to 
deal with how they use 

their powers. There is a lot of deception on 
the earth from those who 
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play around with this subconscious arena. 
Most people who are into 

the PsycSciences do not understand the 
workings of this Upper Mind. 

Level Six is The Deep Dark Border... This is a 
vast area that 

surrounds the PsycRealms and must first be 
experienced before 

entering The LifeLevels of THE IS. To some, 
it 'appears' as the end of 

Life with Creation as we have known it, but 
this Level is the actual 

start of a NUAdventure that is greater than 
anything on the earth. 

From here we are ready to BE The Real 
RiskTaker and See Beyond 

all of Creation and finally step into The 
RealLight LifeIS from the dark. 

LifeLevel Seven The Real UNUverses... This 
IS a RealLife and a 

RealPosition with The TruReality, THE 
ALLIS, The TruHeaven that YU 

have always been searching for. It is not that 
we need to seek this 
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Wondrous LifeLevel, but moreso Recognize 
this RealPosition. It is 

only here that YU have a Perfect Form as a 
Being of Light. Here is 

where The Real Fountain of Youth IS. With 
RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation YU will eventually Recognize 
The Seventh LifeLevel. 

In 'The AdventurIS Series' of NUBooks I have 
written, I go over this 

LifeLevel and the others in more detail. From 
here into the next 

LifeLevels of 8,9,10,11&12, are invisible 
ALLAliveniss RealPositions of 

PerSeeving. There are no Real Descriptions 
of these RealPositions 

until YU experience these LifeLevels for 
YURSelf. In the Physical 

Sense, what most people experience as they 
leave their body or do 

something transcendental, they experience 
the Astral Light from the 

second level, which most people mistake for 
The RealLight of THE IS. 
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The Old Masters and Gurus and their 
initiations... In the past, 

those who were with a religious or spiritual 
path received what is 

known as an 'initiation' for their dedication 
and service, which makes 

sense. The 'initiation' was to have more than 
just the meaning of a 

title for the one receiving it. The 'initiation' 
into something depends 

upon the teaching and path and the person 
giving the 'initiation' 

moreso than the 'sound-good idea' of it. I 
personally received many 

initiations from Rebazar Tarzs and Paul 
Twitchell when they meant 

something. Today, those who 'were' with 
The RealGuides who claim 

to be masters, such as TapLining Harry 
Klump and his Reptilian wife 

Kronee Joanny, give out their Komputer 
initiation slips that have no 

real value, because The RealGuides and Life 
ITSelf do not back them 
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up. I always refer people to The RealSide 
LifeIS, and to Sing The 

NU~U and contact Rebazar & Paul, then ask 
them What IS Real Now. 

In Your DreamVisions, YU, The RealU will be 
shown that the days of 

masters and gurus are gone. I have laid out 
the first Six Levels in the 

Psychic Realms and The Seventh LifeLevel 
to the Twelfth LifeLevel. 

From The Seventh to The Twelfth, YU have a 
RealLife, and in the 

Psychic Realms YU have a 'simulated' life. 
Most of the initiations from 

masters and gurus are TapLining to the 
Lower Astral Realm and the 

Reptilians who own the earth. With The 
NUNowniss of THE ALLIS, 

those who Sincerely Sing The NU~U 
Sessions and Become Real 

RiskTakers, they will be shown in their 
DreamVisions what Level or 

LifeLevel they have earned with their 
Journey to RealFreedom. All of 
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this takes time and to have RealExperiences 
in Your DreamVisions. 

LifeIS AlwaysNU Now! This IS Real and will 
always be so, no matter 

what is created on the earth. The 
NUPresentation I have created is a 

'reference and a hint' as to what is possible 
for Everyone. The Real 

Guides stand with THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN. The HU, OM, Amen 

and other such words have no RealValue, 
except as TapLining to the 

Reptilians who enslave people for lifetimes. 
You Decide Your Life! 

TAPLINING Moooing and Huuuing 

HU and MO (OM) are TAPLINING TO YOU! I 
know what you are thinking... You are 
'Thinking' that by using the Kontrolling 

Korporation Kult Chanting of HU and OM, 
you are becoming more 'spiritual,' and yes 

you are... right into the Lower ASStral Realm 
where YU, The RealU is being TapLined by 
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the Reptilian Aliens! You have been taught to 
Worship and Pray to the Gods of Man, but 
you really do not know who they are, do 
you? Not at all! You 'Think' they are your 

friend, just like the Authoritarians tell you 
they are your friend and what they are doing 
to the earth is for your own good. WAKEUP! 
You have the advantage here of Seeing and 
Recognizing Your RealExperiences in Your 
DreamVisions. 'Let Life Show You... YU Are 

The Answer!' Test The NU~U Now and 
WakeUp to NUWorlds and Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom like never before. LifeIS 
AlwaysNU and Never Old. TapLining is a way 

of life for the KEK Systems and YU are 
Dinner! 

Hu and Mo (oM) are TAPLINES  

Ancient PoliticalReligious Kults, the KEK 
Systems, have been mainly based upon the 

words of Hu and Mo (oM). These 'words' 
have served their purpose to keep the 

masses (cattle) in line for the Deceptive 
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Dictators of the earth, but with The 
Wonderful WorldWide WakeUp that We 

provide, everyone can Now Free Themselves 
by Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, of all 
the TapLining the KEK Systems have done 
to Everyone for untold lifetimes. YU, The 

RealU can Now WakeUp from the Bad Dream 
of this Purposely Poisoned Planet and what 
the Reptilian Aliens are doing to Everyone. 

With ChemTrails, GMO TechFood, Lethal 
Vaccines, Legal Drugs, HAARP Microwaves 
and so much more, you and everyone you 
know is being dowsed on a daily basis. If 
you have Children, they are the future and 

what they will be living with Now will be so 
much worse! The old words of Hu and oM no 
longer work as anything beneficial, because 
the Reptilians in the Astral Realm down to 
the physical Realm have taken them over.  
Those who Worship and Pray to their gods 
are giving them Agreement to be TapLined. 

The Gods of Man are the same as the 
Authoritarians on the earth with all their 

Deceptive Dictatorship! With The NU~U, we 
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show you how to Free YourSelf from the 
TapLining Aliens, because they are in Your 
Dreams at night when you are not aware. 
From the Pope, to the Presidents, to the 
Kings and Queens, to the Masters and 
Gurus, they are all TapLining You and 

Everyone. Simply Sing The NU~U Sessions 
and YU will have RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation from Rebazar Tarzs & The 
Real UNUversal Guides. As YU begin to have 
RealExperiences with The RealGuides, you 

can Step Up and Share Your RealSide 
Experiences with US. WE are Here For YU, 
as Free Beings of RealLight. WE ALL Stand 

Equal as Free Beings! YU will be shown your 
TapLines as YU Sing The NU~U and Pay 

Attention to Your DreamVisions. This world 
is in a very desperate situation with the 

Nuclear Power Plant of Fukushima, Japan, 
still spewing out toxic chemical waste for 

more than four years all over 'YOUR 
OCEANS!' YU can WakeUp Now and be a 

part of this Wonderful WorldWide WakeUp 
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for ALL. This IS Your Opportunity to make a 
Better Choice!  

HUMAN FARMING 

"The Earth is a Prison Planet Kontrolled by 
Reptilian Alien Politicians and their 

Religious Sacrificial Regimes of Worshiping 
and Prayer. This is so Evident with what has 

taken place for centuries with those who 
have supported the KEK Systems. A 

WorldWide WakeUp is Happening Now! 
WATCH THIS VIDEO TO START YOUR 

JOURNEY BEYOND THIS HUMAN PRISON 
WORLD... https://youtu.be/Xbp6umQT58A 

PLANET OF HUMAN FARMING  
Are You sometimes thought of as a 'Space 
Case' with you friends and family, because 

You See what they do not or are not 
interested to See what You do? Are You 

Seeing things that are already taking place 
with this world and trying to tell others what 
You know and See, but they are not Seeing 
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what You are sharing, and so from all this 
they See You as a Space Case or Conspiracy 
Theorist? Well, You are not alone, as there 
are millions into billions that are Waking Up 
to what has been Kreated to Deceive ALL of 

US. It's Okay to Be Real with what You 
know, because it is Happening Now, and no 
matter what people 'Think' about this world, 
it is all still happening! What is taking place 
now will only keep getting worse and even 

moreso into the future until this planet is so 
poisoned that no one can live here! This can 
all be different as people WakeUp and stop 

Agreeing with all the Deception that is 
marketed to them. The KEK Systems have 

Kreated the idea that those who are Seeing 
what is really taking place here are labeled 
as 'Conspiracy Theorists.' You and others 
can 'pretend' that this world is not being 
Purposely Poisoned and Polluted, but it is 

still happening, because those who rule this 
planet want less people on it!  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW... HUMANS ARE 
KATTLE  

The REPSystems are... Religious, 
Educational, Political and Scientific Social 
Technology. These are the Reptilian Rulers 

who have Kreated all the Restriction on 
earth since they first came here. They have 

also Kreated the 'LA LA Land' that many 
people like, love, and also hate, such as 

Disneyland, Movie Stars, NASA, Fukushima 
Earthquake and many others, One World 
Order Governments, the Federal Reserve 

Monetary System, and I could go on and on, 
as these are only a very few Deceptions that 
have been setup to fool everyone. They have 

taken over the Business World with Wall 
Street and Kontrol the Stock Markets all 

over the planet and make the markets go up 
and dow. The Democracy 'idea' is a fallacy 
they Kreated to Kontrol the masses into 

'Thinking' that people have a choice when 
they really do not. Everything is Kontrolled 
and Manipulated to 'look' like what people 
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'Think' is normal, or what their idea of 
normal is. If You are a Space Case, then You 

have taken the First Step into Waking Up 
and there are a lot more steps, but You must 

have the courage to move forward!  

ARE YOU A SPACE CASE? 

"Being the so-called 'Odd Ball' is very 
common in my life, because I very seldom 

Agree to all the Deception and Restrictions 
that most people do Agree to. The Unaware 
Masses like their Manufactured LA LA Land 
ideas they are living from lifetime to lifetime 

and being the Effect of everything. 

SPACE CASES ARE WAKING UP  

Are You sometimes thought of as a 'Space 
Case' with you friends and family, because 

You See what they do not or are not 
interested to See what You do? Are You 

Seeing things that are already taking place 
with this world and trying to tell others what 
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You know and See, but they are not Seeing 
what You are sharing, and so from all this 

they See You as a Space Case or Conspiracy 
Theorist? Well, You are not alone, as there 
are millions into billions that are Waking Up 
to what has been Kreated to Deceive ALL of 

US. It's Okay to Be Real with what You 
know, because it is Happening Now, and no 
matter what people 'Think' about this world, 
it is all still happening! What is taking place 
now will only keep getting worse and even 

moreso into the future until this planet is so 
poisoned that no one can live here! This can 
all be different as people WakeUp and stop 

Agreeing with all the Deception that is 
marketed to them. The KEK Systems have 

Kreated the idea that those who are Seeing 
what is really taking place here are labeled 
as 'Conspiracy Theorists.' You and others 
can 'pretend' that this world is not being 
Purposely Poisoned and Polluted, but it is 

still happening, because those who rule this 
planet want less people on it!  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

The REPSystems are... Religious, 
Educational, Political and Scientific Social 
Technology. These are the Reptilian Rulers 

who have Kreated all the Restriction on 
earth since they first came here. They have 

also Kreated the 'LA LA Land' that many 
people like, love, and also hate, such as 

Disneyland, Movie Stars, NASA, Fukushima 
Earthquake and many others, One World 
Order Governments, the Federal Reserve 

Monetary System, and I could go on and on, 
as these are only a very few Deceptions that 
have been setup to fool everyone. They have 

taken over the Business World with Wall 
Street and Kontrol the Stock Markets all 

over the planet and make the markets go up 
and dow. The Democracy 'idea' is a fallacy 
they Kreated to Kontrol the masses into 

'Thinking' that people have a choice when 
they really do not. Everything is Kontrolled 
and Manipulated to 'look' like what people 

'Think' is normal, or what their idea of 
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normal is. If You are a Space Case, then You 
have taken the First Step into Waking Up 

and there are a lot more steps, but You must 
have the courage to move forward!  

Tesla is on The RealSide LifeIS in Your 
DreamVisions 

There have been so many Wonderful People 
who have contributed to the benefit of 

everyone, those who See from Their Heart 
while they are living here instead of using 
their head and what they can get from this 

world and others. Nikola Tesla is one of 
those exceptional individuals that has 

woken up to the fact that there is more to 
Life than just going after and getting what 
the Personal Self wants to fulfill its desires 
with. Tesla soon discovered what already 

exists with what is termed Creation and The 
ALLNatural Environment and did not harm 
what supports ALL of US. LifeIS NUNow!  
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YOU CAN MEET NIKOLA TESLA  

There have been so many Wonderful People 
who have contributed to the benefit of 

everyone, those who See from Their Heart 
while they are living here instead of using 
their head and what they can get from this 
world and others. Most people have been 
purposely taught by the existing political, 
religious and educational systems to be 

Restricted without the fact of them 
Recognizing this. It would seem that what 
has been created as the ideas of so-called 

great societies is nothing more than Planned 
Restrictions and Kontrol for those who 

mainly work the hardest and support the 
system for the benefit of others. Nikola 

Tesla is one of those exceptional individuals 
that has woken up to the fact that there is 

more to Life than just going after and getting 
what the Personal Self wants to fulfill its 
desires with. Tesla soon discovered what 

already exists with what is termed Creation 
and The ALLNatural Environment and did not 
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harm what supports ALL of US. During 
Tesla's time, Edison tried to discourage 
people from agreeing to what Tesla was 

presenting, because Edison was tied to JP 
Morgan and the International Bankers who 
Kontrol the masses with harmful electricity 
and Microwaves that destroy everything as 

seen today.  

The NUPresentation Foundation, an 
ALLHumanitarian Community Organization 
was created to provide a Real Service for 

ALL. As a Writer and Journalis, I am simply 
'Reporting The News' as to what is really 

taking place on the earth Right Now. You as 
the Reader can Test The NU~U Sessions and 
actually meet Tesla on The RealSide LifeIS, 
or you can keep 'Thinking' that you are the 
'product' of society and do not 'believe' or 

accept what I am sharing with you. You will 
always decide Your Restrictions or decide to 
give them up and have a RealLife Now. Most 

people will hold to religious and spiritual 
'beliefs' which are nothing more than ideas 
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people have become used to over lifetimes 
and are now labeled as Tradition. I already 
know Tesla and many others like him and 

those who are even so much greater on the 
RealSide LifeIS. You and everyone else can 
have this same advantage if you will Take 

The Risk and Explore beyond what you have 
always known, or stay the same and then 
you will never know. I suggest to Read this 

NUBook and get on with Your 
RealAdventure!  

YOUR REALPURPOSE 

"YU, The RealU, is in Creation to WakeUp 
and discover Your RealPurpose. While YU 

are here, You, the personal You, the part YU 
created (Bill, Bob, Sue, Sally, etc) is going 
thru many experiences to try and figure 

itself out. The created part of YU is needed 
to assist The RealU into eventually Seeing 

Beyond Creation and into The Real 
UNUverses of THE ALLIS. What I am 
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referring to here is not common language or 
knowledge, as you have been taught to be 
one-dimensional and Kontrolled and 'Think' 

that the life you are living here is all there is. 
While you are here your purpose is to 

survive all the lifetimes you must go thru to 
WakeUp. Eventually, you will meet with The 
Real UNUversal Guides when you are ready 

to take Your Journey to RealFreedom beyond 
Creation. In the meantime, you must figure 
out and take on the challenge of who you 
really are and also learning to Recognize 

THE ALLIS, or you will continue to stay lost 
in The Matrix of Creation. When YU discover 

Your RealPurpose with The Whole of Life, 
moreso than just your little personal life, 
then YU will be on your way out of Cause 

and Effect Karma Creation and the Kontrol 
of the Gods of Man who hold YU here. This 

IS 'An Adventure Like No Other!' ASK 
DUANE&EVA on Facebook. 
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FUKUSHIMA & BP OIL SPILL 

"The ALLNatural Environment is The Real 
Precious Resource for ALL of US. This is 

Very Real! To some very unaware people the 
creation of money is more important than 
the Wonderful Environment that Supports 
ALL of US. Money was created to Kontrol 

others, but most people have not woken up 
to this yet. There are many ways to survive 
while we are here, but living in poison is not 

one of them. Five years ago was the 
purposely planned Fukushima Earthquake 
that has now infected the oceans of this 
planet with lethal radiation. We also have 
ChemTrails, Fracking, Mind Kontrol WiFi 
Microwaves, Smart Meters and so much 
more. Add to all of this the BP Oil Spill of 

several years ago… 

"The BP Oil Spill has achieved in less than 
five years what no other folly of Mankind has 

since the beginning of human inhabitation 
upon the Earth. Corporate greed and deceit 
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has literally doomed us all to probable 
extinction within a decade, something that 
was previously thought to be in the cards at 

least a hundred thousand years in our 
future. The latest satellite data establishes 
that the North Atlantic Current (also called 

the North Atlantic Drift) no longer exists and 
along with it the Norway Current. These two 
warm water currents are actually part of the 

same system that has several names 
depending on where in the Atlantic Ocean it 

is. The entire system is a key part of the 
planet’s heat regulatory system; it is what 

keeps Ireland and the United Kingdom 
mostly ice free and the Scandinavia 

countries from being too cold; it is what 
keeps the entire world from another Ice Age. 

This Thermohaline Circulation System is 
now dead in places and dying in others. 

"This ‘river’ of warm water that moves 
through the Atlantic Ocean is called, in 

various places, the South Atlantic Current, 
the North Brazil Current, the Caribbean 
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Current, the Yucatan Current, the Loop 
Current, the Florida Current, the Gulf 

Stream, the North Atlantic Current (or North 
Atlantic Drift) and the Norway Current. The 

thermohaline circulation is sometimes 
called the ocean conveyor belt, the great 

ocean conveyor, or the global conveyor belt. 
It is a university level physics experiment to 
use a tub of cool water and inject a colored 
stream of warm water into it. You can see 

the boundary layers of the warm water 
stream. If you add oil to the tub it breaks 

down the boundary layers of the warm water 
stream and effectively destroys the current 
vorticity . This is what is happening in the 
Gulf of Mexico and in the Atlantic Ocean. 
The entire ‘river of warm water’ that flows 

from the Caribbean to the edges of Western 
Europe is dying due to the Corexit that the 
Obama Administration allowed BP to use to 
hide the scale of the BP Deepwater Horizon 
Oil Disaster. The approximately two million 

gallons of Corexit, plus several million 
gallons of other dispersants, have caused 
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the over two hundred million gallons of 
crude oil (that has gushed for months from 

the BP wellhead and nearby sites) to mostly 
sink to the bottom of the ocean. This has 
helped to effectively hide much of the oil, 

with the hopes that BP can seriously reduce 
the mandated federal fines from the oil 

disaster. However, there is no current way to 
effectively ‘clean up’ the bottom of the Gulf 
of Mexico, which is about half covered in 

crude oil. Additionally, the oil has flowed up 
the East Coast of America and into the 

North Atlantic Ocean, and there is no way to 
effectively clean up this ‘sea bottom oil’. It 
is likely, based on numerous reports, that 
the oil is still flowing in massive amounts 
from multiple places on the seabed floor. 

This effectively means, that even if we had 
the technology in place to somehow clean 
up the free flowing thick crude oil deep in 
the ocean, it would likely not be enough to 
reverse the damage to the Thermohaline 
Circulation System in the Atlantic Ocean. 
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"The massive amount of crude oil, ever 
expanding in volume and covering such an 
enormous area, has seriously affected the 

entire thermoregulation system of the 
planet, by breaking up the boundary layers 

of the warm water flow. The Loop Current in 
the Gulf of Mexico ceased to exist months 
ago, the latest satellite data clearly shows 

that the North Atlantic Current is now GONE 
and the Gulf Stream begins to break apart 

approximately 250 miles from the Outer 
Banks of North Carolina. The Thermohaline 
Circulatory System, where the warm water 
current flows through a much cooler, much 
larger, ocean, effects the upper atmosphere 
above the current as much as seven miles 
high. The lack of this normal effect in the 
eastern North Atlantic has disrupted the 

normal flow of the atmospheric Jet Stream 
this summer, causing unheard of high 

temperatures in Moscow (104F) and drought, 
and flooding in Central Europe, with high 

temps in much of Asia and massive flooding 
in China, Pakistan, and elsewhere in Asia. 
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The most current data continues to show a 
dying of the entire Thermohaline Circulation 

System in the Atlantic Ocean. This is 
indicative of the fact that the dispersants 

have caused the oil to remain in place below 
the surface, and according to most reports 
remain in almost full amounts (up to 80%) 
long after the BP Oil Disaster began. Since 

there is no current way to remove this 
massive amount of free flowing oil below the 
sea at depths up to one mile deep, it is apt 

to continue to effect any natural recovery of 
the Thermohaline Circulation System. 

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP WONDER ~ Miss 
Kelsey Brown 

Miss Kelsey Brown is The WorldWide Wonder 
Girl who is always Sharing Something 

Wonderful with Everyone. Her Heart IS Big 
like the Shining Sun. She is coming to your 

neighborhood, so watch for her! 
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THE NUPRESENTATION IS 

THE NUPRESENTATION IS... PURITY 
SINCERITY HONOR 

We are FreeBeings of RealLight. We are not 
political, religious, spiritual or with any of 
the KEK Systems of this planet. We do not 

look to the invented gods of Worshiping and 
PrayPaying, nor to the Authoritarians and 
their Rules, Regulations and Restrictions. 
We stand with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides & The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. We are not looking for followers 

and we do not have a membership nor 
Reptilian Temples. You have to Be a Real 

RiskTaker to Stand With US. We are the Sun 
Shining with The Whole of Life. We are 

Reporting The RealNews, which is not a 
criticism, but merely more of a warning to 

those who have been Deceived by the Ruling 
Deceptors. If you want to stay Astrally 

TapLined with your Reptilian presidents, 
popes, queens and kings, masters and 

gurus, that is Your Choice and right to do so. 
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We are providing a Real Warning as to what 
is really taking place on earth Now. Our Real 
Adventure is Waking UP Now and Becoming 

MoreAware with The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US! You 

can Join US! 
Join 'The Porpoisee Club' for 'YOUR 

OCEANS!’ 

REALLUV IS SINGING THE NU~U 

"Singing The NU~U, is RealLUV... This IS The 
RealConnection beyond the Gods of Man and 
the Authoritarians to The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS, into The Real UNUverses of 
RealTruth and RealFreedom. Human History 
has already proven itself that the Emotional 
Love 'idea' that is so passed around has not 

cured what really ales the people on this 
planet. It is so that people want to 

emotionally like others and be liked in 
return, but this is merely Astral Body 
Sensations that actually keep people 

unaware and TapLined and Trapped by the 
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Marketing Ploy of the EKK Systems (Earthly 
Kontrolling Korporations). Politics, religion, 
militerrorized education, mad science and 
so much more are infections! Emotional 

Love has its place with Karma and 
Reincarnation and the Gods of Man who 

Kontrol the people on all the RoundWorlds in 
time and space. The Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) invented the Gods of Man 
to keep people dumbed down as slaves for 
untold lifetimes. The 'love' idea has never 
worked to solve what is taking place right 

Now on the earth with the ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US. When 

a person worships and prays to their 
invented gods, they are emotionally 

contributing to the HUman Farming Alien 
TapLining on this planet and being Astrally 
TapLined by the Astral/Physical RATS while 
they sleep at night. Sing The NUSound, The 
NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions! YU, 
The RealU, will have RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation like never before!  
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WakeUp and See Beyond this Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet! 

UNUVERSAL SUPERBEINGS 

"AS WE START from the earth... we each 
have a Physical Body here. Our life on earth 
is not so much about the body as our life is 

about our RealAwareniss, but many 'Think' it 
is about the body and the mind, and of 

course the 'feelings' you may have.. For the 
most part, YU, The RealU, is unseen and 
unknown, like that of a distant wind. It is 
just like all those things you do not know 

yet, but you can once you decide to explore 
past what you have always known. This is 
many times a bit scary for people, as they 

have become comfortable with the 
experiences and awareness they already 
have. On the earth there are created and 
established places that people are taught 

what they want to learn, and from there they 
place themselves into the various 

categories or careers to make their living. 
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This is the basic idea of the Social 
Structures. Within society there are many 
areas of thought, theory and philosophies, 

as examples. An 'idea' is a theory until it is a 
physical fact, such as creating something. 

People have been exposed to so many ideas 
and theories since the known time began, 

and there are very few who really learn how 
to explore beyond the solidness of this 
'world of theories' and all it entails. The 

'ideas' of a heaven has always existed and 
there have been so many who profess to 

have visited this place, as each person has 
their own description of it. 

"From the earth world, you will someday 
move into The First Heaven of Man, the 

Astral Realm. Most people go here first, and 
this is where you will find some Angels to 
guide you, that is if you are a nice person, 

because those who are violent and wild will 
be 'taken' to other places in the Lower 

Astral Realm. Each person decides their own 
fate. You may stay here a long time, but 
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eventually, you will return to the earth or 
other planets for more experience and 

because of your karma. When you are here 
you may 'Think' this area is the ultimate, but 

it is not! There are many levels here, and 
beyond the Astral Realm is the Causal Realm 

and the Mental Realms, which are even 
bigger still! From all this and a lot more, you 
are still stuck in Creation! Beyond the Gods 
of Man in the Mental Realm, is the Etheric 
Realm, a fantasy land of more freedom and 

wonder than you can ever imagine. It is here 
that you may 'Think' you are at the top of 
Life, but there is still so much more. From 

here, YU, The RealU, will need a Real 
UNUversal Guide to go further, A UNUversal 
SuperBeing with The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. As YU are guided along, YU will soon 
enter The Deep Dark Border that separates 
Cause & Effect Karma Creation from The 

Real UNUverses of The PurSoundLight 
Reality LifeIS. As YU come out of the 

darkness, YU will experience a brightness 
YU never have before. It is only here, 
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starting on The Seventh LifeLevel of THE 
ALLIS, that YU will have RealTruth & 

RealFreedom. 

THE NUMAN IS THE PURSEER 

"Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, and I 
created The NUPresentation for Everyone to 
Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient. WE are 
WorldWide Educators with The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US. This 

is Your Planet too, and 'YOUR OCEANS' need 
Your Attention Now! WE are into RealFood, 
RealWater & RealAir, but these sources are 

very scarce and will soon be completely 
gone, unless You WakeUp Now! WE are also 

Multi-Dimensional and WE can See what 
others cannot. I have written 'The 

AdventurIS Series' as a WakeUp Call for 
those who have the courage to See Beyond 
what they have always known. Most people 
want to stay the same and stay lost on the 

earth as they have for many lifetimes so far, 
so what I am presenting is not for everyone. 
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In My RealAwareniss, My RealPosition IS 
THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. There is more 

to all of us than what is seen on the surface. 
Most people are one-dimensional, so they 

will stay Trapped and TapLined in this 
Matrix of Creation they are not aware of. 

Duane The Great Write is The Real 
RiskTaker, providing what no one else will or 

even can. Duane was raised by Rebazar 
Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The Real 

UNUversal Guides. Politics, religion and 
spiritual paths and teachings are the Old 
Unneeded Traditions (OUT) of what has 

taken place when people needed babysitters 
to hand feed them. There are still many who 
look to the Old Babysitters, such as GEEK 
TapLining masters and the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). These are the EEK 
Systems of Kalaum God worship and 

Kontrol. Business comes first on this planet 
and not the Natural Environment that is so 

precious. 
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"Duane The Great Writer is the physical 
person who is writing The NUBooks for 

Everyone to BE Wonderful! THE NUWAVIS 
THE NUMAN IS with Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 
Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides on 
The RealSide. DUANE&EVA Stand with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. This world is 

only aware of the invented Gods of Man and 
their Deceptive Authoritarians on the earth. 

WE are The NUWay Out of The Cause & 
Effect Matrix in Creation. Creation has its 
place, but if you stay unaware of what is 
really taking place here, then you will be 
Trapped and TapLined for more lifetimes. 
Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and Watch 

Your DreamVisions. YU, The RealU, can have 
RealFreedom this lifetime! 

THE REAL RAZORS EDGE 

"THE REAL RAZORS EDGE... Very few people 
will See What IS Real Now with The Whole 
of Life. Just like in the movie, 'Noah,' even 

though Noah was demonstrating to the 
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villagers what he was doing, they still could 
not See it and had their own ideas, which 
became destructive, as this is the way of 
most unaware people. THE NUWAVIS THE 

NUMAN NOW IS The NUNowniss of The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. For those who 

Take The Risk and explore what I am 
presenting, they alone have The Real 

Opportunity to See Beyond all their Self-
Made Restrictions into Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom. To have RealFreedom Now, 

YU, The RealU, must 'Walk The Edge!' This is 
the only way to Free YourSelf from The 

Matrix of Creation. Read My NUBook and 
Live The RealAdventure! 

WE are not BabySitters 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
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WITH US YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & 
SELFSUFFICIENT! 

"The days of masters and gurus is gone... 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER. 

THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW, IS The 
NUNowniss of The TruReality, THE ALLIS. 

Paul Twitchell started the First Part of The 
NUPresentation. Darwin and HarOld were 

given an opportunity to Become MoreAware, 
but they instead decided to Kontrol others 
and become embezzlers. Reptilian Joanny 
owns the EEKonkon Korporation and HER 

Dumbed Down MemberShrimps. ASK 
REBAZAR & PAUL & THE REALGUIDES in 

Your DreamVisions! WE are The 
NUAdventure and The NUWay Out of The 

Designed Matrix of Creation with the Gods 
of Man. Joanny Klump is a TapLining 

Reptilian Witch who seduced and possessed 
Dah Fake master HarOld for decades. SHE 

TapLines the membershrimps in their 
dreams while they sleep. SHE has gotten 

them to Worship and PrayPay to the Kalaum 
God. The Higher Inmates and Lower Inmates 
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are merely Arrogant Spiritual Slaves with 
their ideas of power over others. They 

already 'know' more than Life ITSelf, so they 
are too afraid to Ask Rebazar & Paul, 'What 

IS Real Now!' HarOld is self-loving and 
Kontrolled and obsessed with his Joanny 
Kroany. This is the 'business world' with 
most Korporations. The One World Order 

(OWO) rules this world with an iron fist and 
poisoning and destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment everywhere! WakeUp Now or 

Stay Lost with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) on this planet! 

"WE ARE NOT BABYSITTERS... People like to 
be babysat and coddled with their Emotional 
Attachment Astral Love ideas, and by doing 

so, they are being TapLined by the RATS. 
REALLUV IS REALFREEDOM in The Real 

UNUverses of THE ALLIS. The Old masters 
are Deceiving everyone with their 'pretty 
words' of Old WisDumb!' Reptilian Joanny 
does the business and HarOld and many 

others like him seduce their audiences. All 
of this is SEEN on The RealSide. Rebazar 
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Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides have 
nothing to do with spiritual paths and 
teachings. Rebazar & Paul stand with 

DUANEIS THE NUMAN NOW. Take The Risk 
and See Beyond all the Deception that is 

taking place here! 

NUMAN DUANE&EVA 

"THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW... Most of 
this world will not know what this means, 
but to those who WakeUp Now, they will 

learn to See Beyond this world and into The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom. Creation is 

a 'Place in Life' and nothing more. 
DUANE&EVA are here to assist those who 

want RealFreedom Now. Sing The NUSound, 
The NU~U and start 'Your Journey to 

RealFreedom' with Rebazar Tarzs & the Real 
UNUversal Guides. WakeUp and Watch Your 

DreamVisions! 
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PLEIADIAN PEOPLE 

The Pleiades are a cluster of beautiful, 
dazzling stars located in the constellation of 
Taurus. With a telescope, you can see about 
one-hundred stars. Without a telescope, you 
can see only six or seven stars. According to 

ancient legends, the stars are said to be 
sisters and the daughters of Atlas. The 

entire Pleiades cluster is actually the eye of 
the bull in the constellation of Taurus.. The 
seven bright stars that helped guide Greek 

sailors are: Alcyone, Merope, Celeno, 
Taygeta, Sterope, Electra and Maia. They 
have been known for thousands of years, 
surrounded by fascinating legends and 
stories even to this day. The American 

Indian Religious Freedom Act was passed in 
1979. Amazingly enough, up until that time, 
Native Americans were illegally forbidden to 

practice their traditional rituals and 
ceremonies. You may wonder what Native 
Americans have to do with the Pleiadians, 

but the stories are in their legends, much of 
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which has been encoded, kept secret or 
hidden. In certain Cherokee legends, it is 

said that their people originated in the 
Pleiades long, long ago. They claim to have 

come to this world as Starseeds to bring 
Light and knowledge. This light is from the 
Astral Realm, which is knowledge. If the 

stories are true, then modern day Cherokee, 
and other Native Americans, and many of us 

with Native American blood contain 
Pleiadian genes! 

Many people know about the Pleiadians, but 
very few know of Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, who are Far Beyond 
Creation itself. 

The Pleiadians are from outer space in this 
Physical Realm and they can be highly 

evolved, but as YU, The RealU have 
RealExperiences with The Real UNUversal 

Guides in Your DreamVisions, Life will show 
YU 'What IS Real Now!' Most people have 
been taught that Creation is the ultimate, 
but it is not. There are seemingly Endless 

Dimensions within Creation. The Real 
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UNUverses of The TruReality, THE ALLIS, 
surpasses what you will ever imagine. LifeIS 

Bigger than what Your Mind will ever See, 
know or understand. YU decide Your 

Adventure and to Learn to SeeMore Now! 

KEK KHEMTRAILS KEK 

"ChemTrails are a Very Real and Scary 
Reality on the planet earth with KEK 

(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). We are 
also in the Atomic Age and living in Radical 
Radiation everywhere, Remember? Are you 

still watching The 6 O'Crock News and 
'Thinking' that this world is safe and you are 
really okay? WakeUp Now, because there is 

one thing that IS Guaranteed here... 
Change!!! You can have Your LA LA LAND life 
for only so long... Test The NU~U Sessions 
and Watch Your DreamVisions ~ Life Will 
Show You What IS Real Now! Have Fun 
Deciding! DUANE THE GREAT WRITER" 
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KONTAMINATING KEK KHEMTRAILS  

At this time, most of the masses are 
unaware of what has been termed 'Chem 
Trails' and what they actually are. KEK 

KhemTrails are Population Poisoning Kontrol 
for the Dumbed Down Humans who have 
been the experiments of the One World 

Order (OWO) since the first Reptilian 
TapLining Alien set foot on the earth. We 

have all come thru lifetimes of Konspiriting 
Kriminal Kontrol with those who want to 
rule the earth. KEK has been poisoning 
everyone for centuries and The Natural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US is so 
overly saturated with Lethal Khemicals 

everywhere. Everything is Purposely 
Poisoned and becoming more toxic 

everyday. Most people do not know that the 
OWO HeadKuarters of the NatZee DarkBrats 

is Ratican City in Rome. YES! This is a 
WorldWide WakeUp for those who are still 

asleep and 'Thinking' that those who profess 
to be the 'Holy Rollers' are who they say 
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they are, when in fact, they are the KEK 
Systems destroying people and The Natural 
Environment. The Ratican Reptilians Kontrol 
a lot of countries and most of the Monetary 
System with Printed Kurrency. I suggest to 
study the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 and 
what has really taken place since then with 
KEK and how they operate. What KEK has 

Kreated can only have the effects they do by 
the very fact with those who 'Agree' to their 
Kreations. KEK has Kreated their Kurrency 

out of nothing, but they Kleverly use 
Marketing Ploy to get people to Agree with 

their Kreations.  

KEK looks to the Kalaum God of Man, this is 
the 'K' in what I write and explain. Kalaum is 
the God of the Reptilian Religions with those 
who Worship and Pray. He has many names 
according to the Invented Belief System a 

person belongs to, but it is all the same 
Reptilian Alien (RA) God that people Pray to 

when they look to outer space or in the 
clouds somewhere. Kalaum is very real and 
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he is connected to the Original Reptilians 
that first came to earth and Kreated the 

HUmanoids as slaves. The Reptilian 
Religious Regimes Kreated many of the 

Kontrolling and Restrictive Doctrines like 
the Bible and many others this world has 

come to know in human history and 
supposedly authentic. We have all come thru 
these Invented Systems for lifetimes to this 
very moment to finally WakeUp and Become 
MoreAware. Very few people know there is 
so much more to Life than what they have 

been Dumbed Down with from the 
Kontrolling Political and Religious 

Restrictive Regimes. It is more than obvious 
that those in Kontrol use the 'Love' idea to 
promote their Deceptions, and as people 
'Agree' they are Trapped and TapLined in 

their Astral Bodies while they are Dreaming. 
~  

We are providing a WorldWide WakeUp and 
'YOUR ARE THE ANSWER' for YourSelf. By 

simply Testing The NU~U Sound that is 
ALLNatural, Life will show you with Your 
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DreamVisions how you can have 
RealGuidance and a Real Education for 

RealFreedom. You can Recognize YOU are a 
Free Being of Light!  

REALFREEDOM IS NOW 

"REALFREEDOM IS NOW... The people of this 
world are struggling to find freedom for 

themselves. There is no freedom here, only 
slavery and drudgery. It is true each person 

has their happy moments where they are 
able to love one another and have their 

relationships, but it all ends up in the same 
place lifetime after lifetime. Personal 

Emotional Love has its place and is limited, 
and so until you WakeUp to The Real 
UNUverses beyond Creation and the 

Authoritarians and their invented gods, you 
will have to deal with more unconscious 

lifetimes here. You always have the choice! 
Trying to be comfortable here will last only 
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so long, then it is old age that takes over to 
where you are too fossilized to consider 

anything. 

THIS IS YOUR PLANET 

"This is Your Planet! You have been here for 
many lifetimes earning your way with all you 
have done and are doing. You have not been 
told or educated about The Real History of 
this earth. You have been given Slanted and 
Deceptive 'ideas' for you to emotionally cling 

to and be Kontrolled by. You already have 
ALL The Answers for Your Life, but you have 

been Misled by the invented systems that 
'seem' to 'look good' and give you the pretty 
political and religious words that entice your 

emotions and feelings. You are supporting 
those who are actually destroying Your 
Planet. The KEK Systems (Kontrolling 

Earthly Korporations) who are the 
governments and all their agencies are 

using ChemTrails, Lethal Vaccines, Mind 
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Kontrolling Microwaves, Subliminal 
Messages, Pharmaceuticals, GMO TechFood, 

Fluoridated Water and so much more 
everyday on You and the people you know. 
This is Your Planet! When You do nothing 

and Stay Asleep, then You are Agreeing to 
the Demise of Your Earth! WakeUp and take 

part here, moreso than standing by and 
watching everything go! 

REBAZAR TARZS and My Dog 

EVA: 
Lady and Hudy. 

In 1996, I have to say goodbye to my 12 year 
old dog. It was a very sad time for me. My 

heart wept bitterly. 
Two weeks later I remembered a dream. I 

met my dog Lady and she told me: 
"Eva, be not sad, I come back to earth and 

you will find me." 
From that day on, I was reassured internally. 
4 weeks later, my friend called me and said: 
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"Hi Eva, my dog has become 4 small 
puppies, do you like to visite me and to see 

the babys? " 
I said, "Can you tell me the date of birth? 

I will then think about whether I'm going to 
look at them. " 

She called me the birthday and I 
immediately brought my dream book out. I 
was delighted, when I saw that the birth 
took place on the same night, when I had 

the dream of my dog. My hands were 
shaking with excitement. Will my dog 

actually come back to me? 
The next day I called my friend and told her, 

I would like to see the dog babies. 
We made an appointment. My heart was 

beating loud and strong. When I finally saw 
the little dogs, I felt a feeling of happiness in 

myself. I watched the dogs 
and after a while I knew which one was my 
dog "Lady". The next 4 weeks I went to see 

the dogs every day. 
I called her Hudy. When she was 8 weeks 
old, I was finally able to take her at home. 
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My sadness was gone and my life changed 
abruptly. Hudy was in its nature totally 
different from Lady. United in love she 

stayed with me for 7 years. 

Kelsey: I hadn't seen my dog in over 1-2 
month in the physical because I left my 

home..and a few nights ago in my 
DreamVision I saw my dog, Riley, running 

through blades of grass..so free and 
wonderful much better than here on Earth..it 
made me soooo happy I woke up to Caleb so 
excited, "I just saw Riley he is so wonderful 

and green grass free!!" 

ETERNAL LIGHT 

"Everyone is looking for The Eternal Light. 
There are those who have a true heart to 

find it and there are those who want to use 
what they can get to better their personal 

position and Kontrol others. This is the 
same old story that has taken place here 
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since the so-called beginning. We are all in 
Creation and having to go thru the 'Process 
of Creation' to eventually WakeUp and See 
The RealLight LifeIS, and in the meantime, 

we will be experiencing so much that is 
overwhelming and misunderstood. This is 
where it takes all of us many lifetimes to 
FINALLY come to The NUNowniss LifeIS 

Now! Like the old saying in the US... "Thank 
God its Friday!" The same is even MoreTrue 

with What IS Taking Place Now. YU, The 
RealU, when YU are ready will be Chosen by 

The Real UNUversal Guides to have The 
Golden Opportunity to WakeUp and 

Recognize THE ALLIS. Until Now, YU have 
been with the Gods of Man and had to deal 
with all your Karmic Burdens, YU created 
from past lifetimes. When The RealGuides 

decide to Take The Risk with YU and Teach 
YU The Real Secrets of THE ALLIS, YU are 
The Lucky One to have this RealKnowledge 
and to Recognize IT. Take Full Advantage of 

what is being presented to YU Now! Test 
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The NU~U Sessions and Watch Your 
DreamVisions for RealGuidance & RealLight! 

THE REAL ETERNAL LIGHT  
The masses have been taught that what 

they 'Think' is The RealLight LifeIS, is really 
the 'reflective' secondary light from the 
Astral Realm on the Second Level in the 

PsycRealms. Because most people are not 
taught what Creation really is and moreso 

what it is not, they are many times confused 
when it comes to the idea of The Eternal 
Light that is mentioned in the Bible and 

other Sacred Writings. It is a good thing to 
'look to the light' but there is a Real 

Difference between the Astral Light and The 
RealLight from The TruReality, THE ALLIS. 
LifeIS so much bigger than our imagination 
can even consider, and when it comes to 
what exists and IS Real Beyond Creation 

itself, there is no consideration a person's 
mind can understand or realize what it is.  
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When people are ready to leave this earth, 
some many times See the Astral Light that 

is at the end of the 'tunnel' that is often 
spoken about. They are Seeing a glimpse of 
the Passage Way into the next world as they 
are ready to leave this one. Even if a person 
does not 'believe' in something, they are still 

going to some area in the Astral Worlds. 
Most people will go into the Astral Realm, 
because most are very attached to their 

Emotional Body, which is already located in 
the Astral Worlds. All of us have visited the 
Astral Level for untold lifetimes, but each 

time we come back here in a new body with 
a new mind, we also forget we were once 

here and also had visited other worlds. 
LifeIS Always Now, and IT IS Right Now that 

what YU, The RealU is looking for IS The 
RealEternal Light that is from The 

TruSource, which IS The TruReality, moreso 
than what we have come to know as the 
Gods of Man. Everything has its place in 

Life, and to better understand where 
everything fits it is best to first have 
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RealExperiences from The Real Side LifeIS. 
The Challenger for everyone in this life is to 
See Beyond what we have been raised with 

and taught in the Purposely Distorted 
Educational Systems. The DarkBrats that 

rule this planet have implemented just about 
everything that does not 'work with' what 
we have come to know as The ALLNatural 

Environment. They want to keep destroying 
this planet to have all the Kontrol. This does 

not make sense, nor does the idea of 
Kontrol, but this is what they do and they 

will not stop, so YU have to decide to learn 
to See The RealLight Now.  

DUANEIS REBAZAR TARZS, DUANEIS PAUL 
TWITCHELL 

"MY REALSIDE EXPERIENCES... Around the 
time Paul Twitchell & Rebazar Tarzs gave 

me The Real Rod of Power, August 3, 2001, i 
had many RealSide experiences. One was... I 
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was in a very large room full of people. It 
was like a small seminar where all the 

people were sitting in chairs and looking to 
several people on a platform stage that was 
only one step up. It was Rebazar, Paul, Gopal 

Das, Yauble Sacabi, Fubbi Quantz and 
several others behind them. Yauble stepped 
forward to the edge of the step of the stage 

and asked, "Who would like to continue 
Paul's Writings? I immediately stood up and 

then looked around, as no one else did! 
Yauble smiled and then all The RealGuides 
walked over to me as they went thru the 

seated people who got up and moved aside. 
Then Rebazar said to me, "You are THE 

NUMAN!" This RealSide Experience lasted 
another moment or so as they all stood 

around me and the crowd of people were 
puzzled at what was taking place. It took me 
a while as I woke up in my physical body to 

realize what had just taken place. 

"Sometime later... With this RealSide 
Experience, I was on the upper floor of a 
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very tall high rise building. I was sitting at a 
desk and looking out the huge glass 

windows that completely surrounded the 
room. Then I suddenly projected out of the 
body that was sitting at the desk, as I stood 

across the room looking at myself and 
Seeing the entire scene. I received an 

impression from Paul who was unseen, "You 
are Paul Newman (NUMAN) the World's 

Greatest Architect!" At the time, I really did 
not know what this meant, as I needed a lot 
lore business world experience, and I would 
be getting it! During this time, I was shown 

to bring forth THE IS, The TruReality beyond 
the Gods of Man. Reptilian Joanny had 
totally subdued HarOld Klump into a 

TapLined Hypnotic Spell, and the 
membershrimps were so dumbed down with 

HER TapLining and Aliens. 

"Before I was given The Real Rod of Power, I 
knew a Seer who I would visit once in a 

while, as she was a lot of fun and could See 
things most people cannot. We were talking 
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about Paul at one of the meetings with her, 
and then she said she suddenly saw an 

image with an impression that Paul would be 
returning as a surfer. I found this interesting, 

as this was years before I was given The 
Real Rod of Power. There were many other 

RealSide Experiences that led up to The 
RealPosition, and I write about them in My 

NUBooks, "The AdventurIS Series.' 
"The Real Rod of Power was 'never' given to 

Darwin or HarOld, as they were to earn it 
and they never did. They never had The 

Awareness for IT. Paul has The 
RealAwareniss, as he was who he said he 

was, and Darwin & HarOld took his title like 
little brats. The Real Rod of Power, as of 

August 3, 2007, IS Now... THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN. There is no more 'rod of power!' 

Only in the minds of those who Kontrol and 
Manipulate others! The Real UNUversal 
Guides with The TruReality LifeIS, THE 

ALLIS, decides who will Represent IT! There 
are many people who have 'studied' this and 

that, but they do not have The 
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RealAwareniss of THE ALLIS. I suggest each 
person that really wants RealTruth & 

RealFreedom, Sing The NU~U and ask Paul 
& Rebazar... WHAT IS REAL NOW?” 

"DUANEIS PAUL & REBAZAR with THE 
ALLIS... "See US on The RealSide LifeIS... 

Watch Your DreamVisions... ASK 
DUANE&EVA on Facebook! 

A BETTER UNDERSTANDING 

"There can always be 'A BETTER 
UNDERSTANDING' when you decide you 

want it. To have A Better Understanding, you 
must be willing to See Beyond what you 

have always known, or you will continue to 
basically stay the same as most people will. 

The created societies are based on 
Agreement, that people Agree to what they 
are being marketed with and how they are 
Kontrolled. Most people will gladly Agree 
with the deceptive created structures, as 
they do not want to 'appear' different than 
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all the other people who are still asleep to 'A 
Better Understanding.' The masses are Mass 
Hypnotized into 'Thinking' that the earth is 

some kind of LA LA Land to build a life with. 
For THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 

Martians) they promote everything they can 
to keep people asleep and unaware for as 

many lifetimes as possible. There is always 
a Bigger & Better Picture, if you are willing 

to SEE IT! LifeIS about Becoming 
MoreAware & Being SelfSufficient, and this 
is possible for everyone, but as long as you 
Keep Agreeing to your own demise of being 
Kontrolled here, then the same results will 

occur, as you grow old once again and forgot 
you were ever here. You are The Decider of 

Your Fate... Take The Risk and Explore! 

SELF PROCLAIMED PROPHETS 

"In the invented 'holy works' of The 
Deceptors who rule this planet, such as the 
Bible dribble and other such writings, there 

are references to 'False Prophets.' The 
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Bible, as one example, was created as a 
'business plan' for the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) as they also entered the 
ideas of Prophets and False Prophets. 

People want to know the future, so those 
who like to Kontrol others have created the 
Deception that they alone know what is to 
take place and all others are the so-called 
False Prophets. LifeIS Always Now, but this 

is not really mentioned or taught openly. The 
RATS who rule this planet want people to 
keep 'chasing their tails' into a dead-end 

future, and so their premeditated prophecies 
seem to work with this Purposely Poisoned 
Planet. No one needs prophecy or prophets, 
but this is what has been so to the distortion 
of it. HarOld Klump, the deceptive master of 

EEKonkon, has proclaimed himself to be 
'The Modern Day Prophet.' All Deceptors do 
this, they proclaim themselves to Kontrol 

and Rule over others with their crafty ways 
and 'pretty words.' Politicians and religious 
Kontrollers have always done this. Very few 
people have The RealCourage to Take The 
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Risk and See the Bigger Picture LifeIS. Most 
people 'Think' Life is what they 'Think' it is 
and that Life will always be as they see it 

and it will stay the same way as their limited 
little mind decides. 

Rebazar Tarzs, the original 'Being with The 
Real Rod of Power' does not Agree to the 

fallacies of those following fake masters and 
prophets and their Reptilian mates. Many 

'Think' Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 
Guides are with the takeover Korporations, 

such as Joanny Klump's EEKonkon 
TapLiners (ET). Most people 'like' being 

deceived, as it reinforces their LA LA Land 
LifeStyle here. What they Do Not See is they 
only have so much time before they are too 

old and stupid once again to do anything 
about their life in The TruSense. Rebazar 
Tarzs & Paul Twitchell stand with THE 

NUWAVIS THE NUMAN of THE ALLIS. This 
world is 'too afraid' to face itself and Get 

Real, so most people will Agree to the mass 
destruction of The ALLNatural Environment 
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that has supported them. Read My NUBook 
and You will WakeUp, or stay lost on the 

dead world! 

OLD GODS or NUWAY 

"The crafty Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
who created all the 'holy doctrines' for their 

HUman Farming Matrix on this Purposely 
Poisoned Planet, also created the idea of 
'Gods in The Sky' somewhere! Also known 
as the Space Gods by many. Throughout 
human history, the RATS have created so 

many different gods and Sacrificial 
Religions, and most people are unaware of 
this. Most people 'Think' in terms there is 
only one god, but there are thousands the 
RATS have created to confuse and distort 

people with unaware Agreement. As long as 
you Agree, then it all 'seems' so real! All you 
have to do is look up in the sky and put your 
hands together and start your petition into 
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outer space. The unaware Farmed HUmans 
like to 'believe' someone is listening, as it 
sounds so sweet and cozy. The RATS have 

used 'faith, hope & belief' as their main 
headliners with their Marketing Ploy to 

Kontrol the masses. In the Bible, one of their 
most 'popular' creations, the Old God is to 
be feared and is a jealous god and is very 
judgmental. Most of the discrimination on 
this world has come from all the prejudice 
with religions. Religions put on their 'holy 

masks' and parade themselves to be special, 
or they will ridicule others, intimidate them, 

and if that doesn't work, they will figure 
ways to get rid of others who are not the 

'non-believers!' The Old Gods gave the 
Dumbed Down HUmans the commandments 
to live by, which the RATS knew couldn't be 

done, so they were ready to punish those 
who do not obey THEIR RULES! Restriction 

upon Restriction and then more added 
Restrictions! This is politics, religion and the 

spiritual paths of the Space Gods, and 
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billions get on their knees and play dumb 
with all of this! 

"The NUWay IS RealFreedom from ALL 
Restictions! The NUWay Out IS beyond 

Creation and the Restricting Karmic Gods of 
Man. Beyond the Angels and Saviors on the 
Astral & Mental Realms, there is so much 
more, but YU, The RealU, have to BE The 
Real RiskTaker to See Beyond what has 

always Trapped & TapLined you to 
reincarnation and karma. Beyond Creation 
altogether is The Real UNUverses of The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. There are 

Endless Real UNUverses of Sound & Light 
where there are No Restrictions, as YU, The 

RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight! Only 
beyond Your Mind IS RealFreedom! With your 
Literal Mind, you will Stay Lost on the earth 
with all the unaware who are destroying the 
planet. The NUWay Out IS Real Now! Take 

The Risk and Read My NUBooks and learn to 
Free YourSelf! Have Fun Deciding! 
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STANDING with REALCOURAGE 

"Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. I am here to assist 

YOU as you read this. I was raised by 
Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The Real 
UNUversal Guides, as they asked me to be 
THE NUMAN, as of August 3, 2001, when 

they gave me 'The Real Rod of Power!' (Hint: 
Darwin & HarOld never had it!). I know there 

are many people who 'Think' in the 'old 
spiritual' terms about what 'should or should 
not' be according their minds and what they 

have been brought up thru. I was on the 
'spiritual paths ' also, but as I Became 

MoreAware according to The Whole of Life 
and what The RealGuides have taught me, 
and not just what is taking place on this 

little planet in time and space, I was shown 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS! Rebazar & 
Paul refereed to THE ALLIS, but who could 

really SEE IT? Darwin & HarOld did not have 
the slightest awareness to SEE IT, so they 

went with their little minds instead and have 
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worked the business end for themselves. 
HarOld had the biggest test, that is when 
Reptilian Joanny Kroney showed up and 

seduced him. Now, he is at the bottom of the 
Lower Astral Worlds with HER Reptilian 

Regime! 

"As the unaware look at what I am doing and 
'Thinking' in their minds, "What is Duane 

doing? He's supposed to be spiritual like we 
are!" Well guess what, I have been to The 
TruReality beyond the Gods of Man, and I 
have The RealAwareniss that most people 
Cannot SEE! Beyond Creation and the Old 
Restricting Gods people worship and pray 
to, which were invented by the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) for their HUman 

Farming Matrix on this planet and others, IS 
The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom with 
THE ALLIS. There are Six Basic Levels in 

Creation, and The Seventh LifeLevel IS, the 
first Real UNUverse of The SoundLight 

Reality LifeIS. Darwin & HarOld were 'given' 
the membership and they both have HUman 
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Farmed them, and Reptilian Joanny to this 
day! I am a FreeBeing of RealLight, and this 
is how I See Everyone! I do not look for or 
have followers or members! I provide The 

NUPresentation to See who has The 
RealCourage to Stand with Rebazar Tarzs & 

The Real UNUversal Guides who provide 
RealGuidance & RealEducation, so that 

Everyone can Become MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient! YU, The RealU, can WakeUp 

this lifetimes and Free YourSelf Now! This is 
a Huge Journey and you have to Go Beyond 
the babysitting masters and gurus who have 
kept you Emotionally Passive and Trapped & 

TapLined with the RATS, or you will Stay 
Lost here for more lifetimes! Are you ready 
to do this, or do you still want your LA LA 
Land Lifestyle of being Microwaved in this 

Designed Cause & Effect Matrix of Creation? 
The 'spiritual' creations on the earth are a 
'fallacy' and have nothing to do with The 

Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. Creation is 
Mind Kontrol and The Real UNUverses are 

FREE! 
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WONDERFUL WOMEN WAKEUP! 
WONDERFUL WOMEN of THE WORLD, 
WONDERFUL WOMEN EVERYWHERE 

“Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, and this 
is for all you Wonderful Women to WakeUp 

and BE Free for YourSelves! As you Sing The 
NU~U, you will begin to See Beyond all the 
Restrictions that have been placed upon 

you, because YU, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss, is going to discover Your 

TruSource as a FreeBeing of RealLight! What 
I am presenting to you is not just some 

'pretty words' like the Political, Religious 
and Spiritual Matrix Deceptors, those who 
have persuaded you to be 'secondary' to 
those who Kontrol this planet. There are 

men who respect women as their equal, but 
for the most part, the egotistical men of this 
world have dominated women to the point of 
making them like animals, when in fact The 
RealHeart of a Woman is So Wonderful! Of 

course, each woman must WakeUp to this or 
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be a slave to the male egos who are 
destroying this world. It is also true that 

women can be very notorious and 
seductively cleaver, and as you read My 

NUBooks, you will learn a lot. It is not that 
men are better than women or vice-verse, it 
is that all of us are FreeBeings of RealLight 
and we stand 'Being to Being' in The Real 

UNUverses, those Endless Awesome 
Positions that exist beyond Cause & Effect 
Creation and the Kontrolling Gods of Man. 
To have this RealLife, you must learn to 

Recognize what you have never known, as 
this is a huge journey like no other. So, 
simply Read this NUBook and Have Fun 

Singing The NU~U, as you will start to have 
Your Own RealSide Experiences with 
Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 

Guides! 

“I personally adore women, as I have met so 
many who have great insights and can See 
what very few people can. Women have a 

very special way about them that most men 
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cannot See, but I can, and when I See 
certain women who have this, I take the 

time to show them how to BE Wonderful for 
ThemSelves! Women actually have a Real 
Advantage over men, but for those women 

who are caught up only with the 'social 
order' of things, they will not See what is so 

Wonderfully Possible for them. YOU, the 
woman you are, this is Your Time to WakeUp 

and have RealSuccess like never before! 
Have Fun Being Wonderful! 

COMFORT ZONES in CREATION 

"As we each come to this earth in a new 
lifetime and gradually wakeup to the 

surroundings, we struggle to survive the 
best we can and also look for our Comfort 

Zones or areas we feel best with and in. This 
makes sense according to what we each 

have to deal with here. What does not make 
sense and is very seldom Seen, is the fact 

that when a person or people get too comfy, 
they tend to take so many things around 
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them for granted. This keeps a person 
unaware of the Causes & Effects that will 
always occur in Creation and show up in 

their lives. You can stay here for as long as 
you want and continue to recycle, as you 
have the free will do do so. At some point 

with all your experiences, you will begin to 
See what is really taking place here and 

decide to start Your Journey past Creation 
all together. Seeing Beyond this world of 
'appearances' does take a while, actually 
millions of lifetimes! It is not that there is 

always someone here to provide The 
RealKnowLedge of The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, because the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet want 
you to keep 'believing' in their invented gods 

and stay Dumbed Down with Worship & 
Prayer. You always have the choice to Take 
The Risk Now for RealFreedom, or Stay Lost 

with the unaware who will be returning 
again as slaves & servants for the political, 

religious, spiritual Kontrolling RATS! 
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WONDERFUL WOMEN & CHOCOLATE 

"Wonderful Women like Chocolate. I like 
Chocolate! There are many different kinds of 

Chocolate to like. Most of the Chocolate 
commercially produced has all kinds of 

harmful ingredients, but this does not matter 
to most people, as they like the Chocolate 

Experience! I have always been into what is 
healthier and RealFood, along with 

RealWater & RealAir. So, over the years I 
have become very creative with what I eat 
and like to eat. Of course, I cheat once in a 

while for something I like that is not healthy, 
but for the most part I take care of this body 
while I am still here in it. Here is an idea for 
those who like Chocolate and to eat Healthy 

Chocolate… 

"I slowly melt on a low flame some coconut 
oil in a pan, then turn off the flame, and then 

add Non-GMO unsweetened Chocolate or 
Cacao, until I get the desired texture. I also 
add nuts, raisins and some protein powders 
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and honey or natural brown sugar. I have 
made many different types of my own 

Chocolate Bars over the years. I like mine 
rather flat, so I wrap a plate in clean plastic 

and then pour my Chocolate Mixture onto 
the plate and then put it in the freezer. With 
coconut oil you have to keep it refrigerated. 
You will soon discover you will be making 

the best Chocolate Experience for YourSelf! 
Having Making Something New for You! 

WONDERFUL WOMEN MISS KELSEY BROWN 

"ALL of US are FreeBeings of RealLight. WE 
are so much more than what is seen with 
our physical eyes. It takes a very special 
interest and intent to want to See Beyond 

this world and to BE Focused on The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Very few 

people can do this and also Recognize The 
RealAdventure LifeIS. Everyone has the 

potential to understand what I am 
presenting with The NUPresentation & WE 

as WorldWide Educators. Miss Kelsey Brown 
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has stepped up and decided to Take The 
Risk and present what very few people have 
The RealCourage to do. LifeIS So Much More 
Real, Bigger & Better than we can imagine, 
so you must Take The Risk to discover how 
much Bigger IT IS than just your personal 

life on this little planet in black space! I am 
providing what no one else can or will, The 
RealKnowledge of The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. Miss Kelsey Brown and many 

others like her as FreeBeings of RealLight, 
have stepped forward to Share The 

NUSound, The NU~U, which can provide 
RealFreedom for those who earn their way 
beyond Cause & Effect Matrix Kontrolled 
Creation. Very few have the courage and 
RealVision to See this! Take The Risk or 

Stay Lost on this earth for more lifetimes! 
Have Fun Deciding! 

Recognizing The TruReality LifeIS 

"In the present times, we are in a Purposely 
Created Literal World of Kontrolled 
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Konsciousness (Kalaum God References) 
that have been set forth to 'look' like a real 

life is taking place, when in fact it is the 
very opposite that is happening. Any type of 
'creation' is based upon Agreement, as this 
makes it flourish or be forgotten. What each 

of us creates is our choice, as this is the 
first step to Waking Up to a Bigger Picture 

LifeIS. Like children playing with little 
blocks, Creation has its place for You as 
'The Experiencer' here. Each lifetime you 

enter a new body on this planet, this place is 
what you will be dealing with to try and 
WakeUp and Recognize The TruReality 

LifeIS. You will be Deceived into 'Thinking' 
that this 'Place in Life' is Life ITSelf, and so 

it is up to YU, The RealU to SeeThru the 
fabricated creations of yourself and others, 

or Stay Lost in this Designed Matrix of 
Cause &Effect. 

"You will be developing yourself here, 
moreso being brainwashed by the KEK 
Systems, to where you can somewhat 
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function on your own with your personal 
senses, emotional feelings and most of all 
your indoctrinated Literal Mind. You are in 

'Their' Designed Microwave Matrix. You will 
be 'Thinking' you are free on this Purposely 
Poisoned Planet, as this is what 'They' want 

you to 'Think' and create your own LA LA 
Land here for yourself. In other words, 

simply Agree with whatever is here, good, 
bad or really strange, as this is 'Your New 
World' to play in and to feel good and be 

happy. You have a Huge Challenge to 
SeeThru all of this, plus the fact of all the 

pastlife baggage you carry with you that you 
still cannot 'See!' Creation has its place, but 

it is not The TruReality LifeIS, not even 
close! You also have intuition and an 

imagination, but for the most part, you will 
be directed toward Your Literal Mind and 
this One-Dimensional Matrix to keep you 
Trapped & TapLined. Your intuition and 

imagination are the next steps for you to 
explore if you want to Free YourSelf. Beyond 
these 'IS The Total Unknown' and learning to 
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'Recognize' what the mind never will! Are 
YU, The RealU, ready to BE The Real 

RiskTaker and SEE and Experience what 
others cannot? YU decide Your Fate and 

Destiny! 

WONDERFUL WOMEN & YOUR 
DREAMVISIONS 

"Your DreamVisions IS Your NUDoorWay to 
RealFreedom. When you take the time to 
Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, YU, The 

RealU will begin to have RealSide 
Experiences beyond this world in Your 

Dreams, which are actually dimensions and 
levels finer than this material world. This is 

your first step to RealFreedom. You will 
never find any freedom on this little 

Purposely Poisoned Planet! When you Sing 
The NU~U before going to sleep, The RealU 
will start a NUAdventure into the worlds and 

Real UNUverses that cannot be Seen with 
your physical eyes. You can stay Trapped & 
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TapLined on the earth, or Take The Risk to 
See what lies beyond this Passing Matrix 

Dream you are now in. In Your 
DreamVisions, YU will meet with Rebazar 

Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides, as they 
will provide RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation for you to Become More 
Aware! Do you want Amazing Romantic 

Adventures like the ones you have always 
dreamed about? There are no guarantees, 

because YU, The RealU must earn your way 
to RealFreedom & The Real UNUverses 
beyond the Kontrolling Gods of Man and 

Cause & Effect Creation! WakeUp and Get 
Real Now! 

(DAH) DIPLOMAT ALERT HEADSUP (DAH) 

"Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, and this 
is a 'Friendly Warning' to all Rule Loving 

Diplomats with their Arrogant Attitudes to 
Kontrol others. This includes presidents and 
royalty and anyone who cannot See that we 
are each a FreeBeing of RealLight. You have 
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placed yourself in a very Sticky TapLining 
Scenario that you are Not Seeing! Not only 

do you have really Bad Cause & Effect 
Karma, you have (EK) Evil Karma (EK) that 

you will be dealing with into future lifetimes 
here. You are Purposely Poisoning this 
planet and YOU are Responsible for the 
mess! You are going to need a really Big 

Broom for millions of years, as you will be 
suffering with all the unaware you Kontrol! 
You 'Think' in your one-dimensional brain 

that you can get away with anything, but you 
are being 'played' and used by the very god 
you pray to, the Kalaum God in the Mental 

Realm, the Lord God of Cause * Effect 
Creation. Very few people know the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) created the 
'god' idea along with the deception of 

worship and prayer. Do the birds worship 
and pray to anything? 

"WakeUp and BE Free Now! There is no one 
on this earth that can handle what you are 

doing and what you have done, Except ONE! 
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THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN with Rebazar 
Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides! You 

DAH Diplomats can decide to Do Something 
Wonderful Right Now, and Your (EK) Evil 

Karma can be worked out very swiftly, but 
as you persist with Your Arrogant Attitudes 
to Kontrol others with Your HUman Farming, 

you will be worse off than the sauce you 
have created for others! You are deciding 

Your Fate and Destiny... NOT GOOD! 

(EK) EVIL KARMA (EK) 

"If Bad Karma is not enough for some 
people, then they move into (EK) Evil Karma! 

(EK) is the symbol for Evil Karma, and this 
world is full of it! At the head of the list is 

the political, religious, spiritual, educational 
and scientific systems and their Kontrolling 

Restricting Idealizms over others! The 
Deceptors rule this planet with an Iron Fist 

with their HUman Farming. They are 
everywhere as Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) roaming about and destroying The 
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ALLNatural Environment that supports us 
and also in Your Dreams as they Astrally 

TapLine you to the Lower Astral Hells! Those 
who use the EK Symbol are part of the One 

World Order (OWO) with the DarkBrats 
Deceivers. Most of the 'well known' people 
on this planet are already 'bought off' with 
the Funny Money that The Deceptors have 

created to entice and seduce almost 
everyone into a Kontrolled Konsciousness. I 
know these Deceptors very well, as I am a 
UNUversal Seer, and I can See them here 

and on The RealSide LifeIS. Like the Ratican 
in Rome that rules this planet and uses the 
presidents and other Diplomats as puppets, 
so it is with the religious and spiritual paths 

and their old outdated ancient teachings, 
mainly created by the RATS. Fake master 

HarOld Klump and his Reptilian wife Joanny 
Kroney Klump of the EEKonkon Korporation 
in Minnesota, USA, are very good examples 
of (EK) Evil Karma! SHE is a TapLining Witch 
with HER Band of Witches. They go around 

at night and Astrally TapLined their 
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PrayPaying MemberShrimps to Kontrol them 
and make them obey the fake masters 

'pretty words' of WisDumb! Their HU word 
they spread brings in the RATS to suck the 

life out of those who Agree with HER 
Kontrolling Korporation. 

"SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U and FREE 
YOURSELF NOW!” 

PRAY for PURITY 

"There are so many people that pray to 
something, and for the most part, they do 
not know who or what they are praying to, 
even though they 'Think' they do. If you are 
going to pray, I suggest to 'Pray for Purity, 
Sincerity & Being Honorable!' Instead of 
doing the typical 'begging and wanting' 

something, try to be Humble & Real! 
Actually, what people are praying to is 

Kalaum, the GovernorLord in the 
Dimensional Mental Realm. Anyone can 

meet this 'entity' as he has been used by the 
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Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) since the 
beginning of time on this planet. The 

Kalaum 'God' is the Deceptor for the RATS to 
Deceive people into Agreeing with the 

HUman Farming they are in on this 
Purposely Poisoned Planet! The so-called 

'holy works' are nothing more than a 
'business plan' for the World Kontrollers to 

have unaware slaves for more lifetimes! You 
are one of them! WakeUp or Stay Lost here 
with all the dumbed down cattle! Have Fun 

Deciding! 

WONDERFUL WOMEN WORLDWIDE & DUANE 

"I have met so many Wonderful Women who 
are MoreAware than most and can See 

Beyond what most people cannot. They have 
shared their insights with me and I have 
shared mine with them. I have WorldWide 
Educators Skype Groups almost everyday 
(ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook) and there 

are always NUFriends showing up who 
contribute and then Become MoreAware as 
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they Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and 
start to have RealExperiences in their 

DreamVisions with THE NUMAN & Rebazar 
Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides. 

Everyone is looking for RealFreedom, which 
there is none on this Purposely Poisoned 

Planet. WE as WorldWide Educators provide 
what no one else can, The NUWay Out of 
The Designed Matrix of Cause & Effect 

Creation! WE Are Real & WE Are Wonderful! 
Take The Risk and Read My NUBook and 

Free YourSelf! 

WONDERFUL WOMEN MISS DINA 

"Miss Dina is a Wonderful Woman that I have 
the privilege knowing. She had a strong 

religious background until she found The 
NUSound, The NU~U. Miss Dina sang The 

NU~U and met The Real UNUversal Guides 
and myself in The Real UNUverses of THE 
ALLIS. Not everyone does this right away, 

but Miss Dina has The Great Heart! It takes 
all of us many lifetimes to finally come to 
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The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. The world is 
struggling to get a glimpse of The 

TruReality, but they must first have the 
desire to See RealTruth, and not just want 
any truth. Miss Dina has shared so many 
Wonderful RealSide Experiences with The 

Skype Groups we have every week. Here is a 
recent one... " a few days a ago I have an 
experience that I am walking...then the 
heavy rain falls down.. and I see also my 

children that they are walking also in that 
brown water.... I start to sing NU U U U..... 
Then the rain little by little stops and I see 
my children setting on the big rocks. When 
the rain is almost finished.... the sun began 
shinning....when I focused my eyes looking 
to the sun... i figured out the face of DUANE 

smiling... I am trying to talk to him but in 
this part I got up!" Miss Dina is Seeing THE 

NUMAN on The RealSide LifeIS. 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation IS The 

Key to The Secret UNUverses of THE ALLIS. 
Beyond Creation is Real UNUverses where 

there is no Cause & Effect like that of 
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Creation, and what cannot even be 
imagined, because The Whole of Life IS so 

much bigger than what is experienced here. 
Miss Dina was chosen by Rebazar Tarzs & 
The RealGuides to have the opportunity to 

Step Forward and share how Wonderful She 
IS! 

CONSCIOUNESS DIMENSIONS 

"Most people have heard the term, 
'Consciousness.' Not everyone knows what 
this means, as most people are educated 

according to the Literal Systems that have 
been invented on this planet, so most people 
look to their Literalized Mind Conditioning, 

moreso than to their insight, intuition or 
RealAwareniss. Consciousness and the 

'ideas' of it are creations in Creation. Many 
'Think' with their minds that the terms, 

Spiritual Consciousness and God 
Consciousness have specific meanings, as 

examples. These terms and others like them 
have been used throughout history to point 
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to certain areas in Creation that not 
everyone is aware of. There is a big 

difference between Creation and Life ITSelf. 
Anything of a 'Consciousness' nature is 

created and has very little to do with The 
TruReality LifeIS. Creation is a 'simulator or 

fabrication' that takes place in a specific 
area of Life. Creation is limited to Cause & 
Effect Karma with the Lords of Karma and 

the GovernorLords on the Astral and Mental 
Realms. These are also the Two Heavens of 

Man, which there are actually many. With 
Creation there is reincarnation and the 

constant recycling of each Utun (old term 
soul) until the awareness of the individual is 

picked out and ready to progress by The 
Real UNUversal Guides, who always stand in 
The Real UNUverses beyond Creation with 

The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Many 
people 'Think' in terms of 'Angels, Saviors & 

Gods' as this what the masses have been 
indoctrinated with. These can be a point of 

understanding, but they are limited to 
Creation alone. 
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"When YU, The RealU, are ready to WakeUp 
from this 'Passing Dream,' YU will have the 

Wonderful Opportunity to See & BE what 
most people never will. The Old Terms, 

spiritual & god consciousness had their day, 
just like masters & gurus, as these ideas 

and their paths and teachings mainly belong 
to the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

today! The Old words of HU, OM, AUM, Amen 
and others bring in the RATS to suck the life 
out of people from the unseen side of their 

Astral Bodies in their dreams while they 
sleep. There are so many unseen 

dimensions that effect people and involve 
the created consciousness of those still 
unaware and lost in Creation. Each of us 

have created ourselves here, and The Real 
Understanding of this is a Real Study all its 
own and will not be found in any invented 
institution. The Gods of Man were created 
by the original invaders of this planet, the 

RATS. The masses want to 'believe' 
otherwise, as it is easier to tell their gods 
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what they want instead of figuring out their 
own life and making sense of where they are 

at here. Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, 
will provide The NUWay Out of Cause & 

Effect Creation all together! Take The Risk 
and Start Your NUJourney! 

Wonderful Women WorldWide Educators 

"Wonderful Women already have the 
advantage of Being Wonderful! They can 

take their passion and use it as a 
RealBenefit for ALL, once they Become 

MoreAware in The TruSense. The RealSecret 
with LifeIS, that when you Do Something 
Wonderful for Everyone, You benefit the 

most! Then, those you support will in turn 
support you! Just to have something for 

yourself and watch others struggle will not 
achieve what you are here to originally do. 
You came into this life to WakeUp from all 
those past lives that you did very little and 

were unaware. Now that you know about US 
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(UNUversal SuperBeings), Your RealSuccess 
becomes Your Real Opportunity to See 

Beyond what you have always known. WE as 
WorldWide Educators are more than a get-

together-group, WE have The 
RealConnection to The Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom that exist beyond the Cause & 
Effect Matrix of Creation. WE are The 

NUWay Out of The Matrix! You are under the 
Kontrol of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who rule this planet. You can 
WakeUp with US, or stay lost here. You can 
always decide to Make Better Choices and 

Become MoreAware! 

WONDERFUL WOMEN BECOMING 
MOREAWARE 

"Wonderful Women Everywhere are Waking 
Up and Becoming More Aware. The first 
steps for many people is to WakeUp with 

what is really taking place all over the earth 
with the political, religious, spiritual, 

education and scientific systems that are 
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Kontrolled by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). Wakening Up here is not always 

easy, but what really are the alternatives? If 
you do not WakeUp Now, then you will be 
sucked down once again here with more 
unconscious lifetimes of an even worse 

environment in the future with more Kontrol 
and Poisoning! When you understand the 

Prison Planet situation here, YU, The RealU, 
can Take The Next Step to Take The Risk 

and decide to Free YourSelf from the Cause 
& Effect Matrix of Creation all together! This 

is a Big Step to Free Yourself first from all 
the Restrictions you have made for yourself 

over lifetimes, then to learn how to Free 
YourSelf from The Matrix of Creation! WE 

are The NUWay Out of The Matrix! WE show 
you how to do this! WE have The 

RealKnowledge to start you on 'Your 
NUJourney to RealFreedom!’ 
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HarOld & Joanny Klump BLINDING THE 
MEMBERSHRIMPS, HU GOD WORLDS of 

EEKONKON, HarOld & Joanny BIG MONEY 
EEKONKON, HU Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) 

"DECEPTION RULES THE EARTH... The 
EEKonkon Krone Korporation is part of the 

One World Oder of Reptilians. On the 
surface, this Deceptive Korporation like so 

many others 'looks and appears' to be 
something substantial, but for those who 

can See Beyond the 'created front' and into 
The RealSide LifeIS, they can See Behind 
The Curtain that covers the real intent of 
fake master HarOld & Reptilian Joanny 

Klump. This Purposely Poisoned Planet is 
mainly based upon the Deception of those in 
Kontrol. The earth is a 'Place in Life' and the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) will always 

have this place as their Designed Matrix. 
Those who 'Think' there is some kind of LA 

LA Land here and something to gain, will 
soon find themselves into more lifetimes of 
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the same submissive servitude as they are 
now in, and the future will be a lot worse! 

WakeUp with The NUSound, The NU~U, and 
Free YourSelf! If you use the HU word, AUM, 

OM or Amen and others like this, you are 
being Astrally TapLined by the RATS in Your 
Dream. Let The RealGuides show you 'What 

IS Real Now!' 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER UNUVERSAL 
SEER... 

"The Whole of LifeIS an ISNIS. Very few 
people on this world are going to understand 
THE ISNIS LIFEIS. All of us have come thru 
what we know as, Creation. With our hands 

and our mind and imagination we can create 
almost anything. Creation is actually a 

'Place in Life' and not The TruReality LifeIS. 
Very few will understand this with their 

Literal Mind, because it cannot be done. YU, 
The RealU, must have The RealAwareniss to 
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SEE this! In the PsycRealms where YU are 
operating Five Bodies, physical, astral, 

causal, mental and etheric, You, the 
Personal You that YU created, has been 
mainly taught to be Mechanically Literal 

according to the Kontrolling Systems that 
have invented everything here to keep you 
dumbed down in their Designed Matrix! You 
may 'Think' what you are experiencing here 
is a real life, but it is not! In the PsycRealms 
there are Five Basic PsycRealm Levels, and 
within these levels are hundreds and even 

thousands of other levels and places to 
experience, just like on the earth. YU are 
here for a very specific reason, and that is 
to WakeUp and discover Your RealPurpose, 

but in the meantime, you have been 
Purposely Deceived for untold lifetimes by 

the original invaders of this planet, the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who work 

directly with the GovernorLord on the 
Mental Realm in Creation, Kalaum or KAL! 
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NATIONS UNITED (NU) WORLDWIDE 
EDUCATORS 

"The ALLNatural Environment Supports ALL 
of US! This is Real! As people Wakeup to the 

fact that RealFood, RealWater, RealAir 
should come first for The RealSurvival on 
this planet, and then what can be created 
along with these realities will make better 
sense. There is a Huge Challenge right now 
to handle what is already taking place on 

this Purposely Poisoned Planet. I have 
created The ALLSolar Research Vessel 

Project for RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation, and The NUVessels as 

UNUversal Universities, where people are 
taught about The ALLNatural Environment, 

and for those involved to Become 
MoreAware and SelfSufficient. The existing 

United Nations has been a planned 
deception, and the reality of the Nations 
United (NU) is to allow each person their 

rightful place as equal without the 
interference of controlling governments. 
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This of course is for those who are 
Honorable with what WE as WorldWide 

Educators (WE) are providing. The 
RealGuidance & RealEducation WE provide 
is Honorable and Sincere and Unique, and 
there are no hidden agendas, as there are 
with the various governments agencies of 
this world. In the last two hundred years 
there has been a huge change with 'Your 

Environment' that has not become a benefit, 
but moreso a disaster! WE have the 

awareness to See what can be done to bring 
a Real Balance to what each of US survives 
with. Survival is Number One for each of US, 

and especially 'The Children who are The 
Future!' The earth is in a very desperate 

situation and those who will be dealing with 
what will continue into the future will have 
the biggest challenge of all! So, it is 'Time 
Right Now' to Do Something Wonderful & 

Real for ALL! 

There are many parts to The NUVessel 
Project, and working with the Organic 
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Farmers and the Indigenous People who 
work the land is a RealFocus for US. We 

would like to provide Commercial 
HydroPonic Installations, as one example, as 
these are Real People who have the heart to 

provide what has always been Naturally 
intended for ALL of US, moreso than GMO 

TechFood that is marketed and 
contaminates the ground and especially the 
people eating it. There no longer has to be 
any 'Deception' for any of US on this earth! 

WE Can ALL Do This! 

NU~U for EXITING THE MATRIX 

"The mass majority of people on this earth 
are not aware they are in a Purposely 

Planned Designed Matrix, that far exceeds 
this Physical Realm that is seen with your 
eyes. The public has not been taught they 
have four other bodies that cannot be seen 
with the physical eyes that are constantly 
effecting them, astral, causal, mental and 

etheric bodies. Like a thought from the 
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mind, what takes place within yourself 
eventually shows up here, as this Physical 

Realm is the lowest part of Creation. 
Creation has Six Basic Levels, and beyond 

Cause & Effect Creation is The Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom. Creation is a 

'simulator' you must go thru until you 
WakeUp and Recognize The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS. While still on earth the 
struggle to survive is huge, especially with 
what is taking place with the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) who are constantly 
destroying The ALLNatural Environment that 

supports ALL of US. 

"The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, provides 
The NUWay Out of Creation with The 

NUSound, The NU~U. The words that have 
been used in human history such as HU, OM, 
AUM, Amen and so on, apply to Creation and 

not RealFreedom in The Real UNUverses. 
These Old words actually attract the RATS 

who Astrally TapLine people in their dreams 
and make them ill and diseased in the 
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physical body. The NU~U, along with 
Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 

Guides, allows you to Exit The Matrix during 
this lifetimes as YU, The RealU, learns to 

Earn Your Way Out of Creation! Simply Sing 
The NU~U before going to bed for about 15 

minutes and then focus on The 
RealGuidance that will take place as you 

move into The RealSide LifeIS. Your 
DreamVisions is your first step to 

RealFreedom! 

The Silly BabySitters 

"The Unaware Masses mainly live in the 
Past or chase the Future, even though they 
are standing in the Present. The Past, for 

the most part, is what is known as 
'traditional.' In other words, its all dead and 
gone, but let's keep bringing it all into the 

Present anyhow. The Future is a dream that 
something will take place, as most people 

want something to happen. The Present is a 
'place' where each person is with 
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themselves, as many times the Present is 
not always satisfying enough, so its off to 

the Past or into the Future. I have just 
explained in a simple way why people stay 
unconscious and keep returning here for 

more 9 to 5 drudgery. The Silly BabySitters 
play with the past as their way to justify 

their existence. These are the Old masters 
and gurus who have studied all the ancient 

texts left by others who wrote whatever 
they wanted. The political, religious and 

spiritual systems like to play BabySitters to 
the public as their support. These things had 

their day, but they do not work anymore, 
except as passive ways to keep people 

Trapped & TapLined for future use with what 
has been created as The HUman Farming 

Matrix. 

From these three known as Past, Present & 
Future, which are in time and space 

Creation, there IS Something Else that is not 
Seen by most. People are mostly locked into 
their Literal Senses and do not know of their 
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RealAwareniss. People are looking for 
freedom, but they will never find it on earth, 
because RealFreedom IS Invisible and can 
only exist with The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. As long as people look to personal 
gods, masters and saviors, they will Stay 
Lost in Cause & Effect Creation. YU, The 

RealU, must learn to See & Recognize 
without seeing with your eyes and mind 

what RealFreedom IS. The Silly BabySitters 
will keep trying to fool you into 'Thinking' 

that they know what is best for you, just like 
the Kontrolling politicians with their pretty 

words of wisdumb and seduction. 

YOU FORGOT! 

"YOU FORGOT... You have forgotten you 
were ever here before! With each lifetime 
you are on this planet or other ones like it, 
you usually do not remember your past life 
experiences, because you grow into a new 
body and mind each lifetime. All your past 

life memories are always with you, as this is 
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your 'karmic baggage' you created. You have 
forgotten that you have spent millions of 
lifetimes in Creation to try and figure out 

Your RealPurpose. Psychics and Oracles can 
usually only See into the Astral Worlds and 
no further. Edgar Cayce was one example, 

as even he did not recall what he was telling 
others while in his trance. Singing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, will open up Your 

DreamVisions to where you can See Beyond 
this Physical Realm. Each life you are here 
goes so fast and then you are old and ready 

to once more exist this place, as most 
people do not know where they are going. 

The ideas of 'belief & faith' will not 
necessarily take a person to where they 

want to go as they move beyond this world, 
but RealExperience with The Real 

UNUversal Guides will! 
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Seeing & Recognizing THE NUNOWNISS 
LIFEIS 

"Past, Present & Future have their place in 
Creation, as these are what is most related 

to from the one-dimensional view of the 
physical body and mind. It is true we are in a 
Three-Dimensional Matrix, but the basic idea 

with what is taking place here is moreso a 
'black and white' Literalized Understanding. 

Because of how you have been taught 
according to the MiliTerrorized Educational 
Systems, you 'Think' you know more than 
Life ITSelf, as this is how the arrogant ego 

becomes from Distorted Doctrines that have 
been Purposely Created to Kontrol others. 

You have come into this life to WakeUp from 
what you are experiencing here, or you Stay 

Lost with all the created phenomena that 
takes your attention from The RealU. LifeIS 

ALL about Your RealAwareniss and 
Becoming MoreAware & SelfSufficient. It is 
a huge struggle for all of us to See beyond 
this world of 'appearances' but unless you 
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take the time to do so, then you will be drug 
down once more with the Gods of Man and 
the Authoritarians of this earth. You have 
been taught that the past holds something 
for you and your present life, which is your 
personal life, has more meaning to it than 
The Whole of Life, and that looking to the 

future will help you cope with what is taking 
place Now. These 'ideas' are a charade, a 

Kontrolling mechanism to keep you sedated 
here as the slave to the authorities. If you 

are fine with this, then continue as you 
always have with being Kontrolled. But, if 

YU, The RealU, wants to really WakeUp Now, 
then Sing The NUSound, NU~U and have 
Your RealExperiences with RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation from The Real 
UNUversal Guides! 

ALL LifeIS Now and to be Recognized! This 
IS Real! The past, present and future do 
have their place, as these are needed to 
Recognize what is not Real, so YU, The 

RealU, can See & Recognize 'What IS Real 
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Now!' LifeIS Now, and never in the past or 
future! The past can be a good 'reference' 

and that is all. To build a new life here from 
the past is a sure way to stay unaware of 

what is coming in Your Future. LifeIS Bigger! 
Sing The NU~U and 'Let Life Show You... 

What IS Real Now!' The TruRecognition of 
The NUNowniss LifeIS, cannot be done with 

the Literalized Mind, it 'IS' with Your 
RealAwareniss. This is a Huge Journey to 
See YourSelf as a FreeBeing of RealLight, 

and you decide when you will Take the Risk 
and WakeUp and See Beyond all of Creation! 

JUNK YARD 

"This world has become a 'Junk Yard' of 
everything that can be created that has no 

RealPurpose. The masses do have their 
'personal purpose' in mind, but it is more 

than evident that most people do not have 
the awareness to create what has a 

RealBenefit for Everyone. Everything is 
Poisoned and Polluted and The ALLNatural 
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Environment that supports ALL of US is 
heavily effected! Many people have the 'idea' 

they are like the Fake Gods in the sky, and 
they can be creators and do whatever they 
want. This is true, but very few people have 

The RealAwareniss to create something 
along the lines of what The ALLNatural 

Environment IS. People 'Think' in their minds 
they can make a 'heaven on earth' for 

themselves, and all they have made and are 
making is adding to the Junk Yard and the 
demise of this planet! The Real UNUversal 

Guides know what has a RealBenefit for 
ALL. The RealPurpose of YU, The RealU, is 
to Recognize Your Real Awareniss and then 
Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 

Very few will ever be able to do this, 
because The Whole of LifeIS Far Too Real! 

Creation is not Life, it is a 'simulator' to 
learn from, like going thru high school and 
then eventually getting out and deciding 
what you want your life to be. Very few 

people are Real RiskTakers who will See 
Beyond this world and Creation altogether. 
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The masses want their personal 'comfort 
zones' and to keep reincarnating 

unconsciously here as slaves and servants 
to the KEK Systems! 

EEKONKON KRONE KORPORATION 

"DECEPTION RULES THE EARTH... The 
EEKonkon Krone Korporation is part of the 

One World Oder of Reptilians. On the 
surface, this Deceptive Korporation like so 

many others 'looks and appears' to be 
something substantial, but for those who 

can See Beyond the 'created front' and into 
The RealSide LifeIS, they can See Behind 
The Curtain that covers the real intent of 
fake master HarOld & Reptilian Joanny 

Klump. This Purposely Poisoned Planet is 
mainly based upon the Deception of those in 
Kontrol. The earth is a 'Place in Life' and the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) will always 

have this place as their Designed Matrix. 
Those who 'Think' there is some kind of LA 

LA Land here and something to gain, will 
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soon find themselves into more lifetimes of 
the same submissive servitude as they are 
now in, and the future will be a lot worse! 

WakeUp with The NUSound, The NU~U, and 
Free YourSelf! If you use the HU word, AUM, 

OM or Amen and others like this, you are 
being Astrally TapLined by the RATS in Your 
Dream. Let The RealGuides show you 'What 

IS Real Now!' 

THANK YOU fake master HarOld & Reptilian 
Joanny Klumpp 

"THANK YOU... fake master HarOld Klump & 
Reptilian Joanny Klumpp of the EEKonkon 
Krone Korporation, ChelasHeldRansom, 

Minnesota, USA. You have 'Made My Day... 
actually many of them!' I can See Now that 
it would have all been too easy for you to 

announce me on August 3, 2001, when you 
and your possessed Reptilian wife were 

present when Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 
Twitchell gave me The Real Rod of Power! I 
could See that you were too afraid to let go 
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of what was given to you unearned, and SHE 
was not willing to step aside from what SHE 
stole from unaware you! What a combination 
the two of you make! Because I have had to 

struggle like you never have, I have 
surpassed what you will ever be aware of... 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. You two 

are a good examples of what 'Not to Do,' as 
'All Deception Shows Up' and the two of you 

are on The World Screen on The RealSide 
and being seen for who you really are! 

"THANK YOU, THANK YOU... fake master 
Harry & JownZee! Your future is already set 
as it is playing itself out Right Now! You are 
both floating down the murky muddy river 
you have created and ready to 'go over the 
falls!' Of course the two of you do not See 
this, because you are 'in your own heads' 
with what you take from others who are 

unaware and dumbed down by the 'pretty 
words' JownZee writes for fast asleep Harry. 

Must be a really tough job making two 
appearances a year for an hour or so, but 
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then again, Harry is 'divine' in the blindness 
of the membershrimps he spams to. Does 
anyone check with Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 

Twitchell, or any of The RealGuides on The 
RealSide about these two? Of course not.. 
the membershrimps are too Hypnotized & 

TapLined by Reptilian Joanny to WakeUp to 
what has really been taking place for 

decades! Have Fun! 

Emotions and REALLUV 

"YU, The RealU, has Five Bodies you 
operate... physical, astral, causal, mental 
and etheric, with Your RealAwareniss. The 
Standard Kontrolling Educational Systems 
do not provide any substantial information 
about the Five Bodies you have, because 
they do not want you to know there is a 

whole lot more to Your Life than just your 
physical body and who you 'Think' you are! 
The Physical Body is the Five Senses. The 
Astral Body is the Emotions. The Causal 

Body is the Memory. The Mental Body is the 
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Mind. The Etheric Body is the Intuition & 
Subconscious Mind. These Five Bodies you 
are operating are mechanical in nature and 
not The RealU. The RealU is a FreeBeing of 
RealLight located on The Seventh LifeLevel 
of The Real UNUverses of The TruReality, 
THE ALLIS. The Personal You that YU have 
created is located in a Fabricated Creation, 
which 'seems' to be a real life, but is not! 

ALL of LifeIS about Awareness, moreso than 
just a Literalized Mind and Emotions. Your 
Five Bodies are like your car and computer, 

they are vehicles to gain certain 
experiences with, until YU can WakeUp and 

first Recognize Your RealAwareniss, and 
then eventually Recognize The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS. You have been purposely 
indoctrinated by the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who have always 

Kontrolled this earth. They are the KEK 
Systems of this world, as they have created 

HUman Farming for people as cattle and 
slaves. You have been here a lot of lifetimes 
doing the same routines you are still doing! 
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"The RATS are keeping you at an Emotional 
Matrix Level in Creation, the Astral Realm, 

and mainly the Lower Astral, because this is 
how they can TapLine you and drain your 

energy, as they use you for their purposes. 
You are in their Purposely Planned Prison 
Yard, which you 'Think' is a planet you are 
on that you can do whatever you want, but 
they are always watching you, until they 

want you! When you just stay at an 
Emotional Level with almost everything you 
do, they constantly take advantage of you. 

They TapLine you in Your Dreams, they 
dowse you with Mind Kontrolling 

Microwaves and WiFi, they dump ChemTrails 
on you, they invented Smart Meters to 

sedate and seduce you, they Kontrol all the 
drugs worldwide, legal and otherwise. All 

this and so much more effects the physical 
body to where eventually illnesses and 

diseases start to show up, but the doctors 
here cannot always figure out what is taking 

place, so they give you a 'hokus-pokus' 
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diagnosis and drugs. Emotions are 'not' what 
you have determined as Love, but you can 

decide whatever you want. 

Literalized Mind or YOUR REALAWARENISS 

"From the 'personal view' the world of 
socialized people is mainly based upon the 
Literalized Mind, as most people have been 
taught according to the KEK MiliTerrorized 

Systems of FedYouK-Ration (Education 
spelled differently). This is why The 

ALLNatural Environment that supports ALL 
of US is so ruined and getting worse 

everyday. The Literalized Mind has its place, 
but for the most part it is always out of 
control and ruining something, then it 

justifies itself, as politicians like to do when 
they are caught for all the Deception they 

like to hide. They use their 'pretty words' to 
smooze people with and most people buy 

what they are saying while their Deception 
& Destruction continues. The masses have 

become Literalized Intellectuals and 
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'Thinking' that just because someone says 
something like, "Oh that disaster, it will be 
taken care of, because the Presidents 'said' 
so!" Or, "Oh, those ChemTrails in the sky, I 
don't 'believe' they are anything, because 

the government has not said they are!" This 
is the BrainWashed Literalized & 

MiliTerrorized Society of today! It is really a 
struggle for most people to get past their 
Conditioned Mind and See what is really 
taking place on this planet Now! People 

create their own Cause & Effect Karma, and 
by Agreeing consciously and mostly 
unconsciously with all the Planned 

Deception that is taking place, they will still 
be a part of it in future lifetimes when it is a 

lot worse. 

"There is a Better Way to WakeUp and BE 
Free from all the Deception, that is 'if' you 

have The RealCourage to BE a Real 
RiskTaker and See & Do what really Makes 

Sense! Very few people will do this, because 
they are Too Afraid! Their Literalized Mind 
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does not want to disagree with all the 
Planned Demise they are living in, because 
they will be 'thought' of as different! People 
have been programmed to be cattle and not 

Real Individuals. A RealLife is not about 
'Thinking & Rationalizing' as it is about 
Seeing & Being. The literal part of the 

personal self has its place, as nothing is 
negated, but there is so much more to 
WakeUp to and Recognize that cannot 
always be Literalized into any mental 
category. While most people are being 

Dumbed Down on a daily basis, they are also 
looking for some kind of freedom for 

themselves. There is no freedom here and 
there never will be! Only when YU, The 

RealU, wakes up to Your RealAwareniss and 
Recognizes who YU really are, will you begin 
to See what RealFreedom IS! YU must take 

the time and learn to SeeMore than just your 
Literalized Conditioning to Free YourSelf. If 
you wait too long, you will just become old 

and fossilized once more as you have in your 
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previous unconscious lives and stay lost 
here again!  

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER or Old Wisdom 

"Hello, Duane The Great Writer here! I am 
rewriting HUman History as you have known 

it and bringing what no one else can, The 
NUNowniss of The TruReality, THE ALLIS. 

What I am presenting is not political or 
religious, spiritual, nor along the lines of 

institutionalized education. I am not 
negating what has taken place so far, I am 
merely adding to what already exists. I will 

provide the 'comparisons' and you can 
decide to Become MoreAware & 

SelfSufficient or stay as you always have 
been.  

"LIFEIS ALWAYS NOW! THIS IS REAL! Most 
people will not come close to grasping, 
actually Seeing what I am presenting, 
because they have been taught to be 
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Literalized and mainly look to the past for 
their information and so-called knowledge. 

When you study with any school or 
institution, you are getting second-hand, 
hand-you-down-stuff, which 'seems' to be 
something with this world, but when you 
look a little closer at what is really taking 

place here with the MiliTerrorized 
Education, you begin to See that what is 

first learned and then implemented into The 
ALLNatural Environment, you soon See that 

what has been and is being created is 
destroying everything! Does this really Make 
Sense? The Indigenous People on this planet 
did not purposely destroy what has always 

supported them, but the over-educated 
intellectual & literalized second-hand 

educated people with their concrete and 
steel lifestyle, have and are still doing this 

as fast as they can! How long do you 'Think' 
what has always you supported will last? 

Whatever you come up with will most likely 
be along the lines of your 'LA LA Land' idea 

of you staying unaware and comfortable 
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with what is taking place with the existing 
demise! 

"THE NUNOWNISS OF THE ALLIS, cannot be 
considered with any sort of Literalized 

Conception. YU, The RealU, must first start 
to have the courage to have 

RealExperiences and not just 'mind stuff' 
ideas that floats in your head that sounds 
good to you and others. i have been thru 

many different paths & teachings, and from 
this I can SeeMore than most, but the best 

part has been My RealSide Experiences with 
The Real UNUversal Guides. I have taken the 
knowledge I have gained and then expanded 
upon it with with My RealExperiences from 
the real UNUverse that are beyond Creation 
and the Gods of Man. Very few people can 
do this! There will be very few people who 

wholeheartedly understand, and most of all 
See what I am presenting. The Literalized 

Socialized Subjects (As the Queen & 
President calls everyone) will stay lost with 
their educational systems and 9 to 5 boring 
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jobs that will only lead to more destruction 
of The ALLNatural Environment! Is this what 
you really want for yourself? Are you at all 
Waking Up to this? This is Your Planet Too! 

"TAKE THE RISK & WAKEUP NOW! You are 
the Decider of Your Life! 

THE VALUE of MONEY 

"What is the Real Value of Money? Each of 
us has been raised in a society where the 
creation of money seems to matter a lot. 

There has been a 'standard' setup for us to 
Agree to the Creation of Money. So, in 

today's world there is Huge Agreement for 
needing, having and chasing Money! Did the 
Indians need Money? Someone created the 

'need' for the Money 'idea' we each use. It all 
'seems' to make sense on the surface, but 

as you take a closer look, which many 
people are afraid to do, you will soon 

discover what is really taking place with the 
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Creation of Money! Let's start simply with 
the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. As part of 
what I am Presenting & Sharing, I usually 
suggest that people study the system they 
are working in, not from the view of the 6 

O'Crock News or what the government tells 
you, but do some real research on the 

Internet and YouTube, where there are a lot 
of informative videos and information. When 
you find out what is really going on, you will 

WakeUp, because now all the so-called 
'mystery' about the Creation of Money 

makes sense. 
"The so-called 'Value of Money' has become 

an obsession with many people to where 
they will even destroy others for it. The 
Creation of Money has been a Purposely 
Planned Deception from the start. It is all 

about Kontrol from the creators of it! This is 
a HUman Farming Planet, and the Creation 
of Money is one of the many ways people 
are easily and unconsciously Kontrolled, 

Manipulated, TapLined and then Destroyed! I 
would say that Money has its place, as it is 
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already here and we can creatively deal with 
it, but there is a much Bigger Picture for 

those who really want to See Beyond all the 
Kontrol & Deception that is here. 

WONDERFUL WOMEN are BRAVE, 
WONDERFUL WOMEN HAVE COURAGE 

"I would say that Wonderful WorldWide 
Women, those who have a Greater 

Awareness than others, are the Bravest on 
the planet. Men 'Think' in their minds they 
know and are something more, but it has 
been the Wonderful Women of this world 

who brought them all thru to this dimension. 
Women take a lot from men, and they do not 

have to. WakeUp Wonderful Women and 
Learn to Be Real Now! Wonderful Women 

can have a RealConnection to Life that most 
people cannot, if they will simply Take The 

Risk to do so! We are all FreeBeings of 
RealLight, moreso than just a male or female 
body, but very few ever Recognize this. WE 
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are here to Share Something Wonderful with 
YOU! 

THE GREATEST SURVIVAL POSITION 

"As we each come upon this earth we soon 
learn that Survival IS Number One! 

Happiness and Love will not feed us or 
shelter us, so we must learn to Survive here. 
Human History proves that Surviving is the 
biggest challenge. Surviving on earth has 
always been the same struggle, and some 
have learned to seduce others to support 
them so their lifestyle becomes easier. A 

community where everyone contributes and 
supports each other Makes Sense, as what 

the Indians did in their time. Today there are 
Government Officials who 'claim' to support 
the people who actually support them, but 

this is not so. The Government Officials have 
created 'their' systems and agencies to 

support them first, as they want absolute 
Kontrol over everyone. So, trying to survive 
on the earth is not the best position to be 
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with, but for most people they really do not 
know anything else. The masses have been 

taught and intimidated to Agree with 
Restrictions and to be Subservient to their 
lords and masters. For untold lifetimes you 

have been here doing the same routines and 
Struggling to Survive. It has always been 
Your Choice, but the Deceptive Created 

Systems with their political and religious 
officials and their invented gods, have 

basically told and taught you that you are to 
grovel and take whatever place in Life you 

have and deal with it! Lifetime after lifetime 
you have encountered the same Restrictions 
and officials who like to torture you! Overall, 
you have created your position here to gain 
Real Experiences to eventually WakeUp and 

Set YourSelf Free from this 'Place in Life!' 
You have been looking for The NUWay Out of 

The Matrix! 

"RealSurvival IS a RealPosition to BE. What I 
am referring to takes a lot of Steps of 

Recognition to SEE & BE. Most people will 
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not attempt a RealPosition beyond Creation 
altogether into what is unknown to most, 

that of The Real UNUverses of The 
TruReality, THE ALLIS. On the earth, all one 
can do is struggle from lifetime to lifetime 

with their Survival. This is a Purposely 
Poisoned Planet by the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). There is No Freedom or 
RealSurvival here and there never can be no 

matter what is said by the Deceptive 
political, religious and spiritual diplomats, 
queens and masters. Each one of us is a 

FreeBeing of RealLight, but YU, The RealU, 
must have The RealConnection with The 
SoundLight Reality LifeIS, The NUSound, 

The NU~U. The old words such as HU, OM, 
AUM, Amen and others are direct links to 
being TapLined by the RATS in you astral 
body. WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost on this 

Planet! 
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FAKE CAMPAIGNING 

"Deception Rules this world! In a way, many 
people like to be Deceived, because they get 

to play in their Artificially Created LA LA 
Land. From The ALLNatural Environment 

that supports everything, has come all the 
'fabrication' that is now destroying it! Many 

unaware people look to 'The Fake 
Campaigners' who are running for election, 
as their answer to keep their Artificial World 

going. There is a huge consciousness 
movement that is taking place to Agree to 

all the Demise that has already been 
Purposely Planned for Everyone! Some 
people are finally Waking Up, and the 
Kontrolling Officialness that rules this 

planet is responding by creating more Havoc 
& Deception, along with eliminating those 
who oppose them. In the USA, there are 

some people who See Thru the Fake 
Campaigning that is taking place. The stage 

is 'rigged' for the next Puppet Candidate, 
and in the meantime, the highly paid 
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performers are putting on a good show tor 
the dumbed down and unaware. You do have 
a Better Choice if you have The Courage to 

Take The Risk and Make The Choice! 

WHY MAKE SENSE 

"Why Make Sense of your life when you do 
not have to. This is the basic Agreement 

with so many people and why this world is 
as it is. Very few people Pay Attention to 

The ALLNatural Environment that supports 
them. When Listen to What Makes Sense 

when you do not want to. It is Your Survival 
YOU are not paying attention to! When you 
start your car, you are poisoning yourself 
and others, and this is okay with you! Why 

would you waste your time and money 
making your car run on Water, when you do 

not have to. There are many videos on 
YouTube showing how to do this. Its a little 
step, but every step counts. Why WakeUp to 

what is Really taking place on this planet 
when you can watch TV instead and pretend 
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it is all not happening. Why waste your 
precious time from gabbing and playing with 
your friends when you could learn about how 
to Become MoreAware & Wonderful! Do YOU 
at all have The RealCourage to BE Real and 
to take the time to SeeMore than you ever 

have? 

WHAT DOESN'T WORK 

"WHAT DOESN'T WORK... is the piston 
engine, which only 'seems' to work as it is 

helping to destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US! 
Deceptive Governments that have been 

around for centuries and already 'proven' 
they do not! Politicians, including religious 

and spiritual masters and gurus who use the 
same 'Old WisDumb' of the ages to keep 
their foolowers and supporters dumbed 
down, have also proven themselves very 

limited with their Deceptive speeches and 
words, while at the same time they are 

contributing to the destruction of Nature. 
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Take a 'good look' around See what is taking 
place here, and then study Real Human 

History, not the 'Distorted Stuff' you learned 
in MiliTerrorized school. Do you want to 

WakeUp or Stay Lost and Kontrolled by the 
KEK Systems here? What has been created 
by the Kontrolling Systems Does not Work, 
but it 'appears' that is does. You are in their 

Designed Karmic Matrix in Creation, and 
there is only One NUWay Out... WE Are IT! 

"WHAT DOES WORK... is working with The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US! Learning to SeeMore than YOU ever 

have before. With our RealGuidance & 
RealEducation, You will Succeed with 

Becoming MoreAware & SelfSufficient! Take 
The Risk and Become Wonderful Now! 

ABSOLUTELY NO RESTRICTIONS 

"It really does not take much intelligence for 
most people to See all the Agreed Upon 

Restrictions that have been created to keep 
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people unaware and Kontrolled. Restrictions 
have become 'a way of life' for those who 

are in The HUman Farming Matrix of 
Creation. Agreed Upon Restictions are part 
of a Collective Consciousness that has been 

created in the time and space Astral/
Physical Realms. Because most people 

relate to their emotions and feelings moreso 
than their RealAwareniss, which operates 

their Five Bodies, they Restrict Themselves 
to all the 'ideas' that are Agreed Upon in the 
Created Consciousness of The Matrix. When 

these ideas are held to without any 
Recognition of your RealAwareniss, then you 

stay in Creation and will reincarnate once 
again unconsciously. It is all a process that 

YOU have Agreed to! There are no gods 
doing this... IT IS YOU! You are the one who 
keeps deciding to Agree with the Deceptive 
Restricters here! You keep 'Thinking' your 
emotions are the highest part of yourself, 

when in fact they are just Your Astral Body 
in the Astral Realm. There is a big difference 

between Emotional Love and RealLUV. 
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Emotional Love is Attachment to things that 
relate to your personal feelings, which is not 
negated, but is self-limiting. RealLUV IS like 

the Sun Shining & IS Real without any 
Emotional Restrictions. You always Decide 
Your Fate! You are the one bringing yourself 

back here for more! REALLUV IS 
REALFREEDOM NOW! 

ABSOLUTELY NO RESTRICTIONS 2 

"There will always be Restrictions with a 
Created Consciousness in Creation. This is 

part of the process of Cause & Effect 
Creation. When YU, The RealU, Wakes Up to 

Your RealAwareniss and then Recognizes 
The RealConnection with The SoundLight 

Reality LifeIS with The NUSound, The NU~U, 
then you will begin to have a better 

OverALLVU with what is taking place with 
Your Five Bodies that you operate in Cause 
& Effect Creation. Until you Become The 
Real RiskTaker, then you will pretty much 

stay with your Emotional Personal Self, Your 
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Astral & Physical Bodies, and continue to 
stay unaware of The Real UNUverses of 

RealTruth & RealFreedom beyond the 
Restrictive Borders of Creation. Up until 

Now, you have only been aware of The Two 
Heavens of Man, the Astral Realm & Mental 

Realm. These two places are where the 
Fake GovernorLords reside who are 

'Thought' to be gods. The 'god' idea, along 
with worship and prayer, was invented by 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 

first invaded this planet. They are the 
'ancient astronauts' who go from planet to 

planet and create their HUman Farming 
Matrix for people to be slaves and trapped 

in. You are in their Designed Matrix and their 
Two Designed Heavens, which are the Astral 
& Mental Realms. When you leave this world, 

one of their Angels of Death Agents will 
come and get you and probably take you to 
some part in the Astral Realm, because you 

are not aware of The Real UNUverse of 
RealFreedom. And if you are a really bad 

person, then you go straight to the Lords of 
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Karma! Those who Become MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient with The NU~U, they have 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation and go 
past Restricted Creation and the Fake Gods 
of Man into The Seventh LifeLevel, The first 
Endless Real UNUverse where there are No 
Restictions like there are in Creation. Only 

The Brave & Bold & The Real RiskTaker can 
enter The Real UNUverses! 

ABSOLUTELY NO RESTRICTIONS 3 

"Emotional Love has its place in Creation, as 
this is the Physical & Astral Bodies with 

your decided relationships. When you Sing 
The NUSound, The NU~U, and Watch Your 

DreamVisions where 'Life will show YU, The 
RealU, What IS Real Now,' and you really do 

Pay Attention, then with Your 
RealAwareniss, you will begin to Become 

MoreAware and See the difference between 
what you have always known and been 

limited by as the Love 'idea' with Your Astral 
Body only. As you Become MoreAware, you 
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will learn to enhance Your Emotional Body 
with Your RealAwareniss, so that you 

become Less Restricted by Your Emotional 
Attachments alone. It is a very lonely 

journey from lifetime to lifetime carrying all 
those unseen Emotional TapLines from the 
past. They are still effecting you to this day, 
as you are not aware enough to See them, 
because you only 'Think' you are 'spiritual' 

or something else with your religion and the 
Gods of Man. The Reptilians and the Gods of 
Man Kontrol the Designed Matrix in Creation 

they created to keep you Trapped & 
TapLined here! Very Real! 

WakeUp Now or Stay Lost with this 'Place in 
Life' planet in black space! 

ABSOLUTELY NO RESTRICTIONS 4 

"THE REAL UNUVERSES OF THE ALLIS... 
Beyond time and space Creation there lies a 

Deep Dark Border between what we have 
come to know as Creation and The Real 

UNUverses of The SoundLight Reality LifeIS. 
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Those who come to this border in their 
RealAwareniss sometimes 'Think' this is the 
end of Life, but far from it! Creation is Cause 
& Effect Restrictions, but it has its place to 

Wake YU, The RealU, Up! You are in The 
Passing Dream with Creation. On earth, you 

are Trapped & TapLined by the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet 

and many others like it. In The Real 
UNUverses there is Real Truth & 

RealFreedom that IS Endless without 
Restrictions! In Creation your are in the 

Designed Matrix of the RATS that you keep 
Agreeing to. You have been taught that the 

earth is all there is in Life, because the 
RATS want to keep you here for more 

lifetimes as their slave. This is Very Real, 
but you still want to 'hang on' to all your 

emotional attachments that you have 
created over the lifetimes you have been 
here. This is always Your Choice to do so. 
You must 'earn' your way out of Creation, 
and until you do, you will stay Trapped & 

TapLined by the RATS! WE are The NUWay 
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Out of Creation. YU, Your RealAwareniss, 
can WakeUp and enter Real UNUverse of 

RealFreedom this lifetime! WE are here for 
YU! 

ABSOLUTELY NO RESTRICTIONS with THE 
NUPRESENTATION 

"THE NUPRESENTATION IS NO 
RESTRICTIONS! Hello, Duane The Great 

Writer here. I have come thru a lot during 
this lifetime and the ones previous to bring 
The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. This world is 

full of Purposely Designed Restrictions to 
keep people as cattle and supporters. This 

has been the plan of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) since they first invaded 
this planet eons ago. You were one of the 

people in those days and You are still here! 
You have once again Agreed to their 

Restictions and they are TapLining You in 
Your Astral Body as You sleep every night. 

Astral TapLining is based upon Your 
Agreement to being Restricted with the 
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governments and doctrines they have 
created to keep You dumbed down, passive 

and submissive to their will. VERY REAL! 

"THE NUPRESENTATION IS NO 
RESTRICTIONS! With politics, religion, 

spiritual whatevers, standard education and 
sci-fi scary science, there is nothing but 

Restrictions! How can You ever have 
RealFreedom when You keep Agreeing to 
Restrictions? You Cannot! You are always 

deciding Your Fate & Destiny, and as long as 
You emotionally hold to Restictions, You will 

be returning here for more unconscious 
lifetimes. You Are Deciding This! I have 

decided there will be No Restrictions with 
The NUPresentation! i have come thru the 
'disciplines' of Restictions to where I can 

See there does not have to be any 
Restrictions, only a NUWay Out of Creation! 

"Would You like 'An Adventure Like No 
Other?' A 'Real Romantic Adventure with 
Life?' You can have what You cannot even 

imagine that is beyond belief and More 
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Wonderful than anything here! This IS Very 
Real! Take The Risk and Read My NUBook 

with an Open Heart and start 'Your Journey 
to RealFreedom Now!' WE are Here for YU, 

The RealU! 

GALACTIC FEDERATION PEANUTS 

"Captains Log Stardate 247135.007. We are 
in the Kling-On TapLiners Territory, because 
we have the right to do whatever we want 
to. Our ancestors came from Europe and 

stole what became The United States, and 
the Galactic Federation has the same 

agenda, but we don't tell the workers this. 
On board the Starship we are planning our 

mission... 

"Mr. Spock, did you eat all the Peanuts 
again? "It wasn't me Captain, Sir, it was 

Lieutenant Sulu, Sir! "Okay, I'll deal with this 
later! Are we heading towards the Kling-On 

TapLining Party on Nibiru?" "Yes Sir, we 
should be there shortly, Sir" "Will we need 
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our shields up?" "They promised to let us 
into the party and be good, Sir." "Can we see 

the planet on the screen?" "Yes Sir, right 
now." (The Starship is getting very close to 
Nibiru) "I don't know about this Mr. Spock. I 
have a bad feeling!" "Its your Reflux Acid Sir, 
from the pizza you had for breakfast!" "Oh of 

course, you are right!" (Then, a gigantic 
Laser Beam comes from the planet and the 
Starship is eliminated!) "Spock, where are 
we?" "We are somewhere lost in the Astral 
Worlds, Captain!" "Gee, I thought the good 

aliens would save us! How many years have 
we heard their pretty words telling us they 

would save us? I knew I should have went to 
Sunday School more often and trusted Jeezo 

instead!" "Right now Captain, you need to 
take a look over there, as Spock pointed. 

Those are Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
and they are coming to TapLine us in our 

Astral Bodies!!!" (We will see what happens 
in the next episode, and for those who are 
still on earth... Pay Attention and WakeUp, 
because you have already been TapLined! 
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I WATCH EVA TV 2 

"I WATCH EVA TV... Would you like to 
Become MoreAware & WakeUp? Eva Knows 
exactly what YU, The RealU, needs to Free 

YourSelf from the Designed Matrix in 
Creation. Pay Attention and Learn 

Something NU! 

NU~U NUSOUND & CHAKRAS 

THE NU SONG DOES MUCH MORE THAN 
YOU CAN IMAGINE. 

"People report a peace and calmness after 
doing the NU Sessions. Why is it so? It is 
because the NU works on all the levels of 
life from the physical through the etheric 
level and into The Real UNUverses. The 

NUMAN speaks on the primacy of the NU 
Sound when compared to other sounds - AH, 
RA, OM (AUM), HU, HUM, MU, RI and others. 
Even though Duane advises that we look at 
the overall picture instead of little parts of 
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it, I want to take a closer look at what the 
NU Song does to the physical body. I have 
realized that the NU affects all the seven 

seals or chakras of the body by stimulating, 
activating, opening up blocked chakras and 
balancing them in relation to one another. 

From my investigations, when some chakras 
are open and some are blocked, over 

activated or under activated, that is a huge 
problem for the individual concerned leading 
to problems in health and other domains of 

life. The NU Sound beautifully and 
effortlessly does the opening, activation and 

balancing of the chakra system leading to 
peace, calm and well-being. Other mantras 

may overwork certain chakras to the 
detriment of others thereby causing 
imbalances in the individual's life. 

"With some fore knowledge, I had noticed 
that the HU sound does not affect all 

chakras equally- some being more 
stimulated than others. Of particular 

concern is the root chakra (the grounding 
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chakra) and the crown chakra at the top of 
the head which are minimally stimulated and 

opened by the HU Sound. However, the NU 
song does everything, beyond even what you 
can imagine. You may ask how far I am sure 

about this.  

"Prior to joining the NU Presentation I was 
doing a Chakra opening and activation 

studies with an Indian Jain Master ( Acharya 
Shree Yogesh). He gave me two sounds to 

chant for each chakra besides color 
visualization. Then I came into the NU 

Presentation and started doing the NU Song 
and decided to test its vibration in every 

chakra as I already knew where and how to 
check. To my consternation, I realized that 

the NU Sound was vibrating in every chakra. 
You check the root chakra, the sacral, the 

solar plexus, the heart, throat, third eye and 
thousand petaled lotus (crown chakra) and 
you find the NU vibrating in all of them. I 

simply abandoned the other time-consuming 
method and focused on the NU which does 
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everything for all levels of life and the 
chakras at once without having to 

concentrate on each individual chakra 
anymore. I just relax and sing NU and it 

does its work without my conscious 
concentration on the chakra system. How 
cool. Since the NU Sound does it all, is this 
not a NU Time for a NU-Way of singing the 

NU Song that baffles philologists? The taste 
of anything is in the eating of it. Sing 
NU...UUU, NU...UUU... Charles Ndifon 

CARTOOON HEAVEN 

"We are all in the CARTOOON MATRIX of 
CREATION. It all 'seems' so real doesn't it! I 

can See that it is hard for You to Realize 
where You really are, so it is easier for You 

to pretend that where You are is Okay! 
Almost everyone is 'pretending' right now, so 
it is fine that You are too! Isn't it funny how 
each moment passes and there becomes 
another moment. What does this mean? 

When You look at the Sun, it is always the 
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same, but as You watch what is taking place 
here, then You and others are growing old, 

as everyone soon disappears, but in the 
meantime, You are pretending everything is 
Okay. You are in the CARTOOON MATRIX! 

Who is at the controls? Is it someone on the 
earth or the sky or somewhere else? Do You 
really want to know, or do You want to keep 

pretending until You are too old to ask? 

EARTH IS FOR EVERYONE 

"Each one of us have come to this earth to 
have our own experiences, and if we are 

ready, WakeUp to the possibility of 
Becoming MoreAware in the TruSense. All 
experience leads to some kind of wake-up. 
Not all wake- ups lead to The Real WakeUp 
that can take YU, The RealU, beyond time 
and space Cause & Effect Creation. In the 
meantime, the earth is for everyone, but of 
course not everyone 'sees' it this way. This 
is Your World and you do not have to be a 

slave to others, unless you keep Agreeing to 
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be so, which most people do. The masses do 
not See their Agreement with being a slave 
to the invented systems. You are taught to 
Agree with the Restictions they create. It 
has all become a 'standard' to be poisoned 

and Kontrolled by Deceitful government 
officialness. This world will only become 

what is Agreed to! So, for those who want to 
get beyond the causes and effects here, 
there is a much better way. WE are The 

NUWay Out of The Matrix of Creation. WE 
are The NUWay to RealFreedom! 

ZOMBIES in YOUR DREAMS 

"The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
Kontrol this planet with their Designed 

Matrix. They have turned a lot of people into 
Zombies! With all the Purposely Planned 

Poisons by the RATS all over The ALLNatural 
Environment, everyone and everything is 
effected. The masses have Agreed and 

submitted themselves to being Zombies. 
Those who belong to political, religious and 
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spiritual groups are being TapLined by 
Zombies, as hired assassins in the Astral 
Worlds. WE encounter these Creatures all 

the time, because they want to destroy what 
WE are presenting. Those who use the 
words, HU, OM, AUM, Amen and others 

emotionally like them, are being TapLined by 
the RATS in their Astral Bodies while they 
Sleep, and will eventually have illnesses, 
diseases and cancers. When you use The 
NUSound, The NU~U, it will drive these 

Creatures away. The Zombies are Real! Most 
people do not have the awareness to See 

them! 

IF YOU PRAY 

"IF YOU PRAY... When most people Pray, they 
are usually 'petitioning or begging' for 

something. People like to Kontrol their gods, 
and the Gods of Man will play this game with 
the unaware. Actually, most people really do 

not know who their gods are, they only 
'Think' they know from all the 
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misinformation they have been given for 
lifetimes. You can learn to visit your god, as 
this is very easy. The Gods of Man are not 
the 'mystery' that has been implied. The 

doctrines found on the earth that have been 
'claimed' to be written by the gods, actually 
were not! Those who Kontrol this earth, they 

are the ones who wrote all the so-called 
'sacred doctrines' for the simple reason that 
this is a HUman Farming Planet and You are 
in their Designed Matrix! Yes You! You have 

been Trapped & TapLined here for many 
lifetimes and You are still Agreeing to all 

their Deception & Restrictions, so You will 
Stay Lost here until YU, The RealU, Wakes 
Up & Gets Real with YourSelf! WE are The 
NUWay Out of The Matrix of Creation. You 
can have RealFreedom if You Become The 

Real RiskTaker! 
"IF YOU PRAY... PRAY FOR PURITY! When 
You Pray for Purity, You are not begging 

anyone for anything, but to BE PURE! Like 
the Sun Shining, YU are a FreeBeing of 
RealLight, and You do not have to be 
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burdened with Restictions of any kind from 
the invented systems on this earth! You will 
learn so much more about this as You Read 

My NUBooks... DTGW 

CHILDREN IS FUTURE 

"CHILDREN IS FUTURE NOW... The 'Future' 
is already here as it is being created. All of 
Creation is in this Present Moment. As The 
ALLNatural Environment that supports ALL 
of US is being destroyed daily, it is a clear 

indication The Future IS Now! Your Children 
are the Future, moreso than 'pretending' in 
your mind that everything will work out for 

them. You can say to yourself, "I am sending 
them to the best schools for their 

education." All the so-called 'best schools' 
were created by the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) to MiliTerrorize your child 
into becoming Robotized for the Kontrolling 
Systems to use as Guinea Pigs for what they 
want! They Real Evidence is all around you... 
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Are You Awake Yet? Are you 'Thinking' that 
by voting in a new World Government Puppet 

for the Presidency will make a 'change...' 
you are right, just like all the disastrous 

'changes' PresiDah AbombOnTheNation has 
done! It will all get Worse... Guaranteed! 

WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on this 'Place in 
Life' planet in black outer space! You Decide 

Your Fate & Destiny! 

WE ARE WONDERFUL DUANE&EVA 

"THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW... 
Duane&Eva are providing the 

RealConnection with The SoundLight reality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. LifeIS Purity! Everything 
that has taken place in the past no longer 
has the RealConnection with THE ALLIS. 

People can 'Think' in their minds whatever 
they want, but they are just creating 'ideas' 

in The Matrix of Creation with political, 
religious and spiritual TapLining. Singing 

The NU~U allows a person to Become 
MoreAware and WakeUp to all the 
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Restrictions that have been Agreed to, along 
with the TapLining in one's Astral Body. This 

world is held in a frozen one-dimensional 
robotizm. A Nazi-izm that is more than 

evident. WE are Reporting The RealNews so 
that YU, The RealU, can learn to See Beyond 
what is holding you from RealFreedom Now. 
There is No Freedom on this planet! NONE! 

CHILDREN and NATURE 

"LifeIS so much bigger than anyone can 
imagine, but for the most part, most 

people's attention is just on this earth and 
not much further. There is so much more 
with The Whole of Life that is hidden and 

unseen and it is in Your Awareness. Children 
are more open to the unseen areas of Life 
than most know-it-all adults. As a person 
becomes more 'conditioned' to this world 
they many times lose their connection to 
The RealSide LifeIS. By doing so, these 

people stay unconscious and continue to 
reincarnate into more lifetimes of trying to 
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WakeUp and Recognize The TruReality 
LifeIS. Because Children for the first few 

years of their life do not have the rigid 
conditioning of the invented systems here, 
they tend to See Beyond this world into the 

endless worlds and Real UNUverses that 
already exist for ALL of US. The conditioned 
adults usually want to keep their rigidness 

and look no further than what is on this 
world. The Whole of Life is so much more 
than the senses of the body and mind, but 
you must Be a Real RiskTaker to find out! 
Children easily enter unseen worlds and 

UNUverses to where most adults with their 
Literalized Minds cannot. 

"This earth life on this planet is merely a 
'process' we each go thru until we are ready 
to WakeUp and have The RealAdventure of 
Recognizing The TruReality LifeIS. ALL of 

LifeIS Awareness. This IS Real! We each use 
our mind and emotions in Creation, but 

Creation is not the 'ultimate' as many people 
'Think' it is. The next step is to Discover 
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Your RealAwareniss, The RealU. Children 
can usually See their Real Awareniss easier 
than the old adults. Children like to play in 
the other worlds with their invisible friends 

and they can sometimes remember their 
past lives and who they were. In the 

concrete adult world it has become the 
ideas of 'belief, hope and faith' as examples, 

that have become most important. These 
three 'ideas' and many more like them have 

nothing to do with RealFreedom and The 
TruReality LifeIS. This is where most people 

Stay Lost with The Whole of Life, and 
instead merely have temporary earthly lives 

of having to continuously struggle with 
Cause & Effect in Creation. Children have 
the Heart to See Beyond the Restricted 

Social Orders of Kontrol and their creations. 

LIFELEVELS of THE ALLIS 

"Beyond time and space and Cause & Effect 
Creation, there IS The Real UNUverses of 

THE ALLIS. We are all FreeBeings of 
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RealLight and we have been going thru the 
Process of Creation to finally WakeUp to a 

Greater Awareness than just that of a 
mortal body. It takes many lifetimes to gain 

enough experience to finally be ready for 
The RealAdventure LifeIS! The Real 

UNUversal Guides pick those people who 
are ready and give them the opportunity to 
SeeMore than they ever have before. Those 
who are Sincere with their efforts for more 

than just ordinary truth and old ancient 
wisdom, they will succeed with The 

RealConnection to THE ALLIS, by Singing 
The NUSound, The NU~U, and then to Watch 
Your DreamVisions as Life will show YU, The 

RealU, 'What IS Real Now!' Very few have 
The RealCourage to do this and you must Be 

a Real RiskTaker! 
"The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS are Pure 

& Endless and there is no karma, gods, 
restrictions or rulers like there are in 

Creation. Read this NUBook today and Sing 
The NU~U for Your NUAdventures Now! 
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PERSEEVING THE ALLIS 

The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, cannot 
ever be considered in any Literal Sense, as 

most people do with the 'ideas' of their 
gods, saviors, politicians, religious figures or 

spiritual masters and gurus. LifeIS Bigger 
than what can be determined here on earth 
with a mind and body. Many will say "We are 
all souls in Life!" This is true! But, LifeIS still 

Bigger than the all the wisdom and 
statements made by people here! What I am 
providing is 'The Best References' with The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than the old ideas 

of gods and masters from ancient times. 
LIFEIS ALWAYS NU NOW! This IS Real! The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, can never be in 
the past or any future, as LifeIS an ISNIS 

and not an idea of tradition or even a 
reference. 

WE are Worldwide Educators and WE provide 
RealGuidance and a Real Education like no 
one else, because WE stand with Rebazar 
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Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides who 
stand with US and what WE Do for Everyone.  

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
stand with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, 

and this means that Life ITSelf is with US, 
and Not the Marketing Ploy of politicians, 

religion, spiritual masters and gurus. It is so 
that anyone can decide whatever they will, 

but it does not mean that Life ITSelf will 
back them or 'approve' what they have 
created, no matter what they 'Think' of 

themselves and how they may have gotten 
many others to Agree to their Created Front. 
Life will Show You, What IS Real Now, when 
YU, The RealU, Sings The NU~U NUSound. 
By doing so, YU will Learn to Get Your Own 

Answers, as Life will Show YU in Your 
DreamVisions Now. 

First, YU Sing The NU~U NUSound, and then 
YU read The NUBooks to get a better 

understanding of What IS Real Now I also 
suggest YU learn to See what is taking 

place on this world Realistically Now. Not 
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the glazed over marketing of The 6 O'Crock 
News, but do your own investigating on the 
Internet and also Your DreamVisions, aside 

from what you are already experiencing with 
what 'appears' to be a reality here with Your 

Eyes and Senses. Then learn to intuitively 
See Your Life moreso than you have before. 

Your intuitive nature is at the top of the 
PsycRealms, but to go further, YU must 

Recognize & PerSeeve The Whole of Life. 
YU, The RealU, must be willing to Go Beyond 

Creation and Your Mind and Senses all 
together. Very few people will do this, 

because the masses have been Dumbed 
Down with the KEK Systems (Kontrolling 

Earthly Korporations) that want to keep you 
here for endless lifetimes as their slaves. YU 
Do Have a Choice, but YU must firmly decide 

to have RealFreedom, and then Learn to 
Earn Your Way out of here. We provide The 

RealGuidance, Real Education and 
RealProtection like no one else! The old 

religious and spiritual 'ideas' are with the 
Reptilian Kalaum God of the Astral and 
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Mental Realms. The Gods of Man are the 
TapLiners that hold YU in the Lower Astral 

Realm of hellish purgatories. Those who are 
the most destructive will 'meet themselves' 
and go directly to The Lords of Karma after 
they leave this life. Those who are with the 

RealGuides will have RealFreedom! 

PERSEEVING THE TRUREALITY  

LIFEIS PURITY... This IS The TruReality 
LifeIS. Within this world of Literally 

Educated Minds, these are merely written 
words without the TruMeaning, that of 
RealExperience. Those who have been 

educated here have developed the 'notion' 
that the information and knowledge they 
have accumulated, along with whatever 

ancient wisdom they know, is basically all 
that is needed to succeed into whatever 

divine position they have come to know from 
what they have heard or read. This is very 
understandable, but this is just the start 

with The Real Adventure LifeIS. The 
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evolution of people on this planet has come 
a long ways to produce what it has, but very 

few discover the Reality of why they are 
really here. As you read this NUBook, you 

will come to know so much more that is not 
so easily found on this planet, and especially 

when YU, The RealU begins to Sing The 
NU~U, NUSound. SING THE NU~U NUSOUND 

& BE FREE  
Only with The NUSound, The NU~U 

Sessions, will YU have The Real Connection 
to The SoundLight Reality LifeIS. From the 

primitive eras up until Now, people have had 
many events taking place, such as the 

saviors and saints of old. These events had 
their place, but LifeIS Always Bigger & 

Better Now. Most people still look to the 
past, which can be a good reference, but 

never The TruReality LifeIS Now. As long as 
you hold to the past more than Learning to 
See The Real Now LifeIS, then YU (you) will 
continue to reincarnate unconsciously into 

this same old drama. You are always the 
Decider of Your Fate and Destiny, which 
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involves Cause and Effect Karma, or 
WakeUp and Get Real with What LifeIS Now. 

YU have Five Bodies that YU occupy to 
operate here. They consist of the senses, 

emotions, memory, mind and intuition. There 
is more to this, and so be patient as you 

read and Watch Your DreamVisions. YU must 
learn to earn your way and Wake Yourself 

Up along The NUWay, The NUNowniss 
LifeIS, and as you do, YU will Become 

MoreAware and intuitive. Your intuition is 
moreso than your mind, as it is the closet 

connection to The RealU, Your Real 
Awareniss. As you progress with The NU~U 
Sound, YU will begin to Recognize what is 
really taking place on this planet and with 

Your RealAwareniss. As YU position 
YourSelf in The Real UNUverses, The 

RealAdventure starts when YU PERSEEVE 
The ALLAliveness LifeIS.  
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FOREVER PURE  

Your Literal Education and upbringing has 
provided a way for YU, The RealU to 

Recognize what cannot be understood in any 
Literal Sense. To your mind and senses as 

they have been conditioned this does sound 
strange, but it is all so simple. You cannot 

go directly to The TruReality LifeIS, YU must 
go thru a process of comparison from what 
you have come to know, which is not real 

according to Reality ITSelf, to a RealPosition 
of Recognizing What IS Real Now. YU are in 
Creation with Five Bodies, YU are operating. 
You can 'Think' what- ever you want about 

what I am presenting, but until you take the 
time to investigate and test this, then YU 
will stay lost in the creation of this matrix 
that you see all around you. The created 

world we see with our eyes seems to make 
so much sense, and it does according to 

what we find here to survive with, but this 
planet is under the Kontrol of Reptilian 

Aliens who are poisoning everything 
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everyday. Everyone is looking for 
RealFreedom, but they have been 

indoctrinated with fake and 'implied' 
freedom, which is nothing at all, but political 
pretty words. SING THE NU~U NUSOUND & 
BE FREE LifeIS Pure. Not the creation we 
are living here in a body form, but in Your 

RealAwareniss that is unseen to Your 
Senses. At some point in Creation, YU begin 

to look for something more than what has 
been created here. After millions of 

lifetimes, YU finally come to where YU really 
do want to succeed moreso than all the 

artificial ways YU have attempted. Religion, 
politics, spiritual paths, ancient wisdom and 
so on, eventually become nothing to YU. Life 
knows who is ready to have this opportunity 
to Take The Risk to SeeMore. RealFreedom 
is not a physical thing that can be had with 
what you have with your life here, it is an 

invisible Realniss that cannot be explained 
as is all that is around us. From all that YU 
have been thru, YU will learn to figure out 

your own position with The Whole of Life as 
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YU learn to compare what is not real with 
What IS. You have been brought up with 

every type of Restriction that can be 
thought of, and Now, YU do not need any 
type of Restriction to have RealTruth and 

RealFreedom. We make this NUJourney for 
YU a lot of Fun! Like the Sun Shining, LifeIS 
Purity, as YU See IT Clearly with a RealVU. 

With RealGuidance and a Real Education, YU 
will begin to have RealExperiences with The 

NU~U~U.  

TAPLING.INFO presents WHY YOU WORSHIP 
AND PAY 

"NEWS FLASH !!! NEWS FLASH !!! Rebazar 
Tarzs and Paul Twitchell passed The Rod of 

Power to DUANE THE GREAT WRITER in 
2001. The Rod of Power IS Now... THE 

NUWAVIS THE NUMAN with DUANE&EVA. 
Sing The NU~U Sessions and YU will be 

shown What IS Real Now and Watch Your 
DreamVisions! Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

Explorers of THE ALLIS, will guide YU into a 
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NULife of RealFreedom. The Real UNUversal 
Guides have taken on may 'roles' to Share 
Something Wonderful with The Whole of 

Life. Test The NU~U Sessions and Live Free! 
"TapLining with The Living GEEK Master. For 
those who are the Paying MemberShrimps of 

the Kronee Korporation Kult, they may be 
interested to know they are being TapLined 

in their ASStral Bodies in their dreams at 
night. Since his Reptilian Mate Kronee 

seduced The Living Master Harry 30 years 
ago, this has been taking place every night. 

From this has come the GEEK Worship 
Services and Praying to the Space Gods and 
Kronee bankrolling a whole lot. This is what 
the Governments are doing to everyone. SHE 
is clever and has fooled almost everyone and 
having HER own party for HERSELF. Cause & 

Effect Rule the PsycRealms, and these 
people will end up Living Their Fate! Have 
Fun Reading HER Adventure... DUANE THE 
GREAT WRITER & GREAT EDUCATOR with 

The WorldWide WakeUp for YU! 
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WHY DO YOU WORSHIP & PAY?  
Why do You Worship and Pay (Pray) to 

invented ideas, people and gods? Because 
You have been taught, educated, bribed, 

intimidated, harassed, threatened, 
persecuted, tortured and destroyed for many 

lifetimes, if You do not Worship, Pray, Bow 
and Kneel to those who have kept You 

'AFRAID' to See What IS Real & Wonderful! 
Do the animals, birds or fish do what the 

people of this planet and the other 
RoundWorlds do? 'NOT AT ALL... NEVER!' 

This is because the so- called 'creatures' on 
this planet and others are MoreAware than 

YOU!  
YOU have given Your RealAwareniss to 

those who 'Love' to Kontrol YOU and use 
YOU for their own purposes, and it is more 
than evident and all around YOU! Why do 
You Worship and Pay, because You are so 

Afraid not to! Fear Rules Your Life, when You 
'Think' it is really You that makes all the 
decisions! It is actually You that decides, 

but You are Afraid to decide for Yourself, so 
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You decide with what those in Kontrol want 
You to decide. You are Afraid to BE 

Wonderful, because You have been taught to 
be Afraid. YOU are more than any invented 
idea, government, authority or worshiped 
god, YOU are a 'Free Being of RealLight 
Now!' Do You Really Love the Rules, the 

Regulations, the Barriers and the 
Restrictions that exist here and keep You, 

YU, The RealU from Seeing Beyond who YU 
really are? Well, if YU do, then YU can have 
them for as long as YU like, or YU can Test 
what I am presenting and set Yourself Free 
without any Restrictions! I would say that it 
is rather humorous, and oh yes, the gods are 
laughing AT YOU, that You Worship, Pray and 

Pay them and their Authoritarian Buddies, 
because they do not need anything from 

You, they only want to see You grovel in the 
dirt and Worship them, because YOU are 

their PlayTime! These are Bored Souls who 
have not grown up yet, but they have 

Kleverly Konvinced You to Worship and Pray 
to them as their Support System and 
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PlayTime. YOU are their DOG (GOD) on a 
leash! LifeIS so much bigger than what is 
taking place on the earth, but You will still 
be here for untold lifetimes with Your Fear, 
Worshiping and Paying, until YU have The 

RealCourage to Take The Risk and Test The 
NU~U Sessions Now! YOUR Self-Appointed 

Authoritarians,  
Presidents, Queens, Kings, Masters & Gurus, 

have all gotten YU to 'Believe' in the Fear 
they have Kreated to Kontrol YU with. YES 

YU!  
Belief, Faith, Hope, Maybe, Could Be, 

Possibly, Perhaps, and so on, are what You 
have been taught to 'Believe' in as a Reality 
that cannot be surpassed or equaled, and it 
all means nothing, just like the Paper Money 

the Governments print and create from 
nothing, but You keep chasing it, worshiping 
it and Loving it. You have decided this, and it 
is Your Right to do so, but YU will never have 

The RealFreedom YU have always wanted 
until YU, The RealU Wakes Up! YU can stay 

asleep here for as long as YU want, it is Your 
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Choice. The Whole of LifeIS about Becoming 
MoreAware & Free, and not about becoming 

more Restricted! Being Restricted has 
become the standard! Did the American 

Indians live like we do when they 'worked 
with' The Natural Environment and did not 
destroy it like You are Right Now? The only 

way YU can be Kontrolled is if You keep 
destroying yourself, lifetime after lifetime, 

even though You are told your life is getting 
better. Is this world less or more polluted 
and poisoned than it was 200 years ago? 
How much Poison and Radiation can You 

take, until You are once again destroyed and 
return in a newly deformed body to be once 
again Kontrolled by those who will always 

be here to Kontrol YU?  
People ask me... Where is the Love, Duane? I 
Demonstrate RealLUV by the very fact that, I 

Risk My Life everyday to Present what no 
one else will do! I do not ask anyone for 

anything! I creatively make my own way and 
there is no worshiping, praying, 

membership, guidelines or Restrictions of 
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any kind with what I am Presenting. But yet 
I am looked down upon, and this is okay, 

because I know 'What IS Real Now' and this 
is all that matters to me. So why I am doing 
this if not for the money and glory like the 
Authoritarians and the GEEK Masters and 
their Reptilian Mates? Very Simple... I LUV 
The RealAdventure LifeIS! LifeIS Becoming 
MoreAware & Wonderful! We are 'ALL Free 

Beings of RealLight' but we must each 
decide to 'Take The Risk' and See Beyond 

what we have come thru as Creation. 
Creation is the First Step to Your 

RealAwareniss, but not the ultimate or final 
one, not even close! YU will never know until 

YU Test The NU~U Sessions!  
The Sun in the Sky is The Perfect Example 

of What LifeIS! Free & Real Now! RealLUV IS 
Wonderful and IT IS... The Sun Shining in 
The Endless Sky! YU will always be The 

Decider of Your Life & Adventure. Whatever 
YU Decide will BecomeSo...This IS Real! If 

YU want to stay as a Slave on the earth and 
Worship and Pay the Authoritarians who 
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Deceive YU and Torture YU with their 9 to 5 
Boring Jobs, You will always have the right 

to Agree to all Their Restrictions. Life 
demands nothing from anyone, This IS Real! 

Does the Wonderful Sun Shining ask 
anything of You? Does Nature? Does your 
Cat, if You have one? Ha ha ha, not at all, 
but You gladly give Yourself to those who 

could care less about You, but they do 
market You with the ideas they do 'care' and 

always prove they do not. When the 
President makes New Laws and Restrictions 
for your own good, because he knows how 
to Kontrol Your Life better than You do... is 
this really so? Does this and so much more 

really make sense to You, as this entire 
world is being destroyed around You? I 

already know YU really DO want The Real 
Adventure YU have been looking for, but YU 

are Too Afraid to get out of You 'LA LA 
LAND' Komfort Zone. You will have Nothing 

if You don't!  
OH GEE WHIZ!!! Does it it really seem that 

'Hard and Scary' to Test The NU~U Sessions 
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a few times before going to sleep to at least 
See if what I am Presenting works or not? It 
really costs You nothing at all! The Whole of 

LifeIS Pure & Real! Creation is what we 
make of it, and take a good look at what is 
has become. Are You really creating what 
You want Your Life to BE? You actually are 

not, and as long as You decide to do nothing 
about what You have already decided, then 

Your future is already set into motion no 
matter what You 'Think or Believe!' As You 
look to the Sun Shining in the sky, where is 
it that Thinking and Believing have anything 

to do with IT Shining? The Sun IS Always 
Demonstrating The TruReality LifeIS, and 

Your Part, if You decide to have a part at all 
or drift thru eternity being the Effect of 

Creation, is to learn to SeeMore than You 
have as You were raised here, and then to 

Recognize & PerSeeve The Endless Depth & 
BeingISniss LifeIS. This does sound like a 

lot, but YU can actually do this with 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation. YU, The 

RealU, has had thousands of bodies that 
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have come and gone, and this can be Your 
Time to WakeUp Now!  

THE NUWAVIS BEYOND POWER  

THE NUWAVIS IS The True & Pure ISNIS 
Now! Words, phrases and ideas have led You 

to this very moment Now. Simply Test & 
Sing The NU~U Sessions (NU~U~U~U) before 

going to bed every night and ask to be 
shown 'What IS Real Now' and Rebazar Tarzs 

& The Real UNUversal Guides will start to 
take You on 'An Amazing Journey' far beyond 

what Your Mind will ever know. But, You 
must Take The Risk to find out what is so 

very hidden with YourSelf or You will never 
know! This IS Real and You can prove it to 
YourSelf! You have always been looking for 
RealFreedom for untold lifetimes, and Now 

this Wonderful Opportunity IS Right Now! As 
You Read The NUBooks, YU, The RealU, will 
begin to Become MoreAware. This is Your 

RealAwareniss that operates the Five Bodies 
You have. I can only 'present' what can be 
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possible for YU, and it is all up to YU to 
decide to have what YU have always 

wanted, 'An Adventure Like No Other' that 
has been in Your Heart for eons. YU have 

read stories, been to the movies, searched 
for the perfect love, and prayed to the Gods 

of Man, but YU have not found what YU 
know to BE True & Real, and Now YU have, 
and it is all with YU Now! Simply Test The 

NU~U Sessions, they are The 
RealConnection to The SoundLight Reality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  

THE NUWAVIS The Rod of Power... The Rod 
of Power is the Old Term for The TruReality 

that expresses ITSelf into this Physical 
Realm from The PurSource LifeIS, THE 

ALLIS. As You Read and study The NUBooks 
and Sing The NU~U, You will come to better 
understand what is being presented to YU 
Now. As YU begin Your NUJourney, YU will 
first being going thru YourSelf and what YU 

have come to know and created for 
lifetimes, and this process will move YU 
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along faster than ever before, so YU must 
learn to Pay Attention to Your DreamVisions 
at night, because Life will be Demonstrating 

to YU all the possibilities YU can play an 
active part in when YU have The 

RealCourage to do so. Life LUVS The Real 
RiskTaker, those who will do what they have 
never done before and are not interested in 

staying with the Created Restrictions of 
themselves and others. YU will learn to Be 
Creatively Beneficial to YourSelf and See 

The Whole of Life and Wonderfully Play Your 
Part in a RealAdventure, The RealAdventure 

LifeIS! YU will always decide this 
NUAdventure, and The RealGuides and Life 
will Be with YU as long as YU See how what 

YU decide will Benefit Everyone, because 
YU are then included. Those who only want 
for themselves and beg the Gods of Man for 
'this and that' will end up with nothing but 

the fragments of fleeting Creation, and more 
unaware lifetimes of the same. But YU, have 

this Great Opportunity Now to surpass 
everything YU have ever known, but YU 
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must Take The Risk to do so, or YU may 
once again forget and be lost in the Ghostly 
Maya of the Kontrolled Earthly Korporations 
(KEK) Matrix of the PsycRealms. This may 

sounds like a Science Fiction Story, but take 
a look at this world around YU... YU are in 
The Real Matrix and it is Effecting YU Now. 

ChemTrails, GMO TechFood, Lethal 
Vaccines, Mind Kontrolling Microwaves, 

HAARP Weather Kontrol, Government 
Restrictions Everywhere, FEMA Camps, and 
I could go on and on. So, it is Your Choice to 
Take The Risk or stay the same and be the 
Effects of everything around YU. YU are a 

Being of Light & YU can BE Free!  

YU are Your Own Guarantee and YU can do 
this! Simply Sing The NU~U before going to 

sleep... “NU~U~U~U” for about fifteen 
minutes. Do not mix this with other sounds 
or ides for now, but Focus on Listening to 

The NUSound. The NU~U, IS The ALLNatural 
Sound with The Natural Environment that 

Supports ALL of US. Practice Test The 
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NU~U for at least a week and Watch Your 
DreamVisions. YU will usually fall asleep as 
YU Sing The NU~U, and then The RealGuides 

will come to YU and start Your NUJourney 
to RealFreedom. Your Dreams are Your First 
Step into NUWorlds & UNUverses YU have 

never known before. YU will also learn about 
the TapLines that have Effected YU for 

lifetimes, and The RealGuides will show YU 
how to get rid of them, as they have held YU 

to the Lower Astral Worlds and Restricted 
Your Life. If YU are following a Political, 

Religious or Spiritual Path or Teaching, YU 
are being Astrally TapLined by Masters and 

Gurus, who keep their Followers and 
Members as supporters for lifetimes. These 
systems worked in the past, but no longer! 

THE NUWAVIS The RealConnection to 
RealFreedom Now. Only YU can Decide Your 

Fate and it costs YU nothing to Test The 
NU~U Sessions!  
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NU~U SINGING ELIMINATES BLACK MAGIC 

Black Magic Rule the Earth and YOU are in 
the middle of it, but YOU 'Think' everything 
is fine, that is until YOU WakeUp and SEE 
what is really taking place Now with this 

world... YOU Decide... Have Fun… 
REBAZAR TARZS & THE REAL EXPLORERS 

"The First Step to a NULife is to See what is 
taking place on the earth and then Become 
MoreAware and Real with YourSelf" DUANE 

THE GREAT EDUCATOR 

"The First Step to The TruReality, THE 
ALLIS, is too know where YU are at here, 
and then get on with Your RealJourney & 
NUAdventure... Have Fun!" DUANE THE 

GREAT EDUCATOR 

"YU WILL BECOME MOREAWARE & 
WONDERFUL!” 
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"EVERYONE HAS BEEN TAPLINED! LEARN 
HOW TO FREE YOURSELF FROM TAPLINING! 
REALFREEDOM IS NOW!" DUANE THE GREAT 

WRITER 

"We are Presenting & Sharing 'An Adventure 
Like No Other! YU can Take The Risk and 
Join US" DUANE THE GREAT EDUCATOR 

NU~U IS for YU 

"The NU~U IS for YU, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss, that can eventually 

Recognize The TruReality THE ALLIS" 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER 

WORSHIPING REPTILIAN JOANNY 

"This world is full of Reptilian Joannys! 
Beware and Be Very Afraid (Not Really, SHE 
is Fake) as SHE is always watching you in 

Your Dreams and TapLining You! SHE 'plays' 
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the sweet role of a queen or king, president 
or pope, and even a master or guru. SHE is 
everywhere on this planet and known as 

'The Influence.' SHE 'appears' to be 
benevolent and fighting for the causes of the 

little imprisoned HUmans, but SHE is 
'ploying' you into 'Thinking' you know what 
you are doing, when actually SHE is using 

you until the moment comes when SHE will 
devour you! SHE rules the Rigid Reptilian 
Religions and the Puppet Politicians. SHE 

TapLines those who are worshipers, 
followers and praypaying members of the 
KEK Systems, which SHE invented. This is 

HER earth and SHE will have it no other way. 
You have been taught to Worship HER as 
though SHE were more special than You. 
SHE graces you with a few pennies (HER 

created money) to go out and struggle until 
you establish something for yourself, then 
SHE cleverly steals it from you with HER 

invented justification called the LAW, with 
all HER invented Restrictions. SHE loves to 

establish Restrictions, Rules and 
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Regulations that 'seem' to be something 
beneficial for others, but realistically only 
for HER! Watch for Reptilian Joanny in Your 
Dreams, because SHE and HER Witches are 
there every night TapLining you and all the 
masses. You can see HER on the earth too, 
that is when you WakeUp and SEE HER for 

what SHE already is with this Business 
World of DAHS! 

SHE could be Honorable and Sincere, but it 
is Not in HER nature to do so! 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 
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Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. 

BLACK MAGIC Munster master 

"BLACK MAGICIANS Rule The Earth! They 
are The KEK Systems who do HUman 
Farming. One such Kult is headed by 
Munster master Harry and Joanny of 

EEKonkon. A Krone Kontrolling Korporation 
(KKK) in the United States, that has Dumbed 
Down MemberShrimps who are seduced by 

Joanny and Subliminally Kontrolled by 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). They do 
Satanic Rituals in the Lower Astral Realm 
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where their members are not aware enough 
to See what they are really doing to them. 
They us the Kalaum God word HU, which 
TapLines their members into a Sadistic 

submission and attracts the Astral Aliens 
into the auras of their followers. Of course 

on the surface, which is this world of 
'appearances' and The Passing Dream, their 
Worshiping and PrayPaying MemberShrimps 

do not See what is really taking place, 
because Reptilian Joanny has marketed 

everyone to look to Harry's picture for their 
salvation. Most people are not aware of The 
NUSound, The NU~U, which can provide The 
Real Connection to The SoundLight Reality 

of THE ALLIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides are here to assist those 
who are Real RiskTakers. The RealGuides 

provide RealFreedom Now! 

HU VoooDooo HU 

"HA HA HA... Harry and Joanny (Krone / 
Balonny Joanny) are at it again! They keep 
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adding to My Adventure with THE NUWAVIS 
THE NUMAN. They are always 'Thinking' 
they know what THEY (TapLining HUman 
Eating YAliens) are doing, when actually 

THEY do not. Everything they are doing is 
Deception and they must face everything 

they have done, as they are with The 
Deceptors, the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) that rule this planet and keep 
destroying The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US. Most unaware Sheople 
'like' all the Restrictions and Fear they live 
in. WE, Worldwide Educators, are here to 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for ALL. WE show YU, The RealU how to Get 

Beyond ALL Your Restrictions and to 
Become MoreAware with RealFreedom Now!  

PRIESTS OF REPTILIAN KEK 

"EEKonkon, The Light of The Kalaum God, 
has Kreated their 'priests' according to 
Joanny Kronee and master Harry of the 
OWO (One World Order) of KEK Systems 
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(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). These 
people are the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) that TapLine people in their Astral 
Bodies while they are dreaming. TapLining is 
an ancient science devised by the Reptilians 
to suck the life out of a person so they will 
have to return into more embodiments and 
continue to be a slave to the KEK Systems 

on earth. Like the 'Skull & Bones' of the 
REPSystems (religious, educational, 

political, scifi / social), all the KEK Systems 
practice Astral TapLining on their members 

and followers who become their victims. 
Priest is a pretty word for Astral TapLiner, 

like Higher Inmate of EEK. 

THE LIPING KEK MASTERS 

'The Liping Service KEK Masters' are those 
who give nothing, but 'Lip Service' to those 
they look down upon from their high stages 

and podiums. They use their Fake 
Benevolence and smile to their Dumbed 
Down Blind Adoring Audiences who have 
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paid to see them, and then shower all the 
innocent people with 'pretty words' of 

premeditated fabricated wisdom to sedate 
them into a psychological hypnosis of 

obedience, and usually to some strange 
form of Worshiping and PrayPaying to their 

Reptilian Alien Gods. This is the world today! 
It is masked and Kloaked in 'officialness' 
which has all been invented from nothing, 

but Agreement with the unaware. 

HarOld the Oldman 

"DUANEIS THE NUMAN with Rebazar Tarzs 
& The Real UNUversal Guides. 'HarOld the 
Oldman' belongs to Joanny and the (RATS) 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners of the Kalaum Lord 
God. HarOld and Reptilian Joanny, TapLine 
their membershrimps in their dreams while 
they are unaware. SHE has Dumbed Down 

HER subjects to the point they do not look to 
The RealSide LifeIS. Joanny brought 

Worshiping and PrayPaying to HER Krone 
Takeover Korporation SHE seduced from 
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Harry. HER headquarters is in the Lower 
Astral Realm with the Reptilian Regimes and 

their Demon Gods. 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
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TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 
'sacred' words will be TapLined and held in 
the Lower Astral Realm by their unaware 
masters and gurus and the fallacy of the 

Gods of Man. 

Harry & JownZ HU Spiritual Technique 

Harry and JowZ Klump of the Krone 
Korporation (KEK Systems) are living proof 

that Takeovers do work! EEKonkon, The 
Path of The Kalaum God, in Minnesota USA, 
provides numerous 'spiritual' (religious term) 

techniques to experience the Living GEEK 
master Harry on the Lower Astral Realm by 
chanting the Reptilian HU word (OM, AUM, 

Amen will also work the same). Here is how 
this works... As one is ready to go to sleep, 
they chant the ancient name for the Kalaum 

God, HU, for about ten or fifteen minutes. 
Usually one falls asleep and moves into their 

Astral Body and is TapLined by the HU 
vibrations, and it is here they can meet their 
KEK master and his Reptilian Wife, JownZ 
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(Joan owns Z). At first the couple may look 
like their physical selves, but as one stands 
and watches THEM (TapLining Human Eating 

Martians) they will See THEM shape-shift 
into Reptilians. As a person chants the HU 

word, they will also See the Reptilians 
gathering around and occupying the 

MemberShrimps that Reptilian Witch JownZ 
works with. For those who are really brave 
(actually unaware and Dumbed Down) try 

this technique and See how many Reptilians 
you can count in Your Dreams. I personally 

would not do this, but there are many people 
who still 'Think' the HU word has value. It 
does, but only to the Reptilians for their 

TapLining purposes to Kontrol their unaware 
HUman Farming.  

MUNSTER MASTER 

 "HA HA HA... Harry and Joanny (Krone / 
Balonny Joanny) are at it again! They keep 
adding to My Adventure with THE NUWAVIS 

THE NUMAN. They are always 'Thinking' 
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they know what THEY (TapLining HUman 
Eating YAliens) are doing, when actually 

THEY do not. Everything they are doing is 
Deception and they must face everything 

they have done, as they are with The 
Deceptors, the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) that rule this planet and keep 
destroying The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US. Most unaware Sheople 
'like' all the Restrictions and Fear they live 
in. WE, Worldwide Educators, are here to 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for ALL. WE show YU, The RealU how to Get 

Beyond ALL Your Restrictions and to 
Become MoreAware! 

KEK SHE TapLining master, EEKONKON 
WHISTLEBLOWERS 

"Hello, and Welcome to 'An Adventure like 
No Other!' My RealAdventure began as I 
came into this life and then at a certain 

point I met The Real UNUversal Guide, Paul 
Twitchell. Paul started with what I would 
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term as the 'disciplines' that were needed to 
eventually get to The NUNowniss LifeIS 

Now. When Paul left, he allowed Darwin to 
do something, but Darwin decided his own 
importance, and then Harold was given the 
opportunity. Harry soon became the 'dog' of 
SHE, Reptilian Joanny Krone. (Try to keep up 
here, this story get's a lot better, especially 

when you read The NUBooks). SHE is the 
KEK TapLining master of the Krone 

Korporation. Harry is the 'puppet front man' 
like the presidents and the pope. Harry has 

misled the Dumbed Down MemberShrimps to 
where they do not look to The RealSide and 

Watch Your DreamVisions, they look to 
Harry's picture. Paul stared off with the 
'god' idea and Darwin and Harry were 

'tested' to see if they would WakeUp and 
Recognize THE ISNIS LifeIS, but they never 
have. They have Katered to their personal 
lives to be seen as the 'fake masters' they 
are. Life Does Not Back THEM! Those who 
cannot make sense of the Worshiping and 
PrayPaying Joanny has Kreated to keep 
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people TapLined in the Lower Astral Realm 
will be standing right beside HER. There is 

no 'Reality' to anything here unless Life 
ITSelf 'backs' what is taking place. Life IS 
for The ALLNatural Environment and THE 

NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
Real UNUversal Guides 'BACK' DUANEIS 

THE NUMAN and they Do Not back HarOld 
and Reptilian Joanny of the Krone 

Korporation. Harry can say all the 'pretty 
words' he wants to and display pictures of 

The RealGuides, but NONE of The 
RealGuides back Harry and have nothing to 

do with the Kalaum God Korruption of 
HarOld and Joanny! Harry and Joanny have 
Nothing but Reptilian TapLining Deceptors 

with THEM (TapLining Human Eating 
Martians). WakeUp to 'What IS Real Now' or 
Stay Asleep here! I am Simply Reporting The 

RealNews... Have a Nice Whatever... Test 
The NU~U NUSound and Learn to Watch 

Your DreamVisions Now! 
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EEKONKON MIND KONTROL RELIGION  

EEKONKON (Fake Korporation name: 
Eckankar). The Real Original Creator of 

Eckankar is Paul Twitchell. Paul was given 
The Rod of Power from Rebazar Tarzs. When 
Paul left this earth, Darwin Gross and Harry 
Klump (Fake name Harold Klemp, along with 

Reptilian Mate Jownzee) were given the 
opportunity to 'Manage' what Paul had 

created from The Real UNUversal Guides. 
Darwin and Harry were 'told' not to take 

Paul's Title, but like brats they did it 
anyways. They have not been at all 

Honorable with what they have done with 
Paul's creation, and so The RealGuides left 

them to themselves decades ago. It 
'appears' as though there is something there 
with the Reptilian Temple Harry build from 
Jownzee's design, but it is all a 'shell' with 

no RealLife in it or anything Harry does with 
the pretty words he blabbers.  
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW  

This world is nothing more than one-
dimensional and for those who have very 
little awareness, they are unable to See 

what is really taking place on The RealSide 
LifeIS. The RealAware can See into ALL The 
Levels of Life and See what is really taking 

place on the Lower Astral Realm where 
Harry Klump and Jownzee are as they 

TapLine all their Kontrolled MemberShrimps. 
Harry does the 'pretty words' on stage and 

seduces and hypnotizes his audiences, 
actually puts them asleep from BoreDumb. 

While the Dah Members are dreaming, 
Reptilian Jownzee and HER Band of Witches 

goes out and ASStrally TapLines the 
unsuspecting membershrimps in their 

dreams. This has been going on for more 
than 30 years, and a lot of the Dumbed Down 

Dahs have gotten illnesses and even 
cancers to where they die and then they go 
directly to the Reptilians in the Lower Astral 
Worlds. But of course, the membershrimps 
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would never consider Fake master Harry and 
his adoring Lizard wife to do such a thing, 

but guess what... IT IS Really Happening! We 
are The NUWhistleBlowers and We Report 

The RealNews as it happens. We are 
Professional Journalis always Very Aware of 
what is taking place on ALL The LifeLevels, 

as Rebazar Tarzs, Paul & The RealGuides 
show us what is really happening from The 

RealSide LifeIS. Most of this world is asleep, 
but We Are Not! YU, The RealU can Test The 
NU~U Sessions and WakeUp Too! We have 
The Most Fun Becoming MoreAware! Join 

US and BE Free Too!  
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Harry the god 

"There is a fellow named Harry who decided 
to get Marry (hahaha). He found his Joanny 
and made his Temple his Homey (hahaha). 
He thought himself a King, and SHE made 
the Perfect Ding-a-Ling (hahaha). SHE had 
HER own Plan and then burred his head in 
the sand (hahaha). Harry cannot see up or 

down with his head still stuck in the ground 
(hahaha). Harry Klump likes to sit on his 
Rump and in front of his followers like a 
Stump (hahaha). SHE hides Behind while 

Harry's Face is on the front Line (hahaha). 
SHE Writes his Words and he says the Blurbs 

(hahaha). The Audience is Fooled as SHE 
stands behind Harry and Rules (haha). SHE 

is a TapLining Witch as Harry sits in the 
Muddy Ditch (hahaha). 

"SHE, Joanny Klump, has made Harry a god. 
HER Subjects must carry  

a picture of Harry wherever they go. SHE 
made HER Subjects 'Think' it was Harry who 
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divinely brought Worshiping and Prayer to 
them, but it was really HER! SHE was sent 

by the Gods of Man, the Kalaum Lord God, to 
make Harry grovel for HER and to let HER 
have HER way with the Paying Members. 

They Love Harry, because he is their god. As 
HER Subjects Worship Harry's picture, SHE 
is TapLining them in their Dreams (haha). 
SHE 'Thinks' SHE is very cleaver, but The 
Lords of Karma See what SHE is doing! 

(hahaha). HER time is running out and Harry 
the god has fallen into the Lower Astral 
Realm with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS). WakeUp Harry! WakeUp! But Harry 
is not Listening to RealGuidance. Harry and 
Joanny Klump with their EEKonkon Business 

are Seen by many, and Life ITSelf, as they 
are being Blown Away on The RealSide! 

"You can meet the Gods of Man and Harry 
and Joanny Klump in the Lower Astral Realm 
with the Reptilian TapLiners. Chant the HU 
word and become TapLined and Trapped in 
Creation with them. This seems to be the' 
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fun idea' with HER Subjects, as they Pay 
HER a lot of Money to be TapLined. Of 

course there is a much better way to Live, 
and that is to WakeUp to what Harry and 

Joanny and many others like them are doing! 

Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and Watch 
Your DreamVisions! YU, The RealU, will be 

shown by The Real UNUversal Guides 'What 
IS Real Now! 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 
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courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. WE show YU how to WakeUp and 
have RealFreedom! 

"Many people 'Think' in terms of a Hero 
being someone famous or rich or popular, 

and this can be so. Today the popular heroes 
are many times basketball or football 
players, as an example. They like to 

advertise fast foods or other products for 
the public to buy. The public is 'marketed' 

into 'Thinking' these people and others like 
them are some kind of hero. If you follow the 

advice of the public heroes you will just 
grow old! You always make the choice as to 

how you want Your Life. RealHeroes are 
seldom found on the earth, because they do 
not look to be popular as do movie stars and 

politicians, but they really are Here! A 
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RealHero will share their Wonderful 
KnowLedge of RealFreedom! RealHeroes do 
not create Restrictions like the religions and 

political systems who HUman Farm the 
people on this planet. A RealLeader is one 

who Guides and Educates people to 
RealFreedom and Being SelfSufficient and 
Waking Up to not having to depend upon 

Rules, Regulations and Political Policies that 
keep people bonded on the earth as slaves 

and prisoners for more lifetimes. 

"YU, The RealU can Become a RealHero if 
YU have The RealCourage to do so! Or, do 
you want to stay on the earth with all the 

'implied' freedoms the political and religious 
speech makers give you lifetime after 

lifetime? YU are deciding Your Life every 
moment! The PoliticalReligions have taught 

you to Worship Pray to the Gods for Your 
Life, but when you eventually find out who 
and want these so-called gods are, you will 

be very surprised. You must create Your 
RealAdventure or stay TapLined and 
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Trapped on the earth and into the Lower 
Astral Reptilian Realm. Being a RealHero is 
nothing like what is found on this earth, and 

only Very Few ever Become One. YU can 
WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on this planet! 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
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ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 
and others are with the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 
'sacred' words will be TapLined by 

Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 
Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

READ THIS NUBOOK NOW and BYPASS ALL 
YOUR OLD KARMA! 

Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 
DUANE&EVA on Facebook Now! 
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TAPLINING NIGHTMARE in YOUR DREAMS 
with Harry & Jownzee 

"There have been so many Historical Figures 
that have mentioned their Dreams. The 

Sacred Doctrines of the earth refer to Your 
Dreams and the 'Many Worlds and Mansions' 

that anyone can visit while they are still 
living in their body. Almost everyone has 
Dreams at night and the best part is, YU, 
The RealU can get all Your Own Answers 

from Your Dreams. LifeIS always 
Demonstrating Something Wonderful to each 

of us in Our Dreams. Test The NU~U 
Sessions and Watch Your DreamVisions! 

Nightmare TapLining is Very Real and 
multitudes of people are having Psychic 

Attacks in their Dreams from KEK System 
TapLiners. From Vampires and Werewolves 
to Reptilian Aliens, the earth world and the 
Lower Astral Realm have a connection with 

those who are into Kontrolling others in 
their Dreams. Microwaves, GMO, Lethal 

Vaccines, HAARP 
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and so much more allow a person’s Aura to 
be Psychically Penetrated.  

NIGHTMARES & PHOBIAS & TAPLINING  

Are you having Nightmares and Phobias with 
Your Dreams? If you belong to one of the 

KEK Systems of Religion, Politics, 
Spiritualizm, or the Occult, chances are you 

are being TapLined in Your Dreams. Most 
people do not know they have four other 

bodies that are invisible to the human eyes. 
The body most people are very attached to 

is the Astral Body in the Astral Realm. When 
YU, The RealU has dreams at night, YU 

leave the physical vehicle as it sleeps and 
YU begin to roam around the Astral Worlds. 
Most people do not know this, but there are 

so many Kulprits that hang around the 
Lower Astral Realm and they like to TapLine 

people and suck their Life Energy from 
them. TapLiners are centuries old. Most of 

the governments on this planet have 
programs for their TapLiners and they use 
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Astral Projection, Remote Viewing and Soul 
Traveling, as a means to find people and 

suck the life out of them. When YU Sing The 
NU~U, YU are immediately Protected with 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 
Guides. The HU and AUM and other such 
words from the KEK Systems attract the 
TapLiners and feed off those people who 

chant them. The TapLiners do not like The 
NU~U with The RealLight of The RealGuides 

of THE ALLIS. TapLining makes people ill 
and diseased where they get cancers and 
finally death and then they go to the Lower 

Astral Realm.  

Eva and I have been told countless 
experiences of those in religions and 

spiritual paths such as EEKonKon, with 
master Harry and his Reptilian wife 

Jownzee. SHE has a Band of Witches (Who 
do not play music) that go out every night 

with HER to continually feed off their 
unaware membershrimps. SHE and Harry 

are with the OWO (The One World Order) and 
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they have their orders to destroy what Paul 
Twitchell brought to earth as a RealBenefit. 

Like all the KEK Systems, they are into 
Money and Power and the people they 

market and use mean nothing to them. When 
their members are asleep, they sneak up 
behind them and use TapLining and get 

them to obey their Subliminal Commands. 
SHE has been doing this for more than 30 
years. Sing The NU~U NUSound and have 

RealGuidance and Real Protection with Your 
Life Now. Compare The NU~U and the HU 

and YU will See the difference. It is Your Life 
and YU can BE Free Now!  

REPTILIAN HU word 

Harry and JowZ Klump of the Krone 
Korporation (KEK Systems) are living proof 

that Takeovers do work! EEKonkon, The 
Path of The Kalaum God, in Minnesota USA, 
provides numerous 'spiritual' (religious term) 

techniques to experience the Living GEEK 
master Harry on the Lower Astral Realm by 
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chanting the Reptilian HU word (OM, AUM, 
Amen will also work the same). Here is how 
this works... As one is ready to go to sleep, 
they chant the ancient name for the Kalaum 

God, HU, for about ten or fifteen minutes. 
Usually one falls asleep and moves into their 

Astral Body and is TapLined by the HU 
vibrations, and it is here they can meet their 
KEK master and his Reptilian Wife, JownZ 
(Joan owns Z). At first the couple may look 
like their physical selves, but as one stands 
and watches THEM (TapLining Human Eating 

Martians) they will See THEM shape-shift 
into Reptilians. As a person chants the HU 

word, they will also See the Reptilians 
gathering around and occupying the 

MemberShrimps that Reptilian Witch JownZ 
works with. For those who are really brave 
(actually unaware and Dumbed Down) try 

this technique and See how many Reptilians 
you can count in Your Dreams. I personally 

would not do this, but there are many people 
who still 'Think' the HU word has value. It 
does, but only to the Reptilians for their 
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TapLining purposes to Kontrol their unaware 
HUman Farming.  

HU Chanting is ASTRAL TAPLINING 

HU Chanting, OM, AUM, Amen and other Old 
Words are Direct TapLines to people in their 
Astral Bodies while they dream at night. The 
public has been Dumbed Down with drugs, 
vaccines, microwaves and Huge Deception 
from the Political, Religious, Spiritual and 

Educational Systems for eons. The Reptilian 
Alien Kontrollers (RAK) are the One World 

Order (OWO) and have manipulated the 
unaware masses into a Slave Submission for 
ongoing lifetimes as Followers, Worshipers 
and Praying to Ghostly Gods. When people 
chant HU, AUM and other Old Words, they 

are making a direct connection to the 
Negative Forces that rule the earth and who 
are destroying The ALLNatural Environment. 
YOU ARE BEING TAPLINED! WAKEUP! Sing 
The NU~U and YU will Become MoreAware 
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and Free YourSelf from all Your Restrictions 
and TapLines! Watch Your DreamVisions for 

RealGuidance from Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides. 

HarOld WAKEUP! 

“WakeUP HarOLd WakeUp!” You were given 
The Real Opportunity to Do Something 

Wonderful for ALL, but instead you decided 
to become seduced by Reptilian Joanny. 

SHE was sent by the Kalaum Reptilian God 
to takeover what Paul Twitichell had created 
as a RealBenefit for ALL. You have become 
the ‘little king’ in your own mind! There are 
thousands of people Singing The NUSound, 

The NU~U, and SEEING what You and 
Reptilian Joanny are doing in the Lower 
Astral Realm as you are TapLining the 

membershrimps! You have been deceived 
and you seem to like what you are doing. 

You are being Exposed as ALL DECEPTION 
SHOWS UP! Many people are having 

RealSide Visions and SEEING you and 
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Reptilian Joanny going to The Lords of 
Karma to be sentenced to many more 

lifetimes of drudgery with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) that you and HER have 

aligned yourself with. 

“WakeUP HarOLd WakeUp!” YU, The RealU 
(that you are not aware of) is being used and 
Religiously Sacrificed with all the Nonsense 
SHE has created around you. SHE is a Witch, 
and HER Band of Witches go around at night 
and Reptilian TapLine the membershrimps in 
their Astral Bodies while they are dreaming 
and kept unconscious with the Worshiping 
and PrayPaying Sacrilege SHE has brought 
to the EKKonkon Krone Korporation. You 
have been asleep since you met HER, and 
‘Thinking’ in Your Tiny Mind you are the 
‘little king and master.’ You and Darwin 

‘took’ Paul’s Title of the Mahanta, as he has 
The RealAwareniss, that you Do Not Have! I 
suggest you Become Sincere and Honorable, 

because everything you and Reptilian 
Joanny are doing is all exposed on The 
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RealSide LifeIS (inner worlds). The Real 
UNUversal Guides, whom you ‘Think’ are 

EEK masters, do not stand with you or back 
you, and The Whole of Life has left you 

behind! 

“HarOld You Are Lost! You and Your Joanny 
‘might’ have your own business again after 
you have both been exposed; selling GMO 

Hot Dogs on a street corner somewhere, but 
just ‘maybe!’ You can BE Real, Sincere and 

Honorable Right Now with the unaware 
Dumbed Down MemberShrimps with what 

you and JownZee have been doing, as they 
know why Peter quit. Everything is SEEN on 

The RealSide! TIME TO WAKEUP HARRY! 

HU REPTILIAN ALIEN TAPLINING SCAMS 
(RATS) 

"HU word is Reptilian TapLining! HU, OM, 
AUM, AMEN and other religious and spiritual 
words are Reptilian Alien TapLining Scams 
(RATS). At one time these words did have 
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their place when the population was in a 
more primitive state, but the Reptilian 
Politicians and Religious Systems have 
taken over. Most people are so Dumbed 

Down and Asleep to what is really taking 
place on this planet. The Reptilians were the 

original invaders and have been in Kontrol 
ever since. The KEK Systems (Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations) are with the Kalaum 

God and the Gods of Man. The Alien 
Reptilians invented Worshiping and 

PrayPaying and Sacrifices to their invented 
gods, and this is why the world is polluted 
and poisoned today. The Masses are still 

unaware after many lifetimes of being slaves 
and subject to the tyranny of The Deceptors 

who rule this planet. YU, The RealU, can 
Stay Asleep or WakeUp, as YU are a 

FreeBeing of RealLight, but YU must take 
the time to Recognize this. WE (WorldWide 

Educators) provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation like no one else. You can stay 

with all the Rules, Regulations and 
Restrictions here or Be Free Now! 
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HU TAPLINING KORPORATION WORD 

TapLining Aliens Kontrol the Ekkonkon 
Korporation and the MemberShrimps. Many 

of the Old GEEK Master Supporters have 
Tested The NU~U vs HU and found The 

NU~U IS Real and the HU is not... "Before I 
went to sleep I asked Rebazar Tarzs to show 

me the difference between The NU~U and 
the HU. In The RealSide Experience, I saw 

beautiful snow flakes falling from the sky. As 
they landed on the ground I began to Sing 
The NU~U. The snow flakes immediately 

began to rise back into the sky in a beautiful 
harmony. Then I decided to test the HU. As 

soon as I began to say the HU, the snow 
flakes fell to the ground and there became 

an earthquake. The ground rattled and 
shook until there were big cracks 

everywhere, and then to my surprise I fell 
down into the darkness and yelling until I 

woke up!" Another Whistle Blower who has 
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fled the Old GEEK Master and his Reptilian 
Mate. 

Test The NU~U, just like this person did. 
Simply Sing NU~U~U~U for about 15 minutes 
before going to sleep and ask Rebazar Tarzs 
& Paul Twitchell to show you the difference 
between The NU~U and the Old HU Word. If 
you have the courage, Share it with us and 
you will save those who are TapLined into 
the Lower ASStral Realm with the Kalaum 
God. The Kronee Korporation loves those 

who Worship and Pay (OOOPS, I mean Pray) 
to HER. LifeIS Always NU Now... Test this for 

YourSelf! DUANE THE GREAT EDUCATOR 

HU AFRICAN VIRUS 

"Here is a NEWS FLASH... "Even the Mad 
Scientists that run this world can See 

Strange Things that are taking place, as 
they have Kreated all the Lethal Viruses we 
are each experiencing. From Aids to Ebola, 
which have been Kleverly Kreated by the 
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KEK Systems. KEK Doctors have already 
announced the TapLining Effects of the HU 
word many years ago. This has just been 

discovered, as there has been a CoverUp for 
decades with this information. Along with 
the vibrations of the HU word, they have 

also discovered the Alien Effects of the OM 
word and others, which always seem to 

attract the Physical-Astral Reptilians who 
originally invaded this planet. Professional 
Doctors are concurring that using the HU 

word, OM, Amen and others that are related 
to politics, religion or Kontrolling spiritual 

paths, have a profound Physical Effect on a 
person's body to where they become ill, 

diseased and even cancers start to form. It 
has already been discovered that the KEK 
Systems have been purposely using the HU 
word to Mind Kontrol people and to Astrally 

TapLine them into a one-dimensional 
submission. WE are providing a Public 

Warning to WakeUp or Stay Lost! 
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HU CHANT WARNING 

Harry and JownZ Klump of the Krone 
Korporation (KEK Systems) are living proof 

that Takeovers do work! EEKonkon, The 
Path of The Kalaum God, in Minnesota USA, 
provides numerous 'spiritual' (religious term) 

techniques to experience the Living GEEK 
master Harry on the Lower Astral Realm by 
chanting the Reptilian HU word (OM, AUM, 

Amen will also work the same). Here is how 
this works... As one is ready to go to sleep, 
they chant the ancient name for the Kalaum 

God, HU, for about ten or fifteen minutes. 
Usually one falls asleep and moves into their 

Astral Body and is TapLined by the HU 
vibrations, and it is here they can meet their 
KEK master and his Reptilian Wife, JownZ 
(Joan owns Z). At first the couple may look 
like their physical selves, but as one stands 
and watches THEM (TapLining Human Eating 

Martians) they will See THEM shape-shift 
into Reptilians. As a person chants the HU 

word, they will also See the Reptilians 
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gathering around and occupying the 
MemberShrimps that Reptilian Witch JownZ 
works with. For those who are really brave 
(actually unaware and Dumbed Down) try 

this technique and See how many Reptilians 
you can count in Your Dreams. I personally 

would not do this, but there are many people 
who still 'Think' the HU word has value. It 
does, but only to the Reptilians for their 

TapLining purposes to Kontrol their unaware 
HUman Farming.  

NO ASTRAL TAPLINING (NAT) 

"NO ASTRAL TAPLINING means... We do not 
want the HU, OM, Amen words on our sites, 
nor (BB) Baraka Bashad, or to Pray for us, as 

we are with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides & We Sing The NU~U. We 

are not with the Kalaum God and the 
Reptilian Astral TapLiners (RATS) as are the 

KEK Systems. Those who Worship and 
PrayPay to their little masters and gods are 
Reptilian Astral TapLining others and will be 
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dealing with their own Kause and Effect 
Karma. Most people belong to some form of 

Reptilian Kontrolling Membership with a 
master who spills out the 'pretty words' to 
their unconscious followers and idolizes 

their picture. These are the Dumbed Down 
who Do Not look to their DreamVisions and 
The RealGuidance from The Real UNUversal 
Guides and 'What IS Real Now. These people 
are 'lost' in the past and the Reptilians have 
taken them over, as they are still Asleep and 

Not Seeing what is taking place in their 
Dreams. 

The HU, OM, Amen and others had their day, 
but The Whole of Life & The RealGuides only 
Recognize & Support... THE NUWAVIS THE 

NUMAN. 
NO ASTRAL TAPLINING... We do not want 

any NAT's flying around US! 
Take The Risk and WakeUp and Join US as 

FreeBeings of RealLight! 
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EKKONKON THE ALIEN TAPLINERS 

"YOU are about to WakeUp to what has been 
Effecting YOU! YOU can Now Become 
MoreAware and Protect YourSelf from 
TapLiners in Your Dreams. Read this 

NUBook and YOU will Learn a Lot... Have 
Fun!" DUANE THE GREAT EDUCATOR 

HU TAPLINING 

TapLining Aliens Kontrol the Ekkonkon 
Korporation and the MemberShrimps. Many 

of the Old GEEK Master Supporters have 
Tested The NU~U vs HU and found The 

NU~U IS Real and the HU is not... "Before I 
went to sleep I asked Rebazar Tarzs to show 

me the difference between The NU~U and 
the HU. In The RealSide Experience, I saw 

beautiful snow flakes falling from the sky. As 
they landed on the ground I began to Sing 
The NU~U. The snow flakes immediately 

began to rise back into the sky in a beautiful 
harmony. Then I decided to test the HU. As 
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soon as I began to say the HU, the snow 
flakes fell to the ground and there became 

an earthquake. The ground rattled and 
shook until there were big cracks 

everywhere, and then to my surprise I fell 
down into the darkness and yelling until I 

woke up!" Another Whistle Blower who has 
fled the Old GEEK Master and his Reptilian 

Mate. 
Test The NU~U, just like this person did. 

Simply Sing NU~U~U~U for about 15 minutes 
before going to sleep and ask Rebazar Tarzs 
& Paul Twitchell to show you the difference 
between The NU~U and the Old HU Word. If 
you have the courage, Share it with us and 
you will save those who are TapLined into 
the Lower ASStral Realm with the Kalaum 
God. The Kronee Korporation loves those 

who Worship and Pay (OOOPS, I mean Pray) 
to HER. LifeIS Always NU Now... Test this for 

YourSelf! DUANE THE GREAT EDUCATOR 
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EKK REPTILIAN RELIGIONS 

"EKK (Earthly Kontrolling Korporations) 
REPTILIAN RELIGIONS. Most of this world is 

Agreeing to their own HUman Farming 
TapLining and Entrapment. The unaware 

public has been Marketed into Agreeing with 
politics, religion, spiritual masters, 

militerrorized education, mad science 
inventions, entertainment, GMO TechFood, 

sports fans and so much more. The 
Marketing Ploy of The EKK Systems is to 

keep people self-absorbed into their 
Designed Matrix Phenomena of Creation. 

"The Whole of LifeIS all about RealSurvival! 
What is taking place on the earth is a 

Purposely Planned Demise of Kontrol. While 
people are self-absorbed from all the 

Deceptive Marketing Ploy, the EKK Systems 
are destroying The ALLNatural Environment 
around all of us. WakeUp! This is Your Planet 

they are Destroying! The EKK Reptilians 
created the Gods of Man to pray and 
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worship to as Deceptors. The Kalaum God is 
the Reptilian Governor in the Mental Realm, 
the heaven of many religions. He is a Fake 

God and a Deceptor with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) on the earth and in the 

Astral Realm. You are being Astrally 
TapLined while you are asleep at night and 
your life energies are being sucked out of 

you! You will become diseased, ill and have 
cancers, unless YU, The RealU, Wakes Up 
and SEES what is really taking place Now! 
Your faith, your believing, your worshiping 
and praying, your chanting HU, OM, Amen 

and other words in Creation are all TapLined 
to the Reptilians! You have been part of their 
HUman Farming for lifetimes, and if you do 
not WakeUp Now, then you will be back in 
future lifetimes as the earth keeps getting 
worse. If you 'Think' you have a life here... 

Think Again! Because you really do not! The 
RATS want to keep you in your own little LA 
LA Land and dumbed down as their slave! 
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Spiritual Teaching of TapLining master 
Harry 

"The word 'spiritual' implies Restrictions. 
Those who have even the small bit of 

awareness can See this with any World 
Religion. Every religion that has been 

created on this planet is from the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). Those who continue 

to follow and mimic what the RATS have 
created will become as they have! Paul 

Twitchell started off with the 'spiritual' idea 
and babysat people to a certain point. 

Darwin Gross and HarOld Klemp were given 
the opportunity to Recognize THE ALLIS, 

beyond the 'spiritual idea' and the Gods of 
Man, but they both have become self-

absorbed as little kings, to where they see 
themselves bigger than Life ITSelf. Paul & 
Rebazar Tarzs 'hinted' about 'THE ISNESS' 
and Paul wrote this from what Rebazar had 
related to him. Paul wrote 'The Far Country' 
and I was there with him and Rebazar, as I 
then wrote 'The Real Far Country' by Duane 
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The Great Writer. I can SEE THE ALLIS 
NOW...  

I am THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. 'Spiritual' 
anything is a TapLining Trap! 

Rebazar & Paul gave me The Rod of Power, 
August 3, 2001, as I was 'The Child' Paul 
spoke about that was to bring forth The 

TruReality, THE IS.  
'The Rod of Power idea' has had its day and 

those who use it are part of The World 
Deceptors destroying this planet. Paul 
started the beginning Disciplines and 

Restrictions, just like a person going thru 
Boot Camp as a soldier. Darwin and HarOld 
were to 'expand' upon what Paul presented, 

but they are babybrain masters, as they 
were 'given' the keys to the membership and 
misused their positions. Darwin was taken 
out with what I refer to as 'The Influence' 

and HarOld was taken out by SHE, Reptilian 
Joanny from the Kalaum God, the Three 
Headed TapLining Lizard God of World 

Religions, also known as the 'Devil' to many. 
TapLining Reptilian Joanny has aligned 
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HERSELF with the KEK System (Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations) ideas of Worshiping 

and PrayPaying with the Dumbed Down 
MemberShrimps to where they are basically 
one-dimensional and can only Emotionally 
Function with HarOld and Joanny from the 

Lower Astral Realm. 

I am not laying out any sort of 'belief' here, 
but merely 'Reporting The RealNews' for 
those who have The RealCourage to SEE 

what is really taking place from The 
RealSide LifeIS. The HU word is with 

Reptilian Joanny and HER Witches who 
TapLine the membershrimps in their Astral 
Bodies in their dreams. Everyone has the 

right to do whatever they want, and I am on 
My RealAdventure with THE ALLIS and 'What 

IS Real Now! 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
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Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like 
most people who are here. 

The Rod of Power TAPLINING DUO 

"The Rod of Power is No More! The HU word 
is No More! EEKonkon is a Takeover by the 

Reptilian Aliens. The KEK Systems Rule this 
planet and they are destroying The 

ALLNatural Environment Everyday, until 
there is nothing left. YU, The RealU does 
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have a Choice. WakeUp and Test The NU~U 
Sessions and YU will be shown What IS Real 

Now. If you are a member of one the KEK 
Systems, then you are being TapLined in 

Your Astral Body in Your Dreams. What takes 
place in the Astral Body effects the physical 
body as well. WakeUp! This is Your Life! The 

KEK Systems want YU here for may more 
lifetimes on this Purposely Planned Poisoned 
Planet. YU are their Slave and Servant, that 
is until YU start Singing The NU~U and YU 
have RealGuidance & RealEducation with 

The RealGuides. 

HU TEST with FUBBI QUANTZ 

"HU TEST with FUBBI QUANTZ... (A RealSide 
Experience with The Real UNUversal 

Guides) "Hello Eva & Duane, Thank YU for 
everything YU are doing... Today I sang The 
NU-U -U-U, then I saw a man with a beard 
that looked like Fubbi Quantz. As I stood 

there he looked at a Gray Wall and he wrote 
on the wall 'HU' And so I Sang The NU-U-U-
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U, and then he said that this was an 'Exam!' 
He said if YU use the HU word YU will get 

yourself into bad situations like Voodoo. As I 
Sang The NU-U-U-U, I felt myself in a Golden 
Air and the gray color of the wall changed to 
a Golden Color. With The NU-U, I was flying 

in the air and I could smell wonderful 
flowers all around me, Thank YU, LUV YU, 

your NUFriend from Asia. 
"The HU word is with the Kalaum Reptilian 
God of EEKonkon. Reptilian Joanny married 
HarOld Klump, puppet master of the Krone 

Korporation. The ancient religions were 
created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who have used the OM and AUM and 
Amen to keep people hypnotized with their 
HUman Farming Kontrol. Today, the Kalaum 
God Religions rule the earth and seductively 

infect and TapLine everyone on the earth 
who is unaware of The RealGuides and The 
Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. The masses 

have been taught to 'believe' in created 
doctrines and to fear their Kontrolling 

Authoritarians and Space Gods. People beg 
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for freedom and Agree to Restriction at the 
same time. Very few have The RealCourage 
to See Beyond their personal little life into 

Real UNUverses of ALL Light! 

TAPLINING LOVE CONTROL 

"Another thrill packed episode in "The 
Amazing Adventures of THE NUMAN!" Only 
those who can 'See' on The RealSide LifeIS 
will know what is really taking place in this 
one-dimensional Designed TapLining Matrix 
that has been Kreated by the KEK Systems, 
also know as the One World Order. Everyone 

else will be struggling to find their 
RealAwareniss and something that 'seems' 

to make sense here. The 'love idea' has been 
spread far and wide on this rock in black 

space, and mainly used to fuel the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). Most of the 

Purposely Poisoned and Dumbed Down 
Masses have no idea what is really taking 

place right in front of them. The 
REPSystems (Reptilian Religions, Eugenics 
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Education, Polluted Politics, Scary SciFi & 
Sacrificial Societies) have used the 

Emotional Attachment 'love idea' as a 
Marketing Ploy to consciously, and most of 
all Subconsciously, hold the unaware public 
to an Astral TapLining Level. The 'love idea' 
is in almost everything, and this is one of 

the many reasons The ALLNatural 
Environment is being so heavily effected and 
out of control. ChemTrails, GMO TechFoods, 
Mind Kontrol Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, 
Poisonous Pharmaceuticals and so much 

more are rampage on this planet and 
causing a huge demise. No one will ever 
have RealFreedom as long as they keep 

Agreeing to their Astral Emotional Behavior 
and their Astral Attachments to those who 

Kontrol this world. 

"There is the Pope, the Black Pope, 
presidents, kings, queens, diplomats, and of 
course masters and gurus who are 'out of 

Kontrol' with everything on this planet! 
These people and so many like them 
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are ;chasing the Kreated money' for their 
own little kingdoms, and not Seeing the 
Bigger Picture LifeIS. They will all 'meet 

themselves' and 'Eat What They Kreated' as 
they leave this world and are taken to their 
rest homes by The Lords of Karma in the 

Lower Astral Purgatories. They Kreated the 
'Hell' idea and that is where they have 

already placed themselves, as even they do 
not See this yet. This is a world of 

'appearances' and a Wild WakeUp for those 
who Pay Attention! Two Kharismatic 

Kharacters of the Kalaum Lizard God who 
preach the wrath and brimstone of spiritual 

lip-service are Reptilian Joanny and 
TapLining master Harry of EEKonkon in the 
USA. They use TLC on their membershrimps 

all the time and get away with whatever 
Joanny wants for HERSELF. SHE runs the 

'Joanny & Harry Show' for all the TapLined 
MemberShrimps to see. Joanny provides the 

Fake Komputer Initiations and their Lost 
Followers line up and Worship and PrayPay 
HER. It is more than obvious what is really 
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taking place, especially as it is all Seen on 
The RealSide LifeIS. SHE has them so 

hypnotized as SHE brings out the TapLining 
Love Control Emotional Attachments for 

their 'Picture Frame master Harry!' When the 
EEKonkon Seminars are taking place, there 
are Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) with 
every single person who brings their TLC 

Emotional Attachments with them. The EEK 
Seminars flourish with Astral TapLining 

Love, just like the Pope does standing on his 
balcony and giving TapLining Blessings, so 
does Harry on stage, as Joanny pulls the 

strings from behind the curtain. 

WHAT ARE YOU WILL ING TO DO? 

Duane The Great Writer... It has taken me 
lifetimes to get to this very moment to 

present The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. Miss 
Eva & I get many chats everyday from 

people who have been Singing The NU~U. 
There are always those who try The NU~U 
and 'Think' in their minds they should have 
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certain experiences and wonder why they 
are not having them. To be Very Real here... 
You Must Earn Your Way into Recognizing 
what is basically impossible to Recognize. 
Most people are into the religious Gods of 
Man and their spiritual paths, which were 
invented by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) and are mainly 'sound-good' ideas in 
Creation and have nothing to do with The 

Real UNUverses of RealTruth and 
RealFreedom. Most people will Stay Lost and 

unaware for many more lifetimes on this 
earth in this Designed Matrix of the KEK 
Systems, because they keep 'Thinking' 

Creation is the ultimate, when it is not! How 
long does it take to become a doctor or like 

one of the mad scientists that are 
destroying this world? People have been 

fooled into 'Thinking' that all they have to do 
is 'believe' in something and 'hokus pokus' 
they should be enlightened by their fake 

gods. What are you doing to Earn Your Way? 
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"LIFE IS BIG... REALLY BIG! YU, The RealU, 
has been here for more lifetimes than you 

can imagine just to WakeUp to the little you 
know Now. You are So Lucky to know that 'I 
Took The Risk' to bring you The NUSound, 
The NU~U, because most of this world is 
still fooled into thinking that someone like 
the fake Pope, the deceptive politicians, 

Harry the fake HU master and his Reptilian 
wife Joanny of EEKonkon, and other fake 

businesses like theirs, are doing something 
for people, when in fact all they are really 

doing is setting up the Reptilians to TapLine 
them in their Astral Bodies while they sleep. 
WAKEUP & GET REAL! Ask Rebazar Tarzs & 
The RealGuides Who IS THE NUMAN NOW! 

ASK EVA&DUANE on Facebook / 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info... Have Fun 

Deciding! 
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EKKONKON THE BIG KON 

"There are Alien Spies Everywhere and they 
like to Watch YOU! They are Bored Little 

Minded Aliens who create Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations (KEK) and TapLine 

YOU in Your Dreams in Your ASStral Body. 
They want YOU for more lifetimes, so if YOU 
continue to Stay Asleep... THEY GOT YOU! 

YOU DECIDE!" DUANE THE GREAT 
EDUCATOR 

FAKE master Harry and Reptilian JownZee 

"The entire world now knows about Fake 
master Harry and Reptilian JownZee of the 
EEKonkon Korporation in Minnesota, USA. 
They are right down there (not up there) 

with the World Deceptors of the One World 
Order. Harry is very proud of the takeover 
JownZee (Joan Owns Zee) has done with 

himself and also how SHE has totally fooled 
the MemberShrimps with Worshiping and 

PrayPaying. The Dumbed Down Dah 
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members do not look to The RealSide with 
Rebazar & Paul & The Real UNUversal 
Guides, they look to the Deceptions of 

JownZee while SHE TapLines them in their 
Dreams. It is So Simple to WakeUp & BE 

Real to 'What IS Real Now!' LifeIS AlwaysNU 
& Now and never in the past, no matter how 
'pretty' the words and Old the wisdom. Harry 
has Lost any awareness he had to HER from 

all the TapLining SHE has done to him. 
Those known with the Krone Korporation as 

the Higher InMates, love their personal 
power and positions and have become 

emotionally attached (TapLined) to Fake 
Harry, as Misfit JownZee pulls the strings 

from behind the curtains and Harry does his 
Old routine to the hypnotized overpaying 

audience. Just like the Political and 
Religious Regimes of Human Farming 

TapLining, master Harry and the EEKonkon 
Krone Korporation are manipulating people 

to the Lower Astral Realm for more 
TapLining punishment and future lifetimes of 

the same. 
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TapLining HUman FarmNerds 

"The KEK Systems are HUman FarmNerds 
and FarmLords for the production of Human 
Farming like Kattle on this planet. Human 

Farming and the HUman FarmNerds is 
according to the Reptilian Aliens that 

Kontrol the earth with their Matrix Tech 
Systems of Microwaving everyone. Those 
who are' bought off' and keep Agreeing to 

these systems are the ones who are 
Destroying The ALLNatural Environment that 

Supports ALL of US! 

NIGHTMARE TAPLINING in YOUR DREAMS 
with Harry & Jownzee 

"There have been so many Historical Figures 
that have mentioned their Dreams. The 

Sacred Doctrines of the earth refer to Your 
Dreams and  

the 'Many Worlds and Mansions' that anyone 
can visit while they are still living in their 

body. Almost everyone has Dreams at night 
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and the best part is, YU, The RealU can get 
all Your Own Answers from Your Dreams. 
LifeIS always Demonstrating Something 

Wonderful to each of us in Our Dreams. Test 
The NU~U Sessions and Watch Your 

DreamVisions! 

Nightmare TapLining is Very Real and 
multitudes of people are having Psychic 

Attacks in their Dreams from KEK System 
TapLiners. From Vampires and Werewolves 
to Reptilian Aliens, the earth world and the 
Lower Astral Realm have a connection with 

those who are into Kontrolling others in 
their Dreams. Microwaves, GMO, Lethal 

Vaccines, HAARP 
and so much more allow a person;s Aura to 

be Psychically Penetrated.  

The Rod of EEKonKon  

It is midnight August 3, 2001, and I have just 
come back from a RealSide Experiences 
with Rebazar Tarzs, Paul Twitchell & The 
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Real UNUversal Guides. I was given what 
Paul referred to as 'The Rod of Power.' In 

this RealSide Experience, I was with whom I 
refer to as Harry Klump, TapLining master of 

EEKonkon. His Reptilian TapLining 
Kontrolling Mate, Jownzee (Joan owns Zee) 
was also there with 'The Influence' holding 

HER unconscious. Harry never had the 
courage to 'announce' me, because SHE 
wouldn't let him. SHE is the Kontrolling 

TapLining Witch that has him sedated and 
on a leash. They are both with the OWO (One 
World Order) DarkBrats and are doing their 

part to destroy The ALLNatural Environment 
for the Komplete Takeover of this planet for 

the Reptilian Aliens. I was with Paul 
Twitchell's Real Corporation in 1970, then 
when Paul left, I was also a member until 
2001. Most people will 'Literally' question 

what I am presenting, and I understand, and 
all a person has to do is Sing The NU~U 

Sessions and ask Rebazar & Paul about THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW.  
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In 2007, The Rod of Power became THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. I was asked by The 

RealGuides to 'update' what Paul had 
created. THE NUWAVIS The NUNowniss of 
THE ALLIS. The Gods of Man was the 'idea' 

that Paul first used to get started, as he 
referred to THE ISNESS in his writings and 
so did Rebazar. At the time, most people 

were not ready to Recognize what I refer to 
as The NUPresentation. I was asked in 2001 

to present THE IS, The TruReality LifeIS. 
This world is lost with the Gods of Man, 
Worshiping and PrayPaying. The Fake 

master Harry, who is a 'puppet' for Kronee, 
reigns over the lives of those who have 
unconsciously given themselves to the 

TapLining Jownzee who has been doing this 
to the membershrimps for 30 years. There is 

no more 'Rod of Power' or the HU word, 
because Harry and Jownzee are Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners and they have No Backing 

from Life ITSelf or Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. No Backing means they 

are a worthless business and that is all. 
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Every- thing you ever wanted to know shows 
up on The RealSide LifeIS. Sing The NU~U 
and Watch Your DreamVisions, YU will be 
shown What IS Real Now. A 'good looking 

front' without Backing is Nothing!  

NUFREEDOM or HU TapLining 

HU TAPLINING is all over this world, along 
with other such 'scary chants' from the Dark 

Ages. Human History is a good reference, 
but what is even better IS What IS Real Now. 
LifeIS AlwaysNU Now! This IS Real! Unaware 

Followers of KEK masters like to 'Think' 
what they are chanting with the Reptilian 

HU word is getting them somewhere, and it 
really is, right into the Lower Astral Realm 
of TapLining with KEK masters and their 

Reptilian Alien mates. Test The NU~U 
Sessions and YU, The RealU will have Real 
Guidance and a RealEducation Now. Watch 

Your DreamVisions! 
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REALFREEDOM NOW or HU TAPLINING  

Everyone is searching for and wanting 
RealFreedom Now. What the Dumbed Down 

Masses are really getting is 'implied 
freedoms,' old political speeches, dogma, 
rhetoric, Deception, red flags, diversions, 
harassment, Restrictions and more Rules 

and Regulations, along with more taxation. 
These are all TapLining to the Astral 

Emotional Body of each person. The Political 
Systems embrace the Religious Belief 

Systems with their Strong Arm Kontrol and 
support the 'god idea.' The Religious 

Systems bow to the Political Systems, so 
that the Dumbed Down Masses can see that 
it is best to be Kontrol and be a slave to the 
systems that rule the earth. They 'pretend' 

to be separate in the blind eyes of the 
public, but they are from the same 

Deceptive Dictators who Kontrol them. As 
Shakespeare wrote, “The World is a stage...” 

Those who like to be 'on stage' and look 
down upon others make their living from the 
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lives of others. They are the 'Stage Masters' 
and they are all over the place on the earth 
destroying it. The Belief Systems have their 
holy chants and mantras, which are nothing 

more than TapLining their followers and 
membershrimps. The HU, Amen, OM, and a 
host of other 'scary' sounds' bring the Alien 

Reptilians into the Aura of a person and they 
are TapLined in their dreams at night.  

Test the NU~U NUSound and HU TapLining, 
YU, The RealU will soon See and Experience 

the difference. The HU word did have its 
day, but with the OWO and all the KEK 

Systems in Kontrol of the earth, the HU 
TapLining only brings grief and trouble to 

the user. There are many KEK masters using 
the HU, and they are destroying others. The 

Alien TapLining Kontrollers live off the 
Astral and physical bodies of others as their 

way of life. You are being TapLined... 
WakeUP! Those who use the HU word and 

the OM and others are part of the One World 
Order to destroy The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US. YU 
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will be shown in Your DreamVisions from 
Rebazar Tarzs and The Real UNUversal 

Guides, What IS Real Now. LifeIS AlwaysNU 
& Now! Take The Risk to See Beyond all the 
created 'fronts' of the KEK Systems and the 
Fear they have YU, TapLined with. We will 

show YU how to Become Real & Fun, Brave 
& SelfSufficient in a UNUversal Community 
where Everyone IS MoreAware & Wonderful! 

YU will See!  

JOANNY KLUMP'S EEKONKON 
KORPORATION 

"In the invented 'holy works' of The 
Deceptors who rule this planet, such as the 
Bible dribble and other such writings, there 

are references to 'False Prophets.' The 
Bible, as one example, was created as a 

'business plan' for the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) as they also entered the 

ideas of Prophets and False Prophets. 
People want to know the future, so those 
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who like to Kontrol others have created the 
Deception that they alone know what is to 
take place and all others are the so-called 
False Prophets. LifeIS Always Now, but this 

is not really mentioned or taught openly. The 
RATS who rule this planet want people to 
keep 'chasing their tails' into a dead-end 

future, and so their premeditated prophecies 
seem to work with this Purposely Poisoned 
Planet. No one needs prophecy or prophets, 
but this is what has been so to the distortion 
of it. HarOld Klump, the deceptive master of 

EEKonkon, has proclaimed himself to be 
'The Modern Day Prophet.' All Deceptors do 
this, they proclaim themselves to Kontrol 

and Rule over others with their crafty ways 
and 'pretty words.' Politicians and religious 
Kontrollers have always done this. Very few 
people have The RealCourage to Take The 

Risk and See the Bigger Picture LifeIS. Most 
people 'Think' Life is what they 'Think' it is 
and that Life will always be as they see it 

and it will stay the same way as their limited 
little mind decides. 
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Rebazar Tarzs, the original 'Being with The 
Real Rod of Power' does not Agree to the 

fallacies of those following fake masters and 
prophets and their Reptilian mates. Many 

'Think' Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 
Guides are with the takeover Korporations, 

such as Joanny Klump's EEKonkon 
TapLiners (ET). Most people 'like' being 

deceived, as it reinforces their LA LA Land 
LifeStyle here. What they Do Not See is they 
only have so much time before they are too 

old and stupid once again to do anything 
about their life in The TruSense. Rebazar 
Tarzs & Paul Twitchell stand with THE 

NUWAVIS THE NUMAN of THE ALLIS. This 
world is 'too afraid' to face itself and Get 

Real, so most people will Agree to the mass 
destruction of The ALLNatural Environment 
that has supported them. Read My NUBook 

and You will WakeUp, or stay lost on the 
dead world! 
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KRISHNA IN YOUR DREAMS, BUDDHA in 
YOUR DREAMS, JESUS in YOUR DREAMS, 

MUHAMMAD in YOUR DREAMS 

"There have been so many Historical Figures 
that have mentioned their Dreams. The 

Sacred Doctrines of the earth refer to Your 
Dreams and the 'Many Worlds and Mansions' 

that anyone can visit while they are still 
living in their body. Almost everyone has 
Dreams at night and the best part is, YU, 
The RealU can get all Your Own Answers 

from Your Dreams. LifeIS always 
Demonstrating Something Wonderful to each 

of us in Our Dreams. Test The NU~U 
Sessions and Watch Your DreamVisions! 
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DREAMS ~ THE UNUVERSAL CONNECTION  

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
have always provided The Real Secret 

Knowledge of Dreams for those who are 
ready to know what lies beyond this world 
and into the next ones. Almost all Ancient 

Scriptures refer to Dreams and provide many 
experiences in the Other Worlds for people 
to Become MoreAware. Most dreams occur 
in the Astral Realm, because most people 
are very Emotionally Attached to their life 

here and their relationships on this Level of 
Life. Jesus is one example of a person who 
told many stories about his dreams and the 

other worlds. Most of what he said and 
presented was not written, because those 
who created the KEK Systems do not want 
the masses to have The Real Knowledge of 
Dreams, they want people Dumbed Down 

and ignorant so they can be easily 
Kontrolled.  
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Muhammad, Krishna, Buddha were some 
who could leave his body and move about to 
the other worlds within Creation. There have 
been many others that are unknown to the 

public and have not been written about. 
Anyone can learn to meet Muhammad, 

Krishna, or Buddha and The RealGuides of 
THE ALLIS in their dreams. Muhammad, 
Krishna, or Buddha and what they teach 

pertains to the Five Levels of Creation. The 
KEK Systems who refer to him are TapLined 
to the Lower Astral Realm with the Reptilian 

Aliens. The Ratican in Rome is the 
Headquarters for the Reptilian Alien 

Influence on the planet earth. They have 
done malicious takeovers all over this world 
for many centuries. With the Internet, it is 

easy to conduct an investigation as to what 
has really taken place in Human History, 
moreso than what we were blindly told, 
conditioned and indoctrinated with in 

school. Your Dream are a Real DoorWay into 
The Whole of Life to where YU, The RealU 

eventually gains RealFreedom. The so-called 
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'implied' freedoms of the earth are basically 
worthless, as there is no freedom in any 
sense here. Your DreamVisions hold the 

secrets to Your Being and The 
RealAwareniss You IS. You can meet 

Muhammad, Krishna, or Buddha and anyone 
YU want to in Your DreamVisions. Simply 
Sing The NU~U NUSound before going to 

sleep each night, and as your body sleeps, 
The RealU will slip out and begin to have 
NUAdventures like never before. YU will 

have Protection from The RealGuides, then 
YU can fly off to anywhere YU like. Meet US 

on Facebook: ASK DUANE&EVA.  
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DREAMS ~ THE UNUVERSAL CONNECTION  

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
have always provided The Real Secret 

Knowledge of Dreams for those who are 
ready to know what lies beyond this world 
and into the next ones. Almost all Ancient 

Scriptures refer to Dreams and provide many 
experiences in the Other Worlds for people 
to Become MoreAware. Most dreams occur 
in the Astral Realm, because most people 
are very Emotionally Attached to their life 

here and their relationships on this Level of 
Life. Jesus is one example of a person who 
told many stories about his dreams and the 

other worlds. Most of what he said and 
presented was not written, because those 
who created the KEK Systems do not want 
the masses to have The Real Knowledge of 
Dreams, they want people Dumbed Down 

and ignorant so they can be easily 
Kontrolled.  
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Jesus was one of many who could leave his 
body and move about to the other 'Many 

Mansions' within Creation. There have been 
numerous others that are unknown to the 
public and have not been written about. 
Anyone can learn to meet Jesus and The 
RealGuides of THE ALLIS in their dreams. 
Jesus and what he teaches pertains to the 
Five Levels of Creation. The KEK Systems 
who refer to him are strongly TapLined to 
the Lower Astral Realm with the Reptilian 

Aliens. The Ratican in Rome is the 
Headquarters for the Reptilian Alien 

Influence on the earth. They have done 
malicious takeovers all over this world for 

many centuries. With the Internet, it is easy 
to conduct an investigation as to what has 

really taken place in Human History, moreso 
than what we were blindly told, conditioned 

and indoctrinated with in school. Your 
Dream are a Real DoorWay into The Whole of 

Life to where YU, The RealU eventually 
gains RealFreedom. The so- called 'implied' 

freedoms of the earth are basically 
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worthless, as there is no freedom in any 
sense here. Your DreamVisions hold the 

secrets to Your Being and The 
RealAwareniss You IS. You can meet Jesus 

and anyone YU want to in Your Dreams. 
Simply Sing The NU~U NUSound before 

going to sleep each night, and as your body 
sleeps, The RealU will slip out and begin to 
have NUAdventures like never before. YU 
will have Protection from The RealGuides, 
then YU can fly off to anywhere YU like.  
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"Dreaming at night IS UNUversal. Dreams 
have played a huge role throughout Human 
History, but for the most part, society as a 

whole does not pay attention to their 
Dreaming at night. People have been 

Dumbed Down and one-dimensionalized to 
be Kontrolled as Kattle for the KEK 

Systems. (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). 
When you Sing The NU~U, The 

RealConnection with the TruReality LifeIS, 
YU, The RealU will WakeUp and begin to 

Recognize this Passing Dream, YU are Now 
in! As strange as it may seem, YU are 
'Dreaming Here' and when your body is 

asleep to this world, The RealU leaves the 
body and begins to explore the bigger parts 

of this life and the many worlds and Real 
UNUverses beyond this limited 'Place in 
Life.' If YU do not Pay Attention to Your 

DreamVisions, then YU will Stay Suck in this 
'Place' and continue to return here as you 
have before and unconsciously struggle to 
once again WakeUp and find RealFreedom! 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NOAH'S DREAMS 

One of The Most Famous Dreamers was 
Noah. His story has been 

told for centuries and still survives, as there 
was just recently a movie 

made from Hollywood about Noah. There are 
so many versions of the 

Noah Story, but overall with what he 
experienced it really does not 

matter, what matters is his connection to 
something more than just 

this one-dimensional world and his life and 
how he paid attention to 

his dreams. Noah refereed to his 'god' in his 
dreams, which is what 

he was brought up with, as many in his day 
were 'believers' and had 

their 'faith' in those times. These same 
'ideas' about the Gods of Man 

still exist, but how many really know who 
their gods are? Believing in 

something is one thing, RealExperience is 
another. Noah was having 
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RealExperiences, which had nothing to do 
with any 'belief' system. 

He was not aware of what was really taking 
place, but simply followed 

the instructions set down for him. Most 
people simply 'glaze' over 

their dreams and do not make any sense of 
them. I am surprised that 

Noah listened as well as he did and carried 
out what he was 

instructed to do. Whether the Story of Noah 
is true or not, Your 

DreamVisions are Real! Your Dreams are the 
first step into Reality! 

It more than understandable why most 
people do not Pay Attention to 

their dreams at night. The Kontrolling 
Systems on the earth do not 

want people to Become MoreAware, they 
want people to be Kattle for 

their Business World and their Kalaum God. 
This does sound 

strange, but as you investigate behind the 
scenes and behind the 
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Kreated 'fronts' as to what is really taking 
place here, you will See an 

entirely different picture with everything. 
Religions with their Prayer 

and Worshiping are originally from 
Kontrolling Kults in the Dark Ages. 

The KEK Systems on this planet do not stop 
with their Marketing Ploy 

to Kompletely Seduce people into a 
Restrictive Submission. This is 

seen all over this planet as most people are 
more than willing to be 

poisoned and ruined, while their Government 
Kontrollers tell them 

everything is fine. Ask your local religion or 
government officials about 

ChemTrails, HAARP, Lethal Vaccines, Smart 
Meters, WiFi Microwaves 

and everything else that is destroying The 
ALLNatural Environment for 

ALL of US. WakeUp! You are being Dowsed! 
Watch Your Dreams! 
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KIDS LUV THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

"ALL KIDS LUV the Bees, Birds, Butterflies 
and everything NatureIS. You can be a Kid at 
Heart by contributing and Doing Something 
Wonderful for The ALLNatural Environment 

that Supports You. The earth is not the 
same today and NatureIS suffering like 

never before. The Children are The Future 
Now. What you do Now will show up later. 

The NUPresentation Foundation is a 
Community Service for Everyone. We LUV 
Your Oceans, Air and where we grow our 

RealFood. We welcome You and Everyone to 
join us with the Porpoisee Club. 

www.TheNuPresentation.org 

KIDS ARE ALWAYS WONDERFUL 

The Whole of Life is like The Heart of a 
Child. This is The RealU. We 

are Sharing Something Wonderful and all you 
have to do is pay 
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Attention! Kids LUV The ALLNatural 
Environment with the Birds, 

Bees and Butterflies and everything else 
that IS Wonderful! Many 

educated adults on the other hand keep 
destroying what Supports ALL 

of US. Destroying Nature seems to be a way 
of life as the adults keep 

driving around in their polluting cars when 
they could run their cars on 

water. Go to YouTube and learn something! 
The Children are The 

Future Now, and what they have to look 
forward to is more poisoning 

and pollution, more Dumbing Down with 
their education, more harmful 

GMO TechFood, more Lethal Vaccines and 
all the diseases from the 

artificial sugars they are fed. Take a 
moment to look at the so-called 

healthy Baby Formulas and you will find they 
are very harmful and 

unnatural. Anything processed is Acid. Fresh 
Fruits and Vegetables 
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have digestive enzymes and are Alkaline. 
There really is a difference! 

This earth is not the same for those who 
were raised in the 50s and 

60s, as an example. The NUPresentation 
Foundation has a Real 

Focus for 'YOUR OCEANS' and what is taking 
place with the land and 

the air we breath. Most people keep 
'Thinking' that someone else will 

solve what is taking place with all the 
hazards that are being created 

everyday, but guess what, they won't! You 
have a Real Opportunity 

to WakeUp and Do Something Real Right 
Now! Yes YOU! We have 

created The ALLSolar Research Vessel 
Project as a Real Benefit for 

Everyone. We have created a Wonderful 
Business Plan that includes 

everyone who wants to work with The 
Natural Environment and really 

contribute to this world, because this is 
where you live! We cannot do 
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what we would like to do as long you and 
others keep doing what you 

do with polluting. As you keep 'Agreeing' to 
what is being created 

here, then you are part of the process and 
you will be living the end 

result and so will The Children of The World, 
Now and in The Future. 

You can 'Think' whatever you want, but it 
will all come out the same, 
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you will have to deal with the Effects from 
Your Causes. We provide 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
one else, and as you read 

this NUBook, you will better understand just 
how Real you can BE!  

RAISING CHILDREN 

"The original idea of Raising Children was to 
Share Something Wonderful with them as 

they are having their own experiences with 
their life here, and also The Endless Worlds 
& Real UNUverses beyond this 'Place in Life' 

known as earth. Parents of today,almost 
immediately cannot wait to indoctrinate 

(actually brainwash) their Children into 'The 
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System' that has been Kreated to Kontrol 
You and Your Children. Of course, most 

people will not Agree or even want to take a 
close look at what I am presenting, because 
they themselves have already been 'setup' 
with their LA LA Land lifestyle, to where 
only what is taking place on this earth 
seems to mean anything. By Sharing 

Something Wonderful, what I mean is, what 
is really taking place with their 

RealAwareniss, moreso than just their 
personal life here. Nothing is negated from 

the Child, but what it Discovered is, why You 
and they are here in the first place. The 
System has not taught You, that YU, The 

RealU has been here for many lifetimes on 
this planet and a lot of other ones. The 
System has not taught You about Your 

Dream Visions and The RealConnection you 
can have to The Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom and to WakeUp from this 
Designed Matrix. The System has taught You 
to be Restricted, Dependent, unimaginative, 

fearful, stressful, rigid, arrogant, jealous, 
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wanting, believing, forgetful and so much 
more that has No Value at all, and You teach 
Your Children all of this and also whatever 
The System Dictates! You are here to show 
Your Children the way out of here, but you 

have not been paying attention to Your 
Dreams and what Life IS Sharing with YU. 

You are probably a proud social person and 
you want to 'fit in' with the rest of the 

Dumbed Down and unaware, so you can look 
cool. This may 'seem' to work for a while, 

until you are too old and feeble once more in 
your present body. You originally came here 

to learn to 'Free YourSelf' from all the 
Restictions YU have accumulated! 

CHILDREN and DREAMS 

"Children are always open to what Life has 
to offer, as they love the adventure and to 

explore. Children can See what many adults 
cannot, because they are not 'conditioned' 
with this Matrix World as so many people 

are. Most Children have Wonderful Dreams 
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and invisible friends. When I was young I had 
many experiences and so did my daughter 

as I raised her. To understand what Children 
experience with their RealAwareniss is so 
precious, but most parents do not listen to 
what their Children are sharing with them. 

My mother did not pay attention to her 
Dream Worlds, as I tried to share mine with 

her. This physical life is its own reality, but it 
is not the only Reality LifeIS. What we 

experience here on the earth is very minute 
compared to what is possible with The 

Endlessness LifeIS. Your Dreams are a Real 
DoorWay to Wonderful Worlds and Real 
UNUverses that are mostly unseen from 

those with a one-dimensional consciousness 
they have created while in this world. The 
RealAdventure is to Recognize Your Real 
Awareniss and make The RealConnection 
with The SoundLight Reality, which starts 
with The ALLNatural NUSound, The NU~U. 
Singing The NU~U before bedtime brings 
about an opening into Your DreamVisions. 
For Children and those who are Young at 
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Heart, they can experience The TruReality 
of Your RealAwareniss, as it soars into many 

NUWorlds and Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom. Ask your child if they fly in 
their Dreams, and most likely they do, as 

you may once have, but forgotten this. When 
you pass from here you will be going into the 

Astral Worlds, but YU, The RealU can do a 
lot better once YU have RealGuidance and a 

Real Education with The Real UNUversal 
Guides. WakeUp and Be Free Now! 

CHILDREN ARE BIG READERS 

"Children Are The Future! Children have a 
RealConnection with Life that Educated 

Adults usually do not have. Each lifetime a 
person returns and has a new body and 
mind, they are once again given a Real 
Opportunity to WakeUp to 'What IS Real 

Now!' When my daughter was young I was 
with her a lot, as she was so amazing with 

her DreamVisions and having Real Side 
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Experiences all the time. She could leave 
her body and be with The Real UNUversal 

Guide in the other worlds and levels. I 
started surfing at a young age and taught 

my daughter. We went to the beach a lot and 
even camped together. Because most people 

have been thru the Dumbed Down 
Educational System that they 'Think' is 

essential and means something, they do not 
always relate to their children Realistically, 
but moreso artificially according to invented 

'Social Standards' that have been 
established in the minds of many. Children 
are like the Wind, and when they are young 
they are experiencing so many wonderful 
things, and also their past lives that creep 
into their dreams and cause nightmares. 

Once 'You' as the parent learns a 
RealEducation and is interested in having 

RealGuidance, YU, The RealU will SEE a Lot 
More than YU ever have! 'WakeUp and Listen 
to Your Children! Ask The Children, 'What IS 
Real Now! Children have The Heart to SEE 

and Know what You might not!" 
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"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. 
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CHILDREN READING... 

"Children Reading Amazing Adventures 
provides a NUWay for them to experience 

what they are really looking for. We are each 
FreeBeings of RealLight from The 

ALLAliveniss UNUverses of THE ALLIS. We 
are here to go thru the Process of Creation 

to Recognize our RealAwareniss, so it is 
very important that each NUBorn have The 

RealConnection with The NUSound, The 
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NU~U. The KEK Systems of this earth that 
have been created are mainly deceptive and 
end up dissolving on their own, as Life ITSelf 

does not back them. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
Real UNUvesal Guides are here with THE 

NUMAN, Duane&Eva, to provide The 
TruCourses to start Your Journey to 

RealFreedom Now! Children are Precious, as 
they enter a NULife here on earth. The 

challenges here are huge, and so 
RealGuidance with a RealEducation Makes 

Real Senses! 

CHILDREN and REBAZAR TARZS 

"Children have a Special Connection with 
Life that most adults do not have. Children 

are not yet conditioned with mental and 
emotional 'filters' that have been created 

according to Distorted Social Agreements. 
Of course, most adults see themselves as 
okay with everything, which is their right, 

but they really do not See as many Children 
do. The Dreams of Children can be 
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exceptional if they are allow to express 
themselves. LifeIS Always Sharing ITSelf 

with those who will Listen with their Hearts 
as Children usually do. YU, The RealU, has a 
Great Opportunity Right Now to WakeUp and 
Be The Child at Heart. The Real UNUversal 
Guides are not known to this world, as they 
only can assist those who want to get out of 
Creation all together. Most people are very 

attached to their 'body life' here, and to 
imagine that LifeIS Bigger than Creation is 

far too much for most. Duane The Great 
Writer IS THE NUMAN NOW with Rebazar 

Tarzs & The RealGuides of THE ALLIS. 
Duane&Eva have created The 

NUPresentation providing Real Guidance and 
a RealEducation. like no one else. With The 

RealConnection of The NUSound, The NU~U, 
YU will be able to surpass all your earthly 
karma and reincarnation process forever. 

WE have The RealKnowledge of The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U and Watching Your DreamVisions will 
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begin Your Adventures into The RealSide 
LifeIS! 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. 
READ THIS NUBOOK NOW and BYPASS ALL 

YOUR OLD KARMA! 
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Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 
DUANE&EVA on Facebook Now! DUANE THE 

GREAT WRITER is with 'WORLDIWIDE 
WAKEUP PRESS' 

WATCH THESE VIDEOS: http://youtu.be/
8JUxGE8yrK4  

http://youtu.be/1s-8HGJwUf0 / https://
youtu.be/HRh2q-SFYF0 

 THE CHILDREN ARE THE FUTURE NOW 

Children & The SUN Shining Demonstrate 
how wonderful we each can BE. Children are 

The Future Now and their future is very 
questionable according to the Agreements 

each person makes Right Now. You and 
others can create a Real Benefit by 

Agreeing with what makes sense with The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
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of US. This is Your World too and You do 
have a Choice. The Children are watching 

the adults! 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 

DUANE&EVA on Facebook 

The Planet Earth has become a Huge 
Dumping Ground for Purposely 

Planned Pollution and Lethal Poisons. If you 
have the courage to look 

up in Your Skies and See the ChemTrails 
that are overhead, you will 

come to realize their real purpose. You can 
'believe' what the KEK 

Systems have been telling you with their 
Deceptive Marketing Ploy of 

GeoEngineering or you can Test The NU~U 
Sessions we are sharing 

and then Watch Your DreamVisions and Life 
will show you what is 

really taking place. Just like Noah that was 
shown to build the Arc 
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from his dreams, you have the same 
advantage to WakeUp and Pay 

Attention to what is really happening on 
Your World Now. If you have 

Children, they will soon be the future and 
having to deal with what is 

taking place Right Now. You can pretend all 
you want and 'believe' 

what the political, religious, spiritual and 
educational KONtrollers are 

telling you, or you can take the time to 
investigate and See what is 

really taking place with The Natural 
Environment that supports You. 

We have all studied, read and seen 
documentaries about all that has 

taken place in Human History. Deceptive 
Propaganda is a way of life 

for the OWO (One World Order) and the 
governments of this planet. 

People have been taught to 'Think' that all 
the bad times are in the 

past, when in fact what is taking place Right 
Now is so much more 
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worse than anything that has happened in 
recorded history. Besides, 

the history books you and I read are all 
saturated with deception and 

slanted to make the OWO look like heroes, 
and to get unaware people 

Dumbed Down and Passively Patriotic with 
their Planned Takeovers. 

The Children are The Future and you can 
make a difference by simply 

Becoming MoreAware and giving up Your 
Agreements with what does 

not make sense and then Step Forward and 
Creatively Contribute to 

provide a Real Benefit for Everyone with 
what does make sense. We 

are not here to rebel against anything or 
change the existing systems. 

By the very fact of You Becoming 
MoreAware and Seeing what has no 

value and then deciding to Make Better 
Choices with what does have 

RealValue, you will start to See a NUWorld 
WakeUp, You are part of! 
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DO PARENTS LISTEN? 

"Do Parents Listen to their Wonderful 
Children... Really Listen? Of course Parents 

hear their Children and want them to be 
something according to the society they live 
in and want them to have all the best, but Do 

Parents Really Listen to their Children? 
Children have an Access that most Parents 
and adults do not have. When I raised my 
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daughter, my focus was on what she was 
experiencing from her RealBeing, moreso 
than what her physical life is here. I knew 

she would become 'indoctrinated' soon 
enough, so I took my time with her, so she 

could WakeUp. Children have a 
RealConnection to See Beyond this frozen 

world of solidness, and they will share what 
they know, but only if the Parent will Listen. 
The 'standard' Parent will start to Literally 

Educate their Child as soon as possible, and 
today it is with a lot of Lethal WiFi Toys that 
have Harmful Mind Kontrolling Microwaves 

that are causing cancers. My daughter 
would share her Dreams with me, as they 

were her RealExperiences in the other 
worlds beyond this one. She knows The Real 
UNUversal Guides who are direct with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Most people 

only know of the invented Gods of Man, who 
are governors on the Astral and Mental 

Realms. When Parents sincerely Listen to 
their Children, they will Learn so much more 
than they can ever imagine! Take The Risk 
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and Listen! 

MOTHERS & GRANDMOTHERS UNITE 

"Mothers & GrandMothers Unite! Your 
Children are Very Precious! You can Learn 

to WakeUp and See how you are Giving Your 
Children away to a Social Structure that is 

Not what you are dreaming of! This world is 
full of Deception and Ruled by The 

Deceptors! Just because you 'Think' a 
certain way does not make this world 
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become according to what you want it to be. 
YU, The RealU must Pay Attention to what is 

really taking place here, and most of all, 
Learn to Listen and Watch Your 

DreamVisions. LifeIS Speaking to YU in Your 
Dreams every night, but are YU Listening? 

LifeIS is Not Religious, political or even 
spiritual... LifeIS Real and Makes Sense, but 
YU must Learn to Make Sense of what You 
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are Always Deciding with the Choices You 
are making Now! I am giving YU the 'Hint' 

and it is up to YU to Find Your Own Answers 
with Life. YU can 'stay lost' on this earth for 
many more lifetimes, or WakeUp Now with 

RealGuidance & RealEducation. 

CHILDREN LOVE THEIR PARENTS 

"Children really do Love Their Parents, and it 
is The Real Challenge of the Parents 

wanting to raise Children (which are NUBorn 
Free Beings on their own Journey with Life) 

how to Recognize raising their Children 
according to The TruReality LifeIS. Most 

people have been 'subdued, hypnotized and 
Kontrolled for lifetimes by the REPSystems 

of Religion, Education, Politics, and 
Scientific Social Programing, which many 

people 'feel' as the only lifestyle there is. So, 
this is the 'invented stuffings' that most 

NUBorns continue to have to deal with and 
eventually sort out all the Deception.  
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The Parents must Learn to First WakeUp 
ThemSelves to this world and the unseen 
worlds and The Real UNUverses that they 
are not yet aware of. Before a Parent can 
Share What IS Real and Beneficial, they 

have to have RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation, so they can be as Real As 

Possible with raising their NUBorn. Very few 
Parents have the awareness to WakeUp 

Now, as most are in their own Earthly LA LA 
Land. Some Parents 'Think' they know what 
they are doing with their NUBorns, such as 

giving them mechanical WiFi Toys that 
actually harm them while brainwashing 

them for the KEK Systems. Children look to 
their Parents for Real Guidance and very 

seldom do they get anything Real, but only 
'artificial stuff' from the Business World. 

Children actually become 'frustrated' with 
this, and Children 'know' they are being 
misled by what their Parents are usually 
forcing on them. As the NUBorn becomes 

older, the inner emotional frustrations begin 
to surface and become their own drama, 
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because the Parents are so unaware and 
basically Dumbed Down with their 

surroundings, they cannot understand the 
attitudes and rebellious moods of their 

'once' sweet little NUBorn. Actually, it is 
almost so that no matter who you are as a 

Parent and what you may know, each 
NUBorn will go thru their own stages and 

process while growing up, as I had raised a 
daughter also. 

Mother and Child 

"Mother and Child are the most unique! From 
humans to animals, the relationship of 

Mother and Child is a Wonderful Experience 
that we have all had, whether in a past life 
or in this one. YU, The RealU, moves from 
body to body for untold lifetimes, until the 

moment comes when YU are ready to 
WakeUp and SeeMore than YU ever have 
before. Until then, YU go thru all kinds of 

invented systems on this planet and others, 
until the day comes when YU are ready for 
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RealFreedom. And just like the Mother Bird 
that has raised her Child in the nest, the 

moment comes when the Child is ready to 
fly from the nest. And as it does, it doesn't 

look back, but finds its own life somewhere. 
There usually is no dramatic Emotional 
Attachment for animals, as there is for 

humans as the Mother and Child separate, 
and there can be a Real Understanding of 
this relationship if all parties are willing. A 
better understanding would be to WakeUp 
and have Real Experiences that show YU, 
YU are a FreeBeing of RealLight, moreso 

than just in a human body for a short time. 
As long as you keep 'Thinking' you are only 
human, YU will be trapped unconsciously in 

the body YU created. Because you have 
been taught here according to your mind 
and senses, this is basically all you know. 

You were never taught about Your Real 
Awareniss and how YU can leave Your Body 

and experience other worlds, dimensions 
and Real UNUverses where there are No 

Restrictions as there are on the earth. YU 
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can stay Emotionally Attached to who you 
'Think' is Your Child, or YU can be shown 
how this experience on the earth is just a 
start to something so much better. As you 
decide to stay with the human ideas that 
exist here, then you will continue to exist 

here with all of them. 

ASK THE CHILDREN 

"Children Are The Future! Children have a 
RealConnection with Life that Educated 

Adults usually do not have. Each lifetime a 
person returns and has a new body and 
mind, they are once again given a Real 
Opportunity to WakeUp to 'What IS Real 

Now!' When my daughter was young I was 
with her a lot, as she was so amazing with 

her DreamVisions and having Real Side 
Experiences all the time. She could leave 
her body and be with The Real UNUversal 

Guide in the other worlds and levels. I 
started surfing at a young age and taught 

my daughter. We went to the beach a lot and 
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even camped together. Because most people 
have been thru the Dumbed Down 

Educational System that they 'Think' is 
essential and means something, they do not 
always relate to their children Realistically, 
but moreso artificially according to invented 

'Social Standards' that have been 
established in the minds of many. Children 
are like the Wind, and when they are young 
they are experiencing so many wonderful 
things, and also their past lives that creep 
into their dreams and cause nightmares. 

Once 'You' as the parent learns a 
RealEducation and is interested in having 

RealGuidance, YU, The RealU will SEE a Lot 
More than YU ever have! 'WakeUp and Listen 
to Your Children! Ask The Children, 'What IS 
Real Now! Children have The Heart to SEE 

and Know what You might not!" 
"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
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together. There are Real UNUverses of 
Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. 
READ THIS NUBOOK NOW and BYPASS ALL 

YOUR OLD KARMA! 
Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 

DUANE&EVA on Facebook Now! 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER is with 

'WORLDIWIDE WAKEUP PRESS' 
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WATCH THESE VIDEOS: http://youtu.be/
8JUxGE8yrK4  

http://youtu.be/1s-8HGJwUf0 / https://
youtu.be/HRh2q-SFYF0 

Angels & Fairies 

"Angels & Fairies Are Very Real! Most 
people have been conditioned with the KEK 

Deceptors, and so they look to Deceptive 
politics, religion, spiritual masters and 

gurus, but those who have a RealHeart for 
RealLUV & NUAdventures, they will SEE 

Beyond what everyone else will not! People 
have been Betrayed into 'Thinking' Literally 
and One-Dimensional. Children pay attention 

to their Dreams and what they are 
experiencing in Other Worlds and 

Dimensions. Adults are mainly boring and 
chasing money and things that pollute The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 

of US. The old saying "Love Makes the World 
Go Round" is true, but there is so much 
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more to the 'Love" idea than most people 
really know. Emotional Love is something we 

have all come to know, but RealLUV IS 
RealFreedom, which is so much better! The 
RealAngels & RealFairies from The RealSide 
LifeIS are with The Real UNUversal Guides 

of THE ALLIS. Angels & Fairies come to 
Children in their Dreams and play with them 

and show them how to Fly and BE Free. 
Adults like their Restrictions, Rules and 
Official Regulations to obey and Kontrol 

others. Children and RealAngels RealFairies 
are Free to Have Fun and BE Wonderful! 

Adults put birds and animals in cages and 
their Children in front of the TV with Cell 

Phones. RealLUV IS RealFreedom! Are YOU 
ready to WakeUp? 

ANGELS & FAIRIES 

"ANGELS & FAIRIES are some of the first 
steps to Becoming MoreAware, until one can 
Recognize & See, Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides of THE ALLIS. There are 
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many Angels and Fairies that around those 
who have an Open Heart to Seeing Beyond 

this world of appearances. Angels and 
Fairies have nothing to do with the Gods of 

Man, as the 'known gods' are Kreations from 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). The 

Kalaum God (Reptilian God) is the Lord God 
most people have come to know, but he is 

merely a Governor with the Heavens of Man 
in Creation, known as the PsycRealms. The 
Real UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, are beyond what a person can 

ever imagine. This is where it takes 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation to start 
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Your Journey to RealFreedom. There is No 
Freedom in Creation, only the 'appearance' 
of any freedom. WE are here to assist those 
who have The RealCourage to succeed past 
their Emotional Attachments to this world. 

ANGELS FROM HEAVEN 

"Yes, there really are Angels and you do not 
have to 'believe' in anything, because they 

already exist for everyone. The KEK 
Systems of Political and Religious 

Deception, do not have access to the Angels 
of the Astral Realm, the First Heaven of 

Man, because their interest lies in keeping 
people unaware and as slaves on this earth 

for more lifetimes. The KEK Systems are 
tied to the Reptilian Aliens from the Lower 

Astral Worlds and they TapLine their 
followers and members in their dreams. Only 

those with a Pure Heart will See and 
experience The Real Angels of Life. 

Beyond the Angels are The Real UNUversal 
Guides of The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Test 
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The NU~U Sessions and YU, The RealU will 
have RealGuidance in Your DreamVisions. 

The NU~U IS The NUSound. 

ANGELS ARE REAL 

Almost all of us have heard and read stories 
about Heavenly Angels. 

We have also heard about the places they 
come from, but very few 

people have had experiences from where 
they are at. There are many 

different types of Angels, just like there are 
people here. People can 

graduate into becoming Angels once they 
know how. To many, stories 

about Angels are fun to hear, but for the 
most part are nothing more 

than a fantasy for children. The idea of 
Angels is mainly from the 

Astral Realm, the First Heaven of Man. 
There are Angels, if this is the 

term a person wants to use, on the many 
Levels of Life. The Angel 
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idea only pertains to the Five PsycRealms in 
time and space and not 

in The Real UNUverse from The Seventh 
LifeLevel of THE ALLIS. 

For people on the earth who have very little 
experience with The 

Whole of Life, the Angels of the Astral Realm 
can be very important. 

The Angels like to assist those people who 
have the heart to listen to 

them, which most people do not, because 
their personal life is more 

important than anything Real with The 
ALLNatural Environment. The 

Angels will many times appear to small 
children who are open to their 

presence. Children are always trying to tell 
their parents about the 

experiences they are having in their dreams 
and the many friends 

they are meeting in the other worlds. 
Children can easily leave their 

bodies when they are sleeping, because 
they usually do not have the 
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stress their parents do, nor all the 
'conditioned ideas' of the adult 

world. When my daughter was young I spent 
a lot of time with her, as 

I knew about the other worlds and the many 
Beings there are. She 

would share her experiences with me and 
we would have a lot of fun 

together. Stories about Fairies and MerMaids 
and other Beings are 
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very real and children like to tell their 
parents, but most of the time 

they do not listen. When I was young I had 
many adventures like this, 

but my mother thought I was imagining all of 
it. As we grow older with 

the body and mind we tend to forget what 
we knew when we had 

Young Hearts. With what I am presenting as 
a WorldWide WakeUp, 

YU, The RealU can once again Become 
Young & Wonderful. Simply 

Test The NU~U Sessions and YU can meet 
Angels, and better yet, YU 

can meet The RealGuides from The Real 
UNUverses of THE ALLIS.  

FREEBEING FUNLUVING FAIRIES 

"Fairies Are Real! Most people have been 
conditioned with the KEK Deceptors, and so 

they look to Deceptive politics, religion, 
spiritual masters and gurus, but those who 

have a RealHeart for RealLUV & 
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NUAdventures, they will SEE Beyond what 
everyone else will not! People have been 

Betrayed into 'Thinking' Literally and One-
Dimensional. Children pay attention to their 
Dreams and what they are experiencing in 
Other Worlds and Dimensions. Adults are 

mainly boring and chasing money and things 
that pollute The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports ALL of US. The old saying 

"Love Makes the World Go Round" is true, 
but there is so much more to the 'Love" idea 
than most people know. Emotional Love is 
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something we have all come to know, but 
RealLUV IS RealFreedom, which is so much 
better! The RealFairies from The RealSide 
LifeIS are with The Real UNUversal Guides 

of THE ALLIS. The RealFairies come to 
Children in their Dreams and play with them 

and show them how to Fly and BE Free. 
Adults like their Restrictions, Rules and 
Official Regulations to obey and Kontrol 

others. Children and RealFairies are Free to 
Have Fun and BE Wonderful! Adults put birds 

and animals in cages and their Children in 
front of the TV with Cell Phones. RealLUV IS 

RealFreedom! Are YOU ready to WakeUp? 

FABULOUS FANTASTIC FAIRIES 

"Fairies Are Real! Most people have been 
conditioned with the KEK Deceptors, and so 

they look to Deceptive politics, religion, 
spiritual masters and gurus, but those who 
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have a RealHeart for RealLUV & 
NUAdventures, they will SEE Beyond what 
everyone else will not! People have been 

Betrayed into 'Thinking' Literally and One-
Dimensional. Children pay attention to their 
Dreams and what they are experiencing in 
Other Worlds and Dimensions. Adults are 

mainly boring and chasing money and things 
that pollute The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports ALL of US. The old saying 

"Love Makes the World Go Round" is true, 
but there is so much more to the 'Love" idea 
than most people know. Emotional Love is 
something we have all come to know, but 

RealLUV IS RealFreedom, which is so much 
better! The RealFairies from The RealSide 
LifeIS are with The Real UNUversal Guides 

of THE ALLIS. The RealFairies come to 
Children in their Dreams and play with them 

and show them how to Fly and BE Free. 
Adults like their Restrictions, Rules and 
Official Regulations to obey and Kontrol 

others. Children and RealFairies are Free to 
Have Fun and BE Wonderful! Adults put birds 
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and animals in cages and their Children in 
front of the TV with Cell Phones. RealLUV IS 

RealFreedom! Are YOU ready to WakeUp? 

FAIRIES in NATURE 

"Fairies are all around US, but most people 
cannot See them. I know Mermaids from the 

ocean on this Level of Life and the many 
LifeLevels. I suggest to Pay Attention to The 

Natural Environment supporting US, 
because if you do not, it will soon be gone. 

YU, The RealU can meet  Your Garden 
Fairies in Your DreamVisions at night when 
you Sing The NU~U before going to sleep. 
LifeIS so much bigger than you can ever 

imagine and much better. Take The Risk and 
Do Something Wonderful for this earth and 

The ALLNatural Environment that IS 
Supporting YU! 

FAIRIES ARE REAL TOO 
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What we refer to as 'Nature' has its own 
Reality, but very few people 

can See this. The Nature Fairies are Very 
Real and they provide what 

the people on earth cannot. Children with 
The Heart to See, can See 

the Little Fairies as they go about their daily 
affairs taking care of what 

they like to do with The ALLNatural 
Environment. Fairies are on their 

own adventures, just like Tinkerbell in the 
Disney Movies, as they 

create a RealBenefit for ALL of US. 
Unfortunately most people today 

do not Recognize what the Fairies and other 
Beings are doing for 

those on the earth. The earth has become 
mostly a Business World, 

and destroying The Natural Environment has 
become a 'standard' for 

many people who are unaware of what 
really supports them. The 

Fairies have a lot more to do when the 
people of this world keep 
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destroying Nature, because they change the 
ECO System to where it 

no longer Works for US, but against us. 
There IS a Real Balance to 

Nature here, and most people are not taught 
this, they are taught to 

be Literalized and Militerrorized. Walt Disney 
was hired by the OWO 

(One World Order) to create Entertainment 
for the masses and keep 

them 'mesmerized' with phenomena. The 
Certain Few who Kontrol 

this world go about and do their Malicious 
Takeovers, as they are the 

same ones who hired Adolph Hitler to take 
over the world. The 

Disney Movies are not at all Honorable with 
the public, because they 

have Kontrolling Subliminal Messages in 
them like other movies & TV. 

In the last two hundred years of what has 
been labeled as progress, 

this earth has changed radically, because of 
what people have 
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decided and created. There is always an 
opportunity to make Better 

Choices as people Become MoreAware. The 
NUPresentation I have 

created addresses The Real Issues of what 
is taking place on this 

planet. YU, The RealU can learn to get Your 
Own Answers from YourSelf. This world is 

not going to change for you, YU have to 
SeeMore 

than what this world has to offer, or you will 
stay the Effect of 

everything here and soon return again in a 
new body with a new mind 

and you will have forgotten this very 
moment YU are in Now. Simply 

Test The NU~U Sessions and Watch Your 
DreamVisions. Life is with 

YU and will provide whatever YU need to 
survive better. Have Fun!  

ASTRAL WORLDS, ASTRAL ANGELS 
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"The Astral Realm and Worlds are so much 
bigger in Creation than the PhysicalMaterial 
RoundWorlds of galaxies and what has been 
termed here as a 'universe!' Real UNUverses 

are ALL SoundLight Aliveniss and do not 
exist in Creation, but they do 'reflect' into 
Creation, and this is where I start this Fun 

Episode with Duane The Great Writer. When 
You meditation or do a spiritual exercise, as 
an example, You will first contact the Astral 
Light, which is transformed into some form 

of knowledge on this Level with Your 
Literally Conditioned Mind. This has always 

been the idea for many, but with all the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners using the HU, OM, 

AUM, Amen and other words, there is a lot of 
interference and Alien TapLining from the 

Lower Astral Worlds. Whatever Your 
Experiences have been from the many 

lifetimes YU, The RealU, have been here and 
other planets, the Light and Knowledge will 

basically play itself out accordingly. 
Everyone will have their own interpretations 

as they continue to have their own 'Out of 
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This World' experiences. There are Five 
Basic Realms in Creation that correspond to 
the faculties of the Five Bodies each person 

has. Within these Five Realms there are 
hundreds of other Levels and Dimensions 
that are usually unseen by most who are 

still One-Dimensional here.  The first Angels 
are on the Astral Realm, and then up into the 

Causal and Mental Realms. These are the 
limited Heavens of Man. The RealGuides of 
The Real UNUverses are beyond Creation 

and time and space. They are direct with the 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. They are 

FreeBeings! 

"So, let's start with the Second Level, or 
what is known as Astral Realm. YU, The 

RealU takes on various bodies according to 
the experiences YU want to have in 

Creation. While YU are here with Your Five 
Bodies and encased in the senses, 

emotions, memory, mind and subconscious, 
YU are gradually Waking Up to The Whole of 
Life, that IS far moreso than what we have 
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come to know as Creation. Creation is a 
'simulator' of life and not an actual life 

compared to Your RealAwareniss. A RealLife 
IS with The Real UNUverses of The 

SoundLight Reality of THE ALLIS. But this 
takes a lot of lifetimes and a lot of 

adjustments with Your RealAwareniss to 
finally first Realize there is more to this life 
than Creation and Your Physical Body. YU 
have a lot of relationships with the Astral 

Realm that You are not aware of, because it 
is Your Emotional Body, which You 'Think' is 

the ultimate experience with Your 
Sensations. The 'love' idea that is all over 

this planet is mainly Astral Sensations, but 
many 'Think' it is more than what it is. 

Creation is a 'starting point' for all of us to 
finally WakeUp and SeeMore with The Whole 

of Life. This is only possible with Your 
RealAwareniss. You have been 'marketed' 

into the idea that the earth is all there is and 
that there are gods who have created You 

and watch over You. This is a 'cute' idea, but 
it is really YU, The RealU who created the 
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physical body. The Astral Realm is known as 
The First Heaven of Man, and it has 

hundreds of different levels to it, so it is 
understandable that many 'Think' they are 

going to higher Levels, when they are still in 
the Astral Realm somewhere. With The 

TruReality there are no Restrictions, Rules 
or Regulation as there are here on this 

Level. RealFreedom IS Fun! 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
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before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. WE show YU how to WakeUp and 
have RealFreedom! 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
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not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 
The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 

ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 
and others are with the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 
'sacred' words will be TapLined by 

Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 
Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

Astral Projection Remote Viewing Soul 
Traveling & more 

"UNUversal Positioning (UP) IS NOW! The 
PsycSciences of Astral Projection, Remote 
Viewing, Soul Traveling, Etc, are limited to 
Creation only. These experiences are valid, 

but they have nothing to do with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Creation has 
its place, but there is no RealFreedom in 
Creation, only 'implied freedom.' The KEK 

Systems on the earth are all TapLined to the 
Lower Astral Realm and more lifetimes for 
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those who like to chant HU, OM and other 
Old Words with Old Masters. 

OBE for Beginners 

Out of Body Experiences (OBE) are very 
common with many people. 

Most do not understand what is taking place 
with this 'phenomena' in 
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time and space, and there are many so-
called officials who 'Think' 

they know, whatever. Astral Projection is a 
projection of one of the 

Five Bodies a person has. It is a valid 
experience outside the physical 

body, which confirms there is so much more 
to a person than just this 

physical life. Some 'Think' it is what is 
known as the 'Soul Body' in a 

person, but it is not. The Astral Body is 
similar to the physical body, as 

it has its own life in another dimension or 
Level. The Astral Realm is 

where most people go when they dream at 
night. There can be a 

danger with Astral Projection when a person 
has no protection in the 

Astral Worlds. Today with the Kontrol of this 
planet, Reptilian Aliens 

are always looking for innocent and unaware 
people to TapLine in 

their dreams. Most of the invented KEK 
Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
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Korporations) on the earth are hooked up 
with the Reptilian Aliens for 

the Kontrol and Domination over the Dumbed 
Down unaware masses. 

Remote Viewing is another way to See 
Beyond the barriers of the 

physical limitations. This PsycScience is 
used by the Military to spy 

on others. They tell the public it is for the 
security of the government, 

when really it is to keep an eye on those 
who support the government 

to make sure they are doing what they are 
told and expected to do. 

Another OBE is Soul Traveling. This 
experience and so many others 

like it can only occur in the Five Levels of 
Creation. These are the first 

steps to learning that there is so much more 
to us than an earthly life 

we have to keep repeating until we WakeUp 
and Become MoreAware. 

UNUversal Positioning (UP) with The NU~U 
NUSound IS the Ultimate 
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Experience with Your RealAwareniss. ALL 
LifeIS Here&Now. Moving 

from 'here to there' is a fun experience and 
all of us do this, whether 

conscious or not, but there is a much Bigger 
Picture with Your Real 

Awareniss. There is no freedom in Creation, 
only Restrictions, and so 

OBE is a start for people, but not the final 
step to RealFreedom. Test 

The NU~U and Watch Tour DreamVisions. 
Learn to 'Let Life Show 

You' YU are The Answer for YourSelf! It's 
time to Surprise YourSelf! 

OBE Time Travelers 

"The Mystery of Time Travel is only for the 
very few who discover The Secrets of Time 

& Space. The governments have their hidden 
programs that need Dangerous Technology 
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for what they refer to as their Time Travel. 
We have The Real & Safe Way to Succeed 
with what is known as OBE (Out Of Body) 

Positioning. We also have The RealCure for 
ALL, which is part of The Real Fountain of 
Youth. Simply Read this NUBook and Test 

The NU~U Sessions and YU, The RealU will 
WakeUp Now!  It IS Okay to WakeUp and 
SeeMore and Become MoreAware Right 

Now! 

OUT OF BODY TIME TRAVEL 

The world that is 'seen' here is a Purposely 
Designed Matrix. You and everyone else is 
mostly unaware of where you really are at. 
You may 'Think' as you read this that what I 

am presenting is too farout, but as 
you take the time to learn, you will begin to 

have your own Real Experiences that are 
Our of Your Body. You must first understand 
where you are at to understand where you 
can get to, to escape this place, or you will 
stay here for more unaware lifetimes and be 
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the Effect of those who are now Kontrolling 
you. You may 'Think' in some 

way you have some kind of freedom here, 
but there is absolutely No 

Freedom here at all! Once you begin to move 
outside of you personal 

awareness, YU, The RealU will begin to See 
so much more than you 

ever have, and YU will begin to Recognize 
the Designed Matrix, YU 

are in. Creation is merely a 'simulation' for 
us to experience until we 

are ready to WakeUp and See Beyond what 
has been created here. 

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW… Read This 
NUBook Now! 

ALL Life IS Now, and to view the past or 
future, YU must be able to go 

where YU have never gone before. Most 
people have been taught 

and indoctrinated into 'Thinking' that what is 
taking place on this earth 

is all there is to Life, but this planet is 
merely a 'Place in Life' and 
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nothing more. If you already have been 
convinced about the political, 

religious and spiritual systems that have 
been 'created' here, then you 

must learn to SeeMore than what they tell 
you is what Life is all about. 

Your Agreement with them holds and 
TapLines you to the Lower Astral 

Realm, and it will be harder for you to leave 
your body and have 

RealExperiences with The Real UNUversal 
Guides. YU must have a 

RealGuide to Time Travel, or YU can find 
yourself in a lot of Psychic 

Danger. There are Reptilian TapLiners 
waiting to trap people as they 

leave their bodies and go into their dreams. 
Those who have no 

RealGuidance will usually be TapLined 
without their knowledge in the 

back of the Astral Body. This TapLining will 
soon effect the physical 

body with back pains, illness or even 
diseases and cancers. This is 
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Very Real! Test The NU~U NUSound 
(NU~U~U~U) for 15 minutes 

each night before going to sleep. Then 
decide what YU want to 

experience in Your DreamVisions. It is best 
to let The RealGuides 

show YU. YU can ask a question and Life 
will show YU the Answer.  

ASTRAL REALM NEWS 

"Most people watch 'The 6'OCrock News' to 
get their 'slanted and distorted' information 
from their KEK System Rulers. I, Duane The 

Great Writer, would like to contribute 
Something Fun & Wonderful from where 

everyone is experiencing a 'hidden 
connection' to, which is 'The Astral Realm 

News!' Behind the scenes there is a lot more 
happening than what is 'created' in front of 
all of us with our physical eyes. If you are 

one of those who does not Pay Attention to 
Your DreamVisions at night, you are going to 

learn a lot more here and Have Fun at the 
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same time! When you Test The NU~U 
Sessions, you will be able to See what I am 
reporting for yourself. As LifeIS happening, 
there is nothing in Life that is a 'belief' as 

most people have been taught and Dumbed 
Down with. So, what I am Reporting as The 

RealNews is not about the Silly Slanted 
Systems on the earth and what they 

'profess' to know, but a much Bigger Picture. 
You can Take The Risk and Explore and 

Share with me on this NUAdventure, or stay 
home and watch your Subliminally 

Programmed TV for more Artificial Thrills 
until your body is too polluted to function. 
Yes! It really is so, everyone you see here 
and is old and diseased is what is waiting 

for you to be as they are, until YU cross over 
to the Astral Realm and wonder where you 

are. YU must have The RealCourage to 
WakeUp Now! 

NEWS FROM THE ASTRAL REALM 
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Most of the unaware public gets their 
information from The 6 O'Crock 

News. The unaware public are the Dumbed 
Down Donkeys who are 

bred for what is being planned for them and 
what is coming up in their 

future. I am simply 'Reporting The 
RealNews' that has been taking 

place for the longest time. What most One-
Dimensional Robotized 

HUmanoids are not aware of... there is also 
The Astral Realm News! 

The Astral Realm is the First Heaven of Man 
and has hundreds of 

different levels within it. After the so-called 
'death' of the physical 

body, most people go to some part of the 
Astral Worlds. They may 

'believe or think' something funny according 
to what they have come 

to know on earth, but this is where Life gets 
more Real. The Silly 

Deceptive KEK Systems that have been 
created here are mainly 
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Marketing Ploy, and this is where The Astral 
Realm News comes in... 

We report what others won't or cannot. In 
Your DreamVisions, YU, 

The RealU is being shown a lot more than 
you realize from your 

personal life on earth. When you really learn 
to Pay Attention and 

investigate what I call 'The RealSide LifeIS' 
you will See a much 

Bigger Picture to your life than before. You 
are in 'other worlds and 

dimensions' you know very little about and 
they are effecting you Now. 

As I, Duane The Great Writer & Journalis, 
Report The RealNews, I will 

show you how to Recognize and make Better 
Choices for YourSelf. 

But... You Must Learn to Pay Attention and 
Do Your HomeWork, just 

like your teacher would tell you in school. If 
you want to stay as a 

Dumbed Down Donkey and Unaware, then 
continue to do what you 
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always have and you will soon be old and 
feeble and still wondering 

what Life is all about. YU, The RealU has a 
Wonderful Opportunity 

like never before to WakeUp and See what is 
happening on this world 

and into many other worlds and Real 
UNUverses. YU have been here 

many lifetimes going thru the same routines 
of being Poisoned and 

Kontrolled by the KEK Systems who rule 
this world. The future here is 

going to be a lot worse and will be 
something like in the movie 'The 

Lord of The Rings!' It is Your Choice as to 
what Your Life will be, and 

you only have a very short time to WakeUp 
before the Big Change! 

LUCID DREAMING 

"Lucid Dreaming is the experience of Being 
Aware in Your Dreams. What most people do 
not know is, this earthly life is The Dream. 
You are in The Passing Dream while you 
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have a body here, because it will only last so 
long, and then 'POOF' it is gone! In the 
meantime, YU, The RealU, is collecting 

experiences while you are here and also 
with Your Connection to other dimensions, 
that is if You are Paying Attention, which 

most people are not. If you do not Learn to 
Pay Attention to Your Dreams, then you are 

missing so much more than you will ever 
gain here, because when you leave here, you 
will have nothing. Lucid Dreaming is one of 
the first steps to Waking Up with this life 
and Seeing Beyond what 'appears' to be 

something here. If you are okay with being 
the Effect of everything here and then 

growing old, then you can Stay Lost and 
One-Dimensional on this earth for as many 
lifetimes as you like. Or, you can WakeUp 

and Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf 
from reincarnation forever. RealFreedom IS 
possible Now, but YU, The RealU, must BE 
The Real RiskTaker and willing to explore 

and discover what very few ever do. 
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SUPER DREAMGUIDES 

"The Super DreamGuides are The Real 
Heroes Now, far moreso than what people 
'Think' of as 'heroes' such as football or 
basketball players that are on TV selling 
GMO TechFood to Children! WakeUp and 
Sing The NUSound NU~U, and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions to Get Your Own 
Answers with Life. The Real Heroes of Life 

are The Real UNUversal Guides who provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation for YU, 
The RealU to Become SelfSufficient with 
RealFreedom Now. YU do not have to stay 

Lost on the earth for more unconscious 
lifetimes if you do not want to. Learn to 
WakeUp Now and Pay Attention to what 
Supports You here with The ALLNatural 

Environment and from Your RealAwareniss 
beyond this 'world of appearances' that 
'looks' real, as there is so much more. 

"WE as WorldWide Educators are providing 
what no one else is. WE Focus on 
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RealGuidance, RealEducation and Being 
SelfSufficient in The TruSense. These Three 

TruRealities are not widely understood, 
because of how people have been taught. 
These Three TruRealities are moreso than 

what can be grasped by even the most 
brilliant people, because what WE Share in 

not all together in the Literal Sense, as most 
people will try and define Our RealPosition 
with Life. As WE are with The ALLNatural 

Environment on earth. WE Focus on 
RealFood, RealWater & RealAir, as these are 
The Three Essentials for living here. We are 
the only ones who have combined The Three 
TruRealities and Three Essentials together! 
RealGuidance entails being with The Real 
UNUversal Guides who are direct with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. A 
RealEducation is Learning to See & BE 

Beyond this One-Dimensional Matrix in Your 
RealAwareniss. Being SelfSufficient IS a 
RealPosition that is always available to 

Everyone who wants to WakeUp and 
Decides to BE Free! 
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RealFood, RealWater and RealAir really do 
Make Sense for ALL of US, and there is 

plenty, but there are also those who are not 
Seeing The Bigger Picture on earth. The 

Deceptive PoliticalReligious Systems are not 
providing what Everyone has a right to have. 
They have forced most people on earth into 

'believing' in Rules, Regulations and 
Restrictions and their Designed TapLining 
Matrix, instead of allowing Everyone to BE 
Free & Real. WE utilize The Six Honorable 
Realities, and most for ALL, The Seventh 
One, PurSincerity (Pure Sincerity). The 
TruReality LifeIS, is like the Sun Always 

Shining. The Sun is a Perfect Example of No 
Restrictions and Being Free! Beyond 

Creation is The Real UNUverses of PurSound 
& PurLight. WE are WorldWide Educators 
with The NUPresentation for ALL. None of 
The Seven Ways of Being SelfSufficient are 
directed to any political, religious, spiritual, 

god, savior or belief idea, as LifeIS 
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AlwaysNU Now & Wonderful as YU, The 
RealU, WakeUp to Your RealAwareniss! 

THE KILLSHOT 

"THE KILLSHOT is one of the many Valid 
Views that is taking place on the earth at 

this time. This is one of many about Remote 
Viewing and Seeing the Future. THE 

KILLSHOT can happen, just like the Bible 
Predictions and so many others, but there is 
a Better Way. If YU, The RealU wants to go 
along with what is being decided by others, 
then this is Your Choice and right to do so. 

Keep in mind, the idea here is to find an 
underground place that the OWO (One World 
Order) has built for only so many, then if you 

are picked, you get to be with the same 
Kontrolling KnuckleHeads that you are here 

with! And, when they run out of food, 
because the OWO is friends with the 

UnderGround Aliens, YOU are what's for 
Dinner! Sound Fun? 
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Would it make More Sense to be able to 
Become MoreAware for YourSelf and Survive 
all of the nonsense on earth? YU Can! Take 
The Time to Read this NUBook and Learn to 

Get Beyond what is decided for YU here! 
Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

REAL UNUVERSES BEYOND CREATION 

"We are in Creation with a physical, astral, 
causal, mental and etheric bodies in time 
and space. Creation is not the 'ultimate' 

reality as you have been taught by the KEK 
Systems. Creation is a starting point, until 

YU, The RealU, WakeUp and Recognize there 
is more to Your Life than just reincarnation 
and karma in Creation. There are Unlimited 
Real UNUverses beyond what we have come 
to know as Creation, as the Gods of Man and 

the Authoritarians Kontrol the HUman 
Farming on this earth. YU are in a Designed 

Matrix here and there is no freedom 
anywhere. RealFreedom is in The Real 
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UNUverses with The Real UNUverses Guides 
and THE ALLIS. 

ARE YOU PREPARED 

"ARE YOU AWAKE AND PREPARED? You may 
'Think' you are, but there is a Bigger Picture 
with The Whole of Life, moreso than you can 
imagine! What we are all experiencing here 
is a 'Place in Life' and not The Whole of Life, 

even though you have been indoctrinated 
into 'Thinking' this 'place' is all there is with 
Life. YU, The RealU, has been Dumbed Down 

to such a point with a physical body and 
mind, that you cannot imagine anything 

accept this Purposely Polluted and Poisoned 
Planet as all there is in life. The KEK 

Systems who rule this earth are disguised 
as Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who are 
Subliminally Kontrolling YU, as they TapLine 

YU, in Your Astral Body while YU are 
Dreaming at Night. Everyone leaves their 

physical body and explores other worlds and 
dimensions, but most people do not have a 
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'recall' of this, because they are too 
seduced to this One-Dimensional Matrix. You 
can Stay Asleep on this poisoned planet as 
it gets worse and keep reincarnating into 

future deformed bodies, or Learn to WakeUp 
and Recognize RealFreedom. YU always do 

have the choice! 
WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 
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here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like 
most people who are here. 

PLAN YOUR TRIP… 

"Everyone likes to Plan Their Trip to 
Somewhere. There are many ways to get 

where you want to go... some by bus, some 
by plane and some by riding with others. You 
can get Free Rides from car rental places to 

return a car, or you can hitch a ride with 
someone going where you want to go. These 
are a few ideas and there are a lot more, so 
learn to be creative. Then there are ways to 
leave this world all together, moreso than 

just a rocket ship. WE have The NUWay Out 
of here for those who like Being Real 

RiskTakers. Not everyone wants to leave 
this planet, but some do! 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
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Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people struggling to survive here. 

NUWORLDS to DISCOVER 

"There is so much more than this life we are 
seeing with our eyes. We can each decide 
whatever we want to, and with what I am 

presenting, YU The RealU can Make Better 
Choices if YU want to. There is No Freedom 

on this earth in a body, but there IS 
RealFreedom when YU WakeUp to Your 
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RealAwareniss and See Beyond this World of 
Appearances. Test The NU~U NUSound & 

Learn to Watch Your DreamVisions to Save 
Your Life! 

NUWORLDS WITH DUANE&EVA 

"For those who only live this One-
Dimensional Matrix, they will end up old and 
lost with this world and return unconscious 

once more. For those who really do Pay 
Attention Now, they will Learn to See what 

others will not! There are Endless NUWorlds 
& Real UNUverses beyond what You can 

imagine, that are so much better than this 
earth. WE are doing our part with The 

ALLNatural Environment while WE are here, 
and at the same time, WE are Exploring 

NUWorlds beyond the senses of our bodies. 
YU, The RealU, is here to gain enough 

experience to eventually Recognize what is 
Beyond Creation. WE are Sharing Our 

RealExperiences with Everyone with The 
Heart to Listen. You can WakeUp Now or 
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Stay Lost on this planet for more 
unconscious lifetimes of an even worse 

environment! 
NUWORLDS & UNUVERSES AWAIT YU 

YU, The RealU is so much more than just a 
Physical Body and mind 

with Emotional Attachments with just about 
everything. YU are in 

Creation and having the time of Your Lives, 
but YU keep being the 

Effect of everything around YU, that is 
because YU must WakeUp to 

where YU really are. YU can stay asleep and 
continue to Fear what is 

taking place here, or YU can WakeUp and 
See what is really taking 

place here and learn to See Beyond all YU 
are seeing with Your Eyes. 

LifeIS Bigger than what is taking place on 
this earth. We are all on a 

very small planet in Deep Dark Space and 
going where? Sounds 
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funny doesn't it, what is really happening 
that is! We like to 'pretend' 

that shopping at the Mall, driving our nice 
car and dating someone is 

all there is to Life. Oh, and of course all the 
Drama and Issues we can 

dream up to keep us Dumbed Down Busy 
here until we are too old to 

have fun anymore. Guess what... we have all 
been doing this for 

lifetimes already, and that is why I am here 
to Share with YU and 

Everyone Something Wonderful. There are 
Wonderful NUWorlds and 

Real UNUverses that YU can create a 
NULifeStyle in, where there are 
No Restrictions of any kind, No 

Authoritarians, No Knuckle-headed 
Politicians, Religious TapLining Rulers and 

Astral TapLining masters. 
Duane The Great Writer is presenting what 

most people have no idea 
even exists, a Wonderful NUJourney that 

takes YU Beyond Your 
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Limited Personal Self. I know, some of you 
want to stay here and 

keep playing this game in Creation, and you 
have the right to do just 

that! I already know that there will be very 
few people who will SEE 

The RealLight LifeIS. Most people only See 
the Astral Light from the 

Astral Realm and 'Think' it is The RealLight 
of THE ALLIS, but it is not 

WE are Here for YU! WE are having Our 
RealAdventure Taking The 

Risk and presenting what others will not. WE 
are Real & Sincere and 

WE do not play the games of the KEK 
Systems who Dominate and 

Poison this earth. YU can always Decide to 
Make Better Choices if 

YU want to, or stay asleep. Test The NU~U 
and Watch Your Dreams! 

YOU DECIDE YOUR CAPABILITIES 
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"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS... We 
work with The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US. By this WE mean ALL 
The LifeLevels, far moreso than what is 

found on this earth and known as Nature. 
WE are here to Share Something Wonderful 
for Everyone! WE provide RealGuidance and 

a RealEducation that will allow YU, The 
RealU to Become MoreAware. YU will 

always 'Decide Your Capabilities' and add 
NU Ones, or you can stay the same and 

continue to reincarnate into more 
unconscious lifetimes of an even more 
polluted and poisoned planet. YU have 

already been here many times before, but for 
the most part, you do not remember this. 
You can Learn to Remember, but YU must 
decide to do so, or you will not. You see, 

there is actually two of YU, The RealU, and 
the Created You. You do not remember how 
YU created YourSelf, but you can when you 

are ready. LifeIS ALL About Becoming 
MoreAware, and when YU decide to Live The 
RealAdventure LifeIS, then YU will have The 
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RealFreedom YU have always been looking 
for. Only YU can Decide this! 

ASTRAL AURAS 

"The masses have been purposely put thru 
MiliTerrorized Educational Institutions to 

keep everyone in a One-Dimensional 
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Robotized MindSet in a Three-Dimensional 
Matrix. Oh yes, this is where You received 

Your Degree, so that You can work at a 9 to 
5 Boring Job for those who are Destroying 
The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US.! Do You like Your Job? Have You 
ever Explored what Your Job is tied to and 
how You are contributing to the Demise of 
this planet along with the people on it? Do 

You have the courage to take a Closer Look? 
WE as WorldWide Educators will show YU, 

The RealU how to SEE what very few people 
can! There is a whole lot more to You than 
what Your Eyes see! You have a physical 
body that You 'Think' is You, but there is 

more... When You are Dreaming at night, The 
RealU is roaming around the Astral Worlds. 
Of course, You have been taught that Your 
Dreams are 'foo foo' and that Your Life on 
earth is all there is. HA HA HA... Until You 

WakeUp, the joke is on You! So, do You want 
to WakeUp and BE Wonderful, or Stay Lost 

on the earth and return unconsciously again 
in another dull and boring lifetime working 
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for The Dreaded Deceptor TapLiners (DDT)? 
It is always Your Choice as to the adventure 
You want to Live! WE can show You how to 

SEE the Astral Auras of others and how they 
are Deceiving You! Not everyone is 

deceiving others, but there are a lot of 
people who are, especially the political, 

religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific institutions and their created 

agencies that spy on everyone. They 
invented the Gods of Man and their saviors 
to keep You here for more lifetimes as their 
HUman Farming Slave! You can learn to SEE 
for YourSelf what I am sharing with You, or 

You can continue to 'pretend' that 
everything is okay and that those who 

Kontrol You will be nice and be Your Friend, 
those who 'imply' freedom that is. Or, do You 

want to Take The Risk and Discover 
RealFreedom from all the Restrictions You 

are Agreeing to Now? WE provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 

one else! Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and 
Watch Your DreamVisions! 
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"YU, The RealU can Become a RealHero if 
YU have The RealCourage to do so! Or, do 
you want to stay on the earth with all the 

'implied' freedoms the political and religious 
speech makers give you lifetime after 

lifetime? YU are deciding Your Life every 
moment! The PoliticalReligions have taught 

you to Worship Pray to the Gods for Your 
Life, but when you eventually find out who 
and want these so-called gods are, you will 

be very surprised. You must create Your 
RealAdventure or stay TapLined and 

Trapped on the earth and into the Lower 
Astral Reptilian Realm. Being a RealHero is 
nothing like what is found on this earth, and 

only Very Few ever Become One. YU can 
WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on this planet! 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
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RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 
any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 

claim so are misguiding others into the 
Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 

Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 
keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 

modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined by 
Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 

Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

OUT OF THE MATRIX 

"You are in a Matrix! But of course, You do 
not See this, because You are still Agreeing 
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to everything You see with Your Eyes. WE 
Are WorldWide Educators and WE can show 

You how to Escape The Matrix when YU, The 
RealU are ready. WE suggest You do not wait 

too long, because You will become more 
TapLined and Trapped here as You grow 
older. You have been taught to 'Think' a 
certain way that keeps You Emotionally 
Attached to the 'ideas' You have been 

marketed with and those ideas You have 
created YourSelf. There IS a RealLife beyond 
Your Mind and Emotions that cannot be Seen 

with Your Personal Senses, but You must 
decide to Take The Risk to See 'What IS 

Real Now!' Getting Out of The Matrix is an 
adventure all its own, and WE Are Here For 

You! 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 
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Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like 
most people who are here. 

YOU ARE IN THE MATRIX 

"You can 'believe' whatever you want to, and 
'Think' this is all Conspiracy Theory (as 

those who Kontrol You have told You) but 
YOU are still Here in THE MATRIX. YU, The 
RealU are in a one-dimensional reality you 

have Agreed to that has a three-dimensional 
form. When you sincerely take the time to 

investigate where you are at, as Neo finally 
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did in THE MATRIX MOVIE, you will find 
there is so much more to Your Life than you 
can ever imagine. But, YU must Take The 
Risk to find out, or stay lost with everyone 
else here who is asleep and so convinced 
about this 'Place in Life!' YU already have 

ALL The Answers for The Whole of Life with 
YU Now! 

ESCAPE PRISON PLANET 

"Do you still like it here after lifetimes of 
doing the same old routines of working and 

slaving a drudged life and always being 
Kontrolled by those who look down upon 

you? You might be one of those who has a 
good job, a nice house and plenty of OWO 

(One World Order) Kreated Money, but guess 
what, you are still growing old on a Totally 

Polluted Planet to where you will soon forget 
where you are at and end up in a hospital 

bed being drugged, and with Chemo 
Therapies and then whatever else they can 
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devise to do you in with. You are Not 
Exempt! You have already been here 
lifetimes going thru this process and 

forgetting you were ever here, but YU, The 
RealU does know Now! Take a Good Look 
Around You! The Natural Environment that 

Supports ALL of US is being purposely 
destroyed everyday! Do you care about Your 
Life and those of Your Family and Friends? 

Do You have the courage to WakeUp and Do 
Something Real, or are you going to stay 
asleep like the masses and once again be 
swept away into more unconscious future 

lifetimes that will be a lot worse here? 

We Are Here For You Now! Test the NU~U 
Sessions and Learn to Watch Your 

DreamVisions. YU will have RealGuidance 
and a RealProtection!  

THIS IS A PRISON PLANET 
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Most of us have been brought up with the 
idea that the earth is all 

there is in Life, and that this is the only life 
there is. This does Make 

Sense from what we have each come to 
know with the experiences 

we have gained here. But, there Really IS 
More to this life and Life 

ITSelf once we discover There IS. After 
World War ll, from an 

American View, people were so happy the 
big war was over. This was 

so for only so long as other wars continued 
in different part so this 

world as they always have. What is known 
as The United States of 

America has been a 'Planned Operation' 
from its very beginning. 

Most people do not know this, as we have all 
been seduced and 

brainwashed by the Militerrorized 
Educations we have come to know. 

This may sound hard, but actually it is not, it 
is a lot worse than most 
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people can even imagine. So many of the 
Kriminal Acts against 

people all over this world have been planned 
to intimidate and scare 

people into Agreeing with the Deceptive 
Systems that rule this planet. 

It has been the Ratican in Rome and the 
Black Pope (and the white 

one too) that have ruled this world with an 
iron fist, along with their 

Banker Buddies, Illuminate DarkBrats and 
Skull and Bones Deceptors 

as they have setup and used The United 
States of America as their 

field of operations. They are known as the 
Puppet Masters using the 

Political Arena in Washington DC (Drug 
Capital) which is The United 

States Korporation, that has nothing to do 
with what America and the 

rest of this world considers America and 
The United States to be. You 

can 'Believe and Think' whatever you want 
to, but what has actually 
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taken place over centuries has been a 
Planned Operation to destroy 

most of the population of this world for the 
Reptilian Aliens who are 

always 'behind the scenes' of what is taking 
place on the surface here. 

It is not just a 'coincidence' we have 
ChemTrails in the sky dropping 

lethal poisons on us everyday for decades. 
Microwaves that are Mind 

Kontrol and destroy everything they touch. 
Fluoridated Water that is 

rat poison. Lethal Vaccines that cause 
Autism, Alzheimer, seizures 

and if the person is lucky enough to not to 
have to go through all the 

suffering from the shot, death! WiFi is 
marketed to be something 

remarkable and beneficial, when it actually 
cause brain tumors and a 

lot of other physical problems including 
cancers. Smart Meters are 

now on many homes throughout the US, 
which have caused huge 
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physical problems for millions of people, as 
there are law suits that are 

now ongoing from this. GMO TechFood is 
now the main diet of most 

people and little does the public know what 
they are really eating, and 

as they are finding out, they are no longer 
eating it, except the ones 

who are still really asleep and Dumbed 
Down. All of this and so much 

more has been Purposely Planned for over a 
century, just like World 

War l & ll, plus all the wars that are 
constantly taking place somewhere 

on this earth. These are 'Takeovers' by 
those who Kontrol this 

earth, the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) and they 

are owned by THEM (TapLining Human 
Eating Martians). Sounds 

like Science Fiction, but it is right in front of 
YOU! The DarkBrats that 

Kontrol everything are very Kleaver and 
Deceptive, but what they 
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have done for thousands of years is showing 
up Now, because a 

Bigger Picture IS Here...THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN. For sure, most 

people will not even Recognize what is 
really taking place as some 

Become MoreAware, but it is because of 
The RealLight of THE ALLIS 

that is Now coming into this planet from 
those who have The Real 

Courage to step up and Test The NU~U 
Sessions and have The Real 

Connection with The TruReality and to The 
SoundLight ALLAliveniss. 

YU, The RealU has a Real Opportunity like 
never before to WakeUp 

and Escape this Prison Planet Now! There is 
a lot of rebelling and 

protesting taking place, but this is what the 
DarkBrats want people to 

do, so they can justify arresting them and 
locking them up to work for 

the KEK Deceptors in prisons. None of what 
people are doing will 
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work in the long run, because the Deceptors 
will always be here and 

own this planet. What Will Work is Singing 
The NU~U Sessions and 

Learning to Watch Your DreamVisions where 
YU will have all The 

RealGuidance and RealEducation you will 
need to Recognize how to 

Escape this Planet Prison. You Must Earn 
Your Way Out of Here 

from the Five PsycRealms of Creation. It is 
like earning Your Degree 

in a college course. You will have to study 
and learn what you never 

have before, but it is worth it! Take The 
Risk! WE Are Here For YU!  

THE NUWAY OUT 

"GUESS WHAT? You have been deceived by 
what you 'Think' is THE WAY OUT of here! 
The politicians have promised you a better 
life and a freedom that you can never have, 
which is their 'implied' freedoms, because if 
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you were truly free, THEY (TapLining HUman 
Eating YAliens) could not Kontrol you! The 

religious Belief Systems have promised you 
salvation after you die here, which does you 
little good while you are still suffering in the 

name of their gods. Actually, if you follow 
the dictates of any VoooDooo Religion, you 
will only end up in the Lower Astral Worlds 
with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS), 
because THEY invented all the systems on 
earth and the Gods of Man. THEY tell you 
that suffering is good, while THEY live in 

their palaces and wave their arms and point 
to where THEY want you to work for THEM 
(TapLining HUman Eating Martians). THEY 

educate you and your children and tell you it 
is for a better society that you are a part of, 

the working and drudgery part. THEY 
educate you, because THEY want you 

MiliTerrorized to Konform to what THEY 
decide for YOU! YU, The RealU have been 

here and other RoundWorlds for untold 
lifetimes! Are YU tired of THEIR GAME yet? 

You can stay here unaware for more 
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lifetimes and doing the same old routines, or 
YU, The RealU can decide to Take The Risk 

and WakeUp Now! WE Are Worldwide 
Educators, and WE will Show YU, THE 

NUWAY OUT! 

THE NUWAY IS 

THE NUWAY IS... THIS IS REAL NOW! The 
Old Cow Paths are with tradition, 

restrictions, rules and regulations, 
ceremonies, rituals, worshiping and praying 
and so much more. What a world... What a 
mess! When you Become MoreAware and 
WakeUp, you will be able to Free YourSelf 

from the Kontrol of the KEK Systems, unless 
you want to stay here and deal with more 
lifetimes of an even worse environment in 

the future. YU, The RealU can learn to 
Recognize THE ISNIS LifeIS and have 

RealFreedom Now! 

THE NUWAVIS THE NUWAY 
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What I am presenting is AlwaysNU and never 
Old and Outdated like 

the existing KEK Systems that most people 
have been militerrorized 

and Dumbed Down educated with. Tradition 
and Human History have 

their place as a 'reference' and not a Reality. 
People like to 'Think' but 

this does not mean they are 'Aware!' I 
suggest to Take The Time to 

Test The NU~U Sessions with Your 
DreamVisions and eventually YU, 

The RealU will WakeUp and See what is 
really taking place right in 

front of you. If you decide to stay as you are, 
then you will continue to 

be the unknowing Effect of everything here, 
and you will once again 

return unaware and at the mercy of the KEK 
Systems that Kontrol 

you. Your Heart&Being really does want An 
Adventure Like No Other, 
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but you must BE a Real RiskTaker to have it! 
Most people are too 

tired from their 9 to 5 boring job to do 
anything about their life, and 

then there are those who love to chase the 
money. All of this is fine, 

but they do not See what is coming up for 
them. Maybe not this 
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lifetime, as they might be doing well, but the 
future ones where the 

earth is even worse than Now. It really 
hasn't been that long since 

The ALLNatural Environment was without 
poisons, toxic chemicals, 

GMO, radiation, and a billion or so 
Restricting Laws that are definitely 

psychologically harmful to all of us. What 
does it take to WakeUp? 

THE NUWAVIS HERE&NOW... This IS Real! 
The NUPresentation IS 

For Everyone who wants to Experience&Live 
The RealFreedom they 

have been searching for. What I am 
presenting is not 'strange or silly, 

weird' or otherwise, IT IS Wonderful, but you 
must Test The NU~U 

Sessions and learn to have RealExperiences 
for YourSelf, and then 

YU, The RealU will begin to Recognize The 
Whole of Life and See 

Beyond all the little pieces that you are 
TapLined with that hold you 
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here. I suggest to 'Let Life Show YU, What IS 
Real Now, because you 

do have the answers you are looking for, and 
it is best to have Real 

Guidance and a RealEducation. Your 
DreamVisions are an essential 

NUDoorway to where Life provides what 
nothing in Creation can, an 

exit to The Real UNUverses beyond the 
limited worlds. YU must first 

go thru YourSelf and Qualify for Your 
Journey to RealFreedom... Yes! 

SPIRITUALLY LOST 

"At one time the 'spiritual' idea did work, as 
many of us were brought up thru different 
teachings and paths with the masters and 
gurus and the Big BabySitters, but those 
times are past and over with. The days of 

masters and gurus are gone. They are being 
exposed like the politicians and Religious 

Kontrollers of this world, as most are 
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Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) that have 
disguised themselves as Fake Benevolent 

LipServers, those who stand on stage or at 
their podiums and spew out the 'pretty 

words' that entice and hypnotize people into 
being Dumbed Down followers and 

membershrimps that Worship and PrayPay to 
the invented Reptilian Gods. Where is it in 
Nature that the Animals, Birds and Bees 

have ever worshiped anything? The Reptilian 
HUGOD people are the ones who are 

destroying this planet! YU, The RealU has to 
decide to have RealCourage to WakeUp and 
Discover 'What IS Real Now!' LifeIS Bigger 

than Creation! 

REBAZAR TARZS IS THE NUWAY 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 
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and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined and held in 
the Lower Astral Realm by their unaware 
masters and gurus and the fallacy of the 

Gods of Man. 

THE NUWAY FAROUT 

"GUESS WHAT? You have been deceived by 
what you 'Think' is THE WAY OUT of here! 
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The politicians have promised you a better 
life and a freedom that you can never have, 
which is their 'implied' freedoms, because if 
you were truly free, THEY (TapLining HUman 

Eating YAliens) could not Kontrol you! The 
religious Belief Systems have promised you 
salvation after you die here, which does you 
little good while you are still suffering in the 

name of their gods. Actually, if you follow 
the dictates of any VoooDooo Religion, you 
will only end up in the Lower Astral Worlds 
with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS), 
because THEY invented all the systems on 
earth and the Gods of Man. THEY tell you 
that suffering is good, while THEY live in 

their palaces and wave their arms and point 
to where THEY want you to work for THEM 
(TapLining HUman Eating Martians). THEY 

educate you and your children and tell you it 
is for a better society that you are a part of, 

the working and drudgery part. THEY 
educate you, because THEY want you 

MiliTerrorized to Konform to what THEY 
decide for YOU! YU, The RealU have been 
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here and other RoundWorlds for untold 
lifetimes! Are YU tired of THEIR GAME yet? 

You can stay here unaware for more 
lifetimes and doing the same old routines, or 
YU, The RealU can decide to Take The Risk 

and WakeUp Now! WE Are Worldwide 
Educators, and WE will Show YU, THE 

NUWAY OUT! 

NO KARMA NO REINCARNATION 

"With many of the Religions and Spiritual 
Paths, the idea of Karma and Reincarnation 

are mentioned, but not in the Kontrolling 
Political Systems, who wants to make sure 
Everyone is One-Dimensional and Dumbed 
Down Dah. With religion the basic idea is 

that Jesus, God, or maybe some Demon will 
take your sins, which is another word for 

Karma, and that if you are 'good' according 
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to all the Rules, Regulations and 
Restrictions they have created to condemn 
you with, that you should be going to their 
Designated Heaven, which they and you 
have no idea where this is. This is the 

'savior' idea' that the Reptilians invented 
eons ago to keep people slaves for lifetimes. 
Of course, any 'good and faithful' religious 
person is not going to 'believe' what I am 

writing here, as they have their own 'ideas' 
that have been sold to them. So, the idea 

being you will not have to reincarnate on the 
earth again, but be in heavenly bliss with 

your savior. 

... WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW… 

Then there is the 'spiritual' ideas of masters 
and gurus and initiations. Like the invented 

religions, these 'savior masters' are Big 
Baby Sitters too! They tell you if you join 

their membership, the master will take your 
Karma and you will not have to reincarnate 

here again. This does sound good, and in the 
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'past' it did work with those who were REAL! 
But today, the masters and gurus are mostly 
'bought off' by the Reptilians or their mates 
who are TapLining Reptilians. But there is a 
plus to this and that is, for the cost of being 

a MemberShrimp, you get to have a 
Computerized Pink Slip Initiation Form that 
'seems' so real and life-like. Of course, why 
would you waste your time checking with 
The Real UNUversal Guides to See if what 

you are getting is Real or Not? With the 
spiritual paths and their TapLining masters, 

you also have your basic Rules and 
Regulations and Restrictions that seem to 

make sense to those who Worship and 
PrayPay to the invented gods. 

... WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW… 

LIFE MAKES SENSE... LifeIS Always NU and 
Now... This IS Real! We have The RealCure 

for ALL. NO Rules, Regulations, Restrictions, 
NO Nonsense and Marketing Ploy! We 

provide RealGuidance and a Real Education, 
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and just like when you were in school, YU, 
The RealU learns to Earn Your Way with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. We are The 
Real Connection with The SoundLight 

Reality, The ALLAliveniss, that IS The Real 
UNUverses from The Seventh LifeLevel to 

THE ALLIS. With your TapLining priests and 
masters, you will be stuck in the Astral 

Worlds and 'Thinking' you are in the ultimate 
position, but not so. There will be No More 
Karma and Reincarnation for YU, when YU 
Earn Your Way into The Real UNUverses! 
LifeIS Bigger than any 'Place in Life.' The 
Whole of LifeIS ALL about Recognizing & 

PerSeeving The TruReality IT IS. Singing The 
NU~U NUSound is part of Building Your 
RealStrength into The Real UNUverses. 

It IS Okay to WakeUp and SeeMore and 
Become MoreAware Right Now! 

Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

Karma is Cause & Effect 
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"Karma is Cause & Effect. Karma is not a 
curse nor is it good or bad, it is simply the 
Reality of what each of us do and then we 
experience the results. So, those people 

who Kontrol this planet and are destroying 
The ALLNatural Environment, along with 
others, even though they 'Think' in their 

little minds they can do whatever they want 
to with Diplomatic Immunity, they will pay 
for many lifetimes in their distorted bodies 
in the future. No one here can outdo The 
Lords of Karma and the Judgement  that 
takes place in the Astral Realm for those 

who are Kruel Destroyers. Anyone can learn 
more about this by Singing The NU~U 

NUSound and Watching Your DreamVisions. 
YU, The RealU will have RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation with Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides & Duane&Eva.  

YOUR 'MIND THINKS' IT KNOWS BEST 

YU, The RealU, A Free Being of Light, 
created You, the PersonalSelf. 
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Your Personal Creation is the person your 
parents named You. You 

have been told and Konditioned to 'Think' 
that a 'god' created You, 

and that this 'god' Kontrols You and 
everything in Your Life, but this is 

not so... not even close! But! If You want to 
'Believe' and 'Agree' to 

this Konditioned idea that also Kontrols 
most of this world and is doing 

all the destruction to The Natural 
Environment, You have the right to 

do so. But! Keep in mind that when You do 
'Agree' with the 'god & 

belief' idea and the Restricting Konditioning 
You have been Kontrolled 

by, You will be coming back into more 
lifetimes unconsciously, just as 

You have this lifetime. You are always 
deciding what Your Life will be 

wherever You are at in Life. You will always 
exist somewhere in Life 

and wherever You do exist, that will be Your 
Life and Your LifeStyle. 
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What each of us is experiencing here is 
Creation, not The TruReality 

LifeIS. There IS a Real Difference between 
What IS Real and what is 

Not The TruReality LifeIS, but You must take 
the time to learn and 

understand what this difference IS, or stay 
asleep for more lifetimes. 

The Invented Kontrolling Systems do not 
want You to WakeUp... they 

want You to Stay Asleep and to keep 
'Agreeing' to what they are 

creating for You to Agree to, so they can 
Kontrol You as their servant 

and slave. Space Age Science Fiction? Yes! 
And Very Real Now! I 

do not have to make anything up or even 
exaggerate what is taking 

place with Your Life and this world Right 
Now. You 'Think' You have 

Free Will here and You can do whatever You 
want to, and You can, 

but actually You cannot, because You will 
always be meeting what You 
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are creating, like Dr. Frankenstein and his 
creation. If You want to be 

persistent and create whatever You want to, 
then You will have to deal 

with all the Causes and Effects and 
eventually end up where You do 

not want to be once again, just like where 
You are Now. You do not 

See ALL the Possibilities, because You must 
go through The Course 

of a RealLife and Take The Risk to See 
Beyond all You have come to 

know. But, only You can decide this and it is 
always Your Fate to do 

so. We are ALL in the Same Life and LifeIS 
the same for ALL of US. 

The only difference between each of us, 
besides the bodies we have 

created, IS Your RealAwareniss. Not 
everyone IS Aware of who they 

really are, they only 'Think' they know who 
they are, because of the 

Invented Systems that have been on the 
earth for the longest time 
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and taught and 'told' people what Life is all 
about, but have actually 

created 'Systems of Deception' to Kontrol 
the masses. I am 'Simply 

Reporting The RealNews' with the 
experiences I have, and I am not 

providing a teaching or a philosophy, and I 
am not creating what is 

known as a Conspiracy Theory. Anyone can 
Explore & Discover what 

I have if they will take the time to do so, but 
then again most people 

will not, because they want to stay in their 
LA LA LAND Thinking, the 

same 'Thinking' they have come to know 
from those who Kontrol 

them. There is No Mistake as to all the 
pollution, poisoning, weather 

Kontrol, government takeovers and so many 
other odd events and 

situations that are always showing up. As I 
have mentioned here, You 

have created YourSelf and You are taking 
part in all the demise of this 
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planet every moment. There is a much 
Better Way to See what is 

really taking place with The Natural 
Environment that supports ALL of 

US, that is if You are willing to Get Real and 
Be Real with YourSelf or 

stay asleep and continually Be the Effects of 
Your Little Created Self. 

The Whole of Life, the TruReality LifeIS, has 
nothing to do with gods, 

politics, religion, spiritual paths, kings, 
queens, presidents, masters, 

gurus and whatever else can be decided by 
Your Mind and what You 

Think. When You are Really Ready to Be 
Real with YourSelf, then 

Life will Show You 'What IS Real Now! You 
have always decided what 

LifeIS, and again, this is why this world is 
like it is, diseased, distorted, 

confused, stressed, addicted and so much 
more. Do You See the 

animals, birds, Dolphins and all those who 
'Live With The ALLNatural 
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Environment on the earth, do just like people 
do with all their created 

situations and drama? Are You Really Paying 
Attention to where You 

Live Now? Is the environment getting better 
from the choices that are 

being made every moment? Do You really 
want to Stay Asleep for 

even a moment longer, or finally WakeUp and 
See the Wonderful 

Being of Light You really are? Test The 
NU~U Sessions and Watch 

Your DreamVisions at night & You will See 
the difference Right Now! 

PLANTS ARE BEINGS 

"Plants are Beings of RealLight just like you 
and me. What they do for ALL of US, IS 

Wonderful, so does it make sense to alter 
their lifestyle, that of Being Wonderful with 

Nature into GMO Kreatures for the KEK 
Systems? People are being Robotized to 

destroy The ALLNatural Environment that 
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Supports ALL of US... This IS Real Now! 
People are 'biting off' the hand that feeds 

them and listening to the Hypnotic Words of 
PoliRulers with 

'their' grand ideas that sound good, but only 
lead to a demise of all we 

have come to know that is Totally 
Beneficial. The Bizarre Scientific 

Institutions are always experimenting with 
all of us. They 'Think' they 

know more than Life ITSelf. By the very fact 
of what has been revealed from all they have 

created is not at all true... NOT EVEN 
CLOSE! DAH! 

WakeUp and take a Good Look around You! 
Everything is poisoned! 

PLANTS ARE BEINGS TOO 

We are all so fortunate to be on a planet 
with The Wonderful Natural 

Environment we have, but there are so many 
people who have taken 
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for granted what we have come to know as 
Nature. The ALLNatural 

Environment is being destroyed everyday 
without the consideration of 

what people are doing to what supports 
them. The Mad Scientists of 

this world and what they have created and 
are still creating, which is 

becoming more lethal all the time, are 
destroying the Natural Plants of 

this earth at a rapid rate. One of the major 
events they have created 

is the GMO Frankenstink Fake Food for the 
masses. They have 

changed the Genetic Structure of many 
plants and turned them 

against The Natural Environment which now 
has caused a Huge 

Threat to ALL of US. They market their 'Fake 
Food' to be better than 

what Nature has provided, but it has already 
been proven that what they are creating is 
ruining everything it touches. The Bees and 
Butterflies cannot pollinate GMO TechFood, 
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as they actually die trying. The GMO Mad 
Scientists 'Think' in their minds they know 
what they are doing by 'hiding and covering 
up' the real facts of what they have done. 

The Plants they are using for their 
experiments have a Heart and Being that IS 

Alive. Governments are also covering up, 
such as the FDA (Federal Death 

Administration) as they do go by another 
name which is a 'front' for what they are 
really doing. It is time to Get Real and BE 

Honorable. The bottom line is, they want to 
Destroy You! There is no 'supposed' mistake 

as to what the governments on this 
earth are really doing. They are the KEK 

Systems and they want 
absolute Kontrol over everything, including 

Nature and everything that 
provides a RealBenefit. They want it all for 

themselves and that everyone else is to 
struggle and die. The GMO Infections they 
are creating effects everything. One of the 

main plants they use is Corn. At one time all 
Cattle, Pigs, Chickens, Turkeys and other 
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animals ate grass, which is wholesome and 
cleansing. Today, the majority of these 

animals is fed Infected Scientifically Altered 
GMO Corn, which makes them fatter faster, 

ruins their DNA and causes birth defects and 
so much more. People eating the animals 

are being heavily infected. 
You can decide to Wake Up and Become 

MoreAware with All of US. 

LISTEN TO NATURE 

"ALL The Sounds of Life are Here&Now with 
The ALLNatural Environment. We have the 
Outer Reflection of Visions and Sounds in 
the first Five Levels of Life and THE ISNIS 
REALITY, that IS THE REALL CONNECTION 

with The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. 
RealSurvival IS more than ancient wisdom. 

We have all come thru lifetimes of 
disciplines with teachers, masters, 
scriptures and babysitters to The 
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NUNowniss of The TruReality, THE ALLIS. 
LifeIS AlwaysNU Now and Never in the past. 

What was created yesterday is old and 
outdated, as Life ITSelf Decides ITSelf.  
Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

LISTENING TO NATURE 

The ALLNatural Environment IS The Whole 
of Life. On the earth and 

in this One-Dimensional Reality, we refer to 
this as Nature. ALL of US 

LUV Nature, and those who do not have a lot 
to learn. Nature on this 

planet provides for us what nothing else 
can, Survival! The Full Moon 

might be fun to once in a while to look at 
and be romantic with, but it 
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cannot provide for us what Nature can. 
Some people want the 'thrill' 

of going to the Moon. Well, they can have 
any experience they want, 

but for myself I like what Nature provides on 
the earth. I am a Surfer 

and I LUV the ocean and all the elements, 
from the Sun & Sky, to the 

oceans and the winds that blow as the 
clouds float by. It is more than 

obvious the first order of what we need to 
Survive is RealFood, then 

Clear Air and Clean Water. All of this does 
sound So Simple, but as 

we look around, what is taking place with 
Nature is not beneficial at 

all! In a short two hundred years, what is So 
Essential to ALL of US 

has been purposely destroyed and altered to 
where the 'bizarre' things 

that have been created are working against 
us and not for our benefit! 

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW… Sing The 
NU~U and BE Free! 
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I suggest to Take The Time to Sing The 
Natural Sound of The NU~U, 

and then Learn to Listen to Nature. Listen to 
the wind and the birds 

and the waves of the ocean or a waterfall 
and when it is raining. 

These are The Natural Sounds with this 
Level of Life. All of us make 

our own sounds and those you experience 
with Your RealAwareniss. 

As YU, The RealU begins to Sing The NU~U, 
YU will make The Real 

Connection to The SoundLight Reality, THE 
ALLIS. YU will Hear NUSounds with YourSelf 

and also Your DreamVisions will begin to 
become More Clear and Real to YU. YU will 
be start to Become More Aware of the other 
Levels in Life, and eventually The LifeLevels 

of The Real UNUverses beyond time and 
space and Creation. Part of Your Survival 

here is to create what you want for yourself, 
and at the same 

time Become Aware of how to Live with The 
Natural Environment that 
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Supports You, instead of destroying it. As 
YU learn to Focus with a 

RealHeart with The Whole of Life, YU will 
begin Your NUJourney to 

REALL FREEDOM. You can decide to stay 'as 
you are' or explore 

The Endless Unknown LifeIS. YU are The 
Decider of Your Fate and 

Destiny! Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions and BE Free! 

NATURE without POLITICS 

"The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US, does not need any form of 

Governmental Politics, including Religious 
Misconceptions, as is more than obvious. 
RealPeople do not 'need' others to Kontrol 

them for the sake of manipulating the 
environment a person lives with. For 

lifetimes you have been misled into 'Thing' 
you need THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians). WakeUp and Get Real! YU, The 
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RealU is a FreeBeing of RealLight, and WE 
will show YU how to get all Your Own 

Answers! WE are WorldWide Educators, and 
WE provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation for YU to Become 

MoreAware, so that YU can Learn to Free 
YourSelf from this Matrix Dimension, and 

eventually Creation all together. There are 
Real UNUverses of Endless Magnificence 
that are yours at any time, but YU Must 

Learn to Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, 
moreso than what you 'Think' LifeIS. 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
will assist YU on Your Own Journey to 
RealFreedom, but YU must Be The Real 

RiskTaker, and have the courage to do and 
go where YU never have before. If you 

decide to stay the same as you have always 
been, then you will only grow old once again 
and forget you were here. YU can WakeUp 
Now, or Stay Lost like most people who are 

here. 
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Exploring & Discovering ALLIS THE 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

In Human History there have been so many 
Famous Explorers, but very little is known 
about Rebazar Tarzs & The NUExplorers 

with ALLIS THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
that Supports ALL of US. We do not live from 
the Business World alone, far from it, we are 
entirely Supported by the Air we Breath, the 

RealFood we Eat and the RealWater we 
Drink. Rebazar Tarzs & The NUExplorers 

have RealExperiences they Share with ALL 
The LifeLevels that are seen and unseen. For 
those who want to have a RealLife, moreso 

than just this One-Dimensional 'Place in Life' 
we suggest to Test The NU~U Sessions and 

Watch Your DreamVisions and YU, The 
RealU will be shown What IS Real Now! 

LifeIS Always NU & Now! 

NATURE IS SELFSUFFICIENT 
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"The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US, does not need any form of 

Governmental Politics, including Religious 
Misconceptions, as is more than obvious. 
RealPeople do not 'need' others to Kontrol 

them for the sake of manipulating the 
environment a person lives with. For 

lifetimes you have been misled into 'Thing' 
you need THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians). WakeUp and Get Real! YU, The 
RealU is a FreeBeing of RealLight, and WE 

will show YU how to get all Your Own 
Answers! 

WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 
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Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost like 
most people who are here. 

HummingBird Feeding 

"Most hummingbird nectar that is sold at 
general stores in the United States contains 
red dye #40, which is extremely harmful to 

HummingBirds. HummingBirds that consume 
this kind of nectar develop many health 
problems. There are other many harmful 
ingredients with the packaging of nectar, 

and if You like HummingBirds, then I 
suggest You WakeUp to what You feed them. 

Many big-name companies that sell red 
nectar for HummingBird feeders were 

notified of the harmful effects of the red dye 
and other ingredients. Yet, they have not 
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made any changes in their products by not 
adding the dye. Many opponents of the red 
dye in nectar have voiced their concerns 
that companies continue to place the red 

dye in their nectar as a marketing 
advantage. The red dye distinguishes the 
nectar from other clear, plain, homemade 

sugar water (and if this is processed sugar it 
is just as harmful). Red dye make it more 

appealing to buyers. The value of marketing 
the nectar product should not undermine the 
health of the birds that the nectar is for. The 

red dye #40 does not get metabolized by 
HummingBirds, and therefore it passes 
through their kidneys, causing damage. 

Furthermore, HummingBirds do not need red 
dye in the bird feeders or anything artificial 
or harmful to attract them to the feeders. 
Society is full of people with Diabetes and 

other defects, because most people are Not 
Aware enough to See what is really taking 

place right in front of them. The red-colored 
feeders and the scent of a natural nectar is 
enough to attract them. Therefore, the red 
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dye and anything else unnatural and harmful 
is not at all necessary. WakeUp! 

"WE as WorldWide Educators are providing 
what no one else is. WE Focus on 

RealGuidance, RealEducation and Being 
SelfSufficient in The TruSense. These Three 

TruRealities are not widely understood, 
because of how people have been taught. 
These Three TruRealities are moreso than 

what can be grasped by even the most 
brilliant people, because what WE Share in 

not all together in the Literal Sense, as most 
people will try and define Our RealPosition 
with Life. As WE are with The ALLNatural 

Environment on earth. WE Focus on 
RealFood, RealWater & RealAir, as these are 
The Three Essentials for living here. We are 
the only ones who have combined The Three 
TruRealities and Three Essentials together! 
RealGuidance entails being with The Real 
UNUversal Guides who are direct with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. A 
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RealEducation is Learning to See & BE 
Beyond this One-Dimensional Matrix in Your 

RealAwareniss. Being SelfSufficient IS a 
RealPosition that is always available to 

Everyone who wants to WakeUp and 
Decides to BE Free! 

RealFood, RealWater and RealAir really do 
Make Sense for ALL of US, and there is 

plenty, but there are also those who are not 
Seeing The Bigger Picture on earth. The 

Deceptive PoliticalReligious Systems are not 
providing what Everyone has a right to have. 
They have forced most people on earth into 

'believing' in Rules, Regulations and 
Restrictions and their Designed TapLining 
Matrix, instead of allowing Everyone to BE 
Free & Real. WE utilize The Six Honorable 
Realities, and most for ALL, The Seventh 
One, PurSincerity (Pure Sincerity). The 
TruReality LifeIS, is like the Sun Always 

Shining. The Sun is a Perfect Example of No 
Restrictions and Being Free! Beyond 

Creation is The Real UNUverses of PurSound 
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& PurLight. WE are WorldWide Educators 
with The NUPresentation for ALL. None of 
The Seven Ways of Being SelfSufficient are 
directed to any political, religious, spiritual, 

god, savior or belief idea, as LifeIS 
AlwaysNU Now & Wonderful as YU WakeUp 

to Your RealAwareniss! 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
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not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 
The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 

ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 
and others are with the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 
'sacred' words will be TapLined by 

Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 
Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

NATURIS WONDERFUL 

"NaturIS Wonderful! NaturIS what Supports 
ALL of US, so why is it that most people are 
more than willing to destroy what provides 
everything we need here? Deception Rules 
this planet and it is with those who Kreate 

all the Deception that they have gotten YOU 
to Agree to destroy this earth! What would 
they do this, You might ask? Because they 

are little minded bored people who like 
Kontrolling others and having You as their 
slave! If you want to keep destroying this 
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earth, then keep doing what you have 
always done and eventually there will be 

nothing left here for you. Or You can WakeUp 
and take part in Doing Something Wonderful 

and Real Now! 
It IS Okay to WakeUp and SeeMore and 

Become MoreAware Right Now! 
Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

NATURIS ALL 
WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW 

There is so much more to what we term as 
'Nature' than anyone can 

see with their eyes and experience with 
their senses. What NaturIS 

on this earth is an 'appearance' and a 
'reflection' of something that is 

unseen with the human eyes. For sure it is 
real according to the body, 

mind and senses we use here, but according 
to Your RealAwareniss, 
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it is an apparition that you can touch. One 
day it is there and the next 

day it is gone, even though it may take a 
million years to vanish, at 

some point it will. NaturIS part of what we 
have come to know as 

Creation. We can each create whatever we 
want and then we have to maintain what we 
have created. After many lifetimes we each 

collect 
a lot of experiences and ideas, and 

especially a lot of attitudes we 
carry from lifetime to lifetime. Each person 

develops themselves 
according to what they decide. As we carry 

so many various ideas 
and attitudes, we continue to confront what 

we have created and what 
we decide we want to 'appear' to be. For the 

longest time, we do not 
See Ourselves as to what we are doing from 

an object view, but 
moreso from a personal view of 'what is in it 

for me' type of attitude. 
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW 

During all this time, which can be millions of 
different embodiments 

and with many different forms, we rarely pay 
attention to The Natural 

Environment around us, and especially The 
Real Environment that can only be 

PerSeeved and Recognized with OurSelves. 
We each need to 'build up' to Recognizing 

who we really are. In the meantime, we are 
on some planet like earth and we are having 
experiences that will eventually lead us to 
The Real UNUversal Guides and what they 

will teach us to surpass Creation altogether. 
In the meantime, when you are unaware of 

The Real UNUverses of The TruReality 
LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS, then you must continue to live 
and be in the darkness of 

unawareness, even though the sun is 
shining, you are still lost to who 
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YU really are. What NaturIS, is a 
Demonstration to ALL of US as to 

what is possible, but YU must Learn to Read 
Nature for what IT Really 

IS, and not what you 'Think' IT IS. The NU~U 
IS The NaturalSound of 

THE ALLIS. IT IS The RealConnection YU 
have been searching for. 

ALL Life IS Sound&Light and IS Here&Now. 
WakeUP and BE Real! 

CATS ARE WONDERFUL 

"CATS ARE WONDERFUL! What more can I 
say!!! They Demonstrate how Wonderful 

Being Real IS! So-called 'normal' people on 
this planet cannot seem to See what The 

ALLNatural Environment IS Demonstrating 
right in front of them, because they first 

have to WakeUp and Become MoreAware! 
That is why WE Are here For YOU! The 

Natural Environment that Supports YOU is 
being Destroyed every moment and not 
getting any better. Are YOU willing to 
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Become MoreAware or Stay Dumbed Down 
Dah by Your Slave Masters? The KEK 

Systems Kontrol Your Life, or are You one of 
those who 'Thinks' you are free to do what 
you want? Your Future will be showing up if 
YU, The RealU does not WakeUp Now... YU 

decide! 

BEEING FREE 

"Everyone wants to BEE FREE! 
Understanding what is taking place on this 
world is one of the many ways to Recognize 
how to BE FREE. While we are here it Makes 

Sense to Pay Attention to The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US. The 
BEES are our Best Friends and it does not 
make sense to keep poisoning everything 

with pesticides, microwaves, ChemTrails, or 
anything harmful that effects what the BEES 
do for US. You can take part in a WorldWide 

WakeUp for Everyone Right Now! This is 
Your planet too, and what you and your 

family and friends eat matters! 
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DUANE&EVA AND THE NUEXPLORERS 

The ALLNatural Environment Supports ALL 
of US. So, does it make sense to keep 

polluting Nature to where one of the most 
important 

Beings on this planet does so much for US... 
The BEES! Can you do 

what the Bees do? Of course you can, but 
will you? Of course you 

won't! Are you sure you want to keep taking 
for granted what the 

Bees do for you? Because, if you do not 
WakeUp to what is 

happening on the earth Right Now, there 
may not Bee anymore Bees! 

You always have the choice to make Better 
Choices, but will you? If 

you do not, then you will continue to return 
here until you have the 

sensibility to Recognize what has RealValue. 
I am not only referring 
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to the Bees that do so much for ALL of US, 
but also The ALLNatural Environment That 
IS Real. What is the value of all you have if 
you do not Recognize The RealValue The 

Whole of LifeIS? Everything you have 
decided is vanishing right in front of you, but 
you cannot See IT! Do YU, The RealU want 
RealFreedom or just the 'idea' of an implied 

freedom from the KEK Systems who rule 
your life? I am Sharing what most people 
know nothing about and do not have the 

courage to present to a world that is 
saturated with Fear and Kontrol. The Bees 

are simply an example of how the people on 
this planet always take 

for granted what is so precious and throw it 
away. We have all done 

this for lifetimes and it is not necessary to 
keep following the same 

routines set down by those who unaware of 
The TruReality LifeIS. 

You always have the choice to Step Up and 
BEE Real with what is taking place here and 

in Your RealAwareniss. However and 
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whatever you can imagine can Become So, 
so it only makes sense to decide Something 
Wonderful and live it fully. I suggest to read 
this NUBook and take it to heart and Test 

The NU~U Sessions. So much of the 
wonderful fruit and vegetables that you eat 

are from Our Real Friends 
the Bees! Do you like your dinner with 

chemicals and poisons on it? I 
would suggest to take the time to 
investigate what I am presenting 

here and WakeUp from what you 'Think' and 
what you have been told, 

because there is much more to this world 
than you know! You Decide! 

I was going toward the sun and in the middle 
of my way I heard an amazing music that 
was attracting me. As I went closer, I saw 
Fubbi Quantz standing there and playing a 
violon. He smiled at me and I continued my 
way. Then something wonderful happened. 

As i stand, the way, the road, turned itself in 
to the right side! And the sun was appearing 
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and could be seen vividly then I saw LAI TSI 
there, he showed me a scene. A new born 
baby was there. LAI TSI told:  anybody that 

is born in his RealU is like this new born 
baby. And the RealGuides are taking care of 
him and learning him until he gets the whole 
Reality LifeIS. And they give him a butterfly 

symbol because this symbol is the only 
symbol for the RealUNUverses… 

When I went closer, I saw the Freedom 
status again. But this time it was so very big 
and had a Sun in its right hand and also its 

face was something very wonderful because 
it was changing itself and each and every 
time it was showing a different faces of 

Rebazar, Paul and Duane and was doing this 
again and again… 

~ MR K  

“I am so Grateful to Mr K & Miss S, for all 
they have Shared in The Skype Groups. They 
are a constant inspiration to me and others. 

I feel so Privileged to know them and all 
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those who have bravely Stepped Forward to 
Share their Wonderful Beings and RealSide 
Experiences. This world has no idea what 
has taken place in the last year or so with 

The NUFriends & NUFamily. This Experience 
from The RealSide is one of many from Mr. K 
& Miss S. I did not edit what Mr. K wrote, as 

it has been translated from another 
language. Those who read this should take a 

good look at their own Being and decide if 
they really do want RealFreedom Now, or 

drag themselves into more lifetimes on this 
Purposely Poisoned Planet. Simply Test The 

NU~U Sessions and Rebazar & The 
RealGuides will provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation that cannot be found on this 
earth. YU are always The Decider of Your 
Destiny and there are no 'ghostly gods' in 

the sky above us that are doing this. This is 
how 'Real' LifeIS Now!” 

~ DUANE THE GREAT WRITER 

PURITY IS FUN 
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"PURITY IS MoreReal than anything, as IT IS 
Life ITSelf. There are very few who can See 

this Now, because Deception Rules this 
planet. PURITY IS The RealAwareniss LifeIS. 
YU, The RealU, The RealAwareniss IS Life. 
To be Seen in Creation, YU have created a 

body as an expression of Yourself. The body 
is not YU, but merely a vehicle that YU 

operate. YU have four other bodies that are 
also used as faculties to express Yourself 

here and in the first Five Levels of what we 
term Creation, also known as the 

PsycRealms, or Psychic Realms of both 
Cause and Effect. TruPurity cannot exist in 
Creation, but only in The RealAwareniss of 

each FreeBeing of RealLight. The 
RealAwareniss is not the idea of 

'consciousness' as this is something created 
in Creation. Many look to the 'idea' of 

consciousness as the ultimate reality, when 
it is just a creation in Creation. The 

TruReality of Ourselves must be first 
'Recognized' and then a TruRecognition of 
Agreement into the acceptance with THE 
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ALLIS must take place. This then becomes a 
RealPosition that one stands in with The 

Whole of Life. 

Most people have been taught a One-
Dimensional Reality, that of the Physical 

Creation of Our PersonalSelf, the physical 
body with all its faculties, which 

corresponds to the other unseen four bodies 
we each have. Here is where so much of the 
confusion that exists in this world lies with 
what is being understood and then taught at 

this lowest of all Levels of Life. Until one 
has The RealKnowledge of THE ALLIS, then 
they are at the mercy of 'All The Distortion' 

that is created here. The so-called 
knowledge of the educated person from the 

invented and created systems here is 
nothing more than a one-dimensional 

mechanism that cannot imply any freedom, 
and certainly not The RealFreedom That IS 
The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS, where 
there IS ONLY PURITY. I am explaining this 
in the Literal Sense, and in The TruSense, 
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PURITY Exists Here & Now with a 
RealRecognition, and cannot be Seen, 

Recognized or PerSeeved with any Literal 
Sense And so, this Poisoned Polluted Planet 
will only get worse, until those who are here 
decide to WakeUp & Listen to what is being 
presented as The NUPresentation to start 
with. Each person decides what 'reality' 

they want to reside in. RealFreedom in The 
NUNowniss of The TruReality LifeIS, IS THE 

ALLIS & THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. The 
NUPresentation IS Purity, Sincerity & Honor 

in The TruSense.  

PURITY SINCERITY HONOR 

"The Biggest & Best Reality LifeIS, is 
unseen and unrecognized by most, because 
their personal life with getting old is more 
important. RealLUV IS invisible, yet IT IS 

MoreReal than anything we can physically 
experience here. While we are here and 

going thru the process of Creation, we can 
each discover The TruReality LifeIS, moreso 
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then the Kontrolling Gods of Man and their 
Authoritarian buddies on earth. For 

Lifetimes, YU, The RealU have been taught 
that 'Restriction' is something to be safe 
with, and that you need the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) to take 

care of YU, when if fact they are constantly 
leading YU into more lifetimes of the same 

demise YU have already experienced 
thousands of times over. YU are always the 
Decider and YU can always Free YourSelf 

Now! 

PURITY SUNCERITY HONOR 

Rebazar Tarzs once said, “Freedom, Wisdom 
and Power!” This is what Paul Twitchell 

wrote about in two of his books, 'Dialogues 
with The Master & The Far Country.' I have 
been taught by Rebazar for many lifetimes 
and Paul during this one. They are always 

with me on The RealSide LifeIS & My 
DreamVisions, along with the other Real 

UNUversal Guides. There are so many Old 
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Sayings in Human History and they have 
their place as a 'reference' and not always 

with What IS 
Real Now. I will have some fun going over 
these ideas from the past and then adding 
What IS Real Now. Freedom is first and is 

foremost with most people, as each person 
wants their own life the way they want it. 
The 'idea' of Freedom is 'implied' with so 

many things and is used in all kinds of 
Marketing Ploy, especially in politics and 

religion. People have been taught to 'chase' 
the ideas of Freedom and not the actuality 
IT IS. The masses who are Kontrolled by 
their governments have no idea of what 

Freedom is, because what they are told is 
'implied freedom' and not actual Freedom, 
because there is none here in the physical 

sense, except for those who Recognize 
RealFreedom. 

Next is Wisdom, which there are endless 
manuscripts and doctrines 

available. It is not really that hard to study 
what has been created and then tell others 
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about what you have read. I See Wisdom as 
a good reference, but The Whole of LifeIS 
Bigger. The political and religious systems 

like to drown people with their 'pretty words' 
of Wisdom and then Kontrol them with their 

funny emotional responses. Emotional 
Attachment to something can be okay, but 
when people misuse what others are doing 

to Kontrol them, then it becomes a lot more, 
even to the point where things become evil. 

Wisdom has its place, but has 
very little to do with What IS Real Now. 

Freedom and Wisdom are fun 
ideas, but I would say it is time to Get Real 

with What IS Real Now! 
Power is the next one, and is very 

interesting to take a closer look at, 
moreso than the 'glazed' over definition most 
people have of the ‘idea' of Power. There is 
really no such thing as Power, because it 
can only exist in Creation, and if it is to 
exist at all, it can only be so that each 

person involved Agrees to its existence. 
Everything comes from nothing, just like the 
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money which is created to exchange for 
services and products. Here again is where 
the idea of Power is mainly used to Kontrol 

others. Many people are not yet Aware 
enough to See this. I LUV Purity! Purity IS 

like The SUN Always Shining. Purity IS what 
LifeIS. Purity IS invisible, and so to most 

people it seems to be a nice idea, but not a 
Reality or a fulfilling Realism. ALL LifeIS 

Purity, but The TruReality IT IS must be first 
Recognized and then PerSeeved. 

The RealFreedom everyone is looking for is 
with The TruPurity LifeIS. I LUV Suncerity 

(Old Term Sincerity). Again, Suncerity IS the 
SUN Shining. A Suncere person IS Real and 
not Deceptive like the KEK Systems on this 
earth that create a 'false front' and make 
people 'Think' they are here to help them, 

when in fact they are part of the 
Alien Reptilian Deceptors who Kontrol most 

of this planet. What I am presenting is a 
WorldWide WakeUp and providing a 

NUOption. Each person can decide for 
themselves if they want to stay with the 
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existing Kontrolling Systems, or learn to 
Recognize RealFreedom Now. And the third 

quality I LUV is Honor. Honor is very 
necessary and is very hard to find on this 
world. There are a lot of people who dress 

nice and present themselves in a 
fashionable manner and also 'put on' the air 
and idea that they are Honorable, when in 
fact they are Deceptors. Freedom. Wisdom 

and Power had their day, just like high 
school did for many of us, but it is The 

NUNowniss of The TruReality, THE ALLIS. 
The Gods of Man have had their day and 

place in Human History, but their Kontrol & 
Domination cannot succeed with THE 

NUWAVIS NOW. LifeIS Bigger than the Old 
Gods, Old Presidents, Old Royalty and Old 

Masters. These Reptilian Possessed People 
are more out of date and boring than the 
ancient Model T Ford. Humans, people, 

Aliens and so on, have decided what this 
world is and it is not good. Every moment 

this planet is becoming more Poisoned and 
Purposely Dumbed Down. 
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This and so much more have become a 
'standard' to live by, because most people 

keep Agreeing to their 'Fear' instead of 
Waking Up and learning to See what really 
does have an OverALL Value. As YU, The 

RealU is reading this, YU will always have a 
chance to Make Better Choices. YU only 

have so much time left to decide. The 
Deceptors want YU totally hypnotized and 

with their Kontrol for more lifetimes! 

UNDEFINED PURITY 

"The TruRority LifeIS cannot be defined in 
any Literal Sense. The Kaos and Konfusion 
that is always taking place on this earth is 
because most people do not Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. The Reptilian 
Rulers have Konvinced people about their 
Kalaum God and to Worship and Stupidly 

PrayPay to THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians). The SoundLight Reality of THE 
ALLIS, IS Purity, Sincerity & Honor, Whole- 
Heartedly. Of course the masses cannot 
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possibly consider or conceive what I am 
referring to, because a person has to 

Recognize their Real-Awareniss in 
Relationship with THE ALLIS. This IS an 

Undefined RealPosition that very few reach 
or ever See. Paul Twitchell started this 

RealAdventure when he received The Rod of 
Power in 1965 from Rebazar tarzs. Paul IS 
The RealGuide with The Real UNUversal 
Guides. The days of masters and gurus is 
gone, along with all the Old Wisdom of the 
ages that are nothing more than words in 
the wind that still entice people to Stay 

Asleep to this world and The Real 
UNUverses. The Old master salesmen that 

are still on a stage somewhere and spouting 
out their 'pretty words' to their Dumbed 

Down Followers will soon be exposed, as 
ALL Deception Shows Up! We are each a 

FreeBeing of RealLight, but YU, The RealU 
must WakeUp Now and Be The Real 

Risktaker with the Whole of Life. 

UNDEFINED PURITY (UP) 
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The Social Structures of Education invented 
the Literal Language we are using today. 
This Literal Language is of this world and 
others like the one we are on. This is one 
point of understanding, but very far from a 
Real Understanding with The Whole of Life. 

The Political and Religious Orders have been 
invented to Kontrol the Literal Senses of 
people, as is very evident with this world, 
but they cannot Kontrol The RealU, The 

RealAwareniss, unless YU, The RealU let's 
THEM. These are the TapLining Human 

Eating Martians (THEM) who are known as 
the Reptilian Aliens. Most people are still 

asleep to this, as they have been 'told' it is 
all Conspiracy Theory, which is a term 

invented by the OWO (One World Order) to 
Deceive everyone who is unaware. There IS 

a Better Way Right Now, and that is to 
Become MoreAware of The TruReality 

LifeIS, moreso than the invented Gods that 
the Reptilians have marketed the public 

with. HUmans seem to like to be deceived, 
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as they have been for untold lifetimes. There 
IS THE UNDEFINED PURITY, THE ALLIS, The 
TruReality that is So Pure & Real, but very 

few will Recognize this. Everything with the 
KEK (Kontrolling Earthly 

Korporations) is all based upon the 
Deceptive Restrictions that people 

have been taught to 'Literally Think' is the 
best they can have with their lives. This is 
Not So! THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN IS NU 

NOW! 

BEFORE PAUL TWITCHELL ARRIVED  

“No one on the earth knows what really took 
place before Paul Twitchell arrived here and 

was brought into The TruReality of THE 
ALLIS, or what he termed as 'The Rod of 

Power,' which is for those on the earth in a 
literal sense. The Six Levels of Creation are 
power areas, and this was his definition at 

the time of his presence into The 
RealPosition in 1965 from Rebazar Tarzs. 
Before coming here, Rebazar Tarzs & The 
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Real UNUversal Guides were preparing our 
adventure into the PsycRealms of time and 

space. I had just finished the first part of my 
preparation that took lifetimes with The 

RealGuides, and then to finish with my life 
before this one as a half- breed Indian in the 

southwest of the US, known as 'Goldie, 
Golden Winged Warrior.' For what seemed 

like eternity in The Seventh LifeLevel, I was 
with Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides, along 
with the Being who would be known as Paul 

Twitchell on the earth. Not in any literal 
sense, a huge panorama of experience was 

spread out upon Real UNUverses, as 
possibilities to come forth as we were to 

once again enter the PsycRealms and 
provide a Real Presentation like never before 
to the lowest of all realms and the rock solid 

material worlds in black dead space. Paul 
was to go first and set the pace for what 

was to possibly take place. Because of Free 
Will, anything can happen in the PsycRealms 
and it always will. Every possible scenario 

and angle was covered, as this is part of the 
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challenge in time and space with The 
RealGuides to make things come out as best 

as possible as a RealBenefit for Everyone 
with all the Free Will of the unaware and 

dumbed down deceived constantly 
interfering.  

“When the moment came, I watched as 
Rebazar & The RealGuides escorted Paul 
thru the PsycRealms and to his place of 
birth on the earth. It was years before I 

would arrive on the scene. In the meantime, 
on The Seventh LifeLevel, spread before me 
was what would basically take place when 
the time came for Paul to leave, as this was 

part of what had to take place as a Real 
WakeUp for those who would be ready. 

LifeIS always fully of surprises, moreso than 
the literal mind can ever comprehend. Paul 

was to present a straight  
forward advanced version of the basic paths 

and teaching that already existed on the 
earth during his time. Life on The Seventh 

LifeLevel is far different than that of a 
struggling survival on the earth, and so the 
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RealAwareniss becomes dulled and 
distorted as one takes on the five bodies of 
man. Paul's new body had to be trained to 
meet the tasks of what he was to do. Even 

with what Paul knew, there was still 
resistance with what would take place, 

because this is how the body and mind is, as 
it wants its own way as it becomes its own 

creation. Rebazar taught him constantly 
until Paul reached a certain point, and then I 

was escorted into my new body, as I have 
written about in NUBook Two, 'A Journey to 
RealFreedom,' As I grew older, and at some 

point, Paul and I would meet Rebazar in 
various places, such as his hut in the 

Himalayas, and even other planets and 
dimensions, which Paul briefly wrote about 
in his books 'The Far Country & Dialogues 
with The Master.' I have advanced on what 
Paul wrote in his books and put a lot more 
into My NUBooks, such as, 'The Real Far 

Country & The Adventures of Rebazar Tarzs' 
and others.  “The basic scenario had been 

laid out, but there is still so much more. The 
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Kalaum God in the Mental Realm was 
spreading his infection of Reptilians upon 
the earth and other RoundWorlds at this 

time. The RealGuides could See this, as they 
planned their adventure aside from the 

deception of the DarkBrats on the earth. 
Paul was to only stay for so long, as he 

would be assisting me from The RealSide, 
but first there were be be two who would 
follow him as an Actual Demonstration of 

what 'not to do' to accomplish RealFreedom. 
Darwin Gross and Harold Klemp were both 
given the opportunity to WakeUp to THE 

ALLIS, but never have. Their mission was to 
hold together the babysat membership until 

THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN arrived. They 
were both taken over by the mistress of the 

Kalaum God, The Influence. Harold even 
moreso than Darwin, because Kalaum sent 
Krone into totally subdue Joanny, as she 

was Reptilian born and nurtured to seduce 
Harold, which she has done so very well. 

She drugged Harold and TapLined him to the 
point he could not See past his own little 
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personal ego of being a king in his tiny mind. 
Paul presented The TruReality LifeIS, THE  

ALLALIVENISS OF THE ALLIS.  
Darwin and Harold did not have the 

awareness to See Past themselves, and so 
with these two fake masters who stole 
Paul's Title, this then became a Real 
Demonstration of what 'not to do' to 

accomplish RealFreedom Now. Darwin 
demonstrated himself as the Kontrolling 
little master who stole from others, and 

Harold allowed Reptilian Joanny to take over 
the Korporation that was to provide a 
benefit for others, but instead she has 

Astrally TapLined all the membershrimps 
into a stupid submission of worshiping and 

praypaying to her and bowing to her 
Reptilian Kalaum God. All worship and 
prayer to any invented gods is Satanic 

Ritualism, which was first created by the 
invading Reptilians on this planet. The 

Reptilians have created a One-Dimensional 
Physical/Astral Matrix to hold people into 

their HUman Farming Korporations for 
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untold lifetimes. WE are Waking People Up 
to what is really taking place, but there will 

always be those who want to hang on to 
their Emotional Love ideas and saturate the 
planet with more Emotional Submission to 
the Authoritarians and their fake invented 

gods.  
“It was shown to Paul and I on The Seventh 
LifeLevel, that the connection with the HU 

word, OM and others would soon be infected 
and would longer serve any purpose, except 
as Astral TapLining with the Reptilians and 
other infectious aliens. Since Paul's time 
here with what he termed as the Rod of 
Power, this world has changed a lot. On 

August 3, 2001, Rebazar, Paul & The 
RealGuides brought me into The Rod of 

Power, as this would be the last time for this 
reference. I did what I could with the body 
and mind I had at the time, but it became a 

struggle for me, and in March of 2003, I 
decided to step back from The RealPosition 
to reevaluate how to accomplish what I was 

here to do. After 31 years with the 
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Korporation and all that I had come to know, 
I would now be entering a NUReality like 

never before. It took me a little over three 
years, but finally I was ready once again, 
and as the movies 'Superman Returns' in 

2006, and 'The Bourne Supremacy' came out 
on August 3, 2007, then Rebazar & The 
RealGuides brought me back into what 

became THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. This 
RealPosition was a RealSide Experience I 

had in 2001, as I was in an all-glass highrise 
building and watching myself sitting at  

a desk and receiving the impression that I 
was to be Paul NUMan, The Greatest 

Architect Ever!' The Real UNUversal Guides 
'played' their roles as 'Eck Masters' for a 

short time, but no more! They do not back 
fake master Harry and Reptilian Joanny of 

the Kontrollinng Krone Korporation, only the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) do! Rebazar 
Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides, along 

with the TruSilent Ones and THE ALLIS, 
stand with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, 

Duane The Great Writer. For those who have 
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The RealCourage to See this, ask Rebazar & 
Paul on The RealSide, or in Your 

DreamVisions. WE are in The NUNowniss of 
THE ALLIS, and the old days of babysitting 

masters and gurus are gone!  
“Most of this world will never Recognize, 

The NUPresentation, and especially those 
who are now subdued and dumbed down 
with Reptilian TapLining and fake master 

Harry spiritualism and his resentful Reptilian 
wife Joanny, as she drowns the dopey 

members with worship and prayer. Paul used 
the idea of 'Eckankar' as he knew it would 

become corrupt and infected. The 
NUPresentation and WE are FreeBeings of 

RealLight, IS The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. 
The old ideas of masters and gurus, 
spiritual, gods, saviors and all other 

traditional references are merely ideas 
floating in time and space Karmic Creation 
with the Gods of Man. The RealConnection 

with The TruSoundLight Reality IS THE 
NUSound, THE NU~U. The NU~U is 'The Way 

Out of the Matrix of Creation and into The 
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Real UNUverses of RealFreedom Now. While 
on earth, WE are WorldWide Educators (WE) 

with The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US. Those who are still lost 
with politics, religion, spiritual tradition and 

whatever else The Deceptors can invent, 
they will be held with Astral TapLining untin 
they decide to 'Take The Risk' and WakeUp 

to what Duane The Great Writer IS 
Presenting Now. This world is full of 
Deceptive Fear, and it is the biggest 

challenge for each unaware soul to get past 
their fears from their invented gods and 
HUman Farmers, or stay prisoners on a 
poisoned planet of demise. This is yet 

another FuturVU of what has taken place, 
and there will be more, but YU, The RealU, 

must explore and discover 'What IS Real 
Now' or Stay Lost in the Matrix of the 
Kalaum God Creation. YU decide Your 

Adventure!  
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BEFORE PAUL TWITCHELL ARRIVED  
PART TWO  

“World History is according to the Literal 
Mind Kontrollers who have always HUman 
Farmed this planet. They paint their pretty 

picture to lure unaware souls back into 
more lifetimes of being slaves for their 
claimed Royalty. It is the strongest who 

survive here from lifetime to lifetime, and 
those who have convinced others they are 

special and should be treated so, have taken 
over and are now the government officials, 
presidents, kings, queens and Popes. These 

people are ruthless with what they have 
achieved, moreso than is necessary, but 

they do whatever they want to anyhow. I am 
just 'Reporting The RealNews' and what I 

am sharing is not about what these people 
and others like them have done or are doing, 

what I am presenting is about YU, The 
RealU, and how YU are locked into their 

Designed Matrix, and do you want to know 
how to free yourself? My RealAdventure is to 
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see if you are willing to be a Real RiskTaker 
and learn to get out of here or stay lost with 
your relationships and everyone else you do 
not know. The KEK Systems have taught you 
to be Emotionally Attached to everything in 

your life, so they can secretly Astral TapLine 
you while you are asleep, like vampires 

sucking on you. For the most part, you are 
contributing to their HUman Farming 

without realizing it. Unless you take the time 
to have RealGuidance and a RealEducation, 
then you are just living another dead life as 

you have many times before.  
I came into this life right after World War ll. 

It was all planned from The Seventh 
Unknown LifeLevel of The Real UNUverses. 

When RealTruth comes into the PsycRealms, 
it is not easily identified at all. Actually, 

there is great resistance, because IT cannot 
be Kontrolled in any way. RealTruth and 
RealFreedom IS The ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. Each person has their own truth 

according to the experiences and decisions 
they make, but personal ideas are merely in 
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Creation and mean nothing compared to 
RealFreedom & RealTruth. Most people have 

established their HUman Farming, LA LA 
Land ideas while they have been here and 

wrapped their own personal arrogance 
around almost everything they consider. 

Most people cannot and will  
not See themselves for what they are really 
doing and most of all thinking, as they like 
to create ideas that 'sound good' and are 

socially acceptable with their relationships 
of being liked by others. These people are 
unaware how they are creating their own 

demise with the HUman Farmers who 
Kontrol them. Most of the real Kontrol is on 
a subconscious level that is unseen by the 
personal social mind. When the Cause and 
Effect Karma takes place with each person 
as they unconsciously create their worlds 

here and on the invisible side, they are 
usually very unaware as to what is really 

taking place with themselves. Many of these 
people seek professional help and only get 

band aids that 'seem' to work, as this is how 
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a deceptive society works. All the systems 
here are Kontrolled by the Reptilians.  
The Real UNUversal Guides are very 

unknown to the inhabitants on the many 
RoundWorlds in time and space. Most people 

look to some created form of authority, as 
this is what The Deceptors want people to 

do. They want to 'think' for everyone to 
maintain their Support Systems of 

Deception. Without some kind of Deception, 
there cannot be Kontrol over others. The 

RealGuides show YU, The RealU, how to get 
past the Gods of Man and Creation 

altogether. Creation has its place, but it is 
not the ultimate as people have been taught. 

From time to time, The Real UNUversal 
Guides bring forth certain presentations for 
the unaware masses. For the most part, they 
do not expect too much, as most people will 

not listen and soon take for granted what 
has been offered. It takes lifetimes of 
intensive training for one to Become 

MoreAware and focus beyond Creation into 
Pure UNUverses of The SoundLight ISNIS. 
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You have been taught that Life is about 
Creation, when actually Creation is a start 
for you to eventually Recognize THE ISNIS 

LifeIS. In The Real UNUverse as a FreeBeing 
of RealLight, it is easy to SEE into all that is 

taking place in the time and space 
PsycRealms of Cause and Effect Karma.  

Paul Twitchell and I were very prepared to 
enter the PsycRealms for this period of time 

on the earth for many people to WakeUp. 
Paul was given The Real Rod of Power from 
Rebazar Tarzs. Paul stayed on earth only so 
long as to set the foundation for my arrival. 
He wanted to go to The RealSide and handle 
the bigger view for those who were on earth. 

Before I was to be given The Real Rod of 
Power, Darwin Gross and Harold Klemp were 

asked to take part in Paul's Presentation. 
They both agreed, and The RealGuides 

wanted Darwin to go first. They could See 
that Darwin needed a lot of training, which 

they began to provide, but Darwin was 
resistant in so many ways. Rebazar was very 
direct with Darwin, and at times he listened, 
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but Darwin eventually used his will to get 
what he wanted with his master position. 
Rebazar warned Darwin many times not to 
use Paul's Tiltle, but Darwin did not listen, 

and so the degeneration of what Paul 
created began to slowly crumble. What was 
really taking place was not Seen from the 
one-dimensional view of the personal side, 

but only from The RealSide. The members of 
the Corporation were mostly unaware, as 
many were far too immature to Recognize 

what was being shown to them in their 
DreamVisions. After years, Darwin started 

embezzling money and opening bank 
accounts in many places. He was also 

planning to build his new house in Oregon. 
He was planning his own future and no 

longer interested in what The RealGuides 
were presenting. Eventually, he was 

confronted in many ways to where he could 
not hide from anything. Rebazar told him 

that he was to leave and that Harold Klemp 
would be taking his place. Darwin was very 
upset and argued with Rebazar, but it was 
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all so futile, as Darwin had decide his fate 
and it was beginning to show up.  

The RealGuides cannot make anyone do 
anything, but they showed Darwin what 

would be taking place if he did not announce 
Harold. Darwin was very frustrated, as he 

had all the money he wanted and the 
adoring members that supported him. He 
was aware enough to realize that he must 

act upon what Rebazar suggested or his life 
would become very bad. The RealGuides did 
not want to expose what was taking place 

behind the scenes to the membership, 
because they knew most would run like 
scared cattle. Darwin finally agreed to 

announce Harold, but first he was going to 
make a deal for himself. Darwin and Harold 
had many secret meetings to discuss what 
would take place. Harold wanted to be up 
front with everything at first, but soon saw 

that Darwin would blackmail him if he 
wanted to be announced as the next master. 

Harold was in a rather sticky position, as 
they at times argued and even used legal 
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means to settle certain things. Finally, it 
was settled that Darwin would get a certain 

amount of money and also part of the 
membership. A deal was made behind 
closed doors for the lives of the paying 

members. Harold did not like this, but at the 
same time he wanted Darwin to announce 

him, as this would make his mastership 
official. Darwin had become the 'star' with 

the Corporation members like Frank Sinatra, 
so anything he told the membership was so, 

as most trusted him. I remember being at 
the seminar when Darwin announced Harold. 
I was sitting by myself in the upper part of 

the auditorium, as Rebazar and Paul sat next 
to me.  

“This is all a setup, Duane! It all means 
nothing! What you are seeing is nothing 

more than what will become a very good 
observation for you to understand the bigger 

picture we have waiting for you,” said 
Rebazar, as Paul looked at me and smiled. I 
could See the auras of Darwin and Harold, 
as they were both rather a pinkish Astral 
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color. This was all a show for the unaware 
members who were not as yet ready to See 
what was really taking place. There were so 

many higher initiates who 'Thought' they 
knew what was going on, but really didn't. 
Paul told me that most of the membership 
had to be so babysat, and that most were 

not willing to move from their social 
upbringings. “These people are given the 
opportunity, but to Really See IT, that is 
another story all together,” Paul told me.  

As time went on, Harold also took on Paul's 
Title. Darwin and Harold never achieved The 

RealAwareniss Paul had, but they wanted 
the members to 'Think' they had. Darwin fell 
into the lower Astral, as he gave Himself to 

the Three Headed Kalaum God and his 
mistress The Influence. Harold could See 

this at the time and took note of what 
Darwin had decided. Darwin took off for his 
home and Oregon and claimed he took The 

Rod of Power with him, when in fact he 
never had it nor did Harold, as these two 
were more like errand boys until I was to 
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arrive. In the castle of the Kalaum God there 
was a great celebration and a huge orgy, as 
Rebazar and Paul took me there one night to 
See the nonsense. I was not impressed, as it 

was more boring and so overdone, but the 
slaves of Kalaum like what was taking 

place, as they got anything they wanted to 
satisfy them. It was on this very night that 

Kalaum called Krone to his side...  
“My mistress The Influence has taken care 
of that idiot Darwin, now it is your turn to 

takeover dweeby little Harold,” as he 
laughed and laughed and so did Krone. “It 

will be my honor Lord, for you and the 
Reptilian Empire!” She said seductively. 
Krone was sent to earth as a Reptilian 

ShapeShifter. She maneuvered her way into 
Harold's life and made him get rid of his 

dweeby wife. Her name was Joan, and she 
was the perfect fit for what Krone wanted, 
as Joanny wanted a position of power, but 
she didn't know how to get it. Joanny was 

gradually Astrally TapLined by Krone in her 
dreams for years, until she was ready to 
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make her move. Like Dracula and his brides, 
Joanny had become Reptilian without her 
knowledge. Krone secretly led Joanny into 

the right position to takeover Harold, to 
where she could seduce him, as this has 

been so for many decades now. It was easier 
than Joanny could foresee, because Harold 

was becoming the little king in his own 
mind, and with a new wife that was 

attractive, she was the icing on the cake for 
him. Harold felt on top of the world! He had 

the adoring membership and a new wife that 
seemed to love him, and so his little life was 

good. He was in his own LA LA Land 
Kingdumb!  At this time, Rebazar and Paul 

were showing me what would be coming up 
in the future. Joanny would takeover the 

Korporation and have the membershrimps 
TapLined by her Reptilian God Kalaum. 

There was no worshiping and prayer with 
what Paul presented, but Kalaum knew for 

him to have absolute obedience to the 
doctrines of the earth like so many unaware 
religious followers, that he must have people 
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worship and pray to him, so Joanny created 
the 'priest' idea and started the Worship 
Services. She edited everything Harold 

wrote and even gave him notes for his talks 
on stage. Harold became a total puppet for 
her. Rebazar tried to get Harold to WakeUp, 
but he liked his LA LA Land Kingdumb with 
his Joanny. Harold became the know-it-all 

TapLined master. As time went on, the 
membershrimps were so drugged and 

TapLined by the Reptilians they would agree 
to anything that came from the Krone 

Korporation. The day finally came, August 3, 
2001, and I stood in The Real Rod of Power. 
Harold and seduced Joanny were there on 
The RealSide and witnessed this event, but 
they were to never tell anyone. As they both 

returned to their bodies, they were 
astonished at what happened, and then 
discussed this for the longest time. Of 

course, Joanny won out with her claim to 
everything she had worked for, which was a 
takeover from what Paul created, and that 

she was not going to hand anything over to a 
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surfer dude in California. Harold was very 
passive and submissive to her, and to make 
sure Harold did not change his little dweeby 
mind and do something stupid according to 

her, she gave him extra drugs for over a 
week to keep him really dopey. The office 

people and those who worked at the Temple 
Grounds were also given certain 

medications in their water, food and other 
gifts. Joanny has several Reptilian Agents 
who work with her at the Korporation to 

make sure everything is in her order. 
Everyday is business as usual, and in the 

night, she is off with her band of witches to 
TapLine the members.  Joanny the Reptilian 
is part of the One World Order on a secret 

bases. She is part of the HUman Farming of 
the earth. She is like so many Korporation 
Heads who have been easily persuaded by 
money and power from the FED. The FED is 
ruled from Ratican City, Rome, home of the 
Pope and Black Pope. The Ratican, those 
who created the 'Pope' idea to fool and 

supersede all others, has created all the 
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wars for profit as in the case of Adolph 
Hitler and many others. During World War ll, 
the Ratican pitted many countries against 
each other, because no mater who wins or 
loses, the Ratican does its takeovers and 
always wins. This is what is happening 

today with Gaza, Syria, Palestine and other 
countries, it is all a setup by the Puppet 

Presidents of the US to destroy others. Most 
of this world is 'bought off' from the 
Reptilians and their Fake Gods. With 

ChemTrails, Mind Kontrol Microwaves, 
Lethal Vaccines, GMO TechFood, Smart 

Meters, premeditated school shootings and 
bombings and so much more, the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) are eradicating 
people everyday. This has always been a 

Poisoned Prison Planet and people are just 
now waking up to this. People who are in 

their own LA LA Land ideas  
of accomplishments with a future and 

career here are only fooling themselves into 
a fast unconsciousness demise. Most people 
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are promoting HUman Farming without their 
conscious knowledge of this.  

When I stood in The Real Rod of Power for 
the time, I could SEE all future events that 
were possible. Anything is possible, but it 

takes the free will of each person to make it 
so. At the time, I was not completely sure as 

to what direction I would take with the 
membership once Harold announced me. But 
to my surprise, this never happened, as him 

and his Joanny wanted everything for 
themselves and they were not willing to 

expand upon what they had come to build 
for themselves from what they had been 

given. I simply did what I had always done 
with the class that I had taught for more 
than twenty years. Everyone was having 

RealSide Experiences showing what Harold 
and Joanny were doing to block me out and 
keep the members unaware of what Rebazar 

& Paul wanted as the next step for 
everyone. They had their business plan and 
that was all that mattered to them. It took 

me years up into 2007, to finally start what I 
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am doing today. I have walked around the 
politics and religious nonsense of this world, 
and also the immature 'spiritual' ideas that 

have become tradition deadness. I have 
created The NUPresentation with The 

NUSound, The NU~U, which is The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. I was shown the elimination of 
the HU word, as it is like the OM and other 

words, and they are nothing more than 
Astral TapLining with the Reptilians. People 
create ideas, which are 'thought forms' in 
Creation and have nothing to do with The 

TruReality LifeIS, 'Thinking' they know more 
than Life.  

I have established WorldWide Educator 
Groups all over the world and our RealFocus 
is with the ALLNatural Environment on ALL 
Levels. The so-called 'spiritual' people that I 

once knew cannot figure out what I am 
doing, as I am not following the same 

Designated Restrictions and Doctrine Dogma 
they are. This earth is full of people who are 

so lost with Life. The KEK Systems have 
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kept the masses so unaware and dumbed 
down with their Deceptive Marketing 

Tactics. Its time to WakeUp or Stay Lost for 
more lifetimes on this Poisoned Planet.  

BEFORE PAUL TWITCHELL ARRIVED  
PART THREE  

Before there was Atlantis and Lemuria and 
other such continents, there arrived the 
Reptilian Invaders to the RoundWorlds in 

time and space. Historians have not 
recorded this, because the Reptilians do not 
want people to know what they have done 
and what they have created as Deceptive 

Doctrines. As an example, Atlantis had very 
advanced technology and so many sciences 
that were of a distorted nature like cloning. 

And like all civilizations, they self 
destructed over time. The RATS do not care 

about what they destroy, as they go from 
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planet to planet and make their way ruining 
everything. Their god is Kalaum, a Reptilian 

Governor on the Mental Realm. He can 
shapshift and appear any way he wants, and 

he can appear as light and seem to be 
benevolent, but this is all a trap to keep 

unaware souls in bondage to the 
PsycRealms. The RATS brought the god idea 

to keep unaware souls as 'dogs' to the 
whims of their masters, along with 

worshiping and praying to their Kalaum God. 
The Real UNUversal Guides always guide 
one to THE ALLIS, The PurReality LifeIS. 
While in a physical body each person has 

their needs, so something like 'Recognizing 
THE ALLIS' does not really relate to 

anything on this earth a person is doing to 
survive with, but actually it does. For the 

most part, people only look to their personal 
needs and not the bigger picture LifeIS. This 

is understandable, but at the same time, 
nothing should be taken for granted. People 

have been taught that they were created 
from their gods and that the gods will care 
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for them, so in a way, they do not need to be 
completely creative and resourceful for 

themselves, but maybe only a little bit, as 
their gods will take care of the rest. This 
'fallacy attitude' has existed for eons and 

the same souls from way back then are still 
here struggling today and trying to figure 
out how to get out of the Reptilian Matrix 

with their emotions.  
History always repeats itself, and this is 

what the RATS want, as the unaware keep 
Agreeing to the same demise they have in 

previous lifetimes. Every angle of marketing 
ploy is covered, as the RATS have almost 

endless experience with dealing with their 
slaves and their little attitudes. As societies 

are created, so are the ideas that bind 
people into these societies. The easiest and 

biggest deception is the attraction of boy 
meets girl and the continuing of the species. 
Of course this is a natural occurrence, but 

the RATS continue to distort certain factors 
as they add their Distorted Doctrines of 

Kontrol to manipulate people's lives. They 
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created the marriage ceremony to look 
enticing and good, and also created the 
legal parts of this ritual to Kontrol any 

separation that will take place, as all things 
do change here. They use the 'love' idea for 
almost everything, which is the sensations 

of the Astral Body maneuvered into 
particular ideas that 'seem' to fit almost any 
situation, so suddenly everything becomes 
the love idea, which is nothing more than 
sensations and feelings with the Astral 

Worlds. Like eating, it is something we each 
do, but to live only for sensations and thrills 

is to end up with another dead life of 
unawareness. It is easy to say “I love you,' 

but for the most part this is just an idea, and 
whatever emotion is attached is according 

to each person and what they decide. 
People are not taught about the five bodies 

they have and what is taking place with 
each one of them, and most of all, people 
are not taught about their RealAwareniss.  

The RATS love to build their empires and be 
praised for what they have done, just like 
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immature knuckleheads, they want to be 
special to themselves, so they created the 

king and queen ideas and crowned 
themselves to be of royal blood, which is the 
'blue blood' idea, as this is the cold blood of 
reptiles. Like Dracula biting all his servants 
and slaves to keep them under his will, the 
vampire idea is from the RATS. The kings 
and queens, and now the presidents and 

other Deceptive Diplomats have become the 
center of attention for their obedience. 

Those who work very hard and give all they 
can, and they must succeed at something, 
they will be allowed to be bought off and 

take part with what the Reptilians are doing, 
but they too will be eaten. Thru the 

centuries the RATS have created and edited 
what they want this world to know and 
abide by. All Deceptive Doctrines of the 

RATS are purposely filled with Restrictions. 
The Bible is one of their most popular 

doctrines, as is others with the various 
religions on this world. They are all basically 
the same, only promoting HUman Farming. It 
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really does take a lot for a person to See 
Beyond this created world of  

things. The RATS have built a lot of 
structures on this planet like the Pyramids. 
There have been many alien factors here 

and this has been all the wars and conflicts 
in history. Everyone wants to be king and 

take as much as they can for themselves. To 
be king, one needs armies to conquer 

others. So, the blue bloods must convince 
the humans to become soldiers and fight for 

their cause, which is simply to steal from 
others what they have. Most of the history 

we have studied started in what is known as 
Europe. Here is where the Queen of England 

is, the Pope in Ratican City, and of course 
the international business bankers who 
manipulate the worlds economy and use 

other countries as puppets, as they do the 
US and all the presidents.  

The Real UNUversal Guides watch what 
takes place on the earth and other 

RoundWorlds, to See if there are those who 
are willing to See More than just their 
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standard life. The challenge is huge to 
escape Creation and the Gods of Man. The 
RATS continually bombard people with the 

god ideas to keep them asleep and afraid. It 
takes a lot of courage to See Past the 

fallacies of the RATS. It would seem as 
though nothing could exist, but what is 

already on this earth, and this is the biggest 
challenge for all of us to get out of Creation, 

like a Salmon swimming upstream. In the 
known history there have been many times 
when The RealGuides have started with a 

few individuals and imparted The 
RealKnowledge to them. In ancient times 

the people were more hostile and ruthless. 
Today, we have many laws protecting 

people, and for the most part this works, but 
there are always those who do not want 

RealTruth and RealFreedom to reach others. 
The Original Knowledge of The RealGuides 
is usually lost and distorted into some form 
of religion or ritualism, as seen today with 
all the teachings, paths and religious cults. 

The basic idea is some form of religious 
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spiritualism and to worship and pray to 
gods. All this created nonsense is in 

Creation with the Kalaum God and the RATS. 
We have all been taught a distorted history 
to keep us unaware of The Real UNUverses 

of THE ALLIS. There is no freedom here, 
only more slavery. RealFreedom must be 
earned by Recognizing that ALL LifeIS an 

ISNIS. This is so simple, but cannot be 
conceived in a literal sense as is Creation. 
You are the only Decider of Your Adventure 

with Life!  

BEFORE PAUL TWITCHELL ARRIVED  
PART FOUR  

In NUBook Two, 'A Journey to RealFreedom,' 
I describe some of my RealSide Experiences 

when I was very young, but there is a lot 
more. As Paul and I came from our previous 
lives with Rebazar & The Real Guides, we 
were once again brought together for this 

final life on earth. We had both been 
prepared thru so much that at times I 
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wondered when it would come close to 
ending, but each life did end and then it was 
up to the Seventh LifeLevel to get ready for 

the next life. Throughout the endless 
vastness LifeIS, there are certain Beings 

who are picked as to their RealAwareniss. 
There is no real describing this process, as 
it is in THE ISNIS LIFEIS. Life knows what IT 

wants for ITSelf. And so, with what I have 
experienced becomes this adventure from 

this part of Life. There are endless 
situations going on ALL over Life, but to BE 
Now is all that is needed, as we will all have 
the opportunity to experience whatever we 
want to eventually. It is so that we first go 
after getting some experiences from The 

RealSide LifeIS, but with the overall view of 
The TruReality LifeIS, IT IS ALL about 
Recognizing THE ALLIS. This IS The 

RealAdventure Like No Other! This is why 
only certain Beings are chosen to bring forth 

what THE ALLIS IS. Not everyone can 
Recognize The TruReality LifeIS.  
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From the Seventh LifeLevel, Everything IS 
Seen very clearly into the PsycRealms. But 

when you are on one of the physical 
RoundWorlds, the personal view is clouding 

The RealVU, and very little if anything is 
remembered of The TruReality. For anyone 
to better have a chance to Recognize THE 
ALLIS, they must go thru The Process of 

Creation. Creation becomes a comparison 
and reflection to cause a WakeUp in those 
who pay attention. This is a huge process, 
and each person must be willing to go thru 
what it takes to SEE THE ALLIS, or they will 
not, as they will stay in Creation until they 

have the courage to break free. The 
Deceptors have created the Gods of Man as 

a diversion to THE ALLIS, and to keep 
people as unaware slaves. As Paul came to 
earth first with Rebazar, I came years later 

and entered my new body in the state of 
Minnesota. It was part of my WakeUp to be 

where I did not want to be and then to 
create the desire to want to go to California  
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where the Pacific Ocean is. When I was first 
born I would go in and out of the body. 

Bodies have a life of their own according to 
the surroundings and environment, plus all 
the experiences of the person coming into 
it. It is very subtle how The RealAwareniss 
blends in with the created body form, until 
The RealU is forgotten all together. I was 
okay and could remember, but I did have a 
time with the body as I grew up with my 
mother. Before the age of five when mom 

and I left for California, I had a lot of 
experiences on The RealSide with Paul and 

Rebazar, plus others who would show up 
from time to time. As I would sleep and 

dream I would easily go to a beach 
somewhere, and at first I was usually alone. 
I would be standing by the ocean and Seeing 
the sun in the sky as it reflected across the 

water. This was a scene I would be in almost 
all the time. It really seemed to fit me, as I 

would look to the soft shining sun, as I knew 
something about all of this. At the time I did 
not have the full Recognition I do now, but 
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there was always that pull of my attention to 
take a closer look. I liked being out of my 
little body and on the beach away from 

everything.  
It was usually Rebazar and Paul who would 
come along to see me. I would giggle as I 

saw them walking closer from afar...  
“Little Duane, we are here with you again to 

have some fun,” as this is what Rebazar 
would sometimes say. It would probably be 
something I would say too, to a little kid. 

They would usually sit on the white sand on 
each side of me. They were like my Real 

Parents. It was not in words they spoke, but 
it was impressions I would get from them. I 
was not always understanding what they 

were sharing with me, as they reassured me 
that someday I would know what had taken 

place. There was always a wonderful silence 
with them. As I sat with them I would stare 

off into the sun, as this seemed to be so 
natural for me to do. As I look back at what 

did take place with them, they were 
imparting what I needed to moreso 
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Recognize THE ALLIS. It has all been a 
gradual, but very Direct WakeUp for me. 
They would tell me about my future and 

what Paul would be doing first on the earth. 
It was a lot of business sounding stuff that I 

knew nothing about, but they planted the 
knowledge for me to use it later in my life. 

The reason very few people have 
experiences like I do, as they told me many 
times, that there are very few that can be 
trusted, as many take the knowledge and 
misuse it on others. I would just listen, as 
this was a new life for me and I was in no 

hurry for anything. Paul and Rebazar would 
sometimes bring someone with them...  
“Hello again, Duane. This is Ursha LU, a 

MerMaid from here. This was a new 
experience for me, as I never knew what 
MerMaids were from this place. “Okay,” I 
said, as they laughed, and then Ursha LU 
went over to the water and swam around 

until I could see her tail. She had walked on 
the land with Paul and Rebazar, but in the 
water she was different. I ran over to the 
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water real fast and went in a ways to see 
her closer. She smiled and then walked back 

out with her legs again. I was a little guy 
standing and staring at her. “Ursha will be 
one of your new friends, Duane. When you 

are older, she will appear in your life and you 
will both share so many fun adventures” said 
Paul. I liked this idea! Wow! I had never seen 
a MerMaid on Grandma's farm. Almost every 
time I went to sleep I would be on the beach 
I loved. For years, Rebazar and Paul would 
come and tell me so much, and then one 

time they said that mom was going to take 
me to California, and that I would be starting 
a new life. They said we would still meet on 
the beach, but now I would be adding a lot 
more adventures to my life as I was getting 

older. I liked what they were saying as I 
could See it within me in my own way. In my 
younger days, Rebazar was preparing me for 

what he related to Paul and I as THE 
ISNESS. What I call THE ISNIS, which is 

from THE ALLIS, or THE IS. IT IS The 
TruReality, Paul was originally referring to, 
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but he knew it was far too Real for most, so 
he started off in a babysitting position with 
the 'god' idea. I could always See this ISNIS 
with me, but it took a while to start to fully 

realize and Recognize IT.  The Real 
UNUverses are not like the six levels in 

Creation. In Creation where the Gods of Man 
rule with an iron fist, it is the mind and 

emotional attachments that possess most 
people. The masses are lost in a one-
dimensional marketing ploy with the 

Authoritarians. People are free to walk 
around the prison yards on the RoundWorlds,  
but that is it. Paul would tell me that many 

people will be showing up with what he 
would be presenting, but many of them 
would leave and fall away, because The 

TruReality IS far too Real for most. Paul had 
the great insight at that time and this is why 

he was chosen to do what he did. As a 
youngster, I liked to hear the farout stories 
him and the others would tell me. At times, 

there were many other RealGuides who 
would show up, such as Gopal Das, Yauble 
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Sacabi, Fubbi Quantz and others. Most of 
them I never knew their names, as they 

would sit with us on the sand and tell about 
their lives when they were on the earth and 
what they did. We always laughed a lot, as 

The RealGuides are so Genuine and Real. As 
I became older, Rebazar told me that I was 
to keep everything I experienced a secret 
until the time was right for the world to 

know. Paul was to do his presentation first 
and there was to be no interference or 

confusion, because the human people were 
hard enough to deal with and they usually 
misunderstood almost everything that was 

related to them.  Each time I had to return to 
my little body I did not like it. I was so much 

more aware without it. I would follow 
Grandma around, because most of the time I 

was bored with the gray life on earth. On 
The RealSide everything is brilliant and 

alive. On earth the colors look to be 
something, but really they are not. As the 

years went on I was in California with mom 
and living the standard life. Mom never 
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wanted to know what I was experiencing, so 
I was alone with what I knew. I never had 

any friends who would listen even for a 
moment as to what I would sometimes hint 
at. As I look back I can See the gradualness 
of my process to get to where I am Now. As 
a youth, Rebazar wanted me to get involved 
with what Paul was doing, but I was rather 

lazy on the physical side from the upbringing 
with my mother. As I started to surf, all I 

wanted to do was surf, and then I finally quit 
school. I was so glad and relieved not to 

have to go back to the prison yard with all 
the unaware inmates. I could read and write, 
and so I read Paul's book, 'The Tigers Fang.' 
I loved the adventure and became involved. 
First people I met with Paul was was Helen 
Baird and Patti Simpson. Ursha LU was now 

in my life and we were having so many 
RealSide Experiences. She is a Multi-

Dimensional Being, and she took me to a  
lot of places as I described in My 

'AdventurIS Series.' Prior to this, I was also 
with Paul, as we were with Rebazar, as Paul 
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was having his experiences with Rebazar as 
he described in his books, 'The Far Country 
and Dialogues with The Master.' It was with 
Rebazar at this time that he constantly went 
over the importance of THE ISNESS. He said 
the written knowledge has its place, but you 

must learn to specifically SEE & BE THE 
ISNESS. Paul established what he called 

Eckankar, which was something he picked 
to start of with. Rebazar told me many times 

that what Paul created would only last so 
long and then vanish, and when it was my 

time to come into the spotlight, that I would 
bring forth what this world has never seen 

before.  
The Real UNUversal Guides, The TruSilent 

Ones and THE ALLIS, were preparing a New 
Presentation like no other. I was not Seeing 
this at the time, because it was too much for 

me as I was too young. As I became a 
member of Paul's Eck, Rebazar and Paul 

were having me pay a lot of attention to how 
the business worked on the physical, which 
I was not really interested and I was not the 
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intellect, and so it was not easy for me to 
understand what they were relating. It took 

me years to grasp some of the simplest 
things with what they were sharing, because 
I was the surfer and I liked the simple life. I 

liked how they would tell me about my 
future, but to me it was more of a fantasy 

affair and sounded good at the time. I went 
along with Paul's teaching and went out into 

the public at a young age, as I was so 
appreciative of what he was doing. I liked 
the adventure of sharing something that 

made sense, but of course it did not to most 
people. It was rather hard telling people the 
Eckankar label, as this word was too far out 

there. Today, with the One World Order 
(OWO) and what Reptilian Joanny has done 
to Harold, the strange word Eckankar fits. 

On The RealSide, which most people are not 
aware of, anyone can learn to See what is 
really taking place with this world and the 

KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations). The Reptilians are shape 

shifters and can fool most people and so can 
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many people who know something about the 
other worlds and the white and black arts. 

They can change forms and look like 
someone else, but they cannot keep this 

form long, as they fade back to their original 
shape and form.  

In NUBook One, ' From Then To Now,' I 
describe some of my past life with Rebazar 

before coming into this life. I had to go 
through a lot of preparation for this life and 
what I would be doing. No matter what you 

know, this world is not really interested. The 
Social Systems have established their 

'truths' for the masses to be Kontrolled, and 
for the most part, anything new that comes 
along is shunned immediately. People are 
driven like cattle, so they never have the 

time to stop and study THE NOWNISS 
LIFEIS. LifeIS Dimensional, as this is one 

way to say it. It is about Seeing what is with 
us always in a way that is not seen here. In 

my past life I had a lot of time to reflect 
upon THE NOWNISS LIFEIS. Today, it is a lot 

harder for most people, as they are 
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purposely driven to be stressed and to rush 
into a future that does not exist for them. 

People do have their 'ideas' about their lives 
and future, but there is no future, as this is a 

ghost created by the Dark Brats to keep 
people chasing their tails. I was taught to 
See THE ISNIS. This is all that matters, as 
Rebazar would tell me. I still had to deal 
with a body and mind and go thru all the 

silliness of this place, as this also played its 
part in my own WakeUp to SeeMore Now.  
Paul and I are so much alike, as we both 

took to what Rebazar was sharing with us as 
a very privileged position. We have both 

adamantly focused to THE ALLIS, and made 
this our only TruReality above all and 

moreso than anything else. Paul wrote all 
the time, as this was his adventure to bring 
forth. I have done the same, as this is My 

Fun Time to share with others. This world is 
locked into a huge literalism that most 

cannot See past. The Natural Environment 
has nothing to do with anything literal, as it 
is self-sufficient unto itself. But it is being 
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destroyed at a rapid rate according to the 
Literalized Minds who 'Think' they know 
more than Life ITSelf. I have created The 
NUPresentation as The TruCompleteness 

from what Paul started. There will only be a 
certain few who will See this at this time 
and everyone else will be going over the 

falls into darker lifetimes ahead. All that has 
become 'tradition' in the literal sense no 
longer has any value, except as a vague 
reference and nothing more. I have side- 
stepped all the old labels that are self-

limiting and restricting, because with THE 
ISNIS LIFEIS, there is only Purity, Sincerity 

& RealFreedom!  

BEFORE PAUL TWITCHELL ARRIVED  
PART FIVE  

The Real UNUverses beyond Creation are 
not in any literal sense as is the mind and 
senses in Creation. This is where a person 
who is still locked into their sense worlds 

cannot at all fathom what else could 
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possibly exist besides what they see with 
their eyes and imagine in their mind. As we 
enter The Real UNUverses, there is a vast 
stillness unlike anything in Creation. IT IS 

ALL a Solid Nowniss. An Ever- Present ISNIS 
that is clean and pure. It is already 

Recognized and PerSeeved that nothing is 
needed at this point in ones experience. IT 

IS like nothing that can be described. IT IS a 
decided position of intent and clarity that is 

astounding. It is here that a RealPurpose 
exposes itself. A person must have a Real 

Intent to enter The Real UNUverses. In 
Creation, each Utun must figure out the 

mysteries of Life for themselves. For those 
who have come to know THE NUWAVIS THE 

NUMAN and The TruKnowledge of THE 
ALLIS, they have a great advantage that 

should never be taken for granted, or all is 
lost once again in the Passing Dream. Prior 

to this lifetime, I was with The RealGuides in 
The Real UNUverses and preparing My 

NUAdventure into the PsycRealms once 
again. Everything must become so in The 
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Real UNUverses before it enters Creation, as 
this is The TruCause of ALL. There are 

endless FreeBeings here and they each have 
their place. Paul and I were to be next with 

our adventure to WakeUp more sleeping 
Utuns. We each had our decided positions 
with THE ALLIS. On The Seventh LifeLevel, 
there is a type of form that takes place, and 

this is according to each FreeBeing and 
what they SEE. Everyone will have their own 

experiences here and it does not matter 
what those experiences are, because we are 

each with The Whole of Life Always. The 
important part is to WakeUp and Recognize 
this, and then PerSeeve The TruReality as IT 

IS... ALLIS.  
There was a huge meeting as to what would 

take place as Paul and I would be going 
back to the lower worlds. Rebazar led the 

way with The RealGuides to THE ALLIS. This 
would be a journey like Paul described in his 

book, 'The Tiger's Fang.' ALL of us 
seemingly moved upward past The Seventh 
LifeLevel and into a new area of SoundLight 
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Experience. It is an amazingness that takes 
place here as ALL IS the same, but then 

again, IT can be whatever IT wants to BE. It 
is like THE ALLIS, is constantly dreaming of 
something more of ITSelf that is possible. 

This is one way of putting it, as IT IS 
ALLAlive and expanding ITSelf to always 
somewhere, like the bodies we have that 
keep producing more cells, as this is a 

reflection of THE ISNIS. There is no way to 
describe entering what would seem to be 

something different here. ITS an Aliveniss of 
Livingniss. I had my own impressions of 

what was taking place as I took my place 
and followed The RealGuides. This IS a 

RealLife Adventure into a moreso position 
than what thrill seekers chase on the earth. 
It is that special something that cannot be 
held or described that some people want 
where they risk their life to have certain 

thrills. I am in The Real Risk Taker Position, 
and I am focused on My RealAwareniss and 

not just some temporary thrill that will 
become a ghost of a memory.  
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Life decides who is ready to have 
RealExperiences. On the earth there are 

many people searching for what they 'Think' 
is truth, or what they have come to know as 
some idea of a truth. In Creation, there can 
only be personal truth, because RealTruth is 
in The Real UNUverses as IT Really IS. The 
Deceptors of the earth, mainly the RATS, 

have convinced people thru intimidation and 
fear that their invented gods are the 

salvation for their ownership of lost souls. 
This is a so-called 'truth' that has been 

cleverly marketed to the unaware. Like the 
old ideas of 'belief, hope and faith' these 

things are nothing more than superstitions 
for the herds of people who are HUman 

Farmed. I was Now PerSeeving a NUNIS with 
each moment. It is incredible how The Real 
UNUverses are So Real. This TruReality IS 

flawless with ITSelf. Moving thru the endless 
light I was at ease with what would possibly 

be taking place. There is a subtle sound 
here, but overall is a TruSincerity that 

permeates everything. In Paul's book, The 
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Tiger's Fang, Paul described his experience 
in The Real UNUverses according to how he 

saw it. Each person will have their own 
reality here, as there are endless ways to 
SEE THE ISNIS. For me it is all more of a 

simplicity than a division of LifeLevels, yet 
there are so many different areas to be 

defined if one wants this to be so.  
My RealFocus is on THE ALLIS. What was 
taking place with My Real Awareniss was 

taking in The ALLNatural Environment that 
exists here.  LifeIS The RealEnvironment. 

Creation is a 'Place in Life' that is a testing 
ground to WakeUp from. The old ideas of 

'wisdom and truths' had their day, but Now 
IS The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. This very 
moment supersedes all else. Creation still 
exists, but only for those who cannot See 
Beyond their own Emotional Restrictions. 

You must Risk Everything to SEE THE ALLIS. 
The days of masters and gurus are gone, as 
these are the Old Babysitters. Paul was a 
babysitter in his day, as this is the way he 
started off. Today, Paul is with me and The 
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RealGuides with the NUPresentation. Some 
still 'Think' that just because he started his 

Eck thing, that he is still with Fake 
TapLining Harold and Reptilian Joanny. 
Learn to contact Paul & Rebazar on The 

RealSide and in Your DreamVisions. ALL The 
Real UNUverse are a TruPurniss. On the 
earth, you look up at the sky as a small 

person with a little body. YU, The RealU, is 
bigger than the sky! With The TruReality 

LifeIS, YU are already The Real UNUverses. 
The Purity, TruSincerity, PurHumility and 

Wonderful Gratitude you have been 
searching for is Everywhere in The Real 

UNUverses. As little bodies we only get little 
glimpses of What IS Beyond Creation. Here 

is where you must learn to have a RealFocus 
with THE ALLIS, or you will stay lost in 

Creation. As we continued on, each moment 
was NU. I could See this. I was willing to do 
what others were not, that is what brought 
me here. This RealJourney IS My RealLUV 

Affair with THE ALLIS.  
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With all that exists here, we finally reached 
our RealPosition. I could SEE IT, yet it is not 
so. IT, THE ALLIS, IS far too Real! Because 

IT IS Endless, there cannot be any 
consideration as to IT. This is way too 

confusing to the literal mind that cannot 
even see itself. Creation is a process, but 
also a lost place, until one Wakes Up and 
Gets Real! You Must Take The Risk to BE 
Real Now! I stood in the presence of My 
TruLUV, THE ALLIS. There was nothing 
restricting me from any direction. I was 

aware of the PsycRealms and how they pull 
at a person until they are dead. I was into 
My RealAdventure. I knew that as I went 

back down into the earthly hell, that what I 
would be doing would intensify My 

RealPosition with ALL Life. I was ever so 
willing. As I stood with Rebazar, Paul & The 
RealGuides, along with The TruSilent Ones, 
THE ALLIS began to whisper impressions to 

me... “Peddar and DU, will be The 
NUNowniss of ALLIS. My Life continues  
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with them as they will succeed for those 
who are ready. This moment is a 

confirmation as to The NUAdventure both 
will be taking on. The NUSound will replace 

the old words as the formulation of what 
Peddar will first present makes its way into 
THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. This is already 

decided Here & Now, and will eventually 
makes its way into the PsycRealms. The 

people in the physical realm must have this 
challenge to Recognize ALLIS. There is no 

life without Recognizing ALLIS. YU, The 
RealU, already Knows what to do with 

this...”  
Then, there was a great silence, which IS So 
Real and Wonderful. If there IS a Sound with 

THE ALLIS, IT IS Wonderful... if there IS 
Silence, IT IS Wonderful. Everything Here IS 
Perfect! We began to casually drift back to 

The Seventh LifeLevel. I LUVED Being in THE 
ISNIS. I could SEE Everything that would be 
taking place as I returned in a new body on 

the earth. As one returns in a body form, 
there is no set way of doing things, as 
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situations are always changing and we must 
deal with whatever is taking place. Here, I 
felt so Confident & Real. I prepared myself 

for the trip back into Creation. While we 
were still on The Seventh LifeLevel, I said 

goodbye to Shiss and the others I had known 
and who assisted me. They would be going 

into their own journeys, as I would meet 
others for this new life back on earth. 
Rebazar and The RealGuides would be 

escorting Paul and I to our respective places 
on the old planet. I knew where Paul was 
going, but as I went back to the earth the 

awareness I had of this diminished. I knew I 
had to focus on My Adventure and complete 
it.  For most people, what I am sharing here 
will mean nothing, as LifeIS So Endless. But 

for those who are ready to meet The 
NUNowniss of THE ALLIS, they will be the 

most fortunate. There will be those who will 
'take for granted' what is being presented, 

and this is how it is in Creation, as the 
lessons are very hard and you Must Pay 

Attention to Become MoreAware and 
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SelfSufficient, or stay lost with the Space 
Gods and the Authoritarians. All the gods 

are the same no matter how they are 
defined and how 'good' they sound. Paul was 
the babysitter for his Eck thing, and started 

of with the 'god idea' and this was to be 
expanded upon, but Darwin and Harold did 
not have the awareness, and so they have 
both died with what they did and it will be 

nothing!  
BEFORE PAUL TWITCHELL ARRIVED 

 PART SIX  
"There is no freedom on this planet and 
there never will be! Everyone here is in a 

One-Dimensional Designed Matrix. You can 
collect all the information and knowledge 

you want, worship and pray to the invented 
Reptilian Gods, wait for saviors that will not 

be coming, but it will not get you out of 
Cause & Effect Karmic Creation. Do YU, The 

RealU, really want to WakeUp Now? Then 
you have to Be a Real RiskTaker with The 
NUNowniss of THE ALLIS! As long as you 

keep Agreeing to your LA LA Land Life here, 
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then you will once again return unconscious 
as you have many times before. I will give a 

basic idea of 'The Steps to RealFreedom 
Now' for those who have The Real Courage 
to move forward with their lives and take an 

active part in Freeing Themselves. Many 
'Think' they can gain their 'salvation' with 
some Belief System, but this is all a hoax. 

Pay Attention & Learn...  
"FIRST STEP... You may 'Think' in your mind 

that you are looking for what you consider to 
be 'truth' or salvation or what ever 'idea' you 
have that you usually have been taught from 

this world. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides decide who they will 

guide out of The Matrix of Creation. When a 
person comes into the present awareness of 

THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW, this 
means they have been given the opportunity 
to SeeMore than they ever have before. It is 

not that a person is good or bad, but that 
they will develop their RealCourage to Be 

Real Now! LifeIS not about religion or 
politics, being spiritual or any other so-
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called 'truth' ideas people have. LifeIS Real 
& Wonderful like the Sun Shining without 

any Restrictions! You, as the so-called 'truth 
seeker' have been drown in Restrictions and 

you keep Agreeing to them! How will you 
ever free yourself by staying dumbed down 
and fearful? Are you ready to See YourSelf 

and get past all the self-absorbed 
aberrations you have decided, or do you 

want to Stay Lost on earth like most people? 
So, now you have found Duane The Great 

Writer... Will you take the time to Read The 
NUBooks and do your homework, so you can 
start Your Journey to RealFreedom Now? If 
you cannot do this First Step, then you will 
just grow old and diseased again! You have 
the privilege of being chosen! Do you have 

the courage to continue? Read The 
NUBooks and Sing  

The NUSound, The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions and learn to get your own 

RealSide Experiences with THE NUMAN & 
The Real UNUversal Guides. This Very Real 

and it will work for You!  
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“SECOND STEP... Let's assume you are 
reading some of what I have written, and it 

makes sense that what I am presenting 
seems a bit different compared to what you 

have known. But, are you Seeing that is 
starts to Make Sense with what your life has 
been and what is taking place on this planet 
today? You have been taught to be a Literal 
Robot for the EKK Systems. Of course, you 
don't See this, as you are very special to 

yourself! You might be one of those unique 
GMO Eaters that can eat anything. And so, 

you are the truth seeker, and are you taking 
the time to really study what I am 

presenting, or is your personal life, TV, 
dating, and chewing bubble more important? 

Its Your Life... You Decide! You must Sing 
The NU~U until you start to get your own 

RealExperiences to See there is more to Life 
than this Passing Dream you are lost in! You 
can have DreamVisions or DailyVisions, as 

each person is different. There is no set way 
to do this. I have created The 

NUPresentation as 'The NUWay Out of 
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Cause & Effect Creation. You must also 
discover Your Real Purpose in this life, as 

this may take a while, but it is all up to you 
how you apply yourself. YU are a FreeBeing 

of RealLight to Become MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient!  

“STEP THREE... Okay, let's say you have 
been doing The NU~U Sessions and reading 

The NUBooks and also having RealSide 
Experiences. What you have accomplished 

so far is 'gaining the knowledge' you need to 
go further, because Your Journey to 

RealFreedom and The Real UNUverses of 
the TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, IS HUGE! 

In your little personal mind you always 
'Thought' you knew what LifeIS, but you 

really have no idea! Not at all! Here is where 
you may decide to keep this knowledge to 
yourself, because it is too far out for your 
friends and family to know about, so you 

want to keep a low profile. Are you sure? If 
you do nothing with what has been shared 

with you, then you will not be going 
anywhere! I have taught people since 1970, 
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and I have seen most of them take the 
knowledge and go, because they 'Think' in 

their minds that all they need is the 
knowledge. Again, you have been Literalized 

by the EKK Systems and you are not fully 
aware of this. The knowledge can only be a  
'reference' and not the TruReality LifeIS. You 
are being tested by The RealGuides to see if 
you have The RealCourage to step forward 
and Share what you have discovered, or go 
hide away like most fearful and cowardly 

people that pretend they have something. It 
takes Huge Courage to Free YourSelf from 
The Matrix of Creation. Does a soldier get 

their training and then run from the 
confrontation of what they have been 
trained for? I will show you how to Be 

Wonderful, but you must Pay Attention to 
The RealGuidance and RealEducation that is 

provided! If you cannot 'Step Up' and Be 
Real with what you have learned, then how 

can you enter The Real UNUverse of 
RealFreedom? You must surpass all your 

Decided Restrictions or Stay Lost with the 
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weak and feeble 'believers' of this world 
who worship and pray to their invented 

Space Gods.  
“STEP FOUR... Let's say you start to have 
some courage to tell others about Singing 
The NU~U and The Real UNUvesal Guides, 

as this is a very important part of Your 
NUJourney. Without RealCourage there is no 
journey for you! If you ever get to the point 

to where 'Your Whole Heart and Real Intent' 
is with what you are presenting for The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, then you will 
Stand with Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides, 
and best of all, they will Stand with YU! This 

will bring YU to The Real UNUverses to 
where YU will not have to return here ever 
again! What I am presenting here is more 
than just The RealKnowledge alone. You 

need The NUNowniss Knowledge to take the 
first steps with Your Literal Mind, but at 

some point, you want to 'read between the 
lines' and intuitively go further. From your 
intuition, which is related to your Etheric 

Body, YU, The RealU, then proceeds into and 
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past The Sixth Level, which is The Deep 
Dark Border, and then into The Seventh 

LifeLevel of THE ALLIS. This IS 'An 
Adventure Like No Other' and very few will 
SEE THE ALLIS. If You have The RealHeart 
to do what others definitely will not, then 

You will have The Real Opportunity to Free 
YourSelf Now from Cause & Effect Creation!  

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 
LIKE NO ONE ELSE! YOU CAN BECOME 

MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT!  

THE LIFELEVELS EXPLAINED  

YOU ARE HERE ON THE EARTH... You have 
been taught that the earth is all there is and 

that this is the only life you will have. You 
have been purposely educated in a way so 
that you stay lost with a black and white 

one-dimensional view, that this life and this 
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planet is all there can be for you. The earth 
is a 'Place in Life' and the known and 

unknown areas of this Physical Realm are 
set in a solid darkness, because this is the 
Lowest Level in Creation. Many 'Think' this 

is a universe, but it is not. This is a solid 
material limited realm of the lowest order. 
This does not mean it is bad or good, as 

there are Endless LifeLevels in Life that are 
a lot better and you always have the Choice 
to decide better as YU, The RealU, Wakes 

Up and learns to See Beyond what is taking 
place here. You have been here and on many 
other planets in this realm for more lifetimes 
than you can imagine. You have been taught 

to 'believe' this isn't so, and by this very 
fact, you keep returning here unaware that 
you have been here before. You have been 
taught to 'believe' that there are gods who 
created you and control all of Creation. The 
same Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) that 

invented the Democracy idea, as one 
example, and that you have a choice as to 

who your jailers will be, they are all the 
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same Deceptors. These same RATS also 
invented the 'God and Devil' idea to keep you 
here unaware of your true potential. You can 

stay here for as long as you want, or Take 
The Risk to See Beyond this 'Place in Space' 

with the Authoritarians and their Space 
Gods.  

CREATION HAS SIX BASIC LEVELS... The 
Physical, Astral, Causal, Mental, Etheric and 
Deep Dark Border, make up what is known 
as Creation. Most people have been slyly 

seduced to only see the Physical Realm as 
Creation, and everything else in outer space 

is like a decoration the gods created for 
people. This is one of many 'cute' ideas 
created as Marketing Ploy to keep you 

unaware and a slave to the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). In this 

NUBook and many others I have also 
written, I describe the various Levels in 

Creation. The 'gods' of invention do exist, 
but only as governors of  
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their levels, as they like to 'play the role' of 
gods to the little unaware people on the 
round worlds in time and space. Astral 

Entities, Fairies, so-called Angels, along 
with the Gods of Man, and others like to play 
tricks on the unaware people struggling to 

survive in the Physical Realm. The educated 
intellectuals of this world have been taught 

a subtle arrogance to 'Think' they know 
more than Life ITSelf. They see what they 
have academically accomplished from the 

invented systems as something more 
important than The ALLNatural Environment 

that supports them. The earth and all the 
round worlds here are merely Level One and 

always in darkness. The Astral, Causal, 
Mental and Etheric Realms are the Heavens 

of Man, as they have many levels within 
them. Most people are unaware they have 

four other bodies besides the physical body 
that correspond to the Five Basic Levels in 
Creation. As long as you are in a body, you 
are in Cause and Effect Creation and you 

will continue to reincarnate unconsciously 
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no matter what the Angels, Saviors and 
Saints and the Gods of Man tell you.  

BEYOND THE SIXTH LEVEL... IS The Endless 
LifeLevels of The Real UNUverses of The 
SoundLight ALLAliveniss Reality of THE 

ALLIS. Starting from The Seventh LifeLevel 
IS RealFreedom. There is no freedom on the 

earth and any of the round worlds in time 
and space, nor with the Heavens of Man and 
their old invented gods. Creation is a 'Place 
in Life' like a simulator as a process to go 
thru until, YU, The RealU Wakes Up and 

Recognizes The TruReality LifeIS. The Real 
UNUversal Guides are the Direct 

Representatives of THE ALLIS. They know 
The NUWay to RealFreedom and they stand 
with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. The 
old words such as OM, AUM, HU, Amen and 
so many others are mainly with the RATS 

who Kontrol the earth, as they Astrally 
TapLine people in their Dreams to Kontrol 

them for more lifetimes. The earth is nothing 
more than a Poisoned Prison Planet and 
there is no future on it. THE ALLIS has 
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provided The NUSound, The NU~U, as The 
RealConnection to ALL The Magnificent Real 
UNUverses IT IS in. Singing The NU~U will 
open up Your DreamVisions, so that YU can 
start Your NUJourney to RealFreedom Now! 
Take The Risk and have an 'Adventure Like 
No Other' with The Real UNUversal Guides 

and See Beyond this world!  

FROM THE REAL UNUVERSES OF THE 
TRUREALITY LIFEIS THE ALLIS  

To most of the general public what I am 
presenting is not known or common 

knowledge, because the existing KEK 
Systems make sure that most people are 

very Dumbed Down Stupid, TapLined, 
Drugged, Poisoned and most of all, 

Subliminally Kontrolled. I have come up thru 
my own RealExperiences and this is what I 

am sharing and also 'Reporting The 
RealNews' as to what is actually happening 

on the earth Right Now. I am Duane The 
Great Writer & Jounalis. I created The 
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NUPresentation as a WorldWide WakeUp for 
Everyone. What I am presenting is not a 

spiritual teaching or a path and I do not have 
'followers' as do the masters and gurus of 

days gone by. I am Simply Real with 
everything I do and present. I stand with 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
& The TruReality, THE ALLIS. In 2001, I was 

given The Rod of Power from Rebazar & 
Paul, and this is when Harry was supposed 

to announce me and step aside, but SHE 
would not let him, as he really does love the 
power SHE holds him with. There is so much 
to this adventure and story, a lot more than I 

am writing here, but this will give you an 
idea as to what to learn if you so decide. In 
August 2007, The RealPosition became THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN. At this time I was 

finally ready to do what I came here to do. I 
suggest to take your time as you read this 
NUBook Two, as I have brought in many 
NUExperiences that I have not shared 

before...  
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Before there was Creation, There IS Always, 
THE ALLIS. THE ALLIS decided Creation as a 

'Simulator' with a beginning, a duration of 
what has become known as 'time and space' 

and an ending, so that a new cycle of 
Creation can take place as each unaware 

soul decides its own journey thru The 
Endlessness LifeIS. This IS Real! This is so 
Real that the minds of those who are still in 
the Simulator of Creation cannot in any way 
figure out what the so-called 'beginning' of 
Life is all about. With The TruReality LifeIS 
there is No Beginning, only THE TRU~ISNIS. 
What is taking place on the earth and all the 

other  
RoundWorlds in black space is nothing more 
than a 'Testing Ground' for the unaware to 

WakeUp and Become MoreAware and 
eventually BE Free from the Causes and 

Effects of the Simulation of Creation. In the 
meantime, you and I are here living an 

adventure like no other and having to deal 
with what this world has become. You can 
stay here for as long as you want to and 
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keep reincarnating into more body forms, or 
you can Pay Attention to what I am 

presenting and become a Free Being of 
RealLight, as this is Your Choice Now! You, 

like almost everyone else have been 
'marketed' with the ideas of Worshiping 

Gods and their Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations (KEK) and being blinded with 
the 'fact' that what exists here is created 

out of nothing and not as it 'appears' to be. 
You can continue to be 'fooled' or WakeUp to 

What IS Real Now! Learn to Watch Your 
DreamVisions.  

Before we get into some of what I have been 
thru this lifetime, I will Share some of what 

took place before I got here this lifetime. 
From my last lifetime as 'The Golden 

Warrior' when I was a half-breed Indian, 
known as 'Goldie' I was in The Real 

UNUverses beyond the PsycRealms of time 
and space. From The Seventh LifeLevel, all 
the PsycRealms are Seen with a RealVU. 

The lowest of body forms which are found 
on this earth, cannot in any way figure out 
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what The Real UNUverses are, so they have 
created gods and idols, masters and gurus, 

presidents and kings, all of which have 
taken Kontrol of the earth and made 

everyone here a slave to 'tradition' which is 
nothing more than something someone 
invented and marketed as supposedly 

authentic, which it all is definitely not! You 
are always the Decider of Your Life, but if 
you want to stay here as a prisoner on a 

poisoned and polluted planet that is getting 
worse everyday, that is Your Choice. In The 
Real UNUverses, I could See that it was my 

turn to return and do what no one else 
would do. The TruReality LifeIS, IS so simple 
and direct, but as one enters the Five Lower 

Levels of the PsycRealms, then things 
become very complicated, especially with 
the Reptilian Alien (RA) TechAge this world 
is Now in. You as the Reader are probably 
among the unaware and Dumbed Down, a 
person who sees this world as the only 

reality there is, and you have the right to 
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'Think' and decide this, but if you Take The 
Risk as I have, you will SeeMore!  

The Real RiskTaker IS THE NUMAN! THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, Becomes So by The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Rebazar Tarzs 

& The Real UNUversal Guides with THE 
NUMAN provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation for ALL. RealTruth & 

RealFreedom must be 'Recognized' moreso 
than what has been 'thought' of as truth and 
implied freedom on the RoundWorlds. To the 
Mind Bodies in time and space, RealTruth & 
RealFreedom are like a fantasy that cannot 
exist. Read 'The AdventurIS Series' I have 

written, which this NUBook is a part of and 
Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 

DreamVisions. You will be shown 'What IS 
Real Now!' As you do, you will eventually 

catch on to what is really happening on this 
planet and you will also Become MoreAware 

of ALL The LifeLevels and how you can 
escape from this dark world, which is just 
another 'Place in Life!' My RealJourney has 
been one of great interest to those who are 
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looking for RealFreedom. On this little earth 
with the Invented Systems of Politics, 
Religion, Spiritualizm, Militerrorized 

Education and Manipulating Scientific 
Horror and whatever else the Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations (KEK) can dream up, 

you are dealing with a whole lot just to 
survive day by day. These KonSystems are 
not at all interested in your welfare, even 

though they do 'imply' they are, they really 
are not! The 'implied freedom' that is 
politically indoctrinated into people is 

nothing more than a subliminal transfer to 
you and everyone else to Kontrol you. There 
is no RealBenefit to what has been created 

by the Systems of Belief, which all the 
systems of the earth are the same, even 
though they may 'appear' to be different, 

they are not. The NUPresentation stands out 
among everything that is taking place here, 

and as you Read My NUBooks and what I 
have written, you will begin to WakeUp to 
Your RealAwareniss. YU, The RealU, IS a 
Being of RealLight from The TruReality 
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LifeIS, THE ALLIS. From all that YU have 
been taught here, what I am Now Presenting 
would seem like science fiction and this is 
what the OneWorld Kontrollers would like 
you to 'believe' as they continue to Dumb 

You Down Daily with microwaves, television 
and commercials, entertainment, 

pharmaceuticals, fluoridated water, 
chemtrails, lethal vaccines, political, 

religious and spiritual 'pretty words' of 
ancient and dead wisdom, and there is so 
much more! They create Deception upon 
Deception, as this is their daily business  

routine to keep you and everyone working as 
a 9 to 5 slave for Their Systems. There is a 
much better way to have RealFreedom and I 

Share this with you. Your DreamVisions, 
those nightly experiences you are having are 

the first clue and step towards Your 
RealFreedom, but you must decide to 

Explore and Discover what is so very well 
hidden with YU, The RealU Now. If you do 
not, then you will continue to reincarnate 

here until you do decide to WakeUp and Get 
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Real. LifeIS about the choices you make, not 
about 'believing' in any gods.  

From The Real UNUverses, I could See what 
I would be going thru during my last stay on 

earth in a material body. I wanted the 
genuine excitement and adventure, but I did 

not want a lot of what I knew I had to go 
thru. I have always luved what Rebazar had 

taught me, and he wanted me to go back 
and do this adventure, and for him and the 
other RealGuides I decided to do it. There 
really was no one else, accept Paul, who 

came before me. Everyone else was going to 
stay on The RealSide and assist us while we 

made our way. During the time Paul and I 
were in the physical and being taught by 

Rebazar, there were many others who were 
candidates for The RealPosition, and this is 

where this adventure gets interesting. 
Because Paul had created a teaching in a 

particular way, which was using the 
'spiritual- god' idea to start with, we both 

knew that it would someday fail completely. 
All the 'god' ideas fail, because they were 
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creations from the Reptilian Aliens who have 
created havoc and destruction since the 

beginning of time. The RA's (Reptilian 
Aliens) which are also the same ones in the 
movie 'Stargate' were the first creatures to 

occupy the earth. They wrote all the so-
called 'sacred doctrines' that are all over 

this world today. Like the Dinosaurs of the 
past, they were some of the first body types 
on many of the RoundWorlds that eventually 

evolved into intelligent creatures to 
manipulate material matter and create their 
technology. Their breed is of a hostile nature 
because of the environment they have lived 
in. They have wanted to correct this aspect 

of themselves, and so they created the 
Humanoids, not only as slaves, but for the 

purpose of trying to interact with them and 
thus to be able to leave their hostile bodies 
and explore more than just the Physical and 
Astral Worlds. But, their innate nature has 

not allowed  
them to progress, but regress from what 

they have been attempting. Over time, the 
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Humanoids have gained a foothold with this 
world and this is why the planet is being so 

poisoned, to get rid of the population!  
Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
brought me into Paul's teaching at the age 

of 22. This was where I was to start what no 
one else could even dream of. Shortly after I 

met Patti Simpson who had worked with 
Paul, it was then his time to leave the scene 
here. It was said he way poisoned, and this 
is true, but there is so much more to this 

NUAdventure than meets the eye. The 
Biggest Test & WorldWide WakeUp was Now 
about to occur as soon as I decided to step 

into the membership. For years, Rebazar 
kept hinting for me to take a look at what 

Paul was doing, which I was not ready for at 
the time when I was young, but he was 

giving me a 'heads up' as to what I would be 
doing in the future. It was in my younger 

days that Ursha LU appeared and began to 
teach me so much, which I have written 

about in many of The NUBooks. When Paul 
purposely left, the next man, DG, was up to 
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bat. What most people do not know is there 
were 'deals' made behind the scenes on The 

RealSide, and DG was part of the deal. On 
the 'outer' which is this physical world of 

DahSolidness, everything basically 'looked' 
normal and 'business as usual.' The secret 

deal that was being made was with the KEK 
Reptilian Aliens, who have always wanted 
Komplete Kontrol of this planet. DG knew 
what he was getting into, and in a way he 
thought of himself as rather clever, so he 

was willing to take on the assignment to see 
how it would turn out. As time went on, DG 
was doing fine for the KEK, but at a certain 
point, he wanted everything for himself, and 
this is where SHE did not like his attitude, 

and so SHE prepared Kronee. Rebazar & the 
Boys did not like what DG was doing, so they 

asked him to leave, which he was very 
reluctant to, but he soon did, as another 
'deal' was struck with in- coming Harry 
Klump for the membershrimps. Klump 

became HER Chump and he loved it. He was 
a little religious man that wanted to be 
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bigger and SHE knew this, and so Kronee 
became Mrs. Klump.  

DG was to be a 'fill-in' until I was ready as 
the second part of what  

Paul started. Paul knew he could only reach 
so many people during his time, so he left 
this scene. Rebazar & The Boys told DG he 
would have the title of the 'master' and that 
was all. DG was a 'stand-in' and that was his 

role, but as time went on he wanted more 
and he took Paul's title as The Mahanta. 

Rebazar warned him not to do this, but he 
did it anyways. DG became the Ego master 

and began to misuse his position. The 
Mahanta Title entailed the 14th Circle of 

Initiation at the time and DG was only a 6th 
initiate. He was given a lot of assistance by 
The RealGuides until they had enough of his 
nonsense and then brought in Harry Klump. 

Harry was the most ready from all the 
initiates and was given the same drill as DG. 
Harry started off fine until SHE showed up, 

then he was bitten, possessed and TapLined 
by HER. Harry was told not to use Paul's 
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title, as it would be for me as I would be 
entering the 14th Circle as The Mahanta, 
The Living Master. SHE told Harry to take 

The Mahanta Title, because SHE could See 
the advantages of Kontrolling everything 

SHE wanted. Harry soon became infatuated 
with HER and he liked the idea of wearing 
Paul's title, because he was so immature 
and easy to Kontrol by HER. DG and Harry 

never had The RealAwareniss Paul has. They 
do not know what THE ISNIS IS. Both 

became self-serving and TapLined to the 
Kalaum God with HER and The Influence of 

The Three Headed God.  
DG was given the opportunity to do 

something Real, but he never did and he was 
not officially a part of the physical 

Corporation that Paul started, he was only 
setup to possibly be a part of it. He soon 

proved himself not to be trusted as Rebazar 
& The RealGuides prepared to get rid of him 
and find a replacement. Harry was the best 
choice at the time, and so he was brought 
in. Behind closed doors, Harry made deals 
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with DG that very few people know about. 
Harry had no right to do what he did and he 
soon took on Paul's Title as The Fake Living 
Master of the Krone Korporation. Neither DG 
or Harry ever had what Paul referred to as 

'The Rod of Power.' They have both 
marketed themselves as the fake masters 
they were. I was shown all of this and a lot 

more from The RealSide from Rebazar & 
Paul, along with Yauble and the other 

RealGuides. For those who do The NU~U 
Sessions, they will be shown What IS Real 

Now, and how The  
RealGuides do not like what TapLining Harry 
and Reptilian Jownzee are doing with their 
One World Order (OWO) friends who Kontrol 
the masses. The deception on the earth is 
huge and very few people See all the way 
thru it to THE ALLIS. I was to have Paul's 

Title, as the 14th Initiate, but DG and Harry 
purposely ruined it along with everything 

Paul presented. They were both more in love 
with themselves and became Kontrolled by 

The Influence. This has all been a huge 
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lesson for me, as this is how I came into my 
position this lifetime. Most people will not 

be able to relate to this, as each person has 
their own experiences with Life. Because of 
what DG and Harry did, I was shown by The 
RealGuides & THE ALLIS, I was to BE THE 

NUMAN providing The NU~U Sessions, 
because the HU word is now replaced. Just 
like PresiDah Abombonthenation, the Pope 
and many other Old Dictators, Old Harry is 

playing his artofficial 'role' as something he 
is not. He is fake like the others with the 

KEK Systems and TapLining.  
DG went off and started his own ATOM 

Teaching, which many people 'Think' means, 
'Ancient Teachings of The Masters' when in 

reality it means, Alien Takeover Of 
MotherShip & Alien Takeover OM.' DG was 

not at all happy when he was pushed aside, 
but he had made the choice to disregard 
The RealGuides and the Reptilian Aliens, 
because he began to 'Think' of himself as 

bigger than Life ITSelf. Right before his 
physical body died, DG came to me on The 
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RealSide asking for help. I told him that the 
'deals' he had made were now his destiny 

and had become his fate. This adventure will 
continue and we will See what DG does, as 

Reptilian Alien Jownzee rules the nest at the 
Kronee Korporation. SHE is squeezed by 

exposure, as so many of HER Dumbed Down 
MemeberShrimps are Waking Up to HER and 
how SHE has been TapLining them in their 
Astral Bodies. SHE works directly with the 

Supreme Deceptor that I wrote about in 
NUBook Four, 'The Adventures of Rebazar 
Tarzs.' SHE is part of The Time Trappers 

with the Kalaum OM God. The Fake Higher 
Initiates of the KEK Korporation are so 

hypnotized by HER, that they do not want to 
See what is really taking place with all HER 

TapLining. SHE totally Kontrols, The 
LivingDead Master, TapLined Harry Klump. 
SHE has seduced and drugged him since 
they met, which was first in the Lower  

Astral Realm, just like in the movie, 
'Rosemary's Baby.' SHE injected him with 

TapLines and easily took him over decades 
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ago, because of his lust for HER. The 
RealGuides basically said nothing, because 

we were planning THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN on The RealSide LifeIS.  

As this RealAdventure continues, IT IS ALL 
About Becoming More Aware, as this was 
the original idea when DG and Harry were 

given the opportunity to Do Something Real 
& Wonderful, but they became so obsessed 
with themselves that The RealGuides made 
the 'deal' and Now the Reptilian Aliens have 

them! Who would 'believe' such a thing? 
LifeIS so much bigger than ALL of US! Very 
few people ever catch onto THE ALLIS, IT IS 

far too Real! Paul had started off with the 
HU word, which is from Humanoids, and DG 
and Harry were to try and fulfill something 
beneficial for the Humans, but they didn't. 

That is they didn't do what they did the way 
they could have, but they did not fail! Seems 
rather funny doesn't it! Because what they 

did has turned out as it has, it has Now 
become The Greatest WakeUp Event Ever! 
This Now becomes the Best Part for You as 
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the Reader. I saw the HU destroyed as the 
Old Connection it was. The NU~U has 

always been The TruReality of THE ALLIS. It 
is true that Human History has recorded the 
HU word, which was written by the Reptilian 
Aliens, as was the Bible and so many other 
so-called sacred doctrines. This planet is 
almost completely Kontrolled by KEK. The 
Rod of Power, which IS Very Real, as Paul 
referred to was the first step to what IS 

Now, THE NUWAVIS DUANE&EVA. In 2014, 
THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN & THE 

NUWOMAN. We Are Real Now! Human 
History as we have come to know it has all 

been Kontrolled by RA. They have Kontrolled 
The United States from the days of George 

Washington. From Ratican HQ, comes all the 
orders to create the World Wars, the Cold 

Wars and all the Takeovers that are seen on 
a daily basis in so many different ways that 
most people do not See. LifeIS not a Belief!  
What is taking place today on the earth and 
many other RoundWorlds is the Effects from 
all the Causes the RA Lords have created. 
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They try to be very cleaver with their 
Deception to where they make their  

Humanoid creations 'believe' that what is 
taking place with the polluted and poisoned 

environment is either from their Invented 
Gods, something mysterious, or that it must 

be all the people on this earth not 
understanding the Rules and Regulations of 
the systems they have created to enslave 

everyone. Their whole demeanor is to keep 
the little minds of the earth so busy that 
people do not have the time to see what 

they are doing behind the scenes. The RA 
Lords and the OWO Lords (One World Order) 
rule the earth from their Reptilian Capital 

Building in Rome, the Ratican. The world is 
led to 'believe' they are for the good of the 
people and they are the 'holy-rollers' so to 
speak, when in reality the very opposite is 

true. Deception owns this world as the OWO 
Lords hire the TimeTrappers to subdue 

innocent people into a seduction with The 
Influence and then TapLining them in their 

Astral Bodies while they sleep in their 
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dreams. Here is where a person needs 
RealGuidance to start to Recognize what is 
taking place with their life here, otherwise 

they will continue to stay asleep and be 
forced into Agreeing with this Passing 

Dream. You make the Choice.  
As Paul Twitchell took his turn first with 

Rebazar Tarzs giving him what was known 
then as The Rod of Power, Paul knew what 
he had to do to reach people and start this 
NUAdventure with THE ALLIS. At the time, 
Paul had to make what he was creating fit 
into what this world had already decided, 
which is mainly along the lines of the RA 
God, Grog. But of course, Paul could not 

expose the scary reality of the RA Lords and 
their Invented Gods and what they were 

doing to everyone, so he made his 
presentation along the lines of the 'spiritual' 

idea to make people feel more at home 
while they were still on earth and trying in 
some small way to WakeUp to what he was 

teaching them. Behind the scenes, the 
Kalaum God was also making plans to 
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takeover what Paul was creating, as he was 
gearing up his Reptilian Forces and most of 

all looking for very special agents on the 
earth to disrupt and seduce Paul's 

membership, which is Now taking place 
today with GEEK master Harry and SHE, 

TapLining Joanny. Paul had brought a lot of 
people up thru his initiations very fast to 

establish what he was doing, and when he 
left, so did most of the people who were in 
the higher ranks, as they could only See so 

much at that time. The  
'initiations' were not as they appeared to be, 

but only for those who could 'SEE.' The 
Kalaum God is very cleaver and most people 
are seduced by so many different ideas and 
mainly their own Emotional TapLinings. This 

world today is caught in a TimeWarp like 
never before. The OWO has gotten people to 
'believe' in the past and the future more than 
The TruReality LifeIS Now. As long as people 
have their Personal Emotions and Attention 
Scattered all over time and space, then they 

are the Effect of everything around them, 
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and at the same time they do not See THE 
ISNIS NowIS. ALL Life ISNow... This IS 

ReALL! A person can 'Think' whatever they 
want to with their mind, but only NowIS 

ReALL. Only when You Take The Risk will 
You Know.  

~ THE TRUPURITY LIFEIS CANNOT BE 
DEFINED ~  

THE UNDEFINED PURITY LIFEIS, cannot be 
defined in the Literal Sense as with what is 

taking place with all the Deception, 
Distortion and Purposely Planned Pollution 

and Poisoning on this planet. The KEK 
Systems have Kreated a vast amount of 

'Marketing Fronts' that fool people's minds 
into 'Thinking' that what the Political and 

Religious Systems are 'feeding' the HUman 
Farming People is what they really want and 
need. What each person is really looking for 
is their Own RealFreedom, and RealFreedom 
can only be Recognized individually and not 
collectively as many may have been taught 
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to 'Think' and also react to. The only way 
the KEK Systems can Kontrol You, is by 

Kreating some form of Deception that you 
Agree to. When you take the time to observe 
Nature, you will See there is No Deception. 

Life Does Make Sense and only You can 
Make Sense of Your Life Here. It is very 

simple to learn to See The TruReality LifeIS, 
Simply BE Real! 

PURITY SECURITY 

"LIFE IS PURITY. Rebazar Tarzs of The 
UNUversal Community of The Real 

UNUversal Guides once said (from Paul 
Twitchell's 'The Far Country & Dialogues 
with The Master')... "Wisdom, Power and 
Freedom is what the individual soul is to 

seek." This was 'then' and what DUANE THE 
NUMAN IS Presenting Now IS... "PURITY, 
SINCERITY & HONOR with The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS." Rebazar Tarzs, Paul 

Twitchell, Gopal Das, Fubbi Quantz, Yauble 
Sacabi, Rama Nuri, Lai Tsi, Towart Managi, 
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Kata Daki and ALL The Real UNUversal 
Guides & The TruSilent Ones of THE ALLIS, 
stand with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. 

They are Not Old masters of the past as 
some still 'Think' they are. Those who have 
The RealCourage to Step Forward, they will 

be shown 'What IS Real Now!' 
The Old master words of HU, OM and others 

are with Witch Joanny and HER TapLing 
Reptilian Regime and the KEK Systems of 
Political Pretty Words and Seduction. The 

Political and Religious Regimes of this earth 
are Full of Restrictions and TapLining. The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than the invented 
Gods of Man, cannot be conceived with the 
mind and senses, but must be Recognized 

with Your RealAwareniss. This IS THE ISNIS 
LIFEIS. Rebazar Tarzs referred to THE 

ISNESS in Paul's books, but very few have 
understood this. LIFE IS PURITY, like the 

Sun Shining, and there are No Restrictions 
of any kind whatsoever. The people of this 
world have been 'fooled' into thinking that 

Restrictions are a 'good thing' and they must 
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bow and kneel, Worship and PrayPay to Fake 
Reptilian TapLining Gods. 

Real Security is with The Purity of The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS!  

PURITY IS ENDLESS, PURITY IS REAL 

"PURITY IS MoreReal than anything, as IT IS 
Life ITSelf. There are very few who can See 

this Now, because Deception Rules this 
planet. PURITY IS The RealAwareniss LifeIS. 
YU, The RealU, The RealAwareniss IS Life. 
To be Seen in Creation, YU have created a 

body as an expression of Yourself. The body 
is not YU, but merely a vehicle that YU 

operate. YU have four other bodies that are 
also used as faculties to express Yourself 

here and in the first Five Levels of what we 
term Creation, also known as the 

PsycRealms, or Psychic Realms of both 
Cause and Effect. TruPurity cannot exist in 
Creation, but only in The RealAwareniss of 

each FreeBeing of RealLight. The 
RealAwareniss is not the idea of 

'consciousness' as this is something created 
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in Creation. Many look to the 'idea' of 
consciousness as the ultimate reality, when 

it is just a creation in Creation. The 
TruReality of Ourselves must be first 

'Recognized' and then a TruRecognition of 
Agreement into the acceptance with THE 

ALLIS must take place. This then becomes a 
RealPosition that one stands in with The 

Whole of Life. 

The Heart of EVA 

"The Heart of EVA... IS Real Now! EVA is 
with THE NUMAN of THE ALLIS. WE are 

Here for ALL. Not everyone will 'See; this, 
because most people are looking at their 
mental and emotional creations. LifeIS 

Bigger than what any of us can imagine, but 
YU, The RealU must start somewhere. To 
SEE 'What IS Real Now' with The Whole of 

Life, YU must be willing to step into the 
unknown and let the old past be where it is. 

EVA has Bravely stepped into The Real 
UNUverses with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
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UNUversal Guides. The days of masters and 
gurus are gone, along with The Deceptors of 

this earth. They 'look' alive, but they are 
lost! THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. WE 

Are Real & Wonderful and Sincere & 
Honorable like the Sun Shining. Sing The 

NU~U and See US on The RealSide in Your 
DreamVisions. WE See YU, Now Learn to 

See US! 

"This really is THE PASSING DREAM! YU, 
The RealU is asleep to why YU are really 
here. You have been told a lot of 'funny 
stories' from your parents, teaches and 
especially The Deceptors who rule the 

governments, politics, religion and spiritual 
paths, along with their presidents, queens, 

masters and gurus. You have been 
conditioned to 'Think' this is a real life you 

are living here, but it is the Simulator of 
Creation. Cause and Effect Karma is the 
condition you are in while YU are here in 

Creation. The So-Called Holy Scriptures on 
this world were invented by the same 
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devious people that created the 'god' idea 
for you to kneel and bow to. You have always 
made all your own decisions and have had to 

live them. There is no one Kontrolling YU, 
unless you Agree to this, which you 

unconsciously have for lifetimes! YU are 
Asleep and in this Passing Dream! Do YU 

want to really WakeUp, or keep pretending 
YU know more than Life ITSelf? 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
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you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. WE will show YU how to WakeUp 
Very Fast and have RealFreedom! 

THE ISNIS LIFEIS 

ALL LIFEIS THE ISNIS 
The TruReality LifeIS, is not very easily 

understood by the mind and 
senses that are created in Creation. The 

people of this earth have been Mislead and 
Deceived, because they do not know 

anything other than Creation. For sure, a lot 
always happens in Creation, but it is not 

from Creation we actually survive, but from 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. People 

have Kreated their Belief Systems, but these 
things have nothing to do with The Whole of 

Life. RealLife is Not Creation as we have 
come to know it. We are living our 'events' in 
Creation, but very few See Beyond Creation 

into The Heart of THE ISNIS. That which 
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cannot be explained, IS THE ISNIS. That 
which can definitely be explained is in 

Creation. It would 'appear' that all there is, 
is what we know as Creation, but Creation is 

temporary and The TruReality Always IS. 
Those people who profess their 'beliefs' 

about this or that are referring to what has 
been invented and created in Creation alone. 
On earth, we live in a Literalized Matrix that 
has been manufactured for the Konvenience 

of those who Kontrol others. It would 
‘appear' that what is being created here 

makes some kind of sense, and according to 
the mechanics of this world and time and 

space it does as long as there is Agreement. 
But, what does not make sense is the fact of 
those who are purposely and unconsciously 
destroying The ALLNatural Environment that 

Supports Everything. Survival comes first 
with what we are doing here, this is more 
than obvious. Nature demonstrates this to 

us with everything IT does. What NaturIS, is 
a Reflection of The TruReality LifeIS as IT is 
in Creation, but Not the Actuality, but merely 
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secondary to The RealTruth LifeIS. Those 
who have been raised in the Literal Sense 

with their life will have the 
challenge of Seeing Beyond this Passing 

Dream of Appearances. It is true, what we 
are experiencing here has its place with our 
life, but until we each See for Ourselves with 

What IS Real Now, then this lifetime 
becomes as all the other ones have, a dead 
or wasted life. Each life we are here, we are 
to Recognize something as to what is taking 
place here and with OurSelves, The RealU. 
This will not happen with the KEK Systems 
and what they have Kreated to fool people. 
You are on Your Own Journey and it's Your 

Challenge to SeeMore Now or Not. 

SEEING The RealSide LifeIS, SEEING IS 
BEING 

For sure, this physical life is a lot of work 
and hardships, along with the pleasures we 
each experience here. As we are born into 
this life, it would 'seem' that what we have 
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here is all there is on this little planet. 
Because of the solidness of the body and 
what we touch and feel here, of course it 

makes sense that this 'place' we are in has 
its own reality to it. But, there is a lot more 

to The Whole of Life than 
what we have come to know here. YU, The 

RealU is a FreeBeing of 
RealLight operating the physical body. You 

are not taught this from 
your parents or in school, so this does sound 

a bit funny, but as YU, 
The RealAwareniss learns to experiment 

with YourSelf, The RealU, YU begin to 
Become MoreAware and WakeUp to where 

YU are here. 

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW… 
  

Test The NU~U~U~U 
YU are also operating four other bodies that 

correspond to all your 
faculties of emotion, memory, mind and your 

subconscious. From 
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these Five Bodies that YU are operating, YU 
determine what YU will experience here. 
While YU are on this planet, YU can also 

WakeUp to Your DreamVisions that is Your 
Connection to Life, moreso than what YU 

can learn and experience here. This is 
where YU start to SEE The RealSide LifeIS. 
While you are on earth, you are ‘Thinking' 
that this solidness is the only reality, but 

this is not so. As you begin to have 
RealExperiences in Your DreamVisions, you 

will wonder about what is happening, 
because you will find that very few will be 

open to The TruReality we are as 
FreeBeings of RealLight. Here is where The 

Journey to RealFreedom begins, as YU 
suddenly start to SEE what 

others cannot. You may question YourSelf 
for the longest time, but 

soon you will be fine with what others 
cannot Recognize and YU can. 

HAVE FUN BEING THE REALU 
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The old term for The RealU is 'soul' but this 
idea is misunderstood, and there is no Real 
information about it in any of the scriptures 
or doctrines that have been created here. It 

is best that you learn to get 
your own answers directly from Life ITSelf. 

This is so easy to do for 
YourSelf. Simply Sing The NU~U NUSound 

before going to sleep for 
about fifteen minutes and decide to have a 

RealExperience with The 
Real UNUversal Guides. You must Pay 

Attention to what Life will be 
showing YU. YU decide if it is Real or not, as 

this is always up to YU! 

THE ALLALIVENISS LIFEIS 

"LifeIS so much more than just Creation. We 
are each here to WakeUp to The Whole of 
Life, but many have decided to make the 
earth their home for many more lifetimes 
than is needed. Of course, this is a Choice 

each of us make, but there Really IS a whole 
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lot more to a RealLife than what is Seen 
with the five senses. We are actually here to 
learn what we can and Pay Attention to Your 
DreamVisions, because LifeIS Speaking YU, 
The RealU, but you must Pay Attention. The 

KEK Systems have deceived people into 
'Thinking' that the earth is the only 'Place in 
Life' and they know all the answers you need 

to know. You have become dependent on 
their Rules, Regulations and Restrictions to 
the point You cannot live without them. The 

KEK Systems have Seduced You into a 
Designed Matrix they have Kreated to keep 

You a prisoner and slave to them. They 
Kreated the PoliticalReligious Regimes with 
their armies and technologies, using You as 
their HUman Farming. They have Kreated all 
the Official Agencies for You to Look to and 

continually obey for more lifetimes.  This 
world is a One-Dimensional Matrix, and 

whatever HUmanitarian Farming Programs 
they devise will end up enslaving people 

even worse. 
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"There is a much Bigger & Better Reality for 
those who really do Pay Attention. The Best 

LifeIS, is that IT IS an ISNIS. What this 
means IS, that Everything IS Already 

Available for Everyone to BE SelfSufficient, 
but YU, The RealU must Learn to See IT. 

THE ISNIS IS The Whole of Life, and so with 
our little minds we cannot possibly fathom 
The Wholeniss, so we must go in steps thru 
the Process of Creation as a start, until we 
can WakeUp and Recognize 'What IS Real 

Now' from all we have known as temporary 
Creation. The Process of Creation takes 

thousands of lifetimes in so many different 
embodiment's, until YU are ready to Exit 
Creation all together. WE are The NUWay 

Out! I am sure you have heard of the 
Heavens of Man and their gods, as these 

'ideas' were also Kreated by the KEK 
Systems. The Gods of Man and the Astral 
and Mental Realms do exist, but only in 

limited Creation. LifeIS Bigger! The Astral 
light is very popular among those who are 

unaware of The Real UNUverses beyond the 
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Restrictions of Creation. The term 'spiritual' 
refers mainly to the Astral Realm Heaven 

most people go to after this life. Today, most 
if not all of these so-called 'holy' ideas are 

manipulated by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) even though they may 'look good' 

from a personal view. It is Very Important to 
Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 

DreamVisions! 

"THE ALLALIVENISS LIFEIS... IS The 
TruReality LifeIS beyond all of Cause and 
Effect Karma and into a RealPosition of 
RealFreedom. The Astral light is the first 

step to knowledge, moreso than what You 
have learned on the earth, but it is not Alive. 

Creation itself is an actual animation and 
not Alive. The RealU, Your RealAwareniss IS 
Alive & Real. YU are operating Five Bodies 

and four of them are unseen by Your Senses. 
Singing The NU~U makes The 

RealConnection to The Sound Light 
ALLAliveniss LifeIS. There are five basic 
levels in the PsycRealms, and The Sixth 
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Level is The Deep Dark Border, that is 
between Creation and The Seventh LifeLevel 

of The Real UNUverses. The Real 
UNUverses IS The ALLAliveniss LifeIS. From 
The Seventh LifeLevel, The Real Journey IS 

to Recognize & PerSeeve The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 

LIFEIS FOR EVERYONE 

"We are all in Creation to Learn how to Live 
with The Whole of Life, moreso than just 

pleasing the little created self on this Body 
World. The personal life will still exist, until 

YU, The RealU graduates into a RealLIfe 
with a BiggerVU in The Real UNUverses of 
THE ALLIS. Those who have decided to be 
The Little Dictators, such as presidents, 

kings, queens, masters and gurus, are Lost 
with Themselves, as they are only 

interested in their own little ideas of 
Kontrolling others. THEY will soon meet up 

with The Lords of Karma. The Little 
Dictators have marketed people into 
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'Thinking' that THEY (TapLining HUman 
Eating YAliens) know more than Life ITSelf. 

THEY are in for a Real Surprise on The 
RealSide LifeIS! Everyone must 'Meet 

Themselves' or Stay TapLined and Trapped 
in the PsycRealms of time and space, Cause 
and Effect Karma. This is Not a Belief, as so 

many 'Think' it is, but an actuality in 
Creation. WE are WorldWide Educators and 

WE provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation for YU, The RealU to Become 

MoreAware. YU decide Your Destiny! 

THE NUNOWNISS LIFEIS with THE NUMAN 

"The Real UNUversal Guides stand with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS (THE ISNIS 

LIFE ALWAYS IS). This has always been so 
with The Whole of Life. The RealGuides 

decide The Chosen Ones for the PsycRealms 
at different periods of time to come to this 

earth and other planets and RoundWorlds. In 
the past the idea was a master, but the days 
of masters and gurus is gone. What makes a 
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Real Master? The Support and Backing of 
The Real UNUversal Guides & Life ITSelf, 

THE ALLIS. Since the year 2001, the days of 
masters and 

gurus are gone! Those who 'portray' to be 
masters and gurus do not have the support 
or backing of The Real UNUversal Guides. 
Some have the Angels from the Astral and 
Mental Realms as their backing, but most 
have the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

and their KEK Systems Armies (Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations) as backing. What has 

always made a master is The RealAwareniss 
the individual has, not the phoney titles, 

notoriety or popularity a person has. 
Presidents, Queens, Kings, Governors and 

so on have titles, but they have no 
RealAwareniss nor Real Backing from Life 
ITSelf or The Real UNUversal Guides. They 

have driven and Kontrolled support from 
their Dumbed Down Devotes. THE NUMAN 

has The RealAwareniss to Recognize & 
PerSeeve THE ALLIS. THE NUMAN IS backed 
by The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS. 
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THE NUMAN IS Now The Real Connection 
with The Whole of Life. The KEK masters 
and their Reptilian mates have TapLined 

followers and hypnotized members as their 
support, as do the politicians and religious 

fanatics who rule. "The old term, 'The Rod of 
Power' was given to DUANEIS THE NUMAN 

from Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell in 2001. 
In 2001, the old term IS Now, THE NUWAVIS 
THE NUMAN. DUANEIS THE NUMAN NOW. 
There is no more Rod of Power, accept in 
the minds of those fake masters and their 
unaware followers who proclaim it. They 

have 'No Backing' from Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides... None! The Old masters are Not 

Recognized by The Whole of Life, only 
DUANEIS. Paul taught people how to 'look to 
the inner' which is Your DreamVisions, The 
RealSide LifeIS, for ALL Your Own Answers. 
Paul ’hinted' at THE ISNIS, in his books, as 
in 'Dialogues with The Master & The Far 

Country.' but the fake masters could never 
See, Recognize or PerSeeve IT. Just like the 

complexity of life on earth, Your 
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DreamVisions are very complex and it does 
take a lot of investigating to get a 'Clear 

Picture' of What IS Real Now. Duane & The 
Real UNUversal Guides have The 

RealConnection with The SoundLight Reality 
of THE ALLIS Now. No one else does! IT IS, 

The NU~U, NUSound. The NU~U, IS The 
RealConnection to What IS Real Now! 

THE ISNIS LIFEIS, decided what we doing 
here and what we have come to know as 

Creation. Creation is a Process we each go 
thru to eventually WakeUp and Recognize 
the TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Since 
Creation began, there have been a lot of 
changes with all the RoundWorlds in time 
and space. When the earth was ready, the 

Reptilians came here and created the 
HUmanoids as slaves, and also created the 
'ideas' for the Gods of Man to be worshiped, 

so the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
could Kontrol their slaves with obedience. 
They Kreated the 'illusions' of gods to be 

worshiped and prayed to. The Gods of Man 
do exist on the Astral, Causal and Mental 
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Realms, but they are merely GovernorLords 
who oversee their realms. The Kalaum God, 

Lord of the KEK Systems, works with the 
Authoritarians of this earth to keep souls 

trapped here forever. The 
earth and other RoundWorlds is for HUman 

Farming, and the political, 
religious, spiritual, educational and scifi 

tech systems that are all part 
of the KEK & REPSystems that Kontrol 

people here as Bred Kattle. 
Do YU, The RealU, have the courage to 

WakeUp Now and Become MoreAware and 
Free of this 'Place in Life,' or do YU want to 

keep reincarnating with the Reptilians? 
Read this NUBook and WakeUp or Stay Lost 
and UnAware of who YU really are. All the 

KEK Systems on this planet have been 
Kreated by the Reptilians and they want to 
keep YU as their slave. In Your Mind, you 

may 'Think' this is what the politicians say 
as 'Conspiracy Theory,' but it is all 

happening right in front of YU! Sing NU~U 
and Watch Your DreamVisions. YU, The 
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RealU will begin to have RealSide 
Experiences. It will take a while to 

See what they mean, but YU will eventually 
Become MoreAware and 

SelfSufficient. There are Wonderful Real 
UNUverse beyond Creation. 

THE ISNIS LIFE ALREADY IS 

I am often asked, “There must be someone 
or something that created everything.” We 

are ALL in the same TruReality we call Life, 
but what is not understood is, we are ALL in 
Life, but we are also utilizing what we have 

termed as 'Creation' to survive with this 
'Position' in Life. Creation is Not Life ITSelf, 

Creation is nothing more than creating 
something from nothing, which we all have 

for many lifetimes. One example of an 
explanation for this is... money has been 

created out of nothing. Someone decides to 
create money, and they gather all that it 
takes to do so and the money becomes a 

creation. But the only way the created 
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money can provide the intended effect is if 
others Agree. This is one example of 

Creation. By the very 'fact ' of Agreement, 
no matter what is created, the creation 

'appears to be a reality' even moreso than 
Life ITSelf. When you stand back and 'look 

over' how everything has been created here, 
you will come to Realize and then Recognize 
it is all an 'Agreed Upon Fallacy!” Creation 

has its place with the Physical Body and the 
four other unseen bodies you have 

that correspond to the Astral, Causal, 
Mental and Etheric Realms, but no further 
than that. People have created their gods, 
saviors, politics, religions, social systems 

and so on, but all of it has been 'created' out 
of nothing. Until YU, The RealU, Wakes UP in 

this Creation, YU will continue to be the 
'Effect' of everything here and more 

unaware lives. 

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW… 
 THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN 

LIFE ALWAYS IS! THIS IS REAL NOW! 
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 The past is a memory that is 
gone and the future does not exist, until this 

very moment when YU are in it! YU have 
always decided Your Fate and Destiny! No 

one has decided it for YU. The Gods of Man 
do exist, but they do not decide Your Life. 
They did not create you, YU did! Until YU 

WakeUP to this, YU will continue to be the 
slave of those who Kontrol this planet and 
all the other RoundWorlds in this material 

realm. You can 'Think' there is some kind of 
'officialness; to something here, but there is 

not! The KEK Systems are nothing more 
than Alien Deceptions that have been 

Kreated to enslave YU for untold lifetimes of 
the same old drudgery. You may 'Think' you 

are succeeding with something here, but 
you are in the Prison Yard on earth and that 
is all! The Whole of Life IS! Life IS an ISNIS. 
IT IS ALL an ISNIS to be Recognized for how 
Real IT IS! There are 'Endless Positions' with 

Life to decide. Each time YU come into 
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another Embodiment, this world 'appears' as 
it does from what has been created here. 

This 'appearance' becomes the standard for 
your life as YU are encased in a physical 

Body here. YU are told ‘this and that' 
according to those who are already here and 

unaware of The Whole of Life. As the body 
develops, you accumulate the creations of 

what is happening with your mind and 
emotions as you continue to decide what 

your experience will be here. Its all so very 
simple! As you are living a 'so-called' life 

here, you are constantly Agreeing to what 
others have created. You learn to 'sort out' 

what you like and do not like, what you want 
with Your Life and what you do not want. 
Soon, your body is old and worn out again 
and YU will once again leave this place for 
wherever YU have decided or not decided. 
Even when you 'do not decide' something, 
YU already have decided! It may take YU a 
while to 'get' this. Eventually, after millions 
of lifetimes that come and go like the wind, 

YU start looking for more than what is 
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created here. Creation is an 'eggshell' like a 
chicken comes from. We each go thru this 

process. THE ISNIS LIFEIS, IS The 
PurReality LifeIS. IT IS The RealTruth & The 
RealFreedom, YU are looking for. IT IS like 
the SUN Shining! 'IT' IS Real! This IS THE 
ITNIS LifeIS. RealLife Makes Sense, and 

what has been created here has its place, 
but everything is temporary and does Not 
make sense, that is why this world is so 

Purposely Poisoned and Polluted by the KEK 
Systems, the Reptilian Aliens who first came 

to this planet and Kreated all the 
Deceptive Doctrines, Authoritarians and 

Gods that imprison YU Here! 

The Best Part about RealGuidance and 
RealEducation 

That’s the best part of the RealGuidance and 
the RealEducation that it’s not only here but 
it’s on the other levels just like in school. As 
we go to school and we go through the first 
second, third grades, or whatever, and the 
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teacher is there, and we have different 
teachers, and the old schools they had the 
same teachers like on little house on the 

prairie, but it doesn't matter, we go through 
our process whatever it is at that time, and 
so things are taken care of accordingly as 
we learn to WakeUp and Recognize these 
things.  In other words it’s kind of like in 

school to where when you’ve achieved the 
lesson.  When you’ve earned your way then 

it's okay. It's like— okay. The teacher comes 
up and says you don't have to do this 

assignment anymore. You've done enough. 
You have extra credit here, so you can go 

out and play. The same is taking place here. 
The RealGuides at a certain point they will 

step in and they will start to remove the 
TapLines and this is what is not seen in 

many of the systems and this is what took 
place in Paul's day and even into Darwin's 
time, but eventually as the Reptilians took 
over that Korporation and many things, and 

many Korporations here. Everybody has 
been herded into a one dimensional zone to 
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where they just basically do the worshiping 
and praying and they just agree to the 

systems and the guidelines become 
restrictions etc. And they’re one-

dimensionalized to not really look at that 
anymore, not really see that anymore, and 
it's a real Wake-Up Call. There are people 
out there that have a lot of courage like 
David Icke and David Wilcox, and other 

people that are referring to the Reptilians 
and this is fine, but still it's one-dimensional 
knowledge that people are getting and what 
do they do with this? They don't really refer 

to the TapLining. They may refer to the 
reptilians, and a lot of people are very aware 

of this. Very aware of the shape shifters 
etc., and the abilities these people have 

acquired, but that's why they have the body 
types they do.  The reptilian body types— 

because they have evolved like Gollum did in 
Lord of The Rings. Gollum was one of the 
hobbits.  He was Smeagol.  He was one of 

the regular hobbits, but because of the ring 
and his obsession with it— It distorted him 
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and then his body type got really strange, 
his attitude etc., and this is what happened 
to these individuals that have come here for 

experience.  By the very fact that like the 
Klingons in Star Trek it's all about kontrol 
and destroy everybody else, they evolved 
into a real bitterness you might say. They 
still may have the technology and this is 
where people are fooled again is with the 
technology, but yes like the onions there's 

many many layers and it’s like we go to 
school and we learn what we do and this is 
where people again confuse when we talk 

about Life — They’re thinking about creation 
here on the physical level. Thinking “Oh, this 

is life,” and no. This is again, this is 
creation, but the real part takes place on 

the RealSide when the RealGuides who have 
the AwarenIS SEE that the individual no 

longer needs certain things, but sometimes 
the very burden of it is necessary for the 

individual to get through his arrogance or its 
vanity to be a little more humble and more 
caring and seeing what is taking place with 
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The Whole of Life and not just their personal 
life — wanting to grab and steal and deceive 
others.  So for some, the TapLines will stay 
longer because the individual created these 

TapLines in the first place. It’s their 
agreement, but for those that are very 

sincere and Real and want to see what's 
really taking place then the Guides will 

come in and for some people will take care 
of them very quickly.  Again, it's all about 

attitude and attention and they can see the 
individual. It’s just like when we were in 

school.  I remember when I was in the fourth 
and fifth grade there was this one girl. She 

was very exceptional. I didn't know her 
personally, but she was in some of my 

classes and she skipped grades several 
times because she paid attention to the 
academic side. She just whizzed through 
these things where all of us were mainly 

struggling, but I finally woke up to the 
systems here and I went through it.  I 

learned to read and write, but at a certain 
point it’s like I had enough.  It's like I just 
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want to go surfing and I'll find some job to 
do or whatever, and so I wasn't the career 
minded, and I was with Rebazar and having 

the experiences but there was a bigger 
picture that I wasn't seeing at the time 

because again I came into this life.  Even 
though I know why I came here, but when 

you come into the life and you have the new 
body and the new mind and the senses here, 
again you’re rather dah here, and so little by 

little I had to be kind of retrained into a 
position to where now I recognize what's 

taking place and IT IS that recognition and 
this is what Paul had. He had the AwarenIS 
and he had the recognition, and the heart, 
and the sincerity, the focus and intent to 

provide something Real. He struggled with 
this too for many many years until he finally 
figured it out because it's not easy. It's not 
easy at all and so it's more than becoming 
popular. It's more than just saying pretty 

words to the audience and looking good. It's 
a very Real RealPosition which I love the 

adventure. I just figured for the most part I’d 
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be doing it by myself because I’ve seen so 
many people come and go and most people 
do not see IT and how I refer to The IS and I 
don't even tell people to look for me in the 
dreams really so much, I do a little bit, but 

for the most part I say look for Rebazar, look 
to The IS etc. because we are all Beings of 

Light and many people now have 
experiences with myself and Eva and others. 
We’re all having this. All of you are. We have 

phenomenal experiences that are taking 
place and with The Vessel Project and so 

the best part of IT IS the RealGuidance and 
again as I've known Eva here two years and 
gotten to know her very well. We’re usually 

together 6-8 hours a day for the last 200 
years on Skype, Facebook etc. She makes 
these wonderful images and she's told me 
her stories over and over again about what 

she went through and all the pain – even had 
to take some pharmaceuticals for a while 
etc. Therapy, finally to where she’s fine 

today. In these last two years she's basically 
healed herself. She no longer has the 
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TapLines from the HU and the Korporation 
and Joany and the Reptilians. She no longer 

has any of that etc. These things effect 
everybody a little bit differently some people 
can take more than others, but they all have 

them— they just don't see them and so 
those that follow through with this or any of 

these systems here they will be exactly 
where you might say the individuals that are 
deceiving others will be. They may think in 
their mind, “Oh, I'm going to my heaven” or 

whatever, but the heavens of man which are 
basically somewhere in the Astral Realm — 

are designated. I call them designated 
heavens because they decide if you're going 

there or not. THEY kontrol that. THEY 
kontrol your journey. Just like they do here— 
kontrol you wherever you're at. If you're at 

the bus station and you want to buy a ticket 
you get in line and you’re kontrolled and 

you’re told which bus to get on etc. THEY do 
that in the Astral Realm too. THEY kontrol 
people. Then they want them back again 

because they put a lot of time into people, 
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deceiving them and making them servants 
and getting them to obey and be obedient, 

so they want these people back for 
lifetimes. They don't want them to Wake-Up 
and so again when the membership or other 
people with Korporations etc. or those that 

love to be Democratic or Republican and 
they wholeheartedly go with this well you’re 

basically going to be stuck with these 
individuals that are deceiving others when 
you leave this life and once you leave and 

passover then you’re really going to start to 
see what took place on the earth and what 

is taking place and then all of a sudden 
realize how do I get out of this? And guess 
what? You basically can't because you’ve 
already set into motion your cause-and-
effect karma and now you have to come 

back unconsciously again and struggle with 
it again trying to Wake-Up and it's really a 
struggle here, so The NUPresentation is a 
RealGift to humanity. WE are for everyone. 

Everything makes sense with us, everybody 
counts, but they must Step Up and be Real 
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with themselves and again that’s scary 
because this is a fear-based system, and 
just like Dimitri is saying like the onion— 
there's many layers of fear too. That's the 
biggest thing for people to face their fears. 
It’s easier to pretend that things are okay 

even though everything is so obvious in this 
world of what is taking place and most 
people just talk about it and they laugh 

about it. They giggle about “Oh yeah I smoke 
cigarettes and I'll probably get cancer but 
ahah it's no big deal I like cigarettes” well 

OK, again this has been a choice and 
agreement. It’s not that as an example, 

cigarette smoking is good or bad. It's simply 
a choice and it's also cause-and-effect and 

the end result is— is it a benefit? Is it 
benefiting you? But people like to do it, but 
for the most part they're hooked because 
there’s so many drugs in it and so the end 

result will be the deterioration of the 
physical body because of it, but people in 
their minds can pretend. It’s like, “Oh, my 

grandfather smoked and he lived to be 105, 
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you know he made it through to that point, 
but still, doesn't matter if you live to be 500 
years old he still goes into the astral worlds. 

Has to deal with the situation, come back 
unconsciously. Doesn't matter how long you 
live. These are ideas that people make up 

here, and so they're still in the matrix. 
They’re still trapped, good, bad or 

indifferent, famous or unfamous, rich, poor, 
whatever you have here, popular or not— 
you’re still trapped in the matrix. These 
ideas don't get you out. You will have to 

come back, and as soon as you step over to 
the other side you'll see what's going on and 
it’s like “Oh gee why didn’t I do this? or Why 
didn’t I do that? And now you have to come 

back unconsciously again, even more 
restricted. So yes, this, what we’re 

presenting here is just a very narrow 
window of opportunity right now to Wake-

Up, get with The NU~U and you might say— 
Save YourSelf. 
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"WE are WorldWide Educators (WE). WE are 
The NUPresentation for Everyone. WE make 
sense on a world that does not at this time. 

The ALLNatural Environment is being 
destroyed at a rapid rate, while a lot of 
unaware people are 'Thinking' that this 

world is just fine. Far from it! It is time to 
WakeUp Now, or deal with more pollution as 
each person creates their life here. WE have 

The RealCure for ALL. WE provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
one else. Test what WE have to offer Now! 

EMAIL US FOR A FREE PDF NUBOOK NOW 
and BYPASS ALL YOUR OLD KARMA! 

@DUANETHEGREATWRITER@INBOX.COM 

Test The NU~U NUSound and Learn to 
Watch Your DreamVisions Now! 

www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / ASK 
DUANE&EVA on Facebook Now! 
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DUANE THE GREAT WRITER is with 
'WORLDIWIDE WAKEUP PRESS’ 

WATCH THESE VIDEOS: http://youtu.be/
8JUxGE8yrK4  

http://youtu.be/1s-8HGJwUf0 / https://
youtu.be/HRh2q-SFYF0 

~ By Duane The Great Writer ~ 

Transcribed by Miss Kelsey Brown 
 from WorldWide Educators ~ Ep. Eight 

RealGuidance and RealEducation  

Archived: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/
yourdreamvisions/2015/11/01/worldwide-

educators-we-eight 

Archived: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=YJv-vcJGs8I 
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WORLDWIDE WAKEUP NOW…  
THE NUWAVIS REAL NOW 

Do YU want to stay here and stay stupid for 
more hellish lifetimes of 

an even worse environment than Now? YU 
will if YU do not Decide 

to Free YourSelf Now! LifeIS ALL About 
RealSurvival, not all the silly 

and foolish things that have been Kreated to 
Keep YOU Stupid and 

Dumbed Down Dah. You have the Free Will to 
do whatever you want 

to and be anywhere in Life YU want to, but if 
you 'Think' that ‘believing' in a Kreated 

'something' is going to save Your Life, YU 
are once again being deceived! For YU to 
Truly See what I am presenting, YU Must 

Become The Real RiskTaker or YU will not 
be able to See Beyond all the creations YU 
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have decided. Life IS RealGuidance & What 
IS Real! 

WAKEUP YOUR PARENTS 

"Children See what their parents do not. I 
suggest the parents who are reading this to 

ask their Children to Wake You Up! Of 
course, You as the parent will not 

completely know what I am referring to, so 
it is best You take the time to Read My 

NUBook. There is a lot going on with this 
world that parents are not Seeing, but You 
will still be the Effect of what You are not 

paying attention to. It does not matter what 
people 'Think' about their earthly life here, 

You are still on a Poisoned Prison Planet and 
in a One-Dimensional Designed Matrix. 

Creation has Five Basic Levels to it, and 
most people only know of this Material/

Physical Level. If You do not WakeUp, then 
You will stay unaware into more lifetimes as 
You are Now. You 'Think' You are awake, but 
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until You Recognize The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss, then See Beyond Creation 
altogether into The Real UNUverse of THE 
ALLIS, then You will continue to Stay Lost 

and unaware with this one-dimensional 
world of HUman Farming. 

"Duane&Eva are here providing 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation for 
RealFreedom Now. WE are WorldWide 

Educators and UNUversal Seers. WE can 
SEE Beyond Creation and the Gods of Man 
that keep unaware people prisoners here. 

You can Join US on this RealAdventure with 
The Real UNUversal Guides of THE ALLIS. 
Beyond Creation is The Real UNUverses of 
Pure SoundLight Reality where The Endless 

ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS IS. From Your 
Mind, this is not possible to understand, as 
YU, The RealU must first learn to Recognize 

Your RealAwareniss, which is The RealU 
without the Five Bodies attached. I suggest 

to Read this NUBook to get a better 
understanding of how to gain RealFreedom 
Now and Get Beyond all Your Restrictions. 
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"Throughout Human History there have been 
prophets, oracles, psychics, soothsayers, 

witches, sorcerers and many who could See 
more than most people. These people have 
their place, but there is so much more that 

cannot be Seen by them and the best of 
them. From time to time The Real UNUversal 

Guides of THE ALLISNIS LifeIS, decide to 
bring forth someone who can SEEMORE than 

anyone else known to the people of this 
world. In 1965, Paul Twitchell was asked by 
The RealGuides to take on what was then 
termed, The Rod of Power. When Paul left 

this world there were two others who were 
given the opportunity to WakeUp to THE 

ALLISNIS LifeIS, but they never have, and so 
instead they went with The Deceptors of 
this world to Kontrol and TapLine others. 

The RealGuides gave me The Rod of Power 
in 2001, and in 2007, The Rod of Power 

became THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. 
The days of masters and gurus are gone, as 

are the ideas of politics, religion and 
spiritual ideas and their meanings with old 
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outdated traditions. These are merely 
'ghosts' that seem to be alive among those 
still here. Creation and what it entails has 
its place as a 'process' we each go thru in 
our own way, but to stay lost here is no life 
at all. LifeIS Bigger than Creation and the 

Gods of Man who govern those still unaware 
they are in a Designed Matrix that is 

Kontrolled by Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). THE ALLISNIS IS, The TruReality 

that is altogether unseen by most. IT IS The 
RealFreedom and RealTruth that YU, The 

RealU is looking for. YU must learn to 
Recognize IT, to be able to SEE IT. There is 

no other way. 'Thinking' will not work! 
"DUANEIS THE UNUVERSAL SEER NOW. 
Titles from masters and gurus, kings and 
queens, presidents and diplomats are in 

Creation and with the Gods of Man and The 
Deceptors of the RoundWorlds in time and 

space. Titles can be a 'reference' but if 
there is nothing backing those who have 

appointed themselves to their nobility 
except marketed and hypnotized unaware 
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people, then their titles of position mean 
nothing. The Real UNUversal Guides are 

UNUversal Seers, because they alone can 
SEE THE ALLISNIS LIfeIS. The RealGuides 
know what is best for ALL. The Political 

Deceptors ploy people into Agreeing with 
their Distortions of Kontrol. Each person 

makes the choice to Stay Lost in Creation or 
Take The Risk to See Beyond what The 

Deceptors and the gods have Kreated as a 
HUman Farming Poisoned Prison Planet. 

"Creation is what is known to us, such as all 
that has been created and established. 

NaturIS Wonderful and Demonstrates what 
Makes Sense with living on the earth. But 
there are always those who 'Think' they 

know better, and it is 'their world' of 
Creation that most people Agree to live in. 
Those who have decided for others have 

created all the things that do not work with 
The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US. They have decided to make as 

many Restrictions as possible to Kontrol the 
masses. Agreeing to Restriction has become 
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the 'standard' for those who are still 
unaware or do not know how to WakeUp and 

free themselves. Creation is the 'known' 
worlds of people Restricting each other. 

Creation is ruled by Fear. Those who are The 
Real RiskTakers and See Their 

RealAwareniss, moreso than just the body, 
mind and senses, are not held by the False 

Fear of the KEK Systems. What has become 
Known to each person on earth is nothing 
more than Restrictions on a Prison Planet! 

"The Unknown IS The RealAdventure like no 
other! Beyond all of Creation and the Earthly 

Authoritarians and the Gods of Man, there 
IS, The Real UNUverses of The SoundLight 

Reality LifeIS. RealTruth & RealFreedom 
must be Recognized on The Seventh 

LifeLevel of The Real UNUverses, and then 
The RealJourney begins to PerSeeve THE 
ALLIS. There is No freedom on earth with 
any system or teaching here. The NUWay 

Out IS, with THE NUMAN & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. The Great Unknown 

Journey to RealFreedom is for those who 
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have The RealCourage to go beyond all the 
Restictions they have Agreed to. Most 

people will stay unaware with their Astral 
Emotional TapLining Attachments from past 
lives and those they have created with this 
life. Like the Sun Shining in the sky, there 

are No Restictions with the TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. WE are WorldWide 

Educators for Everyone. WE know 'What IS 
Real Now!' 

Real Psychology Beyond Enlightenment 

"LifeIS The RealAdventure Now! Your Life 
without Restriction IS Real! You have been 

psychologically taught and over-conditioned 
to Agree to Restrictions that really do not 
apply to The TruNature of YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, that is experiencing 

what we have come to know here as 
Creation. There is far more to YourSelf than 
you will ever imagine, as YU, The RealU, is a 
part of everything that is seen and unseen. 
The Earthly Educational Systems have their 
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place, but they do not come close to 'Your 
DreamVisions' and The RealGuidance and 

RealEducation that is provided by Duane The 
Great Writer. As you take on this 

NUAdventure, you will soon enter Wonderful 
NUWorlds that have been hidden from you. 

You can learn to See Beyond what your mind 
will never know, as The RealU explores and 

discovers The TruKnowledge of Life. 
"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU to Become MoreAware, so that YU 

can Learn to Free YourSelf from this Matrix 
Dimension, and eventually Creation all 
together. There are Real UNUverses of 

Endless Magnificence that are yours at any 
time, but YU Must Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, moreso than what you 
'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides will assist YU on Your 

Own Journey to RealFreedom, but YU must 
Be The Real RiskTaker, and have the 

courage to do and go where YU never have 
before. If you decide to stay the same as 
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you have always been, then you will only 
grow old once again and forget you were 

here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people who are struggling to survive 

this world. WE show YU how to WakeUp and 
have RealFreedom! 

"You have been brought up with so many 
Restrictions that have become a part of Your 
Unconscious Life. Would You like to WakeUp 

from what You are Not Seeing? Or do You 
want to Stay Lost like most people who are 

asleep here? You are in a Psychological 
Restricting Matrix that You do not fully 

Recognize! You 'Think' everything is fine as 
long as the 'official authorities' tell You that 

it is all Conspiracy Theory with what You 
may have heard that points to what the 

politicians, religions, presidents, kings and 
queens, spiritual paths, gods, masters and 

others have Sold You and Told You. Of 
course everything is fine, because 'they' say 

so. Or is it? You can decide whatever You 
want to and 'believe' anything too! Its fun 
isn't it, to 'pretend' everything is fine and 
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stay in LA LA Land for at least another day 
or week, and maybe even a year, until all 
that everyone has created comes forward 

and Shows Up! You want to keep burning the 
poisonous fuels with Your Cars, talking on 

Your Mind Kontrolling Microwave Cell 
Phones, sitting in Your House with Your WiFi 

and Smart Appliances and Smart Meters, 
getting Your Lethal Vaccines, taking Your 

Meds, breathing in the ChemTrails, drinking 
Your Fluoridated City Water and 'Thinking' 
Your Gods and Saviors will fix everything, 

because The Deceptors who market You are 
so good at what they do, You completely 

Agree with them, because You want to grow 
old and 'feel' good today. 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 
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any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 

know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined by 
Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 

Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

THE NUMANIS UNUVERSAL SEER, 
UNUVERSAL SEERS 

"The Real UNUversal Guides are The 
UNUversal Seers for THE ALLISNIS LIFEIS. 
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To most of this world that Cannot See 
Beyond their own demise and the dark 
future they are heading for, The Real 

UNUversal Guides are here for those who 
Take The Risk to WakeUp from this Passing 
Dream. The political and religious spiritual 

systems are not working for those who 
support The Deceptors who rule this planet. 
The masses have Agreed to Stay Lost with 

what is working against them and 'Thinking' 
their priests and masters and gods will save 
them. After thousands of years and even into 

eons, most people are still worshiping and 
praypaying to the same Deceptors they 

always have. The earth is a Poisoned Prison 
Planet that is Kontrolled by Marketing Ploy. 

Duane The Great Writer, Real UNUversal 
Guide & UNUversal Seer, is providing 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
one else. Beyond Creation... IS The Real 

UNUverses of Purity & ALLAliveniss. LifeIS 
The SoundLight Reality of THE ALLIS. The 

NU~U, IS The RealConnection as The NUWay 
Out of Cause & Effect Creation. 
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"Throughout Human History there have been 
prophets, oracles, psychics, soothsayers, 

witches, sorcerers and many who could See 
more than most people. These people have 
their place, but there is so much more that 

cannot be Seen by them and the best of 
them. From time to time The Real UNUversal 

Guides of THE ALLISNIS LifeIS, decide to 
bring forth someone who can SEEMORE than 

anyone else known to the people of this 
world. In 1965, Paul Twitchell was asked by 
The RealGuides to take on what was then 
termed, The Rod of Power. When Paul left 

this world there were two others who were 
given the opportunity to WakeUp to THE 

ALLISNIS LifeIS, but they never have, and so 
instead they went with The Deceptors of 
this world to Kontrol and TapLine others. 

The RealGuides gave me The Rod of Power 
in 2001, and in 2007, The Rod of Power 

became THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. 
The days of masters and gurus are gone, as 

are the ideas of politics, religion and 
spiritual ideas and their meanings with old 
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outdated traditions. These are merely 
'ghosts' that seem to be alive among those 
still here. Creation and what it entails has 
its place as a 'process' we each go thru in 
our own way, but to stay lost here is no life 
at all. LifeIS Bigger than Creation and the 

Gods of Man who govern those still unaware 
they are in a Designed Matrix that is 

Kontrolled by Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). THE ALLISNIS IS, The TruReality 

that is altogether unseen by most. IT IS The 
RealFreedom and RealTruth that YU, The 

RealU is looking for. YU must learn to 
Recognize IT, to be able to SEE IT. There is 

no other way. 'Thinking' will not work! 
"DUANEIS THE UNUVERSAL SEER NOW. 
Titles from masters and gurus, kings and 
queens, presidents and diplomats are in 

Creation and with the Gods of Man and The 
Deceptors of the RoundWorlds in time and 

space. Titles can be a 'reference' but if 
there is nothing backing those who have 

appointed themselves to their nobility 
except marketed and hypnotized unaware 
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people, then their titles of position mean 
nothing. The Real UNUversal Guides are 

UNUversal Seers, because they alone can 
SEE THE ALLISNIS LIfeIS. The RealGuides 
know what is best for ALL. The Political 

Deceptors ploy people into Agreeing with 
their Distortions of Kontrol. Each person 

makes the choice to Stay Lost in Creation or 
Take The Risk to See Beyond what The 

Deceptors and the gods have Kreated as a 
HUman Farming Poisoned Prison Planet. 

"Creation is what is known to us, such as all 
that has been created and established. 

NaturIS Wonderful and Demonstrates what 
Makes Sense with living on the earth. But 
there are always those who 'Think' they 

know better, and it is 'their world' of 
Creation that most people Agree to live in. 
Those who have decided for others have 

created all the things that do not work with 
The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US. They have decided to make as 

many Restrictions as possible to Kontrol the 
masses. Agreeing to Restriction has become 
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the 'standard' for those who are still 
unaware or do not know how to WakeUp and 

free themselves. Creation is the 'known' 
worlds of people Restricting each other. 

Creation is ruled by Fear. Those who are The 
Real RiskTakers and See Their 

RealAwareniss, moreso than just the body, 
mind and senses, are not held by the False 

Fear of the KEK Systems. What has become 
Known to each person on earth is nothing 
more than Restrictions on a Prison Planet! 

"The Unknown IS The RealAdventure like no 
other! Beyond all of Creation and the Earthly 

Authoritarians and the Gods of Man, there 
IS, The Real UNUverses of The SoundLight 

Reality LifeIS. RealTruth & RealFreedom 
must be Recognized on The Seventh 

LifeLevel of The Real UNUverses, and then 
The RealJourney begins to PerSeeve THE 
ALLIS. There is No freedom on earth with 
any system or teaching here. The NUWay 

Out IS, with THE NUMAN & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. The Great Unknown 

Journey to RealFreedom is for those who 
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have The RealCourage to go beyond all the 
Restictions they have Agreed to. Most 

people will stay unaware with their Astral 
Emotional TapLining Attachments from past 
lives and those they have created with this 
life. Like the Sun Shining in the sky, there 

are No Restictions with the TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. WE are WorldWide 

Educators for Everyone. WE know 'What IS 
Real Now!' 

"WE are WorldWide Educators, and WE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for YU, The RealU, to Become MoreAware, 
so that YU can Learn to Free YourSelf from 

this Matrix Dimension and eventually 
Creation all together. There are Real 

UNUverses of Endless Magnificence that are 
yours at any time, but YU Must Learn to 
Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, moreso 

than what you 'Think' LifeIS. Rebazar Tarzs 
& The Real UNUversal Guides will assist YU 
on Your Own Journey to RealFreedom, but 
YU must Be The Real RiskTaker, and have 
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the courage to do and go where YU never 
have before. If you decide to stay the same 
as you have always been, then you will only 

grow old once again and forget you were 
here. YU can WakeUp Now or Stay Lost like 
most people struggling to survive this world. 

WE show YU how to WakeUp and have 
RealFreedom! 

"The NUSound, NU~U, was presented to THE 
NUMAN by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides, as The NUSound from 
The TruReality, THE ALLIS. Singing The 

NU~U replaces all other old words and ideas 
from politics, religions and spiritual paths 

and teachings. Rebazar Tarzs & The 
RealGuides are not spiritual masters with 

any religion or spiritual teaching. Those who 
claim so are misguiding others into the 

Lower Astral Realm. This world is still in the 
Dark Ages, so to speak, when it comes to 

keeping up with The Whole of Life. The 
modern Mind Kontrolling Tech Age is lost in 
its own Literalizm. Most people 'Think' they 
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know what LifeIS, when actually they do 
not. The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with 

The Sound & Light ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. The old words of the HU, OM, Amen 

and others are with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). Those who use the old 

'sacred' words will be TapLined by 
Reptilians and held in the Lower Astral 

Realm by their unaware masters and gurus 
and the fallacy of the Gods of Man and their 

Earthly Kontrollers (EK). 

THE NUMAN IS NOW 

"THE NUMAN IS NOW... We have all come 
thru many lifetimes to The NUNowniss of 

The TruReality, THE ALLIS NOW. Most of the 
people on this planet will stay stuck with 
what the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
have created. Tradition has its place as a 

'reference' and nothing more. As an 
example, the RATS created the idea of 

Democracy to fool people into 'Thinking' 
they have a choice for their elected officials, 
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which they are all the same with both 
parties that Kontrol the HUman Farming on 

this planet. The same RATS created the 'god 
and devil' idea, along with all their invented 
doctrines, to keep people unaware and Lost 
in Creation with the Earthly Authoritarians 
and the Gods of Man. YU, The RealU, is a 
FreeBeing of RealLight, but YU must Take 
The Risk to discover this, or Stay Lost for 
more lifetimes with the RATS. It is always 

Your Choice! 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 

Beyond Creation IS The Real UNUverses 

"Creation has its place with this world, the 
Heavens of Man, Angels, Saviors and Saints, 
and the Gods of Man, and so much more. In 
time and space Creation there is also Cause 
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and Effect Karma, along with the 
embodiment's of Reincarnation into more 

future lives. Creation is a Process to 
WakeUp from, or stay here and continue to 
be unaware of The Real UNUverses beyond 

all of Creation. People have been taught that 
Creation is all there is, but this is definitely 

not so. Myself and so many others have 
been to The Real UNUverses of The 

TruReality, THE ALLIS. In My NUBooks I 
describe My Journeys with Rebazar Tarzs 

and going beyond time and space Creation. 
Each person makes their own choices about 
where they want to reside, and most people 
will stay in Cause and Effect Creation and 
with the Gods of Man. This is fine, as we 

each have the Free Will to do whatever we 
want to. There cannot be any freedom in 
Creation, because of Cause and Effect 

Karma and the Lords of Karma who work 
with the Gods of Man to keep people in their 
Designated Heavens. There is No Karma and 

No Restrictions in The Real UNUverses of 
THE ALLIS, only RealFreedom! On The 
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Seventh LifeLevel of The Real UNUverses, 
YU, The RealU, is a FreeBeing of RealLight 
that is brighter than the sun in the sky. This 
can be hard to imagine, but as you Sing The 

NUSound, The NU~U, YU will have 
RealGuidance in Your DreamVisions. 

"The educated people of this earth have 
decided they already know what Life is all 

about, but when you let Life show you what 
IT IS, then YU will Become MoreAware and 
See what Life Really IS. Have Fun Deciding! 

KNOWN AND UNKNOWN 

"Creation is what is known to us, such as all 
that has been created and established. 

NaturIS Wonderful and Demonstrates what 
Makes Sense with living on the earth. But 
there are always those who 'Think' they 

know better, and it is 'their world' of 
Creation that most people Agree to live in. 
Those who have decided for others have 

created all the things that do not work with 
The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
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ALL of US. They have decided to make as 
many Restrictions as possible to Kontrol the 
masses. Agreeing to Restriction has become 

the 'standard' for those who are still 
unaware or do not know how to WakeUp and 

free themselves. Creation is the 'known' 
worlds of people Restricting each other. 

Creation is ruled by Fear. Those who are The 
Real RiskTakers and See Their 

RealAwareniss, moreso than just the body, 
mind and senses, are not held by the False 

Fear of the KEK Systems. What has become 
Known to each person on earth is nothing 
more than Restrictions on a Prison Planet! 

DUANE&EVA UNUVERSAL SEERS 1 

"Earth is a 'Place in Creation' as a start to 
WakeUp from. What we are each doing on 

earth is not a RealLife, but actually a 
'simulation' for so much more that is 

possible. With the Five Bodies each of us 
has, one is seen and the other four are 

unseen, it is more than understandable that 
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You 'Think' of YourSelf (The body YU, The 
RealU created) as a body and mind here. You 

have been on this planet and many others 
for more lifetimes than You can imagine. The 

TruReality LifeIS, is all about Becoming 
MoreAware. What is seen on this earth is 
merely part of Creation and what can be 

created. The ALLNatural Environment 
Supports ALL of US and not the fabricated 
'business world' that Deceives everyone. 

You and many others may have a hard time 
with what I am presenting, as I am merely 

Reporting The RealNews that Makes Sense. 
You are about to be part of My Great 

Adventure of RealFreedom, that is if You 
have the courage to do so. You can test 
what I am presenting or Stay Lost in this 
'Passing Dream' with the Betraying Alien 
Deceptors (BAD) who enslave You on this 

Mind Kontrolled Microwave Planet. Does this 
sound like Science Fiction? You are living it 

Now... WakeUp or Stay Lost! 
"Let me introduce You to some of our Cast 

of Characters... The Reptilian Alien 
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TapLiners (RATS) rule this earth. They are 
well disguised, so it may take You a while to 
Recognize THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 

Martians). At the top is Puppet Dope of Holy 
Ratican City in Rome. He is the 'front man' 
for the Black Dope, who is moreso behind 
the scenes, and there are still more who 

hide from the public view. He and his 
DarkBrat Deceptors are demonic 

worshipers, as they created the Holy Dribble 
Doctrines to enslave people for HUman 

Farming. They kidnap and sacrifice people 
from all over this planet. Sing The NUSound, 

NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions and 
You will be shown. The Black Dope and his 

Deceptors have many TapLiners spread over 
the earth. They are mainly the various 
governments and agencies, religious 
regimes and spiritual teaching that 

indoctrinate people to worship and pray to 
the Three Headed Kalaum Reptilian HU God. 
Most people are Astrally TapLined by their 
priests and masters in their Dreams and 

their life energies are sucked out of them. 
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This also occurs in the business world, as 
people are TapLined, hypnotized and 
brainwashed to obey their needs and 

desires. 
"Duane&Eva are here providing 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation for 
RealFreedom Now. WE are WorldWide 

Educators and UNUversal Seers. WE can 
SEE Beyond Creation and the Gods of Man 
that keep unaware people prisoners here. 

You can Join US on this RealAdventure with 
The Real UNUversal Guides of THE ALLIS. 
Beyond Creation is The Real UNUverses of 
Pure SoundLight Reality where The Endless 

ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS IS. From Your 
Mind, this is not possible to understand, as 
YU, The RealU must first learn to Recognize 

Your RealAwareniss, which is The RealU 
without the Five Bodies attached. I suggest 

to Read this NUBook to get a better 
understanding of how to gain RealFreedom 

Now. Okay, on with this part of The 
NUAdventure… 
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DUANE&EVA UNUVERSAL SEERS 2 

"Okay, on with this part of The 
NUAdventure… I have went over the basic 

idea of this RealAdventure in Part 1 of 
Duane&Eva UNUversal Seers. You have a 

One-Dimensional View here, which You have 
been Purposely and Subliminally educated 
with. You 'Think' You know what You are 

doing with Your Life here, but actually You 
are Agreeing to being Kontrolled and 

TapLined, because You like the Marketing 
Ploy from The Deceptors who own this 
Business World. Behind the scenes, the 

Black Dope is having people kidnapped and 
then taken to sacrifices for the RoyalNuts, 
the Reptilian Blue Bloods, who are the Holy 

Vampires with their Earthly Kontrolling 
Kingdom (EKK). The political, religious and 
spiritual paths have married themselves to 
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the One World Order (OWO). The Betraying 
Alien Deceptors (BAD) are secretly 

undermining everything on this planet and 
transforming it into an Underground Prison 
Camp like there is on Mars. Prez Abomb is 

diabolically moving his HAARP Mind Kontrol 
Machine around the world and creating 
earthquakes and hurricanes. He is also 

training IDID (Idiots Idiots) in the US, who 
are MiliTerrorized Trained Assassins for all 

the takeovers, such as Syria and other 
countries. The US was a takeover from the 
Indians that lived here. The RoyalNuts and 

Banksters started all this takeover 
nonsense, because they are so afraid to 
have what they stole from others stolen 

from THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians). MORE LATER.. 

WE ARE WONDERFUL & REAL 

"WE ARE WONDERFUL & REAL! Most of this 
world cannot fathom or See what WE as 

WorldWide Educators are doing. Most people 
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do have the RealAwareniss to Recognize 
what lies beyond limited Creation. WE have 
The RealConnection with The SoundLight 

Reality LifeIS. The 'spiritual' idea most 
people look to is basically Physical/Astral 
with the First Heaven of Man. Beyond the 

Six Levels of Creation and the Gods of Man, 
IS The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! 
Read this NUBook and Take The Risk! 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & 

SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING 

OF REALLIGHT! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & 

EFFECT MATRIX CREATION! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH 

YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 
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WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS 

"WE ARE WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE 
EDUCATORS (WWE)... WE provide 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
one else! For those who have The 

RealCourage to BE Real with US, they will 
succeed far beyond what can be 

accomplished with anything of this world! 
Our RealFocus is with The ALLNatural 

Environment that supports ALL of US. WE 
Make Sense of what is really taking place on 
this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet. This 

is Your Planet Too! Are you okay with it 
becoming more hazardous everyday? If you 

watch the 6 O'Crock News, you are only 
seeing what the World Matrix Kontrollers 
want you to see. Learn to investigate on 

your own behind the scenes and you will See 
a completely different picture! You are 

constantly being Marketed & Deceived to 
Obey! 

"WakeUp with US and Become MoreAware 
and Free YourSelf! WE are The NUWay Out 
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of The Mind Kontrolling Microwave Matrix. 
Take The Risk and start 'Your Journey to 
RealFreedom Now!' Have Fun Deciding! 

REALFUN IS BEINGREAL 

"For the most part, this is a 'Thrill Seeker' 
world. This is Real here! What you have 
come to know as 'Creation' has it own 

activities here. People just wanna Have Fun! 
This makes sense. But, what most people Do 

Not Realize IS... as they are chasing their 
'thrills' here, they are also Agreeing with 
their captivity in the Designed Matrix of 
Creation! Those who 'Think' this 'Life on 

Earth' is all there is, they will Stay Lost until 
they WakeUp from this Passing Dream. 

Chasing thrills, happiness and fun is what 
most people know, and this is a start to a 

RealLife, but there is s lot more to 
Recognize! Eventually, YU, The RealU, wants 

to WakeUp and realize there is something 
more Beyond Creation! When you learn to 
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Recognize The Real UNUverses of The 
TruReality LifeIS, then The RealFun begins! 
"REALFUN IS BEINGREAL NOW... It really is 

Okay to make Sense of this 'life on earth' 
and Your Life! If you want to keep Agreeing 

with what is creating the demise of The 
ALLNatural Environment everyday, that is 

Your Choice! But, if you have The 
RealCourage to WakeUp and BE Real Now, 

then WE are here for you to Share Something 
Wonderful! 

YOU DECIDE 

"You are The 'Decider' of Your Life. What You 
Decide eventually becomes so, and at times 

it may come fast and other times it may 
takes years or lifetimes. You are on a world 

that is ruled by Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) and they are the ones who invented 
the Space Gods, along with Worshiping and 
Prayer. You might belong to, or work for one 

of their political, religious, spiritual, 
educational or sci-fi science systems. Most 
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people do. As you look out onto this world 
and what has been created, in its own way 
so many things really do look good and in 
their so-called place. But, as you 'really' 
take a very close look, you begin to See 

what is really taking place here and how You 
are Agreeing to all the Purposely Planned 
Pollution they have created to keep You 

Kontrolled! 
"YU, The RealU, can learn to Recognize how 

to WakeUp and Free YourSelf from their 
Designed Matrix, but you must Be The Real 

RiskTaker to do so! As long as you keep 
Agreeing with everything here, then you 

have created your fate and destiny to keep 
returning unconsciously! 

All the Purposely Planned Pollution & 
Deception has been created by the RATS. 

This does seem far fetched to your mind and 
senses as you are probably 'Thinking' how 

could this be so, and why would the 
governments and authorities do this? The 

answer is simple... This is what they do! The 
only way to Kontrol You, is to create 
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Deception and keep you dumbed down with 
poisons, because they know YU, The RealU, 
will keep returning in new body forms that 
they will once again Kontrol. For the most 
part, you and most others will being going 

into their Designated Heaven, which is 
somewhere in the Astral Realm and Worlds. 
Yes, the RATS already have a place for you 

when you leave this world, as their 'Angel of 
Death' comes for You! It will look so natural 
as you enter the Astral Realm, but they will 

have you under their surveillance all the 
time! You are The Decider! 

ASK THE SUN 

"ASK THE SUN... in Your Dreams! From the 
earth, the Sun represents The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. In Your DreamVisions, 

YU, The RealU, can respond with the Sun. In 
other words, a very special type of 

communication with THE ISNIS LIFEIS. Of 
course, very few people are going to realize 

and Recognize this, as most people have 
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become conditioned to be 'Literal & 
Intellectual' and not educated with Seeing 

The Whole of Life. From the earth, the Sun is 
an outstanding representative of What 
LifeIS! First, you must learn to use Your 

Intuitive Nature, as this is more than your 
mind can grasp, as it is a RealExperience 

taking place. The next step is to Recognize 
there is more to Life than just Creation. This 
is where YU, The RealU, is willing to go into 

The Unknown LifeIS, moreso than the 
'decided known' and self-convinced personal 

self. This IS Fun! 
"Learn to Watch the Sun and See what is 

really taking place, here and in Your 
Dreams. The Sun is always there, and it is 

always Here & Now. LifeIS Bigger than what 
you have decided IT IS. There IS more to 

Life than you can imagine. Up until Now, you 
have not had The RealKnowledge of THE 

ALLIS, as this is what you need to Recognize 
the Sun, and so Now you do! Take The Risk 
to See what YU can Now See! We Are Real! 
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ASK THE SUN in YOUR DREAMS 

"THE SUN IS A REAL REPRESENTATIVE of 
ALL LIFE. Moreso than just the 'lifestyle' we 

have on earth. LifeIS Bigger than what is 
seen on this earth. Your DreamVisions are 
the first step beyond what you know here. 

Life on earth is limited to the body form you 
have, and when YU, The RealU learns to 

WakeUp to ALL of Life, then The 
RealAdventure begins! When YU, The Real U, 

is Dreaming, try to remember to 'ASK THE 
SUN' what you would like to know. When you 
are Dreaming, which is Not a Dream, YU are 
closer to Your RealAwareniss, that operates 
Your Five Bodies. You only see the physical 
body, but you have four more that you do not 

See. 
"Do You like staying Unaware & 

Unconscious? You are! You may 'Think' you 
are aware, which is The Passing Dream you 

are in on this Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet. You can decide whatever you want 
to, but whatever you 'Think' has nothing to 
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do with The Whole of Life. You can Stay Lost 
here or Take The Risk and Read My NUBook! 

CONTRIBUTING to THE PRESENTATION 

"Duane The Great Writer created The 
NUPresentation Foundation for Everyone. 
WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
providing The Most Unique RealGuidance 

and RealEducation like no one else! Duane 
was chosen by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides to be THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN NOW. The old term 'rod of power' no 
longer exists and no long has any value. This 
is also true of the HU word, OM, AUM, Amen, 
which attracts the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). Duane is here providing The NUWay 

Out of Cause & Effect Karma Creation. 
"WWE are not political, religious, spiritual or 

associated with any of the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). WWE do 

not have a 'membership or followers' nor 
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worshiping and praypaying. WWE are 
FreeBeings of RealLight and WWE Stand 
with each other 'BEING to BEING' in The 
Real UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS. 
"DuaneIS Waking Up this world with The 

NUWay without Restictions! Political, 
religious, spiritual and other KEK Systems 

have Restictions with their rules, 
regulations, guidelines, rituals, ceremonies, 
traditions, praying, worshiping and so much 
more! For those who want to keep coming 

back to this earth and taking on more 
unconscious bodies, they can stay with the 

KEK Restictions and the Gods of Man. 
DuaneIS showing those who have The 

RealCourage to BE Real RiskTakers, how to 
Stand with The Real UNUversal Guides and 
Contribute like a RealBeing. All of us have 

been raised by our parents and then been a 
part of something where there is a 

president, master or guru, king or queen, 
who at the time was a cozy 'babysitter' for 

you. YU, The RealU IS Now Big! That is if YU 
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are Awake & Aware! DuaneIS Supporting 
this world as THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN 
NOW. DuaneIS providing The NUBooks for 
Everyone to Free Themselves from all the 
Restictions this world has created to keep 
people here in HUman Farming as Slaves. It 
Makes Sense in some way to Support Duane 
and what he is providing. YU are Big Now... 
it is time to Step Up and BE Real, because 

YU must Earn Your Way into The Real 
UNUverses. YU can 'Think' that your master 
will take YU there, and so it would be best 

to have RealExperiences in Your 
DreamVisions with Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 

Twitchell to verify this. It is Your Life! 

FANTASY 

"FANTASY... is not what it seems, but then 
again it is! From the Personal View, what is 
termed as 'Fantasy' is something that really 
does not exist, but actually it does! One of 

the best examples is that of politics, 
religion, spiritual teachings and scientific 
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whatevers. These systems and the many 
created agencies that support them, have 
purposely, for the most part, been created 

as a Distortion to Kontrol others. But, those 
who created these systems are usually 

hidden and so is the 'real agenda' they have. 
They purposely create Distortion, because 
when things are of a distorted fashion, like 

GMO TechFood, ChemTrails, Lethal 
Vaccines, Smart Meters, Pharmaceuticals, 

HAARP, Mind Kontrolling Microwaves and so 
much more, they can Kontrol people 

consciously and unconsciously. Is there 
anything with The ALLNatural Environment 

that Kontrols you? No there is not! So, this is 
where the idea of Fantasy comes in, and 
that is, because those in Kontrol of this 

planet, the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS), 
they are the ones marketing and promoting 
their 'fantasies' to the unsuspecting public. 
The presidents, queens, kings, masters and 
gurus and so many like them, stand on their 
stages and say their 'pretty words' to their 

unaware audiences, which are usually 
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Purposely Planned Distortions to sell to the 
public, and what they have created is a 
Fantasy. And in turn, what people are 

experiencing in other dimensions, worlds 
and in their nightly dreams, are what they 
term as Fantasy, because they do not want 

people to escape their Designed Mind 
Kontrol Matrix on this planet! 

"WAKEUP... This is Your World Too! YU, The 
RealU, has been here for many lifetimes 

doing the same routines over and over and 
getting nowhere! WE are The NUWay Out of 

The Matrix of Creation! 

POLITICAL DECEPTORS WAKEUP! 

"POLITICAL & RELIGIOUS DECEPTORS 
WAKEUP... YOU have a Huge Dark Karma 
Debt! Those of you I am referring to know 

who YOU are! You can 'Think' in your minds 
that you can do anything in this life, and 

with your Diabolical Demon Cohorts, as they 
are 'using' you to get their TapLining Thrills, 
until they no longer need you. You are with 
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the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and 
their Reptilian God, Kalaum, who is the Lord 
God of all religions. I am a UNUversal Seer 

and I can SEE You! Your Auras are black and 
filled with disease, which you will be dealing 
with in this lifetime or the hundreds of awful 
ones you will be returning here in! There is 

no escaping Your Karmic Debts, even though 
your Devil Gods have made you all kinds of 
promises, they are using you to get what 

they want and then you will be their dinner! I 
am the only one on this planet that can 
show you how to Save Your Life! But of 

course, you are too 'special and arrogant' to 
listen to anything that Makes Sense. You 
Decide, as it is Your Fate and Destiny that 

will show up and Not how you like it! 

SHARE NUBOOK 

"THE NUBOOK IS... Directions for The 
NUWay out of Kontrolling Cause & Effect 
Creation. That is unless, You want to Stay 
Lost here for more unconscious lifetimes 
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with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
who Poison and Kontrol this planet for 
HUman Farming? Are You Waking Up to 

what is really taking place on this planet? Or 
do you still 'Think' with all the pollution, 

wars and deception from the governments, 
it will all suddenly go away? This is a Waring 
Planet, and YU, The RealU, has been here a 
long time in so many different body forms. 
There are Real UNUverse of RealFreedom 

beyond Creation and the Kontrolling Gods of 
Man! Do YU have The RealCourage to Free 

YourSelf? WE will show YU how! 

YOUR IMAGINATION 

"What has made this world like it is? You 
Imagination! You have taken part to 

'imagine' this place and now You are living 
it! You may 'Think' it is Your Mind, as this is 

part of the process to make something 
material, but it starts with Your Imagination 
first. To most, Your Imagination is a mystery 

as to where is it from? First off, You have 
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been educated with a One-Dimensional 
MiliTerrorized System to Kontrol You! So of 

course, You do not have The RealKnowledge 
needed to Become MoreAware & 

SelfSufficient, because You have Agreed to 
be limited with Your Imagination and let the 
'systems' rule You! You are living on a planet 

that is Kontrolled by Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) and they have created the 
KEK Systems, just for You to be part of their 
HUman Farming! The RATS did not teach YU, 

The RealU, that YU are operating Five 
Bodies. It goes like this... Physical Body/Five 

Senses... Astral Body/Emotions... Causal 
Body/Memory... Mental Body/Mind... Etheric 
Body/Intuition & Subconscious Mind. YU, 
The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, operates 

these Five Bodies in Cause & Effect 
Creation. Creation is a 'process & simulator' 
for each of us to go thru until we are ready 

to WakeUp to The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. The TruReality, THE ALLIS, has 

provided Creation for the purpose of YU, The 
RealU, experiencing 'what is Not real' so 
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that YU can WakeUp and Recognize 'What IS 
Real Now!' Everything that is taking place in 
Creation, from what has been created on the 

earth, to how You feel here, to what You 
think and imagine, along with the invented 

systems and gods that Kontrol You... all this 
is in Creation and Not a TruReality. WakeUp! 

You are in a Designed Matrix! 
"YOUR IMAGINATION.. IS The Key to Secret 
Worlds & Real UNUverses of RealFreedom, 

beyond what You can imagine! Your 
Imagination has been Purposely Kontrolled 

to keep You here for more lifetimes as a 
slave with the RATS and their HUman 

Farming! How many times do You want to be 
eaten? Read My NUBook and take the time 

to Free YourSelf Now! 

NU~U SESSIONS NOW 

"LIFEIS PURITY LIKE THE SUN SHINING... 
Each of us have been thru millions of 

lifetimes to come into this NUMoment, The 
NUNowniss of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
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ALLIS. Most people carry some invented 
idea of tradition, rituals, ceremonies and the 

worshiping and praypaying to space gods 
that were originally created by the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this 
Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! Each 

person can 'Think' whatever they want to, as 
this is so easy to do and to make anything 
into something that 'seems' so lifelike. It 

really does take the longest time to WakeUp 
to What IS Real Now! The masses and what 
they have come to know from lifetimes of 
being subordinate are still 'having' to obey 

their  
Arrogant Uncaring Masters (AUM) the RATS, 
who are established with the GovernorLord 

Kalaum on the Mental Realm, who professes 
to be the Lord God for all the unaware. THE 

NUNOWNISS OF THE ALLIS, IS The Real 
WakeUp everyone is looking for. Life is not 

about mediation, charades, breathing 
exercises, health, diet, politics and religion, 

chasing money, emotional drama and so 
much more that people do. Look at the birds 
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and animals with The ALLNatural 
Environment... Do they do any of these or 
any of the silly things people 'Think' they 

must do? They Do Not Destroy The Nature... 
People Do! Do YU, The RealU, really want to 
WakeUp, or do you want to keep 'pretending' 

you are awake with your 'Love' ideas? 
THE NU~U SESSIONS NOW... The NU~U 
Sessions are so simple... Sing The NU~U 
anyway you want, whether sitting, lying 

down, sleeping, eating, whatever! The NU~U 
Session IS ALL about Your RealAwareniss 
with The TruReality LifeIS that IS PURE... 

THE ALLIS. The NU~U Session IS The 
TruCompleteniss that LifeIS for YU to 
Become MoreAware. ALL LIFE IS Your 

RealAwareniss! When YU Sing The NU~U, 
you do not need to stare at the third eye or 
anything that other religious and spiritual 

teachings do. They are generally looking to 
the light from the Astral Realm and the Gods 

of Man, as these are TapLining Traps! The 
NU~U IS The RealConnection with ALLIS 

LIFE NOW! WWE are Real & WWE are 
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Wonderful WorldWide Educators, who do not 
look to Restrictions & Rituals like the KEK 

Systems! 

UNUVERSAL COMMUNITY SKYPE 

"WWE ARE REAL... WWE are 'Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators' and WWE are Here for 
Everyone! WWE have a RealPurpose like no 
one else! WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause 
& Effect Kontrolling Creation. Singing The 

NUSound, The NU~U, will start 'Your 
Journey to Real Freedom Now!' WWE are 
The RealConnection with The SoundLight 
Reality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. WWE Stand with 

THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW, and 
Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 

Stand with US! WWE have established our 
UNUversal Skype Communties all over this 
world and thru ALL The LifeLevels LifeIS! 

WWE Stand in The Real UNUverses as 
'FreeBeings of RealLight!' WWE have no fake 

earthly TapLining masters to Kontrol US! 
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WWE are Real, Wonderful & Aware! 

THE NUWAVIS IN THE WORLD 

"THE NUWAVIS REAL NOW... Most people do 
not See more than what is in front of them. 
This is understandable until each person 

learns to gain RealExperience for 
themselves, then a NUVU comes into YU, 
The RealU, Your RealAwareniss and YU 

WakeUp and Become MoreAware. WWE are 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators with THE 

NUWAVIS The ALLAliveniss of The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. THE NUWAVIS 
replaces the old idea of the 'rod of power.' 
Those who claim the 'rod of power' are lost 
with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). 
The old words of AUM, OM, Amen, HU and 

many others are TapLining Traps of the 
Kalaum God. Those who worship and pray 
are looking to the Kalaum God of Cause & 
Effect Creation, and unless they WakeUp 
Now, they will be reincarnating on this 

Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet for more 
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unconscious lifetimes of an even worse 
environment! THE NUWAVIS The NUWay Out 
of The Matrix of Creation and the Kontrolling 

Reptilian Gods of Man. WakeUp & BE Free! 
Take The Risk to Become MoreAware & 

Wonderful! 

I 'Think' therefore I AM! 

"I 'Think' therefore I AM,' is an ancient 
statement given to people as they were 

indoctrinated lifetime after lifetime into the 
(EK) Evil Karmic systems of MiliTerrorized 

TapLining Education by the HUman Farming 
Business Korporations. The over-educated 
people of this earth keep Agreeing to the 

demise of this planet! It is Not the Children 
or the Birds and Animals in Nature who 

destroy The ALLNatural Environment. People 
have been taught, conditioned, 

indoctrinated, intimidated and even beaten 
and killed, to Agree with being BrainWashed 

& Kontrolled to where they are so 
Literalized, they 'Think' they more than Life 
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ITSelf! This world is full of Educated Robotic 
Deceptors & Destroyers! Do You really want 

to keep coming back here for even more 
lifetimes that will be worse? WakeUp! There 

is a Better LifeStyle that can be Yours, if 
You Take The Risk! 

I AM or IS~I 

"ALL LIFEIS an ISNIS... Most of us have been 
raised and indoctrinated with the 'I AM' idea 

from what the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) created as the Bible and other 

HUman Farming Business Plans like it. I 
always have liked the movie, 'The Ten 

Commandments' with Charlton Heston.' It is 
a Fun Adventure as he goes thru his process 

to WakeUp to something more than what 
most people know. Moses did not get out of 
Cause & Effect Creation, as he looked to the 
Gods of Man, namely the Reptilian Kalaum 
Lord God, who is actually a GovernorLord, 

like a politician in the Mental Realm. Moses 
was with the Burning Bush, and it said to 
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him, "I AM THAT I AM!" This is what Moses 
reported to others as he came down the 
mountain side carrying his Tablets and 
Orders from the Kalaum God. As people 

refer to the 'I AM' idea, they are Agreeing 
with what the Gods of Man. Mainly the 

Authoritarians, who are the RATS on the 
earth and what they are doing to everyone, 

as they are destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment that supports ALL of US! The 'I 
AM' idea is in limited Creation and refers to 

AUM, OM, Amen, HU and other words of 
ancient times that have faded away, as they 

did have their day like Moses. 

"ALL LIFEIS an ISNIS... IS~I... This refers to 
The NUNowniss of The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. The Real UNUverses of THE 

ALLIS, are Pure & Real & YU, The RealU, IS 
a FreeBeing of RealLight with No 

Restrictions and Endless Possibilities! With 
the Gods of Man and their 'commandments' 
there are always many Restrictions. With 

the Arrogant Uncaring Masters (AUM) of this 
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earth, there is nothing but, More & More 
Restrictions & Reincarnation! Laws, rules, 
regulations, ceremonies, rituals, sacrifices, 
confession and so much more brutality and 
submission from the RATS on the earth, and 
it just keeps getting worse! The Holy Rays 

from Ratican City in Rome, are the ones 
poisoning everything! WakeUp or Stay Lost 
for more lifetimes as a slave here! It's Your 

Life! 

ASK DUANE&EVA on THE REALSIDE 

"DUANE&EVA are on THE REALSIDE... The 
RealSide is where YU, The RealU, Your 

RealAwareniss, leaves your body at night 
when you are sleeping and goes into other 
dimensions, worlds and UNUverses. Sing 

The NUSound, The NU~U, and you will meet 
with Duane&Eva & The Real UNUversal 

Guides in Your DreamVisions. Beyond this 
world of pollution lies Endless 

RealAdventures for The Real RiskTakers. 
You can learn so much more about The 
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Whole of Life by Reading Duane's NUBooks, 
and then having Your Own RealExperiences 
with The RealGuides. WakeUp with US and 
Free YourSelf from the Designed Matrix you 

are Now in. 

LAND SHARKS 

"As a Surfer for over fifty years, I have seen 
very few if any, Sharks. As I am on the 

beach sometimes I am asked by people, 
"Isn't there Sharks out there?" Of course I 

reply, but they like the reefs with all the fish 
and Seals. Some people are so concerned 
about Sharks in the ocean that are rarely 

ever seen. But, when it comes to Land 
Sharks, such as political, religious, spiritual 
and business Deceptors, most people do not 
seem to be as concerned. The religions rule 
this earth and are manipulating the political 
governments, which they are in bed with, to 
poison the public with lethal toxins and mind 
Kontrol propaganda. And this is all okay for 
most people, as they bow and kneel to their 
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gods who keep them on this Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet. I would suggest to 

WakeUp and learn to See what the Land 
Sharks are doing everyday to YOU! 

LIFEIS Your RealAwareniss 

"There IS so much more to YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, than you can ever 

imagine! It really would sound funny if I told 
you that The RealU, created the Personal 
You, who You 'Think' You are! Ha Ha Ha... 
Funny Right? Well, it is True! You are not 

Aware of this, because You have been 
taught to be a One-Dimensional Slave to the 
existing invented systems that Kontrol You, 

and this has been going on with You for 
untold lifetimes! Oh, You can say, "I don't 
'believe' you, Duane!" It is so easy to say, 

isn't it? 
All You have to do is 'decide' something and 
it becomes so according to Your Literalized 

upbringing. This is the basic, Lost World, 
You are in. You have been so Dumbed Down 
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and Kontrolled, that You cannot See past 
Your Nose! Is this really how You want to be, 

until once again You are too old to 
remember who You are this lifetime? You 
can WakeUp to Your RealAwareniss and 
have a RealLife and RealAdventures like 

never before, and the best part is, they are 
Very Real & Wonderful! There are Awesome 

Worlds, Dimensions and Real UNUverses, 
that are waiting for YU, The RealU, to 

discover them, but YU must BE The Real 
RiskTaker and do what You have never done 

before... WakeUp and Do Something 
Wonderful! Take The Risk and Read My 
NUBooks, You will Save Your Own Life! 

THE IMITATORS 

"THE IMITATORS & DECEPTORS are 
EVERYWHERE... This world in Creation 

'seems' to be doing what it is supposedly is 
to do, but a closer look reveals a lot of 

Imitations and Deception taking place. It is 
more than understood why most people do 
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not want to See what is really taking place 
here, as they already have their LA LA Land 
'ideas' and lifestyle establish, so why rock 

the boat. With the One-Dimensionalized 
Consciousness of the present standards of 

understanding, most people will have a 
struggle to WakeUp to The NUNowniss 

LifeIS. From what has been created in the 
past as political, religious, spiritual, 

educational and scientific whatever, the 
unaware masses still look to what has 

mainly become 'imitations' of what they are 
'Thinking' is something that connects them 
to The TruReality LifeIS, and it really does 

not. I have been thru so much to provide The 
NUNowniss LifeIS, THE ALLIS, and by the 

very fact with The TruReality I am 
presenting, this makes everything else 

outdated and old. Also, most of the political, 
religious, spiritual, educational and 

scientific systems are 'bought off' and 
TapLined by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who rule this planet! Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and learn to Watch 
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Your DreamVisions. Instead of 'Thinking' 
that you already know what LifeIS, 'Let Life 
Show YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, 

What IT Really IS!' There is a Big Difference 
between the Personal Literalized Self and 
The Whole of Life! Take The Risk and start 
'Your Journey to RealFreedom Now! WE are 

The RealConnection! 

ASK US FOR 
REALFREEDOM 2016  

PAUL TWITCHELL-DUANE  
YOUR DREAMS NUBOOK 2&6 

ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

DUANEIS HERE~WHO WILL STEPUP? 

"THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN... What this 
means IS... There is No One Else on this 
planet or in this galaxy that will present 

'What IS Real Now!' There is so much going 
on that is old only words of wisdom, and 
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people 'thinking' that the old words have 
some kind of meaning, along with their 

emotional attachments to 'good sounding' 
ideas. These ideas and many other do have 

merit, mainly to the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) that rule this planet and so 

many others, as they Astrally TapLine and 
suck the energy from the unaware, Like 

YOU! Who has The RealCourage to StepUp 
and BE Real Now? Take The Risk and Live a 

RealAdventure to Become MoreAware & 
Wonderful! LifeIS AlwaysNU & Now, never 

old and outdated! The Sun Shining 
demonstrates ALL That IS... ALLIS! Most 
people 'think' with their senses and mind, 

but very few have learned to Truly See with 
their Being & RealAwareniss. ALL LifeIS 

Alive Awake Awareniss, and YU, The RealU, 
with your little body YU created, are here to 

WakeUp to the Recognition of what lies 
beyond the 'simulator' of Creation, You are 

in. Right Now, You are in the Designed 
Matrix of the RATS and their Reptilian Gods. 

You are in the Big Egg Shell known as 
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Creation. You probably bow and kneel, 
worship and pray to the Ghostly Gods, you 

have been marketed with for untold 
lifetimes, and You are still doing it as their 
slave! You can 'believe' whatever, and you 
will still return here unconscious! Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and learn to meet The 

Real UNUversal Guides in Your 
DreamVisions, as they will show YU, The 
RealU, The NUWay Out of The Cause & 

Effect Matrix of Creation! 
The NUSound, The NU~U, is a Real WakeUp 
for YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, to 

Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf from 
all the Restrictions you have made for 

yourself and the ones you have Agreed to 
with this world. The NU~U Sound is The 

RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. Simply Sing The NU~U like this 
for about 5 to 15 minutes… “NU~U~U~U… 
NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… and so on, and 

then Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to 
remember Your Dreams. In Your Dreams, 

which is the first part of The RealSide 
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LifeIS, The Real UNUversal Guides will 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 

for you to eventually have RealFreedom! 
Have Fun Deciding! 

WHY USE GOOGLE? 

"WHY USE GOOGLE... WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWE have ALL 

The Answers, YU, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss, needs! WWE are Real & 

Wonderful and WWE provide RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation like no one else! Sing 

The NUSound, The NU~U, and Become 
MoreAware & SelfSufficient! Watch Your 

DreamVisions and Let Life Show YU, 'What 
IS Real Now!' Google is fine for the 

'Literalized Mind,' but to See Beyond ALL the 
Restrictions of this world and to have 

RealFreedom Now, you cannot find this on 
Google or Yahoo. WakeUp and Learn to 

SeeMore than you ever have before, or stay 
the same and Stay Lost on this Purposely 
Poisoned prison Planet... YOUR CHOICE!!! 
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IS THIS KELSEY BROWN? 

"KELSEY BROWN FOR PRESIDENT... WWE 
are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 

WWE have Our Candidate! IS KELSEY 
EVERYWHERE? Of course She IS! Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and Meet Miss Kelsey 
Brown on The RealSide! She is on Facebook 
and in so many Videos... She is somewhere 

out there Having Fun... She is in Your 
DreamVisions! Have you been looking for 
'WHERE'S WALDO?' Forget Waldo... See 

Kelsey Brown for Real! Forget Bugs Bunny 
and Elmer Fudd, and even Charlie Tuna! 
President Kelsey IS Real Now! Have Fun 

Deciding! 

SING&SHARE THE NU~U 

"SING&SHARE THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U... 
This can be 'so simple' to Free YourSelf from 
the Cause & Effect Matrix of Creation, if YU, 

The RealU, will Pay Attention to The 
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RealGuidance and The RealEducation WWE 
Provide! WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators and WWE are The NUWay Out of 
The Kontrolling Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). You must 'earn your way 

out' of The Designed Microwave Mind 
Kontrol of the RATS. You keep Agreeing to 
the Deception they create and market to 

You! WakeUp Now, or Stay Lost with THEM! 

HERE & NOW 

"ALL LIFEIS HERE&NOW... YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, which You as the 

Personal Self has created, is probably not 
Aware of this. You are one of those people 

caught in The Cause & Effect Matrix of 
Creation, because You have been taught to 
'Think' that the life on this Poisoned Planet 
is all there is. Oh, You may be a 'believer' in 

an afterlife, which there Already IS, but 
maybe You do not know how to get there, 

which IS Here&Now. They didn't teach You 
this in Sunday School? They didn't tell You 
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that YU, The RealU, is operating Five Bodies 
and not just this physical one? Would You 

like to SeeMore than You ever have before? 
WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators, 

and WWE will show You with Our 
RealGuidance & RealEducation, how to BE 

Free and Become MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient! YU already have ALL The 

Answers with YU, but You have to let go of 
all those Restrictions to where You 'Think' 

You know more than The Whole of Life! 
Singing The NUSound, The NU~U will allow 
YU to See Beyond what You have come to 
know as Creation and all Your Restricted 

Agreements that keep You Unaware. 
"ALL LIFEIS HERE&NOW... Up until Now, You 

have been taught to be 'Literalized and 
Kontrolled' by the KEK Systems who rule 
this Poisoned Planet. To learn to 'escape' 
The Matrix of Creation, You must practice 

Singing The NU~U, everyday and pay 
Attention to Your DreamVisions. As You 

Become MoreAware, You will start to See 
how everything comes from YU, Your 
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RealAwareniss. Here is where You will 
intuitively go beyond Your Mind and start to 
Recognize NUWorlds & Real UNUverses that 
already exist for You! If You do not escape 
The Matrix of Cause & Effect, then You will 
be held here for more unconscious lifetimes 

of an even worse environment and body 
types! LifeIS Only Here&Now, and never in 
the past or future, as these are only 'ideas' 

You hold onto! 

Truth Suckers for World Truth 

"Are some Truth Seekers really Truth 
Suckers? First off, what Truth are they 

Seeking? RealExperience from The 
TruReality LifeIS, or what most 'Literalized 

People' have come to know as their 
'Indoctrinated Truth' from the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded this 
planet and created all the 'Holy Doctrines' 
for people to bow and kneel, worship and 

praypaying to their invented Ghost Gods? It 
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is more than obvious there are more Truth 
Suckers than Truth Seekers! Everyone has 

their own truth, and the so-called 'truth' 
people seek has become a Kontrolling 
Device with the presidents, kings and 

queens and masters and gurus. RealTruth 
can only be Recognized in the Real 

UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. Truth Suckers are looking for 

secondary rewritten documentation for their 
'truth' in The Cause & Effect Matrix of 

Karma Creation and with the Ghostly Gods 
of Man. The words they use such as, AUM, 

OM, Amen, Omen, HU and others, are 
attracting the RATS at alarming rates like 
flies on (whatever!). Most people are too 
unaware to See what is taking place with 
their Astral Body being TapLined by the 
Reptilians while they sleep! And so, the 
Truth Suckers keep adding to the World 
Consciousness of Distorted old wisdumb 

and what they 'think' is some kind of Truth. 
All that really matters to most is the 
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ritualism that comes with their traditions of 
celebrating more Alien TapLining Events! 

NOW Duane The Great Writer NOW 

"NOW IS ALL LIFE! NOW IS THE ISNIS 
LIFEIS! These are not Literal Statements. 
They refer to The TruReality LIFEIS. The 

Whole of Life cannot be defined or 
understood with any Literal Sense or 

conclusions. LifeIS an Absolutely Free 
Awareniss with No Restrictions! LIFE has 

decided what we know as Creation, which is 
a 'simulator' to WakeUp The RealU and 

eventually Recognize The TruReality LIFEIS, 
The Sound&Light ALLIS. LIFEIS what IT IS, 
and Not what is determined with the mind 
and senses. People look for freedom in The 

Cause & Effect Matrix of Creation, and there 
Never can be any! The Five Bodies of People 
are devices as vehicles to gain experiences 
in what we have come to know as Creation, 

and then to Take The Risk to See Beyond 
Creation, and enter The Real UNUverses of 
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RealTruth & RealFreedom, as this is where 
The RealAdventure of LIFE begins! The 

masses of this world and other worlds like 
it, have been prisoners for lifetimes in 

Creation. You keep returning here, because 
You do not know where else to go. Even the 
Heavens of Man are Designated Prisons to 
go to for a short time, then You will return 

unconsciously to this earth and do the same 
routines of trying to survive as You always 
have. The GovernorLords who manage the 
Astral & Mental Realm Heavens, have been 
made into 'gods' to Kontrol the unaware. 

"LIFEIS to be Recognized, moreso than Your 
Mind can conceive. YU, The RealU, must 

learn to first Recognize Your RealAwareniss, 
then learn to Recognize The TruReality THE 

ALLIS. The RealFreedom you have been 
looking for is Your RealAwareniss to 
SeeMore than you ever have before. 

"NOW IS The TruReality LifeIS, moreso than 
any 'religious or spiritual' ideas from 

traditions or ancient words. RealFreedom & 
RealTruth can only be Recognized NOW, and 
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not from something in the past or possibly in 
the future. YU, The RealU, IS Already LIFE, 
and so You must decide a 'Journey Like No 

Other' to SEE for YourSelf! Read The 
NUBook NOW! The NUSound, The NU~U, is a 

Real WakeUp for YU, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss, to Become MoreAware and 
Free YourSelf from all the Restrictions you 
have made for yourself and the ones you 

have Agreed to. 

YOUR LIFE JOURNEY 

"YOUR LIFE IS A REAL JOURNEY... Beyond 
what you can imagine IS, 'An Adventure Like 
o Other' that is waiting for YU, The RealU, to 

Recognize and take part in! There are 
NUWorlds & Real UNUverses that already 
exist, as LifeIS an ISNIS that IS Already 

Complete! Creation is Cause & Effect with 
all kinds of restrictions and gods. The Real 
UNUverses of THE ALLIS are Real, Pure & 

Perfect and there are no Restictions or 
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Karma! YU are so much more than just a 
body on earth, YU, The RealU, Your 

RealAwareniss, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight. 
Your Real & Exciting 'Life Journey' is to 

learn to Recognize what your Literal Mind 
cannot! TAKE THE RISK... Read My NUBooks 

and Free YourSelf! 

WE TEACH in YOUR DREAMS 

"Standard Education has its place as a one-
dimensional activity on the earth. So much 

of what is taught is Purposely Planned 
Distortion, but most people like it! You are in 
a Designed Microwave Matrix to Kontrol You, 

but You are probably not aware of this, as 
most people are Not! You can keep doing 
what You are doing and end up old and 

diseased, as this is the Plan of the Reptilian 
Aliens TapLiners (RATS) who rule this 

planet. OR... YU, The RealU can WakeUp, 
and WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 

will Share RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation with My NUBooks, and WWE 
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will also Teach YU in Your DreamVisions! 
What is Shared on The RealSide LifeIS, 

starting with Your DreamVisions, IS 
Exceptional, but YU must Pay Attention or 

Stay Lost on this Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet! 

"WWE Teach YU, The RealU, in Your 
Dreams... Sing The NUSound, NU~U, and 

then Watch Your DreamVisions. 
RealGuidance will start right away and You 

will Become MoreAware and eventually 
SelfSufficient! 

“The NUSound, The NU~U, is a Real WakeUp 
for YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, to 

Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf from 
all the Restrictions you have made for 

yourself and the ones you have Agreed to 
with this world. The NU~U Sound is The 

RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. Simply Sing The NU~U like this 
for about 5 to 15 minutes… “NU~U~U~U… 
NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… and so on, and 

then Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to 
remember Your Dreams. In Your Dreams, 
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which is the first part of The RealSide 
LifeIS, The Real UNUversal Guides will 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for you to eventually have RealFreedom! 

TAKE THE RISK! 

HUman Farming & TapLining 

"The majority of people on this earth are not 
aware they are on a Purposely Poisoned 

Prison Planet! Deception, Distortion, 
Marketing Ploy, along with all the created 
Restictions everywhere, are part of the 

herding of HUman Farming. The Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) were the first 

invaders on this planet and they created the 
'god & devil' ideas, along with the doctrines 
of indoctrination & intimidation, which are 

refereed to as their 'holy works' of 
Domination & Kontrol! You are one of the 
'cattle' in their coral! You are dinner when 
they are ready to serve You! You can keep 
'pretending' that the ChemTrails are not 
real, along with the Lethal Vaccines & 
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Pharmaceuticals, Smart Meters, WiFi, Mind 
Kontrolling Microwaves, Fukushima, HAARP, 

Military Supremacy, Government Laws & 
Restictions, Mad Scientists that create all 
the Virus to eradicate people, and so much 

more! The earth is Not what it 'seems' to be. 
YU, The RealU, can WakeUp to what is really 

taking place here and WWE, Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators, will show You how to 
Save YourSelf, or You can keep pretending 

that those who Kontrol You will be nice and 
everything will be okay... Your Choice! Keep 

in mind, that just because You may not 
'believe' in what is really taking place with 

Your literalized Mind, does not mean You will 
not be the Effect of all of it! You are in 

Cause & Effect Creation, which has many 
dimensions & levels. You are also in the 

Designed Matrix of the RATS on this planet 
and they really do mean business, because 
it is all 'business' here everyday for THEM 

(TapLining HUman Eating Martians).  
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"TAPLINING IS VERY REAL... This planet is 
occupied by so many unaware people, as the 

masses have been Seduced with Distorted 
Education into a one-dimensional state of 

Literalization to where people "Think' 
something and supposedly it automatically 

becomes so... "OH, I don't 'believe' in 
ChemTrails, so according to My Thinking, 

they cannot exist!" Are You Paying Attention 
Yet? You are being Astrally TapLined in Your 
Astral Body while You Dream. Your Dreams 
are other dimensions and worlds that YU, 
The RealU, are having experiences in. YU, 

Your RealAwareniss, is operating four other 
Unseen Bodies that You have not been 

taught about! 
Reptilian Astral TapLining sucks the energy 
and life out of people to where they become 
ill, diseased and cancerous. Your doctor will 

not tell You about this, as they are very 
unaware too! Watch Your Dreams... Learn to 
See Beyond this world of 'appearances' and 

Save Your Life! 
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BE PREPARED! 

"Are You Waking Up Yet? YES YOU! Or are 
You still being the same as You always have 
been? If You are Not Prepared, then You will 
be the Unknowing Effect of everything here 

and with YourSelf! Do You really know where 
You are on this planet? Most likely You Do 

Not! You may 'Think' You know, but Not 
Really! WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators, and Our RealFun is to Share 

Something Wonderful with Everyone, and 
this includes YOU! What WWE do is not 
rocket science, nor politics, religion, 

spiritual stuff, or any hokus pokus... WWE 
are Real & Wonderful Always! So, I am sure 

that You are wondering... What is it WWE 
Do? WWE are here for The ALLNatural 

Environment that supports ALL of US. And 
the fun part IS, there is more than just the 
earth or this Level of Life that WWE Share 
with You. As You take the time to Prepare 
YourSelf with US, You will start to See a 

Bigger Picture... in other words... YU, The 
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RealU, is going to Become MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient! So, BE PREPARED & 

SEEMORE! 

REAL HISTORY of FOSSIL FUELS 

"When the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
first came to this world, there were already 

some strange creatures here that had 
evolved from the millions of years of 

evolution that already existed with this 
planet. These are what we have come to 

know as the Dinosaurs. There were not a lot 
of these creatures around at the time and 

they were rather small in stature. The RATS 
had been to countless other planets, as their 

reason for living is to takeover whatever 
they want. The RATS had already 

experienced so many different lifeforms 
from all the galaxies and worlds they had 
been to and conquered. They first created 
the Humanoids on this earth as slaves for 

what they wanted built. Then they 
experimented on the creatures to raise them 
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like cattle, and this is where their 
experiments got a bit out of hand. The RATS 
are a mean gruesome race of Aliens and so 

are their experiments. They called the 
Dinosaurs, Groggos. Grog-gos, which is 

Grog, their Reptilian God, who is now the 
Kalaum God or Lord God, and gos, which 

meant animal. They wanted to please their 
god with what they were creating. This is 

what I discovered from The UNUversal Files 
on The Seventh LifeLevel of The Real 

UNUverses. There is the history of all the 
worlds and PsycRealm Levels spread all over 

Creation, but to get The RealExperiences 
that actually took place, one must learn 

UNUversal Positioning and go beyond 
Creation into The TruReality LifeIS. The 
RATS who still Kontrol this planet today, 

have never revealed the true history, 
because they want to keep their human 

creations dumbed down. This is where the 
Fossil Fuels of today come in to Kontrol the 

masses! 
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WWE WAKE YOU UP! 

'WWE ARE WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE 
EDUCATORS... WWE are Exceptional at what 

WWE do! WWE Stand Beyond the 
Restrictions of Creation and Do What Others 
Will Not! WWE provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation like no one else. WWE Stand 
with The Real UNUversal Guides who are 

not limited by the Restrictions of the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 

Kontrol this Matrixed Earth. YU, The RealU, 
can WakeUp with US, or Stay Lost with the 
RATS who want You for more lifetimes as 

their dumbed down slave. What a Choice You 
Have! 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE 

YOURSELF NOW! 
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YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & 
SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 

NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING 
OF REALLIGHT! 

WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES 
OF REALFREEDOM! 

FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & 
EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 

SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH 
YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 

REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS 
RECOGNIZED BY YU! 

I SEE THE REALU 

"I SEE THE REALU, YOUR 
REALAWARENISS... YU, The RealU, IS a 

FreeBeing of RealLight! This Already IS YU! 
Now that YU are at this point, YU have the 
Big Challenge to decide to WakeUp to who 

YU really IS. YU have been set into motion in 
Creation by The TruReality LifeIS to WakeUp 

to 'What IS Real Now!' This is a Huge 
Journey for ALL of US! YU have Free Will, 
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and YU can decide Not to WakeUp and stay 
in Cause & Effect Creation for as long as YU 
want, this is the scary part! YU, The RealU, 
created Your Personal Self... You know, the 
person You 'Think' You are. For lifetimes, 
Your DreamVisions have been giving YU 

hints as to who YU really are, but YU have 
not have The RealKnowledge to guide YU 

into Waking Up, so YU keep taking on more 
bodies to try and find Your TruSelf! You have 
been thru politics and religions and with the 

Gods of Man, and still You are the seeker 
looking. You want to be 'comfortable' in this 
world, but that only lasts so long and then 
You are restless again, because this world 

does not have what YU really want. YU want 
to WakeUp to The Real UNUverses beyond 

Cause & Effect Creation where there IS 
RealFreedom & No Restrictions! If You have 
any awareness at all, You can See that there 

is no freedom on this Purposely Poisoned 
Prison Planet and there never will be. You 

can keep 'pretending' there will be freedom 
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here and You have the right to do so, for 
eternity that is! 

"I SEE THE REALU... Can YU See Me like I 
See YU? I was asked by The Real UNUversal 

Guides to provide The RealKnowledge of 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Of course, 
You have not heard of THE ALLIS, because 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 

Kontrol You and this earth do not want You 
to know! They want You to stay dumbed 

down and unaware on this One-
Dimensionalized Matrixed Planet! LifeIS ALL 
about Being Aware. LifeIS Awareniss. LifeIS 
Your RealAwareniss, but YU must want to 
WakeUp and BE Real with YourSelf, or Stay 

Lost and Asleep here for more lifetimes. 
There are many steps to Waking Up, and 

Now IS always the best time to start 'Your 
Journey to RealFreedom!’ 

Days of Masters & Gurus are Gone! 
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"The Unaware Masses, those who 
emotionally cling to politics, religion, 

spiritual stuff, militerrorized education and 
mad science, usually look to an authority 
and place themselves in a minor position. 

After many lifetimes of struggling to get to 
this very moment, it is more than 

understandable why so many people see 
their life this way, and it is because they do 

not have The RealKnowledge of The 
TruReality LifeIS, as they have been taught 
'Purposely Distorted Ideas' that sound good. 
YU, The RealU, is a FreeBeing of RealLight 

and you can Become MoreAware and 
SelfSufficient from all the Restrictions you 

have known. There was a time when what is 
now old outdated wisdom had its place, but 
LifeIS Always NU & Now, and never in the 
past or future, but Always Here & Now! I 

was raised by The Real UNUversal Guides, 
and at one time belonged to what was then 
a 'spiritual path' that had real merit. Since 

then, the so-called 'masters' became corrupt 
and even infected with the Reptilian Alien 
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TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet. 
Anyone can very simply test what I am 

presenting here by Singing The NUSound, 
The NU~U, and then Watch Your 

DreamVisions at night, as The RealGuides 
will show you 'What IS Real Now!' You can 
learn to WakeUp Now or take your chances 
as you will be going into unconscious future 

lifetimes. It is Your Life and You Decide! 

"THE DAYS of MASTERS and GURUS are 
GONE! THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN IS here 
with The RealKnowledge of The TruReality, 
THE ALLIS. You are Now in The NUNowniss 
LifeIS. Very few will Recognize this, as most 

people on this Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet have been educated into a 

MiliTerrorized Kontrolling Literalization. 
They 'Think' only with their Computer Minds 

and 'Think' they know what LifeIS. The 
Unaware Masses have been seduced into a 
One-Dimensional Matrix of HUman Farming! 

The Old masters still mesmerize their 
followers with with 'pretty words' and Old 
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WisDumb, which is mostly Astral Realm 
Phenomena and Reptilian TapLining! 

Tradition is a hoax that has been overplayed 
and sold as something it is not. Bored 

people are too lazy to free themselves from 
their own self-made consciousness, so they 

go about destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment that supports ALL of US. 

BEING to BEING SEEING 

"BEING TO BEING SEEING is beyond what 
Your Mind can understand. In the Human 

Sense with your emotions and mind, as you 
have already decided how your relationships 

in your life work. Most people are very 
Emotionally Attached to the ideas they have 
created from their social upbringing. Each 

person has the right to decide whatever they 
want. There are only a very few who will 
Take The Risk to SEE what else there is 

besides their personal ideas they have been 
bred with. The masses are looking for 
freedom, but they are looking in all the 
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wrong places! They 'Think' they know what 
they are doing with their emotional 'Love' & 

God' ideas that have not changed hardly 
anything with the created consciousness of 
this world. As a matter of fact, because of 
the unconscious misuse of the Love & God 
ideas this world has actually become a lot 
worse! But still, people are adamant and 

arrogant with their old emotional 
attachments that they have known for untold 

lifetimes. As each person decides to have 
their life 'their way' they continue to create 
a future of more births and deaths with the 

reincarnation cycles. Very few will decide to 
have RealFreedom and go thru what it takes 

to BE Free Now. There are many steps to 
Waking Up to who YU, The RealU IS! 

"BEING TO BEING SEEING IS a RealPosition 
in The Real UNUverses beyond Cause & 
Effect Creation. Being to Being Seeing IS 
RealFreedom from ALL Restrictions that 

take place with the personal emotional life 
of your created 'little self.' You can stay 
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TapLined & Trapped with your old emotional 
ideas or Free YourSelf once and for all from 
any Restrictions You have known! YU, The 
RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight, and it 
takes time to Recognize the RealU, Your 

RealAwareniss. First, You have to Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and You will have The 

RealConnection to The SoundLight 
ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS from The Real 
UNUverses of ALLPurity. Being to Being 
Seeing IS where YU See The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS, as IT Already SEES YU! 
This is why You are in Creation, and when 

YU are ready, You will WakeUp & SEE LIFE! 

Old God Realization 

"The Old Term... God Realization has had its 
day, just like the ideas of Masters and 
Gurus, as these things are now ancient 
history and nothing more. These are Old 

Traditional Relationships that apply only in 
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Creation and Not with The Whole of Life, 
THE ISNIS LIFEIS. Most people are Not 
Aware Enough to Recognize what lies 

beyond the Restrictive Borders of Creation 
and the Fake Gods of Man. The 

GovernorLords who rule The Matrix in 
Creation do not want the unaware (YOU) to 
know who they really are and what they are 

really doing, just like the Deceptive 
Politicians and Religious Kontrollers on the 
earth. You can meet 'your gods' if you like, 

but once YU, The RealU, learns to 'See' them 
for who and what they are, you will be very 
disappointed! the 'spiritual' ideas of today 

are mainly with the Astral Realm and 
Ghostly Gods and Reptilian Aliens. People 
like to 'Think' all kinds of 'divine thoughts' 

and other funny things, but it is just 
something they are forming in Creation and 
has nothing to do with The Real UNUverses 

of RealFreedom. The Whole of LifeIS so 
much Bigger than a person can 'Think' IT IS. 
Very few people have The RealAwareniss to 

move into ALL The Levels of Life and SEE 
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what is really taking place. Most are too 
unaware and stuck in their one-dimensional 

thinking! 

DUANEIS HERE for YU, THE REALU 

"YOU ARE LOOKING FOR ME... Hello, Duane 
The Great Writer here... I was chosen to be 
THE NUMAN as THE NUGUIDE for YU, The 
RealU, by The Real UNUversal Guides from 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, to Free 

You from Cause & Effect Creation, when YU 
are ready to Take The Risk and WakeUp to 
BE The Real RiskTaker! For lifetimes, You 

have been Deceived with the invented ideas 
of gods, saviors, worshiping, praying, 

kneeling and begging for salvation, which 
was created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who originally invaded this planet. 
The RATS invented the 'god and devil' ideas 

and also worshiping and praying to their 
GovernorLord on the Mental Realm, Kalaum. 
They have kept You as their slave for untold 
unconscious lifetimes. You can 'Think' that 
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your 'divine light ideas' and 'emotional loving 
everything' along with sitting in meditation 

and imaging the 'astral light' around You will 
save You, but there is a lot more to Life than 
You can imagine. You have been seduced to 
'Think' that Creation is the ultimate and Life 

ITSelf, but it is Not! 

"Creation is a 'process and a simulator' with 
The Whole of Life, Not the Actuality LifeIS! 
The TruReality LifeIS, decided Creation for 

each of us to go thru to first experience 
'what is Not real' to then eventually discover 
'What IS Real!' To your Literalized Mind this 

will not make sense, but once YU, The 
RealU, decides to Take The Risk and have 

RealExperiences beyond what your mind can 
See and understand, then YU, The RealU, 
will Become MoreAware and Learn to SEE 
what I am presenting! THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN NOW IS... The NUWay Out of the 

Cause & Effect Karmic Matrix of Creation. 
Do You want to keep growing old and 

returning here for more boring lifetimes on 
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this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, or 
will You simply Read My NUBook and start 
'Your Journey to RealFreedom Now?' You 

have always been the 'Decider' of Your Life, 
and Not as You have been Deceived into 
'Thinking' that it has been the invented 

Ghostly Gods who 'supposedly' Kontrol You 
and the RATS disguised as the 

Authoritarians and Officials of this earth! 

ALL GRATITUDE TO MY NUFRIENDS 

"Every moment, and this does seem rather 
hard to fathom, I am so Grateful for what I 
have come to know and experience with 

Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The Real 
UNUversal Guides. Since 1970, when I first 

read Paul's book, 'The Tigers Fang,' I 
decided to step up and take part with 

presenting what Paul was doing for this 
world. Prior to this I had been with Rebazar 
& The RealGuides for lifetimes preparing for 

what I am Doing Now! Since the day I 
decided to nervously go out into the public 
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and do presentations and start my own 
classes with Paul's presentation, I have 

been so Grateful for this opportunity, as I 
was resistant at first when Rebazar kept 

hinting for me to get involved. Once I started 
I was in! I have not stopped since up to this 
very day. I have been through a lot, which I 
write about in My NUBooks, as this IS The 

RealAdventure LifeIS, and very few will See 
IT. Each of us must start with the written or 
Literal Knowledge, then learn to graduate to 
a more intuitive position and then finally to 

SEEING THE ALLIS. Recognizing & 
PerSeeving THE ALLIS, is simple, yet it is 

rather difficult, because of the personal self 
and the Literalization of today's 

MiliTerrorized Educational Systems. The 
'appearance' of education on earth 'seems' 
to be worthwhile, that is according to the 

one-dimensional business world and how it 
works, but beyond this it has no real value 

to the overall Journey to RealFreedom. 
"THANK YU NUFRIENDS for STEPPING UP... I 

have created this NUGroup to show my 
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appreciation for those who have The 
RealHeart to See what I am presenting, as I 
do this for ALL of YU, and what YU get from 
this IS For YU! The Bigger Picture LifeIS, is 

like the Sun Shining, and as I Stand with The 
RealGuides & THE ALLIS, I am Very Grateful 

for ALL of YU who have shown up and 
Stepped Up to Share The NUSound, The 

NU~U. LifeIS Your RealAwareniss, moreso 
than anything You can accomplish in your 
personal life. The Whole of LifeIS Unseen 

and the lesser part which we know as 
Creation, is simply The Passing Dream. 

(Today, what Paul Twitchell had created has 
become corrupt and taken over by the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who have 
been around since Darwin Gross was the 
fake master, and today it is fake master 

HarOld & Joanny Klump, mainly Joanny who 
Kontrols HarOld of what I refer to as the 
EEKonkon Krone Korporation. It would 

'seem' that what they are doing with their 
'spiritual' deceptions like so many others is 
authentic, but once you learn to See what is 
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really taking place 'Behind The Curtains' on 
The RealSide LifeIS with these Deceptors, 
you will See a completely different picture 

and it is Not Good! You can 'Think' whatever 
you want about anything, but Life will show 

you 'What IS Real Now!' WakeUp!) 

REAL RISKTAKERS OF THE ALLIS, REAL 
RISKTAKERS DO NOT HIDE 

REAL RISKTAKERS OF THE ALLIS... 
"There are many RiskTakers on this earth 

who know they have to be creative to 
survive. Creation is a huge challenger for all 

of us, and the biggest challenge is Not 
Knowing there is more to Life than just the 
earth and Creation and to WakeUp to this. 

This earth has its benefits with The 
ALLNatural Environment that supports us, 

but with the enormous Kontrol of the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who have 
been here the longest, the survival rate of 
people is vanishing rapidly. Taking Risks to 

survive here is one thing, but it all soon 
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disappears as one gets older and feeble and 
unable to care for themselves. All the so-

called 'thrills' are gone and all that is left are 
memories like those of pastlives that most 
people cannot remember. So the routine of 

rebirth continues for those who Do Not 
Become The Real RiskTakers to See Beyond 

this world and Cause & Effect Creation. 
Seeking thrills here is one thing and 

Becoming MoreAware & SelfSufficient is a 
much better position to stand in. From the 

personal view and mind of most people, they 
cannot See what lies beyond this world and 
all the unlimited possibilities that already 
exist, so their imagination and attention is 
moreso focused on that they see in front of 
them, which they do not always consider 
will soon vanish and becoming nothing. 

"The Real RiskTaker, one who has been 
guided and educated with The 

RealKnowledge of The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, they will step forward and take 
on The RealAdventure of Life and expose 
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themselves to whatever it takes for The 
TruReality LifeIS to be known and 

understood. Very few people will do this, 
because most people are too afraid for 
themselves and the so-called 'social' 

position they 'Think' is more important than 
their RealAwareniss and RealFreedom. The 

masses 'pretend' there is some kind of 
freedom here, but there is None! The 

Political and Religious Kontrollers will drown 
people in 'pretty words' to convince the 

unaware that the so-called freedom they are 
wanting will soon take place and that they 

are to hold onto their 'hope' for this event to 
happen, which it never will, because it never 

has! Duane The Great Writer is providing 
what no one else has The RealCourage to 

do... The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation Now! 

YOU are LOOKING for ME 

"YOU ARE LOOKING FOR ME... Hello, Duane 
The Great Writer here... I was chosen to be 
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THE NUMAN as THE NUGUIDE for YU, The 
RealU, by The Real UNUversal Guides from 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, to Free 

You from Cause & Effect Creation, when YU 
are ready to Take The Risk and WakeUp to 
BE The Real RiskTaker! For lifetimes, You 

have been Deceived with the invented ideas 
of gods, saviors, worshiping, praying, 

kneeling and begging for salvation, which 
was created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who originally invaded this planet. 
The RATS invented the 'god and devil' ideas 

and also worshiping and praying to their 
GovernorLord on the Mental Realm, Kalaum. 
They have kept You as their slave for untold 
unconscious lifetimes. You can 'Think' that 

your 'divine light ideas' and 'emotional loving 
everything' along with sitting in meditation 

and imaging the 'astral light' around You will 
save You, but there is a lot more to Life than 
You can imagine. You have been seduced to 
'Think' that Creation is the ultimate and Life 

ITSelf, but it is Not! 
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GO FOR THE ADVENTURE! 

"Everything with Creation has a Beginning, a 
Duration, and an Ending, then comes a New 

Birth. This is how Creation works, even 
though many like to 'Think' they can 

outsmart Creation with whatever they 
decide. This is what is seen on this planet 

today with people 'thinking' they can out do 
The ALLNatural Environment, and by the 

very fact they keep 'thinking' they can, they 
are destroying it! Creation is a 'process' we 

are all going thru and is not The 
RealAdventure each person is looking for. 
Beyond Creation and all that has become 

known here, including the Heavens and Gods 
of Man, is The Real UNUverses of The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. It is 
understandable that the masses know 

nothing about THE ALLIS, as they have been 
taught to be one-dimensional as HUman 

Farming Cattle. To See Beyond the 
Restrictions of Creation, YU, The RealU, 

must be The Real RiskTaker and WakeUp to 
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'What IS Real Now' or you will once again 
miss this opportunity to Free YourSelf from 
the Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). So, you can WakeUp and 
'Go for The RealAdventure' or you Stay Lost 

in Creation for more lifetimes of being a 
slave here for the RATS. You are always the 
Decider of Your Fate & Destiny! Go for the 

adventure or go with Your Mind like the 
masses! 

PURE AWARENESS 

"In Creation there is Created Consciousness. 
This is with the physical, astral, causal, 
mental and etheric realms. Most people 

'Think' this is all there is to Life, but there is 
a lot more! Creation is a 'simulator' with 

body forms. Creation has its purpose as a 
Real WakeUp for YU, The RealU, Your 

RealAwareniss. You will continually 'play the 
game' with body forms until YU, The RealU, 

is ready to advance into The Real 
UNUverses of PurAwareniss. Beyond Cause 
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& Effect Creation, there are Real UNUverses 
of Pure Sound&light, where Your 

RealAwareniss IS a FreeBeing of RealLight. 
There is no freedom in The Matrix of 

Creation with the Authoritarians and the 
Gods of Man. There IS RealFreedom in The 
Real UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS! 

Don't Ask Google ASK DUANE&EVA on 
Facebook 

"Google has its place in this world, just like 
all of us. They like to spy on us and sell the 
information to the Nazis (See... 'THE NAZIS 
WILL GIVE UP' on Facebook) that Kontrol 

this world, but I am grateful they have built 
a system for me to communicate 'Something 

Real' to others! I would not have time to 
build what they have. Google has a lot of 
stuff that is useful and stuff that 'seems' 
useful, but DUANE& EVA have what will 
Save Your Life from coming back in this 
Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 
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TapLiners (RATS). WakeUp and take the time 
to Read My NUBooks and you will learn what 
most people will never know! Take The Risk! 

THE NAZIS WILL GIVE UP 

"This physical world is always a challenge 
and moreso than most people can fathom. 
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There is always an undermining force that is 
created by certain people who have not 
matured past the lower human created 

consciousness. Then there are those who 
are even Lower! These are the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) or also known as the 
Nazis. These funny knuckleheads have been 
doing what the Klingon's do in Star Trek for 
eons. They have huge Evil Karma (EK) and 

still have not learned hardly anything except 
to continually be stupid and destroy 

everything they touch. The Nazis are the old 
bankers, politicians, religious counterfeiters, 

fake spiritual masters and gurus, mad 
scientists and the idiots that have invented 

the militerrorized educational systems. 
Their Silly Deception is showing up as their 
pants are falling down and they are being 

exposed! The Nazi Brains 'Think' they know 
more than Life and can do whatever they 

want as they continue to take on worse body 
types each lifetime for all the EK they have 
done. In Creation there is Cause & Effect 

Karma, and in The Real UNUverses There IS 
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RealFreedom from all Creation. 

WHAT YOUR MOTHER NEVER TOLD YOU! 
WHAT YOUR BABSITTER NEVER TOLD YOU 

"Did Your Mother ever tell You that You could 
leave Your Body and explore NUWorlds that 
are unseen by unaware people and learn a 

lot more than You ever will here? Some kids 
are lucky, as they have parents who are 

AWAKE&AWARE, but most kids have 
sleeping parents who make them do the 

military routines of the Kontrolling Systems 
and turn them into little robots to become 

old and emotionally burdened. Now that You 
are older, do You really want to just keep 

doing what You have always done and just 
grow old, or Do You want a 'RealAdventure 
Like No One Other?' You have to BE a Real 

RiskTaker to have RealFreedom! Do You 
have the courage to do what You have never 

done before? Take The Risk and Read My 
NUBooks... You will be Glad You Did! Have 

Fun Deciding! 
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THE HOLY BIBLE 

"The Holy Bible is one of the most Deceptive 
Business Plans from the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). Their so-called 
'prophecies' are all planned to happen and 

the people that promote the idea that this is 
the word of some invented god is nothing 
more than marketing ploy. This world is so 

full of Deception from the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). People 
seem to like being fooled and deceived. Do 
any of the birds in Nature do what humans 

do? The word 'holy' is actually from the 
RATS and their ancient history of takeovers 

and means 'Aura Piercing!' This is where 
they put holes into a person's Aura and 

Astral Body while they are asleep and what 
is known as TapLining, which leads to 

illnesses, disease and cancers. The word 
'Bible' is from the idea of 'bribe' as this is 

what TapLining is. This is the Created 
Deception of the RATS and they have bought 
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off a lot of people all over this planet to 
destroy The ALLNatural Environment. So 

many people are STUPID! They have 
convinced the STUPID HUMANS to fly 
ChemTrail Jets to poison everything, 

operate the HAARP Machine to Kontrol the 
weather and destroy people for profit and 

takeovers, build Mind Kontrolling Microwave 
Towers to radiate all of us into cinders, 

create Damaging Drugs and Lethal Vaccines 
and invent Poisonous Viruses and Chemical 
Pesticides on all the food and so much more! 
Take a good look at who YOU work for! YOU 
are probably part of the problem! Do YU, The 

RealU, want to WakeUp or do You want to 
create more EK (Evil Karma) for yourself? 

YOU are the decider of your Fate and 
Destiny... YES YOU! 

WHAT THE NAZIS HAVE NOT TOLD YOU 

"Did the NAZIS ever tell You that You could 
leave Your Body and explore NUWorlds that 
are unseen by unaware people and learn a 
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lot more than You ever will here? Some kids 
are lucky, as they have parents who are 

AWAKE&AWARE, but most kids have 
sleeping parents who make them do the 

military routines of the Kontrolling Systems 
and turn them into little robots to become 

old and emotionally burdened. Now that You 
are older, do You really want to just keep 

doing what You have always done and just 
grow old, or Do You want a 'RealAdventure 
Like No One Other?' You have to BE a Real 

RiskTaker to have RealFreedom! Do You 
have the courage to do what You have never 

done before? Take The Risk and Read My 
NUBooks... You will be Glad You Did! Have 

Fun Deciding! 

CONSCIOUSNESS or YOUR 
REALAWARENISS 

"Because of the Traditional History of 
politics, religion and spiritual whatevers, the 

'idea of Consciousness' has become a 
household word. People have 'assumed' that 
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Consciousness and the ideas that have been 
created with it are the ultimate with Life. It 
is understandable why so many 'Think' this 
way, because this is all people have known 

from what the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) have first created as the Gods of 

Man and the 'Devil' idea, along with 
worshiping and prayer. This world today is 
so full of Deception and Hidden Agendas to 
Deceive others, steal what they have and 
then destroy them. WakeUp! This IS Real 

Now! The RATS are nonstop with what they 
do. They constantly create scenarios that 

'look good' and then go in for the kill. 
Consciousness is with Creation, and 

Creation is in the Five PsycRealms of Cause 
& Effect, and this is as far as it goes for the 

idea of Consciousness. Consciousness is 
'something created' and Not The TruReality 
LifeIS. Beyond the limitations of Cause & 

Effect Karmic Creation is The Real 
UNUverses of Pure Sound&Light of THE 
ALLIS. YU, The RealU, IS a FreeBeing of 
RealLight, moreso than the 'astral plane 
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idea' of spirit. The Real UNUverses are not 
seen with the mind in any Literal Sense, as 

they are Recognized with Your 
RealAwareniss. The RealU, IS Your 

RealAwareniss and there is no need for 
created Consciousness or any type or idea 

of Creation in The Real UNUverses, as there 
is No Cause & Effect Karma! WakeUp & BE 

Free or Stay Lost in Creation for more 
unconscious lifetimes that will only get 

worse! 

REALFREEDOM IS Recognizing THE ALLIS 

"There is NO FREEDOM in Creation... NONE! 
I am sure this is alarming to many, as all of 
us have struggled for untold lifetimes to try 
and get some sort of freedom here. Look at 
your life since you came into this world. Do 
you have the freedom you want? You may 
have money and popularity and whatever 
else you have went after, but honestly, do 

you have the freedom you can imagine? You 
can say you do, and for a few moments you 
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can supposedly have it, but not really! 
Everything here comes and goes, because 
you are in Cause & Effect Creation and you 
cannot out do it! You may 'Think' you can, 
but you cannot no matter who you 'Think' 
you are! LifeIS Bigger! LifeIS Bigger than 

what we know as Creation! "Surprise, 
Surprise" as Gomer Pile would say. Do you 

want to stay as you are and at the mercy of 
'chasing and hoping' for some little bit of 

freedom with your life, or would you like to 
have 'The Adventure of a Lifetime' and have 
RealFreedom? You have to earn your way as 

though you are escaping from prison, and 
the best part is, you will have The Best 

Guidance & Education Ever! You are going 
thru 'Step One' of your process with 

Creation Right Now. Step Two is to Read My 
NUBooks and Decide to go to Step Three, 
which is to 'Take The Risk' and Sing The 

NUSound, The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions to get Your Own 

RealExperiences. As I have mentioned, there 
is No Freedom here. RealFreedom must be 
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'Recognized' with Your RealAwareniss, The 
RealU, that is operating the Five Bodies you 

have. Beyond Creation IS The Real 
UNUverses of Pure Sound&Light with the 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 
"The Gods of Man and their Authoritarians 
on this earth have 'fooled' you for lifetimes 
into 'Thinking' that this 'Place in Life' is all 

there is. You can do so much better, but You 
have to BE The Real RiskTaker, or Stay Lost 

on this rock in black space for more 
lifetimes! WE are The NUWay Out of The 

Designed Matrix of Cause & Effect Creation. 
WakeUp & BE Free! 

WHAT YOUR PRIEST NEVER TOLD YOU 

"Did your Priest ever tell You that You could 
leave Your Body and explore NUWorlds that 
are unseen by unaware people and learn a 

lot more than You ever will here? Some kids 
are lucky, as they have parents who are 

AWAKE&AWARE, but most kids have 
sleeping parents who make them do the 
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military routines of the Kontrolling Systems 
and turn them into little robots to become 

old and emotionally burdened. Now that You 
are older, do You really want to just keep 

doing what You have always done and just 
grow old, or Do You want a 'RealAdventure 
Like No One Other?' You have to BE a Real 

RiskTaker to have RealFreedom! Do You 
have the courage to do what You have never 

done before? Take The Risk and Read My 
NUBooks... You will be Glad You Did! Have 

Fun Deciding! 

MEET THE LORD GOD 

"The ‘GOD’ idea has been around for untold 
lifetimes as we have all come and gone from 
this planet and many others. The Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) have used the ‘god 

and devil’ ideas, plus worshiping and praying 
to keep their Humanoid creations under 

control and obedient. After many lifetimes of 
being suppressed, intimidated and destroyed 
by the RATS, we have all come a long ways 
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to Waking Up to what is really taking place 
with what they have Deceived us with. Many 

people still hold onto the Old Fears from 
their past lifetimes with the ‘hell and 

damnation’ ideas the EK Religions (Evil 
Karma) have subliminally hypnotized the 

masses with. There is no bird or animal that 
worships anything! As long as You hold to 
Your Fears of the Fake Ghostly Gods, You 

will continue to be a slave for the RATS and 
the EK Religions on this planet or whatever 
one You will be going to next. Here is the 

‘Good News’ for those of you who have The 
RealCourage to Take The Risk and Really 
See & Experience a much Bigger Picture 

than You have ever known! In My NUBook, ‘A 
Journey to RealFreedom,’ I describe my Real 
Journey with The UNUversal Guide, Rebazar 

Tarzs, as he takes me thru the Five 
PsycRealms and then beyond Creation into 

The Real UNUverses of The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Very few people are 

ready for this Real Journey beyond Cause & 
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Effect Creation, because they are unaware 
of the other Levels of Life. 

“As I left my body with Rebazar one night, 
we first went into the Astral Realm and met 
the supposed ‘god’ in what I call, The First 
Heaven of Man. From there we went to the 
next level or plane, the Causal Realm and 
met the Braham God and listened to his 
‘pretty words.’ Soon after we entered the 
Mental Realm and into the giant castle of 

the Kalaum Reptilian God, also known as the 
Lord God to many religions on the earth. The 
Kalaum God directs the RATS on earth and 
thru all the Four PsycRealm Levels, as he 
holds everyone he can as prisoners in an 
unconscious state as his supporters, just 

like politicians do, because he is a 
politician! Here is the fun part… You can 

meet the Kalaum God, Your Lord God, that is 
if You have the courage to do so! I have met 
him many times, and at first he can be very 

scary, but he also likes to ‘play the 
benevolent role’ to seduce You. Sound Fun, 

or just too unbelievable? Your God does 
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exist, and so it only makes sense that You 
have the opportunity to Meet Him! Here is 

how You can do this… Before going to sleep, 
Sing The NUSound, The NU~U for about ten 

minutes… “NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U…
NU~U~U~U” and so on. Ask for Rebazar & 

Duane to take You to meet the Kalaum God. 
I am not saying this will work right away, 
because it may take a lot of practice and 

courage on your part… maybe weeks, 
months or years, but eventually, You can 

meet him when You are ready! 
“Here are some ‘Fun Facts’ for You, as You 
decide what to do… the earth is filled with 
Deceptors who obey the Kalaum God. The 

political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific systems are crawling with 

robotized people who bow and kneel to the 
Kalaum God unconsciously. Some EK (Evil 

Karma) Reptilian Deceptors are… the 
Vatican with the Pope and his Cardinals, the 
President, Congress and many movie stars, 

Billy Graham and so many other evangelists, 
and especially those on TV. HarOld & Joan 
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Klemp of Eckankar, Scientology and 
numerous other spiritual paths and teaching 
that are TapLined by the Reptilians. Learn to 

watch Your Dreamvisions and ask who is 
Reptilian and The Real UNUversal Guides 
will show You! If You do not WakeUp Now, 
then You will Stay Lost here and TapLined 
with cancers for more lifetimes! Take The 

Risk or Stay Unaware! It is Your life and You 
Decide! 

HAPPY WOMEN'S DAY EVERYDAY! 

“Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, and this 
is for all you Wonderful Women to WakeUp 

and BE Free for YourSelves! As you Sing The 
NU~U, you will begin to See Beyond all the 
Restrictions that have been placed upon 

you, because YU, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss, is going to discover Your 

TruSource as a FreeBeing of RealLight! What 
I am presenting to you is not just some 

'pretty words' like the Political, Religious 
and Spiritual Matrix Deceptors, those who 
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have persuaded you to be 'secondary' to 
those who Kontrol this planet. There are 

men who respect women as their equal, but 
for the most part, the egotistical men of this 
world have dominated women to the point of 
making them like animals, when in fact The 
RealHeart of a Woman is So Wonderful! Of 

course, each woman must WakeUp to this or 
be a slave to the male egos who are 

destroying this world. It is also true that 
women can be very notorious and 

seductively cleaver, and as you read My 
NUBooks, you will learn a lot. It is not that 

men are better than women or vice-verse, it 
is that all of us are FreeBeings of RealLight 
and we stand 'Being to Being' in The Real 

UNUverses, those Endless Awesome 
Positions that exist beyond Cause & Effect 
Creation and the Kontrolling Gods of Man. 
To have this RealLife, you must learn to 

Recognize what you have never known, as 
this is a huge journey like no other. So, 
simply Read this NUBook and Have Fun 

Singing The NU~U, as you will start to have 
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Your Own RealSide Experiences with 
Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 

Guides! I personally adore women, as I have 
met so many who have great insights and 

can See what very few people can. Women 
have a very special way about them that 

most men cannot See, but I can, and when I 
See certain women who have this, I take the 
time to show them how to BE Wonderful for 

ThemSelves! 

REALFREEDOM IS Recognizing THE ALLIS 

"There is NO FREEDOM in Creation... NONE! 
I am sure this is alarming to many, as all of 
us have struggled for untold lifetimes to try 
and get some sort of freedom here. Look at 
your life since you came into this world. Do 
you have the freedom you want? You may 
have money and popularity and whatever 
else you have went after, but honestly, do 

you have the freedom you can imagine? You 
can say you do, and for a few moments you 

can supposedly have it, but not really! 
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Everything here comes and goes, because 
you are in Cause & Effect Creation and you 
cannot out do it! You may 'Think' you can, 
but you cannot no matter who you 'Think' 
you are! LifeIS Bigger! LifeIS Bigger than 

what we know as Creation! "Surprise, 
Surprise" as Gomer Pile would say. Do you 

want to stay as you are and at the mercy of 
'chasing and hoping' for some little bit of 

freedom with your life, or would you like to 
have 'The Adventure of a Lifetime' and have 
RealFreedom? You have to earn your way as 

though you are escaping from prison, and 
the best part is, you will have The Best 

Guidance & Education Ever! You are going 
thru 'Step One' of your process with 

Creation Right Now. Step Two is to Read My 
NUBooks and Decide to go to Step Three, 
which is to 'Take The Risk' and Sing The 

NUSound, The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions to get Your Own 

RealExperiences. As I have mentioned, there 
is No Freedom here. RealFreedom must be 
'Recognized' with Your RealAwareniss, The 
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RealU, that is operating the Five Bodies you 
have. Beyond Creation IS The Real 

UNUverses of Pure Sound&Light with the 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 

"The Gods of Man and their Authoritarians 
on this earth have 'fooled' you for lifetimes 
into 'Thinking' that this 'Place in Life' is all 

there is. You can do so much better, but You 
have to BE The Real RiskTaker, or Stay Lost 

on this rock in black space for more 
lifetimes! WE are The NUWay Out of The 

Designed Matrix of Cause & Effect Creation. 
WakeUp & BE Free! 

THE HOLY BIBLE 

"The Holy Bible is one of the most Deceptive 
Business Plans from the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). Their so-called 
'prophecies' are all planned to happen and 

the people that promote the idea that this is 
the word of some invented god is nothing 
more than marketing ploy. This world is so 

full of Deception from the KEK Systems 
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(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). People 
seem to like being fooled and deceived. Do 
any of the birds in Nature do what humans 

do? The word 'holy' is actually from the 
RATS and their ancient history of takeovers 

and means 'Aura Piercing!' This is where 
they put holes into a person's Aura and 

Astral Body while they are asleep and what 
is known as TapLining, which leads to 

illnesses, disease and cancers. The word 
'Bible' is from the idea of 'bribe' as this is 

what TapLining is. This is the Created 
Deception of the RATS and they have bought 

off a lot of people all over this planet to 
destroy The ALLNatural Environment. So 

many people are STUPID! They have 
convinced the STUPID HUMANS to fly 
ChemTrail Jets to poison everything, 

operate the HAARP Machine to Kontrol the 
weather and destroy people for profit and 

takeovers, build Mind Kontrolling Microwave 
Towers to radiate all of us into cinders, 

create Damaging Drugs and Lethal Vaccines 
and invent Poisonous Viruses and Chemical 
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Pesticides on all the food and so much more! 
Take a good look at who YOU work for! YOU 
are probably part of the problem! Do YU, The 

RealU, want to WakeUp or do You want to 
create more EK (Evil Karma) for yourself? 

YOU are the decider of your Fate and 
Destiny... YES YOU! 

(ET) EMOTIONAL TAPLINING (ET) 
MICROWAVE ZOMBIES 

"EMOTIONAL TAPLINING (ET)... has been 
going on for as long as people have been on 

this earth. Very little is known about 
TapLining and its true nature, as this has 
been a very well kept secret among the 

Elites, or those who are known as the Cabal 
or Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). Duane 
The Great Writer, who is a UNUversal Seer, 

one who can See Beyond the limits of 
Creation and the Gods of Man, is now bring 
forth what is really taking place with all the 

TapLining the KEK Systems have been 
doing, those who are Destroying The ALL 
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Natural Environment that Supports ALL of 
US. Almost Everyone is Emotionally 

TapLined to some degree! Most people are 
not aware they have four other unseen 
bodies they are operating, and it is the 

Emotional or Astral Body that is TapLined 
the most. Drugs, alcohol, excessive 

emotions, aggressive sensations and certain 
Agreements lead to being Astrally TapLined. 

What takes place is the RATS go into the 
Dreams of the unsuspecting person and 

attach suction lines, just like in the movie, 
'The Matrix' where Neo escapes his 
Unconscious TapLines. The unaware 
masses have been taught to be one-

dimensional with the KEK Systems, and so 
they are very Uneducated Realistically in 

The TruSense. If YOU are not aware of the 
other worlds, dimensions, and especially 
The Real UNUverses beyond Creation and 
the Gods of Man, then you are most likely 
TapLined, because of all your Emotional 
Agreements, which leads to illnesses, 

disease and cancers, plus more unconscious 
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lifetimes here with the RATS! WakeUp or 
Stay Lost here with unaware people who 

have become Microwaved Zombies! 

OLD TRADITION 

"OLD TRADITION is OLD... it seems the older 
something gets the more value it has, but 
not with everything, just those things that 
hold people mostly to this earth and more 

unconscious lifetimes. The Literalized Mind 
Set that has been created with people 

cannot Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, The 
NUNowniss. It is easier for people to look to 

the Dead Past and reflect upon what has 
already taken place and then try to keep it 
alive in some way. The past can be a good 
reference, but has nothing to do with The 

Whole of Life, which is moreso than 
Creation. Without RealExperience, very few 

people are going to grasp what I am 
presenting as a 'hint' to RealTruth & 

RealFreedom. Everyone has their 'truth' and 
they can have it, as it means nothing to the 
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Sun Shining and the same with Life ITSelf. 
Creation is not Life, and what we are each 

experiencing here is a 'Place in Life' and not 
The Whole of Life. The TruReality LifeIS, IS 
So Much Better than anything in Creation, 
but YU, The RealU, must Take The Risk to 

SEE This! It is so that you do have a lifestyle 
here, but it is limited and will soon end. You 

may 'Think' that some form of 'belief' will 
carry you beyond the clouds, and it will, 

usually into the Astral Realm, where you will 
once again be Kontrolled by the Gods of 

Man. 
"LIFEIS ALWAYSNU & NOW... and Never in 

the past nor does it have a future. LIFEIS AN 
ISNIS. This is what Life Already IS. The 

Literalized Mind Set likes to 'Think' it knows 
more than Life ITSelf, with its invented 

institutions of secondary scholastic 
conditioning. A 'degree' from someone does 
not constitute anything, but a memorization 

course a person has taken. The Whole of 
LifeIS Bigger than the sky above and a lot 
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more fun than this Purposely Poisoned 
Prison Planet! LifeIS Your RealAwareniss! 

STAYING LOST 

"The masses seem to enjoy 'Staying lost' 
with what the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) have created as the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) of the 

Kalaum Lord God. Religion & Politics are the 
Deceiving Deceptors Marriage for the 

unaware Submissive TapLined Slaves who 
keep Agreeing to the invented religions and 

politics of this world. Who is it that is 
Destroying this Purposely Poisoned Prison 

Planet? The religions and governments that 
are in bed together to keep YOU as their 

Supportive Slave, Now and for lifetimes to 
come! Do YU, The RealU, want to WakeUp 

Now or Stay Lost and unaware for thousands 
of more years in your futuristic deformed 
bodies? Read My NUBooks and Take The 
Risk and do what YOU have never done 

before! 
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BEING TO BEING REALMARRIAGE 

BEING TO BEING REALMARRIAGE 
“For longer than any of us can remember, we 
have been 'traditionally' accustomed to the 
deceptively invented Marriage Ceremony 

from the Sacrificial Worshiping Intimidating 
Nazi Earthly Savages (SWINES) of the 

Reptilian Lord God, Kalaum (AUM-HU). The 
political and religious KEK Systems have 

disguised themselves as benevolent, when 
in fact they are all basically the opposite 

and dramatically so! For those who have The 
RealCourage to 'Look Behind The Curtain' 
they will soon See a completely different 
agenda than the 'fronts' that have been 

cleverly created to hide all the Deceptors 
Deceptions! Religion and Politics is 'VooDoo' 
taken to its ultimate into (EK) Evil Karma! I 

know this from my own RealExperiences 
with The Real UNUversal Guides beyond the 
Gods of Man, and into The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS. 
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“YU, The RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight, 
and you have been more than Deceived into 
'Thinking' with your 'Literal Mind' that what 
has been invented here from nothing is all 
there is to Life, but there is so much more 
and a whole lot Better, that YU, The RealU, 
is Not Seeing! This is basically a 'boy meets 

girl' world and it is more than 
understandable why people want to get 
married. Being to Being RealMarriage is 

actually Real in The TruSense, where 
'traditional' old marriage from the RATS is 

Kontrolled and manipulated by the religions 
and political systems. Many people end up 

having children and possessions and getting 
divorced, then they have to go to the 

political courts and sometimes pay lawyers 
to get separated. This is all a 'setup system' 

the RATS have contrived to steal what 
people have worked for. For those that 

decide to have a RealMarraige provided by 
THE NUWAVIS Duane&Eva, they will start to 

See and experience what others will not. 
Beyond known Creation and the KEK 
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Systems and their gods, there IS 
RealFreedom that is unlike anything here! 
With RealGuidance and a RealEducation 

with US, you will accomplish being 
SelfSufficient and not needing Kontrolling 
people anymore. There is No Freedom here 
and there never will be! You have this Real 
Opportunity to WakeUp like never before! 

Being to Being IS a RealMarriage with Your 
RealAwareniss and beyond your limited body 
form, because someday you will be leaving 

the earth! For those who Take The Risk with 
The RealMarriage, they will have The 

TruPresence of The Real UNUversal Guides 
and The Real Connection with The 

SoundLight ALLAliveniss of The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Traditional Kontrolling 

Marriage becomes a mish-mash of 
Emotional Astral TapLining (EAT) that will 

eventually consume you and create 
diseases, illnesses, and even cancers. This 

is Very Real, and very few people know what 
the RATS have been doing since they 

originally invaded this planet. The 
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secondary astral light religions are 
embedded with is from the Lower Astral 

Realm and the Reptilian Kalaum God, who is 
known by many names, but mostly the 'Lord 
God.' The RATS wrote all the 'holy doctrines' 

to enslave people to this world and to 
convince them are to be servants of the 

Lord God forever on this earth. You are on a 
planet that is a 'Place in Life' and nothing 

more! A floating rock in black space that is 
only a temporary 'testing ground' until YU, 
The RealU, decides to WakeUp and get on 

with a RealAdventure like no other! If people 
want to keep Agreeing with the Gods & 
Devils of Man and the RATS that have 
invented the 'legal systems' as HUman 

Farming, then they have the right to do so. 
“I already know there will be very few from 
the billions of already unaware people on 

this planet that will WakeUp to THE 
NUWAVIS Duane&Eva Now and The Real 

UNUverses beyond Creation. There is a Big 
Difference between what has become 

known as Creation with The ALLNatural 
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Environment and what's been invented from 
people on this planet. It would 'seem' that 

what we are experiencing here is all there is 
and even with anything we imagine as we 

physically 'see it!' Anything other that what 
is Agreed upon here is deemed to be a sort 

of fantasy. I have had my own 
RealExperiences with Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 
Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides, as I 

was with Paul on this world when he was 
here and still with him and Rebazar on The 
RealSide LifeIS. Most people will still be on 

the earth waiting for Jesus to return for 
many more lifetimes, and those who See him 

or others like him are many times being 
Deceived by the RATS as they ShapeShift in 
Dreams in the Astral Realm. I am not going 
to say what each person's experiences are 

nor investigate or negate them. Not 
everyone is ready for The Real UNUverses 
during this lifetime Now. Take the Risk or 

Stay The Same... You Decide! 
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WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS 
(WWE) for NUCOMERS 

"HELLO & WELCOME to WONDERFUL 
WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS! WWE Are Here 

For YU, The RealU, so that YU can WakeUp 
from The Passing Dream, YU are Now in! 
Take the time to Read My NUBooks in the 

Pinned Post. WWE have Skype & Phone 
Number Schedules that WWE send out for 

those who want to have RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation with The Real UNUversal 
Guides. WWE are all over Facebook and 

Duane The Great Writer is on Google, Yahoo 
and many Search Engines. 

THE PISTON ENGINE 

"Creation is a 'place' to invent something 
and Not what people 'Think' this 'place' is. 

While you are still immature about The 
Whole of Life, you are in Creation to 

experiment and going thru the process of 
Waking Up to Your RealAwareniss. Your 
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personal life here is part of the WakeUp, as 
it takes untold lifetimes before the moment 

comes where YU, The RealU, is ready to 
take the leap into what you have never 

known, The TruReality LifeIS! One of the lost 
popular inventions has been the Piston 

Engine. It was actually devised to pollute 
the air, moreso that what most people 

'Think' it is used for. More than a hundred 
years has gone by and the unaware dumbed 
down masses still look to their polluting and 
poisoning vehicles for their transportation. 

The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
devised the Piston Engine to keep people 

docile with Fossil Fuels, the same way they 
have created nuclear power plants, mind 

controlling microwaves, smart meters, wifi, 
microwave ovens, cells phones and so many 

other devices that are very harmful and 
keep people emotionally reacting. Anything 

can be invented by anyone, as it has become 
a 'standard' to Agree to Demise! 
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GOOD NEWS for ADDICTS 

http://theunboundedspirit.com/drugs-dont-
cause-addiction-this-short-animated-video-

will-change-your-view-on-drugs-forever/?
utm_content=buffer52c50&utm_medium=soc
ial&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campai

gn=buffer 

"The LINK in this group is a very good video 
for almost everyone. It really speaks and 

demonstrates more than just drug addiction. 
In Creation we are limited with the mind and 
emotions and it is easy to become null and 
bored. There is a Bigger Picture! WWE are 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE 

are presenting this. Everyone wants 
Freedom. This is a Reality with ourselves we 

relate to and want to BE. With the mind, 
senses and emotions, it is a standard 

reaction that a person look for their freedom 
outside of themselves with this external 

world. There actually is No Freedom here, 
even though one can imagine there is. Each 
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person can decide a personal freedom and 
truth for themselves, but it is short lived and 
then the chase begins again to find it. Here 

is the Bigger Picture... RealFreedom & 
RealTruth have always been with YU, The 

RealU, and WWE are here to Share this with 
YU! Watch the video and Read The 

NUBooks... YU will WakeUp and Have Fun 
doing it! 

http://theunboundedspirit.com/drugs-dont-
cause-addiction-this-short-animated-video-

will-change-your-view-on-drugs-forever/?
utm_content=buffer52c50&utm_medium=soc
ial&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campai

gn=buffer 

THE REAL MESSIAH 

"Even before the idea of Messiah there was 
the Deliverer, which was what Moses was 
called. These two ideas and events and so 

many others like them in human history have 
taken place according to the times they 
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were in. It is like you and I when we went to 
school and the grades levels we went thru. 

As we became older, we also became a little 
more aware of ourselves and our 

surroundings. This is how what we have all 
come thru for untold lifetimes and what took 

place 'then' has brought us to NOW! The 
past can be a 'good reference' but it is not 

alive anymore and it is really gone! Because 
we have a mind and emotions, we can 

'Think' whatever we want to and then add 
emotional attachments to these ideas, 

which is a stimulation, so that whatever we 
'Think' seems to come alive. This is some of 

the fun people have with themselves who 
are not yet aware enough to See Beyond 
their mind and senses. Those who were 
'labeled' by the existing systems or the 
masses in the 'traditional' past to be the 
Messiah or Deliverer or whatever, they 

usually did not write anything down or have 
personal secretaries taking notes, or many 
times even profess what the onlookers kept 
'Thinking' and saying they are. Of course we 
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need to 'label' things or people and events, 
as this is part of the Literal Mind to identify 
itself, but YU, The RealU, can See so much 

more! 
"If Jesus or Moses and some of the other 

'traditional saviors' and saints were to 
return here, chances are they would not be 

Recognized, because times Now are 
different. Actually, this does not matter, 

because ALL LifeIS Now! There can be no 
event in history that compares to LifeIS 

Now. To truly understand and grasp what I 
am 'hinting' at here cannot be Literally 

Defined! YU, The RealU, must first 
Recognize YourSelf. YES YU! WakeUp and 

Learn To SeeMore than you ever have 
before. Until you do, you will be returning 
here unaware and unconscious for more 
lifetimes of drudgery. Take The Risk and 
Decide to WakeUp Now! The TruReality 

LifeIS Now, IS Already providing Everything 
YU need! But again, it cannot be Seen with 
Your Literal Mind... IT Must Be Recognized 

by Your RealAwareniss. Beyond all of 
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Creation and the Invented Ghostly Gods of 
Man, there IS Real UNUverses that are Pure 
& Real! The 'Direct Representative' with The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, IS Already Here, but YU must 
Learn to Recognize Him here and on The 
RealSide LifeIS, in Your DreamVisions. In 
many of the old ancient writings there are 
many 'hints' as to how to do this, but the 

outdated wisdom of the ages has become so 
'Literalized' that very few can get anything 

from them. In Your DreamVisions, as in all of 
history and all the lifetimes YU have been 
thru, Your DreamVisions IS The NUWay to 

NUWorlds & Real UNUverse of RealFreedom 
Now! WakeUp & SEE! 

REAL RISKTAKERS OF THE ALLIS... 
"There are many RiskTakers on this earth 

who know they have to be creative to 
survive. Creation is a huge challenger for all 

of us, and the biggest challenge is Not 
Knowing there is more to Life than just the 
earth and Creation and to WakeUp to this. 

This earth has its benefits with The 
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ALLNatural Environment that supports us, 
but with the enormous Kontrol of the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who have 
been here the longest, the survival rate of 
people is vanishing rapidly. Taking Risks to 

survive here is one thing, but it all soon 
disappears as one gets older and feeble and 

unable to care for themselves. All the so-
called 'thrills' are gone and all that is left are 
memories like those of pastlives that most 
people cannot remember. So the routine of 

rebirth continues for those who Do Not 
Become The Real RiskTakers to See Beyond 

this world and Cause & Effect Creation. 
Seeking thrills here is one thing and 

Becoming MoreAware & SelfSufficient is a 
much better position to stand in. From the 

personal view and mind of most people, they 
cannot See what lies beyond this world and 
all the unlimited possibilities that already 
exist, so their imagination and attention is 
moreso focused on that they see in front of 
them, which they do not always consider 

will soon vanish. 
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"The Real RiskTaker, one who has been 
guided and educated with The 

RealKnowledge of The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, they will step forward and take 
on The RealAdventure of Life and expose 
themselves to whatever it takes for The 

TruReality LifeIS to be known and 
understood. Very few people will do this, 
because most people are too afraid for 
themselves and the so-called 'social' 

position they 'Think' is more important than 
their RealAwareniss and RealFreedom. The 

masses 'pretend' there is some kind of 
freedom here, but there is None! The 

Political and Religious Kontrollers will drown 
people in 'pretty words' to convince the 

unaware that the so-called freedom they are 
wanting will soon take place and that they 

are to hold onto their 'hope' for this event to 
happen, which it never will, because it never 

has! Duane The Great Writer is providing 
what no one else has The RealCourage to 

do... The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation Now! 
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“The NUSound, The NU~U, is a Real WakeUp 
for YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, to 

Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf from 
all the Restrictions you have made for 

yourself and the ones you have Agreed to 
with this world. The NU~U Sound is The 

RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. Simply Sing The NU~U like this 
for about 5 to 15 minutes… “NU~U~U~U… 
NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… and so on, and 

then Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to 
remember Your Dreams. In Your Dreams, 

which is the first part of The RealSide 
LifeIS, The Real UNUversal Guides will 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for you to eventually have RealFreedom & 

RealTruth! 
"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 

SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE 
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE 

YOURSELF NOW! 
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YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & 
SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 

NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING 
OF REALLIGHT! 

WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES 
OF REALFREEDOM! 

FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & 
EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 

SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH 
YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 

REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS 
RECOGNIZED BY YU! 

WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, 
SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 

ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / 
www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

IT IS YOU! 

"YES! IT IS YOU... and it has been YOU all 
along! YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, 
that has been thru an incredible journey for 
lifetimes to BE Right Here Right Now! YOU 
have ALL The Answers for Your Life and WE 
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have The RealKnowledge, YU have been 
Looking for! There is so much more to YU 

than You will ever imagine! You do not need 
Old Restrictions from presidents, queens, 
masters and gurus... YU Are The Answer 

Now! 
NUPRESIS Miss Kelsey Brown 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
for ALL THAT IS (ALLIS). The NUPRESIS, 
Miss Kelsey Brown (old term / president). 

KELSEY IS COOOL! On this Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet ruled by the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS), WWE are 
doing our part with The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US. Miss 
Kelsey Brown has surpassed the old comic 

book heroes and shown she has what it 
takes to BE Real & Wonderful! Miss Kelsey 

Brown is now acting President of The 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators Foundation. 
Miss Kelsey is Standing & Sharing with THE 
NUWAVIS DUANE&EVA & Rebazar Tarzs & 
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The Real UNUversal Guides & The 
NULeaders of The NUPresentation 

Foundation. Beyond anything earthly official, 
Miss Kelsey Brown IS a FreeBeing of 

RealLight, and one of the many Wonderful 
Women of this World and in The Real 

UNUverses LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Very few 
make it to a RealPosition with The 

ALLAwareniss LifeLevels (ALLIS). SOOO 
COOOL! 

THE REAL NUMAN NOW 

"Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 
Guides have always stood in The Real Rod of 
Power of THE IS. In 2001, a NUReality came 
forth to provide what no one else could, The 

NUNowniss of THE ALLIS. DUANEIS THE 
NUMAN NOW, was given The RealPosition 

from Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The 
Real UNUversal Guides of THE ALLIS. In 

2007, THE NUWAVIS IS THE NUMAN, took 
over from the old idea of The Rod of Power. 

Those who presently claim the Rod of Power 
are part of the One World Order of The 
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Deceptor TapLiners who rule this planet 
with HUman Farming. Prior to this, after Paul 

Twitchell had left the Physical Realm, 
Darwin Gross and HarOld Klemp of Eckankar 

were given The Real Opportunity to 
Recognize THE ALLIS, but they never did! 
These two self-absorbed fake TapLining 
masters have promoted themselves as 

something they never accomplished, The 
Real Recognition with The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. Instead they gave themselves to 
Joanny the Reptilian and The Influence. All 
Deception Shows Up, and it really does on 
The RealSide LifeIS. Very few people have 
The RealCourage to See What IS Now, and 
they will miss 'An Adventure Like No Other' 
beyond what their mind came comprehend. 

Take The Risk for YourSelf & SEE! 
"THE REAL NUMAN IS NOW... The 

RealAwareniss of DU, THE REAL NUMAN 
NOW from The RealSide LifeIS with THE 

ALLIS. The Real Awareniss of DU, IS usually 
Seen in Your DreamVisions with The Real 
UNUversal Guides. DUANEIS THE NUMAN 
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with The NUPresentation is the physical 
business side of what is being presented on 

this earth. Unlike the fake TapLining 
masters of old, Duane points everyone to 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, and not 

any master or personality that is part of the 
KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 

Korporations) like the One World Order 
Krone Korporation of HarOld and Joanny 

Klump. The unaware masses still want their 
'babysitters' to hold them into their next 

lifetime of more 9 to 5 drudgery, and so they 
worship and praypay to the Ghostly Gods of 

Man. This is a Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet and very few will have The 
RealAwareniss to BE Free Now!  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ARE YOU ROBOTIZED? 

"The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 
Kontrol this world want everyone to be One-
Dimensionalized and Robotized. I experience 
this so often as I speak with people all over 
the world. Most people have Agreed to be 

'set' in their Literalized Mind Vise of 
basically adapting and repeating what they 

have learned and picked up from others. 
This is merely a Choice. To many of these 
people I give them a 'hint' and say, "It is 

Okay to be Creative and Take a Risk once in 
a while and BE Fun!" But of course, their 

Cell Phone is more important than 
anything... 

WONDERFUL WRITER EDUCATOR for Hire 
WRITNG COACH Duane The Great Writer 

"Duane The Great Writer IS Here! Do You 
want to BE a Wonderful & Real Writer? You 
have finally Found ME! I will show You how 
to BE Wonderful & Real with what You want 
to Write, or do You want to stay just like You 
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are? Take The Risk & BE Wonderful! Contact 
ME on Facebook. 

SEEING BEING TO BEING 

"SEEING BEING TO BEING is beyond what 
Your Mind can understand. In the Human 

Sense with your emotions and mind, as you 
have already decided how your relationships 

in your life work. Most people are very 
Emotionally Attached to the ideas they have 
created from their social upbringing. Each 

person has the right to decide whatever they 
want. There are only a very few who will 
Take The Risk to SEE what else there is 

besides their personal ideas they have been 
bred with. The masses are looking for 
freedom, but they are looking in all the 

wrong places! They 'Think' they know what 
they are doing with their emotional 'Love' & 

God' ideas that have not changed hardly 
anything with the created consciousness of 
this world. As a matter of fact, because of 
the unconscious misuse of the Love & God 
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ideas this world has actually become a lot 
worse! But still, people are adamant and 

arrogant with their old emotional 
attachments that they have known for untold 

lifetimes. As each person decides to have 
their life 'their way' they continue to create 
a future of more births and deaths with the 

reincarnation cycles. Very few will decide to 
have RealFreedom and go thru what it takes 

to BE Free Now. There are many steps to 
Waking Up to who YU, The RealU IS! 

"SEEING BEING TO BEING IS a RealPosition 
in The Real UNUverses beyond Cause & 
Effect Creation. Being to Being Seeing IS 
RealFreedom from ALL Restrictions that 

take place with the personal emotional life 
of your created 'little self.' You can stay 

TapLined & Trapped with your old emotional 
ideas or Free YourSelf once and for all from 
any Restrictions You have known! YU, The 
RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight, and it 
takes time to Recognize the RealU, Your 

RealAwareniss. First, You have to Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and You will have The 
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RealConnection to The SoundLight 
ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS from The Real 
UNUverses of ALLPurity. Being to Being 
Seeing IS where YU See The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS, as IT Already SEES YU! 
This is why You are in Creation, and when 

YU are ready, You will WakeUp & SEE YOUR 
LIFE! 

BEING THE REAL REBEL 

"Everyone wants to 'Rebel' over something 
at one time or another, this is a natural 

instinct with Your RealAwareniss to Break 
Free from all the Restictions, YU, The RealU, 

has collected from lifetimes of being 
unaware. This IS Your NUNowniss to BE 

Free! The NUSound, The NU~U, replaces all 
the old Reptilian words of the Fake Gods of 
Man! The OM, AUM, HU, Amen, Omen and so 
many others are Physical/Astral TapLining to 

the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). The 
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NU~U IS The RealConnection for The Real 
Rebels of THE ALLIS. Real Rebels do not 

protest what is taking place on this planet 
with the KEK Systems. Real Rebels learn to 

See Beyond this world into The Real 
UNUverses and See themselves as a 

FreeBeing of RealLight! Real Rebels are very 
creative with whatever is taking place with 

all the Deception of The Deceptors. Real 
Rebels always Take The Risk and present 

Singing The NU~U to this Lost World of 
HUman Reptilian Farming. READ MY 

NUBOOK NOW! 

ARE YOU GRATEFUL? 

"The Masses are the 'Unaware Ungrateful' 
who are chasing their own tails! The earth 
has become a 'Business of Kaos' and very 

little else. If there is any gratitude here it is 
short lived as the idea of 'doing business as 
usual' continues. What most people Do Not 
SEE, is that this world is in a Huge Demise 

of Self-Destruction! Not because this is what 
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people want, but because this is what they 
keep Agreeing to without Seeing it! All the 
known civilizations on this planet and other 
planets like this have always been warned, 
because there are always those who can 
SeeMore than most others, and what will 

definitely take place from the 'Choices' that 
have been made. You are in Cause & Effect 
Karma Creation, and until YU, The RealU, 

Recognizes The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS, then YU will be returning here 

unconscious again! RealGratitude is a very 
important part of 'Your Journey to 

RealFreedom' along with Purity, Sincerity & 
Humility in The TruSense, not the 'glazed-
over' ideas from your personal mind. The 

RealGrateful have The RealAwareniss to See 
what they must do to BE Real with The 

Whole of Life and where to stand, while the 
masses struggle with their personal drama 
and 'love everything' ideas, until they are 
once again too old to remember anything! 

'HINTS FROM DUANEVA' 
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WAKEUP HINTS from DUANE&EVA 

"Duane The Great Writer & Eva, is providing 
'The Greatest WakeUp Now' this planet has 

ever experienced. The Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol the earth do 
not want people to WakeUp. The RATS want 

YOU to Stay Asleep and Agree to their 
HUman TapLining Farming for more 

lifetimes. WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators providing 'Hints to WakeUp' 

moreso than just what is taking place with 
what most people are aware of. WWE show 
YU, The RealU, to See Beyond the 'fronts' of 

the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) and the Deceptively Designed 

Matrix they have YOU Astrally TapLined 
with! 

WAKEUP AFRICA CHARLES 1 

WAKEUP AFRICA CHARLES ~ PART ONE 
"From far off somewhere in the darkness of 

space, a lone figure looks out across the 
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galaxies. He can See what others cannot. 
Like an Eagle with unlimited vision, he can 
See what very few can. As he gazes among 
the stars and planets, he Sees those who 

are ready to Take The Risk and WakeUp to 
What IS Real Now! HE IS THE NOWMAN! HE 

IS ALWAYS NOW! Only with THE 
NUNOWNISS LIFEIS, will one See what 

others will not. NowMan Sees a small light 
on a far away planet that he has visited 

many times. With his piercing NUVision, he 
knows this is the planet The NUMan is on 
with The Real UNUversal Guides. NowMan 
flies to the planet earth and hovers in the 

upper atmosphere, then Seeing all the 
ChemTrail poisons everywhere. Gliding 

slowly over the United States, NowMan is 
instantly directed to the EEKonkon Krone 

Korporation in the state of Minnesota, 
where he can hear Reptilian Joanny and 

Fake master Harry in the sub-structure of 
the building speaking... 

"Harry, I want you to pay more attention to 
what is taking place with the 
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MemberShrimps I have Astrally TapLined, 
than to the Video Games you are always 
playing. I don't have to give you any more 

Mind Kontrolling Drugs, because those 
stupid Video Games have thoroughly 

brainwashed you! When we were on a roll in 
the good old days with getting stupid people 

to join as members, I didn't care how you 
wasted your little life, but now that Charles 

in Africa is telling everyone to Sing The 
NU~U, I am Very Concerned! We are losing 

many members to Duane The Great 
Writer!" (Reptilian Joanny looks at fake 
master Harry with a frown!) "Are you 

listening to me Harry?" (SHE screamed!) 
"OH! Yes dear, I can hear you. I would not be 
concerned. Duane is just a surfer and I am 

the master... he has nothing, but his 
surfboard" (hahaha, he laughed) "I am the 
business owner here and I know what the 

numbers are, you pencil neck!" (said Joanny, 
as SHE stomped around the room). 

"There was more to this boring conversation 
with Reptilian Joanny (alias Joan Klump) 
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and fake master Harry (alias HarOld Klump) 
but NowMan wanted to contact Charles and 
meet him, so he flew around the world and 

entered into the Dreams of Charles... 
"As Charles sang The NU~U that night, The 
NowMan appeared to Charles while he was 

out of his body... "Who are YU?" (asked 
Charles) "Hello Mr. Charles, I am with THE 
NUMAN & The RealGuides, YU can call me 

The NowMan. YU and I have a Great 
Adventure for this world. YU are going to 
'WakeUp Africa Charles!" (Charles was 

beside himself) "I will? ME?" (hahahaha, 
laughed NowMan) "YES YU!" (then Charles 
noticed he was out of his body) "Wow, I am 

having a RealSide Experience with The 
NowMan! What am I saying?" (then NowMan 
disappeared and all Charles heard was faint 
laughter as the sound of it drifted away...) 
STAY TUNED FOR PART TWO SOMEDAY… 

NDIFON CHARLES LONDI ~ NULEADER 
MARIAM ELBOU NULEADER 
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MARIAM ELBOU IS FRENCH from African 
Congo. French Speaking people contact 

Mariam Elbou NULeader with WWE 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators with Duane 

The Great Writer. 

"The NUPresentation IS a WorldWide 
WakeUp for Everyone! WWE are Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators who have The 
RealAwareniss to See Beyond the 

Restrictions of the mind and senses and 
Recognize 'What IS Real Now!' ALL LifeIS 

Awareniss, a RealAwareniss that IS 
Here&Now and So Pure & Real like the Sun 
Shining, that the Literal Minded cannot See 
IT... WWE Can! Creation with it's levels and 

bodies is a 'Place in Life' and has its 
purpose. WWE Stand in The Real UNUverses 

as FreeBeings of RealLight. WWE have 
RealExperiences with The Real UNUversal 
Guides who show us RealFreedom Now! On 

earth, WWE are The NUPresentation 
Foundation with The ALLNatural 
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Environment that Supports ALL of US, and 
WWE provide RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation like no one else! There is so 
much more to a RealLife than what NaturIS, 

and The ALLNatural Environment IS The 
Whole of Life. NDIFON CHARLES LONDI ~ 
NULEADER IS one of the many FreeBeings 
who has courageously stepped forward to 
Share RealExperiences from The RealSide 
LifeIS. WWE are ALL Over The World and 
with ALL The LifeLevels LifeIS! WWE Are 

Everywhere! 

BLACK MAN WHITE MAN 

BLACKMAN WHITEMAN BODY TYPES... 
"YU, The RealU, decided the color and body 
type you wanted for this lifetime. From Your 
RealAwareniss, which you are not aware of, 

YU decided what you 'Think' you are on 
earth. YU already know that the Gods of 

Man did Not create you, because YU are a 
FreeBeing of RealLight from The Real 

UNUverses of The TruReality,LifeIS, THE 
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ALLIS, beyond Cause & Effect Creation. 
When YU are ready, YU will SEE this! And to 
do so, you must BE The Real RiskTaker or 
stay lost on this planet for more lifetimes 

Kontrolled by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). 

PIERCING PREJUDICE PERFECTLY 

PERFECTLY PIERCING PREJUDICE... 
"You Now have the advantage of an 

adventure like never before with all the 
unaware lifetimes YU, The RealU, have been 

here and how YU have created You, the 
personal You. Do You want to WakeUp to 

The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, or Stay Lost 
with the Kontrolling Systems that will 

always rule this planet and all the 
RoundWorlds in time and space Creation? 
You are always making the Choice to stay 
unaware or WakeUp Now! YU, The RealU, 
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decided the color and body type you wanted 
for this lifetime. From Your RealAwareniss, 

which you are not aware of, YU decided 
what you 'Think' you are on earth. YU 

already know that the Gods of Man did Not 
create you, because YU are a FreeBeing of 
RealLight from The Real UNUverses of The 
TruReality,LifeIS, THE ALLIS, beyond Cause 
& Effect Creation. When YU are ready, YU 

will SEE this! And to do so, you must BE The 
Real RiskTaker or stay lost on this planet for 

more lifetimes Kontrolled by the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). 

SOUNDLIGHT ISNIS LIFEIS 

"SoundLight ISNIS, IS The TruReality LifeIS. 
To the Literal Mind, this seems strange, as 

we have all been taught so many Distortions 
that 'seem' to be Real and 'seem' to make 

sense with our material life here. ALL LifeIS 
Light, and The TruSourceIS, The Sound 
ISNIS LifeIS. From The TruCenter LifeIS 

comes The TruSound, and as IT does, The 
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RealLight LifeIS Becomes So. This IS THE 
ISNIS LIfeIS. The NUSound, The NU~U, IS 
The RealConnection with THE ALLISINIS 

LIFEIS, as IT, THE ISNIS, has decided this, 
but not in a Literal Sense as people try and 
figure out. As The SoundLight ISNIS comes 

into the Six Levels of Cause & Effect 
Creation, a 'reflective light' is produced and 
this is what the human mind sees first and 
not The RealLight of THE ISNIS. From the 

Astral Realm, which is closest to the 
Physical Realm, the Astral Light is 'Thought' 
to be The RealLight LifeIS, but it is merely 
the 'knowledge' from that level in Creation. 
The Astral Light has its place, and with the 

creativity of the personal mind, there 
becomes Distortions with material ideas 
that start to fill the darkness of time and 

space and eventually show up as something. 
For the longest time, which is many 

lifetimes, many keep 'thinking' the Astral 
Light is The TruSource, SoundLight ISNIS, 

and so we have all the Distortion & 
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Deception that is taking place on this planet 
today! 

DARKSIDE of LOVE 

"For untold lifetimes You have collected so 
many 'ideas' about what You 'Think' is Love, 

which keeps bringing You back here 
unaware and unconscious to try and 

WakeUp once again. These ideas are along 
the lines of the Astral Emotional Body and 

all the 'sensations' You can generate from it. 
You call this Love, when in fact it is more 

along the lines of Your Feelings, which You 
decide is Love and what You 'Think' Love 

should be. What You decide is fine, but there 
is so much more that You are Not Seeing! In 

today's world of purposely planned mass 
confusion and political and religious 

Distortions, Your Love 'ideas' are being 
marketed against You by the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who suck on Your Astral 
Body while You Dream at night. If You are 

with politics, religion, spiritual masters and 
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gurus, government educational systems, 
outer space people and most 9 to 5 jobs, 

You are TapLined by the RATS, because You 
are giving THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 

Martians) Your Agreement to unconsciously 
TapLine You! You keep 'Thinking' You are 

Loving the world, but in fact You are 
spreading Reptilian TapLining to others! 

WakeUp Now and discover RealFreedom or 
Stay Asleep! 

LIFE Explained for DUMMIES 

"ALL LIFE IS!" (This IS IT... for all you 
DUMMIES!) 

THE NUSOUND LIFEIS THE NU~U...“The 
NUSound, The NU~U, is a Real WakeUp for 

YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, to 
Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf from 

all the Restrictions you have made for 
yourself and the ones you have Agreed to 
with this world. The NU~U Sound is The 

RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. Simply Sing The NU~U like this 
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for about 5 to 15 minutes… “NU~U~U~U… 
NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… and so on, and 

then Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to 
remember Your Dreams. In Your Dreams, 

which is the first part of The RealSide 
LifeIS, The Real UNUversal Guides will 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for you to eventually have RealFreedom & 

RealTruth! 

YOUR REALPURPOSE NOW! 

"YU, THE REALU... You are here for one 
reason only, and that is to Discover Your 

RealPurpose with The Whole of Life. If You 
do not WakeUp Now, then You will Stay Lost 

with more unconscious lifetimes in Your 
Future. While You have been here for many 
lifetimes, You have also been marketed to 

Agree with the Deceptors who rule this 
planet. If You do not decide to Take The 

Risk and go all the way with Your 
RealPurpose Now, then You will be back 
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trying to find The Real UNUversal Guides 
once more, which will be very hard to do! 
Your RealPurpose IS, to WakeUp and SEE 

what is beyond the Kontrolling Gods of Man 
and The Matrix of Cause & Effect Creation, 

then to Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS! YU came here to complete 

Something Wonderful with THE NUMAN & 
The Real UNUversal Guides, and if You 
hesitate or become overly emotionally 

involved with 'fake' relationships, then You 
will return unaware that You were ever here 

in an even worse environment and body 
type! Your Choice! 

IN THE KLUTCHES of THE KALAUM GOD 

"Since the beginning of the known time, 
which there is a lot more that has been 

hidden from You, the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) have claimed this planet 
as their own. Most people do not know this 

or 'believe' this is so, because they have 
been dumbed down and seduced into 
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'Thinking' that what the Authoritarians have 
written as history and Politically Distorted 
to them is all there is to this life on earth. 
The RATS invented the Gods of Man, along 

with worship and prayer, to Kontrol the 
masses for their slaves. So far, most of the 
unaware people on this planet have Agreed 
to almost all the Distortions that have been 
created, such as the '9 to 5 boring jobs' and 
even to the point of where people destroy 

their own environment for 'fake money' that 
is made from nothing! YOU, Yes You... are in 

'The Klutches of The Kalaum God, the 
Matrix Lord God of Cause & Effect Creation! 
You are Astrally TapLined, and until YU, The 
RealU, has The TruWakeUp Now, then You 
will be here for more unconscious lifetimes 
as You are Now! I know, You are probably 

one of those 'religious robots' and taught (I 
mean brainwashed) to 'Think' that all You 
have to do is not 'believe' and You are fine. 
You do have this Choice, but what is really 

happening here, seen or unseen, is still 
happening and also in Your Dreams! WakeUp 
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and 'Let Life Show You' what You have been 
missing! Your RealConnection with The 

Whole of Life is to Sing The NUSound, The 
NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions for 

Your Own Answers! 

The Greatest STORY Ever Told 

THE GREATEST STORY THAT HAS EVER 
BEEN MADEUP... 

"The Unaware masses have been 
intimidated, beaten, persecuted and 

destroyed to 'believe' in 'The Greatest 
STORY Ever Told!' And Yes... it is just a 

STORY, that was made up by the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who are the original 
invaders of this planet, just like they made 
all the movies about Jesus. It is true that 
Jesus was here and he was more aware 

than most people, and that he did perform 
psychic miracles, which gave him a lot of 
Bad Karma! OOPS! Did you miss that part? 
He has to work with The Lords of Karma to 
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handle what he decided on earth. It is true 
that many people See Jesus in their Dreams, 
as he must rework the 'miracle' idea many 
people 'Think' is the ultimate reality. ALL 
LifeIS Your RealAwareniss and Not hokus-
pokus psychic manipulating miracles from 
the Astral Realm. Do YU, The RealU, want 
RealFreedom Now, or do you want to keep 

waiting around for someone to do a few 
miracles for You? 

WOMEN SPEAK OUT! 

"There has only been SUPPRESSION for 
Women on this planet. This has purposely 
been done by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS), because Women can have a Very 

Special Connection with The Whole of Life 
that men cannot always have. The Male 

Vehicle known as the physical body with its 
Literal Mind, has continued its domination 

over Women for eons. I can See how 
Wonderful Women are, and Now IS The Time 

to WakeUp with US! WWE are Wonderful 
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WorldWide Educators and WWE have The 
RealKnowledge every Wonderful Women is 

looking for! Take The Risk with US, and WWE 
will show You how to get all Your Own 

Answers! 

WONDERFUL WOMEN REAL REBELS 

"The Wonderful Women Rebellion IS On! 
What does this mean? Very simply... there is 

No Demonstrating or Protesting in the old 
fashions of being overworked and annoyed. 
Women Are Wonderful and ALL Women have 
the right to BE Wonderful & Real! WWE show 

YU, The RealU, how to BE a FreeBeing 
beyond the useless discrimination that is 

always taking place on this planet. WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators show You 

how to 'WakeUp and BE Wonderful and 
Become MoreAware!' WWE ARE ALWAYS 

FUN! There is so much more to this life on 
earth than what You see with Your Eyes, and 
Now... You can have a RealLife when You are 
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willing to See Beyond all that You have 
known! 
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WOMEN LUV ROMANTIC ADVENTURES 

"Wonderful Women are looking for RealLUV! 
They want a Greater LUV than the 'standard' 
love most people know, but for the most part 

they cannot find it, so they must settle for 
second best. Not Any More! WWE are 

Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE 
have The Real Romantic Adventures that 
You have always been looking for! WWE 

show YU, The RealU, how to have The Real 
Romance of Your Life, but You must be 

patient and Learn to See Beyond what You 
have known, and then You will Learn to See 

The Greater LUV! No Kidding and No 
Fooling! WWE will show You how to do this 
for YourSelf. You are The Wonderful Woman 

and You are Bigger than ALL You See! 
WakeUp with US & BE Real! 
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IT IS 

"Life Already IS! To Realistically understand 
this, YU, The RealU, must have 

RealExperiences with The Real UNUversal 
Guides. Many people have experiences with 
their masters, angels, space people, saviors 
and saints, and even the Fake Gods of Man, 
but these and others like them are mainly 
physical/astral people who are still lost in 
Cause & Effect Creation. The Wholeniss 

LifeIS, IS AN ISNIS! Creation is a 'Place in 
Life' and Not The Whole of Life. There is a 

Huge Difference from Creation into The Real 
UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 

ALLIS. But of course, the unaware (thinking 
they are all-knowing) Authoritarians and 

their invented Kontrolling gods, have kept 
people Distorted and Konfused with their 

'Devil and Kalaum God' ideas for eons, along 
with worship and prayer. The unaware 

masses keep 'Agreeing' to their own demise, 
lifetime after lifetime, and the old gods 

laugh and laugh, and so do The Deceptors of 
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the earth who Kontrol the Monetary System 
and HUman Farming. 

"THE ISNIS LIFEIS... IS REALFREEDOM NOW! 
There is NO Freedom on this old rock in 

black space! When You have The 
RealCourage to Step Forward and Take The 

Risk... WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators will show You how 'Escape The 

Designed Matrix' of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who have always held You 

a Prisoner Here! 

REALFREEDOM or Love 

"The world consciousness is mainly 
physical/astral based. The 'Love' ideas, 

feelings, and experiences many people have 
are with their Astral Body. This is fine, but 

there is a lot more. People have been taught 
to just Love Everything, which sounds good, 
but there is always something hidden with 
this. As a person continues to add 'emotion 

and feelings' to everything they do, they 
'Think' that it is all Love. What actually 
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comes from this is a lot of Emotional Astral 
TapLining (EAT). This is where the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet 
start to EAT You in Your Astral Body, until it 
effects the Physical Body with illnesses and 

diseases. The Astral Emotions open Your 
Aura to a lot of influences that are unseen to 
the physical eyes. It's like eating Pizza, have 
some now and then, but if you just eat Pizza 
all the time, things begin to happen in Your 
Body. Of course, the Pizza always tastes so 

good, but is it always good for You? 
Emotional Love can be the same way. It is 
Your Life and You Decide how many more 
lifetime You want to keep returning here 
unconscious and 'Loving Everything!' A 

person in prison can love all they want to, 
but until they escape from the prison, they 

will never have Real Freedom! Until YU, The 
RealU, decides to Escape from Cause & 

Effect Creation, then You will stay TapLined 
with the RATS who own this place! 
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WWE ARE HERE FOR YOU! 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
with The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting ALL of US. WWE are Here for You 
like no one else! WWE are Very Specialized 
with Seeing what others cannot. WWE are 

The Complete Benefit for this world 
Everyone has been looking for! WWE are The 
RealConnection with The Whole of Life, and 
WWE show YU, The RealU, how to get 'Your 

Own Answers' for RealFreedom Now! 
TRUCOMPLETENISS COURSES... 

"WWE provide 'The TruCompleteniss 
Courses' for You to Become MoreAware & 

SelfSufficient. WWE share with Real 
RiskTakers, those who can See Beyond the 
'standard & ordinary' ideas and inventions 

that are taking place in Creation. The Whole 
of LifeIS so much bigger than You can 
imagine, and WWE show You how to 

Recognize YourSelf as a FreeBeing of 
RealLight. Creation is a 'Place in Life' and it 
is Not what people 'Think' it is. There are 
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Real UNUverses of Purity, RealTruth & 
RealFreedom beyond the Cause & Effect 

Matrix of Creation. 

ARE YOU FOCUSED? 

"Almost all of the people on this Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet have been Literally 

MiliTerrorized by the KEK EduKational 
Systems. They are taught to 'Think' with 

their Komputer Kontrolling Minds and Not to 
See Beyond this 'world of appearances!' 
Cause & Effect Creation has its place for 

Your Real WakeUp, but at the same time, if 
You keep postponing your TruWakeUp, then 

You will Stay Lost here! ALL LifeIS Your 
RealAwareniss Now, and YU, The RealU, is 
here to Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS! Until You Recognize 'What IS 

Real Now' then You will continue to 
reincarnate into future lifetimes, until You 

do! There is living in the Now, and then there 
IS The Real NUNowniss LifeIS. The 

NUNowniss LifeIS, is far moreso than just 
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'living now' as Eckhart Tolle would say, as 
he is into the 'spiritual' ideas and the Gods 

of Man. 
WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are 

Real RiskTakers, and WWE get our own 
RealExperiences from The Whole of Life and 
The Real UNUversal Guides and share them. 

WWE show You how to get Your Own 
RealExperiences, so You can Free YourSelf 
from the Designed Matrix of Cause & Effect 
Creation and the Fake Gods who have held 

You as their slave for untold lifetimes! But, if 
You insist to stay lost with your created LA 
LA Land here, then You have the free will to 
do so. For lifetimes YU, The RealU, has been 

searching for The RealKnowledge of THE 
ALLIS, and Duane The Great Writer was 

chosen by The RealGuides, because Duane 
has Recognized THE ALLIS, where almost no 

one else has. The so-called masters and 
gurus, presidents, kings and queens and so 
many other 'notables' have not Recognized 

THE ALLIS, so they will stay stupid and 
return here in deformed bodies again. The 
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purpose of Creation is to Wake You Up until 
You can See & Recognize THE ALLIS. You 
Decide! FOCUS on What IS Real Now, and 

understand 'what is not real!’ 

BAD HAIR DAY 

"It is another 'Day on The Earth' and most 
people have to do something with their Hair! 

After multitudes of unaware and 
unconscious lifetimes, we still have to 

manage our hair in some way. Some days 
are better than others, and then there are 
those 'Bad Hair Days' when nothing seems 

to go right! Oh My Goodness, we have these 
funny bodies that keep getting older and the 

Hair on them gets strange and weird! For 
most people, they will be heading into a 

future of many more Bad Hair Days, 
especially with all the ChemTrails and WiFi, 

along with GMO TechFood and Chemical 
Drinking Water, there is a lot to deal with to 

keep the Old Wigs in place! Until the 
unaware people on this earth WakeUp to 
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more than just Their Hair, they will have to 
deal with 'Their Hair' for a long time to 

come! 

WOMEN ARE WONDERFUL men are whatever 

"Women are Wonderful and when they 
WakeUp with a RealAwareniss, they will BE 

Terrific with ALL of Life! Women have 
always been oppressed in this world by 

Men... How Ridiculous! It is not the Women 
of this world that are Kontrolling the HUman 

Farming and Destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment, it is mainly the Men. Most Men 

Think' they are more special, smarter, 
intelligent, capable, privileged than Women. 
I SEE The Heart of Women and they can BE 

Wonderful for ALL! WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWE Recognize 
The RealValue of Wonderful Women who 
have The RealCourage to WakeUp and BE 
Real Now! WWE are Here for YOU, so Step 

Up and Be Heard! Duane&Eva 
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SOUND-GOOD IDEAS 

"This world is Kontrolled by Manipulated 
Marketing Ploy! It all 'looks so good' but is it 

really good for You? When the Presidents 
speaks and says 'this and that' is he really 

telling people the actuality of what is taking 
place, or is he just lip-serving his own truths 
for others to Agree? When You see a product 
on TV or at the store and the front of the box 
shows what's in it, is that all there is to it? 

When the preachers and soothsayer masters 
blurb out their ancient words of wisdumb, 
which we have all heard for lifetimes, have 
they really studied The RealTruth LifeIS? 
This and so much more does 'sound-good' 

and looks good on the surface, but once YU, 
The RealU, learns to See Behind The 

Curtain, then YU See a Different View that is 
Demonstrated to YU. Do You have The 

RealCourage to See What IS Real Now, or do 
You want to keep 'pretending' You already 
know more than Life ITSelf? Your Choice! 
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When You decide to See Beyond the 'fronts' 
in Creation, then You are on your way with 'A 
Journey Like No Other!' But if You decide to 
stay the same as everyone else who are still 
sleep, then You will be returning unaware in 

a new body once again. You are always 
Deciding Your Fate and Destiny! WAKEUP! 

SHARE & SING THE NU~U & BE FREE 

"Stepping Up and Sharing & Singing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, will provide The Real 

WakeUp to RealFreedom, YU, The Real, Your 
RealAwareniss, is looking for. The 'old ideas' 

of unfoldment, spiritual growth, gods, 
masters and gurus, saviors and saints, 

ceremonies, rituals, worshiping and prayer, 
and so much more invented nonsense from 

the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) has run 
its course and goes nowhere! Keep doing 

the 'same old routines' and You will end up 
in the same old places... the old poisoned 
earth! LIFEIS ALWAYS NOW... never in the 
traditional past'' as people like to 'Think' 
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with their minds, nor in a created future that 
is the same as the past. Beyond what Your 

Mind can See, IS THE ISNIS LIFEIS NOW! YU, 
The RealU, learns to Recognize The 

TruReality LifeIS, moreso than trying to 
'figure out' what LifeIS. Share & Sing The 
NU~U, and You will Become MoreAware & 
See for YourSelf... What IS Real Now! Take 
The Risk of stay lost on this rock in space! 

I SEE YOUR AURAS 

"I can See the Auras of people and so much 
of the time I can See the TapLines they 

carry in their backs. Most of these people 
are what they 'Think' of themselves as 
'spiritual and holy' with the Astral Light 

around them. The political, religious, 
spiritual, scientific systems on this earth 

and their workers and followers are all 
TapLined by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS). This world has been 'sucked down' 
by the old words of OM, AUM, Amen, HU, 

Omen and so many others. When a person 
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looks into their Third Eye, the light they first 
See is from the Astral Realm. The Astral 

Light is a 'reflective' secondary limited light 
that has manifested in Creation from The 

TruReality LifeIS,THE ALLIS. YU, The RealU 
needs The RealConnection to The 

SoundLight ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS, to 
Free YourSelf from The Designed Matrix of 
the RATS. Most people are only aware of 

Creation and not Their RealAwareniss & The 
Real UNUverses of RealTruth & 

RealFreedom. WakeUp or Stay Lost! 

REALSIDE SEEING IS The NULanguage 

"The 'world' that is seen with your eyes and 
heard with your ears is the 'old world' of 

ideas that are no longer working, and 
actually adding to the Demise of this planet 
and The ALLNatural Environment Supporting 

ALL of US! WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators with a RealPurpose of Waking Up 
people to See what is really taking place on 

Your Planet Now! The First Step is to See 
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what is actually taking place with The 
Deceptors who own the governments and 

monetary systems, then Learn to See What 
LifeIS Showing YU, The RealU, Your 

RealAwareniss, in Your DreamVisions with 
Singing The NUSound, The NU~U. Most 

people are 'one-dimensional' and only 'see' 
with their Literalized Mind and no further. 
LifeIS So Much Bigger than what we are 

each experiencing on the earth. Learning to 
Read The NULanguage allows You to 

Become MoreAware and eventually surpass 
Cause & Effect Creation and the Gods of 

Man. Beyond the Poisoned Prison of 
Creation, IS The Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom! 

FAMOUS FAILURES 

"There will always be those who 'only see' 
with their eyes and mind what they 'Think' 
others are or should or could be. These are 
the unaware and asleep 'One-Dimensional 
Rock People' of this earth who are usually 
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very educated with the MiliTerrorized 
Literalized KEK Systems. They have been 
taught that what they have accomplish is 
'success' and others who have not been 

taught or learned what they have are really 
nowhere according to their Literalized 

Definitions. I SEE Everyone as a FreeBeing 
of RealLight, and what they decide for 

themselves is their affair with themselves. I 
SEE The Real & Full Potential of every 

person, but each person must decide to 
Take The Risk and do what they never have 
done to See Beyond the Designed Matrix of 

Cause & Effect Creation. The Distorted 
Educational Systems are Kontrolled by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and those 
who worship and pray to the Gods of Man 

are the slaves of this world for more 
lifetimes to come.  

Take The Risk and WAKEUP and BE Real 
with US Now! 

WATCH THE VIDEO... https://youtu.be/
xMDnsjofhiU 
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"Thinking' or BEINGREAL NOW 

"You have been taught and educated to 
'Think' you know more than Life ITSelf. You 

have been purposely indoctrinated to look to 
Your Egotistical Literal Side and Agree with 
being Deceived by those who always Kontrol 
you! Of course, they never really taught you 
how to be 'objective' about yourself, so you 
just keep going as you are and 'Thinking' 
that you know more than Life. You cannot 
really 'See YourSelf' because you are too 
self-absorbed with the 'little person' you 

created and who you 'Think' is really You, 
but it is not! Do you want to stay 

unconscious for more lifetimes as you 
already have in Cause & Effect Creation, or 
do YU, The RealU, want to WakeUp Now? 
BeingReal IS like the Sun Shining Always! 

Your RealAwareniss is greater than the Sun 
Shining in the sky! You are in the Designed 

Matrix of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) and they own and rule this planet! 

Are you having fun with Your Life here? It is 
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only a matter of time until they eat you 
again as they have in your past lives! 

BEINGS from OTHER WORLDS 

"There is so much going on with this world 
that is moreso unseen than seen. What 

people have Agreed to as 'society' is a place 
and consideration and that's about it. Very 
few people can See Beyond what is in front 
of them or even Truly See what is right in 

front of them. LifeIS Bigger than you 'Think' 
it is and your 'Thinking' keeps you from 

Seeing what LifeIS. I have meetings 
everyday with Beings from many worlds and 

dimensions, but most people will not See 
this, as they are too conditioned with their 
Social Kontrolling Agreements to notice. 
Life on earth today is like a Cell Phone 

Heaven, a Mechanical Matrix of phenomena 
that has TapLining Agreements with it. The 
Authoritarians who rule the earth and the 

Heavens of Man, do not want people to See 
past their One-Dimensional Designed Matrix 
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of Captivity. They want you for many more 
lifetimes as their slave and you keep 

Agreeing with THEM! WAKEUP or STAY 
LOST HERE! 

Reincarnation HU-OM GOD 

"The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have 
done an excellent Marketing Ploy to the 

masses for thousands of years. The RATS 
have convinced people there are gods in the 
sky who watch over people and they created 

mankind. The GovernorLord of the Mental 
Realm, Reptilian Kalaum, also known as The 
Lord God, always laughs when the unaware 
people of the lower realms pray and worship 
him. Every moment of his existence he gets 

begging requests from the Physical and 
Astral Realms. Most people do not know 

who they are praying to, as the RATS 
originally created the idea of gods and the 
earthly doctrines to supposedly prove the 

gods really do exist. The earth is Politically 
and Religiously Kontrolled for Human 
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Farming & Sacrifices and that's it! Those 
who 'Think' there can be some kind of LA LA 
Land here are only fooling themselves. The 
RATS & the Gods of Man will let people play 
in 'their' big sandbox, until the time comes 
when they will EAT YOU! Those who chant 

HU, OM, AUM, Amen and other religious 
sacred words and phrases are being Astrally 
TapLined into future lifetimes as slaves like 
this lifetime. The RATS Kontrol all the KEK 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) Systems, 
and are doing the ChemTrails, Mind Kontrol 

Microwaves, Smart Meters, WiFi, Lethal 
Vaccines, Subliminal Messages on TV and in 

Movies and so much more! 

HARRY & THE REPTILIANS 

"Harry and Reptilian Joanny and HER Gang 
of RESAs (Reptilian Eating Satanic Aliens) 

Witches are out TapLining the innocent 
dumbed down MemberShrimps every night. 
Their EEKonkon Korporation Business is all 
about Reptilian Joanny and what SHE can 
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take from others and hide away. Fake dead 
Harry who is not really living, has been 

Kryptnotized by Rep Joan and HER Witches. 
What the unSeeing members do not See 

while they are looking at fake munster Harry 
Klump on stage is what he really has 

become from all the years in the Lower 
Astral Realm. Ask Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 
Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides 

Now! 

Waiting for JESUS 

"The 'Waiting for Jesus Tradition' is 
thousands of years old, and the ideas that 

the Gods of Man will save people from 
themselves is even older! You have the right 
to wait for as many lifetimes as You want for 

Jesus or the Gods of Man to fix what You 
have been doing here! While You are waiting 

with the Marketing Ploy of the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who are the original 
invaders of this planet, My NUFriends and I 
are having RealSide Experiences with The 
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Real UNUversal Guides, who are direct with 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, in The 

Real UNUverses of RealFreedom beyond the 
Cause & Effect Matrix of Creation! YU, The 

RealU, can stay here lost and wait for Jesus, 
or WakeUp Now and Free YourSelf from all 
the doctrine 'ideas & old stories' You have 

been told. 

WAKEUP MAN IS HERE! 

"LifeIS ALL About Waking Up! Many 'think' it 
is having a job and getting married and 

buying a house, along with other 'things' 
that seem proper in society to fit in. Then 
there are those who follow the ideas of 

politics, religion, spiritual this and that's, 
science and so on. Then... There IS 

Something Else that is not easily Seen. IT 
IS... 'THE WAKEUP MAN!' "HA HA" many 

would say, as they do not have The 
RealAwareniss to SEE The Whole of Life, but 

only their little world of personal 
phenomena. You can 'Think' whatever you 
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like, but it has nothing to do with The Whole 
of Life, only your life as you see it on this 

planet. The RealSecret to The WakeUp Man 
IS, that he can See Beyond Cause & Effect 

Creation, and how most people are still 
asleep with themselves. Waking Up to The 

Whole of Life is The RealAdventure everyone 
is looking for, but in all the wrong places! 
The days of masters and gurus is gone, 

along with presidents, queens and kings and 
their old wisdumb! But those who are still 
asleep and unaware keep Agreeing to the 

old rulers of this old world of dust! 

Who are YOUR RELATIVES? 

"Family members 'Think' they know their 
Relatives, but they really do not! Everyone 

has their own Secret Worlds they go to when 
they leave their body at night. Not all people 

are aware of this, but there are still 
RealSide Dream Experiences taking place. 
Also, so much has happened with people 

who know each other from lifetime to 
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lifetime and so much is forgotten and 
hidden. Each person drags their emotional 

and mental attachments with them into each 
future lifetime. ALL LifeIS Now, but most 

people cannot See this, so they are on the 
merry-go-round of reincarnation and Cause 
& Effect Karma in Creation. ALL LifeIS Your 
RealAwareniss, and not what people 'Think' 

it is according to the invented marketing 
ploy systems that have been created on the 
earth. The Social Systems were created by 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 
Kontrol this planet with HUman Farming. 
You are 'told' what they want You to hear, 
and that is that this life is all there is and 

You must make the best of it. What they do 
not tell You is, that the Belief Systems they 
have created, along with the 'holy doctrines' 

are to bring You back here for more 
unconscious lifetimes of the same 9 to 5 

drudgery forever! There is a way out of Their 
Designed Matrix, but YU, The RealU, must 
BE The Real RiskTaker and do what You 
have never done before, and that is to 
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surpass Your Agreements with Their 
Restictions! As long as You keep Agreeing to 

the invented social ideas that only 'sound 
good' then You will be returning in deformed 
bodies in the future. It is always Your Choice 
to Take The Risk and Discover NUWorlds & 

Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! 

REAL FARMING IS FUN 

"The Natural Life on Earth IS Real Farming 
and Living with what NaturIS. It takes a lot 

to BE a RealPerson on the earth at this time, 
but it is still possible for those who are Real 
RiskTakers. The (EK) Evil Kontrollers with 

their Designed Matrix want You to stay 
stupid and unaware, so You are easy prey, 

just like when You Pray & Worship their 
invented Gods. You are Being TapLines 

without your knowing this! Natural Farming 
with all of what NaturIS, is the best way to 

live and WakeUp with The Whole of Life. 
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WWE KNOW WHAT WWE ARE DOING… 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
Supporting The ALLNatural Environment 

that Supports US! WWE provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 

one else! WWE know what WWE are Doing! It 
is understandable that most people do not 
know what WWE are doing, as ALL of US 

who are Sharing Our RealExperiences with 
Life have come from many different avenues 
to get Here & Now. NaturIS Our RealSource 
and is always demonstrating what Makes 

Sense as each of us survive on this planet. 
Trying to outsmart The TruReality of The 

Natural Environment, as many KEK Systems 
are doing, is not working and never will, but 

most people are still asleep to What IS 
Natural & Real Now. WWE are The 
NUWakeUp for Everyone. BE a Real 

RiskTaker with US Now! 
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MULTI~DIMENSIONAL NUMAN 

"There is so much more than just the earth 
and the sky above, but the unaware people 
on this planet do not know this. People like 

to 'Think' they know more than Life, and 
they do not want to be surprised to know 
they Do Not! THE MULTI~DIMENSIONAL 
NUMAN IS HERE... as Duane The Great 

Writer. DuaneIS making living on this earth 
bearable, because he is Sharing his 

RealExperiences and showing everyone how 
to Free ThemSelves from the Cause & Effect 

Matrix of Creation! DuaneIS Sharing The 
RealKnowledge of The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, and that there is more to Life 

than just Nature as we each experience it on 
this planet. The Real Environment LifeIS, IS 

beyond what can even be imagined, as it 
only gets better as YU, The RealU, Becomes 
MoreAware & Wonderful! WWE know what 
WWE are Doing and so can YOU! WakeUp 

and BE Real with US! Take The Risk and Do 
what You have never done before! There are 
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NUWorlds & Real UNUverses for Your 
RealAwareniss to SEE & BE! Watch Your 

Dreams! 

WHO is HARRY & JOANNY KLUMP? 

"Hello, Duane The Great Writer Here... I am 
often asked, "Who is Harry & Joanny 

Klump?" I have to laugh at this question, 
because the EK (Evil Karma) 

MemberShrimps of EEKonkon (Eckankar) 
that I have spoken with do not even know 

who is TapLining and Kontrolling them. 
Harry, Jerold, fake master HarOld Klump, is 
Harold Klemp, along with his Reptilian wife 
Krone, Kroney Joanny, Joanny Klump, who 

is actually Joan Klemp. There is no 'mystery 
about these two, as they are with the One 
World Order Deceptors who rule the earth 

with an Iron Fist! Most unaware people like 
to only see the outer 'front' and never really 
investigate what is taking place behind the 

curtains that are covering up what is 
actually taking place. Kroney Joanny is the 
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Mistress of the Kalaum HU~OM God, or Lord 
God, as he is know with most. I am merely 
'Reporting The RealNews' and anyone can 

See this for themselves if they will take the 
time to do so. Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides are not with Harry & 
Joanny, and are not 'masters' as many 

'Think' they are. The membershrimps are 
lost with Harry & Joanny in the Lower Astral 
Realm with HER Reptilian Regime. SHE owns 
the EK (Evil Korporation) and SHE can have 

it! 

WORLDWIDE WAKEUP WARNING 

“This World is Kontrolled by the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who have a Designed 

Matrix around the entire planet with their 
Mind Kontrolling Microwave Devices. 

Microwaves have been 'sold' to the public as 
a 'convenience' and are Mind Kontrolling and 
Very Harmful. Most people are so unaware 

of this, because they have been One-
Dimensionalized with their Literalized 
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Educational Systems. This has been 
purposely done to keep the masses in 

HUman Farming. The LA LA Land idea of 
making this planet 'Home Sweet Home' is a 

Marketing Ploy by the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) and their 

invented Gods of Man. The Authoritarian 
RATS on this planet herd people on the 

earth, and the Reptilian GovernorGods in the 
unseen Astral and Mental Realms create 

beautiful heavens for the unaware to bath in, 
then make them return to the RoundWorlds 
in time and space to be unaware slaves and 
food for more lifetimes. This is the idea of 
the '9 to 5 jobs' of endless drudgery! There 
is no freedom here and there never will be. 
People want 'peace' on earth, but the RATS 

do not want peace, they want constant 
confusion to keep YOU Kontrolled and 

Dumbed Down Stupid! YOU are Agreeing to 
Your Own Demise! WWE are Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators (WWE) and WWE are 
The NUWay Out of The Kontrolled Matrix of 

Cause & Effect Creation! There are Real 
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UNUverses of RealTruth & RealFreedom 
beyond the 'simulator' of Creation that You 

do not know about. The first step to SEEING 
The Real UNUverses is to Sing The 

NUSound, The NU~U, before going to sleep, 
and in Your DreamVisions, Life will show YU, 

The RealU... 'What IS Real Now!' Read My 
NUBooks for The Real Knowledge of The 

Real UNUversal Guides who will be with YU, 
as YU leave your body at night and have 
Wonderful Journeys to NUWorlds & Real 

UNUverses! Keep in mind that YU will also 
be confronting the RATS and the Kalaum 
God, because they do not want YU to BE 

Free! YU are making Your Prison Break from 
'The Klutches of The Gods' and the RATS 

who have Kontrol of this earth. You always 
Decide Your Life. If You do not WakeUp Now, 

then You will Stay Lost here! Have Fun 
Deciding! 
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REALHERO REALCOURAGE… 

“What makes a RealHero? Is it standing 
behind a podium on stage with a 

presidential seal and security guards all 
around, as the so-called official person gives 

Deceptive Lip-Service to the unaware and 
inflicted dumbed down people who are 

subject to Fluoridated Water, ChemTrails, 
GMO FakeFood, Lethalized Vaccines, Mind 
Kontrolling Microwaves, and whatever else 

the bought-off official traitor to mankind can 
do? While spewing out all the phoney 'pretty 

words' to the unsuspecting audience and 
Manipulated News Media, he is also heavily 
paid by the BlackHearts who rule this planet 
to deceptively destroy women and children 
of other countries in the name of his Demon 
God as takeovers. Is this what a RealHero 

is? Look at how many Literalized and 
Robotized people 'Think' so! Is a RealHero 

someone who claims to be a 'spiritual 
master' with a big temple and thousands of 

worshipers and followers, as he sits on 
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stage looking down upon others and also 
uses old pretty words of so-called wisdom to 

seduce his audience, when in fact his 
Reptilian Wife is behind the scenes drugging 
and Kontrolling him and the membershrimps, 

as SHE is TapLining them in their Dreams 
with HER Band of Witches? 

“Is a RealHero a person who bounces a 
basketball, picks up a bat and hits a ball, or 
one who kicks a ball into a goal? How about 
a person who runs a race and wins, or is an 

Olympic Medalist? What about the faster 
swimmer in the world or the first person to 
fly around the world? And there is the Royal 

Families that look so good in their 
outlandish dresses and uniforms with all the 
fake medals on their chest, as they pose so 

eloquently with all the stolen goods they 
have acquired over the centuries that have 

been handed over from their bandit 
ancestors? The unaware and brainwashed 

masses continue to support and Agree to all 
the Deception these people can create and 
the crowd loves THEM (TapLining HUman 
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Eating Martians). These so-called 'heroes' 
and many more like them are merely 

'marketed' to be something they are Not! 
Those who Do Not 'Look Behind The Curtain' 
will Stay Lost on Planet XYZ, here for many 

more lifetimes, until they become Real 
RiskTakers with RealCourage and WakeUp 
to what is really taking place and learn to 
sort out all the Deception. The unaware 
masses are in a Designed Matrix by the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). You are in 
Cause & Effect Creation and being used as 
Stupid Slaves! The RATS have created all 

the Deception, rules, regulations, 
restrictions, doctrines, sacrificial 

ceremonies of worshiping and prayer and 
what-ever else they can think of to Kontrol 

YOU! YOU keep Agreeing to almost 
everything they decide for YOU! You will just 

get old again like You have for lifetimes! 
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ASTRAL TAPLINING MASTER… 

"Harry Klump, the 'ASTRAL TAPLINING 
MASTER' is the Grand Nobody of Krones 

EEKonkon Korporation... HAHAHA! He loves 
being possessed and TapLined by HER, as it 
is a 'seductive thing' for him! Joanny Klump, 

Reptilian Spy and TapLining Witch for the 
Kalaum HU-OM God, is always busy 

TapLining the unaware MemberShrimps for 
the One World Order of the Cabal on earth. 

Their fate is sealed with The Lords of Karma 
for many lifetimes to come, but they like to 
'Think' in their little brains that they know 

more than Life! The Dumbed Down and 
Seduced members are Agreeable to all the 
Restrictions, Worshiping and Pray Paying, 

SHE has created for them to Stay Stupid for 
a lot longer! The EK (Evil Karma) Temple 

looks so good to those who are lost on this 
planet, as what they see is a spiritual path 
that will lead them to a god they will never 

know or really understand. 'Look Behind The 
Curtain' on The RealSide and See what 
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Harry and Joanny are really doing with 
those who are unaware. Have Fun Deciding! 

WOMEN ARE SO PRECIOUS… 

"Women have a Great Passion that men do 
not always have, and when they WakeUp to 
Their TruPotential, they Become MoreAware 

& Wonderful, moreso than what they are 
experiencing with all the 'Emotional Love 

Attachments' that most people are Trapped 
& TapLined with on this earth. There IS so 

much more to Life than what is experienced 
with the creations of this life. Those who 

take the time and Take The Risk to 
SeeMore, always do! You do not have to be 
Restricted to this world anymore, YU, The 
RealU, can WakeUp beyond what is known 

here and stand in RealTruth & RealFreedom, 
but You must BE The Real RiskTaker and do 
what You have never done before. Very few 
have the Courage or Heart to do this, but 

those that do have a RealPosition of 
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TruSuccess, where others will continue to 
recycle and stay as unaware slaves to the 

invented systems. The Authoritarians of the 
earth and the Gods of Man, Kontrol the 

Designed Matrix that keeps You a prisoner 
here. WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators have The NUWay Out of Cause & 
Effect Creation, and into NUWorlds and Real 

UNUverses of RealFreedom! 

ETERNAL KARMA (EK)… 

"What the unaware people of this planet do 
not yet realize is they are in a Designed 
Matrix that was originally created by the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who also 
invented HUman Farming. Yes... This 

includes YOU! You are in the Eternal Karma 
(EK) of Creation, until You can figure your 

way out into The Real UNUverses of 
RealTruth & RealFreedom! WWE are The 

NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation. I am 
guessing that You, like so many others 
'Think' that religion, gods, saviors and 
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spiritual paths will free You... Wrong! The 
political, religious and spiritual paths are all 
Kontrolled by the Authoritarians, presidents, 
kings and queens, masters and gurus, who 

worship and pray to The Lord God, Reptilian 
Kalaum. The Kalaum God originally sent his 
Reptilian Regime to the RoundWorlds in time 
and space to infect all the planets. It is more 

than obvious that this is taking place with 
the ChemTrails, GMO TechStuffings, Mind 

Kontrol Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, Smart 
Meters, Toxic Water, land and air, Legal & 
Illegal Drugs and so much more the RATS 

are doing. All the government agencies are 
in on this and including the Red Flag 

Bombings around the world as takeovers! EK 
means 'Evil Karma and Eternal Karma' for 

those who worship and pray to the invented 
gods and doctrines of the RATS. The RATS 

have infected almost everything on this 
planet by TapLining people in their Dreams! 

YU, The RealU, can protect yourself by 
Singing The NUSound, The NU~U. When You 
Sing The NU~U, the Real UNUversal Guides 
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will be with You. if You are chanting HU, OM, 
AUM, Amen or any other words or ideas, You 
are being 'TapLined' and held prisoner by the 

Fake Gods and Fake spiritual masters on 
earth! Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 

DreamVisions! 

THE DEVILS ADVOCATE MOVIE… 

"The general public is marketed with the 
idea that the movie, 'The Devils Advocate' 

starring Keno Reeves and Al Pacino, is about 
the character that was originally created by 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) known 

as the 'Devil!' Most people have been so 
dumbed down and seduced with what the 
Political and Religious Kontrollers have 

always created and infected this world with. 
In a way, it is rather humorous how the 

unaware public actually likes being fooled 
and Agreeing to the Deception that is non-
stop in the business world. For those who 
are able to get to The Real History of this 
planet, which I See in The UNUversal Files 
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in The Real UNUverses beyond Creation, 
they will discover that the RATS were the 

first invades here and they created 
everything, including the HUmanoids as 

their slaves, and the doctrines like the Holy 
Drible, to keep people Agreeing for lifetime 

upon lifetime to their HUman Farming Matrix 
on this planet. In this movie, there is the 

'idea' of what most have come to know as 
the Devil, but actually, for those who are 
MoreAware, they can easily See that Al 

Pacino's role is the Lord God himself! When 
a person is able to move into the Astral and 

Mental Realms, which are known as The 
Two Heavens of Man, they can meet their 

so-called gods, then they will See for 
themselves that these gods are not gods at 
all, but maintenance workers in Creation for 
The Lords of Karma. Their official titles are 
'GovernorLords' who manage the different 

realms in time and space. Just like the 
Deceptive Politicians of earth, the Gods of 
Man are also Politicians of Kontrol! You can 

Stay Lost here with all the Endless 
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Deception, or WakeUp with US and Learn to 
BE Wonderful & Free Now! 

ETERNAL KARMA (EK)… 

"What the unaware people of this planet do 
not yet realize is they are in a Designed 
Matrix that was originally created by the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who also 
invented HUman Farming. Yes... This 

includes YOU! You are in the Eternal Karma 
(EK) of Creation, until You can figure your 

way out into The Real UNUverses of 
RealTruth & RealFreedom! WWE are The 

NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation. I am 
guessing that You, like so many others 
'Think' that religion, gods, saviors and 

spiritual paths will free You... Wrong! The 
political, religious and spiritual paths are all 
Kontrolled by the Authoritarians, presidents, 
kings and queens, masters and gurus, who 

worship and pray to The Lord God, Reptilian 
Kalaum. The Kalaum God originally sent his 
Reptilian Regime to the RoundWorlds in time 
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and space to infect all the planets. It is more 
than obvious that this is taking place with 
the ChemTrails, GMO TechStuffings, Mind 

Kontrol Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, Smart 
Meters, Toxic Water, land and air, Legal & 
Illegal Drugs and so much more the RATS 

are doing. All the government agencies are 
in on this and including the Red Flag 

Bombings around the world as takeovers! EK 
means 'Evil Karma and Eternal Karma' for 

those who worship and pray to the invented 
gods and doctrines of the RATS. The RATS 

have infected almost everything on this 
planet by TapLining people in their Dreams! 

YU, The RealU, can protect yourself by 
Singing The NUSound, The NU~U. When You 
Sing The NU~U, the Real UNUversal Guides 
will be with You. if You are chanting HU, OM, 
AUM, Amen or any other words or ideas, You 
are being 'TapLined' and held prisoner by the 

Fake Gods and Fake spiritual masters on 
earth! Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 

DreamVisions! 
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GOD HATES YOU… 

"This is a 'truth' on the earth! For those who 
have read the 'good book' which is really 
The Holy Drible, they can Really WakeUp 
when they decide. All the Doctrine Drible 
that the masses worship and pray to was 
originally written by the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) who are ShapeShifters, 
and disguise themselves as HUmans for 

their HUman Farming of this planet. WakeUp 
Time! They are the politicians, religious and 

spiritual masters and gurus and many 
others. Watch Your DreamVisions, and You 

will Learn to See what is really taking place 
here and in Your Other Worlds. You can 

'pretend' that this is not so, and even use 
the superstitiously created idea of "I don't 
'Believe' what Duane is saying and writing!" 

When You have The RealCourage to 
investigate Real History, You are going to 

See a completely different picture than the 
Distorted Deception that has been created 

over Your Entire Life, just for You and 
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Everyone, while on earth. The 'Authorities' 
are purposely doing the ChemTrails, Lethal 
Vaccines, GMO TechStuffings, Mind Kontrol 
Microwaves, HAARP, and so much more... TO 
KILL YOU! WakeUp with US, or Stay Lost and 

infected for more lifetimes on this dying 
planet! 

YOUR LIFE YOUR CHOICE… 

"Each one of us have come from some kind 
of support, that of our parents, our friends, 
and the invented systems such as politics, 

religion, educational and spiritual teachings. 
These 'ideas' and many like them are the 

'BabySitters' we have known. Just like our 
parents did with us when we were young, 
they took care of us, and for the most part 
made our decisions for us. We liked being 
taken care of and coddled. Then at some 

point, we had to get going with our life and 
make our own decisions, so we 'Thought' at 

the time. As we entered society and the 
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already 'formed structure' of what we 
'Think' is a real life, we began to see things 
as more complicated and many times not 
wanting to deal with certain aspects of 

what has already been created and what 
someone else already decided that we must 
Agree to. Some of us take on the adventure 
of living on earth, and some people look for 
more BabySitters to take care of them. Like 

everyone, I had my share of BabySitters, 
until I WokeUp and could SeeMore than 

before. I have not had the 'normal' childhood 
and adulthood as many do. I decided to 

come back into this life to do what no one 
else would or could do... Bring The 
NUNowniss, The NUNOWW (NUOne 

WorldWide) to the people on this planet. Of 
course, there is a Lot More to this simple 

explanation, and as Your Read The 
NUBooks, You will start Your RealAdventure 

like never before with The Whole of Life, 
moreso that what You have known with 

those BabyBrain BabySitters that are still 
lost in their traditional past. Respectively, 
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they 'did' have their time and place. THE 
NUONE IS HERE NOWW... THE NUWAVIS 

THE NUMAN! WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators, and WWE are Here NOWW for 

Everyone to BE Successful & SelfSufficent & 
MoreAware! WWE are Fun & Real & WWE 

show YU, The RealU, how to Stand with US 
and have RealFreedom like never before! 

WWE are The NUWay for Everyone! 

CONSERVING WATER… 

https://www.facebook.com/
ALLHumanitarianEducators/videos/
1341508509209551/?pnref=story 

"There is more than enough clean clear 
water for ALL of US on this planet, but 

because we are all in a Designed Matrix of 
HUman Farming and Abusive Government 

Kontrol to eliminate most of the population, 
there 'seems' to be a water shortage in 

many areas. WWE See what is taking place 
here and WWE are doing our part for 
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Everyone. Conserving Water is just one of 
the many projects WWE have that benefits 

Everyone. The unaware masses like to 
waste their time watching and taking part in 
the Fake Political Debates of hired 'actors' 

who play their roles very well and 
dramatically fool those who do not have the 
awareness to SeeThru all the baloney they 
are acting out. When in fact, they could use 
their time to create Aware Communities to 
all the challenges we each face everyday. 

The Deceptive Deceiving governments have 
seduced most people into being so passive 

and dumbed down that people actually 
'Think' their governments do something for 
them. No matter what the authorities do, 

and sometimes they actually do something 
that makes sense for the moment, overall 
their only interest is to get You to Agree 

with THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians). Look at human history and those 

who have ruled others, there is no difference 
Now, except we have ChemTrails, Mind 

Kontrolling Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, 
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FEMA Camps, HAARP, Harmful Drugs, Smart 
Meters and so much more. WakeUp with Us, 
as WWE are Very Real & Aware with what 

WWE are Sharing! 

Friday Fasting from TAPLINING… 

"There are spiritual teachings that 
sometimes do Friday Fasting or other types 

of Fasting, but none of them really do 
Fasting from the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who Kontrol this planet. This is 
because many, if not all the so-called 

'spiritual paths' and their masters and gurus 
have been commercially 'bought off' by the 

One World Order and their Fake Gods. I 
suggest to Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, 

and then Watch Your DreamVisions and Life 
will show YU, The RealU, 'What IS Real 

Now!' The old words of HU, OM AUM, Amen 
and many others are with the RATS and YOU 
are being TapLined in Your Dreams without 
You knowing it! More Big Karma for THEM 
(TapLining HUman Eating Martians) and 
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many more unconscious lifetimes for You 
with all Your TapLines! You Decide! 

MIND KONTROL or RECOGNIZING LIFE… 

"The unaware masses like to Agree to Mind 
Kontrolling Microwaves. The unaware also 
like to be sedated and seduced, as this is 
demonstrated with almost everything the 

general public does. The earth is in a Huge 
Demise and how many people really See 

this? It would Make Sense that people stop 
Agreeing to Polluting & Poisoning the planet, 

but they will not! It is more than obvious 
that the body types that are on this earth 
like their Mind Kontrolling Devices, more 
that they do The ALLNatural Environment 

that supports them. The unaware have 
Agreed to be educated into a One-

Dimensional Mind Matrix, that they cannot 
SeeThru. Of course they do not 'believe' 

this, because they have been conditioned 
over lifetimes to 'believe' in something, 
anything that does not make sense. The 
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entire earth is encircled in a Mind Kontrol 
Microwave Grid, that the unaware are not 
aware of. The Mind Kontrolled are in their 
own LA LA Land and keep 'Thinking' the 

earth is a good place to be forever, as they 
will be if they do not WakeUp, one person at 

a time. The Whole of Life IS to be 
Recognized, moreso than determined from 
any Literal Sense. Those who 'Think' they 
know more than Life ITSelf, such as the 
Political & Religious Kontrollers, have 

already proven they do not, by the very fact 
of how they are destroying the earth and 

Nature for their own purposes. WakeUp with 
US or Stay Lost with Your Mind Kontrollers 

for more lives! 

THE GODS or THE ALLIS… 

Since the Reptilian Alien TapLining Invaders 
(RATS) came to this planet, the 'idea' of the 
Gods of Man was created. The Real History 

of this planet and all the others is in The 
UNUversal Files, which most people do not 
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have access to, because they do not have a 
RealAwareniss to SEE The Real Files. What 
people have been 'told & seduced' with is 

what the RATS have created to Kontrol their 
HUmanoid Subjects. The RATS have written 
all the so-called 'divine & holy' doctrines to 

capture the imagination of people and to 
keep them unaware of what the RATS are 

really doing. When a person passes from this 
Physical Realm, they usually go to the Astral 
Realm somewhere. They may have a chance 

to meet the GovernorLord there, but 
chances are they never will. All of us like to 
listen to and 'believe' a good story, and the 
RATS have weaved a lot of them for eons. 

This is what they do, they do Takeovers, just 
like what is taking place on the earth today. 
The RATS get people to worship and pray to 

their Demon Gods who Deceive people if 
they meet them in the other worlds. There 
are many Heavens of Man, but mainly two, 

and the Second Heaven is where the Kalaum 
Lord God resides, the Mental Realm. This is 

the 'mystery' god that people have read 
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about here, and there really is no mystery of 
him once you understand how Creation has 
been formed. The people on this planet have 

been soaked with 'stories' and not Real 
Experiences from The RealSide LifeIS. The 
original god in the Bible was rather harsh, 
then Jesus came along and said god was 

love. Jesus was taken our by the RATS who 
Kontrol the church and Vatican, and even 

with all the destruction that is taking place 
on the earth, where is the invented god and 

the saviors? People 'Think' something or 
someone is going to save them from what 

they already created. There is a much 
Bigger Understanding, along with 

RealExperiences, not just stories, that is 
available Right Now, but YU, The RealU, 

Must BE a Real RiskTaker to SEE IT! YU can 
WakeUp Now with US, or keep waiting for 

more lifetimes and 'hope and pray' the gods 
and saviors will come for YOU! 
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WWE Show You WHAT IS REAL NOW… 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
standing with The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting ALL of US. Because we have 
each come thru many lifetimes to get to this 
very moment, WWE are in The NUNowniss 

LifeIS, and WWE Recognize this! ALL LIFEIS 
NOW.. and from this RealPosition of 

Recognition, YU, The RealU, learns to SEE 
Beyond the Kontrolling Authoritarians 

(RATS) and their invented gods into Real 
UNUverses of ALLAliveniss & Wonderful 

BeingISniss. It will take some time before 
most people WakeUp to this, as many people 
are still stuck in a one-dimensional time and 
space warp with past and future Creation. 

Creation has it's place and reality, but LifeIS 
Bigger. Beyond the limitations of Creation, 
IS The Real UNUverses of RealTruth & Real 

Freedom! Singing The NUSound, NU~U, 
makes The RealConnection with The Real 
UNUversal Guides and Your DreamVisions. 

Your Dreams are the first step into 
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NUWorlds & Real UNUverses beyond the 
Matrix Restrictions of Creation and the Gods 
of Man, who Kontrol the HUman Farming in 
the Five Levels of Creation. The unaware 
masses have been taught a lot of 'sound-
good stories' over the lifetimes they have 

been here that were created by the original 
invades, the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS). The ALLALiveniss LifeIS, is beyond 
the Astral 'ideas' of spirit & light' which is a 
step beyond the earth for sure, but far from 

The Real UNUverses of The SoundLight 
TruReality LifeIS, where YU, The RealU, IS a 
FreeBeing of RealLight brighter than any sun 

you have ever seen! 

STEPUP WITH US FOUNDATION… 

"The 'StepUp With US' Foundation, is 
focused on The Natural Environment each of 

US live with. There is so much happening 
with Nature at this time that most people 
are not aware of. Much of the Nature that 
many of us grew up with is gone and what 
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still remains is being destroyed! People can 
'pretend' that Nature will get better, but 
there is far too much happening that is 
preventing this. The 'StepUp With US' 

Foundation is working with other 
Foundations to bring Real Communities 

together who want RealFood, RealWater, and 
RealAir to survive with on the earth. Become 

a Community Sponsor and Share Your 
Experiences and Talents with US! Contact... 

RATA KORAC, President on Facebook. 

REALFUN with THE ALLIS… 

"The TruReality LifeIS, is Fun & Funny! THE 
ALLIS, IS ALLALive & Real, and IT knows 

YU, The RealU, because IT IS YU! THE 
ALLIS, decided the Creation we are in that 
looks so real, for each one of us to WakeUp 
when we are ready. IT also provides 'Your 

DreamVisions' to start Your Real Journey to 
IT. It is not that we really 'move' anywhere 
or 'travel' from here to there, because ALL 

LifeIS an ISNIS NOW. At first we have 
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RealSide Experiences where we can 
sometimes 'feel' ourselves leaving the 

Physical Body in the Astral Body, as this is 
the first step to Seeing Beyond this limited 
Physical Realm of appearances. Eventually, 
you learn to Recognize Your RealAwareniss, 
and as YU, The RealU, takes Your Adventure 

further, YU have the opportunity to 
Recognize & PerSeeve THE ALLIS. Very few 
will Recognize THE ALLIS, because IT IS Far 

Too Real for most. While you Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, you will be having 

RealSide DreamVision Experiences, which at 
times are Fun & Funny. THE ALLIS, IS 

Wonderful & Pure for ALL of US. With THE 
ALLIS, there are no 'attitudes' like there are 
with the Authoritarians, the Political Priests, 
and their Fake Kontrolling Gods. THE ALLIS, 
IS ALWAYS PURE & REAL! Singing The NU~U 
brings RealFun & RealJoy into Your Being of 

RealLight. WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators and WWE are The RealConnection 

and The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation! Have Fun Freeing YourSelf with 
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US, or Stay Stuck & Lost in the Matrix of 
Creation with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who Kontrol earth! 

REAL WAKEUP in REAL UNUVERSES 

"The masses and some of the more aware 
public are 'Thinking' they are 'waking up' 
with the information they are getting from 
sources that are mainly One-Dimensional 
and Physical/Astral, and what they 'Think' 
are so-called Divine in some way. Such as 
David Ike and others speaking about the 

Bankers and Reptilians, and others referring 
to the Pleiadians and Space People, Saviors 

and the Gods of Man. Again, these are 
physical/astral world situations and 

information that is taking place, and actually 
maybe or maybe not. For sure the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) are real, as they 
created the so-called Divine and Holy Drible 
(good book) that so many people 'believe' in. 
The RATS were the original invaders on this 

planet and created the HUmanoids as 
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slaves. The Real History of this planet is in 
The UNUversal Files, but very few can See 
this. There are those who are waiting for 

their gods and saviors to fix what they have 
ruined on the earth, and there are those who 

are waiting for the space people to do the 
same. These people will have more lifetimes 
to keep waiting, as with each lifetime many 
people keep 'Thinking' that now is the time 

for some miracles to happen. The RATS have 
marketed people into 'Thinking' that 

someone will save them from themselves. 
The Gods of Man look down from the Astral 

and Mental Realms and laugh, as did the 
Caesars during the feasting in the 

Colosseum Days. Jesus taught people his 
psychic powers, which most see as 

miracles. He is paying for what he did with 
The Lords of Karma. Just about nobody 

knows who their gods are. Some people hear 
voices from Angels and others that sound so 

sweet, but until a person meets The Real 
UNUversal Guides who are focused on 

RealFreedom in The Real UNUverses beyond 
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Cause & Effect Creation, then the 'pretty 
words' of unseen entities is whatever it is as 

'sound-good' ideas and nothing more! 
WakeUp of Stay Lost Here! 

The Holy Cross… 

"What has become a 'symbol' for something 
so-called Divine and Holy is actually a Grave 

Marker, a sign of Death, a Reptilian 
TapLining Curse! The masses are so 

unaware as to the origins of their Ritualistic 
Religions. All religions have come from 

Sacrificial Satanic Sources and are VooDoo. 
This is real! People like to 'pretend' 

otherwise and 'hope' for the best or anything 
at all. Since the creation of the Holy Drible 

(Bible) and with all the worshiping and 
praying that has taken place, this planet has 

gotten a lot worse in the last 2000 years! 
WAKEUP! Praying to the Fake Reptilian Gods 

is Not Working! It Makes Sense to make 
sense of life here and The Whole of Life, but 
most people are too far into their rituals and 
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customs and traditions to WakeUp to 'What 
IS Real Now! The unaware masses are on a 
HUman Farming planet and being fed Holy 

Baloney! The words like 'divine, holy, amen, 
belief and so many others, were created by 
the HUman Farmers to keep people dumbed 
down and stupid until they are ready to be 
eaten! WakeUp or Stay Lost Here for more 

lifetimes! 

THE FAKE UNIVERSE… 

"Beyond the earth lies the solid darkness of 
outer space, the galaxies,s and what is 

termed the 'known and unknown' universe. 
Actually, where we are is in the Material 
Physical Realm, the bottom of Life in the 

PsycRealms or what is known as Creation. 
What is being experienced here and what 
the so-called expert scientists say about 

where we are at from what they can figure 
out is very limited and not too accurate. The 
blackness of space is not a Real UNUverse, 

but a Fake Universe in the 'simulation' of 
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Creation. The Body Forms on the planets in 
time and space are for the purpose of 

eventually Waking Up to The TruReality 
LifeIS, and beyond the invented Gods of 

Man, to Recognize THE ALLIS in The Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom. There are Six 
Levels or Dimensions with Creation, and 
beyond the Fake Universes, IS The Real 
UNUverses of THE ALLIS. Until YU, The 

RealU, Wakes Up and Sees what is really 
taking place here and in the Six 
PsycRealms, you will continue to 

reincarnate back and forth from mainly the 
Astral Realm to the Physical Realm again. 
You will not remember you were here each 

lifetime, and future lifetime will be very bad, 
as most people will return in deformed 

bodies from all the pollution and poisons 
here! WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on this 

Rock! 
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NUMAN REALGUIDE NOW… 

"THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. The 
world of people on this planet are mainly 

lost with looking to the past for something 
to happen in the present, and also dragging 

Tradition into the present and the future. 
This is understandable, but not realistic. 

People want what they 'Think' is freedom, 
and at the same time they Restrict & Burden 
themselves with the dead past. The past can 
be a good reference to compare with, that of 
'What IS Real Now' for those who are aware 

enough to See The RealNow. Nothing is 
negated with what we each experiences, but 
to Recognize what IS Beyond Cause & Effect 
Creation is why you are here! You can keep 
playing around in time and space and get 

nowhere, except back here in another body 
again and not remembering you were ever 
here, or you can take the time to Read My 
NUBooks and Free YourSelf this lifetime! 
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THE NU~U or HU… 

"It has been true that the HU word did have 
its day, just like OM, AUM, Amen and other 
words and sayings, as people have been 
brought thru many lifetimes to The Real 

WakeUp Now & WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators. There is a whole 
history behind what happened to the HU 

word and how THE ALLIS eliminated it for 
The RealConnection & RealFreedom Now. 
There is a huge Difference between The 
NU~U and the HU word. The NU~U, has 

Always been with THE ALLIS. As I was also 
with Paul Twitchell in the early days and the 
HU word was used and it worked for those 

times, because Paul has The RealAwareniss, 
Heart & Intent with The TruReality (which 

he only hinted at as THE ISNESS in his 
books). Paul was given The Real Rod of 

Power from Rebazar Tarzs, a Real UNUversal 
Guide of THE ALLIS. In 2001, Rebazar & Paul 
gave Duane, The Real Rod of Power, which 
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IS Now, THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, and 
there is no more 'rod of power' and those 

who profess it are Deceptors with the One 
World Order and HUman Farming with the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). Darwin 
Gross and HarOld only had a fake rod of 

power, because they never had any 
RealAwareniss. With Reptilian Joanny as his 

wife, HarOld helped to eliminate the HU 
word and then hypnotizes his audiences, 
because SHE has infected the unaware 
MemberShrimps to the point of being 

Kontrolled Animals, which most do not See 
THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians) 

from The RealSide, as they are Astrally 
TapLined and Seduced by HER, Reptilian 

Joanny, also know as Joan Klump. This is a 
brief overview of what has taken place and 

there is a lot more! WWE will have many 
more RealAdventures to Share! 
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Religious 'Jumping Around’... 

"The unaware masses have been seduced 
for untold lifetimes to 'Think' that the 

invented ideas of Religion actually mean 
something. Politics, religion, spiritual paths, 
and the standard educational systems are 

nothing more than Deceptive BabySitters for 
HUman Farming on this planet. The earth is 

encased in a Designed Matrix to Kontrol 
people's minds with Microwaves. This is why 
almost everyone has Cell Phones and WiFi. 

When people 'Think' that one Religious 
Kontroller is better than the other, they are 

only fooling themselves. All Religion is 
VooDoo! All Religions come from the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 

originally invaded this planet and invented 
Religious Sacrifices for HUman Farming. 

They also created the 'God & Devil' ideas to 
fool people into getting on their knees and 

to worshiping and praypaying to the Ghostly 
Gods in outer space somewhere. For eons, 
this nonsense has become a Big Business, 
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and so people 'believe' it is real, because 
they have decided it is! When people are 
bored with one religion they 'jump' to the 

next one and 'Thinking' it must be better, or 
it is now the 'in thing' to do. YU, The RealU, 
can Learn to Get Your Own Answers with 

Life, that is when YU WakeUp and Get Real 
with YourSelf! WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on 

this Rock in Space! 

MILLIONAIRES & BILLIONAIRES… 

"The Business World works with the 
invented Monetary System. It would really 
'seem' that when anyone decides to chase 

money and become a Millionaire or 
Billionaire, that by doing so makes sense. All 
of us need something to do here to survive, 
and to dream of being rich and successful in 

this world really does sound good. The 
reality of this life is, You will only be here a 

very short time until You are too old to 
remember. The fun and excitement of this 
life passes so fast, as it did with all those 
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thousands of lifetimes You have already 
lived here and other worlds and dimensions. 

You can Now WakeUp and stop the 
reincarnating cycles and BE Free with US, 

as WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
and WWE have The NUWay Out of Cause & 
Effect Creation. WWE are Very Real and not 

a 'hokus-pokus' belief system like the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have create 
for the unaware to be slaves on this planet 
and for more lifetimes! StepUp with US and 
Begin Your Journey to RealFreedom Now! 

Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions! 

ASHTAR COMMAND OUT THERE… 

"It really does seem fun that outer space 
people connected to the Angels of God 

(Kalaum Reptilian God of Creation on the 
Mental Realm) will somehow save people 

from everything they have created and 
Agreed to so far. If this makes sense, then 
by all means keep 'believing & hoping' that 
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Jesus will return and fix everything! From 
my own RealExperiences, which I have 

written about in My NUBooks, the Astral, 
Causal, Mental & Etheric Realms and the 

The Deep Dark Border, are in Creation and 
what most people 'Think' is Life. Beyond 

Cause & Effect Creation IS The Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom where YU, The 
RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight brighter 

than any sun! Ashtar Command 
(interesting... ash & tar... hmmm) is one of 

the many 'ideas' I have experienced while on 
the earth and in the other realms and 

UNUverses. They are mainly Astral Entities 
playing tricks on the unaware earth people 
and making their sermons and pretty words 

sounding good, like politicians and fake 
spiritual masters of whom I have known. 

Anyone can learn to 'See Behind The 
Curtain' by Singing The NU~U, NUSound, and 

you will be shown by The Real UNUversal 
Guides in Your DreamVisions 'What IS Real 

Now' and what is not! Your Choice! Stay Lost 
here with Ashtar Command and other space 
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people and the Gods of Man and all the 
'sound-good stuff' which will get you more 

unconscious lifetimes on this rock in space, 
or WakeUp with US and BE Free Now in Real 

UNUverses of Pure Sound & RealLight! 

RELIGIOUS BALONEY for THE UNAWARE 
MASSES 

"The unaware masses have been seduced 
for untold lifetimes to 'Think' that the 

invented ideas of Religion actually mean 
something. Politics, religion, spiritual paths, 
and the standard educational systems are 

nothing more than Deceptive BabySitters for 
HUman Farming on this planet. The earth is 

encased in a Designed Matrix to Kontrol 
people's minds with Microwaves. This is why 
almost everyone has Cell Phones and WiFi. 

When people 'Think' that one Religious 
Kontroller is better than the other, they are 

only fooling themselves. All Religion is 
VooDoo! All Religions come from the 
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Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 
originally invaded this planet and invented 
Religious Sacrifices for HUman Farming. 

They also created the 'God & Devil' ideas to 
fool people into getting on their knees and 

to worshiping and praypaying to the Ghostly 
Gods in outer space somewhere. For eons, 
this nonsense has become a Big Business, 
and so people 'believe' it is real, because 
they have decided it is! When people are 
bored with one religion they 'jump' to the 

next one and 'Thinking' it must be better, or 
it is now the 'in thing' to do. YU, The RealU, 
can Learn to Get Your Own Answers with 

Life, that is when YU WakeUp and Get Real 
with YourSelf! WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on 

this Rock in Space! 

Reptilian HU or PURE NU~U 

"The unaware masses have been seduced 
for untold lifetimes to 'Think' that the 

invented ideas of Religion actually mean 
something. Politics, religion, spiritual paths, 
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and the standard educational systems are 
nothing more than Deceptive BabySitters for 
HUman Farming on this planet. The earth is 

encased in a Designed Matrix to Kontrol 
people's minds with Microwaves. This is why 
almost everyone has Cell Phones and WiFi. 

When people 'Think' that one Religious 
Kontroller is better than the other, they are 

only fooling themselves. All Religion is 
VooDoo! All Religions come from the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 

originally invaded this planet and invented 
Religious Sacrifices for HUman Farming. 

They also created the 'God & Devil' ideas to 
fool people into getting on their knees and 

to worshiping and praypaying to the Ghostly 
Gods in outer space somewhere. For eons, 
this nonsense has become a Big Business, 
and so people 'believe' it is real, because 
they have decided it is! When people are 
bored with one religion they 'jump' to the 

next one and 'Thinking' it must be better, or 
it is now the 'in thing' to do. YU, The RealU, 
can Learn to Get Your Own Answers with 
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Life, that is when YU WakeUp and Get Real 
with YourSelf! WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on 

this Rock in Space! 

LIFEIS RECOGNIZING THE ALLIS... 

"LIFEIS RECOGNIZING THE ALLIS... THIS IS 
REAL NOW! You, Yes YOU... You are in a 

Designed Matrix, and You 'Think' what You 
are experiencing here is a RealLife. The 

Physical Realm and solidness is a reality all 
it's own, but this 'Place in Life' is Not The 

TruReality LifeIS. Your life here is very 
temporary, and if that is not enough to 

consider... You have been Deceived Your 
Entire Life with the KEK Systems 

(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) that 
created the Human Farming Matrix on this 

planet, of which You have been a part of for 
untold lifetimes. YU, The RealU, has been 
here and other planets and systems many 
times over, but You do not remember this, 

because You have a new body and mind for 
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this life. You can Stay Asleep for more 
lifetimes of ongoing drudgery with your 9 to 

5 jobs, which there will be many more 
unbearable jobs coming in your future, or 
You can decide to WakeUp Now, and Go 

Beyond time and space and Cause & Effect 
Creation into Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom. You have been conditioned 
and seduced into 'Thinking' there are 'gods' 
that will save You from this place and what 

You have created here, as these are the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who have 

kept You unaware and brainwashed for 
lifetimes with their worshiping and praying 

to Ghostly Gods. The gods do exist as 
managers in Creation, and guess what, they 

are also Reptilian, and it is their desire to 
keep You here forever on this Purposely 

Poisoned Polluted Planet! The RATS created 
all the Sacred Doctrines, like the Holy Drible 

(Holy Bible to the unaware). You can 
WakeUp with US Now, or Stay Lost here 

forever! Recognizing the TruReality LifeIS 
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can Save Your Life... THE ALLIS, IS REAL 
NOW! 

YOUR EGO is BIGGER THAN LIFE… 

"Most people only see themselves and what 
their life entails and not much more. The 
Whole of Life and The TruReality IT IS, for 

the most part does not appeal to the 
unaware masses. People want freedom, but 
for the most part, the unaware public does 

not know what RealFreedom IS. So, the 
'average' person considers themselves to 
know more than Life ITSelf, as they mainly 

consider themselves only and not much 
more. Those who follow the 'god' idea do 
'believe' in something else, but they still 
'Think' they know more than Life, as they 

have decided their 'belief' idea is bigger and 
MoreAware than The Whole of Life. This is 

why this world is Purposely Polluted, 
Poisoned and Kontrolled by those who's 

Egos are Bigger Than Life, and also with the 
Agreements they get from those who follow 
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the present day insanity of the World 
Kontrollers! The unaware public mostly 

looks to the 'fake officialness' that has been 
created here by The Deceiving Authoritarian 
Deceptors, and very seldom to The True & 
Real ALLNatural Environment supporting 
them. The Literally Educated have been 
programed and hypnotized to Agree to a 

One-Dimensional lifestyle that follows the 
plan of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

and their HUman Farming Microwave 
MindKontrol Matrix. Most people do not want 
to See what is really taking place on earth, 

as they have been bred to chase false 
happiness, false love, and false desires and 

thrills, that soon lead to old age and 
diseases. This has been the same old 

routine for lifetimes with those who are Not 
Awake yet. WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators and WWE are The NUWay Out of 

Cause & Effect Creation! Stay here and 
Grow Old, or Take The Risk & BE Free! 
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RIDICULE or REPORTING THE REALNEWS… 

"Reporting the news with what is taking 
place with the 'surface world' of unaware 
people is very common and Kontrolled by 
the Media and many unseen others. The 6 

O'Crock News looks good on TV and 'seems' 
to make sense, but when you are able to 

SeeThru the 'front' that has been created to 
seduce and hypnotize people into Agreeing 
with most of the baloney, then an entirely 
different picture emerges. I am referring 

here to more than just the daily news facade 
that most people are conditioned with. The 

RealNews that is happening on a global 
scale is rarely seen on the local news, and if 
it is in any way, it is very disguised, slanted 
and distorted. One of the best examples is 

the propaganda of the Puppet US 
Government (Kontrolled by Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners / RATS / Vatican) and the fallacies 
they tell the American People about 

countries like Iran, Russia, China, Iraq and 
many others, then kill their people. The US 
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has setup scenarios to where it looks like 
there is a hostile takeover from somewhere, 

when in fact the US set into motion the 
turbulence, and then comes in as the hero 
and steals the country for their Cabalists 
Friends, the RATS. This has been going on 
since the US was created before George 

Washington's time, as he was a Free Mason 
Fake President. As Duane The Great Writer, I 
am not here to Ridicule anyone, I am here to 

show people how to save their own life by 
Waking Up, to first what is really taking 
place on this earth, then learning how to 
explore NUWorlds & Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom! There is No Freedom on this 
planet and there never will be. The RATS 
invented the 'God & Devil' idea to Kontrol 

their HUman Farming Matrix of this place, as 
they have gotten people to blindly worship 
and pray to outer space ghostly gods. This 
Purposely Poisoned Polluted Planet is held 

in a Designed Matrix, and You are what is for 
Dinner when they are ready for You! WakeUp 

with US! 
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TRADITIONAL BALONEY… 

"What has always been 'thought' of from the 
past is something that has been considered 
to be Sacred and Traditional. What does this 
really mean, if anything at all? Tradition is 
Old for sure, and what was in the past, like 

old newspapers can be a 'reference' but can 
you live it again? The Old masters and gurus 
and the Deceptive Politicians and Religious 

Regulators, like to spew out their 'pretty 
words' that are usually Old & Outdated. So, 

with this and so much more, all the 'Old 
Stuff' is just that, Old & Outdated and mostly 

Traditional Baloney, that the unaware 
masses keep looking to as Something Real. 
Old Traditional Baloney may 'sound good' 

and make you 'feel good' but is it really good 
for you? The Baloney they make and sell in 
the stores does 'look good' and 'taste good' 

but it is good for you? Over time, the 
unaware public has created so much 

Traditional Baloney, that most people do not 
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know the difference between what Makes 
Sense and all the Phoney Baloney they are 
experiencing. LifeIS AlwaysNU & Now, not 

Old & Outdated like Tradition. The 
TruReality LifeIS, IS ALLAliveniss, moreso 

than just the Astral Realm idea of 'spirit' and 
the Gods of Man. You are always the Decider 
of Your Life & NUAdventure, and if you want 

Your Life to be nothing more than Old 
Baloney, then you have that right! Have Fun 

Deciding! 

YOU are THE EFFECT… 

"You are in Cause & Effect Creation and You 
are The Effect of everything here! Are You 

Having Fun so far? You 'Think' this is a 
RealLife, just like Neo in the movie, 'The 

Matrix' where he 'Thought' the same thing 
until he was shown what is behind The 

Matrix and what it really is! Do You want to 
keep being The Effect of everything here 

and for more lifetimes than You can imagine, 
or would You like to have RealFreedom Now? 
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There is No Freedom on this Purposelessly 
Poisoned Prison Matrixed Planet, only more 
drudgery and growing old. As long as You 
are in Creation, You will have to be The 

Effect of everything here, which could be for 
eternity, unless You decide to WakeUp and 
Free YourSelf. Fake Freedom on this planet 

is no fun, and RealFreedom in The Real 
UNUverses IS Always Fun! ALL LifeIS Now, 
and when You take the time to Recognize 
The NUNowniss LifeIS, YU, The RealU, will 
be removing yourself from the TapLining 

Effects of Cause & Effect Creation... This IS 
Fun! 

MIND KONTROL or RECOGNIZING LIFE… 

"The unaware masses like to Agree to Mind 
Kontrolling Microwaves. The unaware also 
like to be sedated and seduced, as this is 
demonstrated with almost everything the 

general public does. The earth is in a Huge 
Demise and how many people really See 

this? It would Make Sense that people stop 
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Agreeing to Polluting & Poisoning the planet, 
but they will not! It is more than obvious 
that the body types that are on this earth 
like their Mind Kontrolling Devices, more 
that they do The ALLNatural Environment 

that supports them. The unaware have 
Agreed to be educated into a One-

Dimensional Mind Matrix, that they cannot 
SeeThru. Of course they do not 'believe' 

this, because they have been conditioned 
over lifetimes to 'believe' in something, 
anything that does not make sense. The 

entire earth is encircled in a Mind Kontrol 
Microwave Grid, that the unaware are not 
aware of. The Mind Kontrolled are in their 
own LA LA Land and keep 'Thinking' the 

earth is a good place to be forever, as they 
will be if they do not WakeUp, one person at 

a time. The Whole of Life IS to be 
Recognized, moreso than determined from 
any Literal Sense. Those who 'Think' they 
know more than Life ITSelf, such as the 
Political & Religious Kontrollers, have 

already proven they do not, by the very fact 
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of how they are destroying the earth and 
Nature for their own purposes. WakeUp with 
US or Stay Lost with Your Mind Kontrollers 

for more lives! 

HUman Farming with Reptilian Joanny & 
HarOld… 

"HUman Farming is as old as this planet 
since the Reptilian Alien TapLining (RATS) 

invaded this place. Over the vast amount of 
centuries people have been destroyed by the 

RATS, there are always those who are 
willing to be bought off by THEM (TapLining 

HUman Eating Martians) and play their 
Karma Kollecting Game. Two of these 

unsavory characters are Reptilian Joanny 
and fake master HarOld Klump of the Krone 
EEKonkon Korporation in Minnesota, USA. 
HarOld is the Puppet master to Reptilian 
Joanny, as they both TapLine and Fleece 

their MemberShrimps. The RATS have 
always held this planet for HUman Farming 
with their Designed Matrix around it. Even 
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with what people have been thru for untold 
lifetimes here and other RAT Planets, the 

masses are still DAH, worshiping and 
praying to the fake gods the RATS created 

long ago. From the queen to the presidents, 
to all the governments and their diplomats, 

almost all of THEM are bought off or 
Reptilian RATS! See The RealSide! 

EARN YOUR WAY OUT OF HERE… 

"YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, has a 
Physical Body and Four Bodies that are 

unseen (Astral, Causal, Mental, Etheric). You 
have been taught that there are gods that 
created you, when in fact the the so-called 

'god' idea was created by the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded this 

planet. They created the 'Devil & God' ideas 
for people to worship & pray and become 

seduced to superstition for THEM (TapLining 
HUman Eating Martians) to Kontrol people 
with their HUman Farming. You can 'Think' 
whatever you want about life on this planet, 
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but the reality is, you are on a Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet with a Designed 

Matrix Grid all around it. You can Learn to 
WakeUp with US and Free YourSelf during 

this lifetime, or Stay Lost here for more 
unconscious lifetimes of an even worse 

environment! You Must Earn Your Way Out of 
Cause & Effect Creation and the Six 

PsycRealms. The political, religious and 
spiritual paths do not go too much past the 
Astral Realm, even though those with these 
paths are 'Thinking' they do. Everything YU, 

The RealU, will ever need to know starts 
with Singing The NU~U & Your 

DreamVisions. WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators will show You how to get your 

own answers and Free YourSelf Now! Decide 
to WakeUp for YourSelf! 

ROMANTIC ADVENTURES Just for YOU… 

"Everyone wants a Romantic Adventure all 
their own! Many of us have had our share, 
but they always seem to fade away after a 
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while and the flame goes out and you are 
left searching again. How would You like a 
Real Romantic Adventure that never ends 

and is beyond what You could ever imagine? 
Even with what you could imagine, would 
that be okay too? Of course, we have all 

heard this line before, as there are only so 
many words to say something about 
something. You have been thru many 

lifetimes with the same routines you have 
come to know with this life. After a while 

each life becomes a bit stale, and you want 
something that you cannot as yet 

understand or See, but you know it exists. 
The Whole of Life IS Unseen and waiting to 
be explored by YU, The RealU, but YU need 
The RealConnection, and WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators Have IT! Start Singing 

The NUSound, The NU~U and Read The 
NUBooks... YU will be glad YU did... WWE 

have other Groups too! 
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WWE Wonderful WorldWide Educators… 

"WWE Are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
with The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting US! Our RealFocus IS, RealFood, 
RealWater & RealAir Now! WWE provide 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
one else! StepUp with US and Become a 
Community Supporter for 'YOUR OCEANS 

NOW!' This is Your Planet and there is a lot 
going on that you are Not Seeing! WakeUp 
with US and WWE will show You, how to 

Become MoreAware & Wonderful! WWE Are 
Real & WWE are Here for Everyone and WWE 

know what are doing! Have Fun Deciding! 
www.WorldWideEducators.info / 

www.ALLSolarResearchVessel.info 

IT IS OKAY to be LOST… 

"Most of the world is Lost with itself and not 
really Seeing this. The earth is more 

poisoned & polluted than ever and in a huge 
demise Right Now! The unaware public 
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wants to mainly 'Think' everything is fine 
and the self-centered authorities will fix 

everything, when in fact it is they who are 
doing most of the destruction. All of what is 
taking place here and with each persons life 
is a WakeUp to a much bigger picture that 

can become a RealBenefit. For sure, almost 
no one wants this world to continue on in 

the direction it has with the more than 
obvious outcome. It is all Okay in its own 
way, because it takes many lifetimes to 

WakeUp to why You are here, and Now YU, 
The RealU, can WakeUp from this Passing 
Dream. You have been told and taught that 
this life is all there is and this 'Place in Life' 

is the only reality there is, but There IS a Lot 
More! You will always have continuous little 

'wakeups' with your life, and if you are 
aware enough, you will learn to See what is 

taking place. The overall idea here is to 
eventually Recognize who YU, The RealU IS, 

and then Recognize & PerSeeve The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. This is a Huge 
Journey for sure, and with RealGuidance and 
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a RealEducation with US, you can finally 
have The Rea;Adventure with Your Life you 

always wanted! 
Become Free from the Cause & Effect Matrix 

of Creation Now! 

ALLIS LUV & ADVENTURE… 

"The old saying, "Life is Love" does have its 
place, but because of the created 

consciousness over many lifetimes with this 
and all the Emotional Attachments with the 

'idea' of Love, it has actually kept most 
people in a Physical/Astral Realm Matrix, 
that is heavily used by the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this planet. 

Very few people See Beyond this One-
Dimensional World of Appearances, and so 

they cannot See what is taking place in 
other dimensions and with the four other 

bodies each person is operating, which are 
also being effected by emotions and 

thoughts. Cause & Effect Creation is limited 
to itself and the Six Levels that exist with it. 
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Beyond Creation and the Gods of Man, IS 
The Real UNUverses of The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS. This is what the original 
saying of "LifeIS LUV" means. It is not in 

Creation that Complete LUV is found, as the 
emotions and feelings a person has with 

their physical life is simply their Astral Body 
and not their RealAwareniss. This does not 

mean that Emotional Love is negated, it 
means that there is a lot more to Life than 
what you experience here on this planet. 

Only when YU, The RealU, has The 
RealConnection to The SoundLight 

UNUverses of ALLIS LUV, will YU experience 
RealLUV & RealFreedom Now! 
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THE REAL UPRISING / THE NUVIEW 
THE NUGIRLS STEPUP on Blog Talk Radio 

THE NUGIRLS SHARE REALLUV... 
WAKEUP with THE NUGIRLS NOW… 

THE NUGIRLS ALL OVER THE WORLD 

"The Real UPRising / The NUView Blog Talk 
Radio Show' is Not about any old type of 
rebellion, petitioning, demonstration or 

government takeovers! The Real UPRising 
Show IS about Becoming MoreAware & 

Making Better Choices with what is taking 
place on this planet NOW! Wonderful Women 

of this World Unite & WakeUp to 'What IS 
Real Now! The NUGirls with WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators are 

providing RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for ALL Wonderful Women to Get Beyond 
Their Issues, and SeeMore than they ever 
have before. The NUGirls are Always Fun! 
The NUGirls are Making Sense with what 

Does Not Make Sense in a Senseless 
Literalized World of Senseless Issues, that 

harm The ALLNatural Environment 
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Supporting ALL of US. Wonderful Women 
from all walks of Life are invited to StepUp 

and take part with The Real Uprising! This is 
Your Planet too ladies! StepUp and Be Heard 

Now! 

WWE are THE MAIN EVENT NOW 

"WWE are The Worlds Largest 
ALLHumanitarian Project on this planet!  

The people of this world want to WakeUp! 
They are feeling The Real Presence of 

Something Wonderful they cannot 
understand or define yet. WWE as Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators are providing 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation for 

Everyone to be able to go thru the course 
and process of Waking Up to so much more 
than the Restrictions they have known with 

Cause & Effect Creation and those who 
Kontrol this planet. The old ideas of gods, 
saviors, ancient wisdumb, rescuing aliens 
and Alka-Seltzer, are old outdated tradition 
and things lost from the past, and did for a 
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short while have their time and place. The 
NUNowniss of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 

ALLIS, IS Now! THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN 
IS The RealConnection with The SoundLight 

ALLAliveniss of The Endless Real 
UNUverses beyond all the Restrictions of 
Creation and the Fake Gods of Man. WWE 
are The NUAdventure YU, The RealU, is 

looking for! WakeUp & Have Fun with US and 
Discover RealFreedom Now! 

THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS 

"The people of this world want to WakeUp! 
They are feeling The Real Presence of 

Something Wonderful they cannot 
understand or define yet. WWE as Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators are providing 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation for 

Everyone to be able to go thru the course 
and process of Waking Up to so much more 
than the Restrictions they have known with 

Cause & Effect Creation and those who 
Kontrol this planet. The old ideas of gods, 
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saviors, ancient wisdumb, rescuing aliens 
and Alka-Seltzer, are old outdated tradition 
and things lost from the past, and did for a 
short while have their time and place. The 
NUNowniss of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 

ALLIS, IS Now! THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN 
IS The RealConnection with The SoundLight 

ALLAliveniss of The Endless Real 
UNUverses beyond all the Restrictions of 
Creation and the Fake Gods of Man. WWE 
are The NUAdventure YU, The RealU, is 

looking for! WakeUp & Have Fun with US and 
Discover RealFreedom Now! 

Space Alien Dating Service 
Outer Space Dating Service 

"There are so many people who want to 
meet Aliens from outer space. There are 
Good Aliens, and of course there are the 

Bad Aliens and all those in between. WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators know how 

to introduce people to Aliens from this 
planet and other dimensions. WWE have 
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been doing this for decades! Our Dating 
Service is very Simple & Unique and it 

works 100% of the time. To become a Space 
Alien Member with US... go to: 

www.WorldWideEducators.info ... and make 
a minimum Community Sponsor Donation of 

at least $1 a month for 'YOUR OCEANS 
NOW!' WWE are Professional MatchMakers 
with all types of Aliens, and WWE also offer 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 

one else if any difficulties should arise from 
Your Alien Dating! When you are ready to 

start dating with your contribution, contact: 
Kelsey Brown on FaceBook. WWE are Here 

For You! Take The Risk with US! 

KNOW WHAT PLANET YOU'RE ON? 

"How many times during the day do you 
consider where you are? Probably almost 

never. You are on a rock floating in 
seemingly endless black space. Of course 

you cannot get the full impact of where you 
are standing on the earth and looking up at 
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an atmosphere that looks like a real sky. 
Actually, you really do not want to consider 
where you really are, you want to pretend 

that you really don't know and what you are 
doing on the earth everyday really does 

mean something. You have been taught for 
lifetimes that there are gods that put you 

here and they Kontrol your life and you are 
to worship and pray to them. As long as you 
keep 'Thinking' as you have, you will always 

be on this floating rock and never know 
what else is possible for you. While you are 

here, you may be part of so many of the 
invented systems that profess to know more 
than Life ITSelf. You can 'believe' this or that 

about what you have been told, along with 
so many others things people have decided 

over the ages and that have become 
traditional history. When you are ready to 
first Meet YourSelf, The RealU, and then 
explore Real UNUverses of RealFreedom 
beyond Cause & Effect Creation, you can 

contact US, and WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators will provide 
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RealGuidance and a RealEducation and WWE 
will Share Our RealExperiences with You! 

DATING ALIENS 

"Have you had a date with an Alien lately? 
Many people have Alien Dates, and most of 

them do not even know they are dating! 
There are so many dimensions around us 

that are unseen by the unaware, those who 
have been Literally Educated in the One-

Dimensional Social System. Each one of us 
is operating four other Unseen Bodies, and 

the one next to the Physical Body is the 
Astral 'emotional feeling' Body. The Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet 

are ShapeShifters, and they are in many 
people's Dream Worlds and TapLining them. 
The unaware masses have been put to sleep 

by the RATS for eons and they are still 
asleep. Many people on this planet are 
having unseen Alien Dates they are not 
aware of! WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators show people how to WakeUp from 
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TapLining and the Blind Dating they are 
involved with. Some of the obvious RATS 

are, the Ratican (Vatican) in Rome, as these 
are the main Reptilians on the planet. The 

Queen and the Elite Bankers are some 
others, and then there is Joanny & HarOld 
Klump of the EEKonkon Krone Korporation 

in Minnesota, USA, with their Dumbed Down 
MemberShrimps who worship & praypay 

HER, and hold HUman Farming Sacrifices at 
their Alien Temple, worshiping their 

Reptilian Kalaum God. 

LOWER ASTRAL REALM with JOANNY & 
HAROLD KLUMP 

"People of Earth... WAKEUP... You are in a 
Designed Matrix that was originally created 

by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). 
They rule the earth and they are in Your 

Dreams from the Lower Astral Realm. 
Joanny & HarOld Klump, fake master and 

unfaithful wife, are among the many 
Deceptors on this planet that have 
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Korporation HUman Farming. Their 
MemberShrimps are so dumbed down like 

most of the unaware masses, as they 'Think' 
there is really something to the 'spiritual' 
ideas that plague this planet. Most people 
do not have the awareness to See Beyond 
this One-Dimensional Purposely Poisoned 
Prison Planet, so they 'feel' it is better to 
Agree to Deception & Distortion, than to 

Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient. 
Emotional Astral Love has infected the earth 
to where the RATS TapLine and suck the life 

out of almost everyone. How decayed and 
ruined does this place have to get before 
YOU WAKEUP? You are chasing a false 

freedom and an emotional love that keeps 
you Trapped & TapLined in Creation for more 
lifetimes of even worse drudgery than what 
is taking place Now. Your 'emotional love' is 
marketed and used against you for profit and 

pleasure, as the RATS enjoy watching you 
suffer! You will only become old and then 
older, if YU, The RealU, does not WakeUp 

and take advantage of what WWE as 
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Wonderful WorldWide Educators are Sharing. 
Stay Lost with the Reptilian Joanny & 

HarOld's of this world, or Take The Risk and 
WakeUp with US Right Now, and Free 

YourSelf! 

THE REAL MEANING  LIFEIS 

THE REAL MEANING LIFEIS... 
"ALL LIFEIS... This is The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS NOW. THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN 
IS providing The Real Definitions with The 
NUNowniss LifeIS. ALL LifeIS Awareniss. 

You have been purposely raised in a 
MiliTerrorized Literalized Society of 

Absolute Kontrol for HUman Farming on this 
planet. What has been created here are the 
'references' for Your RealAwareniss, when 

YU, The RealU, is ready to WakeUp and 
Recognize and See Beyond Cause & Effect 
Creation. Creation has its purpose, but it is 
only a 'simulator' to be used to show YU, 

The RealU, 'what is not real' so that YU have 
a comparison to Recognize & See 'What IS 
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Real Now!' All the ancient writings and 
doctrines are merely inventions in time and 

space Creation, and can be 'hints' to 
something 'more & unseen' for each person 

to WakeUp to, but whatever has been 
created in the past is secondary to THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW with The 

NUPresentation of THE ALLIS. The days of 
masters and gurus are gone, and so are the 
Kontrolling ideas of presidents, kings and 

queens! Learn to WakeUp and SEE This Now, 
and given time, you will Free YourSelf! 

"THE NUNOWNISS OF THE ALLIS, 
supercedes whatever has been created here 

and what will be created! THE NUMANIS.. 
not a master, a politician, religious, spiritual 
or any of the fabricated titles and ideas that 

the sleeping masses have come to know. 
THE NUMANIS The Sun Shining with YU, The 
RealU, on The RealSide. The NUBooks are a 

'reference & hint' to What IS Possible for 
ALL! A RealLife is where each Utun (old, old 
term soul) stands Being to Being with The 
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Real UNUversal Guides, THE ALLIS, and 
Everyone! What is taking place on this 
planet is a Social Distortion that each 

person decides and Agrees to. Anything is 
possible in Creation for those who Become 

The Real RiskTakers and Do Something 
Wonderful Now! When YU WakeUp to Your 

RealAwareniss, YU will See that 
Realistically Supporting others according to 

What LifeIS (instead of what is it not) as 
they Support YU, Makes Sense! IT IS The 

ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US. Creation is a Learning Process, and 

the idea here is to Recognize how to create 
according to The Natural Environment 

without creating Distortions of Destruction. 
This Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet has 

been bombarded with Radical Distortions to 
keep the unaware Kontrolled for HUman 

Farming! YU, The RealU, can WakeUp Now, 
or take your chances as you go into future 
lifetimes where you will definitely come 

back into deformed bodies! 
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WHAT REALLY HAPPENED to PAUL 
TWITCHELL 

“Since the day Duane arrived on earth, he 
has been guided to do what he is Now doing 

today, The NUPresentation. Duane, or DU 
from THE ALLIS, was sent here to create his 
Five Bodies, and then to boldly present what 
no one else can, Recognizing & PerSeeving 
THE ALLIS. Paul was to come here first, as 

this was already decided in The Real 
UNUverses by The NUGiudes & The UNSeen 
TruReality LifeIS. What has become known 
as Creation, and all the vast complexity to 
it, has become a huge mess with so much 
Distortion & Deception. THE ALLIS, can 

always SEE The TruCompleteniss of ITSelf, 
where the people who have been 

conditioned to a One-Dimensional Matrix 
cannot see past their Literalized Minds and 

Emotional TapLinings. Creation is a 'Place in 
Life' THE ALLIS, decided as a 'simulation' for 

YU, The RealU, to WakeUp and begin to 
compare 'what is not real!' 
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“The Duane Body needed time to get used to 
the environment that was Now existing on 

the earth, as he was an Indian in his 
previous life with Rebazar Tarzs & The 

RealGuides getting ready for this lifetime on 
this Poisoned Planet! In 1965, Paul Twitchell 
received The Real Rod of Power (THE ISNIS 
of THE ALLIS in Creation). Paul was to stay 
approximately five years, until October 22, 
1970, but Duane needed more time to get 
into the membership and start his position 

with what Paul created as Eckankar, Ancient 
Science of Soul Travel, ASOST. Duane 

entered the membership around December 
1970, and Paul stayed on earth until he 

knew Duane was secure. Paul purposely left 
in September 1971, during a seminar. Paul 

was to leave to make way for 'The Greatest 
Adventure & WakeUp' this world has ever 

seen! 
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SEX and FREEDOM 

"The unaware public does not know how 
they have been 'misused' by the HUman 

Farming Systems, or what most people see 
as the 'appearances' of politics, religion, 

spiritual paths and standardized education. 
The KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 

Korporations) have all been created for one 
purpose... HUMAN FARMING! Not all the 

dumbed down masses and many of those 
who own businesses are aware of how they 
are Kontrolled and Manipulated to Agree to 
the HUman Farming on this planet. One of 
the many ways to Kontrol people is with 

Sex. Sex is a popular Astral Stimulation that 
is bought and sold everyday, and also widely 
used to intimidate and create fear in most 
people. Religions are Number One when it 
comes to using and misusing people and 

their sexual desires. For untold lifetimes You 
have been the victim of Sexual Abuse & 

Harassment, and for the most part You have 
kept Agreeing to be punished, because You 
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always 'Think' the Ruling Kontrollers are 
always 'right' with what they have invented 

to keep You a Prisoner on this Purposely 
Poisoned Planet! 

"Sex is fine, whether You are married 
(religious sacrificial ritual) or not. Do the 

birds get married Legally? What does Legal 
mean? Legal means You are to obey what 

others have decided to Kontrol You! There is 
nothing wrong or right with Sex, but there is 

something very Distorted with those who 
create laws that Restrict others to rule and 

ruin their lives! WakeUp with US and WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators will show 
YU, The RealU, how to WakeUp and have 

RealFreedom Now! 
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HU TAPLINING  Dating Service ASTRAL 
REALM 

EEKonkon HarOld Klump & Reptilian Kalaum 
God(WARNING /// WARNING /// WARNING /// 

WARNING /// WARNING!!!  
WAKEUP NOW or THIS WILL BE HAZARDOUS 

to YOUR HEALTH!) 

"It has been more than three decades since 
Reptilian Joanny Kroney has taken over the 
EEKonkon Korporation in ChainedHassen, 
Minnesota, and seduced and drugged old 

fake master HarOld Klump. SHE was sent by 
the Three Headed Kalaum God on the 

Mental Realm to assist in ruining the earth 
with the political and religious Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) who already Kontrol 
this planet. SHE has been running HER 'Blind 

Dating Service' without most of HER 
MemberShrimps knowing it. SHE goes out at 
night in HER Astral Form with HER Band of 
RESA (Reptilian Eating Seduction Aliens) 

Witches and TapLines those who are 
unaware in their Dreams. SHE has brought 
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Worshiping & PrayPaying & Emotional 
Attachment Love to the dumbed down 

members, so they are more easily TapLined! 
SHE is with the One World Order or New 

World Order, and this is where this HUman 
Farming planet is entirely poisoned and 

polluted by THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martins). Mars used to have life on it, which 

it still does all underground, as the RATS 
destroyed the atmosphere, just as they are 
doing here. There are already underground 
tunnels all over the earth that are hidden 

from the unaware masses. BEWARE of HER 
Dating Service to line YU, The RealU, up 
with one of HER ShapeShifting Reptilian 

Renegades! YU have been Warned! SHE is 
Watching YU! 

EEKonkon HarOld Klump with Reptilian 
Joanny & HER Kalaum God... 

"WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
have International Skype Group Meetings 
everyday of the week with thousands and 

millions of listeners and participants. These 
people constantly come forward with their 
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RealSide Experiences with Rebazar Tarzs & 
The Real UNUversal Guides, and also 
showing what is taking place with the 

invented political, religious and spiritual 
systems on this planet. The RealGuides 

were once refereed to as 'masters' as Paul 
Twitchell describes in his old books. Paul IS 

a RealGuide with THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN NOW, and what has taken place with 

what he created is entirely 'infected' with 
Reptilian Joanny and HER Reptilian Kalaum 
God! SHE drugged HarOld decades ago and 
he is so stupid and lost! HarOld & Joanny 
Klump live in the Lower Astral Realm with 

the TapLining Reptilians of the Kalaum God, 
The Lord God of Religions! SHE is Astrally 

TapLining the membershrimps to where they 
are diseased and getting cancers. Most 

people do not See this, because they are so 
dumbed down & hypnotized by the KEK 

Systems here. There are so many 'lost souls' 
who 'Think' & Believe' they are saved from 
this earth, because they have their gods & 

saviors, masters & gurus, but they are 
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actually in the Lower Astral Realm with the 
TapLining Reptilians! 

"Reporting The RealNews & RealSide 
Experiences... 

"I (NUFriend Singing NU~U) was taken to a 
graveyard by one of The RealGuides. He 
pointed to all the graves and said, "This 
place is where You were Born!" (He was 

referring to my new birth with the EEKonkon 
Korporation of Kroney Joanny & the living 

dead fake master HarOld, when I first 
started as a member many years ago) As I 

looked at the graves, suddenly large 
monstrous creatures began to come from 

the ground. They were large and very 
hideous looking! I was a bit frightened, and 
then I began to chant the HU word, because 

I used to be a worshiping member with 
Joanny. As I chanted, the vibrations went 

over to the hideous creatures, and as the HU 
hit them, they merely laughed and were 
furiously coming towards me to kill me! 

Then I heard The RealGuides say, "Sing The 
NU~U!" As soon as I began Singing The 
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NU~U, the awful creatures began to fall 
apart and crumble until they disappeared 

entirely! I was given this RealSide 
Experience as a 'comparison' of Singing The 

NU~U, and how the old HU words actually 
attracts Lower Astral Entities, and as 
Duane, Paul & Rebazar would say, the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). The NU~U 
is real now I am so thankful to have found 
The NUWay Out! Your NUFriend, thank YU 

Eva and Duane 
"Reporting The RealNews with RealSide 

Experiences... 
"Hello Duane and Eva, in this RealSide 

Experience, I was taken by a RealGuide and 
became a VUPoint and watching this 

NUExperience... 
"As I watched, HarOld came into the scene 

and there was an ugly three headed 
creature in back of him. To the right of me 
and in front of him were people who were 
listening to the 'pretty words' he uses to 

entice people. There were some people who 
came up to him and were interested, as 
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most stood back to watch. Those who began 
to 'Agree' with HarOld and listening to his 
seduction routine, they were immediately 

handed to the three headed creature in back 
of him and began to be tortured, until they 

were TapLined and diseased and some were 
even dead! I watched for the longest time as 

there were many after a while. The 
RealGuides also pointed out some of the EK 
(Evil Karma) members standing around fake 
master HarOld and how they were TapLined 

and infected by Reptilians! What a Night! 
"Fortunately, not everyone has RealSide 

Experiences like this! Those who Sing The 
NU~U have The RealConnection with The 

Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, is beyond 

Cause & Effect Creation and the Gods of 
Man. WakeUp with US & Be Free Now! 
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BLIND DATING 

"Are You aware that You are more than 
likely 'Blind Dating?' You are probably 

'Thinking' that Blind Dating is only 
something you do when you do not know 
what to do with yourself, right? The Blind 
Dating I am referring to is TapLining Blind 

Dating. Most of the unaware people on this 
planet are so one-dimensional that they 

cannot See past themselves. You are more 
than likely being TapLined in Your Astral 
Body on a daily basis. This may not mean 

anything to you, but eventually you will be ill 
and diseased from your Blind Date 

TapLining, even cancer! The unaware 
doctors on this earth cannot See the 

Reptilian TapLining that is taking place. 
Most doctors today do not even know what 
real healing and health is, as they are more 

interested in making money selling 
worthless drugs to keep people stupidly 

paying them. WakeUp or Stay Blindly 
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TapLined for more lifetimes, as You are on a 
Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! 

WWE are NOT POLITICAL or RELIGIOUS 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
and WWE are 'The Understanding People 

(UP)' WWE really do know what is actually 
taking place on the earth with the political, 

religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific systems. WWE Recognize what 

they are doing as they are making their own 
choices. WWE have a RealPosition with what 

Makes Sense with Supporting The 
ALLNatural Environment Supporting US. 

More than just Nature, WWE See Beyond the 
One-dimensional Education Literalization of 
how the masses have been conditioned into 
what would 'seem' to be non-existent with 

what WWE Really Do & See. WWE more than 
understand that some people want to put US 
into their own 'frame of mind' and think WWE 
are 'this or that!' WWE Are Wonderful & Real! 
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THE NU~YOU CLUB 

"LifeIS AlwaysNU & You can BE Too! Are You 
tired of just Growing Old each lifetime You 

are here, or on some other unknown planet? 
Does it still make sense to You to contribute 

to poisoning the earth with almost 
everything You are Doing? WWE are 

Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE 
will Show You how to See a NU~YOU & a 
RealLife Now! WWE are The NUAdventure 
that You have been looking for. Become a 
Community Sponsor with The ALLNatural 

Environment Supporting US! 

LIFEIS A REALDREAM 

"You are in 'The Passing Dream' of the 
Physical World Matrix. It is here you "Think' 
this is a RealLife, when in fact it is what you 

have dreamed it to be from what you have 
come to know. You have been told there are 

gods in the sky who created you, when 
actually it was YU, The RealU, that created 
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the body you are in! You simply do not 
remember. Just like in the movie. 'The 

Matrix' and what Neo first 'Thought' to be 
the real world, he soon discover there was 
something else unseen to him. Neo never 

made it out of The Matrix of Cause & Effect 
Creation, but YU, The RealU can! You have 

been in The Passing Dream for untold 
lifetimes that you do not remember, but you 

are always given 'hints' in Your 
DreamVisions. You are here to WakeUp from 

The Passing Dream, and to eventually 
Recognize what a RealLife IS. How ever long 

it takes you is always up to You! For the 
longest time, you have 'believed' in the 

invented systems on the earth and that is 
why you are still here, because they are all 
fallacies to keep you a prisoner here! For 

many lifetimes the Religious Authoritarians 
have promised you a real life after death, 
and here You are again, but you do not 

remember, so you will keep trying until YU, 
The RealU, Wakes Up and Recognizes The 

Real UNUversal Guides! Do YU want a 
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RealLife in The Real UNUverse of 
RealFreedom, where there are no 

governments, rules, regulations and 
Restrictions, or Stay Lost and keep 

'believing' in The Passing Dream that holds 
YU here? The Whole of Life IS bigger than 

the Gods of Man and their saviors! Take The 
Risk! 

WAKING UP in OUTER SPACE 

"Are you sure you know where you are at? I 
would say you Do Not, even if you 'believe' in 
the stories about gods and saviors you have 

been told! You are in Deep Dark Outer 
Space, actually Really Dark Inner Space, 
which is at the very bottom of what you 

Cannot even imagine as Life! The sky above 
is not a real sky, but an atmosphere you 

'Think' is a sky. You know this, but you keep 
'pretending' you know where you are at and 
what you are doing here. I will not try and 
convince you otherwise, because you have 

the right to decide your life any way you 
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want it. But, I will tell you this... There IS a 
Lot More than you can imagine with Your 
Real Awareniss, once you discover how to 

Recognize The RealU. On earth in dark 
seemingly endless space, you are in the 

Passing Dream of Cause & Effect Creation. 
You have been told and taught a lot of 'funny 
things' on this earth by The Deceptors who 
rule the Designed Matrix around this planet. 

You can continue to Stay Lost here or 
WakeUp with US and Become MoreAware 
and Be Free in The Real UNUverses! Your 

Choice! 

HU word DEFINED 

"Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, and I 
get my Real History from The UNUversal 

Files that are located in The Real 
UNUverses beyond the Fake Gods of Man, 
who are located in the Astral and Mental 

Realms, as Take- Over GovernorLords, which 
more people like to 'Think' is their Lord God. 

The UNUversal Files give a true and 
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accurate account of what has taken place 
on all the RoundWorlds in time and space. 

You must have The RealConnection with The 
TruReality, THE ALLIS, before you can enter 

into The Seventh LifeLevel of The Real 
UNUverses to SEE The UNUversal Files. 

Only The Real UNUversal Guides allow this. 
The Reptilian Lord God is the Supreme 

Reptilian Ruler of Creation, as he fought his 
way to the top in the unseen realms beyond 
this earth, just like the Kings and Queens in 
Old Europe did. The Kalaum Lord God is the 

one who sent the RATS to all the 
RoundWorlds in time and space Creation to 
dominate and Kontrol the HUman Farming 
on all planets in the Physical, Astral and 
Mental Realms. The Kalaum God (KAL) 

assigned his Renegade Authoritarians to 
create 'doctrines' to seduced and hypnotize 
the HUmanoids they created on earth and 
other planets as their slaves. The bodies 
were created on earth and the Physical/
Astral Reptilian ShapeShifters then drug 

unaware souls in the physical bodies from 
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their dream worlds. The RATS invented the 
gods to Kontrol the unaware. 

YOUR POISONED SKIES 
YOUR POISONED AIR 

YOUR POISONED FOOD 

"What will it take for YOU TO WAKEUP? Ever 
since I came to this planet the Dumbed 

Down Unaware have been using Poisonous 
Fossil Fuels for almost everything. The 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule 
this planet with their Designed Microwave 
Matrix have purposely kept the masses on 
Poisoned Petrol to keep people asleep and 
as slaves for more lifetimes to come. They 

do the same with Sodium Fluoride and other 
poisons in Your Drinking Water, which is 

poison from Aluminum! VooDoo Religion & 
Politics are the 'fronts' for the RATS to the 
public. They like to convince people that 

what is 'harmful' is really good for You. You 
and most others Agree to this, and by this 

very fact, You will be living Your Causes that 
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will become Effects in this life and in future 
lifetimes. You are always Agreeing to Your 
Skies Being Poisoned! If this is okay with 

You, then do and say nothing, and this 
becomes Your Agreement for THEM 

(TapLining Human Eating Martians) to 
continue what they are doing until this 

planet is like Mars with no atmosphere! Do 
You Care About Your Planet? You can go to 

YouTube and find NUVideos on how to 
convert Your Car to Water Right Now! Your 
Skies, Your Air, Your Food, Your Oceans are 
all being Purposely Poisoned! As long as You 
Do Nothing, then You Are Agreeing to being 

poisoned. You can at least Voice Your 
YourSelf, that is unless You Are Too Afraid 
and want to hide and 'pretend' that You will 
not be the Effect of what is actually taking 

place on Your Planet Now! 
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WAKEUP WARNINGS or ATTACKS 
STEPS TO WAKING UP NOW 

A REAL ROMANTIC ADVENTURE LIKE NO 
OTHER... 

"There are many individualized ways for YU, 
The RealU, to WakeUp from 'The Passing 
Dream' you are Now in. There is so much 

more to YU, than just the Personal You. YU, 
Your RealAwareniss, created You for this 
life. You will always be the one who will 

decide when you want to WakeUp, or Stay 
Lost & Asleep in Cause & Effect Creation. I 
know very well how you have been taught, 

educated and mind-framed into a One-
Dimensional Matrix of Kontrol! For the most 
part, you do not know this. You may 'Think' 
you know, but you really do not! If you have 
the courage to Read My NUBooks and Sing 

The RealFreedom Sound, The NU~U, and use 
your insight and intuition and not just your 

indoctrinated mind, you will be very 
surprised at what you will soon discover! I 

will provide The Basic NUWay to WakeUp for 
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YU, The RealU, and you will decide to 
Discover The RealU, or Stay Asleep! 

"Let's have some fun with Your NUAdventure 
that is about to show YU 'What IS Real Now' 
if you are willing to Be The Real RiskTaker, 
or just a common Agreeable Person on this 
'rock in black space' for more unconscious 

lifetimes! Do you remember coming into your 
body this life? I am guessing you probably 

don't, because most people do not 
remember, but I did! I watched the little 

body develop, as I decided to create it with 
the person I called my mother. Everything 

comes from somewhere, even if you do not 
know from where. At some point with your 
new life here you became aware that you 
were here. As you grew older and were 

taught whatever you were by your parents 
and teachers, you made choices that has 

brought you to this very moment Now! Yes, 
you did this! There were no gods or saviors 
telling you, as you decided everything with 

Your New Life. None of us can perfectly 
decide what we want with our physical life 
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here, because we always have so many 
other factors to deal with. While you are 

growing up here each lifetime and taking in 
whatever this present life entails, there is 

always a Bigger Picture & Reality that is Not 
Seen by you. Do you want to Stay Unaware 
or do you want to WakeUp and SeeMore? If 

you want to Stay Asleep, you will still be the 
Effect of everything you decide with your life 

here with your emotions and the thoughts 
you create! Okay, let's pretend on this 
Romantic Adventure that you want to 

WakeUp and Become MoreAware. I am not 
guessing, but I would say that you have 

already decided your life and what you want. 
But, what if something So Real came along 

that not even the rest of this world can See? 
Are you still interested in 'just being 

ordinary' and growing old like everyone else, 
or would you like 'An Adventure Like No 

Other' that IS More Real than anything you 
will ever have or experience here? Plus, it 

will be The RealFreedom you are looking for 
and eventually Becoming SelfSufficient! 
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Have you been taught or brought up through 
the many invented systems of politics, 

religion, spiritual paths, standard education 
or science, as some examples? Most people 

have, as these systems are purposely 
planned to keep you in a one-dimensional 

view, and mainly that of this earth planet, as 
these invented systems are part of the 
HUman Farming on this earth. They do 

'appear' to be what they say they are, but 
when YU, The RealU, learns to See Beyond 
this world and into The RealSide LifeIS, YU 
will SeeMore and 'What IS Real' and what is 

not real! To continue on with what I am 
sharing, you must decide to be like James 
Bond and Indiana Jones and 'Go for The 

Adventure!' Or Stay Standard! 
"First off... You must Be The Real RiskTaker 

to SeeMore than you ever have before, or 
you may as well stop reading now. You must 
learn to sometimes scare yourself into doing 
what you have never done. Are you bothered 
by what others say, or what they say about 

you? As The Real RiskTaker, like James 
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Bond, you will not be getting too much 
Agreement from others as you 'Discover 

What IS Real Now' from the unaware on this 
planet who keep Agreeing to their own 

demise! You have been where they are Now 
for many lifetimes, and it is always your 

decision to stay as you are. Like others, you 
'Think' you know what you are doing here, 

but you really do not, and this you will 
actually prove to yourself, as You Become 

The Real RiskTaker! What I am presenting is 
not hard at all, but you must have the Heart 
to See & Discover what most of this world 
will never know. To continue, you will want 

to Sing The NU~U before going to sleep each 
night and Watch Your DreamVisions, as Your 

Dreams are the First NUDoorWay into 
NUWorlds & Real UNUverses that you never 

knew existed! 
"At first, you may encounter a lot of 

resistance in Your Dreams, because those 
who have taught and educated you are not 

willing to let you go and Become 
MoreAware, because by you Waking Up, you 
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will automatically be exposing them for 
what they are really doing! You have 

developed a number of 'indoctrinated views' 
of what you 'Think' LifeIS, but there is so 
much more than you can imagine that is 
waiting for you to realize and then Fully 

Recognize. As you Read The NUBooks and 
Sing The NU~U, you will start to See 

YourSelf Waking Up to Your RealAwareniss. 
It is so, that you are awake and aware here, 
but only to a degree, as there is more that is 

Not Seen than is seen with your physical 
eyes and mind. You have reached the first 

stage of Waking Up, that of living in a 
physical body and being able to operate it, 
but if you do not continue to explore and 

Discover Your RealAwareniss, you will still 
have an awareness of this life and that is all. 
Once again, you will grow old and forget you 

were ever here, and just like all those 
pastlives you cannot remember! If you have 
been religiously indoctrinated or with some 
spiritual path, you may have a harder time 
with this, but then again it can be to your 
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advantage to Become MoreAware if you 
decide to. So, you are aware of being what 
you “think' is a human person, but actually 
The RealU, Your Real Awareniss is in the 
body, along with four other unseen bodies 
that correspond to your faculties here. You 

'Think' you are only human! 
"Your physical body is the five senses, your 
astral body is your emotions, your causal 
body is your memory, your mind is your 

mental body, and your etheric body is your 
subconscious and your intuition. Then there 
is Your RealAwareniss, as YU are always a 

FreeBeing of RealLight. What I am sharing is 
something you have not been taught in 

school, because the systems here want you 
back for more lifetimes as their slave. WWE 
as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are on a 

'Great Romantic Adventure' like no other 
with The Whole of Life, moreso than just 

Cause & Effect Creation and the Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations (KEK) and the Gods of 

Man. It is understandable that what I am 
presenting is a lot for you, as you have been 
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raised in a Distorted Society that you have 
been convinced is real. You always have the 
right to decide whatever you want, and WWE 
do not negate anything, as WWE share how 
to creatively make everything workable and 

beneficial. As a person on the earth you 
have to survive, and how you do this is up to 
you. Many people carry the old & outdated 
ideas and concepts from politics, religions 
and spiritual paths and 'Thinking' the old 
ancient ideas apply to Making Sense and 
The TruReality LifeIS Now. If you want to 
Become MoreAware & Real with Yourself, 

then you have to Learn to SeeMore than you 
ever have before. LifeIS not about 'believing' 

in anything, as the ideas of 'belief, hope, 
faith' and others like this are merely 

'maybes' and nothing more. LifeIS like the 
Sun Shining without any attitudes or 

Restrictions. Only you can Agree to Your 
Restrictions. This is how you have been 

taught to limit yourself to this earth only. 
You can stay here for as long as you want! 
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WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators, 
LUV Our NUAdventure into The Endless Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom. To those who 

are still unaware and asleep and struggling 
to survive on this planet, they will not See 
what WWE are doing or relating to, as YU, 
The RealU, needs RealExperiences to See 

Beyond this 'World of Appearances!' For you 
to successfully go through the many Steps 
to Waking Up Now and Become MoreAware, 

you must Be The Real RiskTaker! I have 
taken on this RealAdventure for more than 

forty-five years this lifetime and also 
previous lifetimes, and I describe this in 

NUBook One, 'From Then To Now.' You can 
decide to start 'Your journey to 

RealFreedom' and have RealAdventures that 
are more romantic and better than any 

movie you will ever see, but you must decide 
to do what you have never done and create 
Your Own RealPosition with The Whole of 

Life. Those who Stand with The Real 
UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS, will SEE & 

BE what others will not and never know! 
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This IS a Huge Journey and cannot be taken 
for granted, as 'You Must Earn Your Way ALL 
the Way!' Are you ready to be the fish out of 
the Matrix Bowl, or is your comfy life still too 

important to you? WWE are what others 
cannot even imagine, even though they 

'Think' they can. Test The NUSound, The 
NU~U, and it will work for you when you are 

Sincere! 

POLITICAL & RELIGIOUS SALESPEOPLE 

"Isn't it more than obvious as to what the 
political and religious systems have been 
doing for thousands of years, as they have 
marketed You into Agreeing to be part of 

their HUman Farming, which is actually a lot 
of unconscious lifetimes for You! Are You 

still buying their 'pitch' and Kontrol that You 
keep Agreeing to? it has always been Your 
Choice, but they do make it sound like their 
invented gods and authority hold sway over 

Your Life and what You Decide. LifeIS a 
FREE ISNIS! Creation is a 'Place in Life' and 
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not The Whole of Life. The educated 
unaware people on this planet still do not 

'get' what is going on here with the invented 
systems, even with almost everything that is 

causing a demise that is right in front of 
them! Take the time to learn about THE 

ISNIS LIFEIS, and YU, The RealU, will set 
YourSelf Free from more lifetimes of 9 to 5 

drudgery! 

VEGAN ALIENS 

"There are people on this earth that look to 
the skies for Aliens to come and save them 

from what they have created here. The 
masses have become Literalized Robots to 
where they just 'Think' of something and 

they 'Think' it is so! This is also the ides of 
'belief, hope & faith' as these are maybe's 

and nothing more. You do not have to look to 
outer space for Aliens, because the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) rule this planet and 
they are all over the place! It would be nice 
to 'Think' they are Vegan, but this planet is 
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for their HUman Farming! WakeUp to what is 
really taking place here or Stay Lost for 
more lifetimes of even Worse Conditions! 

POLITICALLY PAID ACTORS 

"Since the United States was created as a 
'puppet country' for the One World Order 

(OWO) which has always existed, as these 
are the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) that 

have their HUman Farming on this planet, 
the RATS have Political Organizers Officially 
Paid (POOP) to put on an 'act' for unaware 

people to 'Think' they need Restrictions with 
their life here! Just like the movie stars who 
have 'fans' that look to them as something 
special, the OWO created the political and 

religious systems to 'fool' the unaware 
massing into 'Think' they need OWO 

Deceptors to rule their life. From your 
pastlives, where you were tortured and 

destroyed to 'believe' in their invented gods 
and bow and kneel to the Authoritarian 

kings and queens, you are still carrying all 
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the Emotional Baggage in Your Astral Body, 
which is being TapLined in Your Dreams! 
Presidential Campaigning is nothing more 
than Paid Actors Deceiving the unaware! 
You can keep looking to the systems that 

have marketed you into Agreeing with THEM 
(TapLining Human Eating Martians) or YU, 

The RealU, Can WakeUp with US and Learn 
to have RealFreedom Now! Your Choice! 

UPON THE SEES OF LIFE 

"THE NUVESSEL IS UPON THE 'SEES OF 
LIFE!' The NUVessel is 'The ALLSolar 

Research Vessel' for Nations United (NU). 
The NUVessels will be UNUversal 

UNUversities that will provide 
RealEducation about The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US! The 
NUVessels can be 'Seen' on The RealSide 
LifeIS, that of the Astral & Mental Realms 
(other dimensions) where they are already 

built, and are Coming Soon to this earth! For 
those who learn to WakeUp to their 
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RealAwareniss, they will be able to See 
what others cannot. Most people are 

'asleep' to The Whole of Life, and WWE show 
YU, the RealU how to WakeUp Now! The 

masses, the general public, the purposely 
dumbed down and unaware, those who have 

been purposely taught to be One-
Dimensional & Literal about almost 

everything, The NUVessel Project is for You! 
WWE Wake You Up! WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWE provide 

RealGuidance & RealEducation like no one 
else! WWE show you how to Become 

MoreAware & SelfSufficient & No 
Restrictions! WakeUp with US! 

ACTS OF GOD 

"Anyone that has some kind of insurance 
policy has usually read the part that says, 
"ACTS OF GOD!' In the policy it states that 
any 'ACTS OF GOD' are not covered in the 

policy! If God created everything, then why 
is He not covered in your insurance policy? 
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Is God really as mean and destructive as He 
demonstrates, or is He just kidding and 

being funny, as He is constantly destroying 
the earth? God is always out to destroying 

something on the earth! Why doesn't He 
destroy something on the Moon or Mars for a 

change? When someone or something is 
destroyed by God, then people who are 

effected pray to the God that did the 
destruction! Does this make sense? Here is 
the idea... "I am God (says God) and I will be 

destroying things and people on the earth 
from time to time, and so I want you little 
HUmans to worship and pray to me when I 

do so! Also, when you go to church to 
worship and pray to Me, you are to give 

money to the priests, as I need money that 
was created by HUmans." Is anybody really 
paying attention as to how the 'God Stuff' 

came about? 

"ACTS OF GOD seem to make sense to the 
insurance policy writers, just like lawyers, 

judges and political rule makers seem to be 
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necessary. God is in the business of getting 
people's attention any way He can. Where is 
the Love that is talked about by the HUmans 

about God? The earth is being Purposely 
Poisoned and Polluted and where is God and 
His saviors? Is He enjoying the destruction, 

as people all over the world suffer? Even 
with a good insurance policy, no one can 

collect if God is making people ill and 
diseased and destroys their home! There 

must be a better way to get what you want 
from this life than to pray and worship a God 

that will probably destroy what you have 
created and earned! 

AFRICA!  AFRICA!  AFRICA! 

"Africa IS Waking Up with The NUSound, 
The NU~U! There are many Wonderful 

African People such as Mariam Elbou, Ndifon 
Charles Londi, Real Sam, Michell Grimsons 

and thousands of others who are 
discovering The RealConnection with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. ALLIS LUV! 
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These people and so many others like them 
have come thru lifetimes of being tortured 

by the Gods of Man and their Earthly 
Authoritarian Bullies using the words of 

AUM, OM, HU, Amen and others, which did 
have their time, but they are now infected 

and Kontrolled by the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) and create TapLining 

Aberrations in a person's Astral & Mental 
Bodies! Those who are members of a 
political, religious or spiritual paths or 

teachings are being Astrally TapLined in 
their Dreams without their knowledge! One 

of the biggest Kulprits is Kroney Joanny and 
fake master HarOld Klump of EEKonkon 

Korporation, light & sound of the Kalaum 
God. Reptilian Joanny and Harry sell their 
'fake computer initiations' to the dumbed 
down and unaware and fleece them for as 

much created money as they can! There are 
many religious and 'spiritual' Korporations 

like THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians) infecting people on this planet! 

WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 
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WWE LUV Africa as part of The NU Nations 
United and The NUVessel Project with The 

ALLNatural Environment for Everyone!  
Contact: Mariam Elbou & Ndifon Charles 

Londi on Facebook! 

ADVENTURMAN & The Aliens 

"As I was trudging thru the thick and dense 
jungle, I was still Seeing the RealSide 

Experience within me I had last night that 
was showing me where the Alien Saucer 
was going to land. I wanted to get more 
details from the Aliens about what was 

really taking place on the earth and what I 
have heard about the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol the Designed 
Matrix around the planet. I have many 
friends who are being effected by the 
Microwaves all over the planet and the 
ChemTrails! As I slowly walked into the 

dense jungle, I heard a sound overhead like 
a slight whisper, as I looked up and saw a 

round globe slowly coming down to the 
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earth. It was late afternoon and clouds were 
forming in the distance, as the Saucer came 
close to the ground with its glowing form. I 
wanted to have this experience with these 
unknown Aliens and hear where they stand 

with all the destruction with The ALLNatural 
Environment. As the Saucer touched the 

ground, I came thru the last part of the thick 
plants. I stood at the edge of the vast jungle 

and looking at this Huge Saucer as it was 
cooling down and becoming silent. I could 

sense intuitively there would soon be a 
meeting with my new visitors and I. I 

decided to sit and wait patiently, which was 
about a half an hour or so. Then, there was 
an opening that began to appear from the 
side of the ship. My heart began to pump a 

little bit, as I could feel the physical and 
astral body responding to what was taking 

place. There soon appeared what looked like 
a man in a space suit, almost like in the 
movie, 'The Day The Earth Stood Still!' 
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ALLIS AFRICA 

"ALLIS LUV & ALLIS AFRICA... The World IS 
Waking Up with The NUSound, The NU~U! 
ALL LifeIS Awareniss, Your RealAwareniss. 

YU, The RealU, has The Real Privilege to 
Stand with The Real UNUversal Guides & 
THE ALLIS in The Real UNUverses beyond 

Cause & Effect Creation! The Brave Africans 
will show this world 'What IS Real Now!' 

DUANEIS THE GREAT SURPRISE 

"SURPRISE! SURPRISE!" Gomer Pile would 
say on his TV Show from many years ago. 
And so it is with Duane the Great Writer, 

who is here to provide 'The Greatest 
WakeUp' this world has ever seen with 
Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 

Guides!! DuaneIS a Big Surprise to the 
'unaware & TapLined spiritual followers' of 

fake master HarOld & Reptilian Joanny 
Klump of EEKonkon, the unlit path of the 
Kalaum God! The Real UNUversal Guides 
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gave Harry Klump a chance to do something 
worthwhile, and instead he decided to be 

seduced by Phoney Baloney Joanny, 
Reptilian mistress of the Kalaum God on the 
Mental Realm. "SURPRISE! SURPRISE!" This 
does sound like science fiction tabloid, and 

this is what the Kroney Kontrolled 
Korporation MemberShrimps 'Think' with 
being possessed by HER! SHE gave them 
rules and regulations, Harry's picture to 
adore, and worshiping and praypaying to 

HER! Where does all the money go? No one 
asks, because the dumbed down members 

are too 'dah' to See Past the 'pretty political 
words' fake master Harry spews out on 

stage. Harry & Alien Joanny are stuck in the 
Lower Astral Realm with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who rule the earth with 
their One World Order! What I am sharing 

here is a Warning and right in front of 
everyone, but very few SEE IT! The HU word 

brings in the RATS and they TapLine the 
members in their Dreams! Joanny and HER 

Band of Witches go out every night and 
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seduce the unaware! WakeUp or YOU ARE 
NEXT for more unconscious lifetimes with 

THEM! 

EVERYTHING IS PURITY and Not Creation 

"PURITY IS EVERYTHING, moreso than you 
can ever imagine, and Not Creation. We each 
first 'come thru' Creation, and of course we 

are taught to 'Think' that Creation is all 
there is to Life and our life on this planet, 

but there is so much more that IS Not Seen! 
Seeing IS Your RealAwareniss. It is more 

than understandable from what we 
experience here that what we have done 
with creating something 'seems' to make 

sense. With all the struggling to survive on 
the earth, it is more than evident that most 
people Do Not Know what they are doing 

here and what to do with themselves, even 
though creating demise has become a 

'standard' and a way of life for many, which 
most people Cannot See! This is because 
they have no 'Comparisons' as do WWE as 
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Wonderful WorldWide Educators. WWE 
provide all The Real Comparisons necessary 
for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp Now and See 
what YU never have before! WWE show YU 

how to get RealExperiences for YourSelf and 
to Become MoreAware & See The Whole of 

Life, moreso than just Cause & Effect 
Creation! A RealLife is not just in the 'Literal 

Sense' as you have been taught, as the 
Literal Mechanics do have their place as 

does your car when you drive it, but your car 
is not The Whole of Life, and neither is your 
mind and emotions. There is far more to YU, 
than just a physical body growing older. If 
you want to keep Agreeing & Deciding you 

are just a body of flesh and bones, you have 
the right to do so for as many unconscious 
lifetimes you want! WWE SEE MORE than 
anyone on this planet and WWE can prove 
this by YU, The RealU, proving what WWE 
are presenting for YOU, as you Take The 
Risk & Sing The NUSound, The NU~U & 

Watch Your Dreams! 
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HORSE TALK with Miss Cassy 

"Horses are Sharing The NUSound, The 
NU~U with Everyone! Some people are 

Waking Up and Learning to Free Themselves 
after being here for lifetimes of the same old 

drudgery! Miss Cassy and Her Horse are 
giving Free Rides to Kids who want to Sing 
The NU~U with Horse Talk. Contact Miss 

Cassy and Her Mom on Facebook and Share 
Your RealSide Experiences with Singing The 

NU~U. Watch Your Dreams and Fly with 
Cassy & The Real UNUversal Guides to 

NUWorlds & Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom Now! There is so much more to 

Life than just the earth! 

PRISON BREAK! 

"The people of this world are Asleep to The 
Whole of Life. It would 'seem' with what is 

taking place with Creation, that people 
know what they are doing, but it is more 
than obvious they do not. Especially the 
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educated and over-educated so-called 
experts, as these are the people doing the 

most damage to The ALLNatural 
Environment Supporting ALL of US. They 

cannot 'See' themselves and how they keep 
Agreeing to the Deception & Demise that is 
all around us and everywhere. What most 

people see is very little and nothing 
compared to what is really happening on the 

earth and what is kept secret and hidden 
from the public who unconsciously supports 

all the Deception & Tyranny. The unaware 
masses do not See the Abrasiveness of what 

they keep Agreeing to everyday, but it will 
all show up and they will wonder how it all 

took place by the very fact of how they have 
been seduced to comply with their own 

Demise! History has been more than evident 
as to what continues to reoccur and become 
evident, yet most people step right back into 

the same routines that will end with the 
same results. Fear rules the earth from the 

Deceptive Few who Kontrol almost 
everything here. People 'say' they want 
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freedom, but to have RealFreedom, each 
person must decide a Prison Break from 
what they have always known, or stay a 

Prisoner for more lifetimes of an even worse 
environment than there is Now! 

NU WAKEUP AFRICA SHOW with Charles & 
Mariam 

"Africa IS Waking Up with The NUSound, 
The NU~U! Charles & Mariam have The 

RealCourage to Share 'What IS Real Now' as 
The Whole of Life & The Real UNUversal 

Guides are with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN 
NOW! Charles & Mariam will be on Blog Talk 
Radio with Duane The Great Writer hosting 
'NU WAKEUP AFRICA SHOW!' Get Ready for 
The NUAdventures of THE NUMAN, and The 
RealSide Experiences of Charles & Mariam 
and their NUFriends! This world is not the 
same, and WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators are providing RealGuidance & 

RealEducation for The NUWay Out of Cause 
& Effect Creation like no one else! The days 
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of masters and gurus are gone! The old 
words of OM, AUM, Amen, HU and others are 
with the KEK Reptilian Restriction Religions 
of the One World Order (OWO). There is No 
Freedom on this Purposely Poisoned Prison 

Planet, only more and more Restrictions 
with HUman Farming and The Deceptors 

Kontrolling their Designed Matrix! WakeUp 
with US, or Stay Lost with old gods and 

pretty political words! 

VETERANS WAKEUP! 

"How many of you Veterans have The 
RealCourage to really protect the people 

that support you? Do you have the courage 
to WakeUp and really face yourself and what 

is actually happening on this planet Now? 
Many of you know you have been betrayed 

and fooled by the 'patriotic' ideas the 
politicians and religious Kontrollers have led 
you to 'believe' in! You have been Deceived 
and you know it! No matter how you justify 
what you have done and 'Think' you know 
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what is going on with the Kontrolling 
Deceptive Diplomats, you really do not! Will 

you continue to 'pretend' the Deceptive 
Systems on this planet know what they are 

doing, or are you a Real Soldier for 
RealFreedom, or just a Puppet Soldier for 

their Fake Freedom? You really have nothing 
to look forward to, except more lifetimes of 
the same drudgery you are living Now! You 

will be back in a new body and will have 
forgotten you were ever here, but you will 

still have to go thru what you did, not matter 
how you justify it, because YOU are in Cause 

& Effect Creation and you must Face 
YourSelf to get out! And guess what, the 

religious doctrines and gods you look to are 
the ones that are keeping you here as their 
prisoner and making sure you stay unaware! 
WakeUp with US, or Stay Lost on this 'Rock 
in Black Space' with those who continue to 

Deceive You! Your Choice! 
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PAUL TWITCHELL REMEMBERED 
WHAT REALLY HAPPENED to PAUL 

TWITCHELL… 

“Since the day Duane arrived on earth, he 
has been guided to do what he is Now doing 

today, The NUPresentation. Duane, or DU 
from THE ALLIS, was sent here to create his 
Five Bodies, and then to boldly present what 
no one else can, Recognizing & PerSeeving 
THE ALLIS. Paul was to come here first, as 

this was already decided in The Real 
UNUverses by The NUGiudes & The UNSeen 
TruReality LifeIS. What has become known 
as Creation, and all the vast complexity to 
it, has become a huge mess with so much 
Distortion & Deception. THE ALLIS, can 

always SEE The TruCompleteniss of ITSelf, 
where the people who have been 

conditioned to a One-Dimensional Matrix 
cannot see past their Literalized Minds and 

Emotional TapLinings. Creation is a 'Place in 
Life' THE ALLIS, decided as a 'simulation' for 
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YU, The RealU, to WakeUp and begin to 
compare 'what is not real!' 

“The Duane Body needed time to get used to 
the environment that was Now existing on 

the earth, as he was an Indian in his 
previous life with Rebazar Tarzs & The 

RealGuides getting ready for this lifetime on 
this Poisoned Planet! In 1965, Paul Twitchell 
received The Real Rod of Power (THE ISNIS 
of THE ALLIS in Creation). Paul was to stay 
approximately five years, until October 22, 
1970, but Duane needed more time to get 
into the membership and start his position 

with what Paul created as Eckankar, Ancient 
Science of Soul Travel, ASOST. Duane 

entered the membership around December 
1970, and Paul stayed on earth until he 

knew Duane was secure. Paul purposely left 
in September 1971, during a seminar. Paul 

was to leave to make way for 'The Greatest 
Adventure & WakeUp' this world has ever 

seen! 
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LIVING in THE MATRIX for DUMMIES 
WAKING UP for DUMMIES 

"So you 'Think' you are Awake! You can walk 
around and decide your life, and so this 

'seems' to be so that you are in some way 
Awake. Not Really, as there is a lot more to 
go. Just like in the movie, 'The Matrix' and 
what Neo soon learned, yet he was still not 
Awake, and you are still asleep and lost like 
him! It is so that you may know about what 
the Deceptive Governments are doing, the 

Bankers and that the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) Rule & Kontrol the earth. 

You are still in the very minor stages of 
Waking Up. You are probably one of the 

many who have some kind of 'faith or belief' 
as most people do. You are most likely Not 
Aware of the fact that you have been here 

many lifetimes and forced to 'believe' in the 
Alien Gods of Man, as you still have the 

unconscious Emotional Attachments with 
you. You do not remember this, and you will 
soon forget you were here in this life if YU, 
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The RealU, does not WakeUp ALL The Way!. 
If you are older and remember the TV series, 
'The Twilight Zone,' it was not a fantasy like 
you 'Thought!' You are in the Designed Mind 

Kontrolling Matrix of the RATS, and you 
'Think' you have free will and you are fine. 

Far from it! You are still basically One-
Dimensionalized like the RATS want you to 

be, because you keep Agreeing to 
everything here and you still 'Think' this 

'Place in Life' is all there is. To Really 
WakeUp, You have to Be The Real RiskTaker 
and Do & See what You never have before! 

Most people will not do this, and so they will 
Stay Asleep and go into future deformed 
bodies and once again be unconscious 

slaves for the RATS. The invented Gods of 
Man have betrayed you, because they were 

originally invented by the RATS, as they 
created all the fake doctrines like The Holy 
Drible (Bible). Nature and the animals and 

birds already demonstrate what life is here, 
but are you paying attention? Learn to 
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WakeUp with US or Stay Lost with yourself... 
Your Choice! 

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL JOURNEYS for 
DUMMIES 

"There are many ways to experience other 
dimensions and multi-dimensions. Some 
people use various drugs, which is not 

recommended, because certain drugs can 
create negative influences and put holes in 
a persons Aura and then TapLining starts to 

take place, but each person makes their 
own life. Then there is Astral Projection, 

Remote Viewing and Soul Travel as the best 
examples, but these are mainly into the 
Astral Realm, and many times the Lower 

Astral Realm with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS). The old masters and 
gurus who use these three old means of 
travel are themselves usually lost in the 
Lower Astral Realm with the fake 'god' 

ideas, even though they do 'look good' in a 
physical sense, as fake masters and with 
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their lip service 'pretty words' of lost 
wisdumb. But a closer 'look behind the 

curtain' into The RealSide LifeIS, shows a 
completely different picture, as Life will 

Demonstrates what is really taking place for 
those who do Pay Attention to their 

DreamVisions! All Planned Deception Shows 
Up! Many people like to 'Think' that what 
they are experiencing with drugs and the 

three mentioned traveling methods is the old 
idea of god-realization, but again, this is 

mostly the phenomena of the Astral Worlds, 
as there are many different levels and 

places there. 
"WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
use 'UNUversal Positioning' (UP). WWE are 
'Always Now' with everything WWE do, as 

WWE do not look to old traditional past 
wisdumb and outdated pretty words from 

the authorities and the on-stage fake 
masters who are usually 'puppets' for the 
RATS! The RAT Religions use the words 

AUM, OM, Amen, HU and other old outdated 
Lower Astral words from their fake gods and 
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to attract the Reptilian TapLiners to suck 
the energy and life out of their members 
until they are diseased and cancerous! 

UNUversal Positioning IS Beyond Cause & 
Effect Creation, and into The Real 

UNUverses of RealFreedom with THE ALLIS. 
Multi-Dimensional Journeys are mainly that 

of Creation in Your DreamVisions & 
DreamWorlds. These are the first steps to 
what UNUvesal Positioning IS. UNUversal 

Positioning IS in The Real Pure, UNUverses 
and IS RealAwareniss, The RealU, which YU, 

will soon Recognize, as YU Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and Learn to See Your 

RealSide Experiences. WWE Are Real & 
Wonderful! YU, The RealU, IS a FreeBeing of 
RealLight, moreso than just a physical body 
growing old! WakeUp with US and Be Free, 
or Stay Lost with the old gods in Creation! 
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DIVINE & HOLEY TAPLINING 

"THE UNUVERSAL FILES NOW... The One-
Dimensional KEK Systems who have 

purposely dumbed down and poisoned 
people on this planet, are not Aware enough 
to See The UNUversal Files that contain ALL 

the Actual Events of History on the earth 
and other RoundWorlds in time and space 

Creation. DuaneIS The UNUversal Seer, THE 
NUMAN with The Real UNUversal Guides & 
THE ALLIS, and is one of the very few who 
has access to The UNUversal Files in The 
Real UNUverses beyond the Gods of Man 

and Cause & Effect Creation with The Lords 
of Karma. The KEK Deceptors who look to 

their invented Demon Gods, which they have 
convinced the unaware public to worship 
and praypay to as something they are not, 
must face their creations in this life, or the 
thousands of dreaded lifetimes they will be 

coming back here to live from all the 
Deliberate Destruction they are doing. The 

Lords of Karma See everything they do. The 
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Deceptors who are political, religious, 
spiritual and scientific must pay for 

whatever they created and Deceived others 
with! This is Big! 

"The 'ideas' of Divine and Holy are in The 
UNUversal Files, like that of 'belief, hope, 

faith' and many other created superstitions 
by the original invaders of this earth, the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). Like the 

'Cross' as a symbol for religion, it was 
originally a grave marker and the sign of 
death. With all the Marketing Ploy of The 

Deceptors, the Cross still means death into 
the Lower Astral Realm, because of the 
'intent' and hidden agendas of Reptilian 

Voodoo religions, but they have convinced 
the unaware masses that it means some 
kind of salvation. And the same is so with 

what has been termed as 'Divine' in nature. 
The word Divine is from an old saying which 
has long ago passed, and is till used today 

at times, and that is, to 'die on the vine' as a 
manner of speaking. Again, more Marketing 
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Ploy, as the RATS have taken ideas for 
themselves and convinced other to 

subconsciously Agree with their own 
Demise! To 'die on the vine' means to 
reincarnate with the RATS for ongoing 

lifetimes as their Slave! The RATS know 
reincarnation very well, but they are not 
going to tell their Kontrolled public this 

facts. 

BEWARE of CHANTING HU TAPLINERS 

"Most people are Not Aware Enough to know 
what Chanting the word HU, OM, AUM, 

Amen, and other religiously infected words 
actually do. The Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) Astral/Physical ShapeShifters who 
rule this planet with their HUman Farming 

are attracted to HU Chanting and other 
Religious/God intentions, because they were 

the original inventors of the 'god & devil' 
ideas. The unaware masses, who are the 
'cattle' on this planet have been fooled for 

untold lifetimes into returning once more to 
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be the victims of the political & religious 
systems here. Most people will not WakeUp 
to all the Deception here, because they are 
too busy creating their own Demise! THIS IS 
A WARNING FOR YOU! Sing The NUSound, 
The NU~U, and You will start to See and be 
Shown in Your DreamVisions what is really 

taking place with YOU being TapLined by the 
RATS! Your Astral Body is being infected 

with TapLines to where Your Physical Body 
will soon have diseases and cancers! 

WakeUp or Stay Lost! 

AFRICA IS NOW & WONDERFUL 

"DUANEIS UNUVERSAL SEER... I See 
Millions of Wonderful Africans coming from 

The RealSide to WakeUp Now! WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educations & Nations 

United (NU) are providing the Greatest 
Wakeup for Your RealAwareniss this planet 

has ever Seen! WWE Are Real & Always 
Wonderful! It takes RealCourage to Be 
Sincere & Honorable with No Hidden 
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Agendas. The KEK Systems have held this 
world and people as slaves with their 

Designed Matrix for eons. Everyone Must 
Face Themselves sooner or later, either in 
this life or the next ones. Those who have 

The RealCourage to StepUp from their 
'bought off' with the KEK Agendas, that is 

always effecting The ALLNatural 
Environment Supporting US, they will have 

an opportunity like never before to eliminate 
all their Cause & Effect Karma this lifetime, 
if they Pay Attention to The RealGuidance & 

RealEducation WWE provide. IT IS Your 
Choice! 

NU WAKEUP NOW 

"The old GodDevil ideas of worshiping & 
prayer are not working any more as they 
'appear' to be. Actually they never really 

have, as most people are still asleep to The 
Whole of Life and are agreeable to being 

misled by those who Kontrol Creation. 
People are Waking Up to the old religious 
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Deception and Tactics of TapLining, which 
were originally created by the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded the 
earth. Creation has become a Designed 
Matrix by the RATS. The Real Purpose of 
Creation is to eventually Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. As we are 
each first placed in Creation and we are 
given the opportunity to Recognize more 
than what we can create here. There will 

always be those who will take advantage of 
others, as is seen and experienced all over 

this world with the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems. 
The KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) 

market people into Agreeing with their 
Deception, and the end result is what is 

happening with The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting US, the RATS destroy everything 

they touch and get the unaware masses, 
YOU, to Agree! Do 'YOU' want to keep 

Agreeing with what is taking place on Your 
Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet? 
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"I suggest to watch the movie, 'The Devils 
Advocate' with Keanu Reeves and Al Pacino, 
as it clearly shows how the DevilGod people 
worship is not who people 'believe or Think' 
he is. Actor Al Pacino plays the role of God 

very well, as most 'asleep' people will 
'Think' he playing the Devil role! YOU can 
Stay Asleep for as many lifetimes as YOU 
want, and the end result will be going thru 

more Cause & Effect Karma Creation! Prayer 
and Worship of anything is Voodoo, except if 

you Pray for Purity. Black Magic rules the 
earth and most of Creation, as there are 

ChemTrails, Mind Kontrolling Microwaves, 
GMO SciFi Food, Lethal Vaccines, 

Government Created Viruses, Political & 
Religious Designed Deception, Smart Meters 

and so much more! Is worshiping the 
DevilGods working with this world, or has it 
created openings for the RATS to TapLine 
YOU in Your Aura? WakeUp with US! WWE 

are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation and WWE will show YU, The RealU, 
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how to Get Your Own Answers with Life and 
Free YourSelf Now! 

YOUR MOTHER TAUGHT YOU WHAT? 

"Almost each one of us was raised by our 
Mother. Mothers and Fathers are 

relationships we Agree to and 'create' here, 
along with brothers and sisters, friends and 

so on. From the time You came into this 
world, Your Mother has been an influence 

with your life. She decided a lot of what You 
are seeing and doing, until You WakeUp and 

See for YourSelf. It is more than 
understandable how each of us gets 

emotionally attached to our parents and 
relations. If Your Mother was religious, she 
told You about the Space Gods in the sky 

and the Saviors coming back to earth, which 
she was told from someone else. These 'old 
stories' had their origins from somewhere, 

but most people, and this includes Your 
Mother, really do not know what originally 

took place with those who first created 
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those stories. Most people like to 'pretend' 
instead of looking for the real answers, and 
so they Agree to the funny stories, as most 
people Agree to all the Deception with the 

political and religious systems, as Your 
Planet gets more poisoned and polluted 
everyday! Do the 'sound-good' stories of 

Your Mother and others create a Real 
Benefit, or are they mainly Deception to 

Kontrol YOU, so that You will return here for 
more lifetimes to be a slave with the 
Kontrolling Systems? Your Choice! 

PAUL TWITCHELL and PLAGIARISM 

"Paul Twitchell was a writer and he did 
Plagiarize some of what he presented to this 

world. How do I know this for sure? I was 
There! Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, 

and I am providing 'The Greatest WakeUp of 
RealAwareniss' this world has ever Seen! I 

will give a brief history of Paul's Plagiarism, 
and I also suggest for You to read on 
Facebook in the group, 'What Really 
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Happened to Paul Twitchell.' (also at the end 
of this page). Paul knew he only had so 

much time here, and when he was writing 
his books, he did not have the modern 

computer and typewriters we do Now. Paul 
still IS The RealGuide with The Real 

UNUversal Guides, and what he did while he 
was here, because he had The Real Rod of 

Power, he had The RealConnection with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. This IS The 
Real Essence of what he IS still doing on 
The RealSide. Paul started off with Astral 
Projection and the 'god' ideas, as these 

were the baby steps he knew people had to 
go thru to get to The NUNowniss of THE 

ALLIS. Darwin and Harold, who were given 
an opportunity to 'Do Something Real' for the 
existing members of Eck, did not have The 
RealAwareniss Paul does, and so they have 

not! Darwin and Harold stole Paul's Title and 
soon became Emotional Masters of 

Deception. Whatever Paul did then, his only 
'intent' IS to show people how to Recognize 

The TruReality, THE ALLIS. At the time I 
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could See this, and there were a few others 
as I was with him, and I describe some of 
My RealSide Experiences with Rebazar & 

Paul in NUBook Three, 'The Real Far 
Country.'  

THE DAY THE SUN fell out of THE SKY 

"It was another 'standard & typical' day on 
earth, as people were going about doing 
their jobs and all the funny things people 

like to do, while the Sun was Shining in the 
Sky. There was also a small group of local 

kids who had put together a Lemonade 
Stand. People were coming up to the kids 
and buying their lemonade, as business 
looked really good. As the people were 

drinking the lemonade. suddenly the Sun 
began to move, which almost no one 

noticed. The Sun began to drop from the 
Sky! At first the Sun was very slowing 

moving, but soon began to go faster, as one 
of the kids pointed and yelled out, "LOOOK! 

THE SUN IS FALLING FROM THE SKY!!!" 
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Then, most of the people standing around 
the Lemonade Stand looked to the Sun, 

while there were still many people who did 
not notice or pay attention. As the adults 

watched the Sun going down, the kids 
immediately looked at each other and got 
closer together, as one of them said, "WE 

Have To Do Something Right Now!" As they 
looked at each other another one said, 

"WHAT!?" "I don't know either!" Said another 
one, "But we cannot let the Sun completely 
disappear! The Sun makes things grow and 

green, and we will not have anymore lemons 
if the Sun is gone!" Then, several of the kids 

said at the same time, "Let's Go! Let's Go 
and see if we can get to the Sun and stop it 
from falling!" As all the Kids started running 
as fast as they could! The old adults stood 
and wondered what the kids were doing, as 
they saw them take off and running toward 
the falling Sun. As the kids ran and ran, the 

old adults soon went back to what they 
were doing and went along with the Sun 

falling and the Sky getting dark fast. 
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DUANEIS REPLACING PAUL TWITCHELL 

"Duane The Great Writer was asked by 
Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
to Replace Paul Twitchell in The TruSense 

with what is taking place with The 
NUPresentation as THE NUWAVIS THE 

NUMAN NOW. The old days of lip-service 
masters and gurus is gone, and the two 

caretaker/janitors (Darwin & HarOld) who 
came after Paul to 'Do Something Wonderful' 

for this world, decided that their personal 
life was far more important and have 

become self-absorbed Korporation Kronees! 
Very few people have The RealCourage to 
See Past the created 'fronts' here, and so 
they will stay Trapped & TapLined by the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and the old 
masters and gurus of days gone by. The old 
masters are now the Korporation Kings of 
their empires and bought off by the One 
World Order (OWO). SHE, Joanny Klump, 

owner and Dictator of the EEKonkon 
Kontrolling Korporation (KKK) in Minnesota, 
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USA, decides everything HarOld says on 
stage (watch his notes) and SHE edits all 
Harry's wisdumb books. I was with Paul in 

the early days, and I am revealing a lot more 
as to what really took place. I am into The 
Real Adventure LifeIS, and not the Kreated 

Deceptions of the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems. 

There is something with this life for 
everyone, so Have Fun Deciding! 

WHAT MAKES SENSE NOW 

"What Always Makes Sense IS Supporting 
The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US! 

What does not make sense is having to 
constantly remind others about The Reality 
of Surviving Here and What Makes Sense 

with RealSurvival. WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators provide 'What Makes 

Sense Now!' It is more than obvious, most of 
the people on this planet are more 

interested in traditions, rituals and beliefs, 
than actually surviving with what is Now 
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taking place on earth. Human History is an 
indicator of what has not worked for 

surviving here, yet most people are more 
than willing to Keep Agreeing to what 

Destroys The ALL Natural Environment, and 
'Thinking' that by politically saying 

something and 'Thinking' it is so will make 
everything better. Deception Rules this 
planet, and the unaware indoctrinated 

masses worship and pray to it everyday! 

"Of course, those who rule the earth are not 
interested in The ALLNatural Environment. 

They have their Agenda First! They want this 
world like Mars! What I am presenting will 
only be forgotten and washed away, as the 
majority of people will continue to Agree to 
their own Demise, as they have with all the 
lifetimes they have been here before. Very 

few will Really WakeUp and take advantage 
of what WWE are Presenting Now, as this 

world has been Literally Bred with Robotized 
People who 'Think' they know more than Life 
ITSelf. Many people are mechanically taught 
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to pray to their gods, dump their emotional 
love onto this world and expect their saviors 

to return and fix everything they keep 
destroying here. This and so much more has 

been the Marketing Ploy of the One World 
Order Kontrollers for eons, and most people 
still march to the same routines. Your Life 

and surviving here depends upon the 
choices You Make! Surviving on the earth is 
only part of Your RealExperience with The 

Whole of Life. Do you want to stay 
Kontrolled and misused by the invented 

systems on this 'rock in black space' or do 
YU, The RealU, want to WakeUp and 

Recognize RealFreedom Now? As long as 
YOU keep Agreeing to what is taking place 

here, then YOU will be the Effect of 
everything here... VERY REAL! 
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PAUL TWITCHELL and DISCRIMINATION 

"Paul did Discriminate, as he showed me 
many times and he was also teaching me 
how to write. He was very prejudice about 

people being Deceptive and Deceiving 
others. Paul was very focused on what he 
presented with his creation of Eckankar, 
The Ancient Science of Soul Travel. I was 
young when Rebazar & Paul were trying to 

teach Darwin and HarOld to take their 
positions with do something more than what 
Paul first presented, and because they did 

not pay attention and did not have The 
Awareniss The RealGuides do, Darwin and 
HarOld became 'lame' and self-absorbed 

miniature mucky masters. Paul created the 
'Disciplines' like a boot camp to prepare 

people for what was to come as the Bigger 
Steps to RealFreedom. Paul set forth the 

foundation as the BabySitter to gently bring 
people along until they could possibly stand 

on their own. Rebazar & Paul showed me 
many times the FuturVU and what would 
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basically take place as the two 'title 
stealing' little master would do their acts 

and get all caught up in their own 
phenomena, and sure enough it has all come 

to be! 

THE REALCONNECTION BEYOND CREATION 

"Very few people really know what is 
Beyond Creation, as very few people know 
what they are doing in Creation and how it 
all came about. Most people just live their 
life here and chase what is presented to 
them from the Kontrolling Systems into 

more unconscious lifetimes of even worse 
situations than Now. WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators, WWE have The 

RealConnection to The LifeLevels of The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom. Many 

people in Creation 'Think' they have a direct 
line to Reality, but for the most part, they 

are contacting the Astral Light and the 
angels and saints in the Astral Realm where 
Your Astral Body is, as this is the Emotional/
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Sensation Body. You have four other bodies 
beside just the Physical Body that YU, The 
RealU, is operating. The Real UNUversal 

Guides are from The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. The RealGuides have The 

RealConnection with The SoundLight 
ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS. 

"The Deceptors, the Authoritarians of the 
earth, the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 

Korporations), the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific system 
inventions, along with the invented Gods of 
Man, are all part of the distorted inventions 

for HUman Farming on this planet and so 
many others. You are in Their Designed 

Matrix and You do not know this! You keep 
Agreeing to whatever they create and tell 
You to do, and so You will be returning in 

deformed bodies into future lifetimes, 
because this is a Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet, and this is how the Authorities like 
this place! There is a Lot More that You are 
Not Seeing, and WWE can show You how to 
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Escape Cause & Effect Creation into Real 
UNUverses of Purity & RealFreedom! To do 

so, YU, The RealU, must Be The Real 
RiskTaker and do what You have never done 

before! Are You ready for this, or are You 
going to keep 'pretending' there is a life for 

You on this 'Place in Life' called earth? WWE 
are The NUWay Out of Boring Reincarnation 

and Old Karma from the Gods of Man, but 
You must decide for yourself to Take The 

Risk! Have Fun Deciding! 

PAUL TWITCHELL IS THE REALCONNECTION 
REBAZAR TARZS IS THE REALCONNECTION 

KATA DAKI IS THE REALCONNECTION 
GOPAL DAS IS THE REALCONNECTION 

TOWART MANAGI and THE 
REALCONNECTION 

"Paul Twitchell & The Real UNUversal 
Guides IS The RealConnection with The 

SoundLight ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS. The 
RealGuides have played many 'roles' to get 

the attention of those still asleep in Cause & 
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Effect Creation. In the past, they have 
created many different paths and teachings 

with many labels as masters and gurus, 
saints and saviors, or whatever! They 

referred to the Gods of Man, as somewhere 
to start from for those unaware of The Real 
UNUverses. The Old Days of 'pretty words & 

wisdom' are gone and exist only as a 
'reference' and nothing more. Those who 
still Emotionally Kling (EK) to the ideas of 
spiritual paths, souls, saviors, masters and 
gods, are infected by the Reptilian Kalaum 
Lord God of all politics and religion on this 
earth! The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

own the earth, and they have a Designed 
Mind Kontrolling Matrix all thru Cause & 
Effect Creation! Those who worship and 

pray to gods are being Astrally TapLined and 
held here for more lifetimes of even worse 

conditions than Now! Duane The Great 
Writer IS THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW! 
The Real UNUversal Guides, Rebazar Tarzs, 

Paul Twitchell, Gopal Das, Fubbi Quantz, 
Yauble Sacabi, Towart Managi, Kata Daki, 
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and the endless multitude of others, stand 
with DuaneIS THE NUMAN NOW! The old 

idea of the 'Rod of Power' is gone, and those 
who use this idea are deceiving others. The 

RealGuides Do Not recognize other 'light 
workers' as these people are relating to the 

Astral Realm and the Gods of Man. 

"The many teachings relating to 'seeing the 
light' and galactic 'this and that' are 

physical/astral ideas from the minds of the 
inventors. Most of them are 'fronts' created 
by the RATS to seduce people into 'Thinking' 

they will be saved by the Reptilian God 
Kalaum! The Whole of LifeIS moreso than 

anything in Creation. The 'spiritual' 
gatherings and things like Christ 

Consciousness and many other labeled 
ideas, are nothing more than TapLining 
Parties for the RATS to feast upon those 

who are expressing their Astral Love 
Sensations. There is Love, which is mainly 

Astral Emotions and Feelings (the RATS 
Love Emotional Love and Stress). Then there 
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IS RealLUV, which is like the Sun Shining 
upon ALL!. RealLUV IS Your RealAwareniss, 

as YU, The RealU, learns to Recognize 
RealLUV with The RealConnection to The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! You can 

stay here as long as you want with only your 
Emotional Love, or you can Take The Risk by 

Singing The NUSound, NU~U, and Let Life 
Show YU 'What IS Real Now!' You are always 
deciding Your Life! The old words of HU, OM, 
AUM, Amen and others attract the RATS and 

they Love to hear them. It is always Your 
Choice to WakeUp Now or Stay Lost here! 

TESLA & THE REALGUIDES 

"DUANEIS REWRITING HISTORY... There is a 
Real Hidden Adventure Happening Right 

Now, that most people will not See, because 
they are too busy with their Fabricated LA 
LA Land Life in the Designed Matrix of the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 
Kontrol this planet. The over-educated 

know-it-alls who are doing the most damage 
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to The ALLNatural Environment Supporting 
ALL of US, 'Think' they know more than Life 
ITSelf, as these people are the ones who are 
deeply embedded into the Time Track with 
more future lives to come, and who are also 
Agreeing with the Destructive Tech of today! 
Nicola Tesla was secretly working with The 

Real UNUversal Guides while he was on 
earth. His mission was to provide a Safe 
Technology for people, as the RATS were 
bringing their Destructive Tech for their 

HUman Farming of this planet! I met Tesla 
on The RealSide decades ago, as Rebazar 

Tarzs introduced me to him, and then 
Rebazar took Tesla and I into several past 
lives where we were friends. Tesla and I 
created many things together that were 

before their time, but were never known by 
the public. This earth is a Warring Planet, 

and many people misuse what they can get 
here. On The RealSide, Tesla is working with 
The RealGuides and myself for The ALLSolar 
Research Vessel Project. The NUVessels are 

already created on The RealSide and will 
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someday appear here. WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators, and The NUVessels 
will be UNUversal UNUversities for Nations 
United (NU) to educate people about The 
ALLNatural Environment, because this is 

Everyone's Planet! 

MisAdventures of The DownFall of HarOld & 
Joanny Klump of EEKonkon 

MisAdventures of The DownFall of HarOld & 
Joanny Klump of EEKonkon... 

"It is a cold and very stormy night in the 
Lower Astral Realm, where HarOld & Joanny 

Klump, Kontrolling TapLiners with their 
Reptilian God Kalaum, reside. After a long 

day of writing Phoney Baloney Pretty Words 
for his upcoming seminars with HER 
MemberShrimps, Harry sits back and 

watches his Reptilian Subliminal TV. Then 
SHE walks in from HER nightly Astral 
TapLining with HER Band of Witches... 

"Harry! Did you finish what I wanted you to 
Write?" (SHE asks demandingly). Harry 
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looked up at Joanny in a boyish manner and 
said, "Yes Dear, you can edit it and give it 
back to me whenever you want." (as SHE 

looked straight at him). "You are a good little 
master, Harry, and the gods will bless 

you!" (SHE said as SHE laughed HER way 
into the kitchen). Then there was a death-
wrenching scream from HER... "HARRY!!! 

Who in the Hell ate the TapLined 
Dismembered MemberShrimp I was going to 
have for dinner? Harry started to slowly get 
up and walk to another room and hide, when 

suddenly, Joanny Kroany came marching 
into the room with a radical scowl on HER 
Face! "Come back here Harry and sit! (SHE 

said as SHE pointed to Harry's favorite 
LazyBoy Chair). "Did you invite some of the 
Reptilian Regime over here again and play 
PokeHer with THEM again?" Harry hung his 
head, as he was afraid to look up at HER. 

"You did, didn't you!" (SHE said, and knowing 
he did). "Yes Dear" (Harry said a bit sad). "I 

wanted to have some friends come over, 
because I hardly see anyone when I am 
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here. I get very lonely when you are out 
every night TapLining our PrayPaying 

Worshipers" (he said sadly). "Harry, you are 
such a little brat sometimes. I want you to 

stand up and turn around and bend over and 
put your hands on the chair, because i am 
going to spank you again!" (SHE said, as 

Harry did what SHE told him to do. SHE then 
grabbed HER flying broom and whacked him 

several times on his rear!) 

"STAY TUNED FOR MORE MISADVENTURES 
FROM THE LOWER END OF THE 'ONE WORLD 

ORDER' BOUGHT-OFF KONTROLLERS, 
REPTILIAN JOANNY & HARRY KLUMP! YOU 
CAN SEE MORE OF THEIR 'FRONTS' ON THE 

EARTH AND THE LOWER ASTRAL REALM 
WITH THEIR TAPLINING TEMPLES AND 

HARRY'S PICTURE TO WORSHIP AND PRAY 
TO. MOST OF THE UNAWARE AND DUMBED 
DOWN MEMBERSHRIMPS KEEP BUSY WITH 

UNINTERESTING PHONEY JOANNY AND 
FAKE MASTER HAROLD! 
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YOU KNOW BEST 

"YOU KNOW BEST is a statement I many 
times give to people who make 'statements' 
to me about what they 'Seem' to know for 

themselves and what they 'Think' they know 
about what I am presenting, according to 
their worldly and educated experiences, 

which are never based upon The Real 
UNUverses & The Whole of Life. YOU KNOW 

BEST is for people who want to do things 
'their' way, which is only about Their 

Personal Created Self, as they 'Seem' to 
know more than Life ITSelf according to 

their own mind. In other words, they 'Think' 
they do know more than Life, so therefore it 

is so. I understand, as I am very 
understanding with what they decide, 
because they have the right to decide 
whatever they want to. I model The 

NUPresentation and what I am doing after 
what Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The 
Real UNUversal Guides who have taught me 
for lifetimes. They always Demonstrate to 
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me they are a UNUversal Community 
Supporting Themselves & Everyone who is a 

Real RiskTaker. I receive all kinds of 
'statements' from the 'know-it-alls' who want 
to do things on their own and do not want to 
be part of a group or support others. This is 
very understandable, as there are so many 

things created on this world that are Phoney 
Baloney. It is like a Farmer and his wife 

raising several children to where the 
children also support the whole family. This 

Makes Sense. But if one of the children 
wants to go and farm just for themselves, 

then they do so alone and it is just for them. 
Can The RealGuides work with a person like 

this? Maybe a little bit, but for The Bigger 
Picture of RealFreedom Now... NO! YU, The 
RealU, has to Be 100% Real with The Real 

UNUversal Guides and Completely 
Dedicated! 
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TESLA & THE REALGUIDES 

"DUANEIS REWRITING HISTORY... There is a 
Real Hidden Adventure Happening Right 

Now, that most people will not See, because 
they are too busy with their Fabricated LA 
LA Land Life in the Designed Matrix of the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 
Kontrol this planet. The over-educated 

know-it-alls who are doing the most damage 
to The ALLNatural Environment Supporting 
ALL of US, 'Think' they know more than Life 
ITSelf, as these people are the ones who are 
deeply embedded into the Time Track with 
more future lives to come, and who are also 
Agreeing with the Destructive Tech of today! 
Nicola Tesla was secretly working with The 

Real UNUversal Guides while he was on 
earth. His mission was to provide a Safe 
Technology for people, as the RATS were 
bringing their Destructive Tech for their 

HUman Farming of this planet! I met Tesla 
on The RealSide decades ago, as Rebazar 

Tarzs introduced me to him, and then 
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Rebazar took Tesla and I into several past 
lives where we were friends. Tesla and I 
created many things together that were 

before their time, but were never known by 
the public. This earth is a Warring Planet, 

and many people misuse what they can get 
here. On The RealSide, Tesla is working with 
The RealGuides and myself for The ALLSolar 
Research Vessel Project. The NUVessels are 

already created on The RealSide and will 
someday appear here. WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators, and The NUVessels 
will be UNUversal UNUversities for Nations 
United (NU) to educate people about The 
ALLNatural Environment, because this is 

Everyone's Planet! 

Missionaries of HU KALAUM GOD 

"This is the continuing 'MisAdventures of 
The DownFall of HarOld & Joanny Klump!' 
As, Duane The Great Writer & UNUversal 

Seer, it is easy for me to See what 
Kontrolling Reptilian Joanny Klump is doing, 
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as SHE is always spying on me. SHE is very 
egotistically proud of HER Marketing Ploy 

that SHE has gotten the membershrimps to 
Agree to. Just like Joanny, there have been 

so many in history, and especially today, 
who have created their own type of 

Religious Missionaries to Deceive the 
unaware. History proves the Devastation of 

Religious Reptilian Missionaries, as they 
seduce and intimidate everyone they 

Kontrol. History is always repeating itself 
with the same unaware souls returning and 

doing the same old boring routines and 
'believing' in the same old invented gods. 

Joanny's best effort so far is HER Business 
Marketing of HER Worshiping & PrayPaying 
Missionary Device of Emotional TapLining 

(ET) & Emotional Klinging (EK) & 
MindKontrol. Here we are in a scene from 
Harry & Kroney as SHE instructs janitor 
HarOld what to tell HER dumbed down 

audience at the EK (Evil Karma) seminars... 
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"Harry! I had to correct a lot of your pretty 
words to My Members for your talk with the 

next seminar, 'YUGA OF THE REPTILIAN 
JOANNY MISSIONARIES' It must be the over-
doses I have been giving you all these years 

that is finally crippling you into a stupor 
state of not really knowing what you are 

really doing. Anyhow, I changed the words to 
My ideas and not yours! You want to be at 

your best when you do your speech, because 
the Elites will be listening from the One 

World Order!" 

"From seducing and drugging HarOld Klump, 
to TapLining and Kontrolling Paul Twitchell's 

original presentation, to sneaking in 
Worshiping and PrayPaying of the Kalaum 
God, to Subliminally Infecting the unaware 
membershrimps into becoming HU Virus 

Missionaries... SHE, Reptilian Joanny is in 
Kontrol and HER members Worship HER and 
Agree! The unaware membershrimps 'Think' 

they are worshiping just the Reptilian 
Kalaum God, but... SURPRISE! SURPRISE! 
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Joanny is Behind The Curtains Kontrolling 
puppet master Harry, as he gives his lip-

service to HER WiFi Microwaved audiences. 
Who at these seminars is really Paying 

Attention? Have Fun Deciding! 

RELIGIONS AGAINST VACCINES 
PARENTS AGAINST VACCINES 

"Religions from all over the world are 
expressing their adamant concerns about 

the Purposely Planned Vaccine Affliction & 
Infections many of the governments of this 

world are forcing their people to take. I have 
read numerous reports to where the 

Counsels of Religion are letting the public 
know about the Lethal Ingredients and 

Planned Elimination of people. The Lethal 
Vaccines produce Autism, Comas, Cancers 
and Death! The Evidence is a Proven Fact, 
and not Marketing Ploy like the Authorities 

are giving people. PUBLIC BEWARE! Your so-
called friendly government is out to Get 
YOU! ChemTrails, GMO TechFood, Smart 
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Meters, Lethal Vaccines, Poisonous 
Pharmaceuticals, HAARP, Mind Kontrol 
Microwaves and so much more is being 
dumped on the public (YOU) everyday! 

THE WORLD IS READY for THE NU~U 

"For eons, The Real UNUversal Guides of 
THE ALLIS, have been preparing those 

unaware souls who keep returning here for 
'The Greatest WakeUp Ever!' Beyond the 

invented Gods of Man and the Mental Realm, 
there are Wonderful Real UNUverses of 

Purity and No Karma Ever! WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators are here to 

WakeUp YU, The RealU, to Becoming 
MoreAware and finally Escaping Cause & 

Effect Creation into The Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom Now! You have been Trapped & 

TapLined by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) for lifetimes on this planet! They 

invented the DevilGods, Religion, Worshiping 
& Prayer, Politics, MiliTerrorized Education, 

Science Fiction Technology and so much 
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more to keep YU, The RealU, unaware as 
their slave! You can stay here for as long as 
you want and keep 'believing' in their Belief 
Systems of Demise, or Take The Risk and 

WakeUp with US! The old chants and words 
of OM, AUM, Amen, HU howling and other 

noises have their place in history. The 
NUSound, The NU~U, has always been 

hidden from the unaware masses, because 
most people were not ready, but You Are 

Now! Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions! You will have RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation like never before! 

WWE LUV the EARTH / Why are YOU Here? 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
and WWE LUV the Earth! The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports US is being 

destroyed faster than it can heal itself! Does 
this Make Sense? YOU live on this Earth and 

it Supports YOU! Are You Supporting the 
Earth Everyday, or 'Why are YOU Here?' You 
may 'Think' you are, but are you really? You 
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do not remember being here before, do You? 
If You do, then you have a little bit of a head 
start into Waking Up ALL The Way! You are 
here to WakeUp and Learn more than just 
your 9 to 5 job and chasing money... LifeIS 
Bigger! Do you want to come back again 

unconscious like you did this lifetime, or are 
YU, The RealU, ready to Take The Risk and 
WakeUp and Recognize The Whole of Life, 

moreso than what the indoctrinated systems 
of this world have taught you so far? If you 
don't WakeUp Now, then you will just grow 
old and forget you were ever here! This IS 

Real! 

ALLAwareniss Activities 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
Supporting The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting US! WWE know The Secrets to 
RealSuccess & RealFreedom! Creation has 
its place as a start for ALL of US, but there 

is so much more that is Not Seen, and this is 
what WWE Do... WWE show YU, The RealU, 
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how to WakeUp & Become MoreAware & 
SeeMore! It is with Sharing The 

RealConnection with The TruReality, THE 
ALLIS. By Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, 
Your DreamVisions will open up and you will 
Discover NUWorlds & Real UNUverses where 

YU can Be Free!  

HU Howling Hauntings 

"Those people who are still Howling the HU 
word, or Chanting the HU word, are being 
visited by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who are the Kontrollers of the earth, 
in their Dreams. Your DreamWorlds are 

being invaded and the RATS are attaching 
TapLines to Your Astral Body while you are 

unaware of this. The same TapLining is 
happening with those who chant OM, AUM, 
Amen and other Religious Sacrificial words 
and phrases! Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, 

and YU, The RealU, will be shown by The 
Real UNUversal Guides how the RAT 

TapLiners are stealing your energy and 
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making you ill, diseased and eventually 
having cancers! There is so much more to 
YU than just a Physical Body! History and 
Tradition have their place as a 'reference' 
and nothing more. The NU~U, IS Now! ALL 

LifeIS Now! LifeIS an ISNIS & Perfect, 
moreso than Cause & Effect Creation. 

WakeUp with US and Be Free Now! 

OUT of KONTROL TAPLINING for DODOs 

"You were once again born on a planet with 
a population mainly consisting of Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS), Deceptors, 
Stupedians, Slaves, Idiots, Politicians, 

Religionists, Over-Educated Know-it-alls, 
Kings, Queens and their Subjects! Did I leave 
You out, or are You in another category? You 

are here once again to try and figure out 
why You are here! You decided to come 

here, but You do not remember this, so You 
are once again wondering around looking for 
something that Makes Sense. You were not 
taught in school or by your parents that YU, 
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The RealU, is operating Five Bodies, and not 
just a Physical Body. Your Second Body is 

Your Astral Body that is located in the Astral 
Realm beyond what your physical eyes can 

See. The Astral Realm is also known as, The 
First Heaven of Man. If You belong to a Mind-
Vise Reptilian Religion, You will not 'believe' 

what I am sharing with You. The RATS 
created the DevilGod ideas and all the Holey 
Drible (Bible) that most people so adamantly 
'believe' in! The RATS have been TapLining 

You in Your Astral Body for lifetimes, but You 
are not aware of this, because your 

attention is on your physical life that You 
'Think' is all there is. Astral TapLining is 

very simple... the RATS put TapLining 
connections into the back of your Astral 

Body while You are asleep in Your Dreams. 
Just like in the movie, 'The Matrix' where 
Neo finally escapes his TapLinings and 

begins to See where he is at and what is 
really taking place with the Designed Matrix 
all around him! You can WakeUp Now or Stay 

Asleep with The Stupedians for more 
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lifetimes! Your backaches, illnesses, 
cancers and even death, are many times 

attributed to TapLining, and your doctor will 
not know this! 

TAPLINING EXPLAINED for DUMMIES 

"You were once again born on a planet with 
a population mainly consisting of Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS), Deceptors, 
Stupedians, Slaves, Idiots, Politicians, 

Religionists, Over-Educated Know-it-alls, 
Kings, Queens and their Subjects! Did I leave 
You out, or are You in another category? You 

are here once again to try and figure out 
why You are here! You decided to come 

here, but You do not remember this, so You 
are once again wondering around looking for 
something that Makes Sense. You were not 
taught in school or by your parents that YU, 
The RealU, is operating Five Bodies, and not 

just a Physical Body. Your Second Body is 
Your Astral Body that is located in the Astral 
Realm beyond what your physical eyes can 
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See. The Astral Realm is also known as, The 
First Heaven of Man. If You belong to a Mind-
Vise Reptilian Religion, You will not 'believe' 

what I am sharing with You. The RATS 
created the DevilGod ideas and all the Holey 
Drible (Bible) that most people so adamantly 
'believe' in! The RATS have been TapLining 

You in Your Astral Body for lifetimes, but You 
are not aware of this, because your 

attention is on your physical life that You 
'Think' is all there is. Astral TapLining is 

very simple... the RATS put TapLining 
connections into the back of your Astral 

Body while You are asleep in Your Dreams. 
Just like in the movie, 'The Matrix' where 
Neo finally escapes his TapLinings and 

begins to See where he is at and what is 
really taking place with the Designed Matrix 
all around him! You can WakeUp Now or Stay 

Asleep with The Stupedians for more 
lifetimes! 
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THE ENDLESS ISNIS LIFEIS for DUMMIES 

"Each one of us have lived in Creation for 
millions of lifetimes in so many different 

body forms and most people are still 
'thinking' this is the only reality there is. 

This One-Dimensional 'Place in Life' has its 
benefit, but not entirely until YU, The RealU 
Wakes Up Completely and Recognize 'What 
IS Real Now! As long as you are still 'only' 
thinking that you are human, then you will 
stay lost here with the unaware and the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule 
this planet. There are so many stages and 
steps to go thru to Completely WakeUp to 

where YU, The RealU, actually Stands 
Completely Aware that YU are a FreeBeing 
of RealLight in The Real UNUverses beyond 
all of Cause & Effect Creation! With the Six 

Levels of Creation there are the 
Authoritarians on the RoundWorlds, the 

Many Heavens of Man, the Angels & Saviors 
and the Gods of Man, who profess to have 
created Creation. This is where YOU are at 
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Now! Do you like your experience so far, 
especially being on this Purposely Poisoned 
Prison Planet? You can do so much better 

than what the Deceptive political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems 
are doing that keep you One-Dimentionalized 
here! Beyond the Restrictions & Limitations 
of Creation, there IS The Real UNUverses of 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Starting 

on The Seventh LifeLevel, YU, The RealU, IS 
a FreeBeing pf RealLight and brighter than 

any sun in the skies! 

ASK CHARLES & MARIAM on FACEBOOK 
MICHAEL GRIMSONS NULEADER in 

AFRICA… 
REAL SAM NULEADER in AFRICA 

ASK CHARLES & MARIAM on FACEBOOK... 
"AFRICA IS ALIVE! AFRICA IS AWAKE! 

AFRICA IS WONDERFUL! For the people of 
earth who are in Africa, they can have The 

Real Privilege of Meeting, Charles & Mariam 
of Africa, who are The NULeaders with 
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Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
of THE ALLIS. THE NUMAN & THE NUWAVIS 

NOW, is in AFRICA! WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWE are The 

RealLight & NUBeings of THE ALLIS for ALL 
on the earth with The Real Connection to 

The Real UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect 
Karma Creation. WWE know what WWE are 
Doing! WWE are Always Doing Something 

Wonderful as WWE Share Our 
RealExperiences with Africa and The World. 
WWE Sing The NUSound, The NU~U with The 
RealGuides. WWE Welcome Everyone to Sing 
The NU~U for RealFreedom, as WWE know 

there are so many people on this planet that 
are Trapped & TapLined & Restricted with 

HU Howling, OM, AUM Chanting, Amen 
Religious Kontrol and so much more that is 
EK (Evil Karma). Singing NU~U gives YU, 
The RealU, The RealConnection with The 

SoundLight ALLAliveniss of The Real 
UNUverses & THE ALLIS. YU will Become 

MoreAware and Your DreamVisions will open 
for YU!  
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THANK GOD for TAPLINING 

"The unaware masses have not been taught 
about Astral TapLining, which is more 

ancient than anything. The original invaders 
of this planet were the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) and they are still here 
Kontrolling this world! The well-to-do 

modern societies, 'in their minds only' are 
not really associated with anything that 
seems to be primitive or barbaric from 

history, but actually they are! Authoritarian 
Barbarianism of politics, religion, spiritual 
and scientific systems are very real here 
more than ever and are so disguised that 

most people like to 'pretend' that everything 
is okay with all the Deception & Destruction 
of The ALLNatural Environment. There are 

many people who are trying to offset all the 
Poisons & Pollution they are having to deal 

with everyday and just surviving. Most 
unaware people do not know the RATS 

created the DevilGod ideas, and that their 
gods are the ones doing the Astral TapLining 
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with the Korporation Rulers on the earth and 
other worlds. TapLining has been a very well 

kept secret from the worshiping & praying 
masses. TapLining is Very Real and Very 

Dangerous, but many people do not 'believe' 
it exists. You, as You are asleep and lost 

here... You can Thank Your God for 
TapLining! 

PAUL TWITCHELL PLAGIARIZED 

"It is very true that Paul did Plagiarize, 
because he showed me many times what he 
was doing and why. Paul wanted to get as 

much written material out as possible, 
because he knew he would only be here so 

long. I had many meetings with Paul and 
Rebazar, as they showed me what Paul was 

doing and how it was working to wake 
people up on The RealSide first. Paul gave 
me many hints as to how to present what i 
would be writing to the world. He Purposely 
Plagiarized to get the attention of certain 
people who would react to what he did. 
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Paul's focus was on The Real Intent to get 
people to WakeUp to The TruReality, THE 

ALLIS, which he first disguised with the god 
idea and then the 'sugmad' idea. I was there 
with Paul when Rebazar was dictating Paul's 

two books, 'The Far Country & Dialogues 
with The Master.' I later wrote, 'The Real Far 

Country' where I share My RealSide 
Experiences when I was there in the back 
ground. I was not to tell about any of this 
until it was my time with The Real Rod of 

Power in 2001. I have had huge struggles to 
get here with what I know. Mainly, Reptilian 
Joanny and fake master HarOld have tried to 

keep me away, as HarOld did not have the 
courage to announce me in 2001, so he had 
a car accident that still did not wake him up! 
It does not matter to me what Paul did with 
his presentation, as Paul & Rebazar & The 
RealGuides are always with me. Whatever 
'ideas & attitudes' are created in Creation 
have nothing to do with Recognizing THE 

ALLIS, except as a comparison to See 'what 
is not real!' This is all part of a WorldWide 
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WakeUp for Everyone, but only The Real 
RiskTakers with The RealGuides & THE 

ALLIS, will See 'What IS Real Now!' 

AGREE with BEINGREAL 

"Agreement IS Real. Whatever you Agree to 
IS Real. Most people have already Agreed to 

the Planned Deception on this earth! The 
invented political, religious, spiritual, 

educational, and scientific systems are all 
based upon Deception, but YOU do not See 
ALL of IT! You may 'Think' the Deceptive 
Insidious Entertainers (DIE) are a little 

inaccurate about what they are doing, as 
they 'seem' to pretend to make mistakes 

they admit to from time to time, but what is 
really taking place with THEM is a lot more 

than you can imagine. You can 'Think' in 
your mind that whatever you 'Think' will 

remedy the TapLines you have in your Astral 
Body that effects your physical body are 

okay, but when the Effects from what You 
Have Agreed to start showing up, You will 
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not know why! Do You really want to Stay 
Asleep, Lost and in the Dark for more 

unconscious lifetimes on this Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet, or do You want to 

WakeUp and have RealFreedom Now? Maybe 
You 'Think' the invented god or the old 

saviors will save you and take care of you, 
but have you found their heaven yet, or have 
they returned, and will the space gods fix 

what people have done to this planet? Does 
Life Make Sense or does it not? Do You want 
to Learn to Be Real, or just stay with the old 
stories you have heard for lifetimes that You 
keep Agreeing to, that keeps You a Slave & 

Prisoner here with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS)? 

"AGREEING to BEINGREAL is a Lot More Fun 
than just 'believing' you will 'hopefully' be 
okay after 'YOU DIE' with your good book 

and faith. YU, The RealU, can actually go to 
any Heaven you like, as there are many of 
them, and also meet your supposed god in 
the Mental Realm. There is no 'mystery' 
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about the invented gods who are really just 
managers on their respective realms. YU, 

The RealU, is actually a FreeBeing of 
RealLight beyond all the minute ideas that 

exist in Cause & Effect Karmic Creation! Do 
you like living in Karma, or would YU like to 

Escape the Designed Matrix of Karma 
permanently? Are you HU Howling, OM, AUM 

Chanting or Amen Worshiping & Praying? 
Then YOU are being TapLined by the RAYS in 
Your Dreams! WWE can show YU how to get 
Your Real Answers from Life and Have Fun 
doing it! Agreeing to Deception only equals 
Being Deceived, Trapped & TapLined for a 
lot longer! WakeUp with US by Singing The 

NUSound, The NU~U and Be Free Now! 

NU~U  IS RIGHT ON 

"The World IS Waking Up to The NUSound, 
The NU~U. The NU~U, IS Pure & Real Now! It 

is more than evident that most people are 
still Trapped & TapLined with HU Howling, 
OM, AUM Chanting and Amen Worshiping & 
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Praying. The Gods of Man and the 
Authoritarians Kontrol the HUman Farming 
in Creation and most people Agree. HUman 

Farming includes all 'species' of 
embodiments, like animals and other aliens, 
as they are all over this planet. The NU~U, IS 
The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation 

and into The Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom! From what has been seen and 
learned in history to this very moment, it is 

more than obvious that all the common 
emotional ideas of love, worship, prayer, 

belief, faith, hope and so many others that 
people have lived with for lifetimes are not 

working, as this world is more poisoned than 
ever! The unaware masses continue to use 
all the old common ideas and 'Think' they 
are working, and at the same time keep 

Agreeing to the Destruction of The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 

of US. 

"The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. THE ALLIS, IS 
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not Deception like the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems 
that have been invented on this planet. YOU 

are one of the many unaware who keeps 
Agreeing to your own demise, as this 

lifetime passes very quickly for you. The 
time will come when you will have tears for 
others and then yourself, as you once again 

pass into an unknown area that you have 
been to many times before! The NU~U, IS 
The Real WakeUp everyone is looking for. 
You will stay afraid in this Passing Dream, 

until YU, The RealU, has the courage to 
Become a Real RiskTaker and See Beyond 
this world and the Marketing Ploy of the 

invented systems and their invented gods. 
There is nothing with Nature that worships 

anything, and so until You get out of the 
'idea' You know more than Life, then You will 

be coming back here unaware once again! 
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DUANEIS THE REAL MOTIVATOR 

"Duane The Great Writer & UNUversal Seer, 
IS The Great Motivator with The Real 
UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS. The 

unaware masses, which is the majority of 
people on this planet, keep Agreeing to their 

own Demise and cannot See this! Most 
people 'Think' they know more than Life, and 
it is demonstrated with what they are doing 
here. Everyone has the right to do whatever 
they want, and it would Makes Sense to take 
to heart what The ALLNatural Environment 

does so Naturally. DuaneIS The Real 
Motivator for 'What IS Real Now & What 

Makes Sense Now!' Take the time to Read 
The NUBooks and Sing The NUSound, The 

NU~U, and YU, The RealU, will begin to have 
Your Own RealSide Experiences where 'Life 

Will Show YU, What IS Real Now & What 
Makes Sense Now!' 
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Contact MISS KELSEY BROWN on Facebook 
Contact RATA KORAC on Facebook 
ASK MISS TANYA QUARTERMAN on 

Facebook 

"For those who want to WakeUp & Have Fun 
with Really Waking Up Now, then Contact 
Miss Kelsey Brown on Facebook! WWE are 

Wonderful WorldWide Educators Supporting 
The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US! 
WWE Make Sense with 'What IS Real Now!' 
Many people on the earth are into the First 
Stages of Waking Up, which is discovering 

what is really taking place with the political, 
religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific systems that are Mostly 

Deception! WWE are Wonderful and have 
'The NU~EasyWay' for Everyone to SeeMore 

than they ever have before! Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and Your 

RealAwareniss will begin to OpenUp for YU, 
The RealU, and YU will Become MoreAware 
of ALL The NULevels LifeIS! The TruReality 

LifeIS, is so much more than just what is 
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experienced here as Creation. Creation is 
full of Deceptors who Purposely Pollute & 
Poison this planet, who politically blame 

others for what they are doing, who pretend 
they are your friend, when actually they are 

part of the HUman Farming of YOU and 
Everyone on the earth, who have gotten the 

unaware masses to worship and pray to 
invented Space Gods that rule over Creation 

with nothing but, EK (Evil Karma) 
Restrictions, Regulations, Laws and 
Sacrificial Ceremonies of others for 

themselves! The Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) are ShapeShifters and rule the earth! 
Very few people can See THEM (TapLining 

HUman Eating Martians). 
"Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions, and YU, The 
RealU, will be shown 'What IS Real Now' 

with everything that is taking place on this 
planet and Your NUWorlds. YU will begin to 
See the Deceptors and also be shown how 

to Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect 
Creation all together! The old HU Howling, 
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OM, AUM Chanting, Amen Worshiping & 
Prayer, and so many old and outdated things 
like masters and gurus, has been replaced 
by The TruReality, THE ALLIS, The NU~U! 
Learn to WakeUp with US and YU will Be 

Free Now! 

HU Howling for DUMMIES 

"There are EK (Evil Karma) Kroney 
Kreatures of the night that are stalking the 

unaware and dumbed down! This does sound 
funny, as funny as some people wearing 

sheets doing 911. But, there is more to the 
story, just like 911. You are in a Designed 

Matrix, and You are part of the HUman 
Farming of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who rule this planet! Again, this does 
sound funny, and if you want to keep 

'pretending' that what your government and 
teachers have told, then you will be the 
Unconscious Effect of Everything that is 

Really Taking Place Here! The old HU 
chanting word has been around a long time 
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and so has the OM, AUM and Amen. They do 
work to a certain point with a person, but 

over the years, because of the blind 
consciousness interference of those who 

want Kontrol over others, these words and 
others like them are now attracting the 

RATS all over this planet. HU Howling, OM, 
AUM Chanting and Amen Worshiping and 
Praying, are all part of the DevilGod (Lord 
God) people have looked to for eons! The 
RATS invented the Space Gods and the 
Phoney Doctrines they make miracles 
happen from. They have marketed the 

saviors and saints to be something they are 
not, and also get people to 'believe' that 
someone will come back and save all the 

'good little believers!' Everyone has the right 
to decide whatever they want to, as I am 
merely providing a Warning. LifeIS bigger 

than any belief system or ghostly god. 

"Joanny & HarOld Klump of EEKonkon of 
Minnesota, love HU Howling, because they 
can TapLine their membershrimps in their 
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Dreams and Kontrol them! I am Duane The 
Great Writer, and I have Skype Groups and 
NULeaders all over this world. People who 
are Singing The NUSound, The NU~U with 

The Real UNUversal Guides, are being 
shown how Joanny Kroney and fake master 

HarOld are infecting people and creating 
cancers in their physical bodies from HU 
Howling, and even deaths! Of course this 

will never show up as something 
conceivable here, because of the 'fake 

officialness' this world portrays itself to be. 
People have been taught to Fear whatever 
Makes Sense, and to just keep pretending 

that everything will be fine according to the 
authorities that manipulate everything here! 

Deception Rules the Earth, and YOU keep 
Agreeing to it! You will still be the Effect of 

it and yourself, whether you know this or 
not! Maybe you will not See the Effects this 
lifetime, but they will follow you into future 
ones where you are once again unaware! I 
suggest to Read The NUBooks & Sing The 

NU~U & Watch Your Dreams! 
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THE DECEPTORS OF TIME 

"The unaware masses have been led to 
'believe' that, Time IS Real. Time is real for 
those who cannot See Beyond Creation and 

the fake Gods of Man who Kontrol the 
'illusion' of Time. The Deception of Time is a 

Real Necessity for those who want to 
Become ALL~Aware and discover their 

RealAwareniss. Cause & Effect Creation, 
that which most embodiments (unaware 

souls who are Trapped & TapLined in yukky 
flesh & bones) on the RoundWorlds and in 
the known Six PsycRealms, must Agree to 
The Deception of Time to exist, until such 

time to where they Become MoreAware and 
can Free ThemSelves from Time. The 

immature Utuns (replaces the old soul idea) 
who are not aware of their RealAwareniss, 
must go thru lifetimes of seemingly endless 
drudgery to finally be motivated to seek out 

something more than the desires of the 
emotional and mental bodies each person 
carries unknowingly. The Five Time/Space 
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Bodies are the, Physical, Astral, Causal, 
Mental and Etheric. Of course you never 

learned this in school, because The 
Deceptors do not want YU, The RealU, to 

know how to Escape their Time/Space 
Designed Matrix. You are part of their 

HUman Farming on this planet. First you are 
their Slave, then you are their Dinner! You 
have been going thru the cycles of Birth & 
Death for longer than you can imagine, and 
on many other planets and also dimensions 

that are all around you!  

"The Deceptors of Time are The Ruling 
Kontrollers for everything on the earth, as 

they are the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who were the original invaders here. 

The RATS created the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems. 

Of course, their were others who first 
decided some of these systems to help 

mankind, but that is old news, because the 
RATS Kontrol almost everything on this 
planet and multitudes of others like the 
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earth. They are polluting and destroying The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports US at 

a very rapid rate. They destroyed the 
atmosphere on Mars and many other planets 
eons ago. Their only purpose is to Kontrol & 
Destroy. They are the political and religious 

puppets of the Gods of Man who they 
Satanically worship and pray to! This is a 

VooDooized Planet! You can learn to 
WakeUp Now or Stay Lost and Unaware with 

The RATS! 

EEKonkon HU Howling Not Working 

"EEKonkon Temple TapLiners, the Big 
Spiritual Kon of Minnesota, USA, is being 

exposed for HU Howling Fraud. The Old HU 
is not working, and is actually causing 
illnesses and cancers from Reptilian 

TapLining. Of course the unaware medical 
authorities cannot See this, as they are 

usually 'bought off' like fake master HarOld 
& Reptilian Joanny Klump, who are 

themselves secret members of the One 
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World Order (OWO). It is reported that SHE is 
having some people use other Reptilian 

Verses or words to attract HER Reptilian 
Mates to TapLine the MemberShrimps. Very 
few people can See this with their physical 
eyes, as the Aura of a person is punctured 
from Astral TapLining. Reptilian Joanny, 
aliass Phoney Baloney Joanny, aliass, 

Kroney Joanny, plus so many more, has not 
stopped HER complete takeover and 

seduction of withering Harry Klump! SHE 
brought worshiping and praypaying to the 

membershrimps decades ago, and they are 
totally sauced by HER!  

"The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, has 
replaced HU Howling with The NUSound, 

The NU~U! Of course Phoney Joanny is not 
interested in 'What IS Real Now!' All that 

matters to HER is doing business and 
stashing the MONEY for HER! Drugged and 

Doped Harry Klump is HER puppet! The Real 
UNUversal Guides suggested that Harry be 
the Janitor and Not Steal, Paul Twitchell's 
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Title. But, Harry didn't listen and now he has 
to pay with HER in the Lower Astral Realm 

with the rest of the dumbed down and 
TapLined members! BEWARE of Phoney 

Joanny and fake master Harry! They like to 
sell their 'pretty words' of old wisdumb to 
the unaware and then TapLine YOU in Your 
Dreams! Sing The NU~U, and you will Learn 
to See Your TapLines before you are too old 

and stupid and it is too late for YOU! 
WakeUp with US or Stay Lost! 

LEARN to SEE YOUR DREAMS 

"Your DreamVisions are The First Step into 
NUWorlds & Real UNUverses beyond Cause 

& Effect Creation. WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWE provide 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation. When 
you learn what WWE are sharing, you will 

not have to return to this planet ever again! 
To most, their Dreams are merely images of 
the mind or fantasy. Okay, have it your way 

or Take The Risk with US! if you do not 
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WakeUp Now, then you will be stuck here for 
more unaware lifetimes with the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet! 
You can keep being Deceived by the 

political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific systems, and you will still be the 
Effect of what is taking place here, as you 
grow old and diseased for another lifetime. 

Sound Fun?  

"What IS Really Fun IS... Becoming 
MoreAware and having Your Own 

RealAdventure with The Whole of Life! On 
earth, you are in the RATS Designed Matrix... 

This is Real! You can 'Think' whatever you 
want, but you are still Trapped & TapLined 

here! And Guess What... The RATS follow the 
orders of the Gods of Man, because they 

invented THEM, just for YOU to be dumbed 
down and unaware! You have been in their 

HUman Farming Matrix for lifetimes, but you 
do not remember this. When YU, The RealU, 

learns to See Your Dreams for what they 
really are, YU will begin to WakeUp to Your 
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RealAwareniss and SeeMore. You can keep 
'believing' what the invented systems tell 

you, or Take The Risk Now! 

BODY PARTS by EVA SHARI SCHOEN 

"Eva Shari can make a NU~YU on Facebook. 
Do YU want to See Your RealSide? Eva can 
do it! You just keep growing older in your 
physical body, but on The RealSide LifeIS, 
YU are Young & Wonderful! See The RealU 

like never before! Eva can do this, and Eva & 
I will See YU in Your DreamVisions. Sing The 

NU~U and WakeUp with US! 

STOLEN TITLES of PAUL TWITCHELL 

"As we have each created our own history, 
because we have all been here or 

somewhere before this life, we at sometime 
decided to make a 'title' for ourselves. Not 

everyone has done this, but there were 
those who did and the idea was to live up to 
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that tile in some way. Whether the idea was 
to get people together to become a gang, or 
establish something more beneficial for the 

community to prosper from, are a few 
examples. The titles down thru the ages 

range from kings and queens, teachers and 
scholars, philosophers and historians, 
saviors and saints, masters and gurus, 

presidents and emperors and so on. There 
are also dictators and tyrants, 

authoritarians and rulers, mafia and 
politicians. Some of us have been the 

characters we read about in history, and 
some of us tried to create a position with 

some kind of Honor, but this is always very 
difficult with all the influences that occur on 

this world. Many of the titles that are still 
around were at one time looked upon 
differently, but then again some are 

basically the same and many times a lot 
worse! There will always be a shift and a 

change with this world. 
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JUNGLE JIM on Facebook 

"HELLO! I am JUNGLE JIM on Facebook! I 
have joined with Duane&Eva to Share The 
NUSound, The NU~U! WWE are Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators Supporting The 
ALLNatural Environment I LUV to live in! 

Many of you are Not Seeing what is taking 
place with the earth and Nature! You Need 
to WakeUp & Pay Attention to Duane&Eva 
and what they are Sharing with millions of 

other Wonderful WorldWide Educators! I 
want to live on the earth for now, until I get 

to The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS, 
without Chemtrails, WiFi, Lethal Vaccines, 
Scientific Madness, Political & Religious 
Deception and so much more! You can 

become a Community Sponsor with US for 
'YOUR OCEANS & EARTH!' Join 'The 

Porpoisee Club' at: 
www.WorldWideEducators.info 
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THE CREATION of ENTERTAINMENT

"Almost each of us like some form of 
Modern Entertainment, such as the movies, 
singers, sports and so much more. Back in 

the Cowboy and Indian Days, there was very 
little Entertainment for people, as life was 
more about surviving with The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports US. As we have 

come from then to now, it is more than 
obvious that most people want to be 

constantly Entertained in some way. It more 
than makes sense that we each want a huge 

variety to our life, as many new ways of 
Entertainment are being created all the 
time. As an example, most people are 
unaware of how Walt Disney and many 

others were funded to create different forms 
of Entertainment as 'Distractions' for the 

unaware masses. There is a whole lot more 
to Entertainment to day than may realize. 

The News Media is another example of 
Kontrolled Entertainment, that most people 

'Think' is so important and real, but is 
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actually very edited with a lot of 
Misinformation and Deception. Each person 

can make their own choices, but the end 
result will be the same, and that is, until You 

WakeUp Completely with what is taking 
place here and with The Whole of Life, then 

You will be the Unknowing Effect of 
everything around You, including YourSelf! 

Of course, You will not completely 
understand what I am presenting here at 

this time, because it takes a lot of Study and 
RealExperiences, that becomes a lifetime of 
exploring and discovery, and actually many 

lifetimes! 

"The Professional Kontrolling Deceptors 
Rule the Earth! They want absolute Kontrol 

of everything and everyone, as The 
Deceptors created the HUman Farming on 

this planet. As people are more interested in 
being 'fans' and what is 'popular' as 

something more important than RealSurvival 
and The ALLNatural Environment, they will 

be Kompletely Kontrolled by The Deceptors, 
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who also created the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems. 
It is always Your Choice as to how you want 
Your Life to be, but there is so much more to 
The Whole of Life than the Created Creation, 

you are in Now. There is a Basic Cycle to 
what we are all going thru, and that is, if YU, 
The RealU, does not WakeUp Now, then you 
will continue to reincarnate until the time 

comes when you do 'possibly' WakeUp! You 
can Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect 

Creation Now, or take your chances to find it 
later in future lifetimes where what I am 
Presenting Now, does not exist! Take The 

Risk and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and 
Learn to Watch Your DreamVisions! 
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ASK JESUS ON FACEBOOK 
JESUS KNOWS BEST 

JESUS & GOD 
JESUS IS LUV 

"HELLO! I am Jesus from the other Levels of 
Life! I have always been Here & Now with 

You, but most people cannot See Me, 
because they are Trapped & TapLined with 

politics, religion, spiritual paths and 
teachings and chasing the Funny Munny that 

The Deceptors have created you 'Think' is 
so valuable! I am with Duane&Eva, as 

DuaneIS THE NUMAN NOW! It is Duane's 
time to Share The NUPresentation with 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 
Guides. Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and 

Let Life Show YU, The RealU, in Your 
DreamVisions... 'What IS Real Now!'  

"SEE YU, ON THE REALSIDE LIFEIS... LUV 
YU, JESUS!” 
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PRESIDENT PUTIN of RUSSIA 

PRESIDENT PUTIN of RUSSIA Claims Queen 
Elizabeth is Not Human.. 

"Putin has told senior staff and close 
associates that he believes Queen Elizabeth 
II shapeshifted while greeting him as a show 
of strength and a warning to not mess with 
the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline. 
Brave Vladimir Putin has told senior staff 

and associates that Queen Elizabeth II is not 
human but is a ‘reptilian that shapeshifts 

between human and reptile form’ and 
according to sources close to the President 

he has witnessed her shapeshift ‘in the 
flesh, before his very eyes, and in his 

opinion, as a warning to him personally.’ 
Putin met the Queen at the 70th anniversary 
of the D Day landings in Normandy, France in 

2014. He was widely criticized by the 
Western media for failing to help the 

monarch up the stairs, and keeping his 
distance from her in general. It has now 

emerged that Putin stayed as far away from 
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the Queen as possible because he 
witnessed her shapeshift moments earlier. 
The Queen has a long reptile face, almost 
like a beak, and she is a sickly grey dish 

water color. She shifted between this form 
and her human state ‘three or four times’ 

while greeting Putin. He also saw her 
shapeshift later while she was being helped 
to her position for the world leaders photo 
op by Barack Obama (Reptilian RATS) and 

New Zealand’s Governor General Jerry 
Mateparae. Her hands turned into reptile 
hands while they helped her up the stairs. 
When she smiled her teeth changed into 

sharp reptile teeth and glistened. Putin has 
told senior staff and close associates that 

he believes she shapeshifted while greeting 
him as a show of strength and a warning not 

to mess with the dominant reptilian-
Illuminati bloodline of which she is a high 
priestess. Putin’s first hand experiences 

with the reptilian-Illuminati chime with my 
own research and second hand accounts. I 

have dedicated the last five years to 
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researching the elusive, tyrannical powers 
that rule our world, traveling to over 80 

countries, and it never ceases to amaze me 
how many people from very different walks 

of life have told me stories about seeing 
‘people’ briefly turn into reptilians before 

their very eyes. I’ve been told this by 
Californian news anchors, Ethiopian 

goatherds, and Australian Aboriginals, just 
to name a few. A Danish taxi driver 

described driving past a group of VIP guests 
at the 2014 Bilderberg meeting in 

Copenhagen and seeing some of their faces 
turn reptilian and some of their hands and 

feet take on a reptilian look. In Peru a 
respected psychic told me she sees people 
in power, like Obama, David Cameron and 
Hillary Clinton, turn into reptiles whenever 

she watches an international news channel! 
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PUTIN and THE REPTILIANS 

"President Putin of Russia has The 
RealCourage to do more than just Political 

Speeches like the Fake Presidential 
Elections in most countries on this 

Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! Putin 
knows what The Deceptors of the Earth are 

doing, and this is why he bombed ISIS, 
which was created in the USA, just like all 
the Lethal Vaccines & Viruses. WWE are 

Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE 
See what is taking place on this Planet. 
WWE are Multi-Dimensional Seers and 

Supporting The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports ALL of US. WWE are Not into 
retaliation or rebel against the Kontrolling 
Systems or anything here. WWE are Very 

Focused on RealFood, RealWater & RealAir 
& 'YOUR OCEANS & YOUR EARTH!' Do You 
have The RealCourage to StepUp with US 
and Be Real Now? Your Choice Your World! 

PRESIDENT PUTIN of RUSSIA Claims Queen 
Elizabeth is Not Human.. 
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"Putin has told senior staff and close 
associates that he believes Queen Elizabeth 
II shapeshifted while greeting him as a show 
of strength and a warning to not mess with 
the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline. 
Brave Vladimir Putin has told senior staff 

and associates that Queen Elizabeth II is not 
human but is a ‘reptilian that shapeshifts 

between human and reptile form’ and 
according to sources close to the President 

he has witnessed her shapeshift ‘in the 
flesh, before his very eyes, and in his 

opinion, as a warning to him personally.’ 
Putin met the Queen at the 70th anniversary 
of the D Day landings in Normandy, France in 

2014. He was widely criticized by the 
Western media for failing to help the 

monarch up the stairs, and keeping his 
distance from her in general. It has now 

emerged that Putin stayed as far away from 
the Queen as possible because he 

witnessed her shapeshift moments earlier. 
The Queen has a long reptile face, almost 
like a beak, and she is a sickly grey dish 
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water color. She shifted between this form 
and her human state ‘three or four times’ 

while greeting Putin. He also saw her 
shapeshift later while she was being helped 
to her position for the world leaders photo 
op by Barack Obama (Reptilian RATS) and 

New Zealand’s Governor General Jerry 
Mateparae. Her hands turned into reptile 
hands while they helped her up the stairs. 
When she smiled her teeth changed into 

sharp reptile teeth and glistened. Putin has 
told senior staff and close associates that 

he believes she shapeshifted while greeting 
him as a show of strength and a warning not 

to mess with the dominant reptilian-
Illuminati bloodline of which she is a high 
priestess. Putin’s first hand experiences 

with the reptilian-Illuminati chime with my 
own research and second hand accounts. I 

have dedicated the last five years to 
researching the elusive, tyrannical powers 

that rule our world, traveling to over 80 
countries, and it never ceases to amaze me 
how many people from very different walks 
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of life have told me stories about seeing 
‘people’ briefly turn into reptilians before 

their very eyes. I’ve been told this by 
Californian news anchors, Ethiopian 

goatherds, and Australian Aboriginals, just 
to name a few. A Danish taxi driver 

described driving past a group of VIP guests 
at the 2014 Bilderberg meeting in 

Copenhagen and seeing some of their faces 
turn reptilian and some of their hands and 

feet take on a reptilian look. In Peru a 
respected psychic told me she sees people 
in power, like Obama, David Cameron and 
Hillary Clinton, turn into reptiles whenever 

she watches an international news channel! 
"The world’s ruling class have 'tyrannical 

control' over the mainstream media, as well 
as our food, water, and air supply, and they 
are actively dumbing down the masses. The 
evidence against them, ancient and modern, 

is enormous and continuing to grow. ‘Her 
hands turned into reptile hands while they 
helped her up the stairs. When she smiled 
her teeth changed into sharp reptile teeth 
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and glistened. Putin has told senior staff and 
close associates that he believes she 

shapeshifted while greeting him as a show 
of strength and a warning not to mess with 

the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline of 
which she is a high priestess. Putin’s first 

hand experiences with the reptilian-
Illuminati chime with my own research and 
second hand accounts. I have dedicated the 

last five years to researching the elusive, 
tyrannical powers that rule our world, 

traveling to over 80 countries, and it never 
ceases to amaze me how many people from 

very different walks of life have told me 
stories about seeing ‘people’ briefly turn into 

reptilians before their very eyes. I’ve been 
told this by Californian news anchors, 
Ethiopian goatherds, and Australian 

Aboriginals, just to name a few. A Danish 
taxi driver described driving past a group of 
VIP guests at the 2014 Bilderberg meeting in 
Copenhagen and seeing some of their faces 
turn reptilian and some of their hands and 

feet take on a reptilian look. In Peru a 
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respected psychic told me she sees people 
in power, like Obama, David Cameron and 
Hillary Clinton, turn into reptiles (RATS) 
whenever she watches an international 

news channel. The world’s ruling class have 
tyrannical control over the mainstream 

media, as well as our food, water, and air 
supply, and they are actively dumbing down 

the masses. The evidence against them, 
ancient and modern, is enormous and 

continuing to grow.  
Baxter D…Your News Wire... 

www.YourNewsWire,com 
"For those who are MemberShrimps of 

EEKonkon, Fright & Noise of the Kalaum God 
(Eckankar, light & sound of God)... You are 
being Emotionally TapLined by Reptilian 
Joanny and fake master HarOld Klump! 

Those who use the HU Howling word are 
Astrally TapLined in their Dreams! 
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ASK THE FEARED GOD ON FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER INTERVIEWS 
THE KALAUM LORD GOD of THE EARTH 

WORLDS VOODOO RELIGIONS... 
"This is an Amazing Adventure I have to 

tell... One night Rebazar and Paul came into 
my room while I was ready to go to sleep... 
"Stay Awake with US, Duane! We are going 
on a NUAdventure with you to the Mental 

Realm and the Lord God, Kalaum! You have 
been there many times and this will be 

something fun for you." Said Rebazar, as him 
and Paul went up into my ceiling and I could 

feel them pulling me along. We were soon 
above my house and flying upward into the 
vast and dark nightly sky. I could sense the 
suspense of what was about to take place. I 

knew the Kalaum God did not really like 
what I was doing on the earth with The 

RealGuides, but in his own way he was fine 
with me, because he had an unlimited 

number of dumbed down unaware souls as 
his slaves for more ongoing lifetimes. We 
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first went thru the Astral Realm and flying 
above the the palace of the Astral God, who 
just happened to see us from the ground. He 
shook his fist at us, as Paul laughed and we 

continued upward. We soon entered the 
Causal Realm and flying above the huge 

scenery. The fake god of this realm, 
Brahman, was outside speaking with a 

bunch of his worshiping followers when he 
saw us... "Come down here and pray with 
us!" He said, as we waved and kept flying 

higher. (there is more) 

PUTIN and THE UNUVERSAL SEERS 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators & 
UNUversal Seers. WWE are offering Our 

RealServices for this world to WakeUp from 
the Deceptive Agreements that have been 

made with the One World Order Kontrollers. 
Most people will stay Trapped & TapLined 

here for many more lifetimes. WWE are Very 
Aware as to what is taking place here and 
ALL of Cause & Effect Creation. WWE will 
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provide Our RealServices to whose who 
have The RealCourage to Be Real 

RiskTakers and StepUp Now to Becoming 
MoreAware and Supporting The ALLNatural 

Environment Supporting US! 

"WWE are Exceptional with what WWE Know 
& See. This world is Kontrolled by the 
Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol the HUman 
Farming on this planet and many others! The 

RATS invented the Gods of Man to seduce 
people into Voodoo Worshiping and Praying 
to the Reptilian God Kalaum in the Mental 
Realm. Most people have No Awareness of 

the other Levels of Life, as the masses have 
been taught to be literalized Robots for the 
EK (Evil Karma) Systems. WWE are Here for 
YU, The RealU, to WakeUp and Be Real! You 
are the decider of Your Life and WWE show 
you how to get your own answers with Life! 
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ASK PUTIN on FACEBOOK 

"Each one of us have our own way to 
WakeUp here. President Putin is on his 

adventure, as we all are. There is so much 
more that is taking place that is Not Seen on 

the surface of Creation here and what the 
Kontrolling Governments are not telling the 
unaware masses. Putin has bravely stepped 

out in the public with many controversial 
statements where many other politicians 
are afraid to expose their own deceptive 
tactics. WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators and WWE are 'Here For Everyone!' 
It is time to WakeUp & Recognize The 

ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of 
US! WWE Recognize Sincere & Brave People!  
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ASK THE DONALD on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews THE 
DONALD... 

"Mr. Donald, I already know as I See you, 
Bernie, Hillary and the others on The 

RealSide, that you are all Highly Paid Actors 
from the WAKOS (World Alien Kontrolling 

OrganizerS). How much have they paid you 
so far? 

"I get Billions and so does everyone on this 
Circus Run! We are doing Great and Having 

Fun making NUFriends like yourself, Duane!" 

"Can you loan me some money for my rent?" 
Asked Duane. 

"I would be more than happy to, but the 
WAKOS watch me very closely and I do not 
want to end up like Kennedy and Prince!" 

"Do you see yourself as President, Mr. 
Donald?" Asked Duane. 
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"HA HA HA... that 'president' idea' is already 
decided by the WAKOS! I am hired to make 
everyone look good, as I act radically goofy 

with my silly out-of-the-ordinary 
campaigning. It's all about 'THE MONEY!" 

"What do you do with all the money you 
make, Mr. D?" Asked Duane.  

"I buy cans of refried beans for the Mexican 
Homeless!" 

"HAHAHA... you are a True Humanitarian, Mr. 
D!" Said Duane. 

"I like to think so. I have done very well for 
myself this lifetime, and I really do not like 
the BS of politics, but I like the money and 

even the riots that take place as I am 
speaking! I am always invited to big parties 
after the talks and I get to meet Aliens from 

other planets. It is always a Riot!" 
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"How would you like to sum things up here, 
Mr. Donald?" Asked Duane. 

"I would like to say that what I am doing out 
in the public is a bunch of made up 

nonsense, as I am given a script by the 
WAKOS who pay me, so be Cool Everyone, I 
really like the American Public and I will be 
glad to support anything that Makes Real 

Sense! The political systems on this planet 
are mostly deception! I like Planet X better, 
as I have been taken by some of my friendly 
Alien friends in their saucers to their worlds 
and they have a much better system than we 

do. The earth is nothing but 'old tradition' 
and a lot of pollution! I will be leaving this 

earth someday for NUWorlds!"  
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ASK MOTHER TERESA on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
DEAD MOTHER TERESA on THE REALSIDE... 
"Hello Mother Teresa, thank you for showing 

up in this lovely Astral World setting. You 
seem to be doing fine here," said Duane. 

"Hello Duane, nice to See you again. I have 
been Singing The NU~U, and I am having 

many RealExperiences with The RealGuides. 
They have introduced me to the Lord God. I 
finally See thru all the silly stories on earth 

and what you have told me about the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) creating 
the Bible and such scriptures. From The 
RealSide here, I can See so much more! I 
want to get to The Real UNUverses from 

here, but The RealGuides told me that I must 
return to earth for several more lifetimes 

before i am ready to Recognize THE ALLIS," 
she said. 
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"You will be fine. I can See that when you 
return to earth The RealGuides will be with 

you. You will learn about them in Your 
DreamVisions when you are still very young. 

Your mother will 'Think' you are telling 
stories, but you will remember being here 

and with The RealGuides. Life is Bigger than 
what we learn on the earth, but we must 

first go thru Creation to Compare & 
Recognize what is Not Real, to then See & 

Recognize 'What IS Real! It is a Huge 
Journey and you have the heart for it, 

Mother Teresa!" Said Duane, as the Giant 
Sun shined on them. 

"All that matters to me is I am Not Dead, and 
The RealGuides are with ME!" Said Mother 

Teresa, as Duane and her looked at the 
Shining Sun. 
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ASK ELVIS on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
ELVIS from THE REALSIDE... 

"Hello Elvis, I see that it looks like you are 
hiding still," said Duane. 

"Hi Duane, there are too many people still 
looking for me and I want my privacy!" Said 

Elvis. 

"You were far too popular on earth, Elvis, 
that is for sure. Do you like it better here on 

The RealSide?" Asked Duane. 

"I am still trying to figure this place out. 
Where exactly am I?" Asked Elvis. 

"You are in a nicer part of the Astral Realm. 
This place is known as The First Heaven of 
Man. There are greater places in the Astral 
Realm, as this place is more vast than the 
physical realm. As you explore you will find 
a lot of variety here. You are still in Cause & 
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Effect Creation, and as you Sing The NU~U, 
you will Become MoreAware of the higher 

levels and eventually The Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom!" Said Duane. 

"RealFreedom! I like that! I will keep Singing 
The NU~U and have fun exploring this 

place," said Elvis, as Duane flew off into the 
sky. 

ASK JOHN LENNON on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
JOHN LENNON... 

"Here I am again in a nice part of the Astral 
Realm. It took me a while to find John 

Lennon, as he was in a remote area inside a 
house with some of his friends here. I had 
never met John, and so this was a first for 
me. I approached the house, and as I did, a 

young lady came out to greet me... 

"Hello, can I help you," she asked politely. 
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"Hello, my name is Duane, and I still have a 
body on the earth. I was wondering if I could 

speak with John Lennon?" I asked her, as 
she called John to come to the door and he 

walked over to greet me. 

"Hello, I am John, what can I do for you?" He 
Asked. 

"Hello John, My name s Duane, and on earth 
I am known as Duane The Great Writer. 
Would you have a few moments to do an 

interview with me?" I asked, as he 
immediately nodded yes. 

"Yes of course! I have heard of you Duane 
The Great Writer! I have actually read one of 

your books some time ago. While I was on 
earth, Paul, and the rest of us did some 

meditation and we were able to do Astral 
Projection, but as we continue we noticed a 
lot of negative influences were starting to 
take place in our lives, so we stopped," he 

said. 
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"Yes, I understand, John. Most people are 
not aware enough to know that Astral 

Projection and things like Remote Viewing 
can be fun, but there is also the possibility 
of opening up holes in Your Aura that allow 

negative forces to enter and do a lot of 
damage. I let people know about TapLining, 
which is all over the earth with the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). What words did you 
use when you did your meditation?" I asked.  

"We would use the OM word and some other 
ancient chants and verses. We knew about 
the HU with Paul Twitchell, but we rarely 
used it. We mainly used the OM with god," 

he said, as he smiled. 

"I suggest you stay clear of the OM, Amen, 
HU and other words in Creation, because the 

RATS will TapLine anyone using them," I 
said. 
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"I am not all together sure where I am at 
here, and I did assume that I would come to 
a much better place, but here I am. I know 
what you are saying, Duane. All of us here 
have Seen the Reptilians here many times 
and what they do to people who come here 

in their Dreams. I have a completely 
different view of what is taking place on 

earth and other places like it from the time I 
have been here! How can I find a better 

place than here to have a better life?" He 
asked me. 

"Very simple, John. Start Singing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and The Real 

UNUversal Guides will provide RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation for you to eventually Be 

in The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom!" 
Said Duane. 

"I Like that, The NU~U! We will all starting 
Singing The NU~U, together here! Thank 

you, Duane! It is so great to meet you, and 
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please stop by again!" He said joyfully, as I 
flew up into the Sun Shining in the sky!  

ASK ANGEL LADY on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
ANGEL LADY... 

"Here I am in the Astral Realm and standing 
with one of the Lovely Angel Ladies who 
watches over the people in the physical 

realm. Hello Angel Lady, can I ask you what 
your name was on earth?" Asked Duane. 

"Yes you can. My name was Sherry, and I 
was a nurse when I passed from the earth," 

she said. 

"Do you remember what happened to your 
body at that time for you to leave the earth?" 

Asked Duane. 

"Yes I do! I had worked in many hospitals for 
years with WiFi, and at the time I did not 
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know what was happening to me. At age 45, 
I started to feel very nauseated going to 

work everday and soon developed cancer. I 
listened to the doctors, but I did not really 

feel comfortable with what they were saying 
to me and what they gave me before I 

passed on to here. As I came into this place 
you call the Astral Realm, I began to do a lot 
of research and discovered what took place 
on earth while I was there. And as you know, 
Duane, you and I met and you told me about 

The NUSound, The NU~U. I was a little 
religious on earth and worshiping and 

praying to what you refer to as the invented 
gods, and since then I have been Singing 

NU~U. I was also with a spiritual path for a 
while and they chanted the HU word, and I 
have discovered how the HU words attracts 
the Reptilian TapLiners. I can See this very 

clearly from here as people go into their 
DreamLand and become TapLined without 
their knowing it! I can SeeMore than ever 
before and that the Gods of Man are fake 

and Kontrolling the earth with HUman 
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Farming! I always liked the 'Angel' idea, so 
for now I am an Angel for people who want 
to know about The RealGuides & The Real 

UNUverses," she said. 

"You are on Your Adventure, Angel Lady! 
Have Fun," said Duane. 

ASK KITTIES on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews THE 
KITTIES... 

"I have many Kitty Friends, and the ones in 
the picture here posed for this interview. 

These Kitties can leave their bodies and go 
to NUWorlds of Adventure. They like to 

share their stories of what they have done, 
and so this is what this interview is about. 

“Hello Miss Charlotte, will some of the other 
Kitties be joining us soon?” I asked. 

“Of course, they are just getting up from 
their 15 hour nap,” she said. 
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“I like my naps and I thought an hour or two 
was long,” I said. 

“People are different than Kitties. People are 
in a hurry to go nowhere. I remember my 
past lives with the Indians and how they 

worked with Nature. They really didn’t harm 
anything. When the white people came, they 
started to tear apart the earth to where we 
are today on a totally poisoned planet!” Said 
Miss Charlotte, as some of the other Kitties 

began to slowly show up. 

“I have had many lifetimes here too, and my 
last one before this life was where I was an 
Indian. I wrote about this in NUBook One,” I 

said. 

“I know, I read that book on The RealSide. I 
cannot read to well here, but when I am in 
My RealAwareniss, then I can do anything. 

We have both been with Rebazar & The 
RealGuides for many lifetimes. I am not 
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interested in going into a silly human body, 
because people are too unaware in their 

body forms. They collect all kinds of 
arrogant attitudes that chain them to the 
World Kontrollers and they stay lost and 

unconscious for ongoing worthless lifetimes 
of being slaves. People today are destroying 

this planet so rapidly and they do not See 
this, not at all,” said Miss Charlotte. 

“Yes Miss, that is why I created the 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators (WWE) to 

try and Wake People Up, but it is not easy,” I 
said. 

“People on this planet love their 
Restrictions, they love being part of the 
Human farming they are Kontrolled with. 

They say they care about the earth, but they 
decide differently,” she said, as the other 

Kitties around her began to Meow and 
agree. 
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“Where do you usually go in the other worlds 
when you leave your bodies?” I asked. 

“We like to go play with the other animals 
that are nicer than the ones here. The 

Kitties on the higher levels are so much 
more aware and fun! There are not a lot of 
Kitties on earth like us, that is why we stay 
together as friends. We take naps together 
and leave our bodies together,” she said. 

“I have always loved cats, and I am so glad 
to know you, Miss Charlotte. Thank you for 

speaking with me. I will put this on 
Facebook for other Kitties to read,,, Ha Ha 

Ha… 

ASK PEE WEE on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews PEE 
WEE HERMAN… 

“I fell asleep and went to The RealSide in My 
DreamVisions. The first person I saw was 

Pee Wee Herman playing basketball by 
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himself in a park like setting. I walked over 
and said, “Hello Pee Wee, can I play?” 

“Duane The Great Writer! Off course! You 
are My Hero, Duane. I have read all your 

books and I am having a great time 
dreaming and flying around the different 

realms you described. The NU~U, IS 
Fantastic and it works for me all the time! I 
have met Rebazar & Paul and many of the 

other RealGuides here! I Just LUV The 
NU~U!” He said. 

“It is Your Heart Pee Wee! You have a Great 
Heart and Life Sees this! I have taught so 
many people for more than 40 years and 
many of them do not put their heart into 
this, nor do they do anything, but want 
something from The RealGuides. Each 

person has to earn their own way,” I said. 

“I am telling everyone about The NU~U!” 
Said Pee Wee. 
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“Eva & I share The NU~U everyday. Let’s 
play basketball and we will soon be back to 
our physical bodies on earth,” I said, as we 

played. 

ASK TESLA on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
TESLA on THE REALSIDE… 

“I am once again on The RealSide with 
Rebazar & Paul, as we are planning what 

will take place on the earth to Wake People 
Up! Tesla has been here for years with The 
RealGuides and doing his part to Become 

MoreAware. The RealGuides assisted Tesla 
while he was on earth, and Tesla is now 

with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, and with 
The ALLSolar Research Vessel Project, 

which is actually completed in the Astral 
and other realms. I have been with Tesla for 
many years, as I introduced him to Rebazar 
when he crossed over from his physical life 

on earth. LifeIS Bigger than The Ideas of 
Man! 
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“Hello Tesla, are you having with what you 
are doing here,” I asked him. 

“Of course, Duane! Since you introduced me 
to The NUVessel Project, I have been on it 
night and day… HA HA HA… as there really 
is no night here, unless I want it. I can See 
So Much More than I did while I was on the 

earth. The earth people are so dumbed down 
by the political/religious systems. When I 

was there with JP Morgan, I could Not See 
everything that was going on, and so he took 

advantage of me. I did what I could during 
those times, but where I am Now with You & 

The RealGuides is the best and keeps 
getting Better!” He said. 

“WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators, 
LUV you Being With US, Tesla. Everyone is 

welcome to Be With US, who have The Great 
Heart to Do Something Real with ALL Life. 

Since you started with The NUVessel 
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Project, you have had a lot of NUVisitors in 
their dreams,” I said. 

“Yes I have! There have been hundreds of 
Dreaming People from the many 

RoundWorlds in the physical realm that have 
been coming here to See what WWE are 
doing. Some of them are Waking Up and 

Singing The NU~U, and most of them cannot 
remember they were here, because their 
minds are so Literalized by the EK (Evil 

Karma) Kontrolling Systems,” said Tesla. 

“This is a short interview for now, Tesla. I 
will have to get back on earth with Eva and 

continue to Share The NU~U… Have Fun 
here Tesla!” As I returned to the earth and 

woke up from this RealSide Experience. 
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ASK THE MASK on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews THE 
MASK… 

“As I was having a RealSide Experience after 
going to sleep a while ago, I suddenly saw a 
green colored tornado coming my way. As it 

slowed down and unraveled, my first 
impression was that it was… ‘THE MASK!’ 

“Hello Duane, we meet again! I have been 
Singing The NU~U, and I must say for me it 

has been incredible! I am Becoming 
MoreAware of other dimensions and 

NUWorlds that you have told me about. I am 
learning that My Life IS My RealAdventure! I 
am telling all the funny characters I meet in 

this place and the other realms you have 
described in your books about how Great 

The NU~U, IS! I have met Rebazar and Paul 
and many of the other RealGuides, and we 
have the best time, as I share some of My 

RealExperiences and tell a few jokes. They 
are great and they like to Have Fun! I would 
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suggest to anyone to Sing The NU~U and 
Watch Your DreamVisions, then Take The 
Risk, like Duane says, and then have the 
courage to Creatively Share The NU~U… 

YOU WILL LUV IT!” He said as he suddenly 
spun off again like a green tornado! WOW! 

ASK EINSTEIN on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
ALBERT EINSTEIN… 

“Eva & I fly into the Mental Realm to find 
Albert Einstein. I had to look into The 

UNUversal Files to find him. It was another 
brilliant day in the world of the Kalaum 

DevilGod of Man in this upper PsycRealm. 
We saw a huge building that immediately 
knew was a huge library, like that of the 
Astral Museum. Eva & I flew down to the 
surface and entered the large building. As 
we entered, we could see many different 

body types all over this place. It was like a 
scene out of the movies! We looked around 
and then spotted Mr. Einstein in a distant 
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corner as he had a big stack of books on the 
table he was sitting at. Eva giggled, as we 

walked over to greet Albert… 

“Hello Mr. Albert Einstein, my name is Duane 
and this is my lovely friend, Miss Eva,” I said, 

as he looked up at us. 

“I am not Einstein here, sonny,” he said with 
a dry face. “What are you looking for?” He 

asked. 

“Do you remember the earth, sir?” I asked. 

“Of course I do! A stupid place with stupid 
people who like to pollute and destroy their 
own planet and love controlling others!” He 

said with a funny face. 

“I know what you are saying, sir.” I said, as 
he motioned for us to sit with him. 

“Tesla and I tried to do something wonderful 
for the world, but the money power people 
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stopped anything we tried to do. They loved 
us if we made bombs and weapons, but for 
people to have endless free energy was not 

going to happen according to them. I am 
looking for something else to do that has 

nothing to do with science and the madness 
it creates,” he said to us. 

“That is why we are here, sir. We have 
something, You Will LUV!” I said, as I Shared 

The NU~U with him and he liked it 

ASK ARNOLD on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
ARNOLD… 

“I went to The RealSide, as I put my body 
asleep. I was flying around a part of the 

Astral Realm, when I spotted some people 
on the beach, so I flew down to take a look. I 
immediately noticed that the Arnold who is 

the movie star in the physical realm was 
here. I landed close to him and walked 

over… 
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“Hey You!” He said to me as he pointed.  

“Hello Arnold, you look just like you do on 
the earth,” I said. 

“That is my other body that ‘Thinks’ it knows 
something. I have seen you somewhere 

before! What is your name?” He asked me. 

“I am Duane The Great Writer, and I have a 
body on earth like you,” I said. 

“I have heard of you!” Said Arnold “I have 
heard of others talking about what you are 

doing here and how you can go in other 
dimensions. Can you show me how to get 
beyond this place, I have been here a long 
time and it is starting to get very old for 

me!” He said to me. 

“Of course! It is rather easy to do. Start 
Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Your 

RealAwareniss will begin to See Beyond this 
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realm and into better ones. You will still be 
in Cause & Effect Creation for a while, and 

then YU, The RealU, will begin to Recognize 
The Real UNUverses and eventually The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.” I said. 

“NU~U~U~U, like this?” He asked. 

“Yes! Have Fun with this and you will meet 
The Real UNUversal Guides. They will 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for Your Journey to RealFreedom Now!” I 

said. 

“I LUV This! Thank YU, Duane. I will try and 
tell my other self on earth about this,” he 

said. 

“That will be your challenge to do so, Arnold! 
Have Fun,” I said, as I flew off to See what 

else there was here.  
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ASK MIB on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
MIB… 

“The Men in Black know what the unaware 
people on this earth do not know. Most 

people want their LA LA Land Life here, and 
do not really See what is taking place on 

this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet. 
There is No Succeeding with anything here, 
except to WakeUp and Free YourSelf Now! 

The MIB know this, as they are dealing with 
all the Alien influences on the planet. Funny 

thing is, they are working as a private 
agency to control the Aliens, and at the 

same time the people they are working for 
are bringing in the Aliens to Trap & TapLine 
people! I decided to go to the first area of 

The RealSide and speak with the MIB 
Agents. I first entered a dark and gloomy 

area that reminded me of where fake master 
HarOld Klump of EEKonkon and his Reptilian 
wife Joanny live in the bowels of the Lower 
Astral Realm. I could smell the stench as I 
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knew they were here on another dangerous 
mission for their big bosses. Suddenly I 
spotted them behind a huge dead tree. I 

walked over… “Hello fellows, would you have 
time to talk?” I asked, as they turned and 

made the motion to be quiet! 

“SHHHH… we are on a stake out for illegal 
Aliens that are planning to come to earth 
and cause a lot of trouble!” One of them 
said, as I looked around at all the dark 

gloom. 

“Okay,” I said as I whispered. 

“What are you doing here and how did you 
find us?” One asked.  

“My Adventure is to interview you. I can See 
You from wherever I am at,” I said. 

“What do you mean, you can See US?” One 
asked.  
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“It’s simple… Sing NU~U with me and I will 
show you,” I said, as I started to Sing NU~U 

softly to them. 

“That is a nice sound, but we have to watch 
what happens here,” One said. 

“Just try it and you will See,” I said, and so 
they Sang NU~U very softly together for 

about five minutes. And because we were 
away from the earth, The NU~U would work 

faster in this realm. 

“Hey!” One of them said as he looked at me, 
“Something is happening to me! I can See 
Thru the wall of that building where the 

Aliens are hiding. I can faintly See them and 
what they are doing. This NU~U really 

works,” he said continuing to Sing NU~U, as 
his partner looked at me with a thumbs up, 

because he was also Seeing Thru the 
building. I figured it was my time to go, as I 

See Aliens all the time with the Krone 
Korporation MemberShrimps and how 
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TapLined they are from HarOld & Joanny 
Klump! I flew off into the sky and into other 

levels. 

ASK KEANU REEVES on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
KEANU REEVES… 

“On The RealSide LifeIS, the lifestyle is a bit 
different. As I am Reporting The RealNUWS, 

I am have My NUAdventures with many 
people who are Waking Up to Singing The 

NU~U. The Keanu Reeves on the earth is not 
aware of what he is doing on The RealSide, 
as most people are not. There is always a 

much Greater Awareniss that can be Seen & 
Recognized with the personal self that each 
of us have created here. The dumbed down 

masses have been taught by the EK (Evil 
Karma) Systems, that Your Dreams are an 
illusion or fantasy. Actually, what you are 

always deciding becomes Your Dreams and 
then YU, The RealU, begins to experience 
Your Creations in other dimensions and 
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NUWorlds. You are always the decider of 
Your Life. The EK Systems have made you 
‘Think’ they know everything and have told 
you there are gods in the sky who created 

you. It is on earth that the real illusions 
exist with The Deceptors who created all 

the Distortions you have come to know and 
who rule this planet! 

“On The RealSide, Keanu is playing his roles 
as all of us do, and so I will see if he will 
take a few moments to speak with me… 

Hello Keanu, I see you are still practicing 
the martial arts,” I said. 

“Duane The Great Writer, yes I am. Just like 
you with The NU~U, I am keeping busy. Many 
of my friends here Sing The NU~U and meet 
with The RealGuides. The body and brain I 
have on earth is starting to respond, but it 

will still take some time,” he said. 
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“There is never any hurry, as we each go 
along at our own pace. Is there anything you 

would like to know and ask?” I said. 

“Since I have been in what I Now Recognize 
as the Designed Matrix, I want to know how 
to get beyond it like you have. I have read 
The NUBooks, and I am still not sure what 
you are referring to as THE ALLIS. How you 
describe the Gods of Man and who they are 
is very good. I have met the so-called god or 
GovernorLord in the Astral Realm. He is very 
impressive, but as I read your books, I began 

to See him in a new light, as to who he 
really is. I want to meet the Kalaum 

DevilGod, like the one in the movie, ‘The 
Devil’s Advocate’ I was in. Kalaum seems 

pretty scary!” He said. 

“He can be very scary, but you can handle 
this. You will learn to Recognize THE ALLIS, 

as you take time to See The TruReality 
LifeIS. Creation has its place, which is 

moreso based upon the Literalized Mind 
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Concerts. The Real UNUverses are a 
RealPosition of TruRecognition & 

PerSeeving The Trulanguage of The Whole 
of Life. LifeIS an ISNIS, an ALLAliveniss, 

unlike the Embodiment Realms (ER) in Cause 
& Effect Creation. Have Fun Living Your 

NUAdvenures, Keanu,” I said. 

“Thank you, Duane, I will be flying off to my 
next training. See you again,” he said, as he 
leaped into the sky and fly very fast. WOW! 

ASK BOND on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
BOND… 

“I have always liked the 007, James Bond 
Adventures. Bond IS The Real Risktaker! The 

NUBond has woken up to the fact that the 
Queen he served is one of the head 

Deceptors and Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) on the earth. The dumbed down 

public still worships the Personal Icons who 
have established themselves as ‘something 
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special’ for themselves. The NUBond IS 
Focused on “What IS Real Now!’ He Sees 
what is taking place with the EKK (Evil 
Karma Korporations) and how they are 
destroying The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting US. There were many actors 

playing the role of James Bond in the 
movies, and this idea starts me off with My 
RealAdventures. I go to The RealSide LifeIS, 
which many people ‘Think’ is their Dreams. 
The physical realm and the RoundWorlds is 

‘The Passing Dream’ and when YU, The 
RealU, goes beyond this realm, you are 

going into the first part of The RealSide that 
many people are familiar with, the Astral 

Realm. It is YU, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss that is making the journey to 
a NUPosition for Your TruSelf in NUWorlds & 

Real UNUverses that are unseen to the 
physical eyes. I have been had a 

RealEducation with The Real UNUversal 
Guides for lifetimes, and My RealAdventure 
is to Share what I have learned. I am going 
to interview The TruSelf of Sean Connery 
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while his body is asleep and he is in the 
other worlds and having his Dream 

Experiences. As I am flying around one of 
the many areas of the Astral Realm, I See 
Sean having a confrontation with Reptilian 
Aliens. As I fly closer, I can See that they 

are trying to capture him. My impression is 
the Aliens want to keep using him for their 

marketing purposes and Sean does not want 
to have anything to do with them. On the 

earth Sean is older now, but the RATS want 
to keep using him for their own Kontrol of 

others. I flew down to him… 
“Hello Sean, can I be of service,” I asked 

him. 
“Yes you can whoever you are! I have been 

fighting off these pests for years and I 
cannot seem to get away from THEM!” He 
said, as he was struggling to loosen their 

grip with him. 
“NU~U~U~U~U~U~U…” I said several times, 
and the Aliens let him go and then ran away 

as fast as they could! 
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“WOW! What was that Sound you just used 
on THEM?” He asked very surprised. 

“The NU~U! The NU~U gets rid of Reptilian 
TapLining. What the Aliens were trying to do 

is put more TapLines in you. Your physical 
self does not Recognize what is taking 

place, as disease and illnesses will start to 
show up in your body, and even cancers!” I 

said. 
“What about backache’s, that too?” He 

Asked. 
“Oh yes, especially backache’s, because 
that is where the Rats like to TapLine you 

where you cannot See what they have done. 
Start Singing NU~U at night before you sleep 
and in Your Dreams, like where we are now, 
and the RATS cannot bother you anymore!” I 

said, as he smiled. 
“Thank you so much… what was your name 
and how do I find you?” He asked as I began 

to fly in the air. 
“Duane The Great Writer… We will meet 

again!” I said, as I went up in the Endless 
Skies. 
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ASK CLINT EASTWOOD on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
CLINT EASTWOOD… 

“As I was entering The RealSide, I saw a 
huge movie set where Clint Eastwood was 
making a movie. On The RealSide is where 
everything is created before it becomes a 
solid reality in the physical realm. Most 

people ‘Think’ only in material terms, and 
that everything falls from the sky from the 

invented Gods of Man onto the earth. I 
watch as Clint was acting in the movie and 

also directing it. After a while everyone took 
a break, and so I walked over to him to see 

if he would talk with me… 

“Hello Mr. Clint Eastwood, I am Duane The 
Great Writer from the earth, and I was 

wondering if you had a few moments for an 
interview?” I asked, as he looked at me. 
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“Duane The Great Writer! I have heard of 
you. You are on Facebook with a woman 

named Eva, right?” He said. 

“Yes, we both do a lot of Sharing The 
NUSound, The NU~U,” I said. 

“I have seen some of your pictures. I was a 
little curious as to what you two do, but I am 
always so busy. Send me one of your books 
and I will look at it, possibly for a movie,” he 

said. 

I can do that. I suggest you try Singing The 
NU~U, as you are going to sleep and Watch 

Your Dreams. Life will have some Fun 
Surprises for You,” I said. 

“Okay, I will try The NU~U, and I will let you 
know what happens with an email on earth. 
I will get back to making my movie now, see 
you again, Duane The Great Writer,” he said, 
as he walked away and I flew up into the big 

skies. 
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“It was about a month later and I did receive 
an email from Clint. He spoke about meeting 

strange aliens in his dreams and also 
meeting a man with black hair and a black 
beard that gave him a lot of knowledge he 
could not remember, Rebazar Tarzs. Clint 

said he liked Singing The NU~U, and that he 
would write me again.” 

THE REAL MATRIX on FACEBOOK 

WAKEUP... YOU ARE IN THE REAL MATRIX of 
HUman Farming... 

“On The RealSide LifeIS, the lifestyle is a bit 
different. As I am Reporting The RealNUWS, 

I am have My NUAdventures with many 
people who are Waking Up to Singing The 

NU~U. The Keanu Reeves on the earth is not 
aware of what he is doing on The RealSide, 
as most people are not. There is always a 

much Greater Awareniss that can be Seen & 
Recognized with the personal self that each 
of us have created here. The dumbed down 
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masses have been taught by the EK (Evil 
Karma) Systems, that Your Dreams are an 
illusion or fantasy. Actually, what you are 

always deciding becomes Your Dreams and 
then YU, The RealU, begins to experience 
Your Creations in other dimensions and 

NUWorlds. You are always the decider of 
Your Life. The EK Systems have made you 
‘Think’ they know everything and have told 
you there are gods in the sky who created 

you. It is on earth that the real illusions 
exist with The Deceptors who created all 

the Distortions you have come to know and 
who rule this planet! 

ASK DAVID ICKE on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
DAVID ICKE… 

“I highly respect the fact of what David Icke 
and John Wilcox are doing with exposing the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) on this 
planet. What they present is well document 
and to the point. It is good to know what is 
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really taking place here. What they do not 
know at this time is that everyone can get 
beyond Cause & Effect Creation into The 

Real UNUverses of RealFreedom during this 
lifetime. It is true that many people are 

Seeing Past the ‘Conspiracy Theory’ idea 
created by the government to make people 

‘Think’ there can be no such thing as 
Deception and Corruption in politics, 

religion, spiritual teaching, and education 
and scientific inventions, when in fact it is 
all Deception and Corruption beyond what 
most people can ever imagine! The masses 

are so dumbed down and saturated with 
Marketing Ploy, that they really do not have 
any idea what a RealLife IS. I always meet 

people on The RealSide, because their 
physical personal self usually does not See 

past their nose, even though they ‘Think’ 
they already know more than Life! So, I went 

hunting for the real David Icke… 

“As I flew into what I would call a middle 
class section of the Astral Realm, I saw 
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David Icke speaking with a group of people, 
so I decided to fly down and have a chat. As 
I landed on the ground, David was speaking 

about the RATS on the earth and in this 
realm. When I had the chance I caught his 

attention and asked him a question… “David, 
are you aware there are more levels beyond 

this one that people can escape from the 
RATS?” I asked. 

“He looked at me for a moment and 
hesitated, then said… “Tell us what you 

know, sir,” he said. 

“I am very aware of the RATS and what they 
are doing, and this is very good to know, but 
even with all the knowledge you have on the 
earth, you are still on the earth! When you 
Read My NUBooks and Sing The NUSound, 
The NU~U, Life will show you, ‘What IS Real 

Now!” I said. 

Everyone just looked at me for a moment, 
and then one of the people who was 
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standing with this group said, “I have heard 
of The NU~U. Someone I know who was with 
HarOld Klump was chanting the HU for years 
and began to have many physical problems 
with their health. He discovered The NU~U 

and began to heal himself. You just reminded 
me of this and I am going to start Singing 

The NU~U, thank you. What is your name?” 
He asked. 

“Duane The Great Writer,” I said. 

“Duane, can I ask you more about the other 
levels?” Asked Davis Icke. 

“Of course, that is why I am here, to Share 
The NU~U for RealFreedom Now!” I said. 

“I spoke with David and the others for 
several hours and told them how to contact 

me. This was another Fun Journey to 
NUWorlds Beyond! 
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MR BUSINESSMAN and YOUR PLAN 

"I speak with people all over this world who 
are involved in one business or another. 

Most people are so indoctrinated into what 
their business or job is, and this is all they 

can see. Did the Indians have jobs and 
produce harmful products to The ALL 

Natural Environment that ALL Supports US? 
Of course they did not, but it is so important 

that people keep Agreeing to what is 
destroying this planet on a daily basis. The 

Unaware Masses like to justify their 
'careers' as something essential to their 

lifestyle and survival, when in fact, almost 
everything the public has come to know has 

been Psyco-Logically Marketed to them 
without their Real Understanding of what is 
taking place. Each person has the right to 
decide their life. An example is, a 'big-shot' 

business man I recently spoke to, as he 
delivers huge tankers of oil country to 

country. His 'only' concern is the money he 
makes and the Agreements he gets from 
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those he does business with. There are a lot 
of people who want the oil to keep flowing, 
because they want to drive their cars and 

have fun. What the Psyco-Logical 
Businessman doe not See, or want to See is, 

the oil he is making a lot from is 'created 
from the Fed' and is going to Planet Poisons 

for the ChemTrail Jets, Monsanto who 
creates GMO FakeFood & Toxic Products, 

Lethal Pharmaceutical Drugs and Vaccines, 
that do more harm than good, and of course 
the average citizen that drives their car and 

poisons themselves and everyone around 
them and so much more! 

"I suggest to each person to take a look at 
their life and decide if they really want to be 
involved with what they have decided so far. 
DuaneIS a UNUversal Seer, and 'Seeing' the 
Businessman I refer to here, he will be back 
in future lifetimes 'living' in the Poisons & 
Toxins he is a part of Now with his new 

Deformed Body, but of course he does Not 
See this and he will not remember he was 
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ever here! All he sees is the fake created 
money the EKK (Evil Karma Korporations) 

have Psyco-Logically indoctrinated him and 
others with. LifeIS ALL About Choice! 

Lifetime after lifetime, YU, The RealU, is 
given the opportunity to WakeUp to 'What IS 

Real Now' or Stay Lost with the created 
social systems of the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). Mr. Businessman, is the 
money worth it? 

YOUR LITERALIZED HEAVEN 

“The Designed MicrowaveMatrix of the EKK 
(Evil Karma Korporations) Systems is to 
keep people ‘Literalized & MiliTerrorized’ 

into ‘Thinking’ that whatever the EKK 
Systems create is some sort of Divine (die 
on the vine)Absoluteness that is from their 
invented Gods of Man. People have been 

CONditioned into ‘Thinking’ they know more 
than Life ITSelf. This is the idea of worship 
and prayer and to beg to the Ghostly Gods 
and tell them what you want, and when you 
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do not get your way, then you have an 
attitude. The same Literalized ‘act’ of The 

Deceptors and The Influence is to make sure 
people ‘believe’ in their Designated 

Literalized Heavens, which do exist, as I 
have been to many of them. They are the 

Astral, Causal, and Mental Realms in Cause 
& Effect Creation. What I am presenting is 

not what your teachers in school taught you, 
and even if they knew what I am sharing, 

they would not tell you! Why? Because they 
are Kontrolled by the One World Order 

(OWO) and the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who rule this planet from Your 

Subconscious Mind. YOU are in The Real 
Matrix! You look out and see the outside 

world, while the RATS TapLine You in Your 
Dreams! Whether you ‘believe’ in their 

Designated Heavens or not, you will be going 
there, just like the FEMA Camps that are 

being prepared for YOU on earth, and then 
you will soon return into another Deformed 

Body and start your Creation Process all 
over again until YU, The RealU, really does 
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WakeUp to ‘What IS Real Now!’ WakeUp or 
Stay Asleep! Have Fun Deciding! 

DUANE&EVA NUORGANIC FARM 

"WWE have The RealCure for ALL! WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators grow the 
Biggest Fruits & Veggies. Our Produce IS 

Huge! What WWE grow is not The RealCure. 
What WWE Share IS The RealCure, and that 

IS RealGuidance and a RealEducation for 
You to Become MoreAware. YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, IS The RealCure for YU 
to WakeUp Now! Do You really want to just 
grow old and unaware with this life as you 
have in previous ones? WWE show You how 

to WakeUp and Be Wonderful! Have Fun 
Deciding! 
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YOUR REALFAMILY 

“Unknown to most, we have each come from 
an Astounding & Amazing Position that can 

in no way compare to what we are each 
experiencing here from all the lifetimes we 
have spent getting to this very moment in 

Creation. Creation can be a fun place like a 
playground is to children, but The Real 

UNUverses beyond Creation are So 
Extremely Endless and Vast and Beyond any 

wonder imaginable. This is why The 
TruReality LifeIS, decided to have each of us 

go thru the Process of Creation, because 
Creation becomes the comparison for what 
is not real! We have come form where you 

cannot even imagine, and then we gradually 
begin to See what we have been going thru 

as a Process in the 'simulator' known as 
Creation, which was created for the sole 

purpose for each of us to WakeUp when we 
are ready to decide to! Creation does 'seem' 
like the reality LifeIS, but it is Not! Creation 

and everything we are doing here and 
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mostly on unseen levels has its place and is 
part of the OverALL Picture The Whole of 
LifeIS. We first go thru lifetimes making 

families and friends, who are really Not out 
RealFamily and RealFriends, but only 
shadows, as we have created our own 

bodies and situations for each life as others 
have created theirs. The invented 'story' 
from the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

who first invaded the earth created the fake 
doctrines and fake gods and have convinced 

those who are prisoners on this HUman 
Farming Planet, that it is the Ghostly Gods 

who created you. At some point in your 
history here you decided to Agree with 

THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians). 
And so you are still here and Agreeing to all 

the Restrictions they create for you and 
marketing you to once again Agree to your 
own Demise! As long as you keep Agreeing 
to what is created and 'looks' to be so real 

here, you will continue to return 
unconsciously, until you Really Do WakeUp! 
Your so-called family and friends here are 
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the First Steps for you to WakeUp, but not 
the ultimate or end result, that is unless you 

want to stay in Cause & Effect Creation 
forever, which you most certainly can if you 

decide to! From this life, just like all the 
others ones YU, The RealU, has lived here, 

you will soon be going to the RATS 
Designated Heavens, where they already 

have a place for you, as they continue their 
Savior & God BrainWashing Techniques on 

you... VERY REAL! 

LISTEN TO THE DUCK on FACEBOOK 

LISTEN TO THE DUCK on FACEBOOK... 
“ALL of US are Beings in The Body. This is 
part of The First Steps that YU, The RealU, 
has gone thru for millions of lifetimes. YU, 
Your RealAwareniss, has been into many 

different body types until YU finally reached 
becoming a Physical Body. In the beginning 
of your process with the various body types 
you had help from others, until YU were able 
to make your own, just like you would make 
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your own cloths. The Marketing Ploy of the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first 
invaded this planet has been that there are 
gods in the sky who created You. The RATS 
also created the Deceptive Doctrines that 
most of the unaware masses emotionally 

cling to and 'Think' are real. YU are actually 
a FreeBeing of RealLight already existing in 
The Real UNUverses beyond Creation and 
the fake Gods of Man. Learn to Recognize 

The RealU & Be Free Now! 
“You can stay Trapped & TapLined here for 

many more lifetimes of the same old 
drudgery, or you can WakeUp with US and 

Learn to Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect 
Karma Creation! WWE are Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators providing 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
one else! WWE are The RealConnection to 

The NUWay Out of Restricting Creation and 
the Authoritarians who rule this planet with 

an iron fist! WakeUp with US or Stay Lost 
with THEM! 
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PIONEER TALES on FACEBOOK 

PIONEER TALES / Tuesdays 5PM PST / 
323.580.5677 

LISTEN TO BLOG TALK RADIO... 
www.BlogTalkRadio.com 

“Let's return once again to the old days of 
the Wild Wild Wonderful West when we 

heard the mighty sound of “Hi Ho 
Silver!” (Actually, not every heard this). Of 

course, The Lone Ranger was an adventure 
for many, and maybe we will mention him on 
'Pioneer Tales' and maybe we will not! Each 
exciting RealLife Adventure with LandSlide 
Val (as long as he can stay on the trail and 
not Slide off... hahaha) and the Lovely Miss 
Coyote Woman (Real Live Indian living on 

earth) will be awe-inspiring and very 
possibly out-of-this-world! Watch for Mystery 
Guests! Do You want to Know More than you 
ever have before, or do You want to just Stay 

The Same and Bore Yourself and others? 
WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
and WWE Are Fun! Listen & Learn with US! 
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"WWE SING NU~U~U~U” 

"WWE SING NU~U~U~U" 
“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 

and WWE are Fun! WWE provide The 
RealConnection with The Whole of Life, THE 
ALLIS. The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, is 
not a god as people worship and pray to. IT 
IS The TruSoundLight ALLAliveniss LifeIS. 

The Gods of Man were invented by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) eons ago to 

enslave people into reincarnation and 
unawareness. For those who have been 

indoctrinated with the educational systems 
of this earth, it will take some time to 

Recognize what WWE are Sharing as a Total 
Benefit for ALL. WWE are ALL Over This 

World! WWE are beyond all the Restrictions 
of the Authoritarians and the fake gods of 
the unaware. WakeUp with US & Be Free 
Now! Read The NUBook & Sing The NU~U 

and Watch Your DreamVisions! 
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CLEAN CLEAR SKIES on FACEBOOK 

CLEAN CLEAR SKIES on FACEBOOK… 
“Does it Make Sense to have Poisons 

Sprayed in YOUR SKIES? Are YOU really 
‘Thinking’ the ChemTrails in YOUR SKIES are 
a Conspiracy Theory? You can ‘pretend’ all 

YOU want, but the ChemTrails are still REAL 
and they are out to GET YOU! Does this 

sound like Science Fiction? YOU are in The 
Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this planet! 
There is so much more than just ChemTrails 

to be Very Concerned about, but if YOU 
would rather reincarnate into a Deformed 
Body in the future when The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US is a 
Lot Worse, then just stay in Your ‘LA LA 

Land’ ideas of a good life here… HAVE FUN 
DECIDING! 
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WWE NEUMANAGERS 

WWE are WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE 
EDUCATORS for ALL… 

“WWE provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation like no one else! WWE are 

The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation 
and The Designed Matrix of The Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this 
planet. WWE are Beyond and MoreAware 

than all the ‘Spiritual Astral Paths’ that are 
Korporations on the earth. WWE are with 

Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The Real 
UNUversal Guides of The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS. THE ALLIS, is Not a god or 
personality, IT IS The ALLAliveniss LifeIS. 
THE ALLIS, is like the Sun Shining! IT IS 

Pure & Real and No Restrictions! THE ALLIS, 
is in The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom 

beyond Cause & Effect Creation and the fake 
gods. WWE show YU how to Become 

MoreAware & SelfSufficient! YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, can WakeUp with US or 

Stay Lost here for more lifetimes with the 
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invented Space Gods of Man and the 
Authoritarians, where you will reincarnate in 
the future into a deformed body and a much 

worse environment than now. Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and Watch Your 

DreamVisions, and ‘Let Life Show YU… 
‘What IS Real Now! 

“You can become a Community Sponsor with 
US and The ALLNatural Environment that 

Supports ALL of US. WWE have The 
TruCourses for you to Learn to Free YourSelf 
from all the Restriction of the KEK Systems 

(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). The Earth 
is in a Huge Demise with ChemTrails, GMO 
FakeFood, Lethal Vaccines, HAARP, Mind 

Kontrolling Microwaves, Smart Meters and 
so much more! WWE show YU, The RealU, 
how to Escape The Real Matrix you are in 

Now! 
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RJ & THE DECEPTORS on FACEBOOK 

RJ & THE DECEPTORS on FACEBOOK… 
“REPTILIAN JOANNY and Fake master Harry 
are always in the EK (Evil Karma) News! EK 

News is reported from the Lower Astral 
Realm where Reptilian Alien TapLining 

(RATS) is the main business. On earth, it is 
the EKK (Evil Karma Korporations) that are 

a part of the One World Order (OWO) and 
rule the Human Farmed dumbed down 
unaware masses. In other words… it is 

‘business as usual’ with RJ & fake master 
Harry Klump of the EEKonkon, ‘Fright & 

Noise of Kalaum God’ Krone Korporation. RJ 
& Harry make sure their membershrimps 

stay one-dimensional and literalized 
according to the MiliTerrorized Systems of 
the DarkBrats and the OWO. The RATS have 

actually convinced people that their 
Purposely Planned Poisoned Prison Planet is 
some kind of ‘LA LA Land’ to make a Happy 

Home on! The unaware masses keep 
reincarnating and not remembering how 
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many lifetimes they have been slaves to the 
RATS and the Authoritarians! 

ASK KELSEY & TANYA on FACEBOOK 

ASK KELSEY & TANYA on FACEBOOK... 
"THE UNITED STATES IS ALIVE! USA IS 

AWAKE! AMERICA IS WONDERFUL! For the 
people of earth who are in the USA, they 

can have The Real Privilege of Meeting, Miss 
Kelsey Brown & Miss Tanya Quarteman. 

They are The NULeaders with Rebazar Tarzs 
& The Real UNUversal Guides of THE ALLIS. 

THE NUMAN & THE NUWAVIS NOW! WWE 
are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 

WWE are The RealLight & NUBeings of THE 
ALLIS for ALL on the earth with The Real 

Connection to The Real UNUverses beyond 
Cause & Effect Karma Creation. WWE know 
what WWE are Doing! WWE are Always Doing 

Something Wonderful as WWE Share Our 
RealExperiences with Africa and The World. 
WWE Sing The NUSound, The NU~U with The 
RealGuides. WWE Welcome Everyone to Sing 
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The NU~U for RealFreedom, as WWE know 
there are so many people on this planet that 
are Trapped & TapLined & Restricted with 

HU Howling, OM, AUM Chanting, Amen 
Religious Kontrol and so much more that is 
EK (Evil Karma). Singing NU~U gives YU, 
The RealU, The RealConnection with The 

SoundLight ALLAliveniss of The Real 
UNUverses & THE ALLIS. YU will Become 

MoreAware and Your DreamVisions will open 
for YU! WAKEUP with US NOW! 

BE A PROMOTER 

BE A PROMOTER… 
“For those who want to have RealSuccess, 
RealFreedom & Become SelfSufficient, you 

need to Seee Past YourSelf and just growing 
old here as you have for more lifetimes than 
you can count! The ‘Selfie’ ideas are cute, 
but as time goes on you may not want to 
even show yourself, so I suggest YU, The 

RealU, WakeUp and ‘Be a Promoter’ of 
others who Sing The NU~U, as you Seee 
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them as The RealBeings of RealLight they 
Already IS! I LUV to Promote others and 
Seee them as The Real Star! When you 

Promote Others, they will Promote You! This 
is how WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators Support Everyone and then 

Everyone Becomes Truly Successful with 
their RealAwareniss! WWE make surviving 

on the earth FUN! There will always be 
those people who emotionally cling to 

tradition, politics and religion, customs, 
rituals, drama, old gods and saviors, and 
whatever else people can dream up that 
keeps them Trapped & TapLined on the 

earth for more unaware lifetimes in 
deformed embodiments! WakeUp and 

Promote those who are The Real RiskTakers 
and who Promote Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 
Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides! 

WWE ARE WONDERFUL ALWAYS! 
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WWE are THE REAL WAKEUP NOW 

WWE are THE REAL WAKEUP NOW… 
“This is a very small planet and what is 

taking place here is more than Humorous! 
People are waking up all over this world to 
the HUman Farming Evil Kontrollers (HUEK) 
and what they have done for eons to the lost 
souls who keep reincarnating over and over 

again on this Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet! Do you really want to keep coming 

back here with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) and their VooDoo Religions and 
sacrifice yourself once more to their 
invented Space Gods of Worthless 

Worshiping and PrayPaying? You have 
followed their ‘Loving’ ideas for many 

lifetimes and you are still here! You are 
taught to ‘Love Everything’ and you will go to 

their Designated Heavens in the Astral 
Worlds and then return unconscious here 
once more, because ‘their way’ does not 

work to get YU, The RealU, out of Cause & 
Effect Karma Creation. The Whole of LifeIS 
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Bigger than Creation and a lot more fun! 
Some of this world is experiencing a certain 

amount of waking up, but it is not a Real 
WakeUp with Your RealAwareniss and to 
The Real UNUverses beyond Restricted 

Creation and the Human Farming 
Authoritarians and Fake Gods who rule 

Creation! The idea that there are gods who 
created you is a fallacy story to keep you 
subservient and a slave forever with the 

RATS. You have been embedded with Fear 
and not given a RealEducation about Your 
RealAwareniss, as YU are a FreeBeing of 
RealLight and not just a Human Body that 

grows old! Stay as you are and ‘Think’ 
whatever you want to and you will end up 
the same way you always have, right back 

here and knowing nothing! Or, Take The Risk 
and Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 

DreamVisions for RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation… It is always Your Choice! 
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THEY only Hire the Dumbed Down & 
Unaware 

THEY only Hire the Dumbed Down & 
Unaware… 

“THEY are the TapLining HUman Eating 
YAliens who rule this Purposely Poisoned 

Prison Planet! Also known as the RATS 
(Reptilian Alien TapLiners). These are the 

political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific systems that have set themselves 
up as the ‘official’ Authoritarians with their 

‘Rules & Regulations & Restrictions’ to keep 
YOU as their slave with the Gods of Man 

who Rule Over the Human Farming on earth. 
THEY cannot hire people who are Awake & 
Aware & Real, with what THEY are really 

doing, because that would expose them to 
their Dumbed Down & Unaware Supporters, 

and then their EK (Evil Karma) Deceptive 
Kontrol would not work as well, or not at all! 

The same is with those who Vote for the 
Deceptive Democratic Processing 

Programing, which is really a bunch of 
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Knuckleheaded Paid Actors who Deceive 
others into supporting THEM (TapLining 

Human Eating Martians). Deception Rules 
This Planet! Those who Deceive others and 
whatever they else they do, THEY will meet 

themselves during this life or the many 
future lifetimes THEY will be returning here 
unaware and the Effect of Everything! THEY 
keep ‘Thinking’ THEY know more than Life 

ITSELF! THEY are in Cause & Effect 
Creation and THEY will learn the hard way 

to WakeUp Now, or possibly Never! 
“An Excellent Example of a Komplete 
TakeOver and Planned Deception is, 

EEKonkon “Fright & Noise of The Kalaum 
God’ spiritual programing & processing path 

to nowhere Staring, fake master master 
Harry & Reptilian Joanny Klump. On the 

front of their Reptilian Designed Temple is 
the ‘EK’ symbol which really means ‘Evil 

Karma’ and THEY make sure their Dumbed 
Down & Unaware Worshiping & PrayPaying 

MemberShrimps ‘Think’ THEY are really 
‘good, divine & holey’ in respect to the One 
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World Order at Ratican City, Rome, where 
exists the Kontrolling Deceptive RATS who 
Rule Everyone with an Iron Fist! I am NOT 

Criticizing anyone, I am ‘Reporting The 
RealNews’ and anyone can Learn to Seee 
USS (UNUversal SuperBeingS) and what is 

taking place on The RealSide LifeIS, by 
simply Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, 
and Life will Show YU, The RealU, in Your 

DreamVisions ‘What IS Real Now!’ Take The 
Risk or Stay Lost as a ‘follower, worshiper 
and a believer’ with the Fake Gods of Man 

the RATS originally invented! 

ASK DUANEVA ABOUT THE REAL 
UNIVERSES 

“Beyond Cause & Effect Creation and the 
Authoritarians and the Fake Gods of Man, 
there IS Real UNUverses of PurSound & 

PurLight where YU, The RealU, is a 
FreeBeing of RealLight. WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators are The Real Wakeup 
for Everyone Now! WWE show You how to 
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explore beyond what you have known here 
and is Restricting You to this Matrixed World 
of Appearances. Take The Risk and Learn to 

Seee what You never have Seeen before! 
HAVE FUN DECIDING! 

TAPLINING WARNING ON FACEBOOK 

“Astral TapLining is Very Real and the 
unaware masses are infected with it. This 
entire planet is in a Designed Matrix by the 
One World Order Kontrollers, the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). WakeUp and Seee 

what is really taking place here or Stay 
Asleep and be the Effect of Everything in 
Cause & Effect Creation. An example of 

Astral TapLining is, EEKONKON, Fright & HU 
Noise of The Kalaum God, with fake master 

Harry and Reptilian Joanny Klump as the 
Regimented Religious Rulers. This is one of 
the many spiritual paths Astrally HUng with 
the RATS. Like many others, Harry and RJ, 

use the HU word to entice people, then 
TapLine them into future lifetimes with the 
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RATS. The religions use HU, OM, AUM, Amen 
and other seductive words to lure the 

unaware into their Astral TapLining! WWE 
are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 

WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation! Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and 

Free YourSelf Now! 

WWE ARE FREE Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators 

“WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation! Do you want to spend more 

lifetimes here with the World Kontrollers, or 
would YU, The RealU, like to Be Free Now? 

WORLD ORDER REPTILIAN TAPLINERS 
(WORTS) 

“Astral TapLining is Very Real and the 
unaware masses are infected with it. This 
entire planet is in a Designed Matrix by the 
One World Order Kontrollers, the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). WakeUp and Seee 
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what is really taking place here or Stay 
Asleep and be the Effect of Everything in 
Cause & Effect Creation. An example of 

Astral TapLining is, EEKONKON, Fright & HU 
Noise of The Kalaum God, with fake master 

Harry and Reptilian Joanny Klump as the 
Regimented Religious Rulers. This is one of 
the many spiritual paths Astrally HUng with 
the RATS. Like many others, Harry and RJ, 

use the HU word to entice people, then 
TapLine them into future lifetimes with the 

RATS. The religions use HU, OM, AUM, Amen 
and other seductive words to lure the 

unaware into their Astral TapLining! WWE 
are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 

WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation! Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and 

Free YourSelf Now! 
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SHINING LIKE THE SUN 

“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
and WWE are FreeBeings of RealLight, 
Brighter than The Sun Shining! You can 

continue to consciously and unconsciously 
Agree to the World Order Reptilian 

TapLiners (WORTS) who invented their 
‘Officialness’ as Authoritarians and the Gods 

of Man most people worship and pray to, 
along with all the Restrictions, Rules and 

Regulations they Astrally TapLine you with, 
or YU, The RealU, can WakeUp and Take The 

Risk to Free YourSelf Now! 

DO YOU KNOW WHICH PLANET YOU ARE 
ON? 

“To most unaware people, the earth is their 
PlayGround LA LA Land Extraordinaire! In a 
funny way, this does make sense to those 

who do not know what they are really doing 
here. The LA LA Land idea here is to be 

raised by unaware parents who keep 
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Agreeing to a Deformed & Deceptive One 
World Order Political & Religious System of 
Kontrol, and then.going thru a MiliTerrorized 

Educated Programing, designed by The 
Deceptors who rule this planet. Step Two is 
to further ones brainwashing occupation and 

distorted education into a college or 
university to where a person can go thru 
more unnecessary torture to get ‘their’ 

degree to chase the invented Kontrolling 
Money that was invented by the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS). Then once let loose 
into the public, the Completely Conditioned 

Creature can then work for a Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporation (KEK) and continue on 

with Destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US! Are 

you sure you want to keep doing this lifetime 
after lifetime? WakeUp with US or Stay Lost 

here for a lot longer! 
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WWE SUPPORT YU, WHEN YU SUPPORT 
USS! 

“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
(WWE). WWE are UNUversal SuperBeingS 
(USS) with The Real UNUversal Guides & 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Beyond 

the invented Gods of Man there are Endless 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! YU, The 
RealU, is looking for a way to escape the 

Designed Matrix of the World Order Reptilian 
TapLiners (WORTS). WWE are The NUWay 
Out of Cause & Effect Creation! YU must 

have The RealCourage to StepUp and Share 
The RealConnection, The NUSound, The 

NU~U, with Everyone, and then THE NUMAN 
& The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS, 
will Support YU! WWE provide RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation like no one else! WWE 

are here for those who Support USS! YU 
Must Realistically Earn Your Way Out of 
Karmic Kontrolling Kreation (KKK). No 

matter what you ‘Think or Believe’ about the 
Kontrolling Earthly Korporations (KEK) you 
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are still Trapped & TapLined in Creation with 
all Your Emotional Agreements that look so 
good to Your Personal Self. You will be back 
here again if YU do not WakeUp Now! If YU 

are too afraid to StepUp with USS and Share 
Something Wonderful & Real, then you are 
on your own with the Authoritarians and 
their Reptilian Gods. Have Fun Deciding! 

ARE YOU JUST ORDINARY? 
WWE GIVE THE REALU THE HINTS 

“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
(WWE). WWE are UNUversal SuperBeingS 
(USS) with The Real UNUversal Guides & 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Beyond 

the invented Gods of Man there are Endless 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! Are You 

the everyday person that ‘Thinks’ You know 
more than Life ITSELF and this life on earth 
is all there is, and that whatever has been 

invented here by the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) is the 
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absoluteness? You can keep ‘Thinking’ this 
and You will continue to return here in a 
new body form once more! WWE are Not 
Ordinary like You, WWE are Wonderful & 
Real! WWE Share what no one else can, 

because WWE are Real with TruSincerity & 
Honor! Ordinary People are not interested in 

anything Real, they are only interested in 
what is created here while they are waiting 

to grow old once more as they have from 
their past lifetimes on this 9 to 5 Drudgery 
World. Ordinary People cannot Truly Seee 

Past this ‘world of appearances’ as they are 
hypnotized by all the phenomena that takes 
place. You can stay as You are, or Take The 
Risk and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and 

Become MoreAware with US! 
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ASTRAL ANGELS or REAL UNUVERSAL 
GUIDES 

ASTRAL ANGELS & THE GODS OF MAN 

“Many people are aware of the reality of 
Angels with their Wings. Artists throughout 
history have depicted those from the other 

worlds with wings who are supposedly of an 
angelic nature. The Angel People are those 

who were once on the earth and have 
‘earned their wings’ so to speak. They are in 

the Astral and Mental Realms, or what I 
refer to as The Two Heavens of Man, which 
are in Cause & Effect Creation. The Angel 

People ‘appear’ to be the ultimate and have 
huge knowledge, but they are really about 
the same as unaware people on earth who 
are struggling to find The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. The Real UNUversal Guides do 
not need the ‘training wheels or wings’ of 
the Angels with the Fake Gods in Creation. 
Creation is a ‘simulator’ of a ReaLife in The 
Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. Deception 

Rules Cause & Effect Creation and the Gods 
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of Man and the Authoritarians on the earth, 
as they are very cleaver and mischievous 

with Deceiving people everyday. Deception 
leads to Demise, and this is what is 

happening with The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting ALL of US. The unaware masses 

are continually contributing to this 
Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! The Angel 

People cannot save anyone, nor their 
‘appointed saviors’ who are nothing more 
than Marketing Ploy to the dumbed down 

and drugged public. It is a ‘sweet’ idea with 
the Astral Emotional Love most people 

TapLine each other with, but it will lead to 
diseases and cancers and more unconscious 
lifetimes on earth, as this planet gets more 
contaminated everyday! WWE as Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators with The Real 
UNUversal Guides, provide RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation like no one else! 
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ASTRAL ANGELS & DEMONS 

“Many people are aware of the reality of 
Angels with their Wings. Artists throughout 
history have depicted those from the other 

worlds with wings who are supposedly of an 
angelic nature. The Angel People are those 

who were once on the earth and have 
‘earned their wings’ so to speak. They are in 

the Astral and Mental Realms, or what I 
refer to as The Two Heavens of Man, which 
are in Cause & Effect Creation. The Angel 

People ‘appear’ to be the ultimate and have 
huge knowledge, but they are really about 
the same as unaware people on earth who 
are struggling to find The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. The Real UNUversal Guides do 
not need the ‘training wheels or wings’ of 
the Angels with the Fake Gods in Creation. 

The Demons many people worship also have 
wings like Bats. Astral Angels and Lower 
Astral Demons have Not Recognized their 
RealAwareniss, and so they are subject to 

Cause & Effect Karma in Creation. Creation 
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is a ‘simulator’ of a ReaLife in The Real 
UNUverses of THE ALLIS. Deception Rules 
Cause & Effect Creation and the Gods of 

Man and the Authoritarians on the earth, as 
they are very cleaver and mischievous with 
Deceiving people everyday. Deception leads 

to Demise, and this is what is happening 
with The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting ALL of US. The unaware masses 
are continually contributing to this 

Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! The Angel 
People cannot save anyone, nor their 

‘appointed saviors’ who are nothing more 
than Marketing Ploy to the dumbed down 

and drugged public. It is a ‘sweet’ idea with 
the Astral Emotional Love most people 

TapLine each other with, but it will lead to 
diseases and cancers and more unconscious 
lifetimes on earth, as this planet gets more 
contaminated everyday! WWE as Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators with The Real 
UNUversal Guides, provide RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation like no one else! 
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CHEMO THERAPY VOODOO 

“The so-called doctors and medical 
practitioners who ‘strictly’ recommend 
artificial drugs, and especially Chemo 

Therapy, without giving people the option of 
Natural Therapy, have a lot of TapLining 

Cause & Effect Karma in Creation with many 
more lifetimes to come. This is Not a case 
of ‘good or bad’ anything, it is merely Being 

Real with Cause & Effect Karma that 
involves everyone with what they create for 
themselves and others. The basic idea is… if 
they do not WakeUp Now, then they will be 

‘Living’ the same nightmares they are 
administrating to others! People have been 
Warned throughout the ages about Cause & 

Effect Karma and most people use the 
fallacy of ‘belief’ to cover over what is 

actually taking place in Creation. There is 
no ‘belief’ that can outdo the process of 
Cause & Effect Karma, only Singing The 

NUSound, The NU~U, and The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, 
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THE ALLIS, can! Learn to Sing The NU~U 
and Watch Your DreamVisions and Life will 
Show YU, The RealU, ‘What IS Real Now!’ 

DUMBED DOWN TAPLINED & UNAWARE 

“People who Support & Vote for the Political 
& Religious Systems are the Dumbed Down 
TapLined & Unaware, because if they had 
any RealAwareniss, they would be able to 
Seee Behind the False Fronts and what is 
actually taking place with the Political & 
Religious HUman Farming Systems. It is 

more than evident that most people like to 
Support Deception and to be Deceived. And 
even after they do WakeUp to some degree, 

they are still afraid to Be Real with 
ThemSelves. Any type of Fear will hold a 

person to Cause & Effect Karmic Creation 
for more boring lifetimes. There will come a 

day when each person must first face 
themselves and then start their RealJourney 

Beyond Creation. Until YU, The RealU 
Decides, then you will be Trapped & 
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TapLined with the Authoritarians of the 
earth and the fake invented Space Gods! 

The religious, political, spiritual, 
educational, scientific and medical 
Kontrollers like to ‘feel good’ about 

themselves with all the unaware and 
marketed supporters they have. They put on 

the ‘appearance’ of being proud to know 
those who do not really know what The 

Deceptors of the KEK (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) Systems are actually doing to 
everyone. It is all a ‘fake & false’ pride like 
patriotism that is used to Psychologically 
Kontrol the military and other government 
workers who have a false security idea of 

what is really taking place here. Those who 
‘think’ they know more than Life ITSELF, and 

what they are doing with Agreeing to 
Deception, will just grow old again and 

forget they were ever here! It is a lot more 
fun Being Real & Wonderful… Give it a try! 
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FEAR GETS YOU NOTHING 

“Of course, a soldier going into battle is 
afraid, but he still does it. Stepping up to the 

plate to hit the ball when everyone is 
watching can be nerve racking, but if don’t, 
you will never know. When I first went out 

into the public with what I had learned from 
The Real UNUversal Guides, I was very 

nervous, but I still did it! There are so many 
Wonderful People who know “What IS Real 
Now’ and they still hold back, because they 

are afraid and unsure of themselves, and the 
biggest fear is what ‘others’ will think about 

them. So many hold ‘near & dear’ their 
personal life and ideas of what they are 

doing here on earth. After millions of 
lifetimes of living on so many different 
worlds and dimensions, is it really so 

important to live the same distorted life you 
once lived? With what is really happening on 

the earth Now, is there realistically any 
future here, except more lifetimes of the 

same drudgery and struggle with the 
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Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule 
this planet? Hide for as long as you want, 

but you will never Seee The Real UNUverses 
and have The RealFreedom you want, until 

YU, The Real, is ready to Completely Expose 
YourSelf to Standing with The RealGuides 

who know The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation. Stay afraid of the Authoritarians 
and their invented gods and play with the 

Astral Love & Light so many do, and you will 
stay Trapped & TapLined for more of the 

same Deception you are Agreeing to Right 
Now… Have Fun Deciding! 

WORLD TAPLINING ALERT 

“The unaware outnumber the Aware People 
on this planet. Even those who are Aware 

more than others often know nothing about 
Astral Taplining. As long as the majority of 

people are without RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation, then this world will continue 

its demise. There is a world collective 
consciousness that keeps Agreeing with 
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those who are destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US. 

People can pretend and ‘believe’ there are 
no ChemTrails, Mind Kontrolling 

Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, GMO 
TEKFood, and so much more that is infecting 

and poisoning everything, including Astral 
TapLining, but it is all still happening and 

each person on this planet is the Effect for 
this lifetime and more to come. Almost 

everyone is Astral TapLined by the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule the earth. 
The LA LA Land Play Yard idea that many 

people ‘think’ is a really good lifestyle here, 
is nothing more than a setup for HUman 
Farming. The Authoritarians on the earth 
with their invented Space Gods, Kontrol 

everything here. No matter what policies are 
made and broadcasted to ‘look good’ are 

nothing more than Marketing Ploy to 
hypnotize people into Agreeing with those 

who will continually rule over others. 
WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
have The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
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Creation. You have been misled by the KEK 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) Systems 
to ‘believe’ that being Kontrolled in Cause & 
Effect Creation by officials on the earth and 

Space Gods in the sky is all there is with 
The Whole of Life. Beyond Creation there IS 

Real UNUverses of RealFreedom. WWE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
like no one else! Simply Sing The NUSound, 
The NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions 
and Let Life Show YU, The RealU, ‘What IS 

Real Now!’ 

YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE IS… 

“…RECOGNIZING YOUR REALAWARENISS! 
From Lifetime to lifetime, YU, The RealU, 
has been searching for The NUWay Out of 
Cause & Effect Creation. You have been 

marketed and fooled for eons by the 
FearMongers, the Authoritarians and their 

invented gods! This is how real the 
‘simulator’ of Creations seems to be so. You 

have always dreamt of there being more, 
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and Now YU Will Seee what YU never have 
before! Simply Sing The NUSound, The 

NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions. You 
Must Decide to Be The Real RiskTaker and 
enter The Endless Unknown LifeIS, or Stay 

Lost with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who rule this planet! Beyond what 

has ever been known on this earth, from the 
political, religious and spiritual systems, 

there IS Something Wonderful & Real to Be 
Discovered Now! Have Fun Deciding! 

HEALTH RANGER THREATENED 

"Health Ranger threatened by Dr. Fata 
chemotherapy victims group after 

attempting to donate immune-boosting 
nutritional supplements to its members 

Tuesday, June 28, 2016 by Mike Adams, the 
Health Ranger. 

File this in the category of "no good deed 
goes unpunished." After making a 

nationwide pledge to donate large volumes 
of immune-supporting vitamin C dietary 
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supplements to victims of Dr. Farid Fata's 
criminal cancer treatment fraud, I have now 
been directly threatened by the delusional 

leaders of the Patients and Families Treated 
by Dr. Fata group for daring to offer 

humanitarian assistance to their members. 
Over the last eight weeks, since announcing 

my Nutrition Rescue donation program, 
myself and my staff have been repeatedly 
and persistently attempting to donate over 

$20,000 worth of non-GMO, laboratory 
verified vitamin C dietary supplements to 

victims of Dr. Farid Fata, the criminal cancer 
doctor now serving 45 years in prison for 

committing massive medical fraud. Despite 
my long track record of making huge non-
profit donations to victims all around the 

world (see the timeline and links below), the 
response to our attempted donations from 

the self-proclaimed "leaders" of the Dr. Fata 
victims group has been nothing short of 

sheer derision bordering on psychopathic 
lunacy. Today the leaders of the group 

hilariously threatened to report me to the 
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FBI for daring to try to donate nutritional 
supplements to them.Yes, you read that 

correctly. This is not a satire piece. Despite 
my long track record of year after year of 

making very large donations of food, 
nutrition and food education grants to 

children, expectant mothers, families in 
developing nations and victims right here in 
the United States, I have finally found the 

bedrock of victimhood insanity in the 
"leaders" of the Dr. Fata victims group. 

When I reached out with a sense of 
compassion, healing and a selfless attempt 
to help fellow brothers and sisters who had 

been victimized by a treacherous cancer 
fraudster, I was treated with derision, hatred 

and threats. 
These cancer fraud victims, you see, have 

been told by some ignorant doctor that 
vitamin C is worthless. And they've been so 

brain damaged by Dr. Fata that they still 
believe whatever medical lies brainwashed 

doctors tell them. Nobody has told them that 
chemotherapy strips vitamin C and other 
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nutrients from the body leaving patients in a 
state of nutritional deficiency. They aren't 

interested in hearing that. They just want to 
be victims for as long as possible, it seems, 
while attacking and threatening anyone who 
might actually try to help them. It makes me 

genuinely wonder: Just how badly did Dr. 
Fata's illegal chemotherapy damage these 

people, anyway? (Seriously, that's not a 
flippant insult. I am genuinely concerned 

that "chemo brain" side effects have 
damaged the brains of these people beyond 
any ability to reason, and I don't know how 

to help them anymore. And keep in mind that 
if McDonald's had offered to donate $20,000 

in Chicken McNuggets to this group, they 
would have no doubt welcomed it with open 

arms, celebrating the McDonald's 
corporation as being "compassionate" to 

cancer fraud victims. Check out my 
exhaustive history of food and emergency 
donations to people in need In providing 
context to all this, I have a long, well-

documented and unassailable history of 
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making large and numerous contributions to 
all sorts of victims of earthquakes, 

tsunamis, floods and other catastrophes... 
HR 

YOUR REALPURPOSE NOW 

“The Mass Majority will always be in the 
Dark (and very realistically) as to what 

Creation is. The know-it-alls on the earth 
(those who are doing the most damage to 

the planet and The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports ALL of US) have convinced 

themselves they know what they are doing 
here and what LifeIS all about. They profess 
to know more than Life ITSELF. For those of 

YU, The RealU, who want to BeMore & 
SeeeMore than the Social Gathering 

Systems of Earth, such as the political, 
religious spiritual, educational and scientific 
inventions… Simply Sing The NUSound, The 
NU~U… Watch Your DreamVisions… Let Life 
Show YU ‘What IS Real Now!’ Then when you 
are ready, get involved in one of our Skype 
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Groups and Become MoreAware and 
eventually Free from Cause & Effect 

Creation. WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators and WWE will show YU how to 

Discover Your RealPurpose! 

Do You Like YOUR ASTRAL TAPLINING 
FRIENDS? 

“YOU have been One-Dimensionalized with 
The Designed Matrix all over this world that 
was created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS). Life in Creation is Cause & Effect, 
and You have Agreed to be the Effect of 

everything around You! Because You have 
been so Cleverly & Creatively Conditioned to 
everything that has been invented for You to 
Agree to, it is very easy for You to Agree to 
whatever is marketed to You that so many 

other unaware, dumbed down and One-
Dimensionalized People Agree to. This does 

sound funny, and You are doing this 
everyday as You are contributing to The 

Ultimate Demise of The ALLNatural 
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Environment that Supports ALL of US! Until 
You decide Something NU & Wonderful, then 
You will be heading into more unconscious 

lifetimes and deformed embodiments of 
even worse conditions that already exist 

Now. 
“Why are some people So Afraid to Sing The 

NUSound, The NU~U? There are many 
‘reasons’ for this, and a few example would 
be… “What will my friends think of me?” or 
“What about my ‘social status’ among the 
community?” or “I could lose my friends!” 

HAHAHA… Of course You will lose your Old 
TapLining friends, the ones who are Astrally 
TapLined with the Ruling RATS of earth! Do 
You really want to stay ‘bonded’ to THEM 
(TapLining HUman Eating Martians) when 
You now know they are infecting You? At 
first You will, because You have created 
Emotional TapLining (ET) with THEM, and 
this can be so sacred to You. This then 

becomes the difference between 
RealFreedom Now with The Real UNUversal 
Guides & The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, 
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and Agreeing to Restricting Astral TapLining 
Bondage… You Decide! Are your friends and 
family into politics, religion, spiritual paths, 
standard education, scientific hazards, or 
just your day to day business pollution? 
Then, Your Friends are Astrally TapLined 
and they want You to Stay TapLined with 
THEM! Of course Your Literal Conditioned 

Mind from Your MiliTerrorized Education will 
not Agree to what I am presenting, because 
it does not make sense according to all the 

Deception & Distortion You have already 
Agreed to with your life on earth. It really 
does ‘seem’ to be okay to poison & pollute 
everything and then expect everything to 

keep working as it has. WakeUp Now or Stay 
Lost & Asleep for more lifetimes of 9 to 5 

Drudgery! Have Fun Deciding! 

HEALTH RANGER WATER WARNING 

(NaturalNews) We really have reached a 
point of such insanity across human 

civilization that governments have become 
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the terrorists who actively seek to harm and 
kill off the people. The latest example 

demonstrating this very point is the fact that 
the EPA just announced its plan to allow 

gigantic increases in the allowable 
radioactivity in drinking water... increasing it 

by over 3,000 times in the case of 
radioactive Iodine-131... while calling it 
"safe" to drink even though it's almost 

certain to give you cancer. In this public EPA 
document, the agency says it was ordered 

by President Obama's Executive Order 
12656 (section 1601(2)) to "[d]evelop, for 

national security emergencies, guidance on 
acceptable emergency levels of nuclear 

radiation...." 
In this report, the EPA warns that a nuclear 
"incident" may strike the United States, and 
if people are going to drink the radioactive 

water, somebody needs to decide how much 
radioactivity Americans will be allowed to 

consume. From the EPA report: A large scale 
radiation contamination incident could 

impact the United States, driving the need 
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for a pre-established drinking water PAG. 
EPA is proposing a two-tiered intermediate 

phase drinking water PAG of 100 mrem 
projected dose in the first year for infants, 

children and pregnant or nursing women and 
500 mrem projected dose in the first year for 
the general population. 250 chest X-Rays per 
year, directed at your thyroid gland. For the 
record, the allowable exposure now being 

pushed by the EPA is equivalent to 250 chest 
X-Rays in a single year, says ECO Watch. 

That's a dose that's almost certain to cause 
cancer. Allowable levels of specific 

radioactive elements would also be raised to 
obscene exposure levels. As reported by 

ECOwatch.com: 
For example, radioactive iodine-131 has a 

current limit of 3 pico-curies per liter (pCi/L), 
in water but the new guidance would allow 

10,350 (pCi/L), 3,450 times higher. For 
strontium-90, which causes leukemia, the 
current limit is 8 pCi/L; the new proposed 
value is 7,400 pCi/L, a 925-fold increase. 
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Even more astonishing -- and surprising to 
those who think Obama is good but Bush 

was bad -- is the fact that Obama's new EPA 
levels are vastly higher than the limits 

established under President Bush. From 
ECOwatch.com: The Bush Administration 
proposal for strontium 90 was 6,650 pCi/L; 

the new proposal is 7,400 pCi/L. For 
iodine-131, the Bush proposal was 8,490 pCi/

L; the new proposal is 10,350 pCi/L. For 
cesium-137, the proposal was for 13,600 pCi/

L; Obama “beats” Bush with a value of 
16,570 pCi/L. 

Under Obama's new rules, the EPA can tell 
entire cities it's "safe" to drink deadly 

radioactive water that's almost certain to 
kill you. What's the point of raising these 
allowable radioactivity levels to obscene 
new heights? It's all about creating the 

"official science narrative" whereby 
incompetent, arrogant government officials 

can tell entire cities of nuclear terrorism 
victims, "Go on! Drink the water! The EPA 
says it's safe!" If you believe even one tiny 
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scrap of "science" coming out of the EPA, 
you're a fool. The EPA is a widely discredited 

anti-science propaganda ministry that 
eradicated nearly all legitimate scientists 
decades ago, back in the 1990's. The only 
scientists that currently work for the EPA 

today are those who are willing to abandon 
real science and distort all their research 

and findings for political purposes. Privately, 
they will all tell you that no real science is 

tolerated at the EPA. With this radiation 
decision, the EPA cements its position as 

the Environmental POLLUTION Agency 
which now systematically pollutes the air, 

water and soil, poisoning hundreds of 
millions of people and even labeling as 

"safe" toxic water that just might kill you. 
It's now so bad that even the pro Big 

Government environmentalists are freaking 
out and decrying the EPA's sheer stupidity. 

When even the environmentalists are 
horrified by the EPA's actions, you know the 

agency has really gone off the rails. Your 
Best Solution IS... 
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“SING THE NU~U” 
“WATCH YOUR DREAMS” 

LET LIFE SHOW YU!” 

YOU CAN AGREE to BE FREE NOW 

YOU CAN AGREE to BE FREE NOW… 
“You can Agree with ‘Your Mind’ to Be Free, 
but you are not really free, you just ‘Think’ 

you are. You have been taught and 
conditioned to ‘Think’ with your mind and 

‘Believe’ that whatever you ‘Think’ will be so. 
Can you build a house from what you think 
only, or is your imagination along with your 
thinking merely part of the process to have 

the house built? Of course you use your 
mind to think and consider building the 

house, but you also need the materials and 
the knowledge to build it. So, when people 
‘Think’ they are Free, they really are Not! 
RealFreedomIS, not the ‘implied’ freedom 

that is marketed to the unaware and 
dumbed down public from the political, 

religious, spiritual, educational and 
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scientific institutions, and is moreso than 
you can ever imagine, and it takes 

RealCourage with YU, The RealU, to where 
YU must Be The Real RiskTaker to 

accomplish RealFreedom Now! It will be so 
much easier for you to just ‘Think’ you are 

free with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who rule the earth with their 
Marketing Ploy to Deceive you! The 

Deceptors are the WarLords of the Physical 
& Astral Realms. They can ShapeShift and 

‘appear’ to be like you. When you Agree with 
all their Deception, they like you, but when 

YU, The RealU, starts to WakeUp and 
Become MoreAware, then they will be 

watching YOU! When you Sing The NUSound, 
The NU~U, YU will begin to have The 

RealConnection & RealProtection with The 
Real UNUversal Guides & The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS. WakeUp with 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation or Stay 
Lost & Asleep for more unconscious karmic 
lifetimes with the RATS who Rule… YOUR 

CHOICE! 
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CHEMTRAILS USA, GERMANY, EUROPE, 
EVERYWHERE 

“CHEMTRAILS ARE EVERYWHERE… Most 
people do not know that ChemTrails are for 
the Elimination of most of the populations 
on this planet! WAKEUP… YOUR CHILDREN 
DO NOT KNOW THIS! Your Children are The 
Future Now! If YOU Do Not know this then 
YOU are DAH! Actually, YOU are Dumbed 
Down Stupid, because whether You know 
this or not, You are Totally Effected into 

more unconscious lifetimes with Deformed 
Bodies! The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

who rule this planet are the ones who are 
Astrally TapLining YOU in Your Dreams! The 

United States Deceptors are doing the 
ChemTrails and ISIS all over this world! 

There is so much more to this, so WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators strongly 

suggest YOU Do Your Homework and 
WakeUp Now or Stay Lost… Your Choice! 
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EVERYONE IS A FREEBEING of REALLIGHT 

“EVERYONE IS ALREADY A FREEBEING of 
REALLIGHT… The difference between each 

of us is the Realization & Recognition of 
who we really are. It is not a matter of 

creating something that makes us who we 
are, it is a matter of creatively using what 
Creation is and what we are experiencing 

here to eventually WakeUp to who we are, a 
FreeBeing of RealLight. What we are each 

experiencing in this very moment with what 
has already been created is mostly 

Distortion according to something that 
aligns itself with The Whole of Life and is a 

RealBenefit for us to WakeUp, and at the 
same time, when YU, The RealU, are able to 

Recognize the Deception that has been 
created here, then you have a better chance 
to Seee Beyond Cause & Effect Creation into 

The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 
“You have purposely been taught Distortion 

& Deception to keep YU, The RealU, 
reincarnating into more lifetimes of the 
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same old drudgery that exists Now. You 
have Agreed to this Deception, because you 

do not know The Whole of LifeIS moreso 
than what you have come to know as 

Creation. Life Makes Sense, and what you 
are experiencing here on earth is a 

‘simulation’ of a life, a Designed Matrix of 
Purposely Planned Restrictions to trick you 

into Agreeing to the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this planet! 

You can ‘think’ what I am sharing is science 
fiction and conspiracy theory, but you are 
right in the middle of it! You can Stay Lost 

as a follower of the Gods of Man, who were 
invented by the RATS, or a member of a 
master or guru, as this is always Your 
Choice. Everything in Creation implies 

Restriction! There are NO RESTRICTIONS in 
The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom with 

THE ALLIS! YU ARE A FREEBEING of 
REALLIGHT ALWAYS! 
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YOUR REALJOURNEY and YOUR 
RELATIONSHIPS 

“We are ALL in the Same Life… This IS Real. 
We each decide whatever we want to while 

we are here. We are in Creation, a 
‘fabrication’ from The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. Most people have Not come into the 
Recognition of their RealAwareniss, so they 

consider Creation to be the ultimate as a 
child would consider what they are 

experiencing at a young age with what is 
really taking place on this world. The 

unaware masses do not know The 
RealHistory of this world, as they have been 

Deceived and Marketed by the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded 
this planet. The RATS have created the 

political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific institutions. The Gods of Man and 

worshiping and praying are originally 
sacrificial ideas that the RATS implanted in 

people’s minds and their other unseen 
bodies to Kontrol them, and these distorted 
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ideas are more than evident today and the 
effects they have had, which contributes to 
the Demise of The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting ALL of US. Politics and the 
others institutions I have named are like 
VooDoo to people who are unconsciously 

Astrally TapLined by the RATS in their 
Dreams. The DevilDemon Gods have been 
invented to scare people into a Subliminal 
Submission of Slavery of Fear for untold 

lifetimes. To most, this is like science fiction 
and conspiracy theory. WakeUp and Learn to 

Seee what is taking place right in front of 
YOU and Watch Your DreamVisions! 

“Your RealJourney is to discover The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, and then Learn 

to Recognize What ‘IT’ IS. Those who are 
still asleep can only see what has been 

created on this earth as something bigger 
than The Whole of Life, as many people have 

become the know-it-alls and consider they 
know more than Life ITSELF! The know-it-
alls demonstrate themselves every day, as 

these are the people who are doing the most 
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destruction to The Natural Environment. 
Along with our experience in time and 

space, Cause & Effect Creation, is what we 
have come to know as Our Relationships. We 

have decided to label Our Relations as 
fathers, mothers, sisters and brothers and 

so on. This does make sense in its own way 
with what we each experience here, and 
there is also a Bigger Picture that most 
people do not Seee, and that is YU, The 

RealU, is already a FreeBeing of RealLight, 
which only YU can decide to Explore, 

Realize and eventually Recognize along with 
THE ALLIS. The PerfectPosition for YOU that 
is possible is a RealRelationship of Being to 

Being, without the over-emotional 
attachment to what does not make sense 

with Your RealJourney to RealFreedom Now. 
It is Not the Fake Gods that decide Your 

Life… YU DO! You have been taught 
Distortion, and as long as you Agree to it, 

then you will stay here unaware. What 
brings you and others back here for more 

unconscious lifetimes is mainly your 
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distorted ideas with the Relationships you 
have created and Your Emotional 

Attachments with Your Relationships. It is 
not about ‘good or bad’ as it is about Choice. 

Only YOU can decide to have Your 
RealAdventure with The Whole of Life and 

Become MoreAware and Stand in 
RealFreedom in The Real UNUverses beyond 

Creation, or Stay Lost and Emotionally 
Attached to body forms and the ideas with 
them in the PsycRealms of Cause & Effect 

Creation. It is Always Your Choice! 

ASK DR. EKorcism on FACEBOOK 

THE REAL STORY of REBAZAR TARZS & 
PAUL TWITCHELL… 

“Paul Twitchell & Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides… Never advocated any 

type of Worshiping and Prayer to the Space 
Gods of Man. Paul started off with the ‘god’ 

idea to babysit people along as the first step 
with what he was presenting. There is so 

much more to this RealAdventure and I will 
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be sharing this in NUBook Nine, ‘REBAZAR 
TARZS & PAUL TWITCHELL THE REAL 

STORY’ 
For now, I will say that Darwin Gross and 

Harold Klemp were supposed to implement 
the next stages into what I, as Duane The 

Great Writer, have created with The 
NUPresentation. The first stage was 

babysitting the members with the ‘god’ idea, 
then with the ‘Sugmad’ idea, and finally with 

THE ISNESS, Paul had written about and 
Rebazar referred to in Paul’s books. Darwin 
and Harold have been taken over by what I 

refer to as ‘The Influence’ which is a 
Kontrolling Consciousness Agreement thru 
all the Five PsycRealms of Cause & Effect 
Creation and the Mistress of the Kalaum 

DevilGod most religious and spiritual people 
worship and pray to. When Reptilian Joanny 
married HarOld, the RATS moved right into 

the Astral Bodies of the membershrimps and 
TapLined all of them. This is why so many 
are getting illnesses and cancers. Beyond 

Creation IS The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
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ALLIS. Darwin and Harold never had The 
RealAwareniss to Recognize THE ALLIS, so 

they have become ‘self-absorbed’ 
Kontrollers with the One World Order (OWO) 

and the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
who Kontrol this planet with their Designed 
Karmic Matrix. They both stole Paul’s Title 
and never earned it. Ask Rebazar Tarzs & 
Paul Twitchell & The RealGuides on The 

RealSide LifeIS, as you Sing NU~U, and You 
will be shown in Your DreamVisions! The HU, 
OM. AUM, Amen, words are VooDoo Reptilian 
Religions with the RATS and the DevilGods 

who Rule Creation! 
ASK DR. EKorcism on FACEBOOK… 
“Hello, I am Dr, EKorcism with the 

Kontrolling Krone Korporation (KKK). I am 
sure that many of you ‘unaware subjects’ 

out there have heard of Exorcism, which is 
supposed to remove ‘Demons’ from a person. 

Well, I have to admit that this has been a 
Marketing Ploy with VooDoo Religions for 
centuries. Along with Astral TapLining, 

which I am an expert at, and with Harry and 
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Joanny Klump of EEKonkon, we actually put 
the ‘Demons back into YOU!’ Just like your 

doctor who gives you Dangerous Drugs, 
Chemo Therapy and Lethal Vaccines, we are 

doing our part with the One World Order 
(OWO) and the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) to make sure ‘Everyone’ is Infected 
with Worshiping and Praying to the 

DemonGods of Man! Do Not Watch Your 
Dreams or You will WakeUp and Seee what 

we are doing! We Are Scary!” 

OLD RELIGIONS can BECOME~NU 
OLD KONTROLLING POLITICIANS can 

BECOME~NU 

“The NUSound, The NU~U, IS For Everyone! 
The NU~U, IS The NUWay & The 

RealConnection with Rebazar Tarzs & The 
Real UNUversal Guides beyond Cause & 

Effect Creation. People have been burdened 
and tortured for untold lifetimes with the 
Space Gods who rule over everyone with 

their HUman Authoritarian Ruling 
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Manipulators (HARM). Yes it is so, there is a 
‘Good’ side to the Gods of Man, as they still 

keep YU, The RealU in Agreement with 
reincarnation and karma for ongoing 

lifetimes! There is also the DarkSide to the 
Worshiped Gods with those who HARM 
others with the HUman Farming on this 
earth! Most unaware people who follow 

earthly religions and the invented gods and 
their ‘savior promises’ keep coming back 
here as this planet gets worse and worse! 

Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions and Life Will Show YU… ‘What 
IS Real Now!’ WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators and WWE are here for Everyone to 

Be Free Now! 

DID GOD WILL THE DEVIL THE EARTH? 

“It is more than evident in the last two 
hundred years or so that, The ALLNatural 

Environment Supporting ALL of US has 
become so poisoned and polluted and 

destroyed! Is this Gods Will or did the Devil 
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do this? And who is going to fix everything? 
Will God and His Saviors come back soon? 

Most people are so unaware of The Whole of 
Life and that the Gods of Creation are not 
what people ‘Think’ they are. LifeIS Bigger 
than Creation and what is taking place on 

this planet from all the Choices & 
Agreements people have made for 

themselves. Most people want to ‘pretend’ 
some sort of lifestyle here that has nothing 

to do with The Actuality LifeIS. Learn to 
WakeUp and Seee what You are Agreeing to! 
The Gods of Man are fine with themselves in 

their heavens and it is up to You to find 
them! But guess what… There is so much 

more than the gods and their little heavens, 
there IS The Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom beyond Cause & Effect 
Creation! 
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SING NU~U at YOUR NEXT FUNERAL 

“Do you want to Be The Star of Your Next 
Funeral? Then Take The Risk and Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U! When You Sing The 

NU~U, The Real UNUversal Guides will 
escort the person crossing over to their first 
place on the Astral Realm. As they learn to 

develop themselves they can continue 
onward to The Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom Beyond Cause & Effect 
Creation! 

THE REAL CANIDIDATES NOW 

“WWE are The Real Candidates Now of Free 
Choice! Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer 
and I am in The United States of America, 
which ‘seems’ to be a Democracy and has 
the appearance’ of The Land of The Free, 

which is really HUman Farming like the rest 
of this planet. When it comes to Elections, 

the ‘idea’ is that you have a choice between 
‘supposedly’ two different candidates or 
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political parties, and then there is also the 
Independent Candidates, who are usually 

frowned upon by the Political Kontrollers of 
the ‘supposed’ Democratic Vote. All this 

Deception is fine, as it is all part of The Real 
WakeUp Now for Everyone! Not Everyone 

will ‘Seee’ what is really taking place on this 
Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, and so 

they will continue to reincarnate 
unconsciously into future embodiments, 
until they do WakeUp! The Really Great 
News IS… WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators are Here & Now for YU, The 

RealU, to WakeUp and Be Free from Cause & 
Effect Creation! WWE are The Candidates of 
RealChoice & RealFreedom Now! WWE are 

Not with any political party, WWE are 
Wonderful FreeBeings of RealLight with The 
Whole of Life and what WWE are presenting 
to this world as Our RealAdventure. YU, The 

RealU, can WakeUp with US, or stay in 
Agreement with what has been created as 

mostly Deception on this earth. YU really do 
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have Your Choise Now, as this has always 
been so! 

WWE are THE REAL WAKEUP NOW 

“WWE are who Everyone is looking for, but 
most people do not know this yet. After 

thousands of lifetimes being suppressed and 
set into hard labor from the Kontrolling 

Systems as subjects & slaves, those who 
are ready to ‘Earn Their Way Out’ of Cause & 

Effect Creation will Find US! Some people 
are waking up to the HUman Farming the 

political and religious systems have create 
on this planet, but what they are discovering 

is only the first steps on this One-
Dimensionalized Matrix World. Most people 
still blindly worship and pray to the Space 
Gods and are still awaiting their saviors to 

return, as these are the ‘ideas’ the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) have invented 

centuries ago to keep the unaware masses 
dumbed down. WWE are here for Everyone. 
Everything that is taking place on this earth 
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is for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp. YU always 
have the choice to do this, or Stay Lost here 

for more lifetimes of an even worse 
environment to come! 

WWE are DreamGuides for ALL 

“TELL US YOUR DREAMS… WWE are 
DreamGuides for ALL! Everyone is having 

RealSide DreamExperiences, which are The 
First Steps to Waking Up in Cause & Effect 

Creation. You have a new body and mind this 
lifetime and you do not remember you were 
here before. WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators show YU, The RealU, how to 
Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient & Get 

Your Own Answers with Life. Your 
DreamVisions are a Huge NUDoorway to 

NUWorlds & Real UNUverses beyond 
Restricting Creation! Sing The NUSound, 

The NU~U, and have RealExperiences with 
The Real UNUversal Guides of The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. YU are so 
much more than just HUman Farming! 
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